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PREFACE

1. Reasons for taking up the work.—It is not without misgiving that one ventures to render into English the texts of an intricate system which have never, with the exception of the sūtras, been translated in Europe or America. But the historical importance of those texts, as forming a bridge between the philosophy of ancient India and the fully developed Indian Buddhism and the religious thought of to-day in Eastern Asia, emboldens one to the attempt. For this system, together with the Nyāya and Vājñābodhi systems, when grafted upon the simple practical exhortations of primitive Buddhism, serves as an introduction to the logical and metaphysical masterpieces of the Mahāyāna.

2. Difficulties of comprehending the work.—Even after a dozen readings the import of some paragraphs is not quite clear, such for example as the first half of the Bhāṣya on iii. 14. Still more intractable are the single technical terms, even if the general significance of the word, superficially analysed, is clear. This irreducible residuum is unavoidable so long as one cannot feel at home in that type of emotional thinking which culminates in a supersensuous object of aesthetic contemplation.

3. Difficulties of style.—The Bhāṣya and, still more, the Tattva-vājñābodhi are masterpieces of the philosophical style. They are far from being a loosely collected body of glosses. Their excessively abbreviated and disconnected order of words is intentional. The Mīmāṃsā discussed first the meaning of words (padārtha); then in a distinct section the meaning of the sentences (vākyārtha); and finally and most fully the implication (bhāvārtha) of the sentences as a whole. Wherever the sentence-form is lacking, I have introduced in brackets the words needed to make a declarative clause. Much more obscurity remains in the bhāvārtha section of the Bhāṣya. For here many extraneous technical terms are surreptitiously introduced under the guise of exegesis. Thus polemic with an opponent whose name is suppressed
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creeps into the argument. The allusions are suggestive, but obviously elusive. The passage at iii. 14 might be quite simple if we had before us the text which it criticizes.

4. Translation of technical terms.—A system whose subtleties are not those of Western philosophers suffers disastrously when its characteristic concepts are compelled to masquerade under assumed names, fit enough for our linguistic habits, but threadbare even for us by reason of frequent transpositions. Each time that Puruṣa is rendered by the word “soul”, every psychologist and metaphysician is betrayed. No equivalent is found in our vocabulary. The rendering “Self” is less likely to cause misunderstanding. Similarly, and in accordance with the painstaking distinctions made at the end of ii. 5, it is most important to remember that the term a-vidyā, although negative in form, stands for an idea which is not negative, but positive. Bearing in mind the express instructions of the text, I have adopted “undifferentiated-consciousness” as the translation of avidyā.

Another word, which Professor Garbe discussed more than twenty years ago (in his translation of the Sāmkhya-pravacana-bhasya, S. 70, Anm. 1), is guṇa. I prefer to translate this term by “aspect” rather than by “constituent”, because, in addition to the meanings “quality” and “substance”, it often seems to have the semantic value of “subordinate” as correlated to pradhāna. Three other words sattva and rajas and tamaś seem untranslatable, unless one is content with half-meaningless etymological parallels. In another case I have weakly consented to use “Elevation” as equivalent to prasaṁkhyaṇa; the original word denotes the culmination of a series of concentrations; the result is the merging of the Self in the object of contemplation.

5. Punctuation.—1. Quotations from the Sūtras are enclosed in single angular quotation-marks (⟨⟩). 2. Quotations from the Bhāṣya are enclosed in double angular quotation-marks (⟨⟨⟩⟩). 3. Quotations from authoritative texts are enclosed in ordinary double quotation-marks (“”). 4. Objections and questions by opponents, and quotations from unauthoritative texts, are enclosed in ordinary single quotation-marks (‘ ’). Hyphens have been used to indicate the resolution of compound words. A half-parenthesis on its side is used to show that two vowels are printed in violation of the rules of euphonic combination (Lanman’s Sanskrit Reader, p. 289).
6. Texts and Manuscripts.—The text of the sūtras of the Yoga system, like that of the sūtras of all the other five systems, except perhaps the Vāйcešīka, is well preserved; and there is an abundance of excellent printed editions. The most accessible and the most carefully elaborated of these books is the one published in the Ānandaçrama Series and edited by Kācīnātha Shāstrī Āgāçe. Variants from twelve manuscripts, mostly southern, are printed at the foot of each page; and Bhojadeva’s Vṛttī is appended; also the text of the sūtras by itself and an index thereto. Another edition, in the Bombay Sanskrit Series, by Rājarām Shāstrī Bodas, is also an excellent piece of work. I have, however, made use of the edition by Svāmī Bālarāma (Calcutta, Saṁvāt 1947, A.D. 1890; reprinted ¹ in Benares A.D. 1908) because it is based on northern manuscripts and because of the valuable notes in the editor’s tippana. Of manuscripts, I have collated, with the kind permission of the Mahārāja, during a charming week’s visit at Jammu just below the glistening snows above the Pir Panjal, two of the oldest manuscripts in the library of the Raghunāth Temple. In Stein’s Catalogue these are numbered 4375 and 4388 and the former is dated Saṁvāt 1666. Two other manuscripts were lent me, one by the courtesy of the most learned Gaṅgādhara Shāstrī, the other the very carefully written Bikāner manuscript, sent to me by the generosity of the Bikāner government, which proved to be extremely valuable for disputed readings in the Tattva-vāićāradā. This latter manuscript seemed to be about a hundred and fifty years old and is described in Rājendralāla Mitra’s Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of His Highness the Mahārāja of Bikāner (Calcutta, 1880) under the number 569. An old Shāradā manuscript, which, by the kind mediation of Mukundarām Shāstrī of Shrinagar, was put into my hands, proved, upon critical examination, to have been so badly corrupted as, on the whole, not to be worth recording.

7. Acknowledgements.—At the end of one’s task comes the compensation of looking back to old scenes, and to the friends and helpers who have watched the progress of the book. First of all I remember the delightful

¹ In the reprint, the pagination is unchanged, but the lines vary a little. Hence there are some small apparent inaccuracies in the references. The reprint may be had from Harrassowitz in Leipzig; it is catalogued there as Pātanjalayoga-tattva.
visit on the island of Föhr, where, besides the long friendly walks upon
the sands, I enjoyed the inestimable opportunity of reciting and reading the
Yoga-sūtras with Professor Deussen. The next winter, at Benares, Mr. Arthur
Venis opened the doors of the Sanskrit College to me and with the utmost
generosity smoothed my way through my first winter in India and initiated
me into the methods of many controversial sūtras. Since my return he has
always been ready to assist, and I thank him for illuminating for me the
perplexing debate on the sphota in iii. 17. Besides all this I am most
grateful to him for an introduction to the lamented Shriman Mukunda
Shāstri Adkar, a scholar who has put the wealth of the ancient tradition
and his own ripe scholarship at my disposal for many years.
To many other scholars in Benares and in Kashmir and in Poona I wish
to express my thanks, especially to Dr. Shripad Krishna Belvalkar and to
Mr. V. V. Sovani. To Professor Arthur W. Ryder, of the University of
California, I am also much indebted. Furthermore, my thanks are due to
Colonel George A. Jacob of the Bombay Staff Corps for his courtesy in
searching after quotations, and to Dr. Frederick W. Thomas of the India
Office Library for similar favours too many to enumerate or to repay.
My deepest insight into this system and into what little I know of the
philosophy of India I owe to Professor Hermann Jacobi of Bonn. Each
visit to the little city on the Rhine adds to my debt of gratitude to him
and reveals to me the beauty of the scholar’s life.
On my return from each visit to India I laid the work in its several stages
before Professor Lanman, my teacher in my student days and now my
colleague. To him I owe the revision of the manuscript for the press
and a comparison of most of the translation, either in manuscript or in
proof, with the original. His rigorous criticism has detected many over-
sights which strike a fresh pair of eyes more quickly than those of the
author. For his ready and ungrudging help through many years of
intimate friendship my hearty thanks.

James Haughton Woods.

Harvard University,
July, 1914.
INTRODUCTION

1. Authorship of the Yoga-sūtras.—Identity of Patañjali, author of the sūtras, and of Patañjali, author of the Mahābhāṣya, not yet proved. The opinion in India and in the West that the author of the Yoga-sūtras is also the author of the great grammatical comment upon Pāṇini has not been traced definitely any farther back than to the tenth century. The Yoga-bhāṣya (about A.D. 650 to 850) makes no statement as to the authorship of the Yoga-sūtras, unless the benedictory verse at the beginning be regarded as valid proof that Patañjali wrote the sūtras. Still less is there any statement in the Yoga-sūtras about the author of the Mahābhāṣya. And conversely there is no reference in the Mahābhāṣya to the author of the Yoga-sūtras. On the other hand, there is ground for believing that the author of the Comment on Yoga-sūtra iii. 44 may have had the author of the Mahābhāṣya in mind when he quotes a certain formula and ascribes it to Patañjali. This is the only mention of Patañjali in the whole Comment. The formula is Ayutasiddhipayaya-bhedanuyagataḥ samāho dravyant; and although it is ascribed to Patañjali (iti Patañjalih), it has not been found in the Mahābhāṣya. Nevertheless the Yoga-bhāṣya does here seem to contain an allusion, more or less direct, to the theory of the unity of the parts of concrete substances as set forth in the Mahābhāṣya. But the allusion is not direct enough to serve by itself as basis for the assertion that the Yoga-bhāṣya assumes the identity of the two Patañjalis. In other words, it does not justify us in assigning to the tradition of their identity a date as ancient as that of the Yoga-bhāṣya (eighth century). The allusion is, however, significant enough not to be lost out of mind, pending the search for other items of cumulative evidence looking in the same direction.

2. Tradition of identity of two Patañjalis not earlier than tenth century.—So far as I know, the oldest text implying that the Patañjali who wrote the sūtras is the same as the Patañjali who wrote the Mahābhāṣya, is stanza 5 of the introduction to Bhojadeva’s comment on the Yoga-sūtras, his Rājamārtanda. This I would render as follows:

Victory be to the luminous words of that illustrious sovereign, [Bhoja] Raṇa-raṇgamalla, who by creating his Grammar, by writing his comment on the Patañjalän [treatise, the Yoga-sūtras], and by producing [a work] on medicine called Rājamārtanda, has—like Patañjali—removed defilement from our speech and minds and bodies.
Bhoja's Grammar, his comment called Rajamārtanda, and his medical treatise are all extant. The stanza must mean that Patañjali and Bhoja both maintained a standard of correct speech, Patañjali by his Mahābhāṣya and Bhoja by his Grammar; and that both made our minds clear of error, Patañjali by his Yoga-sūtras and Bhoja by his comment upon them; and that both made our bodies clear of impurities, Patañjali by his medical treatise and Bhoja by his Rājamrganka.

This certainly implies that the writer of this stanza identified Patañjali of the Yoga-sūtras with Patañjali of the Mahābhāṣya. If the writer of the stanza of the introduction is the same as the Bhojadeva who wrote the Rājamārtanda, we may note that he is called Raṇarangamalla here, Maharajadhiraja in the colophon in Mitra's edition, and Lord of Dhara or Dhāregvāra in the colophon in the edition of Āgāçe. There were a number of Bhojadevas; but whichever of them the author of the Rājamārtanda may be, no one of them is earlier than the tenth century of our era.

The tradition of the triple activity of Patañjali as a writer on Yoga and grammar and medicine is reinforced as follows:

Yogeṇa cīttaṣya, padena vācānī
malaṁ, caritraṣya tu vāidyakena
yo' pākarot, taṁ pravaraṁ munīnāṁ
Patañjaliṁ prāñjalir ānato 'smi.

This is cited in Čivarāma's commentary on the Vāsavadattā (ed. Bibl. Ind., p. 239), which Aufrecht assigns to the eighteenth century. The stanza occurs also in some MSS. just before the opening words of the Mahābhāṣya (Kielhorn's ed., vol. I, p. 503)—that is, not under circumstances giving any clue to its date. We may add that an eighteenth-century work, the Patañjalicarita (v. 25, ed. of Kāvyamāla, vol. 51), vouches for Patañjali's authorship in the fields of Yoga and medicine in the following gīti stanza:

Sūtrāṇi yogaśāstre
vāidyakaśāstre ca vārttikāni tataḥ
kṛtvā Patañjalimuniḥ
pracārayāṁ āsa jagad idāṁ trātum.

As to the precise medical work of which Patañjali was the author or with which he had to do, all three stanzas leave us uninformed. Not so the following stanza from the introduction to the commentary on Caraka, composed by Cakrapāṇi, who (according to Jolly's book on Medicine in Bühler's Grundriss, p. 25) wrote about 1060:

Patañjala-Mahābhāṣya-Carakapratisaṁskṛtāṁ
mano-vāk-kāyadosaṇāṁ hantre 'hipataye namah.
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This agrees in sense with the other stanzas, and in addition informs us that Patañjali's medical work consisted in a revision (pratisamskṛta) of the great compendium of Caraka.

Accordingly, the Bhoja-stanza appears to be the oldest external evidence thus far at hand for the tradition as to the identity of the two Patañjalis, and this tradition is not older than the tenth century, a thousand years and more after Patañjali the author of the Mahābhāṣya.

3. The identification of the two Patañjalis not confirmed by a comparison of philosophical concepts.—Inconsistent use of terminology and conflicting definitions of concepts in the case of a single writer of two books are frequently explained by the fact that quite distinct subjects are discussed in the different works. In other cases the subject under discussion is the same and such an explanation of the inconsistency does not hold. An instance of the latter is the discussion of the nature of substance (dravya) in the Yoga-system and in the Mahābhāṣya. In the commentary on Yoga-sūtra iii. 44 we have the following definition, “A substance is a collection of which the different component parts do not exist separately (ayutasiddha_avayava-bheda_anugataḥ samūho dravyam iti Patañjaliḥ),” and the definition is attributed to Patañjali as being consistent with his sūtras. This quotation is of the most technical kind and is in the same style as the Nyāya-sūtras. A similar use of language, for instance, is found in Nyāya-sūtra ii. 1. 32 (Vizianagaram edition, p. 798). On the other hand this phrase is not to be found in the Mahābhāṣya, which however does repeatedly analyse the concept of substance. And, what is more important, nothing so precise as the formula attributed (iii. 44) to Patañjali is found in the Yoga-sūtras themselves. Yet substance is partially defined in Yoga-sūtra iii. 14, “A substance (dharmin) conforms itself to quiescent and uprisen and indeterminable external-aspects (dharma).” In this terminology dharmin and dharma of the Yoga-sūtra are substitutions for dravya and guna of the Mahābhāṣya. In neither case is the description of substance discriminating. Yet such as it is, the difference is very slight. In the Mahābhāṣya it is substance, we are told, which makes the difference in weight between iron and cotton of the same bulk and dimension (Mahābhāṣya, Kielhorn's edition, vol. II, p. 366\(^{13}\)); and it is that which causes the difference between penetrability and impenetrability. Or again it is that which does not cease to be, even when a succession of properties appears within it (vol. II, p. 366\(^{23}\)). Of what kind then is this form of being (tattva)? The answer is that when the various reds and other properties of a myrobalan fruit, for instance, successively appear within it, we have the right to call it a substance. In short a substance is a concretion of properties (guna-samādravo dravyam
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iti, Kielhorn, vol. II, p. 366\textsuperscript{26}); or, as it is put elsewhere, it is a collection of properties (\textit{guna-samudāya}) such that the various states (bhāva) depend upon it (II. 200\textsuperscript{24}). This collection is loosely paraphrased as being a group (\textit{samīgha}) or mass (\textit{samāha}, II. 356\textsuperscript{2}).

In order, however, to make the comparison of the \textit{dharmīn} of the \textit{Yoga-sūtras} with the \textit{dravya} of the \textit{Mahābhāṣya}, we must assume that the interpretation of the \textit{Yoga-sūtras}, as given in the Comment, correctly represents the concept in the mind of the author of the \textit{sūtras}. There might well have been a series of redactions of the works of Patañjali, as of those of Caraka. The later interpretation, such as the formula in the Comment on iii. 44, might give us the original thought in more technical form. If this be so, we find a great similarity in the discussion of the relation of whole and parts in the two works. In the Comment on the \textit{Yoga-sūtra} iii. 44 a collection (\textit{samāha}) is of two kinds: 1. that in which the parts have lost their distinctness, for example, 'a tree', 'a herd', 'a grove'; 2. that in which the parts are distinctly described, for example, 'gods and human beings.' The second class has two subdivisions: 2a. one in which the distinctness of parts is emphasized, for example, 'a grove of mangoes'; 2b. one in which the distinctness is not emphasized, for example, 'a mango-grove.' From another point of view a group is twofold: 1. a group whereof the parts can exist separately, for example, 'a grove', wherein the trees exist separately from the aggregate whole; 2. a group whereof the parts cannot exist separately, for example, 'a tree' or 'an atom'. The question now arises, To which of these kinds of groups does a substance belong? A substance (\textit{dravya}) is an aggregate of generic and particular qualities (\textit{sāmānyā-vīceṣa-samudāya}). This is the definition of substance from the point of view of its relation to its qualities. Furthermore, the substance is a group of the second subdivision of the second kind; it is 'a collection of which the different parts do not exist separately'. This then is the resultant definition of substance according to the traditional interpretation of the \textit{Sūtras}.

What now is the relation of whole and parts in the \textit{Mahābhāṣya}, with especial reference to the substance and its qualities? A collection (\textit{samudāya}) is loosely paraphrased as being a group (\textit{samīgha}) or mass (\textit{samāha}, Kielhorn, vol. II, p. 356\textsuperscript{2}). It is, etymologically at least, a concretion of properties (\textit{guna-samudrāva} II. 366\textsuperscript{28}). It is a collection of parts; the characteristics of the parts determine the characteristics of the whole (III. 31\textsuperscript{4}; \textit{avyayavir arthavadbhi samudāya api arthavanto bhavanti} I. 217\textsuperscript{16}; I. 30\textsuperscript{26}-\textsuperscript{27}; \textit{avyave kṛtām līṅgām samudāyasya viçeṣakāṁ bhavati} I. 289\textsuperscript{27}; and I. 377\textsuperscript{11}). All these cases would belong to the first subdivision of the second kind of group, whereof the parts can exist separately.
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Yet a collection (samudāya) is not merely an assemblage of parts, but is a unity performing functions which the parts by themselves cannot perform, for example, the blanket, the rope, the chariot, as compared with the threads, the fibres, the chariot-parts, I. 22016–23. All these cases would belong to the second subdivision of the second kind of group, wherein the parts cannot exist separately (ayutasiddhāvayava). Such then are the different groups (samudāya).

With regard to the substance (dravya), its relation to its qualities (guna) is analogous to the relation of the parts to the group, I. 220, vārt. 11.

Just as a collection (samudāya) is characterized by its parts (avayavatmaka) III. 314, so the substance (dravya) is characterized by its qualities (gunaatmaka) or is a collection of qualities (guna samudāya) II. 20013. This last formula is given tentatively as a not quite final conclusion; yet the definition is not rejected. And elsewhere, I. 41115, II. 35617, II. 41513, and especially II. 36614–28, it is accepted as a working definition. Some qualities like sound, touch, colour, and taste belong to all substances; they at least are present I. 246ff, II. 198ff. Nothing, however, is said about a generic-form being required to constitute a substance (dravya). At the most it is true that when one asserts the reality of a species (ākṛti) one does not deny the reality of the substance (dravya); and conversely. For each person who makes the assertion, the reality of both is asserted. Either the species or the substance may be dominant in anything, and the other subordinate. It is only a matter of the relative emphasis in the use of words. But the word substance is used for mass of particular qualities; it is not a concretion of species and qualities, but is contrasted with species. Accordingly even if we admit that the formula ascribed to Patañjali in the Comment on iii. 13 is the correct rendering of the thought in the mind of Patañjali, the author of the Yoga-sūtra, it is not true that Patañjali, the author of the Mahābhāṣya, when speaking of a substance (dravya) means what is contained in this formula. And there is nothing here to indicate that the tradition which identifies the two Patañjalis must be correct.

4. Date of the Yoga-sūtras between A.D. 300 and A.D. 500.—If Patañjali, the author of the Mahābhāṣya, is not the author of the Yoga-sūtras, when were they written? The polemic in the Yoga-sūtras themselves against the nirālambana school of Buddhists gives the answer. Very probably in the two Yoga-sūtras iii. 14 and 15 and certainly in iv. 14 to 21 this school is attacked. The idealism of the Vijñāna-vāda is attacked in iv. 15, 16, and 17. We cannot, it is true, maintain that the Vijñāna-vāda here attacked by the Sūtra must be the idealism of Vasubandhu. But the
probability that the idealism is Vasubandhu’s is great. And the earlier limit would then be the fourth century. There surely were idealists before him, just as there were pre-Patañjalajalan philosophers of yoga. Yet we have the great authority of Vācaspatimīra to support the obvious probability that the school of Vijñānavādins is here combated by Patañjali. He accepts the interpretation of the Comment which introduces a Vijñānavādināṃ Vāināśikam (p. 29217, Calc. ed.) as being intended by the author of the Sūtra. It is true that the Sūtra itself obviously does not make explicit references to this or any other school. Still the fact remains that the Sūtra is attacking some idealist; that the Comment explicitly states the idealist’s position; and that Vācaspatimīra identifies the idealist as being a Vijñānavādin. Elsewhere Vācaspatimīra contrasts this school with other Buddhist schools. And the possibility that he is referring to some Vijñāna-vāda other than Vasubandhu’s is remote. If this be so, it becomes clearer why Nāgarjuna (a little before A.D. 200), the great expounder of the Čānayo-vāda, does not, so far as we have discovered in the portion of the Mūlamadhyamika-kārikās thus far published (fasc. I–V), mention Patañjali. Yet from the Chinese translations of Nāgarjuna it is clear that he was familiar with the philosophical yoga. For example in the Chinese translation,1 made in A.D. 472, of Nāgarjuna’s Upāyakāśīlayṭhdaya-çāstra (Nanjio, No. 1257), eight schools of philosophers and logicians are enumerated: 1. Fire-worshippers, 2. Mīmāṁsakas, 3. Vāiṣeṣikas, 4. Sāṁkhya, 5. Yoga, 6. Nirgranthas, 7. Monists, 8. Pluralists. There was then a philosophical school of Yoga about A.D. 200.2 Patañjali was not unknown to Buddhist writers. But there is nothing to indicate that Nāgarjuna is referring to Patañjali, the philosopher, who would then have preceded both nīrālamāna schools. More probably, we may suppose, he refers to some one of the authorities on Yoga, such as Jáigisavya or Pañcaśālikha who are quoted in the Yoga-bhāṣya.

With regard to the later limit, a reference, if historically sound, would make it certain that Patañjali lived before A.D. 400. In the Mahāvaṁśa, chap. 37, vs. 167 (Turnour, p. 250; compare Dines Andersen, Pāli Reader, I, p. 113, st. 3), we have the words

Vihāram ekam āgamma rattim Pātañjali-mataṁ parivatteti.

The verse refers to Buddhaghoṣa, who lived in the first half of the fifth

---

1 I am indebted to the Rev. Kentoku Hori of Tokyo for this reference.
2 Professor Jacobi has proved the existence of a philosophical Yoga system, resting upon logical inferences and not upon intuitive processes, as early as 300 B.C. (SB. der königl. preuss. Ak. der Wiss., 13. Juli 1911).
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century. But unfortunately the Mahāvānsa proper, the work of Mahānāma, ends, according to the judgement of Professor Geiger, at chapter 37, verse 50, at which point also the tīkā stops. The quotation therefore belongs to the Cūlavānsa. And if, as Professor Geiger concludes, the work of Mahānāma is to be placed in the first quarter of the sixth century, the verse in question comes later, and probably later to such a degree that its value as evidence is almost nothing. If this be so, one can easily explain how it is that Buddhaghosa in the whole Visuddhimagga and in the Atthasālīnī makes no allusion to Patañjali.

Much more conclusive is the fact that Umāsvāti in his Tattvārthādhigama-sūtra ii. 52 refers to Yoga-sūtra iii. 22. There can be little doubt of the reference since Umāsvāti's Bhasya repeats (Bib. Ind. ed. p. 53\textsuperscript{13} and 65\textsuperscript{2}) two of the illustrations given in the Yoga-bhāsya, of the fire set in the dry grass and of the cloth rolled up into a ball. Other references (Tattvārthādhigama-sūtra xii. 5 and 6 and ix. 44–46) are quite as likely allusions to ancient Jain formulae as to Patañjali. By how much Umāsvāti's date precedes that of his commentator, Siddhasena, cannot be said until the complete text of Siddhasena is published. The date for Siddhasena is set by Professor Jacobi (ZDMG. 60. 289, Leipzig, 1906, reprint p. 3, Eine Jainadogmatik) at the middle or end of the sixth century. Umāsvāti precedes him; and Patañjali the philosopher would not be later than A.D. 500 and might be much earlier.

On the other hand I should guess that he is not much earlier. Because, for one reason, as Professor Stecherbatskoi reports, Dignāga (about A.D. 550 or earlier) seems to know nothing of him. And secondly because it is improbable that the Yoga-bhāsya was composed very much later.

Other confirmatory evidence, somewhat later but more certain, would be the reference to Yoga-sūtra i. 33 in Māgha's Ciocupālavadha iv. 55. Professor Hultzsch has kindly pointed out another reference at xiv. 62 of Māgha's poem. In respect of the date of Māgha, Professor Jacobi concluded (WZKM. vol. III, p. 121 ff.) that Māgha lived about the middle of the sixth century. But Mr. Gaurishankar Ojha's discovery of the Vasantgadh inscription dated Vikrama 682 adds new and most convincing evidence. Professor Kielhorn (Göttinger Nachrichten, philol.-histor. Klasse, 1906, Heft 2, p. 146) is of the opinion that Māgha, the grandson of a minister of the King Varmalāta, must be placed at about the second half of the seventh century.

Still later, Gaudapāda (about A.D. 700), in his comment on the Sāmkhya-Kārikā 23, quotes Yoga-sūtra ii. 30 and 32 and names Patañjali as the author. The conclusion would be then that Patañjali's sūtras were written at some time in the fourth or fifth century of our era.
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5. Date of the Yoga-bhāṣya between A.D. 650 and A.D. 850.—Of this the limits are easier to fix. Three pieces of evidence help us to determine the earliest limit.

A. The Comment could not in any case be much earlier than A.D. 350. For (at the end of iii. 53 or 52) it quotes Vārṣaganya in the words

mārti-vyavadhi-jāti-bhedābhāvān nāsti mulaprthaktvam iti Vārṣaganyah.

And again (iv. 13) the Comment quotes from a āṣṭrānuçāsanam as follows:

Gujñānāṁ paramaṁ rūpaṁ na dṛṣṭipatham rochati
yat tu dṛṣṭipatham prāptaṁ tan māyeva euttucchakam.

Fortunately Vācaspatimiçra offers us the information that this is an exposition of the teaching of the Shāṣṭi-tantra. And furthermore, in the Bhāmatī on Vedānta-sūtra ii. 1. 2. 3 (Nirñayasāgara edition, 1904, p. 352, line 7 of the Bhāmatī), we are told that it is Vārṣaganya, the founder of the Yoga system, who said these words (ata eva yonga-āṣṭraṁ vyuṭpādāyitā āha sma Bhagavāṁ Vārṣaganyah “gūjñānāṁ paramaṁ...”).

Thus the Comment contains two quotations from Vārṣaganyah. There is little reason to doubt that Vārṣaganyah was an older contemporary of Vasubandhu. Professor Takakusu1 by a combination of dates centering about the Chinese translation of Paramārtha’s Life of Vasubandhu estimated that Vasubandhu lived from about A.D. 420 till 500. Professor Sylvain Lévi (Asaṅga, vol. II, pp. 1 and 2) accepted the result of these discussions. But Professor Wogihara2 had conjectured that the date of Vasubandhu must be set back. An elaborate confirmation of his suggestion is now offered by Monsieur Noël Peri,3 who places the death of Vasubandhu at A.D. 350; and by Mr. B. Shiio,4 who estimates that Vasubandhu’s life was from A.D. 270 to 350. This is a return to the fourth century, the date for Vasubandhu which Bühler5 favoured. Accordingly the Bhāṣya must in any case be later than A.D. 350.

B. Another kind of evidence which helps us to determine yet more closely the earliest limit is the fact that the decimal system is used by way of

4 “Doctor Takakusu and Monsieur Peri on the date of Vasubandhu” in the Tetsugaku Zasshi, vol. 27, Nov.–Dec., 1912. I am indebted to Mr. K. Yabuki for this.
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illustration in the Comment on iii. 13. The oldest epigraphic instance of the use of the decimal system is in the Gurjara inscription of A.D. 595. With one obscure and doubtful exception, there is no literary evidence of the use of the decimal system before Vārāhamihira, who lived in the sixth century. If we consider this kind of evidence alone, it is improbable that the Comment precedes the year A.D. 500; it is probably later.

C. There is evidence which determines that the earliest limit of the Comment is still later, as late as the seventh century. In the stanza iv. 55 of the Çiçūpālavadha by Māgha (circa A.D. 650), not only Yoganāṭra i. 33 is referred to, but also the words of the avatāraṇā in the Comment. In the Comment the parikarma of the citta is enjoined. This is an uncommon term. Even if citta-parikarma might be found in Buddhist books, the fact that it here immediately precedes the quotation from sūtra i. 33, makes it almost certain that such a mixture of terminology is impossible. In fact the stanza is full of specific yoga-terms in each line to such an extent that reference to any other system, much less to some heretical book, is quite excluded. The point is then that the words citta-parikarma together with the first word of the sūtra have been wrought into the metre of the poem as one word. The poet, as we saw, probably lived in the second half of the seventh century. If this is trustworthy evidence, the Comment cannot be earlier than A.D. 650.

D. The later limit is set by the date of Vācaspatimiśra’s Nyāya Index, A.D. 841—see below, page xxiii.

Accordingly the date of the Bhāṣya would be somewhere between about A.D. 650 and about A.D. 850.

6. Date of Vācaspatimiśra’s Tattva-vāśāradā about A.D. 850.—In the verse at the close of his Bhāmati-nibandha, Vācaspatimiśra gives the names of his works, seven in number:

Yan Nyāyakanikā-Tattvasamikṣā-Tattvabindubhiḥ
Yan Nyāya-Sāṁkhya-Yogānām, Vedāntānām nibandhanāṁ
Samacāsaṁ mahat punyaṁ, tat phalaṁ puṣkalam mayā
Samarpitam; athāitena priyatāṁ Parameśvaraḥ.

The Nyāya-vārttika-tātparya-ṭikā is on the Nyāya system; the Tattva-

1 See p. 78, of Bühler’s Palaeographie, in his Grundriss. In his Notes on Indian Mathematics (Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, July 1907, vol. III, number 7, p. 482, note 5), Mr. G. R. Kaye gives a list of epigraphical instances of the notation in which “place-value” is utilized. Most of these he thinks are worthless as evidence for the introduction of the decimal system. The same conclusion is reached in a later article (JRAS. July 1910, p. 749).
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kāumudī is on the Sāṁkhya system; the Tattva-vāciṣṭrādi is on the Yoga; the Nyāya-kāṇīka, a gloss on the Viśṇu-vivēka, is on the Mīmāṃsā; the Tattva-bindu is on Bhaṭṭa's exposition of the Mīmāṃsā; the Tattva-sāmīka and the Bhamatī are both on the Vedānta.

In the same verse at the end of the Bhamatī he speaks of himself as living under King Nṛga:

tasmin mahīpe mahanīyakīrtāv Črīman-Nṛge 'kāri mayā nibandhaḥ.

Unfortunately there is (as Professor Lüders informs me) no epigraphical record of this king and we cannot say when or where he lived. Vācaspatimītrā was a native of Mithilā,1 the northern part of Tirhūt, and the latter part of his name would indicate, as Fitz-Edward Hall has pointed out, that he was a native of Gangetic Hindustan.

In the introduction to his edition of the Kusumāṇjali (Calcutta, 1864, p. x), Professor Cowell thinks that Vācaspatimītrā lived in the tenth century. Barth (Bull. des Rel. de l'Inde, 1893, p. 271) would set him at the end of the eleventh or beginning of the twelfth century. Professor Macdonell (Hist. of Sansk. Lit., p. 393) places him soon after A.D. 1100.

These judgements rest, more or less, upon the opinion that the Rāja-vārttika, quoted by Vācaspatimītrā in his Sāṁkhya-tattva-kāumudi on Kārikā 72, was composed by, or for, Bhoja Rāja, called Raṇarāṇga Malla, King of Dhārā (1018–1060). This opinion accords with the assertion of Pandit Kācinātha Čāstri Aṣṭaputra of Benares College, who assured Dr. Fitz-Edward Hall that a manuscript of the Rāja-vārttika had been in his possession several years (Hall's edition of the Sāṁkhya-pravacana-bhāṣya, 1856, p. 33). But the visible basis for this assertion that the Rāja in question is Bhoja is not now at hand.

Similarly, Professor Pathak in his article on Dharmakīrti and Shankarācārya (see Journal of the Bombay Branch RAS., vol. XXVIII, no. 48, 1891, p. 89, and also the table in the same Journal, p. 235, no. 49, note 74) is content to rest his conclusions as to the date of Vācaspatimītrā upon the fact that Črībhārāti, the pupil of Bodhāranya, in his edition of the Sāṁkhya-tattva-kāumudi (Benares, Jáinaprabhākara Press, 1889, p. 182), prints, in a note at the end, the word Bhoja before the word Rāja-vārttika. Thus it would appear that this vārttika is by Bhojarāja and that Vācaspatimītrā, who quotes it, must be later than Bhojarāja, that is, later than the tenth century. But we are not at all sure from other manuscript evidence that the word Bhoja should be read before the word Rāja-vārttika, and the date of this Rāja-vārttika is therefore undetermined.

1 See the beginning of the Nyāyasutro-dhāraṇā by Vācaspatimītrā Ėśwara-spātimītrāṇa Mithileśvarasūryi (Hara- prasūl Čāstri, Notices of Sanskrit MSS., Second Series, vol. II, p. 68).
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By way of contrast we now have the direct statement of Vācaspatimiśra that he finished his Nyāyasūcīnibandha in the year 898. For on the first page of this appendix to the Nyāya-vārttika, as given in the edition of the Nyāya-vārttika in the Bibliotheca Indica, 1907, he says that he is about to compose an index for the Nyāya-sūtras

\[ \text{Çrīvācaspatimiśreṇa mayā sūcī vidhāsyate.} \]

And in the colophon he says that he made the work for the delight of the intelligent in the year 898.

\[ \text{Nyāyasūcīnibandho 'sāv akārī sudhiyām mude} \]
\[ \text{Çrīvācaspatimiśreṇa vasu-aṅka-vasu-vatsare.} \]

It remains to determine whether this year belongs to the era of Vikramāditya or of Čālivāhana. In the introduction to his edition of Six Buddhist Nyāya Tracts (Bibl. Ind., 1910), Mahāmahopādhyāya Haraprasād Shāstri gives the date as belonging to the second era, to Čaka 898. He says (p. iii) that the author of the Apohasiddhi "takes a good deal of pains in elaborately refuting the theory of Vācaspatimiśra", and that he does "not quote or refute Udayana, whose date is Čaka 905 = A.D. 983". In his Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, second series, vol. II, p. xix, this distinguished scholar had come to the same conclusion with regard to the era to which this date of Vācaspatimiśra should be assigned. This conclusion seemed doubtful to Mr. Nilmani Chakravarti, M.A., in his valuable Chronology of Indian Authors, a supplement to Miss Duff's Chronology of India (Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. 3, 1907, p. 205). And one cannot refrain from thinking that the other era is presumably more likely for a Northern writer; and that more especially a great difficulty is created if only seven years are supposed to separate Vācaspatimiśra and Udayana. The difference between the two philosophers is of such a kind that one must assume a much longer interval between their writings. And furthermore, would it not be an extraordinary coincidence that the author of the Apohasiddhi should be so minutely familiar with the work of Vācaspatimiśra, and yet not have the dimmest sense of the existence of Udayana, the light of a new dawn in the world of Nyāya? Accordingly, the date of Vācaspati's Nyāya-index would appear to be Saṁvat 898 = A.D. 841; and the dates of his six other works, including the Tattva-vāićārādi, may be presumed to be not many years earlier or later. We are therefore safe in making the statement that the date of the Tattva-vāićārādi is not far from the middle of the ninth century, or approximately A.D. 850.
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**BOOK THIRD—SUPERNORMAL POWERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>vi. Characteristic mark of fixed-attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>vii. Characteristic mark of contemplation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>viii. Characteristic mark of concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The three last together are called constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Consequences of mastery of constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Three stages of constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Last three aids more direct than first five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Even last three less direct than seedless concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Characteristic mark of restricted mutations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Peaceful flow of mind-stuff due to subliminal impressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Nature of mutations in concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Characteristic mark of focused mutations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Mutations of external-aspect and time-form and intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Characteristic mark of a substance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Reason for the order of mutations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon the mutations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Consequences of discriminating things from words and ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Consequences of direct perception of subliminal impressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Consequences of direct perception of presented-ideas of another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Object of such a presented-idea not perceived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon the form of the body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon karma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon acts of sympathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon luminous processes</td>
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<td>Consequences of constraint upon the sun</td>
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<td>Consequences of constraint upon the moon</td>
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<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon the zenith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon the navel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon the throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Consequences of constraint upon the radiance in the head</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>22. Intelligence aware of its own mind-stuff</td>
</tr>
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<td>23. Mind-stuff, when affected, capable of perceiving all objects</td>
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</tr>
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TRANSLATION OF THE YOGA-SŪTRAS WITHOUT
THE COMMENT OR THE EXPLANATION

BEING THE SŪTRAS TRANSLATED IN GROUPS, TOGETHER WITH
GROUP-HEADINGS ADDED BY THE TRANSLATOR

BOOK FIRST—CONCENTRATION

Goal of Concentration

i. 1–4. Yoga is the concentration which restricts the fluctuations. Freed
from them, the Self attains to self-expression.

i. 1 Now the exposition of yoga [is to be made]. i. 2 Yoga is the
restriction of the fluctuations of mind-stuff. i. 3 Then the Seer [that is,
the Self] abides in himself. i. 4 At other times it [the Self] takes the
same form as the fluctuations [of mind-stuff].

Forms of the mind-stuff

i. 5–11. The fluctuations are all exposed to attack from the hindrances
and are five in number: 1. sources-of-valid-ideas; 2. misconceptions;
3. predicate-relations; 4. sleep; 5. memory.

i. 5 The fluctuations are of five kinds and are hindered or unhindered.
i. 6 Sources-of-valid-ideas and misconceptions and predicate-relations and
sleep and memory. i. 7 Sources-of-valid-ideas are perception and inference
and verbal-communication. i. 8 Misconception is an erroneous idea
not based on that form [in respect of which the misconception is
entertained]. i. 9 The predicate-relation (vikalpa) is without any [corre-
sponding perceptible] object and follows as a result of perception or
of words. i. 10 Sleep is a fluctuation of [mind-stuff] supported by
the cause of the [transient] negation [of the waking and the dreaming
fluctuations]. i. 11 Memory is not-adding-surreptitiously to a once
experienced object.

Methods of restricting fluctuations

i. 12–16. An orientation of the whole life with reference to one idea; an
emotional transformation corresponding to this focused state.

i. 12 The restriction of them is by [means] of practice and passionless-
ness. i. 13 Practice is [repeated] exertion to the end that [the mind-
stuff] shall have permanence in this [restricted state]. i. 14 But this [practice] becomes confirmed when it has been cultivated for a long time and uninterruptedly and with earnest attention. i. 15 Passionlessness is the consciousness of being master on the part of one who has rid himself of thirst for either seen or revealed objects. i. 16 This [passionlessness] is highest when discernment of the Self results in thirstlessness for qualities [and not merely for objects].

Kinds of concentration

i. 17-18. Four kinds of conscious concentration, and the concentration of subliminal-impressions alone.

i. 17 [Concentration becomes] conscious [of its object] by assuming forms either of deliberation [upon coarse objects] or of reflection upon subtile objects or of joy or of the feeling-of-personality. i. 18 The other [concentration which is not conscious of objects] consists of subliminal-impressions only [after objects have merged], and follows upon that practice which effects the cessation [of fluctuations].

Degrees of approach to concentration

i. 19-23. The worldly approach; the spiritual approach; the combinations of methods and intensities; and the devotion to the highest Self.

i. 19 [Concentration not conscious of objects] caused by worldly [means] is the one to which the discarnate attain and to which those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary-matter attain. i. 20 [Concentration not conscious of objects,] which follows upon belief [and] energy [and] mindfulness [and] concentration [and] insight, is that to which the others [the yogins] attain. i. 21 For the keenly intense, [concentration] is near. i. 22 Because [this keenness] is gentle or moderate or keen, there is a [concentration] superior even to this [near kind]. i. 23 Or [concentration] is attained by devotion to the Içvara.

Analysis of the highest Self

i. 24-28. Unique quality of the highest Self; proof of His existence; His temporal priority; His symbolical realization.

i. 24 Untouched by hindrances or karmas or fruition or by latent-deposits, the Içvara is a special kind of Self. i. 25 In this [Içvara] the germ of the omniscient is at its utmost excellence. i. 26 Teacher of the Primal [Sages] also, forasmuch as [with Him] there is no limitation by time. i. 27 The word-expressing Him is the Mystic-syllable. i. 28 Repetition of it and reflection upon its meaning [should be made].
Obstacles to the calming of the mind-stuff

i. 29–34. The inner sense is exposed to distractions which may be over-
come by focusing the mind; by the cultivation of sentiments; one may
also practise breathings.

i. 29 Thereafter comes the right-knowledge of him who thinks in an
inverse way, and the removal of obstacles. i. 30 Sickness and languor
and doubt and heedlessness and worldliness and erroneous perception and
failure to attain any stage [of concentration] and instability in the state
[when attained]—these distractions of the mind-stuff are the obstacles.

i. 31 Pain and despondency and unsteadiness of the body and inspiration
and expiration are the accompaniments of the distractions. i. 32 To
check them [let there be] practice upon a single entity. i. 33 By the
cultivation of friendliness towards happiness, and compassion towards
pain, and joy towards merit, and indifference towards demerit. i. 34 Or
[the yogin attains the undisturbed calm of the mind-stuff] by expulsion
and retention of breath.

Attainment of Stability

i. 35–39. Suitable objects for fixed-attention and contemplation.

i. 35 Or [he gains stability when] a sense-activity arises connected with
an object [and] bringing the central-organ into a relation of stability.

i. 36 Or an undistressed [and] luminous [sense-activity when arisen
brings the central-organ into a relation of stability]. i. 37 Or the mind-
stuff [reaches the stable state] by having as its object [a mind-stuff] freed
from passion. i. 38 Or [the mind-stuff reaches the stable state] by
having as the supporting-object a perception in dream or in sleep. i. 39 Or
[the mind-stuff reaches the stable state] by contemplation upon any such
an object as is desired.

Mastery and concentration

i. 40–47. Classification of concentration with reference to different single
objects or absence of objects, or to the mental act, or to a fusion of object
and knower.

i. 40 His mastery extends from the smallest atom to the greatest
magnitude. i. 41 [The mind-stuff] from which, as from a precious gem,
fluctuations have dwindled away, reaches the balanced-state, which, in
the case of the knower or of the process-of-knowing or of the object-
to-be-known, is in the state of resting upon [one] of these [three] and in
the state of being tinged by [one] of these [three]. i. 42 Of [these
balanced-states] the state-balanced with deliberation is confused by
reason of predicate-relations between words and intended-objects and
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ideas. i. 43 When the memory is quite purified, [that balanced-state]—which is, as it were, empty of itself and which brightens [into conscious knowledge] as the intended-object and nothing more—is super-deliberative. i. 44 By this same [balanced-state] the reflective and the super-reflective [balanced-states] are also explained. i. 45 The subtile object also terminates in unresoluble-primary-matter (aliṅga). i. 46 These same [balanced-states] are the seeded concentration. i. 47 When there is the clearness of the super-reflective [balanced-state, the yogin gains] internal undisturbed calm.

Normative insight

i. 48–51. After-effects of concentrated insight efface after-effects of concentration upon objects.

i. 48 In this [concentrated mind-stuff] the insight is truth-bearing. i. 49 Has another object than the insight resulting from things heard or from inferences, inasmuch as its intended-object is a particular. i. 50 The subliminal-impression produced by this [super-reflective balanced-state] is hostile to other subliminal-impressions. i. 51 When this [subliminal-impression] also is restricted, since all is restricted, [the yogin gains] seedless concentration.

BOOK SECOND—MEANS OF ATTAINMENT

Devices for weakening hindrances

ii. 1–11. Aids serviceable to the beginner who is on the path to concentration.

ii. 1 Self-castigation and study and devotion to the Içvara are the Yoga of action. ii. 2 For the cultivation of concentration and for the attenuation of the hindrances. ii. 3 Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) and the feeling-of-personality and passion and aversion and the will-to-live are the five hindrances. ii. 4 Undifferentiated-consciousness is the field for the others whether they be dormant or attenuated or intercepted or sustained. ii. 5 The recognition of the permanent, of the pure, of pleasure, and of a self in what is impermanent, impure, pain, and not-self is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā). ii. 6 When the power of seeing and the power by which one sees have the appearance of being a single self, [this is] the feeling-of-personality. ii. 7 Passion is that which dwells upon pleasure. ii. 8 Aversion is that which dwells upon pain. ii. 9 The will-to-live sweeping on [by the force of] its own nature exists in this form even in the wise. ii. 10

h.o.s. 17
These [hindrances when they have become subtile] are to be escaped by the inverse-propagation. ii. 11 The fluctuations of these should be escaped by means of contemplation.

**Karma**

**ii. 12–14.** Origin of karma in hindrances; result of karma in state-of-existence, length of life, and pleasure or pain.

ii. 12 The latent-deposit of karma has its root in the hindrances and may be felt in a birth seen or in a birth unseen. ii. 13 So long as the root exists, there will be fruition from it [that is] birth [and] length-of-life [and] kind-of-experience. ii. 14 These [fruitions] have joy or extreme anguish as results in accordance with the quality of their causes whether merit or demerit.

**All is pain**

**ii. 15.** Present and future and past correlations with objects result unavoidably in pain.

ii. 15 As being the pains which are mutations and anxieties and subliminal-impressions, and by reason of the opposition of the fluctuations of the aspects (guna),—to the discriminating all is nothing but pain.

**There is an escape**

**ii. 16.** Only yogins are sensitive to future pain. This may be avoided in that it has not expressed itself in actual suffering.

ii. 16 That which is to be escaped is pain yet to come.

**Cause of pain**

**ii. 17–24.** The Seer-sight relation implies 1. complexes of potential stresses between aspects (guna) and between sense-organs and elements, 2. the power of the Seer who is undefiled by aspects, 3. the actual correlation until the purpose of the Seer, which is to differentiate consciousness, is completed.

ii. 17 The correlation of the Seer and the object-of-sight is the cause of that which is to be escaped. ii. 18 With a disposition to brightness and to activity and to inertia, and with the elements and the organs as its essence, and with its purpose the experience and the liberation [of the Self],—this is the object-of-sight. ii. 19 The particularized and the unparticularized [forms] and the resoluble only [into primary matter] and irresoluble-primary-matter—are the divisions of the aspects (guna). ii. 20 The Seer who is nothing but [the power of seeing], although undefiled (piddha), looks upon the presented idea. ii. 21 The object-of-sight is only for the sake of it [the Self]. ii. 22 Though it has
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ceased [to be seen] in the case of one whose purpose is accomplished, it has not ceased to be, since it is common to others [besides himself].

ii. 23 The reason for the apperception of what the power of the property and of what the power of the proprietor are, is correlation.

ii. 24 The reason for this [correlation] is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya).

The escape

ii. 25. Positive state of Isolation follows the ending of the correlation.

ii. 25 Since this [non-sight] does not exist, there is no correlation. This is the escape, the Isolation of the Seer.

Means of escape

ii. 26–27. The act of discrimination leading up to the act of insight.

ii. 26 The means of attaining escape is unwavering discriminative discernment. ii. 27 For him [there is] insight sevenfold and advancing in stages to the highest.

Eight aids to yoga

ii. 28–29. To purify the aspects and to intensify intuitive thinking there are five indirect aids and three direct aids.

ii. 28 After the aids to yoga have been followed up, when the impurity has dwindled, there is an enlightenment of perception reaching up to the discriminative discernment. ii. 29 Abstinences and observances and postures and regulations-of-the-breath and withdrawal-of-the-senses and fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration.

First indirect aid: i. Five abstentions

ii. 30–31. The elements and degrees of morality in the form of prohibitions.

ii. 30 Abstinence from injury and from falsehood and from theft and from incontinence and from acceptance of gifts are the abstentions. ii. 31 When they are unqualified by species or place or time or exigency and when [covering] all [these] classes—there is the Great Course-of-conduct.

Second indirect aid: ii. Five observances

ii. 32. Advances in morality in the form of voluntary action.

ii. 32 Cleanliness and contentment and self-castigation and study and devotion to the Iyvara are the observances.

Results of the abstentions and observances

ii. 33–45. Persistent inhibitions of certain kinds reorganize an increase of activity of the opposite kind.

ii. 33 If there be inhibition by perverse-considerations, there should be
cultivation of the opposites. ii. 34 Since perverse-considerations such as injuries, whether done or caused to be done or approved, whether ensuing upon greed or anger or infatuation, whether mild or moderate or vehement, find their unending consequences in pain and lack of thinking, there should be the cultivation of their opposites. ii. 35 As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from injury, his presence begets a suspension of enmity. ii. 36 As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from falsehood, actions and consequences depend upon him. ii. 37 As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from theft, all jewels approach him. ii. 38 As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from incontinence, he acquires energy. ii. 39 As soon as he is established in abstinence from acceptance of gifts, a thorough illumination upon the conditions of birth. ii. 40 As a result of cleanliness there is disgust at one’s own body and no intercourse with others. ii. 41 Purity of *sattva* and gentleness and singleness-of-intent and subjugation of the senses and fitness for the sight of the self. ii. 42 As a result of contentment there is an acquisition of superlative pleasure. ii. 43 Perfection in the body and in the organs after impurity has dwindled as a result of self-castigation. ii. 44 As a result of study there is communion with the chosen deity. ii. 45- Perfection of concentration as a result of devotion to the Īcvara.

**Third indirect aid: iii. Postures**

ii. 46–48. Bodily conditions favourable to concentration.

ii. 46 Stable-and-easy posture. ii. 47 By relaxation of effort or by a [mental] state-of-balance with reference to Ananta. ii. 48 Thereafter he is unassailed by extremes.

**Fourth indirect aid: iv. Restraining of the breath**

ii. 49–52. Calming of affective states is favourable to concentration.

ii. 49 When there is [stability of posture], the restraint of breath, a cutting off of the flow of inspiration and expiration, follows. ii. 50 [This is] external or internal or suppressed in fluctuation and is regulated by place and time and number and is protracted and subtile. ii. 51 The fourth [restraint of the breath] transcends the external and the internal object. ii. 52 As a result of this the covering of the light dwindles away.

**Fifth indirect aid: v. Withdrawal of the sense-organs**

ii. 53–55. The span of attention is confined to an inner object.

ii. 53 For fixed-attentions also the central organ becomes fit. ii. 54 The withdrawal of the senses is as it were the imitation of the mind-stuff as it is in itself on the part of the organs by disjoining themselves from their object. ii. 55 As a result of this [withdrawal] there is a complete-mastery of the organs.
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BOOK THIRD—SUPERNORMAL POWERS

First direct aid: vi. Fixed-attention

iii. 1. The knower focuses the process of knowing upon the object to be known.

iii. 1 Binding the mind-stuff to a place is fixed-attention.

Second direct aid: vii. Contemplation

iii. 2. A two-term relation between the process of knowing and the object to be known.

iii. 2 Focusedness of the presented idea upon that [place] is contemplation.

Third direct aid: viii. Concentration

iii. 3. A fusion of the knower and the process of knowing with the object to be known.

iii. 3 This same [contemplation], shining forth [in consciousness] as the intended object and nothing more, and, as it were, emptied of itself, is concentration.

Transition to seedless concentration

iii. 4–10. The direct aids in combination result in insight and restricted subliminal-impressions and the calm flow of the mind-stuff.

iii. 4 The three in one are constraint. iii. 5 As a result of mastering this constraint, there follows the shining forth of insight. iii. 6 Its application is by stages. iii. 7 The three are direct aids in comparison with the previous [five]. iii. 8 Even these [three] are indirect aids to seedless [concentration]. iii. 9 When there is a becoming invisible of the subliminal-impression of emergence and a becoming visible of the subliminal-impression of restriction, the mutation of restriction is inseparably connected with mind-stuff in its period of restriction. iii. 10 This [mind-stuff] flows peacefully by reason of the subliminal-impression.

Mutations of substances

iii. 11–15. In the focused state the concentration holds two time-forms within the span of attention. Mutations are in fixed orders of subliminal-impressions in the restricted state.

iii. 11 The mutation of concentration is the dwindling of dispersiveness and the uprisal of singleness-of-intent belonging to the mind-stuff.

iii. 12 Then again when the quiescent and the uprisen presented-ideas are similar [in respect of having a single object], the mind-stuff has a mutation single-in-intent. iii. 13 Thus with regard to elements and to organs, mutations of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity have been enumerated. iii. 14 A substance conforms itself to quiescent and uprisen and indeterminable external-aspects. iii. 15 The order of the sequence is the reason for the order of the mutations.
Application of constraints to different orders of mutations

iii. 16-52. Given a single mutation of external-aspect or time-form or intensity, the whole sequence comes under control of the concentrated insight. iii. 16 As a result of constraint upon the three mutations [there follows] the knowledge of the past and the future. iii. 17 Word and intended-object and presented-idea are confused because they are erroneously identified with each other. By constraint upon the distinctions between them [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the cries of all living beings. iii. 18 As a result of direct perception of subliminal-impressions there is [intuitive] knowledge of previous births. iii. 19 [As a result of constraint] upon a presented-idea [there arises intuitive] knowledge of the mind-stuff of another. iii. 20 But [the intuitive knowledge of the mind-stuff of another] does not have that [idea] together with that upon which it depends [as its object], since that [upon which it depends] is not-in-the-field [of consciousness]. iii. 21 As a result of constraint upon the [outer] form of the body, when its power to be known is stopped, then as a consequence of the disjunction of the light and of the eye there follows indiscernibility [of the yogin's body]. iii. 22 Advancing and not-advancing is karma; as a result of constraint upon this [two-fold karma] or from the signs of death [there arises an intuitive] knowledge of the latter end. iii. 23 [As a result of constraint] upon friendliness and other [sentiments there arise] powers [of friendliness]. iii. 24 [As a result of constraint] upon powers [there arise] powers like those of an elephant. iii. 25 As a result of casting the light of a sense-activity [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the subtle and the concealed and the obscure. iii. 26 As a result of constraint upon the sun [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the cosmic-spaces. iii. 27 [As a result of constraint] upon the moon [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the arrangement of the stars. iii. 28 [As a result of constraint] upon the pole-star [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of their movements. iii. 29 [As a result of constraint] upon the wheel of the navel [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the arrangement of the body. iii. 30 [As a result of constraint] upon the well of the throat [there follows] the cessation of hunger and thirst. iii. 31 [As a result of constraint] upon the tortoise-tube [there follows] motionlessness of the mind-stuff. iii. 32 [As a result of constraint] upon the radiance in the head [there follows] the sight of the Siddhas. iii. 33 Or as a result of vividness the yogin discerns all. iii. 34 [As a result of constraint] upon the heart [there arises] a consciousness of the mind-stuff. iii. 35 Experience is a presented-idea which fails to distinguish the sattva and the Self, which are absolutely uncommingled [in the presented-idea]. Since the sattva exists as object for another, the [intuitive] knowledge of the Self arises as the result of constraint upon that which exists for
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its own sake. iii. 36 As a result of this [constraint upon that which exists for its own sake], there arise vividness and the organ-of-[supernal]-hearing and the organ-of-[supernal]-touch and the organ-of-[supernal]-sight and the organ-of-[supernal]-taste and the organ-of-[supernal]-smell. iii. 37 In concentration these [supernal activities] are obstacles; in the emergent state they are perfections (siddhi). iii. 38 As a result of slackening the causes of bondage and as a result of the knowledge of the procedure [of the mind-stuff], the mind-stuff penetrates into the body of another. iii. 39 As a result of mastering the Udana there is no adhesion to water or mud or thorns or similar objects, and [at death] the upward flight. iii. 40 As a result of mastering the Samāna [there arises] a radiance. iii. 41 As a result of constraint upon the relation between the organ-of-hearing and the air, [there arises] the supernal-organ-of-hearing. iii. 42 Either as a result of constraint upon the relation between the body and the air, or as a result of the balanced-state of lightness, such as that of cotton-fibre, there follows the passing through air. iii. 43 An outwardly unadjusted fluctuation is the Great Discarnate; as a result of this the dwindling of the covering to the brightness. iii. 44 As a result of constraint upon the coarse and the essential-attribute and the subtile and the inherence and purposiveness, there is a mastery of the elements. iii. 45 As a result of this, atomization and the other [perfections] come about, [there is] perfection of body; and there is no obstruction by the properties of these [elements]. iii. 46 Beauty and grace and power and compactness of the thunderbolt,—[this is] perfection of body. iii. 47 As a result of constraint upon the process-of-knowing and the essential-attribute and the feeling-of-personality and the inherence and the purposiveness, [there follows] the subjugation of the organs. iii. 48 As a result of this [there follows] speed [great as that] of the central-organ, action of the instruments [of knowledge] disjunct [from the body], and the subjugation of the primary-cause. iii. 49 He who has only the full discernment into the difference between the sattva and the Self is one who has authority over all states-of-existence and is one who knows all. iii. 50 As a result of passionlessness even with regard to these [perfections] there follows, after the dwindling of the seeds of the defects, Isolation. iii. 51 In case of invitations from those-in-high-places, these should arouse no attachment or pride, for undesired consequences recur. iii. 52 As a result of constraint upon moments and their sequence [there arises the intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination.

Culmination of concentration

iii. 53–55. The particular which is indiscernible in respect of class or term or point-in-space is intuitively discerned; the widest span of objectivity is also discerned. This is the attainment of Isolation.
Translation of the Yoga-sūtras

iii. 58 As a result of this there arises the deeper-knowledge of two equivalent things which cannot be distinctly qualified in species or characteristic-mark or point-of-space. iii. 54 The [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination is a deliverer, has all things as its object, and has all times for its object, and is an [inclusive whole] without sequence. iii. 55 When the purity of the sattva and of the Self are equal there is Isolation.

BOOK FOURTH—ISOLATION

Substances and subconsciousness

iv. 1–13. Correspondence between imperceptible forms of substance and latent-impressions of concentrated states.

iv. 1 Perfections proceed from birth or from drugs or from spells or from self-castigation or from concentration. iv. 2 The mutation into another birth is the result of the filling in of the evolving-cause. iv. 3 The efficient cause gives no impulse to the evolving-causes but [the mutation] follows when the barrier [to the evolving-cause] is cut, as happens with the peasant. iv. 4 Created mind-stuffs may result from the sense-of-personality and from this alone. iv. 5 While there is a variety of actions, the mind-stuff which impels the many is one. iv. 6 Of these [five perfections] that which proceeds from contemplation leaves no latent-deposit. iv. 7 The yogin’s karma is neither-white-nor-black; [the karma] of others is of three kinds. iv. 8 As a result of this there follows the manifestation of those subconscious-impressions only which correspond to the fruition of their [karma]. iv. 9 There is an uninterrupted-causal-relation [of subconscious-impressions], although remote in species and point-of-space and moment-of-time, by reason of the correspondence between memory and subliminal-impressions. iv. 10 Furthermore the [subconscious-impressions] have no beginning [that we can set in time], since desire is permanent. iv. 11 Since [subconscious-impressions] are associated with cause and motive and mental-substrate and stimulus, if these cease to be, then those [subconscious-impressions] cease to be. iv. 12 Past and future as such exist; [therefore subconscious-impressions do not cease to be]. For the different time-forms belong to the external-aspects. iv. 13 These [external-aspects with the three time-forms] are phenomenalized [individuals] or subtle [generic-forms] and their essence is the aspects (guna).

Polemic against Idealism

iv. 14–23. Knowledge of the stream of consciousness is impossible unless it be a permanent order as contrasted with a succession of transient appearances.

iv. 14 The that-ness of a thing is due to a singleness of mutation.
iv. 15. Because, while the [physical] thing remains the same, the mind-stuffs are different, [therefore the two are upon] distinct levels-of-existence.

iv. 16 And a thing is not dependent upon a single mind-stuff, [for then in certain cases] it could not be proved [by that mind-stuff], [and] then what would it be? iv. 17 A thing is known or not known by virtue of its affecting [or not affecting] the mind-stuff. iv. 18 Unintentionally the Master of that [mind-stuff] knows the fluctuations of mind-stuff and thus the Self undergoes no-mutations. iv. 19 It does not illumine itself, since it is an object-for-sight. iv. 20 And there cannot be a cognition of both [thinking-substance and thing] at the same time. iv. 21 If [one mind-stuff] were the object-for-sight for another, there would be an infinite regress from one thinking-substance to another thinking-substance as well as confusion of memory. iv. 22 The Intellect (citī) which unites not [with objects] is conscious of its own thinking-substance when [the mind-stuff] takes the form of that [thinking-substance by reflecting it]. iv. 23 Mind-stuff affected by the Seer and by the object-for-sight leads to the perception of all intended-objects.

**Complete Self-realization of the Self**

iv. 24–34. All hindrances subside; all acts of the Self are spontaneous and free; absence of limitations which thwart one who wishes to attain the ultimate ideal of his own nature.

iv. 24 This mind-stuff, although diversified by countless subconscious-impressions, exists for the sake of another, because its nature is to produce things as combinations. iv. 25 For him who sees the distinction, pondering upon his own states-of-being ceases. iv. 26 Then the mind-stuff is borne down to discrimination, onward towards Isolation. iv. 27 In the intervals of this mind-stuff there are other presented-ideas coming from subliminal-impressions. iv. 28 The escape from these subliminal-impressions is described as being like the escape from the hindrances. iv. 29 For one who is not usurious even in respect of Elevation, there follows in every case as a result of discriminative discernment the concentration called Rain-cloud of knowable things. iv. 30 Then follows the cessation of the hindrances and of karma. iv. 31 Then, because of the endlessness of knowledge from which all obscuring defilements have passed away, what is yet to be known amounts to little. iv. 32 When as a result of this the aspects (guna) have fulfilled their purpose, they attain to the limit of the sequence of mutations. iv. 33 The positive correlate to the moment, recognized as such at the final limit of the mutation, is a sequence. iv. 34 Isolation is the inverse generation of the aspects, no longer provided with a purpose by the Self, or it is the Energy of Intellect grounded in itself.
BOOK FIRST

CONCENTRATION
NOTICE TO THE READER

Patañjali's Mnemonic Rules or Yoga-sūtras are divided into four books as follows:

Book 1. Concentration or Samādhi, with 51 rules or sūtras,— pages 1 to 100;
Book 2. Means of attainment or Sādhanā, with 55 sūtras,— pages 101 to 200;
Book 3. Supernormal powers or Vibhūti, with 55 sūtras,— pages 201 to 296;
Book 4. Isolation or Kāivalya, with 34 sūtras,— pages 297 to 348.

In all, there are 195 rules. Their extreme brevity is apparent when they are printed continuously, as at the end of the Ānanda-ācrama edition, where the entire text of the rules occupies only between four and five pages.

The Comment or Bhāṣya, usually after a brief introductory paragraph or phrase (called avatāraṇa), takes up the rules, one by one, and gives first the text and then the meaning thereof.

Vācaspatimī śa's Explanation is of course in the first instance an explanation of the Comment; but since the Comment comprehends also the Rules, it is in fact an explanation of both Rules and Comment. In the body of this volume, the Explanation is not put all together by itself, but is made to keep pace with the Comment, rule by rule.

**Meaning of the Differences of Type**

The translation of the Rules is set in pica type of full-faced Clarendon style;
The translation of the Comment is set in pica type of Roman style;
The translation of the Explanation is set in long primer type of Roman style.

Single angles (like these <>) indicate that the words which they enclose are taken from the particular Rule or Yoga-sūtra under discussion.
Double angles (like these <<>>) indicate that the words which they enclose are taken from the Comment or Yoga-bhāṣya.
Double quotation marks (" ") indicate that the words which they enclose are taken from some authoritative text.
Single quotation marks (' ') indicate that the words which they enclose are the objections or questions of an opponent, or are a quotation from some unauthoritative text.
A half-parenthesis on its side (·) is used between two vowels to show that they are printed in violation of the rules of euphonic combination.
BOOK FIRST

CONCENTRATION

May he, who, having abandoned his primal form, exercises his power to show kindness to the world in many ways—he with the beautiful hood and many mouths, possessed of deadly poison and yet abolishing the mass of hindrances—he the source of all knowledge, and whose girdle of attendant snakes produces continual pleasure,—may he, the divine Lord of Serpents, protect you, with his white stainless body—he, the giver of concentration (yoga), and himself concentrated in concentration.

1. Now the exposition of yoga [is to be made].

The expression now indicates that a distinct topic commences here. The authoritative book which expounds yoga is to be understood as commenced. [To give a provisional definition:] yoga is concentration; but this is a quality of the mind-stuff (citta) which belongs to all the stages. The stages of the mind-stuff are these: the restless (ksipta), the infatuated (mūdha), the distracted (viksipta), the single-in-intent (ekāgra), and the restricted (niruddha).

Of these [stages the first two have nothing to do with yoga and even] in the distracted state of the mind [its] concentration is [at times] overpowered by [opposite] distractions and [consequently] it cannot properly be called yoga. But that [state] which, when the mind is single-in-intent, fully illumines a distinct and real object and causes the hindrances (kleca) to dwindle, slackens the bonds of karma, and sets before it as a goal the restriction [of all

---

1 See Liṅga Purāṇa, I., lxiii. 22–37.
2 There are six kinds of sūtras according to the Mīmāṃsā: the definition (saṃjñā), the key to interpretation (paribhāṣā), the statement of a general rule (vidhi), the restrictive rule (niyama), an original statement (adhitkāra), an analogical application (atiśeça). The word atha may introduce a topic (adhitkāra-artha), or give the purport (prastāva-artha), or state the subject-matter of the discussion (ārambha-artha). This is discussed in Čloka-vārttika i. 1. 22–24.
fluctuations], is called the yoga in which there is consciousness of an object (samprajñātā). This [conscious yoga], however, is accompanied by deliberation [upon coarse objects], by reflection [upon subtile objects], by joy, by the feeling-of-personality (asmitā).

This we shall set forth later. But when there is restriction of all the fluctuations (vṛttā)—of the mind-stuff], there is the concentration in which there is no consciousness [of an object].

I prostrate myself before him who is the cause of the world's origination, before Vṛṣaketu, who—although for him fruition and other results of karma proceeding from the hindrances have ceased—is yet kindly [to the world he has made]. Prostrating myself before Patañjali the sage, I proceed to set forth a brief, clear, and significant explanation of the Comment by Vedavyāsa.

For here the Exalted Patañjali—wishing to announce in brief the import of the book which he is about to begin that he may thus assist the procedure of men of understanding and that he may, more especially, make the hearer easily comprehend—composed this sūtra: 1. Now the exposition of yoga [is to be made]. Of this [sūtra] the first portion, the word <now>, he [the author of the Comment] discusses in the phrase «The expression <now> indicates that a distinct topic commences here.» [The word <now> is used] as in [the sūtra] “Now¹ this is the Jyotis”. It does not imply that it is to be preceded [by conditions as in the first Brahma-sūtra]. Now by the word <exposition> he means the authoritative book in the sense that it is that whereby a thing is expounded. Moreover the book may enter upon its activity when preceded not only by calm² and the other [five conditions required by the Brahma-sūtra]; but it must be preceded also by [Patañjali's] desire to announce [his] truth. [Calm], on the contrary, would follow when once there had been a desire to know and when the knowledge [had entered into action]. As it is written [BAU. iv. 4. 23 or 28], “After that, calm and subdued and retired and resigned and concentrated let him behold himself in the Self only.” Although it would be possible [for the book to enter into action] immediately after advantage had been taken of such things as students’ questions or performances of austerities or elixirs of life, [still these are] not mentioned. The reason for this is that these things would be of no use either to the student’s knowledge or to [his] feeling inclined (pravṛttī) [for it]. [What then would be advantageous? The book’s authoritative ness.]

If the book be authoritative, then, even if there are no [questions or austerities or elixirs], the exposition of yoga is to be accepted; but if not authoritative, then, even if [there be questions and all the other conditions, still]

¹ These words are from the Tāṇḍya-Mahābr. xix. 11. 1 (Biblioth. Ind.). The jyotis is a chant by the udātār in the Agni-śtoma directly after the filtering of the soma. See Caland and Henry: L’Agniśtoma, I, p. 166. And compare Čāstra Dīpikā (Benares edition), p. 280².

² See Vedānta Sāra 4 and 14 and 17.
the book is to be rejected. Thus it is [by insisting upon the authorita-
tiveness of the book] that [Patañjali] refuses to say that [the book may begin] immediately after his understanding the truth and his desire to announce. But if it be agreed that [the word <now> indicates] that a distinct topic commences, then when once yoga has been mentioned as the topic of the book the student easily understands the announcement of the import of the book as a whole and is started into action.—Now every one knows from Çrutī and Smṛti and the Epics and the Purāṇas that concentration is the cause of final-bliss [and that yoga is authoritative]. Some one might ask, ‘If the word <now> indicates that a distinct topic commences in all those works to which it is attached, then, if this is so, would not such an announcement¹ as, “Now therefore the inquiry into Brahma [is to be made]” also be included?’ To prevent this mistake [the commentator] uses the word <here.> [Again], some one cites the Yogiyājñavalkyasmṛti, “Hiranyagarbha and no other of ancient days is he who gave utterance (vakta) to yoga” and asks how it can be said that Patañjali gives utterance to the authoritative book on yoga. In reply the author of the sūtra says [the exposition]: exposition in the sense of expounding something previously expounded. When then the word <now> signifies that here a distinct topic commences, then the point of the statement is quite consistent.—Accordingly he says, «The authoritative work which expounds yoga . . . as com-
menced». Here an objector interrupts, ‘The topic which is commenced here is not the authoritative work, but yoga in so far as it is taught.’ In reply to which, he says <is to be understood.> True, we are beginning yoga in so far as it is taught. But the instrument which is to teach this [yoga] is the authori-
tative work which deals with the same. Moreover the teacher’s activity has to do more immediately with the instrument than with the thing he works upon. Accordingly, with emphasis upon the activity of the author (karta), we are to understand that the authoritative work which deals with yoga is commenced. But the topic commenced is that yoga only which is limited in its activity by an authoritative work. This is the real point.—And one must suppose that the hearing of the word <now>, which means that a distinct topic has commenced, suggests—like the sight of a water-jar² carried [on a girl’s shoulder at early morning]—another meaning, [namely,] it serves as an auspicious beginning.—Doubt as to the actual thing [yoga] is occasioned by doubt as to the meaning of the word [yoga]. This [doubt] he removes by stating that [<yoga> in the phrase] <yoga is concentration> is etymologically derived from the stem yuj-a [Dhātupātha iv. 68] in the sense of concentration and not from the stem yuj-i [vii. 7] in the sense of conjunction. Another objection is raised, ‘The yoga which is to be described is a whole, and concentration is a part of it; and a mere part is not the whole.’ The reply is

¹ Brahma-sūtra i. 1. 1.
² This is in the list of auspicious objects to which one makes a circumambulation (pradaksīṇa), Viṣṇu-smṛti lxiii. 29.
in the words «But this.» The word an has the sense of «but» and distinguishes the whole from the part.—«Which belongs to all the stages» refers to the stages or states which are to be described: Madhumatr [iii. 54], Madhupratuka [iii. 48], Viṣokā [i. 36], Saṁskāraṇeṣa [iii. 9]. These belong to the mind-stuff. In all these states is found that yoga the [more] special mark of which is the restriction of the mind-stuff. But concentration is a part of this and has not this as its special mark. And the words «yoga is concentration» are a statement for etymological purposes only, in so far as one is not dwelling upon the difference between the whole and the part. But [when he is referring to] the practical purpose of what he calls «yoga,» [he says] it is the restriction of the fluctuations of mind-stuff: this is the stricter sense of the term. To those [Vaicešikas] who hold the view that fluctuations are sensations inherent in the soul and that therefore the restriction of them would also involve the soul (atman) in which they inhere,—to these in rebuttal he says, «a quality of the mind-stuff.»—The term <mind-stuff> (citta) he uses as a partial expression for the inner-organ (antākṣaraṇa), the thinking-substance (buddhi). The point is that the Absolutely-eternal Energy of Intellect (citi-cañki), [since it is] immutable, cannot have sensations as its properties; but the thinking-substance may have them.—An objector says, «This may be so. But if yoga belongs to all its stages,—why then! Sir, [since you concede that] the restless and the infatuated and the distracted states also are stages of mind-stuff, and [since] there would be among these states, reciprocally at least, also a restriction of fluctuations,—then <yoga> would have to include these states also (tatrāpi).» In replying to this difficulty he makes clear which stages are to be included and which not [in yoga] by the words beginning with <the restless.> i. The restless incessantly thrown by force of rajas upon this or that object is excessively unstable; ii. the infatuated because of a preponderance of tamas is filled with the fluctuation of sleep; iii. the distracted differs from the restless in that, although prevalently unstable, it is occasionally stable, this prevailing instability being either natural or generated by diseases and languor and other obstacles later [i. 30] to be described; iv. the single-in-intent is the focused; v. the restricted mind-stuff is that in which all the fluctuations are restricted and in which nothing remains but subliminal-impressions (samāskāra). In spite of the fact that certain fluctuations of the restless and the infatuated, [the first two] of these [five stages], are restricted each by the others, still, since these two are not even indirectly causes of final bliss and since they contend against it, they are so far removed from [the possibility of] being called yoga that he has not expressly denied that these two are yoga. But in the case of the distracted state, since occasionally it has stability when directed towards a real object, he denies that it can be yoga in the words «Of these stages.» When the mind is distracted, the concentration which is the occasional stability of the mind-stuff

1 Compare Čaṅkara Bhāṣya on ii. 4. 6 (Nirñayasāgara edition, p. 711ii).
when directed to a real object, cannot properly be called yoga. Why [cannot this be called yoga]? Because it has come under the adverse influence of distraction, which is the opposite of this [yoga]. When fallen into the hands (antargata) of a troop of opponents, it is hard for a thing to be even what it is and it is still harder for it to produce effects. Just as any one can see that a seed which has fallen into the fire and stayed there three or four moments has not power, even if sown, of sprouting: this is the real meaning. If then concentration which has come under the adverse influence of distraction be not yoga, what then is yoga? To this he makes answer, «But that [state] which, when the mind is single-in-intent.» By the word «real» (bhūta) he excludes [any] imaginary [object]. Since sleep, a fluctuation of mind-stuff, is also single-in-intent with regard to tāmas,—a real (bhūta) object, the peculiar (sva) [aspect of a substance]¹ upon which it [sleep] depends (alambana),—so he says «distinct» (sād); which means is clear (gobhana), in which the sattva [aspect] becomes evident in a very high degree. But that thing is not clear in which the tāmas is in preponderance, inasmuch as it, [the tāmas,] is the cause of hindrances. Now the perception of a thing either by verbal communication (āgama) or by inference may, we grant, be luminous (dyotam bhavat api); still, in so far as it is mediately known, it does not destroy undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) which we directly experience. For in such [illusions as the sight of] two moons or a defective sense of orientation, [verbal communications or inferences] do not destroy undifferentiated-consciousness. Accordingly he uses the word «fully» (pra), because it means luminous to the full extent (pra-kārsam) and because it alludes to immediate perception [in the case of yoga]. The feeling-of-personality (asmitā) and the other hindrances have their root in undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā). Furthermore, since knowledge (vidyā) destroys undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā); and since, when knowledge emerges, the hindrances [arising] from undifferentiated-consciousness and so on are destroyed, inasmuch as they are contrary the one to the other, and inasmuch as [then] the cause [of the hindrances] would be destroyed; therefore he says «and causes [the hindrances] to dwindle.» This, then, is the reason why [yoga] slackens the bonds which consist of karma.—And in this passage by a figurative use of the cause for the effect he employs the word «karma», whereas subtle-influences (apūrva) are intended.—The word «slackens» means brings [them] down from their operation. For later [ii. 13] he says, “So long as the root exists, [there will be] fruition from it.” And finally it «sets before it as a goal the restriction [of all fluctuations].»—Moreover since this [yoga] conscious of objects is four-fold, he employs the words [beginning] «This [conscious yoga].» He describes [the yoga] not conscious of objects with the words «all the fluctuations.» [In other words,] we know (kīta) that sources-of-valid-ideas and other fluctuations (pramāṇādi-vṛtti) made of rajas and tāmas are

¹ 'Aspect of a substance' is dharma (see iii. 13) or parināma.
restricted in [yoga] conscious [of objects] while fluctuations of sattva are retained; but that in [yoga] not conscious [of an object] all fluctuations whatsoever are restricted. Therefore [the final result] is established (siddham) that «belonging to all stages» means occurring in all these [four] stages, Madhumatt and so on, which [four] are [all] included in these two stages [of the conscious and the unconscious yoga].

The intent of the following sūtra is to state the distinguishing characteristic of this [yoga].

2. *Yoga is the restriction of the fluctuations of mind-stuff.* By the non-use of the word 'all' [before <the fluctuations>], [the yoga which is] conscious [of objects] is also included under the denomination of yoga. Now mind-stuff has three aspects (guna), as appears from the fact that it has a disposition to vividness (prakhyā), to activity (pravrtti), and to inertia (sthiti). For the mind-stuff's [aspect] sattva, which is vividness, when commingled with rajas and tamas, acquires a fondness for supremacy and for objects-of-sense; while the very same [constituent-aspect, sattva] when pervaded with tamas, tends towards demerit and non-perception and passionateness and towards a failure of [its own rightful] supremacy; [and] the very same [sattva],—when the covering of error has dwindled away,—illumined now in its totality (sarvatas), but faintly pervaded by rajas, tends towards merit and knowledge and passionlessness and [its own rightful] supremacy; [and] the very same [sattva],—the stains of the last vestige of rajas once removed,—grounded in itself and being nothing but the discernment (khyāti) of the difference between the sattva and the Self (puruṣa), tends towards the Contemplation of the Rain-cloud of [knowable] Things. The designation given by contemplators (dhyāyin) to this [kind of mind-stuff] is the highest Elevation (pramanākhyaṇa). For the Energy of Intellect (citi-cakti) is immutable and does not unite [with objects]; it has objects shown to it and is undefiled [by constituent-aspects] and is unending. Whereas this discriminate discernment (viveka-khyāti), whose essence is sattva, is [therefore] contrary to this[Energy of Intellect.
and is therefore to be rejected]. Hence the mind-stuff being
disgusted with this [discriminative discernment] restricts even this
Insight. When it has reached this state, [the mind-stuff], [after
the restriction of the fluctuations,] passes over to subliminal
impressions (sāṁskāra). This is the [so-called] seedless concentra-
tion. In this state nothing becomes an object of consciousness:
such is concentration not conscious [of objects]. Accordingly the
yoga [which we have defined as] the restriction of the fluctuations
of the mind-stuff is two-fold.

He introduces the second sutra with the words «the distinguishing charac-
teristic of this.» The words «of this» refer to the two kinds of yoga mentioned
in the previous sutra. 2. Yoga is the restriction of the fluctuations of mind-
stuff. Yoga is that particular state of mind-stuff in which sources-of-valid-
ideas and the other fluctuations are restricted. The objection is made that
this cannot be the distinguishing characteristic [of yoga] since yoga conscious
[of objects] would be excluded. For in this [conscious yoga], [those] fluctua-
tions of mind-stuff which have the sattva-aspect are not restricted. The reply is
(by the non-use of the word ‘all’). If yoga had been said to be the restric-
tion of all the fluctuations of mind-stuff, [yoga] conscious [of objects] would
not have been included. But [if the objection be made that this includes too
much since there is restriction of sattva in the first three states, the reply is,]
the restriction of the fluctuations of mind-stuff which are hostile to the latent-
deposit (açaya-paripanthin) of karma from the hindrances [i.e. the restriction, as
thus qualified] includes this [yoga] also. [And this is so] because there is a
restriction of those mind-stuff’s fluctuations which have the rajas and tamas
aspect in this [conscious yoga] also, and because this (tad) [hostility to the
hindrances] is (bhāvat) a part of that (tasya) [restriction]. But why is this
mind-stuff, which is a single thing, in connexion with [its own] restless and
other stages? And since some one might be in doubt why the fluctuations
of mind-stuff which is in such [a three-fold] state should be restricted, he now
makes clear first of all the reason for [the mind-stuff’s] connexion with [these]
states. «Now mind-stuff» [is in this threefold state] since the aspect sattva has a
disposition to vividness [and] since the aspect rajas has a disposition to activity
[and] since the aspect tamas has a disposition to inertia. The use of the word
<vividness> is the use of a part for the whole (upalakṣaya). It alludes also to
other kinds of sattva, to serenity and lightness and joy (priti); and «activity»
alludes to [the other] kinds of rajas, to pain and grief. Inertia is a property of
the tamas-fluctuation and is opposed to activity. The use of the word
<inertia> is a partial expression for heaviness and covering and dejection and
similar states. What he means to say is this: the mind-stuff, although a single
thing, has, inasmuch as it is made up of three aspects and inasmuch as the aspects are not in equilibrium, a multitude of mutations (parināma) arising from a multitude of reciprocal antagonisms; and thus may consistently have many states. He shows that the restless and other stages of the mind-stuff have according to circumstances a variety of subordinate states. «For... which is vividness.» Mind-stuff's sattva is sattva in its form as a mutation of mind-stuff; [and] this [mind-stuff's sattva] in its form as vividness is thus shown to be a preponderance of sattva in the mind-stuff. In this mind-stuff when rajas and tamas are somewhat less than the sattva, and when they two are equal each to the other, then (tadā) [that mind-stuff] is that thing thus described [in the Comment] which acquires a fondness for supremacy and for objects-of-sense, sound and so on. Although the mind-stuff under the predominance of sattva desires to meditate upon reality (sattva), still, when the reality is concealed by tamas, it thinks that such supremacies as atomization (āyimana) are the reality and desires to meditate upon them (tadā). It meditates a moment, and then, caught by rajas, although obtaining no permanence [in its meditation] on them, it gains nothing except a fondness for these things. But its natural inclination towards sound and so on [the objects of sense] is quite well known. Accordingly in this way the mind-stuff is said to be distracted.—While describing the restless mind-stuff, he alludes also to the infatuated: «the very same... with tamas.» Now when tamas suppresses rajas and extends itself, then, since rajas has become incapable of removing the tamas which covers the mind-stuff's sattva, the mind-stuff covered with tamas tends towards demerit and other [forms of ignorance]. «Non-perception» is declared to be misconceived perception [i. 8], and also to be sleep-perception [i. 10] which is supported (alambana) by a cause (pratyaya) of a [transient] negation. And from this [word] comes the suggestion (sucitā) of the infatuated state also. A «failure of its [own rightful] supremacy» is an obstruction to one's will in every direction. Thus it is that mind-stuff becomes pervaded with demerit and the other [forms of ignorance]. But when this same substance (sattva) of the mind-stuff comes to have its sattva-[quality] manifest [and] its cover of tamas removed [and] is accompanied by rajas, then it tends, as he says, towards merit and perception and passionless and [rightful] supremacy, as he says in the phrase «dwindled away.» That [substance of the mind-stuff] is referred to, the covering, that is, the tamas [-quality], that is, the infatuation of which has almost entirely (prakarṣeṇa) dwindled. For the same reason «it is illumined in its totality»: in substances-as-effects (vīcēsa) and substances-as-causes (avīcēsa) and in the liṅga and the liṅgin [see ii. 19] and the Self. Still it has not the capacity for merit and [rightful] supremacy since it lacks activity. With regard to this he says «pervaded by rajas only.» In other words when rajas is the active agent, merit and the rest do persist. Accordingly for the two middle classes of yogins,¹ the

¹ See below, iii. 51, and cf. Kern's 'Lotus', SBE. xxi. 387.
Functions of the mind-stuff

Madhubhūmika and the Prajñāyotis who have attained to concentration conscious [of an object], the substance (sattva) of the mind-stuff is included.—He now describes the state of the mind-stuff of the fourth class of contemplators, the Atikrāntabhāvanīyā, with the words «the same.» Since the stain of the last vestige of rajas is removed, the mind-stuff is grounded in itself. Now the gold of the substance (sattva) of the thinking-substance (buddhi),—when once the stain of the rajas and tamas is purified by the joining [of the upper and lower parts] of the crucible (puṭa-pāka), which are practice and passionlessness, and when it has withdrawn [see ii. 54] the organs which are concerned with objects-of-sense, and is grounded in itself,—has still a further function to perform (para kārya), namely, the discriminative discernment [referring to the sattva and the Self], which performs its function in so far as its task (adhikāra) is unfinished. With this in mind he says «the mind-stuff.» The mind-stuff which is nothing else than the discriminative discernment referring to the sattva and the Self tends towards the Contemplation [called] the Rain-cloud of [knowable] Things. The Rain-cloud of [knowable] Things will also be described [iv. 29]. He tells what is perfectly clear to yogins with regard to this [state] in the words, «this ... is the highest.» The mind-stuff which is nothing else than the discernment of the difference between the sattva and the Self and which lasts until the Rain-cloud of [knowable] Things, is designated by contemplators as the highest Elevation. And if one does not wish to make the distinction between the substance and its property, [this Elevation] may be regarded as having the same office as the mind-stuff [: the mind-stuff itself is the Elevation.]—In order to introduce the Concentration of Restriction as the ground for rejecting the discernment of the difference and as the ground for accepting the Energy of Intellect, he shows the excellence of the Energy of Intellect and the inferior value of the discriminative insight by the phrase «the Energy of Intellect» and the following words.—Impurity has as its essence pleasure and pain and infatuation. For even pleasure and infatuation give pain to the man of discrimination [ii. 15]; therefore, like pain, they too are to be escaped. Moreover exceptional beauty also comes to an end and so gives pain. Accordingly, that too the man of discrimination can only reject. Since this same impurity and this coming to an end do not occur in the Energy of Intellect [which is] the Self, it is said to be «undefiled and unending.» An objection is made, 'How can this (iyāni) [Energy of Intellect] be free from defilement, if, in being aware of things which have as their essence pleasure and pain and infatuation, it assumes their form? and how can it be unending if it accepts and rejects their forms?' In reply it is said «it has objects shown to it.» It [the Energy of Intellect] is that to which the various objects are shown. That [objection] would be sound, if, like the thinking-substance (buddhi), the Energy of Intellect assumed the form of objects; but it is the thinking-substance only which, because it undergoes mutations (parinatā sāti) in the form of the objects, shows the object to the Energy of Intellect, which [latter however] does not take their
form. And when this happens, the Self is then said to become aware [of the objects]. The objector asks, ‘How can the Energy of Intellect unless it strike upon the thinking-substance which has taken the form of some object, know [that] object? or, if it do strike upon [that] object, how is it that it does not undergo a change into the form of that [object]?’ To this he replies «does not unite [with objects].» Union is contagion; not any of this is in Intellect: this is his meaning. If any one asks why there is no [union] of this [Intellect with objects], the reply is, it «is immutable.» Mutation, which has the three-fold character [see iii. 13] of external aspect (ādharma) and time-variation (lakṣaṇa) and intensity (avasthā), does not appertain to the [Energy of] Intellect also (api) [as it does to the mind-stuff] in any such way that (yena), by passing into a mutation in the form of an action, the Energy of Intellect should mutate in correspondence with the thinking-substance. That it, [this Energy,] even if it does not unite [with objects], can [nevertheless] be conscious of objects, he will now show to be possible. This [much] is established, that the Energy of Thought is unsullied by [the aspects (guṇa)]. But it has been said that the discriminative discernment, since it has as its essence the substance of the thinking-substance is not unsullied. It is «[therefore] contrary to this» Energy of Intellect. And since even the discriminative discernment is to be rejected, then how can you make mention of the other fluctuations which abound in defects: this is the real meaning. Thence, [that is,] for this reason, the introduction of the Concentration of Restriction is fitting. And so he says, «Hence... with this.» The meaning is that he restricts even the discriminative discernment by the higher passionlessness which, surely, is nothing more than the complete calming of the perceptions.—Now, what kind of a mind-stuff would that be that has all its fluctuations restricted? In reply he says «[When it has reached] this state.» He speaks of that [mind-stuff] the state of which has restriction.—He tells what restriction itself is: «This is the [so-called] seedless.» The latent-deposit (āçaya) of karma, which corresponds with the hindrances—birth and length-of-life and kind-of-enjoyment [ii. 13],—is the seed. That which is exempt from this is «seedless.» For this same [seedless concentration], he indicates the proper technical term which is current among yogins when he says «In this state nothing.» He sums up with the words «the yoga [which we have defined as] the restriction of the fluctuations of the mind-stuff is two-fold.»

The mind being in this [unconscious] state, what will then be the condition of the Self? For it is the essence (ātman) [of the Self to receive] knowledge (bodha) [reflected upon it] by the thinking-substance (buddhā), [as this in its turn receives the impression of external objects, and in this case] there is a [total] absence of objects [in the thinking-substance].
3. Then the Seer [that is, the Self] abides in himself.
At that time the Energy of Intellect is grounded in its own self, as [it is] when in the state of Isolation. But when the mind-stuff is in its emergent state, [the Energy of Intellect], although really the same, [does] not [seem] so.

To introduce now the next sutra, he raises the question beginning «The mind being in this [unconscious] state...» The question has the force of an objection: ‘Now this Self, whose essence is [that it receives] the knowledge (bodha) [reflected upon it] by the thinking-substance which is mutated into the form of one [object] after another, is always undergoing an experience, [but there is] no [experience] when [the Self] is deprived of the knowledge from the thinking-substance. For the very nature of this Self is the knowledge (bodha) thrown upon the thinking-substance precisely as shining is [the nature] of the sun. Moreover this [knowledge of the thinking-substance] does not occur in that kind of mind which consists of subliminal-impressions (samskāra) only. And further a thing cannot exist without its own nature. If this is so, then why does not the Self know that thinking-substance also which consists of subliminal-impressions only?’ To this he replies «there is a [total] absence of objects.» The thinking-substance as such (buddhi-mātra) is not the object of the Self, but (āpi tu) only in so far as it fulfils the purposes of the Self [iv. 32]. Now the two purposes of the Self are discriminative insight and the enjoyment of objects; and these do not exist in the restricted state [of the mind-stuff]. Thus the [total] absence of objects is established. The rebuttal is [also] given in the sutra: 3. Then the Seer [that is, the Self] abides in himself. The words in himself mean that the peaceful and the cruel and the infatuated nature falsely attributed [to the Self] has ceased. For the Self’s Intelligence (caitanya) is himself (svarūpa), [and is] not conditioned; while the knowledge of the thinking-substance has the various forms peaceful and other. And so it is subject to conditions just as the crystal which is in its own nature absolutely transparently white [is subject to conditions]: the redness of the [crystal] is its condition of being near the China-rose. And when a condition ceases, there is no cessation of the thing conditioned; since this would prove too much. This is the real point. And although [the Seer] in himself (svarūpataḥ) cannot [actually] be divided,¹ still when-he [the author of the Comment] -supposes-a-predicate-relation (vikalpya) [between the draṣṭa and his svarūpa], the words in himself (svāroṣe) are put in the locative case. This same meaning is made clear by the author of the Comment when he says «grounded in its own self.» «At that time» means in the state of restriction [and] not in the state of emergence. [The objection is made.] ‘This may be true. But if while in the state of emergence the Energy of Intellect is not

¹ Literally, although the essential-attribute (svarūpa) cannot be divided [from the Self].
grounded in itself and while in the state of restriction is grounded [in itself], then it would enter into mutation; or else if in [the state of] emergence it [remains] grounded in itself, [then there would be] no difference between emergence and restriction. In reply to this he says «But when the mind-stuff is in its emergent state.» Never does the Energy of Intellect, [in that it is] absolutely eternal, deviate from itself. Accordingly, as [it is] in restriction, just so [is it] in emergence also. Assuredly, mother-of-pearl as such (svarūpa) does not suffer increase or decrease of being, no matter whether the perception (jñāna) which refers to it (gocara) be the source of a valid idea (gramāna) or [the source of] a misconception. The observer however, although the thing is really the same, is under the illusion that it is not so (atathātvena). Compared with the concentration of restriction, even [the concentration that is] conscious [of an object] is nothing more than emergence.

How in that case [is it that the Energy of Intellect does not seem the same in the emergent state]? [The answer is,] Since objects\(^1\) are shown to it.

4. At other times it [the Self] takes the same form as the fluctuations [of mind-stuff].

In the emergent state [of the subliminal-impressions], the Self has fluctuations which are not distinguished from fluctuations of the mind-stuff; and so we have a sūtra [of Pañcaśikha\(^2\)], "There is only one appearance [for both].—that appearance is knowledge." The mind-stuff is like a magnet; and, as an object suitable to be seen [by the Self as Witness], it gives its aid [to the Self] by the mere fact of being near it, and thus the relation between it and the Self is that between property (svam) and proprietor (svāmin). Hence the reason why the Self experiences (bodha) the fluctuations of the mind-stuff is its beginning-less correlation [with the thinking-substance].

To introduce the next sūtra, he inquires «How in that case?» If [the Energy of Intellect], though really the same, [does] not [seem to be] so, in what kind of a way in that case does it assume an appearance? such is the meaning. He supplies the words «Since objects are shown to it» which give the reason, and [then] rehearses the sūtra. 4. At other times it takes the same form as the fluctuations [of mind-stuff]. «At other times» means «in the emergent

\(^{1}\) Compare Viṣṇu Pur. i. 14. 35.

\(^{2}\) See Garbe: Pañcaśikha und seine Frag-

\[\text{mente in Festgruss an Roth, Stuttgart, 1893, p. 75.}\]
The Self correlated with its thinking-substance

state;» the fluctuations [of mind-stuff] are the tranquil and the cruel and the infatuated; «not distinguished» means not different. These [three] are those [fluctuations] which the Self has.—»The same form:» in these words the word ‘same’ is synonymous with ‘one’. What he means to say is this: when, by reason of nearness to each other, the difference between [the colour] of the China-rose and of the crystal [vase], or analogously, between the thinking-substance and the Self, does not come to consciousness (a-bhedagrahe), then the individual by wrongly attributing the fluctuations of the thinking-substance to the Self, recognizes [wrongly] that he is tranquil or pained or infatuated. Likewise, wrongly supposing that his face when reflected upon the dirty surface of a mirror is itself dirty, [the individual] bemoans himself at the thought that he is dirty. Although the fluctuation of the thinking-substance, like the perception of sounds or other [perceptible] things, is also wrongly attributed to the Self, and although in so far as it is primary-substance it should be experienced as being unintelligent, nevertheless by transferring the quality of the Self to the thinking-substance, [the fluctuation of the thinking-substance] appears as if it were a fluctuation of the Self, as if it were an experience [of the Self]. And so although the Soul (atman) has no misconceptions, it seems to have misconceptions; although not an experiencer, it seems to be an experiencer; although it lacks the discriminative discernment, it seems to be provided with it, [and] it shines forth by the discriminative discernment. And this will be set forth in detail in this [sūtra] [iv. 22], “The intellect (citi) which unites not [with objects] is conscious of its own thinking-substance when [the mind-stuff] takes its form [by reflecting it];” and in this [iii. 35], “Experience is undistinguished from a presented-idea on the part of the sattva-aspect and of the Self, each absolutely unmingled [in the presented idea].” And this has been established in another system also [the Sāṁkhya]. Accordingly with the words «and so» he introduces (aha) the sūtra of Pañcaśikha the ācārya, “There is only one appearance [for both],—that appearance is knowledge.” The question is raised, ‘How is there one appearance? considering that you say that the fluctuation of the thinking-substance—occupied on the one hand with the different kinds of things, and occupied on the other hand with insight, and perceptible as being unintelligent in so far as it is primary-substance—is appearance; and [considering that you at the same time say that] the Self’s intelligence (cāitanya), which is different from this and which is the perception, is [also] appearance.’

1 Literally: Although yet another Self-wrong-attribute possesses a fluctuation of the thinking-substance like the perception of sounds and so on, and although...

2 Reading iva vivekakhyātyā. Or: it seems to be provided with it up to discriminative discernment [that is, so long as there is no discriminative discernment: reading iva a vivekakhyātyāḥ]. Or: it seems to be provided with it during the time of non-discriminative discernment [reading iva a-vivekakhyātyāṁ].
To this he replies [in the words of Pañcaśikha] «that appearance is knowledge.» When he says «only one», he says it with reference to ordinary (laukika) knowledge, [which is] a fluctuation subject to origination and dissolution.¹ But knowledge (khyāti) is not intelligence (cātanya), [which latter is] the very nature of the Self. On the contrary that [i.e. intelligence] is concerned not with an ordinary perception (lokapratyakṣa), but rather with verbal-communication and inference. Consequently after [the author of the Comment] has shown that undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) is the original cause [of making wrong attributions] in the emergent state, he suggests that this [consciousness] is the cause of the contact [of the Self with the thinking-substance], and also that the relation between property and proprietor is the cause of experience. He makes this [series of assertions] consistent by saying «the mind-stuff.» Mind-stuff is the property of its proprietor, the Self: this is the connexion [of the statements]. The objection is made that that-by-which-one-is-intelligent (cetana), [namely,] the agent that is Master of the mind-stuff, accepts aid (upakāra) afforded by the mind-stuff, whereas it is impossible that he [the Master of the mind-stuff should accept] aid afforded by this [mind-stuff]. The reason for this is that there is no correlation [of the Self] with this [mind-stuff], since [the Self] cannot be aided [by it]. But on the other hand (ca) if it be the case (-te) that there is a connexion with this [mind-stuff] or that aid is accepted from it, one would have to admit that [the Self] enters into mutation. In reply to this objection he says «like a magnet; and, as an object suitable to be seen [by the Self as Witness], it gives its aid [to the Self] by the mere fact of being near it.» The mind-stuff is not in connexion with the Self, but is near it. [This] nearness, moreover, does not result from a correlation either spatially or temporally of the Self with it [the mind-stuff]. But the distinguishing characteristic [of this nearness] is [that the Self stands to the mind-stuff in a relation of] pre-established harmony (yogyata). Moreover the Self has the capacity for being the experiencer [while] the mind-stuff has the capacity for being experienced. Accordingly [mind-stuff] is described «as an object suitable to be seen.» In other words it is described as an object-for-experience when it enters into mutations which have the forms of various kinds of things (gatādi). Although experience is a fluctuation in the form of sounds and of other [perceptible] things and is an external aspect (dharma: see iii. 13) of the mind-stuff, still it [experience] belongs to the Self, because the Self <takes the same form as the fluctuations:> [that is, because they result from the false supposition of an identity between mind-stuff and intelligence (cātanya): this is what is

¹ The original, udaya-rgaya-dharmiḥ, may be a reminiscence of one of the most famous of all Buddhist gathās, anicca vata sañkhārā
appāda-rgaya-dhammino,
Five kinds of fluctuations

meant. Therefore although there is no correlation with the mind-stuff, still it is established that the Self accepts aid afforded by it, and that it does not enter into mutation. A question is raised, 'The relation of property and proprietor is [we grant] the reason for experience and is subject to the conditions of undifferentiated-consciousness. But subject to what conditions is undifferentiated-consciousness? Not subject to conditions (as everybody admits) no effect is produced. As they say, "Is there any commencement of undifferentiated-consciousness for him [that is, man] as in the case of sleep and so on?". While apparently summing up, he [in fact] removes this doubt with the words «Hence the reason why . . . experiences the fluctuations of the mind-stuff.» The reason for the [Self's] awareness of the mind-stuff's fluctuations in the form of tranquil and cruel and infatuated forms is the [above-mentioned] correlation, which is without beginning since it is under the conditions of undifferentiated-consciousness which is without beginning. And the serial-order (santāna) of undifferentiated-consciousness and of the subconscious-impressions (vāsanā) is, like the serial-order of seed and sprout, without beginning.

Moreover these—for there are many such found in the mind-stuff—must be restricted.

5. The fluctuations are of five kinds and are hindered or unhindered.

The hindered (kliṣṭa) are those which are caused by the hindrances (kleśa) [undifferentiated-consciousness, &c.: see ii. 3] and are the field for growth of the accumulation of the latent-deposits of karma; the unhindered have discriminative discernment as their object and thus obstruct the task (adhikāra) of the aspects (guna). These are still unhindered even when they occur in the stream of the hindered. For even in the midst of the hindered [fluctuations] they are unhindered; while in the midst of the unhindered [they are] hindered. Corresponding subliminal-impressions are produced by nought else than [these] fluctuations, and fluctuations [are made] by subliminal-impressions. In this wise, the wheel of fluctuations and subliminal-impressions ceaselessly rolls1 on [until the highest concentration is attained]. Operating in this wise, this mind-stuff, having finished its task, abides in its own likeness, or [rather] becomes resolved [into primary substance].—These, either hindered or unhindered, are the five-fold fluctuations.

1 Compare iv. 11, p. 288 (Calc. ed.).
Let this be granted. Still a man is qualified for that in which he has capacity. Furthermore the restriction of fluctuations is impossible unless one has an idea of the fluctuations. And yet no one even in a thousand years could count them. Numberless as they are, how [then] can they be restricted? In reply to this difficulty he introduces the sutra whose purpose is to teach us their number and their nature with the words «Moreover these—for there are many such found in the mind-stuff—must be restricted».

5. The fluctuations are of five kinds and are hindered or unhindered. The fluctuations form a single whole. Of this [whole] there are five parts, and of them the first is the source-of-a-valid-idea. Accordingly, there is a fluctuation which has the parts of this [whole], [namely] five-fold, [that is] of five parts. And since these fluctuations are many, inasmuch as there are different mind-stuffs belonging to Chāitra and to Māitra and to other people, the use of the plural is consistent. What he wishes to say is this: Whether Chāitra or Mātra or any one else—of all these without exception, the fluctuations are of exactly five kinds [and there are] no more [fluctuations]. And the word «mind-stuff,» which has a collective sense (jātyābhiprāya), is a singular, but is to be taken as [a plural,] mind-stuffs. He shows that there are differences of a subordinate kind which are serviceable in the pursuit [of yoga] in the words <hindered or unhindered.> By the help of the unhindered [fluctuations], the hindered should be restricted; and the former, [should be restricted] by the higher passionlessness. He gives the explanation of this in the words «caused by the hindrances;» in other words the fluctuations have the feeling-of-personality and the other hindrances as their cause of action. Another interpretation would be that, for a person whose chief end is to fulfil the purposes of the Self, those fluctuations which consist of rajas and tamas act as hindrances in so far they cause hindrance. «Hindrance» is in the sense [Pañ. v. 2.127] of having something hindered [as its effect]. This [hindrance] belongs to those [fluctuations] and therefore they are called hindered.—Since the action of those [hindered] fluctuations tends towards an increase of hindrance, it is they which are the field for growth of the accumulation of the latent-deposits of karma. For this observer [namely, the thinking-substance whose chief end is to fulfil the purposes of the Self] decides definitely (āva-saya) by sources-of-valid-ideas and in other ways what the [intended] object is and becomes attached to it or averse to it and [then] accumulates latent-deposits of karma. Thus, hindered fluctuations become the soil for the propagation of the accumulated merit and demerit. He explains the unhindered [fluctuations] by saying that they «have discriminative discernment as their object.» When the sattva of the thinking-substance is cleansed of rajas and tamas and flows calmly onwards, the clearing of the insight (prajñā) is the [discriminative] discernment. By [thus speaking of] that which has [discernment as its] object he partially describes that discrimination (viveka), between sattva and the Self, which is the object of this [insight]. Accordingly, since [the unhindered] have as their object the discrimination of [the difference between] the sattva and the Self, for
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this very reason they obstruct the task of the aspects (guna). Now the aspects have the task to develop products. Since moreover this [development] lasts until the end of discriminative discernment, and since when the aspects have accomplished their task (adhiकàra) [these unhindered fluctuations] restrict their authority (adhiकàra), for this reason sources-of-valid-ideas and the other fluctuations are these unhindered ones. [The objection is made:] ‘This may be true. But all living creatures have hindered fluctuations only, since there is nothing born that is free from desire. Furthermore, unhindered fluctuations cannot exist in the stream of hindered fluctuations. And even if those [unhindered fluctuations] could exist, they could not produce effects since they have fallen into the midst of obstructors. For this reason restriction of the hindered by the unhindered and of these latter by the higher passionlessness is nothing more than a wish.’ In reply to that objection he says «in the stream of the hindered.» Practice and passionlessness are produced by devoting oneself steadily to verbal communications and to inferences and to the instruction of teachers. «In the midst of the hindered» [means] among [them]. That they occur there means that they are in themselves quite unhindered although they occur in the stream of the hindered. Surely a Brahman, although he reside at Čalagráma which is crowded with hundreds of Kirátas, is not [on that account] a Kiráta. This is an example of what is meant by [occurring] in the midst of the unhindered. And in so far as they are found among the hindered, the unhindered, without being suppressed by the hindered, do after all, as gradually their own subliminal-impressions come to fruition, suppress the hindered. «Corresponding» means that unhindered subliminal-impressions [are produced] by unhindered fluctuations. This is that wheel of fluctuations and subliminal-impressions which ceaselessly rolls on until the concentration of restriction [is attained]. Operating in this wise, the mind-stuff reaches the state of restriction and, coming [then] to consist of nothing but subliminal-impressions, abides in its own likeness (atmakalpena): this is the superficial view. Or else—and this is the stricter view—it becomes resolved into primary substance.—He joins together the meaning of sutras [5 and 6] by the word «These.»—The word «five-fold» [literally, five times] is an expression of the sense merely; but it is not a literal rendering of the force (vyttí) of the termination (cābda), because it is not taught [by Pāṇini, at v. 2. 42] that the termination taya (tayay) has the meaning of ‘kinds’.

6. Sources-of-valid-ideas and misconceptions and predicate-relations and sleep and memory.

These [five] he announces by their technical names. 6. Sources-of-valid-ideas and misconceptions and predicate-relations and sleep and memory. [The compound] is analysed according to the order of words in the enumeration [of the sutra]. The compound is a copulative (cārthé dvāndvā, Pāṇini ii. 2. 29) in
the sense of mutual conjunction.—Just as once more in the statement [ii. 5], "The recognition of the permanent, of the pure, of pleasure, and of a self in what is impermanent, impure, pain, and non-self,—is undifferentiated-consciousness," such illusions as the loss of the sense of orientation or as the fire-brand [whirled about so as to be seen as a] circle, are not expressly excluded,—so here also, even in the mentioning of the sources-of-valid-ideas and the rest, since doubt as to the real existence of other fluctuations would not [otherwise] be excluded, in order to exclude them [these others], the words 'of five kinds' should be added. Thus it becomes clear that fluctuations are just so many and no more.

7. Sources-of-valid-ideas are perception and inference and verbal-communication. i. Perception is that source-of-valid-ideas [which arises as a modification of the inner-organ] when the mind-stuff has been affected by some external thing through the channel of the sense-organs. This fluctuation is directly related to that [object], but, whereas the intended-object (artha) consists of a genus\(^1\) and of a particular, it [the fluctuation] is chiefly concerned with the ascertainment of the particular [the genus being subordinate in perception to the particular]. The result [of perception] is an illumination by the Self (pāuruṣeyā) of a fluctuation which belongs to the mind-stuff, [an illumination which is] undistinguished (a-viśiṣṭa), [that is, one in which the Self does not distinguish itself from the thinking-substance], [as] we shall explain in detail hereafter [ii. 17] in the passage\(^2\) beginning "Self is conscious-by-reflection of the thinking-substance." ii. Inference is [that] fluctuation [of the mind-stuff] which refers (-viśayā) to that (tat-) relation (sambandha) which is present in things belonging to the same class as the subject-of-the-illation (anumeyya) and absent from things belonging to classes different [from that of the subject-of-the-illation]; and it is chiefly concerned with the ascertainment of the genus. Thus, for instance, the moon and stars possess motion, because, like [any man, for instance] Chāitra, they get from one place to another; and because [negatively] the Vindhya [mountain-range] does not get [from one place to another, it] does not possess motion. iii. A thing which has been seen or inferred by a trustworthy person is men-

---

\(^1\) Compare ii. 14, p. 214\(^2\); iii. 44, p. 257\(^2\) (Calc. ed.).

\(^2\) Compare also i. 29; ii. 20; iv. 19.
tioned by word in order that his knowledge [thereof] may pass over to some other person. The fluctuation [in the mind-stuff] of the hearer which arises from that word and which relates to the object-intended by that [word] (tad-artha-viṣayā) is a verbal-communication. That verbal-communication is said to waver, the utterer of which declares an incredible thing, not a thing which he himself has seen or inferred; but if the original utterer has himself seen or inferred the thing, [then the verbal-communication] would be un-waverer.

Among these [five], [of one, that is,] the fluctuation which is the source-of-valid-ideas, he gives (āha) [what may pass as the naturally expected] general distinguishing characteristic (lakṣaṇa), by analysing [that one into three and saying]: 7. The sources-of-valid-ideas are perception and inference and verbal-communication. A valid-idea (prama) is an illumination of a thing¹ not already presented and is caused by the operation of the Self. The instrument for this is the source-of-the-valid-idea (pramāṇa). And the mention [of the sources-of-valid-ideas] analytically [is] for the purpose of definitely excluding either a less or a greater number.

i. Of these [three] he gives first the distinguishing-characteristic of perception, since it is the root of all the [other] sources-of-valid-ideas, in the words beginning «of the sense-organs.» By using the words «intended-object» he rejects [the doctrine of māya according to which the object is] a false attribution. With the words «directly related to that,» in so far as [the fluctuation] has an external field-of-action, he renounces [the Buddhist doctrine which conceives] the field-of-action as having the form of mental-objects [literally, form of knowledge]. With the words «affected by some external thing» he shows what the relation is between something to be externally known and [the object] in the form of a sensation which is found in the mind-stuff. With the words «through the channel of the sense-organs» he tells the reason for the affect of this [external thing] upon the [mind-stuff which is] separated² [from it by the sense-organ in question].—The object is the genus and nothing more; thus some maintain. Particulars only: thus others. Members of yet other schools [say that the object is something that has] the genus and the particular as its properties. To reject these [points of view] he says that [the object] «consists of a genus and of a particular.» The object does not have these two as its properties; but it consists of these two [by a relation of identity]. This will again be the topic of discussion in that passage [iii. 18] where it is said “since we do not maintain an absolute unity.” With the words

¹ Literally, Of a that-ness not yet presented to consciousness. That is, something recognized as existent but of unknown quality.

² Vyavahita: compare Sāṅkhya Karikā 7.
"chiefly concerned with the ascertainment of the particular" he distinguishes that which relates to perception from that which relates to inference and to verbal-communication. In other words, although the genus itself does shine forth [into consciousness] in perception, still it is subordinated to the particular. This would also be a partial characterization of direct experience (sākṣātkāra). And so even the discriminative-discernment receives its characteristic mark.—With the words "The result [of perception] is an illumination by the Self of a fluctuation which belongs to the mind-stuff" he denies that there is any contradiction in the result. An objector asks how an illumination which is found in the Self can be the result of a fluctuation situated in the mind-stuff? For surely when an axe¹ is busy with a khadira-tree, it is not chopping on a pālaṇa-tree. In reply [Vyāsa] says "undistinguished." For the illumination whose seat is in the Self is not produced, but is the result when the intelligence (caitanya) is reflected in the mirror of the thinking-substance and assumes the form of that [thinking-substance] in so far as the fluctuation of the thinking-substance has the form of the object. And this [intelligence] in this [assumed] condition is undistinguished from the thinking-substance and has its being in the thinking-substance. Moreover since the fluctuation has its being in the thinking-substance there is ground for the relation of the source-of-the-valid-idea to the result in the fact that [both] have the same locus [namely, in the thinking-substance]. And this he says "we shall explain" in the passage "Self is conscious-by-reflection."

ii. After perception [and before verbal-communication], because [in the first place] verbal-communication depends upon inference, in so far as it obtains its validity² from a knowledge of the connective-power-of-words (sambandha) resulting from an inference with regard to a cognition (buddhi) on the part of the hearer which [inference] is based on actions and so on, and [in the second place] because [in this sutra] the inferred is followed-in-enumeration by verbal-communication,—[therefore] he gives the characteristic marks of inference, before [he gives those of] verbal-communication, in the words "subject-of-the-illation." A subject-of-illation is a subject (dharmin) distinguished by attributes (dharma) which we wish to know. Things belonging to the same class with it [the subject-of-illation], [are] objects similar to the genus which is an attribute of the major-term (sādhyā), [that is, objects that are] similar instances (sapakṣa). "Which is present" in these [things belonging to the same class],—with these words he excludes [both] contrariety³ and lack of community as between an attribute of the middle-term (sādhana-dharma) [and the attributes of the major].⁴ Things belonging to different classes are dissimilar instances, and they are other than the similar instances, [that is,] contrary to them and containing the negation of them. "Absent" from these [things belonging to a different class].

¹ See G. A. Jacob: A Handful of Popular Maxims, part 1, 2nd edition, 1907, p. 32.
Accordingly (lad) by this he rules out over-inclusive (śādārāṇa) non-coextensiveness (anaikāntikata). Things are-brought-into-relation—such is the use of the word «relation», a syllogistic-mark (liṅga). Thus describing the minor premiss (pakṣa-dharmatā) he avoids the fallacious-reasoning (asiddhātā) [of the scariṇa type].—«Refers to that» [means] having [necessary] con-nection with that, because of the etymology of the word «refers» (viṣaya) based on this [statement of Dhātu-pāṇha, v. 2, that] “the root si means nect.”—With the words «the ascertainment of the genus» he distinguishes [the object of an inference] from the object of a perception. Inference arises on condition that there be an awareness of a relation [between two terms]. In so far as, in the case of particulars, one does not apprehend relations, it is only the genus which, as affording an easy apprehension of relations, comes into the discussion. For this he gives an example in the passage beginning «Thus, for instance.» The word ca [after the word Vindhya] carries with it a reason.—Because the Vindhya [range] has no motion, therefore it does not get [from one place to another]. Hence, as there is an absence of motion (gati-nirvīttāu), there is an absence of getting [from one place to another]. [And conversely,] because they do get from one place to another, the moon and stars, like Chātra, do have motion. Thus [the point] is established.

iii. Of the fluctuation which is a verbal-communication he gives the distinguishing characteristic in the words «a trustworthy person» [and so on]. Insight and compassionateness and dexterity-of-the-sense-organs combine into trustworthiness. A man whose ways are governed by that is a trustworthy one. He is the one by whom the object is seen or inferred. Unless there be a heard word, there is no receiving [of the seen or inferred object on the part of another person], because, in so far as this [word] is rooted in something seen or inferred, it is only by these two that its meaning becomes complete. «His knowledge thereof passing over» [to some other person] means that in the mind-stuff of the hearer there arises [into consciousness] knowledge similar to knowledge found in the mind-stuff of the trustworthy person. To effect this [passing], «a thing is mentioned» [that is,] is made known, as a means to obtain what is good for the hearer and to avoid what is bad [for him]. The rest is easy. The verbal-communication «the utterer of which declares an incredible thing»—for example, ‘These identical ten pomegranates are going to be six cakes’,—«not a thing which he himself has seen or inferred»—for example, ‘A shrine let him worship who desireth heaven,’—that verbal-communication «wavers.»

An objector says, ‘If that be so, then the verbal-communication even of such persons as Manu would waver, [and thus they would not be supreme authorities,] for even they [declared] things which they themselves had not seen or inferred.’

1 See Athalye, p. 310.
2 According to this, viṣaya ought to mean ‘dis-nection’. In fact it means ‘sphere of action’ from root viṣ ‘act’.
3 See Dhātu-pāṇha, i. 975, स्थान gati-nirvīttāu, ‘to stand still means not to move’.
4 This is an allusion to Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya on i. 2. 45 (Kielhorn i. 217). Cakes (apūpa) are made with ghee: see Śāyana on RV. x. 45. 9.
In reply he says <but if the original utterer.» For in case of such persons (tatra), the original utterer was the Iṣṭvara, who had himself seen or inferred the things. For instance, it is said [at Manu ii. 7], “Whatever law has been ordained for any person by Manu, every such [law had been already] laid down in the Veda. That, surely, contains within itself all knowledge.” This is the meaning.

8. Misconception is an erroneous idea (jñāna) not based on that form [in respect of which the misconception is entertained].

Why is it not a source-of-a-valid-idea? Because it is inhibited by the source-of-a-valid-idea, for the reason that the source-of-a-valid-idea has as its object a positive fact. In such cases there is evidently an inhibition of the source-of-the-invalid-idea by the source-of-the-valid-idea, as for instance the [erroneous] visual-perception of two moons is inhibited by the actual (sad- viṣaya) visual-perception of one moon. This [fluctuation, namely, misconception] proves to be that [well-known] five-jointed undifferentiated-consciousness [the joints of which are enumerated at ii. 3 in the words]: “Undifferentiated-consciousness and the feeling-of-personality and passion and hatred and the will-to-live are the hindrances.” These same [are known] by peculiar technical\(^1\) designations: Obscurity and Infatuation and Extreme Infatuation and Darkness and Blind-Darkness. These will be discussed in connexion with the subject of the defilements of the mind-stuff.

8. Misconception is an erroneous idea not based on that form [in respect of which the misconception is entertained]. The word <Misconception> indicates the thing to be characterized; the words <erroneous idea> and so on [give] the distinguishing characteristic. A form which appears [in consciousness] as an idea (jñāna) is un-based on that form, [or, to put it as does the stūtra,] <not based on that form>. As, [to give another example in which the negation applies to the action\(^2\) and not to the object,] ‘One who eats not the funeral-feast.’ Accordingly doubt also would be included [in the definition of misconception]. But there is a distinction to this extent: in this case [the case of doubt] the failure to be based [on the true form] is overridden by a [clear] perception (jñāna); but [in the other case], such as [the vision] of two moons, [the misconception is over-

---

\(^1\) Compare Viṣṇu Pur. i. 5. 5.

\(^2\) A case of prasajya-pratishedha. The negation applies to pratishedha and not to rūpa. Compare Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya, Kielhorn’s edition, i, p. 215, last line; 221\(^{11}\); 319\(^{12}\); 341\(^{4}\).
Nature of misconception

ridden] by the perception of the inhibition [of the one idea by the other idea]. An objector says, 'If this be granted, the predicate-relation (vikalpa), in that it is not based on the true form, would also upon consideration prove to be a misconception.' In reply to this he says «an erroneous perception.» For these words describe an inhibition familiar in common experience to everybody.¹ Now this [inhibition] occurs in misconception; but not in the predicate-relation, forasmuch as the business-of-life [is done] by this [predicate-relation], and because, on the other hand, only the learned kind of persons when they might be engaged in reflection would have in this matter any idea of an inhibition.— [The author of the Comment] puts forward the objection «Why is it not a source-of-a-valid-idea?» The point is that a previous [perception] should not be inhibited by a later [perception] which has incurred contradiction; on the contrary the later [perception should be inhibited] by just that previous [perception] which occurred first and has not incurred contradiction. He gives the rebuttal in the words «Because... by the source-of-a-valid-idea.» For this rule [of the Māṇḍūka] applies (evam) when a later [perception] arises in dependence upon a previous. But in this present case two perceptions, each from its particular cause, in entire independence of each other, spring up. Accordingly the later [perception] does not attain to a rise [into consciousness] unless it has destroyed the earlier [perception]; and in fact its rise [into consciousness] has its being in the removal of that [previous perception] by inhibition. But it is not true that the rise [into consciousness] of a previous [perception] has its being in an inhibition of the later, for the reason that, at that time [the time of the earlier perception], this [later perception] does not yet exist. Hence the fact that [one perception] has not incurred contradiction is the reason why [another perception] is to be inhibited; and [hence also] the fact that [a perception] has incurred contradiction [is the reason] why it should act as inhibitor. Consequently it is established that the source-of-a-valid-idea, because its object is a positive fact, can inhibit the source-of-an-invalid-idea. An example is given in the words «In such cases... by the source-of-the-valid-idea.» In order that it may be rejected, he shows the worthlessness of this [source-of-invalid-ideas, i.e., of undifferentiated-consciousness] in the words «This... that... five.» So, undifferentiated-consciousness as a genus [exists] in five special-forms [literally, in five joints], namely, undifferentiated-consciousness, sense-of-personality, and so on. The mental-process (buddhi) which [recognizes] : compare ii. 5] the self in eight forms which are not the self, that is, in the undeveloped [primary substance] and in the Great [thinking-substance] and in the substance of personality and in the five subtle-elements (tanmātra),—is undifferentiated-consciousness, the [so-called] Obscurity. Similarly the mental-process which [recognizes] welfare (reyas) in forms where no welfare is, in atomization (aśīman: technical, see iii. 45) and the rest of the eight supremacies of yogins, is eight-fold, the [so-called] Infatuation. [This is] worse than the pre-

¹ On the form sārvajānīna see Pāñ. iv. 4. 99, Siddhānta Kāmudī, § 1651, or Whitney's Grammar, 1233 d.
ceding. And this is called the sense-of-personality (asmitā). In this way, after one has obtained eight-fold supremacy by yoga and after becoming perfected (siādha), the resolution (ātmikā pratipattiḥ) to enjoy the ten objects which are seen [in the world] (āṣṭa) and taught [in the āṣṭra] (anuṣṭāvika: see i. 15) is [called] Extreme Infatuation; this is desire. In case atomization and the other supremacies do not come-into-play (an-utpallāu), because while working on in this way with this same intention he is impeded by something or other, [then,] while he is bound down by this [impediment], there arises, from the failure to enjoy the objects seen [in the world] and taught [in the āṣṭra], anger towards the impediment. This is the so-called Darkness; this is hatred. In like manner, if he have success with the [supernatural] qualities, atomization and so on, and if he dwell in thought close to the objects seen [in the world] and taught [in the āṣṭra], [then] the fear that all this will perish at the end of the mundane period is the will-to-live, the [so-called] Blind-Darkness. It hath been said [Sāmkhyakārikā1 xlviii] "There are eight different kinds of Obscurity and of Infatuation. Extreme Infatuation is of ten kinds. Darkness is eighteen-fold; likewise Blind-Darkness."

9. The predicate-relation (vikalpa) is without any [corresponding perceptible] object and follows as a result of perceptions or of words.

This [predicate-relation] does not amount to a source-of-valid-ideas, nor does it amount to a misconception. In spite of the fact that there is no [corresponding perceptible] object, [nevertheless,] because there is dependence upon the authority of perceptions or of words, something is evidently said [literally, there appears something-said (vyavahāra) which possesses a dependence]. Thus for instance, when it is said [by some philosophers] that 'The true nature of the Self is intelligence (cāitanya)', then in this case [of absence of perceptible object] we may well ask—since the Self is itself nothing but intelligence—what thing is in the attributive relation to what [other] thing? For (ca)2 the expressive-force (vṛtti) [of language] lies in the attributive-relation, as for instance 'Chāitra's cow'. [The cow is distinguished as being Chāitra's, who is something different from her.] Likewise [there is expressive-force when the subject and the predicate are identical, when for instance] the Self is said to be the unchanging [Absolute and thus is characterized] by the negation of some quality which is found in some [percep-

1 Compare (the unedited) Čiva-sūtras ii. 13.  
2 For ca meaning 'for', see p. 23[31], above.
tible] thing. [Or when there is a connexion between a positive and a negative, when for instance] it is said, The arrow comes to a standstill [or] will come to a standstill [or] has come to a standstill. The bare meaning of the verbal-root [sthā, 'stand still': compare page 23] is understood to be 'not to move'. [In this case also there is expressive-force in the attributive relation even in the absence of any factor or kāraka.] So too [there is expressiveforce] in the sentence 'The Self is something which has the property that it does not come into existence.' All that is meant is that there is an absence of the property of coming into existence; not [any negative] property inherent in the Self. Therefore this property [which is a negation so far as perceptible objects are concerned] is predicated and as such it is something-that-is-thought (vyavahāra).

9. The predicate-relation (vikalpa) is without any [corresponding perceptible] object and follows as a result of perceptions or of words.

The objection is made that, if the predicate-relation follows as a result of perceptions or of words, then one would have to admit that it is included under [that] source-of-valid-ideas [which is termed] verbal-communication, or [on the other hand], if the predicate-relation has no [corresponding perceptible] object, it ought to be a misconception. In reply to this he says «This [predicate-relation] does not.» This is not included among sources-of-valid-ideas nor among misconceptions. Why not? Because he says «object.» With the words «In spite of the fact that there is no [corresponding perceptible] object,» he denies that [the predicate-relation] is included among sources-of-valid-ideas. And with the words «because there is dependence upon the authority of perceptions or of words,» [he denies] that it is included among misconceptions. What he means to say is that a man in some cases falsely attributes diversity to things that are identical, and again in other cases identity to things that are diverse. Therefore since identity and diversity are non-existent as perceptible objects, the portrayal (abhāsa) of these two is a predicate-relation [and] not the source-of-a-valid-idea. Nor yet would it be a misconception, because it is not in contradiction with the fact that something is said. He gives an illustration which is well established in the systems (gāstra) in the words «Thus for instance.» What subject (vīcēya) is in the attributive-relation (vyapādīcyate), that is, is defined (vīcēya) by what [other] thing? For when there is identity, there is no relation of subject and predicate. Because [for instance] a cow cannot be defined as a cow; but by something different [from herself], by Chātra. To this he replies by the phrase «For the expressive-force [of language] lies in the attributive-relation.» The relation between that to which the attribute is

1 Literally 'possessing negated perceptible-object-qualities'.
to be applied and that which furnishes the attribute is the attributive-
relation, that is to say, the relation-of-predicate-and-subject. In this [lies] the
expressive-force (vrtti) of the sentence «as for instance Chāitra’s cow.» He
adds another example found nowhere but in the books of the systems (gastrīya),
«Likewise [there is expressive-force].» [A negated quality found in some per-
ceptible thing would be, for instance,] motion, a quality belonging to some such
[perceptible] thing as earth [and this quality as belonging to the Self] is negated.
Who would that one [thus characterized] be? «The Self is said to be the
unchanging [Absolute].» Surely it cannot be urged in a Sāṅkhya system that
there is a certain quality in perceptible-objects called non-existence and that the
Self could be defined by this.—Sometimes there is found a reading ‘Qualities of
a perceptible thing are negated’. The meaning of this would be that negated
[qualities] are those concomitant with negation; qualities of [perceptible] objects
cannot be concomitant with this [negation], because [in them] there cannot be
a connexion between an existent and a non-existent. While on the other hand
in this way [by the predicate-relation] there is distinct-knowledge.—In the words
«The arrow is coming to a standstill» he gives an example from everyday life.
Now just as when we say ‘he cooks’ or ‘he chops’, we mean that the accumu-
lated moments of an action in serial order and characterized by a unity in the
result are distinctly known, so it is also quite as truly a serial order to which he
refers when he says «comes to a standstill.» When he says «will come to
a standstill, has come to a standstill,»—then some objector may say, ‘If we
grant [that the action of coming to a standstill is] like that of cooking, then
the arrow could have as its attribute an action, namely, stopping still,’ which
is in a serial order and is over-and-above (bhīna) the arrow itself.’ To this
he replies, [that stopping still is not a series of actions, but that] «The bare
meaning² of the verbal-root is understood to be ‘not to move’.' To begin
with (tāvat), not-to-move is a mental-structure (kalpita); then too (api) the exis-
tence-in-positive-form (bhavaratpatva) of this [non-moving (reading tasāya api)] [is
a mental-structure]; [and] then too a serial order in this [existence-in-positive-
form] [is again a mental-structure]—if that’s what you mean (iti), whew! what
a string of mental-structures!—such is the intention [of the Comment.]—[On
the other hand,] a non-existent is conceived (gamyata) as in relation with all the
Selves, [although not with perceptible-objects,] not only (ca) as if it were an
existent, but also (ca) as if it were inherent (anugata)—[provided it be] a mental-
structure.³ But a [non-existent is] not any kind of a property [existentially]
distinct from the Self. By way of another illustration, he says, «So too ....

¹ The words sthāsyati, sthita and so forth
² Compare Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya on Pāñ-
³ nini i. 3. 2, vārt. 11 (Kielhorn i. 2581ṣ).
the property that it does not come into existence.»—Many thinkers [of the Mmāṇaśa and Nyaya schools] have advanced the assertion that there is no fluctuation [called] predicate-relation other than the source-of-valid-ideas or the misconception. To enlighten them, is, as we may suppose, the purpose of this abundance of illustration.

10. Sleep is a fluctuation [of mind-stuff] supported by the cause (pratyaya, that is tāmas) of the [transient] negation [of the waking and the dreaming fluctuations].

And this [fluctuation] by [the operation of] connecting-memory becomes, upon awakening, a special kind of presented-idea (pratyaya). How is it that one can reflect: ‘I have slept well, my mind is calm, it makes my understanding clear; I have slept poorly, my mind is dull, it wanders unsteadfast; I have slept in deep stupor, my limbs are heavy, my mind remains unrefreshed (klānta) and languid and as it were stolen [from my grasp]?’ [The answer is:] the man [just after] awakening would of course not have this connecting-memory, had there not been [during sleep, some] experience of [this form] of a cause (pratyaya, that is tāmas); nor would he have the memories based upon it and corresponding with it [at the time of waking]. Therefore sleep is a particular kind of presented-idea (pratyaya); and in concentration it also, like any other presented-idea, must be restricted.

10. Sleep is a fluctuation [of mind-stuff] supported by the cause of the [transient] negation [of the waking and the dreaming fluctuations].

For, the word ‘fluctuation’ given-in-the-topical [sūtra i. 5] is made-the-subject-of-an-assertion [here]. Because, with regard to sources-of-valid-ideas and misconceptions and predicate-relations and memories being fluctuations, there is no disagreement among investigators,—therefore this word is made-the-subject-of-an-assertion (anudyate) [namely, that one of the fluctuations is sleep,] in order that this particular [fluctuation] may be mentioned. But as to whether sleep is a fluctuation or not, there is disagreement among investigators. Accordingly it must be expressly said that it is a fluctuation. And the fact that the matter-in-hand [namely, that one of the fluctuations is sleep] is made-the-subject2-of-an-assertion cannot serve as an express statement [to the effect that sleep is a fluctuation].

1 The point here is that sleep is a positive experience and not, as some Vedāntins, Udayana, for instance, would teach, the absence of a fluctuation. It is therefore of sufficient importance to require an explicit assertion.

2 Compare Jacobi: Ānandavardhana’s Dhvanyāloka, p. 23, note 1.
Consequently the word fluctuation is used [here] again. That fluctuation is called sleep the object or support of which is a cause (pratyaya), that is, a cause (kāraṇa),—the tāmas which covers over the substance (sattva) of the thinking-substance,—of the [transient] negation of the fluctuations of waking or of dreams. For the substance of the thinking-substance has three aspects; and when tāmas, the coverer of all the organs, preponderates over sattva and rajas and becomes manifest (āvis), then, because there is no mutation of the thinking-substance into the form of an object, the Self, aware of a thinking-substance which consists of intensified tāmas, is in deep sleep and inwardly conscious. Thus it is explained.

[An objection:] why not consider sleep to be merely an absence of fluctuations, as in the case of restricted isolation (kāivalya)? He answers «This.» And this [fluctuation] by [the operation of] connecting-memory, that is, a remembrance which can be made the basis of an argument (sopapattika), is a special kind of presented-idea. How [is the argument? He replies]: When tāmas is manifest in company with sattva, then the connecting-memory of a man just arisen from sleep is of such a kind that he reflects «I have slept well, my mind is calm, it makes my understanding clear;» clarifies it, in other words. But when tāmas is manifest in company with rajas, then the connecting-memory is of such a kind that he reflects (aha) «I have slept poorly,» in other words, my mind is dull and unfit for work. Why? Since it wanders unsteadfast. [The author of the Comment] describes the connecting-memory, of a man [just] awakened, with reference to a sleep in which tāmas, preponderating altogether over rajas and sattva, comes-quite-to-the-fore (samullāse), in the words «I have slept in deep stupor, my limbs are heavy, my mind remains unrefreshed and languid and as it were stolen [from my grasp].»—In the words «. . . of course not have this . . .,» he gives a negative instance of the middle-term (hetu), [that is, experience,] in order to show that the major-term (sādhyā) [that is, memories] does not exist. «Awakening» means just after awakening. «[Had there not been during sleep, some] experience of [this form] of a cause» means [had there not been] an experience of the cause of the [transient] negation of the fluctuation. «Based upon it» is said with reference to the time of waking. An objection is made that sources-of-valid-ideas and other fluctuations have their locus in the emergent mind-stuff and must be restricted because they are enemies to concentration; but that sleep, since it amounts to a fluctuation single-in-intent, is in no wise a foe to concentration. To this he replies with the words «And in concentration.» Sleep, to be sure, does amount to [a fluctuation] single-in-intent; but, because of its quality of tāmas, it is a foe to concentration-with-seed and to seedless-[concentration], [that is, concentration without subliminal-impressions]. And therefore it also must be restricted: this is the meaning.
11. Memory (smṛti) is not-adding-surreptitiously (asampra-moṣa) to a once experienced object.

Does the mind-stuff remember the presented-idea or does it [remember] the object? The presented-idea, if affected by the object-known (grāhyā), shines-forth-in-consciousness (nirbhāsa) in a form 1 of both kinds, both of the object-known and of the process-of-knowing (grahāna), and gives a start to the corresponding subliminal-impression. This subliminal-impression [of these two kinds changes into] its phenomenal [form 2] by the operation of the conditions—which-phenomenalize (vyāñjaka) it (sva) [that is to say, the subliminal-impression], and brings forth [in its turn] a memory which [also] consists of the object known and of the process-of-knowing. With regard to these two (tatra),,—in the case of the idea (buddha), the form of the process-of-knowing is predominant ; and in the case of memory, the form of the object-known is predominant. The latter [that is, memory] is of two kinds, in that the-things-to-be-remembered are imagined (bhāvita) or not imagined. In a dream the-things-to-be-remembered are imagined, whereas in waking the-things-to-be-remembered are not imagined. All memories arise out of an experience either of sources-of-valid-

---

1 The object as such is not directly perceived, but only its form (ākāra) as reproduced in the thinking-substance (buddhisattva), which in its turn reflects the image cast upon it by the Self.

2 Literally, “possessing a manifestation of the manifestor of itself.” (1) The word seva denotes some mutation or time-form or intensity [ii. 13] yet to be phenomenalized. Anger or fear would serve as an example. (2) The word vyañjaka denotes the conditions which transform the unphenomenalized-form into a phenomenon. The approach of the tiger would be a concrete example. (3) The word anjana, that is prakājana or avirbhrākaka, is the presented-idea of the tiger. The discussion is not with regard to things in themselves, but to their phenomenal forms. A phenomenalized-form (vyakti) is in Vācaspatimīśra’s terminology equivalent to a fluctuation (ṛṣṭi). And this phenomenalized-form is further conceived to be any change in a substance (dharmin) which realizes some purpose (arthakriyākārita). When we so regard a substance that we see it doing anything which interests us, we call it a thing, in other words, a mutation (parināma) or a phenomenalized-form (vyakti). Consequently things do not arise and pass out of existence, as Buddhists would contend; but our conscious experience temporarily isolates successive phenomenal aspects of permanent substances. In fine, all phenomena are latent or implicit in the substance and become fluctuating or explicit under certain determined conditions.
11. Memory (smrti) is not-adding-surreptitiously (asampramōsa) to a once experienced object.

This not-adding-surreptitiously-to, which is the same as not stealing for, an object once experienced by means of sources-of-valid-ideas and other fluctuations is memory. For in the case of knowledge produced by nothing but a subliminal-impression, the object which appeared in that experience which was the cause of the subliminal-impression, is the own peculiar [object of that knowledge]. But the appropriation of any object in addition to that [own peculiar object] is a surreptitious addition, that is, a stealing [from other experiences]. Why [is there any stealing at all]? Because there is similarity [between the subliminal-impression and other experiences].—Since this word «surreptitious adding» (sam-pra-mōsa) is etymologically derived¹ from the root muṣ to 'steal'. What he means to say is this: all sources-of-valid-ideas and other fluctuations give access (adhi-gam), either by the generic or the special form, to a hitherto inaccessible object. But memory does not go beyond the limits of a previous experience. It corresponds with that [previous experience] or corresponds with less than that, but it does not correspond to [any experience] in addition to that. This fact distinguishes memory from other fluctuations.—He puts forth for discussion the problem «Does [the mind-stuff remember] the presented-idea?» Because experience (anubhava) directs itself towards the object-known, [therefore] the subliminal-impression resulting from it (taj-jā), [that is, from experience,] since it has no [present] experience of its own, makes us remember only the object-known: this is one view of the case. [Another view is that the subliminal-impression makes us remember] only the experience [of knowing], for the reason that [subliminal-impressions] are derived solely from experience. After putting forth this problem, [the author of the Comment,] by way of bringing the two views into consistency, decides that remembrance must be of both kinds. In so far as it directs itself towards the object-known, [the subliminal-impression] is affected by the object-known. But, strictly speaking, it makes-to-shine-forth-in-consciousness, [that is,] it illumines, not only the object-known but also

¹ Compare the definition of memory as a 'keeping or maintenance of a sensation', at Philebus 34 A σωσσαί αἰσθήσεως.
² Dhātu pāṭha i. 707.
the process of knowing, that is, the form of both kinds, the nature of the two. This [subliminal-impression] is thus described as one which has the manifestation (āriā) or form (ākāra) of the manifest (vyanājaka) or cause (kāraṇa) of itself, in other words, which has the form of the cause of itself. [The subliminal-impression produces a memory corresponding to the cause of that impression, that is, to the experience (anubhava).] Another interpretation would be that [this subliminal-impression is one] which has the manifestation (āriā) or the bringing-to-the-point-of-fruition (phalabhımukhiṣhikaraṇa) of the manifest (vyanājaka) or suggestive-stimulus (udvīdhāla). An objection is made: 'If, in so far as both refer to the cause [that is, to experience], there is a similarity between the idea (buddhi) and the remembrance, then what difference is there between them?' In reply to this he says «With regard to these two... the process of knowing.»

i. [Perception:] the process of knowing (grahaṇa) is an apprehending (upādāna). And there cannot be an apprehending of that which is [already] known. Accordingly an idea (buddhi) is said to be an illumination (bodhana) of that which has not been already got at (adhiṣṭhita) by this [process of knowing]. This [idea] is that in which the configuration (ākāra) or form (rūpa) of the process of knowing is the predominant or principal [element]. Though the relation between the idea and the process of knowing is one of identity, [still] 1 by predicating [the one of the other] the relation may be treated here as if it were that of principal and subordinate. ii. [Memory:] that whose predominant or primary [element] is the configuration of the object-known. This same predominance of the object-known in the configuration of the object-known lies in the fact that the object-intended (artha) has already been made the object of one of the other [four] fluctuations. Accordingly memory is declared to be concerned with objects which have already been made the object of one of the other fluctuations: this is precisely what is meant by not adding surreptitiously [to the once experienced object]. It might be urged that there is even in memory a surreptitious addition. For in a dream one's parents and others deceased who have been experienced in one time and place are brought [by memory] into relation with another time and place not previously experienced. The reply is «The latter [that is, memory] is of two kinds:» that [memory] by which imagined or mentally-constructed things are to be remembered; [that memory by which] not imagined, that is, not mentally-constructed [or] real things [are to be remembered]. This [memory of imagined things] is not [really] memory, but is misconception; because it agrees with the characteristic-mark [i. 8] of this [misconception]. But it is called memory in so far as it resembles memory, just as that which resembles a source of valid ideas is called a source of valid ideas. This is his point.—But why is memory placed at the end [of i, 6]? To this he replies «All memories.» Experience (anubhava) means getting to [an object]. Memory is a fluctuation preceded by a getting to [an object]. [Not until] after this [getting to an object]

1 Literally, 'a relation of principal and subordinate is here (ayam) predicated.'
do memories associate themselves [with the subliminal-impression and with the experience]. The objection is made that a reasonable person should restrict those objects only which hinder a man. Moreover the hindrances [affect him] thus; but fluctuations do not. Why then should these [fluctuations] be restricted? In reply he says «And all these.» [The rest is] easy.

Now what means are there for the restriction of these [fluctuations]?

12. The restriction of them is by [means of] practice and passionlessness.

The so-called river of mind-stuff, whose flow is in both directions, flows towards good and flows towards evil. Now when it is borne onward to Isolation [kāivalyā], downward towards discrimination, then it is flowing unto good; when it is borne onward to the whirlpool-of-existence, downward towards non-discrimination, then it is flowing unto evil. In these cases the stream towards objects is dammed by passionlessness, and the stream towards discrimination has its flood-gate opened by practice in discriminatory knowledge. Thus it appears that the restriction of the mind-stuff is dependent [for its accomplishment upon means] of both kinds, [practice and passionlessness].

With the word «now» he asks what is the means for restriction. He gives the answer in the [following] sūtra: 12. The restriction of them is by [means of] practice and passionlessness. If the restriction is to be effected, then both [these] distinct activities, practice and passionlessness, must operate together, but not either one or the other separately.² Accordingly he says «The river of mind-stuff.» The words «borne onward to» [connote] a continuous connexion; «downward towards» [suggest] depth or bottomlessness.

13. Practice (abhyāsa) is [repeated] exertion to the end that [the mind-stuff] shall have permanence in this [restricted state].

Permanence is the condition of the unfluctuating mind-stuff when it flows on in undisturbed calm. Practice is an effort (prayatna) with this end in view,—a [consequent] energy, a persevering

₁ Read kliṇanti.

² Literally, There is [= must be] a piling-up-together (samuccaya) [= simultaneous action] of practice and passionlessness, with the distinction that there be [two] subordinate activities, but not an alternative [action].
struggle,—the pursuit (anuṣṭhāna) of the course-of-action-requisite thereto with a desire of effectuating this [permanence].

Of these [two], he characterizes practice by telling what it is (svārūpa) and what its purpose is, [and does so in the words] 13. Practice is [repeated] exertion to the end that [the mind-stuff] shall have permanence in this [restricted state]. This he discusses in the words «of the . mind-stuff.» The word «unfluctuating» means without fluctuations of rajas and tamas. Its flowing on in undisturbed calm is stainlessness, is the flowing on of the fluctuations of sattva; it is singleness-of-intent; it is permanence. It is with this end in view [that there is practice]. In the words «shall have permanence» there is [a pregnant use of] the locative case expressive of the reason [for the action] as in the phrase "He kills the leopard for the sake of the skin." He makes the word «effort» clear by a pair of synonyms «a [consequent] energy, a persevering struggle.» That this [effort] starts from a specific volition (iccā) he declares in the words «with a desire of effectuating this.» The word «this» refers to permanence. In the words «the course-of-action-requisite thereto» he describes the goal of the effort. The [eight] means-of-attaining [this] permanence are the [three] inner means (āṅgā) and the [five] outer means, of which [eight] the first [two] are the abstentions and the observances [ii. 30 and 32]. The sense is that the functional-activity of the agent is occupied with the means [of the action], and not with the result.

14. But this [practice] becomes confirmed when it has been cultivated for a long time and uninterruptedly and with earnest attention.

[Practice,] when it has been cultivated for a long time, cultivated without interruption, and carried out with self-castigation and with continence and with knowledge and with faith,—in a word, with earnest attention,—becomes confirmed. In other words it is not likely to have its object suddenly overpowered by an emergent subliminal-impression.

An objection is made that practice is obstructed by emergent sublimal-impressions, which are the foes of practice [from time] without beginning. How does [practice] conduce to permanence? In reply he says, 14. But this [practice] becomes confirmed when it has been cultivated for a long time and uninterruptedly and with earnest attention. This same practice becomes a confirmed state only when (san) provided with [these] three qualifications. And its goal, namely permanence, is not suddenly overrun by emergent sublimal-impressions. But if, even after having done practice of this kind, a man should fail to persevere, then in the course of time he might be overrun [reading abhirhāyeta]. Therefore one must not fail to persevere.
15. Passionlessness is the consciousness of being master on the part of one who has rid himself of thirst for either seen or revealed objects.

The mind-stuff \((\text{citta})\),—if it be rid of thirst for objects that are seen, such as women, or food and drink, or power,—if it be rid of thirst for the objects revealed [in the Vedas], such as the attainment of heaven or of the discarnate state or of resolution into primary matter,—if, even when in contact with objects either supernormal or not, it be, by virtue of Elevation \((\text{prasaṁkhya} \text{na})\), aware of the inadequateness of objects,—[then the mind-stuff] will have a consciousness of being master, [a consciousness] which is essentially the absence of immediate-experience\(^1\) \((\text{ābhoga})\) [and] has nothing to be rejected or received, [and that consciousness is] passionlessness.

He describes passionlessness. 15. **Passionlessness is the consciousness of being master on the part of one who has rid himself of thirst for either seen or revealed objects.** He describes this riddance from thirst for seen objects whether animate or inanimate in the words beginning with \(<\text{women.}>\) \(<\text{Power}>\) is sovereignty. Revelation is Veda; \(<\text{revealed}>\) is that which is known from this [revelation], heaven for instance. Thirstlessness even for these things is specified in the words beginning \(<\text{heaven.}>\) \(<\text{Discarnate}>\) means without carnate body. \(<\text{The discarnate state}>\) is the state of those who are resolved into their organs. But there are others deeming themselves to be nothing but primary-matter, persons who worship primary-matter, who are resolved into primary-matter, which of course has its task [still unfulfilled in so far as primary-matter is for them an object of desire]: the state of these is \(<\text{resolution into primary-matter.}>\) A man rids himself of a thirst which is directed to the attainment of this. Now one who is rid of thirst for a revealed object is said to be rid of a thirst which is directed to the attainment of heaven or the like. It might be objected: 'If passionlessness is riddance from thirst and nothing more,—why! then this [riddance from thirst] exists even if you don't get to your objects. And for that reason \(\text{(iti)}\) [that riddance from thirst] would [also] be passionlessness.' The reply to this is in the words \(<\text{supernormal or not.}>\) Passionlessness is not merely riddance from thirst. But it is \([the consciousness of being master] on the part of the mind-stuff, and is

---

\(^1\) This word \(\text{anābhoga}\) occurs in Asaṅga's Mahāyāna-Sūtrālankāra (1907), p. 319. In his translation (1911) on page 8, note 7, Sylvain Lévi discusses this word and states that it apparently is lacking in classical Sanskrit. The fact that it occurs here is another indication of the intimate relation between Patañjali and the Mahāyāna. Haribhadra Sūri uses it at Yoga-bindu, vs. 91 and elsewhere.
essentially the absence of immediate-experience of objects whether supernal or not, even when in contact with them. This same [consciousness] he makes more clear by saying «[has nothing] to be rejected.» The words «has nothing to be rejected or received» mean free from flaw of attachment. This 'idea, [a state of] indifference, is the «consciousness of being master.» But whence comes this idea? In reply he says «by virtue of Elevation.» Objects are encompassed by the three kinds of pain. That is their inadequateness. By meditation upon that, [results] a direct perception of it, [and that is] Elevation. By virtue of that. 1. The Consciousness of Endeavour (yatamāna-sākhā); 2. The Consciousness of Discrimination; 3. The Consciousness of a Single Sense; 4. The Consciousness of Being Master: these are the four consciousnesses, according to those who know the tradition. 1. Such things as desires are of course taints found in the mind-stuff. By these the senses (indriya) are turned each toward its particular object. So, in order that the senses may not turn toward this or that particular object, there is a beginning, an effort [made] to bring these taints to maturity [and thus to cast them off]: this is the Con- sciousness of Endeavour. 2. When this beginning is made, some taints have matured and others are maturing or are about to mature. In this [situation,] the ascertainment of the matured by [a process of] discriminating [them] from those about to mature is the Consciousness of Discrimination. 3. Inasmuch as the senses are [now] incapable of turning [toward objects], the matured [taints] per- sist in the central-organ 1 as a faint [barren] desire: the Consciousness of a Single Sense. 4. The faint [barren] desire also is destroyed and there is indifference to objects, whether supernal or not, even when they are close at hand: this idea (buddhi), higher than the other three [forms of consciousness], is the Conscious- ness of Being Master. And inasmuch as the [three] preceding ones have their purpose fulfilled by this same [fourth form of consciousness], therefore these are not separately mentioned. Thus all is quite cleared up.

16. This [passionlessness] is highest when discernment of the Self results in thirstlessness for qualities [and not merely for objects].
[One yogin becomes] passionless on knowing the inadequateness of [all] objects, seen or revealed. Through practice in the vision of the Self, [another yogin,] because his thinking-substance is satiated with a perfect discrimination, resulting from the purity of this [vision], [between the qualities (guna) and the Self], [becomes]

1 The central-organ (manas) is counted as the eleventh sense-organ and is the Single Sense here referred to.
passionless with regard to [all] qualities whether perceptible or not-perceptible. Thus passionlessness is of two kinds. Of these [two], the latter is nothing but an undisturbed calm of perception [untouched by any objects whatsoever]. And at the rising of this [state, the yogin] on whom this insight has dawned, thus reflects within himself, 'That which was to be attained (prāpanīya) has been attained; the hindrances which should have dwindled have dwindled; the close-interlocked succession of existences-in-the-world, which—so long as it is not cut asunder—involves death after life and life after death, has been cut.' It is just this utmost limit of knowledge that is passionlessness. For it is with this that Isolation, as they term it, is inseparably connected.

After describing the lower passionlessness he tells of the higher: 16. This [passionlessness] is highest when discernment of the Self results in thirstlessness for qualities [and not merely for objects]. Lower passionlessness serves as a cause of higher passionlessness. He points out the means to this [higher passionlessness] in the words «passionless on seeing the inadequateness of [all] objects, whether seen or revealed.» By this [statement] the lower passionlessness has been set forth. «Practice in the vision of the Self» is the practice in that vision of the Self who has become accessible through verbal-communications and inference and the instruction of teachers. [This practice] is a constantly reiterated performance—through this. Purity of this vision is a focusedness upon sattva in so far as rajas and tamas have been rejected. Resulting from this [purity] is that perfect discrimination between the qualities and the Self—to the effect that the Self is pure and exists from time-without-beginning, whereas the qualities [in respect of which it is not contaminated] are the opposite of this—by which [discrimination] the thinking-substance of the yogin is satiated (a-pyāyita). It is to such a yogin that reference is made. Now these same words (anena) describe the concentration called the Rain-cloud of [knowable] Things [iv. 29]. A yogin of such a kind as this is altogether passionless with regard to qualities (guṇa), whether their properties be developed or undeveloped,—that is to say, even to the extent that he is passionless with regard to the discernment of the difference between sattva and the Self, [for to this discernment] qualities are essential.— «Thus» that is, therefore, passionlessness is of two kinds. The first is when the substance (sattva) of the mind-stuff has [all] its tamas washed away by the excess of its sattva, and when the mind-stuff's sattva1 is in contagion with a tiny stain of rajas. This [passionlessness,]

1 This use of sattva is an intentional ambiguity. Sattva is not only the 'substance' (of the mind-stuff), but is also sattva (as a guṇa), which in the higher stages of attainment preponderates in the citta (Sāṅkhya-sāra, iii, near beg.).
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moreover, is common to those also whose wishes have been fulfilled (tāvastīka).

For they also have by virtue of the same [discrimination] been merged in primary matter. In this same sense it has been said [Sāṅkhya-kārīka 45] "From discrimination results resolution into primary-matter." Among these, that is, of these two [kinds of passionlessness] the latter is nothing but an undisturbed calm of perception. The use of the words «nothing but» indicates that this [passionlessness] is without any object. For it is the mind-stuff's substance (sattva) of precisely such a kind as this that is untouched by the stain of even a particle of rajas. This is the substrate for that [kind of passionlessness]. For this very reason it is called the undisturbed calm of perception. Because the substance (sattva) of the mind-stuff, although by nature undisturbed, [sometimes] experiences defilement from contact with rajas and tamas. But when all defilement by rajas and tamas is washed away by a stream of the undefiled water of passionlessness and practice, it [the substance of the mind-stuff] becomes absolutely undisturbedly calm and becomes so that nothing more is left of it than an undisturbed calm of perception. He shows its qualities so that we may be inclined to receive it. He says «at the rising of this.» The meaning is: When this [state] arises, then the yogin—on whom this insight has dawned; in other words, when there is this particular insight [that is, the undisturbed calm,]—has present insight [that is, the Rain-cloud of knowable Things]. «That which was to be found» that is, Isolation, has been found. In this sense he will say [iv. 30] "Even while living the wise man becomes liberated." The reason would be that what is nothing but subliminal-impression has its root [in undifferentiated-consciousness] cut: this is the point. How is it that [Isolation] has been found? Since all the hindrances which should have dwindled,—undifferentiated-consciousness and the [four] others together with subconscious-impressions (vāsanā)—have dwindled. It is urged as an objection that there is a mass of merit and of demerit; there is the succession of existences-in-the-world, the unbroken sequence of birth and death for [all] living creatures. How then can there be Isolation? In reply to this he says «has been cut.»—That [succession] the joints of which show no connexion is close-interlocked. These sections of the whole (samūhin) multitude (samāha) of merits and demerits, which are the parts, are close-interlocked. For nothing alive is ever free from connexion with bondage to birth and death. This is that same succession of existences-in-the-world. When hindrances dwindle, it is cut. To this same effect he will say [ii. 12] "The latent-deposit of karma has its root in the hindrances," [and ii. 18] "So long as the root exists there will be fructification from it." Some one might ask 'Without the full maturity of the Elevation (prasamkhyaṇa) and the restriction of the Rain-cloud of [knowable Things], what is this undisturbed calm of perception?' To this he replies «uttermost limit of knowledge.» Higher passionlessness is only one kind of the Rain-cloud of

1 Cp. Sāṅkhya-kārikā 50.
[knowable] Things; nothing but that. To this same effect he will say [iv. 29] “For one who takes no interest even in Elevation there always follows, as a result of discriminative discernment, the concentration [called] the Rain-cloud of [knowable] Things,” and [iv. 31] “Then, because of the endlessness of perception from which all defilements and coverings have passed away, the knowable amounts to little.” For this reason Isolation is inseparably connected with it [and] is an essential characteristic (avinabhavin) of it.

Now when the fluctuations of mind-stuff have been restricted by these two means, how are we to describe the [ensuing] concentration conscious [of an object]?

17. [Concentration becomes] conscious [of its object] by assuming forms either of deliberation [upon coarse objects] or of reflection [upon subtle objects] or of joy or of the sense-of-personality.

Deliberation (vitarka) is the mind-stuff’s coarse direct-experience (abhoga) when directed to its supporting [object]. Reflection (vicāra) is the subtile [direct-experience]. Joy is happiness. The sense-of-personality is a feeling (samvid) which pertains to one self [wherein the Self and the personality are one]. Of these [four] the first, [that is, deliberation] which has [all] the four associated together is concentration deliberating [upon coarse objects]. The second, [that is, reflection,] which has deliberation subtracted [from it] is [concentration] reflecting [upon subtle objects]. The third, [that is, joy,] which has reflection subtracted from it, is [concentration] with [the feeling] of joy. The fourth, [that is, the sense-of-personality,] which has this [joy] subtracted from it, is [concentration] which is the sense-of-personality and nothing more. All these kinds of concentrations have an object upon which they rest. After having mentioned the means (upāya), in order that he may state what may be obtained by these means (upeya) in all its variations, he asks «Now... by these two means?» 17. [Concentration becomes] conscious [of its object] by assuming forms either of deliberation [upon coarse objects] or of reflection [upon subtle objects] or of joy or of the sense-of-personality. Since [concentration] not conscious [of an object] is preceded by [concentration] conscious [of an object], he describes first concentration [conscious] of an object. The generic-nature of [concentration] conscious [of an object] is to be learned from its association with the forms of deliberation and of reflection and of
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joy and of the sense-of-personality as they are in themselves. He explains
deliberation by the words «the mind-stuff's.» The direct-experience (abhoga) [of
an object] is an insight (prajñā) with a direct-perception (sākṣātkāra) of the thing
itself. And this is coarse because the object is coarse. For just as an archer,
when he is a beginner, pierces first only a coarse, and afterwards a subtile
target, so the yogin, when a beginner, has direct experience merely of some
coarse object of contemplation made of the five [material] elements, [for
example] four-armed [Vishnu], and afterwards a subtile [object]. Likewise
the subtile direct-experience, when directed to its supporting [object], is a reflection
upon an object which is either the unresoluble-primary-matter (aliṅga) or the
resoluble-matter (liṅga) or the five tanmātra which are the subtile elements,
the causes of the coarse [elements].—Having thus described the object to be
known, he describes the object which is the process-of-knowing with the word
«joy.» Happiness is the mind-stuff's direct-experience when directed towards
a sense-organ as a coarse ¹ supporting object. Sense-organs, as every one knows,
arisefrom the personality-substance (ahārākāra), in so far as they have a dispo-
sition to illumine because of the predominance of the sattva [quality]. And
because the sattva [gives] pleasure, these sense-organs also [give] pleasure.
Thus direct-experience when directed to them is happiness.—With the words
«a feeling which pertains to one self» he tells of the concentration which has
the knower as its object (grahitrośaya). Organs-of-sense are produced out of the
sense-of-personality. Consequently the sense-of-personality is their subtile form.
Moreover this [sense-of-personality] together with the [Self as] known becomes
the idea (buddhi), that is, the feeling which pertains to one self. And because
the knower becomes included in this [feeling], one may say that there is a
[concentration] conscious of the knower as its object.—He gives another subor-
dinate difference between [these] four in the words «of these [four] the first.»
The effect adjusts itself to the cause, not the cause to the effect. Hence this
course direct-experience becomes associated [by inherence] with coarse [objects]
and with subtile [objects], with sense-organs and with the feeling-of-personality,
which are four kinds of causes. Furthermore, the other [first three direct-
experiences, inasmuch] as they have three or two or one cause, assume a triple
or double or single form. The words «All these» distinguish [concentration
conscious of an object] from [concentration] not conscious [of an object].

Now by what means is that concentration produced which is not
conscious of any object? or what is its nature?

18. The other [concentration which is not conscious of
objects] consists of subliminal-impressions only [after

¹ The word sthūla is used here in the sense of product as contrasted with sūkṣma in the
sense of cause: cp. iii. 44.

[6] [h.o.s. 17]
objects have merged], and follows upon that practice which effects the cessation [of fluctuations].

The concentration which is not conscious [of objects] is that restriction of the mind-stuff in which only subliminal-impressions are left and in which all fluctuations have come to rest. The higher passionlessness is a means for effecting this. For practice when directed towards any supporting-object is not capable of serving as an instrument to this [concentration not conscious of an object]. So the supporting-object [for this concentration] is [the Rain-cloud of knowable things]\(^1\) which effects this cessation [of fluctuations] and has no [perceptible] object. For (ca) [in this concentration] there is no object-intended. Mind-stuff, when engaged in the practice of this [imperceptible object], seems as if it were itself non-existent and without any supporting-object. Thus [arises] that concentration [called] seedless, [without sensational stimulus], which is not conscious of objects.

To introduce [the topic of] [concentration] not conscious [of objects] which comes next in order, he asks «Now?» 18. The other [concentration which is not conscious of objects] consists of subliminal-impressions only [after objects have merged], and follows upon that practice which effects the cessation [of fluctuations]. The first\(^2\) clause [<follows upon> to <fluctuations>] relates to the means; and the last two\(^2\) words [from <the other> to <merged>] relate to the thing itself. The middle words [from <consists> to <only>] are discussed in the words «all fluctuations.» He discusses the first\(^2\) clause in the phrase «The higher . . . . this.» The cessation is the non-existence of fluctuations. That which effects this [passionlessness] is the cause [of it]. The practice of it is the repeated pursuit of this [cause]. [The concentration] is that which follows upon this same pursuit. If it should be asked why lower passionlessness is not the cause of restriction, the reply is in the words «when directed towards any supporting-object.» A cause ought to be homogeneous with its effect, not heterogeneous. And, because it is directed towards a supporting-object, lower passionlessness is heterogeneous from its effect, which is concentration [not conscious of objects], [and] not directed towards a supporting-object. This is the ground for the statement that it [restriction] arises from the undisturbed calm of perception which is not directed towards a supporting-object. For when all the defilements of rajas and tamas have fallen away from the sattva, it is the concentration of the Rain-cloud of [knowable]

\(^1\) Literally, [the Rain-cloud] is-made-the-supporting-object.

\(^2\) The words first and two apply to the original, not to the translation.
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things which is produced; its activity continues quite transcendental to any object; it has no end; it beholds the taints in objects; and because it altogether rejects all objects, it remains grounded in itself and so is not directed to any supporting-object; [and thus] it may consistently be the cause of the concentration wherein subliminal-impressions only are left and which is not directed to any supporting-object because of the homogeneity [between the restriction and the concentration not conscious of objects]: this is his meaning. Coming to be directed to a supporting-object (ātambana) is coming into dependence upon [an object] (ācayana). It «seems as if it were itself non-existent» because it does not perform its functions as a fluctuation. It is «seedless,» that is, not directed to any supporting-object. Another interpretation might be [that «seedless»] is that from which the seed, namely, the latent-deposit of the karma from the hindrances, has passed away.

This same concentration is, as every one knows, of two kinds. It is produced either by [spiritual] means [i. 20] or by worldly [means]. Of these two, that produced by [spiritual] means is the one to which yogins [who are on the way to Isolation] attain. 19. [Concentration not conscious of objects] caused by worldly [means] is the one to which the discarnate attain and to which those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary-matter attain. The discarnate, that is, the gods, attain to the [concentration not conscious of objects which is] caused by worldly [means]. For in so far as their mind-stuff uses only their own subliminal-impressions they experience a quasi-state of Isolation, and [then] pass beyond [the period during which] the fruit corresponding to their own subliminal-impressions ripens [for their enjoyment]. [But at the end of this period they must return to the world.] Likewise those whose bodies are resolved into primary-matter experience a quasi-state of Isolation, during which the mind (cetas), with its task still undone, is resolved into primary-matter. But this lasts only till the mind-stuff, under the pressure of its [unfulfilled] task, returns [to the world].

In order to show what is to be accepted and what rejected he points out with the words «This same . . . as every one knows» a subsidiary distinction [to be found] in the concentration of restriction. The word «this» means the concentration of restriction; it is «of two kinds. It is produced either by [spiritual] means [i. 20] or by worldly [means].» He refers to that concentra-
tion of restriction produced [or] caused by faith and other [means] as will be described [i. 20]. The world\(^1\) (bhava) is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā). It is called the world because living beings are born [or] grow (bhavantii) in it. Those whose wishes have been fulfilled (tūṣṭīka), who have attained to passionlessness, find the self (ātman) in the not-self, either in the elements or the sense-organs, which are evolved-effects (vikāra), or in evolving-causes (prakṛti), which are undeveloped [primary-matter], or in the personality-substance or in the five fine-substances (tanmātra).—The [concentration] produced by worldly [means] is that concentration of restriction produced [or] caused by the world. Of these two [concentrations] that produced by [spiritual] means is for yogins who are on the way to liberation. By specially mentioning [the fact that spiritual means are for yogins], he denies that the other [means] have any relation with persons who are merely desirous of liberation [that is, who are not yogins]. To whom then do the worldly [means] appertain? He replies to this with the sutra. 19. [Concentration not conscious of objects] caused by worldly [means] is the one to which the discarnate attain and to which those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary-matter attain. In other words [this concentration] is attained by both the discarnate and by those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary-matter. This he discusses in the words «The discarnate, that is, the gods.» By serving one or the other of the organs or elements they have become identified with them. And inner-organs are permeated by subconscious-impressions from these [organs or elements]. After the body falls to pieces they are resolved into organs or into the elements. Their central-organs (manas) contain nothing left but subliminal-impressions. And they are stripped of the outer six-sheathed body.\(^2\) [Thus they may be termed] discarnate. For in so far as their mind-stuff uses only their own subliminal-impressions, they experience a quasi-state of Isolation. Being discarnate they attain [to this]. And the similarity [of this state] with Isolation is in the absence of fluctuations. Its dissimilarity is in the presence of subliminal-impressions with their task [un-fulfilled]. In some [manuscripts] there is the reading 'by the enjoyment of nothing but subliminal-impressions'. The meaning of this would be 'that of which the enjoyment is nothing but subliminal-impressions'. The meaning is that there are no fluctuations of mind-stuff. When they have reached their

---

1 Vijñāna Bhikṣu objects to this interpretation and interprets the compound (bhava-pratyaya) as that which has birth (janma) as its cause. But he seems to assume that the discussion is in respect of the classification of two kinds of unconscious concentration. Whereas it would appear that the classification is of the two kinds of restriction of fluctuations. That restriction which is temporary and which leads again to fluctuations is called bhava-pratyaya; that which follows upon belief (praddhā) as the result of higher passionlessness is upāya-pratyaya. This latter is fit for persons aiming at liberation. The former is a pseudo-yoga and is to be rejected.

2 See Mokṣa-dharma, MBh. xii. 305. 5 f. = 11382–8.
Concentration not conscious of an object

limit, they pass beyond or go beyond [the period during which] the fruit corresponding to the subliminal-impressions ripens. Yet once again they enter the round-of-rebirth. And so it has been declared in the Vayu[-purāṇa], "Ten periods of Manu the devotees of sense-organs remain here below; a full hundred, the worshippers of elements."¹ Similarly those [whose bodies] have been resolved into primary-matter,—in so far as they have become identified with one or the other of the five fine-substances or the personality-substance or the Great [thinking-substance] or the undeveloped [primary-matter] by serving [one or the other] of these,—have their inner-organs permeated by subliminal-impressions from one or the other of these. After the body falls to pieces they are resolved into one or the other [of these] from the undeveloped [primary-matter] downwards. The words «with its task still undone» mean that its purpose is unfulfilled. For that mind would have its purpose fulfilled, if it could also generate the discernment of the difference. The mind, however, which has not generated the discernment of the difference has not fulfilled its purpose and its task is still undone. Thus, as he says, they experience a quasi-state of Isolation, during which the mind (cetas), with its task still undone, is resolved into primary-matter. <But this lasts only till the mind-stuff, under the pressure of its [unfulfilled] task, returns [to the world].> Even after it has been reduced to a state of uniformity with primary-matter, it reaches the limit [of its time] and yet once again appears, that is, it becomes discriminated from this [primary-matter]. Precisely so after the rains are passed, a frog's² body, after having been reduced to an earthy state, when sprinkled with water from the cloud, experiences yet once again the state of being a frog's body. And in this same sense it has been said in the Vayu[-purāṇa], "But those who identify themselves-with-illusions-of-personality (ābhimāṇika), remain a thousand [periods of Manu]; those who identify themselves with the thinking-substance, ten thousand, and from them fevers [of desire] have passed away; those who meditate upon undeveloped [primary-matter], remain for a full hundred thousand; but after attaining to the Self, who is out of relation with qualities, there is no tale of time."¹ Thus inasmuch as this [state which is resolved into primary-matter] leads to a recurrence of births, its worthlessness (heyatva) has been established.

20. [Concentration not conscious of objects,] which follows upon belief [and] energy [and] mindfulness [and] concentration [and] insight,³ is that to which the others [the yogins] attain.

¹ Not yet traced in either edition.
² In the corresponding passages i. 27, p. 64⁷; ii. 17, p. 140¹² (Calc. ed.), we find 'plant' for 'frog'.
³ These five, sādhhā, viriya, sati, samādhi, paññas, Buddha says that he too, as well as Āḷāra Kālāma, inculcates; Majjhima Nikāya, i. p. 164. Cf. 'The Balance of Powers,' Visuddhi Magga, book 4, p. 111 of 1st Rangoon ed.
[That concentration not conscious of objects, which is] caused by [spiritual] means is that to which yogins attain. Belief is the mental approval [of concentration]; for, like a good mother, it protects the yogin. For him [thus] believing and setting discrimination [before him] as his goal there is the further (upa) attainment of energy. For him who has reached the further attainment of energy mindfulness is at hand. And when mindfulness is at hand the mind-stuff is self-possessed and becomes concentrated. When his mind-stuff has become concentrated he gains as his portion the discrimination of insight, by which he perceives things as they really are. Through the practice of these means and through passionlessness directed to this end there [finally] arises that concentration which is not conscious [of any object].

But for yogins he describes a series of means for the attainment of concentration.

20. [Concentration not conscious of objects,] which follows upon belief [and] energy [and] mindfulness [and] concentration [and] insight, is that to which the others [the yogins] attain. It might be objected that those who reflect upon sense-organs might also be just the persons to have belief. To this he replies in the words «Belief is the mental approval [of concentration].»

This [approval], moreover, has as its object a reality which is quite accessible by verbal-communication or by inference or by the instruction of teachers. For it is this mental approval, [which is itself] an extreme delight [and] a great volition, [that is called] belief. Those who are under the illusion that the self is in such things as sense-organs, have not an extreme delight. Because it is a disapproval [of concentration which they feel]; the reason [for this disapproval is that] it has its origin in downright infatuation. This is the meaning.— Why does he speak of just this [particular] belief [in concentration not conscious of objects]? He replies, «for, like a good mother, it protects the yogin» from calamities which follow upon a deviation from the way. This is a particular kind of volition and it generates an exertion directed towards the object desired. So he says «For him [thus] believing.» The exposition for the words «for him» is in the words «setting discrimination [before him] as his goal.» [For such a man] «there is the further (upa) attainment of energy.» «Mindfulness» is contemplation (dhyana). «Self-possessed» is undistracted. «Becomes concentrated» means having (yukta) the concentration of the [eight] aids to yoga. And by mentioning the concentration which is inseparably connected with the abstentions (yama) [ii. 30] and with the observances (niyama) [ii. 32], the abstentions and the observances and the other [six aids] are hinted at.

1 Compare Metta Sutta in Sutta Nipāta, i. 8*, p. 26, Fausbøll's ed.
In this same way [concentration] conscious [of objects] arises for one who is endowed with all the aids to yoga. Therefore he says «when his mind-stuff has become concentrated.» Discrimination of insight, the exceptional quality (prakāraṇa) [of mind-stuff], is attained. In the words «through practice of these means» he states that concentration not conscious [of an object] follows after conscious [concentration]. After reaching the stages in this same concentration, one after another, and as a result of passionlessness for the various objects, concentration not conscious [of an object] arises. Now this is the occasion for Isolation. For the insight into the difference between the sattva and the Self is followed by restriction which causes the mind-stuff to cease from working at its task, since now, inasmuch as all its duties are done, its purpose is fulfilled.

Now these yogins are of nine kinds, as being respectively followers of the gentle and the moderate and the vehement method ; that is to say, the follower of the gentle method, the follower of the moderate method, and the follower of the vehement method. Among these, the follower of the gentle method is also of three kinds: with gentle intensity, with moderate intensity, and with keen intensity. Likewise the follower of the moderate method [is found with the three intensities]. Likewise the follower of the vehement method [is found with the three intensities]. Now, among those who follow the vehement method,

21. For the keenly intense, [concentration] is near.
[For them] there is gaining of concentration and the result of concentration.

Some one raises the objection that if belief and the other qualities are means for [attaining] yoga, then all [the yogins] without distinction would possess concentration and its results. Whereas it is observed that in some cases there is perfection (siddhi); in other cases the absence of perfection; in some cases perfection after a delay; in other cases perfection after still more delay; and in other cases quickly. In reply to this objection he says «Now these yogins are of nine kinds.» Those are called [followers of gentle or moderate or vehement methods], in whose case, through the force of subliminal-impressions and the invisible-influences (adṛṣṭa) of previous births, the methods, that is, belief and the other [means], become gentle or moderate or vehement. «Intensity» is passionlessness. And its gentle or moderate or vehement character is due to the force of previous subconscious-impressions and invisible-influences. Among these [yogins,] he describes those who are of such a kind
that perfection is [for them] very quick, in the suṭra 21. For the keenly intense, [concentration] is near. This is the statement of the suṭra; the comment completes the phrase. The result of concentration conscious [of an object] is [concentration] not conscious [of an object]; and [the result] of this is Isolation.

22. Because [this keenness] is gentle or moderate or keen, there is a [concentration] superior \(v\&ce;sa\) even to this [near kind].

In that there is a gently keen and a moderately keen and a vehemently keen, there is a superior even to this [concentration]. Because there is a superior to this [near kind], the attainment of concentration and the result of concentration is near to him who follows the vehement method and is of mildly keen intensity; still more near to him who is of moderately keen intensity; and most near to him who is of vehemently keen intensity.

22. Because [this keenness] is gentle or moderate or keen, there is a [concentration] superior \(v\&ce;sa\) even to this [near kind]. This is explained by the Comment which is explained if you simply read it aloud.

Is [the attainment] of concentration most near as a result of this last [method] only, or is there some other method also for its attainment, or not?

23. Or\(^1\) [concentration] is attained by devotion to the Içvara.

By devotion,\(^2\) by a special kind of adoration, the Içvara inclines [to him] and favours him merely because of [this yogin’s] profound-desire. Also as a result of the profound-desire for Him, the yogin becomes most near to the attainment of concentration and to [Isolation] the result [of concentration].

In order to bring forward another suṭra he puts forth a topic for consideration in the words «Is . . . . as a result of this last [method] only.» The phrase «or not» is the remover of a doubt. 23. Or [concentration] is attained by

\(^1\) As distinguishing from the conscious concentration of i. 17, and from the not conscious or ‘other’ of i. 18.

\(^2\) Compare ii. 1, and see Bhag. Gītā xi. 55, and also SBE. xlviii, p. 284.
devotion to the Igvara. He discusses the words «By devotion.» By devotion [that is] by a special kind of adoration either mental or verbal or bodily. «He inclines», that is, He is brought near [to him] and favours him. «Profound-desire» is a wish for some thing yet to come, to the effect that this thing coveted by him may be his. By this means only and not by any other functional-activity. The rest is easy.

But it is now asked who is this [being] that we have called the Igvara, as distinct from the primary-substance and the Self?

24. Untouched by hindrances or karmas or fruition or by latent-deposits the Igvara is a special kind of Self. The hindrances are undifferentiated-consciousness and the rest [ii. 3]. The karmas are good (kúcala) or evil. The fruition is the consequences which these [evolve]. The latent-deposits (ācaya) are subconscious-impressions (vāsanā) corresponding to these [fruitions]. These [hindrances and karmas and fruitions and latent-deposits], although they are found in the central-organ (manas), are attributed to the Self. For it is he that is said to be the experiencer of the results of these [in the central-organ]. Just as the victory or defeat which depends upon the combatants is attributed to [their] lord (svāmin). For, the Igvara is a special kind of Self who is untouched by this [kind of] experience.

Then there are those who have obtained Isolation; and those who are in Isolation (kevalin) are many.¹ Now these by severing the three instruments of bondage have obtained Isolation; and the Igvara's relation to this [Isolation] belongs neither to the past nor to the future, [but is eternal]. Thus it is not with Him as with the [ordinary] liberated [Self] that there has been expressly made known a terminus a quo of bondage (pūrva bandhakoti). Nor is it with Him, as it is with one [whose body] is resolved into primary-matter, that there is a terminus ad quem, when bondage

¹ According to Sāṁkhya-sūtra i. 91-92 the Igvara should be classed as one of these.
² The three bandhana would be 1. prakṛti, 2. sīkāra, 3. daksīṇā. Compare Sām.

[Tat. Kāum. xlv. The three ripāka are jāti, āyus, and bhoga (ii. 13). These three are also the upasarga (Vācas-pati-miśra, i. 29, Calcutta edition, p. 6614).]
might recur. But He is at all times whatsoever liberated and at all times whatsoever the Icvara. But it might be asked, 'That universally admitted eternal superiority (utkarsa) of the Icvara which results from his assuming a sattva of perfect (prakṛṣṭa) quality—has that any proof [to authorize it], or is it without proof? ' [The reply is, His] sacred-books (cāstra) are its proof. [But then] again [it may be asked], what proof have the sacred-books? [The reply is] they have their proof in the perfect quality of [His] sattva. Inasmuch as both [the sacred-books and the superiority] reside in the Icvara's sattva, there is a never-beginning relation between the two. From these [sacred-books, therefore] this proves to be true that He is at all times whatsoever liberated and at all times whatsoever the Icvara. Now this His pre-eminence (āicvara) is altogether without anything equal to it or excelling it. For, to begin with, it cannot be excelled by any other pre-eminence, because whatever might [seem] to excel it would itself prove to be that very [pre-eminence we are in quest of]. Therefore that is the Icvara wherein we reach this uttermost limit of pre-eminence. Nor again is there any pre-eminence equal to His. [Why not?] Because when one thing is simultaneously desired by two equals, the one saying 'let this be new' and the other saying 'let this be old', if the one wins his way, the other fails in his wish and so becomes inferior. And two equals cannot obtain the same desired thing simultaneously, since that would be a contradiction of terms. Therefore [we maintain that,] in whatsoever there is a pre-eminence that is neither equalled nor excelled, he is the Icvara, and He is, as we said, a special kind of Self.

He anticipates the objection that 'the universe (viṣya) is pervaded by animate and inanimate [beings] only and by nothing else. Consequently if the Icvara be inanimate, then He is primary-substance (pradhāna), since what is evolved from primary-substance also falls within primary-substance. And by this hypothesis he could not be made inclined since he is inanimate. Or on the other hand, if he be animate, still,—since the Energy of Intellect is indifferent (audāśīnya) and since in so far as it is not in the round-of-rebirths it has no feeling-of-personality or other [hindrance],—how can the Energy of Intellect be inclined, [or] how can profound-desire [have anything to do with Energy of Intellect]?'
In alluding to this he says «But now ... primary-substance.» He gives the reply to this objection in the following sutra. 24. Untouched by hindrances or karmas or fruition or by latent-deposits the Içvara is a special kind of Self. «The hindrances are undifferentiated-consciousness and the rest», for it is these that, by the stroke of various kinds of misery, hinder a man within the round-of-rebirths. «Good (kuçala) or evil» are merit and demerit; and by a figurative expression they are called karma, because they proceed from karma. «Fruition» is birth and length-of-life and the [kind of] experience [ii. 13]. «Corresponding to these» the subconscious-impressions corresponding to the fruitions. These subconscious-impressions are called latent-deposits because they lie in the ground of the mind-stuff. For, until [that particular] karma, [that is, some demerit], which precipitates (nirvartaka)¹ the birth [of an individual] as a young elephant, makes manifest an impression (bhāvand) [latent in his mind-stuff] which is characterized by a previously (prāg) [existing] and potential kind of experience [proper to] a young elephant,—for so long [that karma] is not capable of [producing] the experience proper to a young elephant. Therefore it proves to be true that the impression which produces the experience (anubhava) of being born as a young elephant corresponds to the fruition as a young elephant. It might be said: ‘Such things as hindrances, inasmuch as they are properties of the thinking-substance, can by no means whatsoever touch the Self. Accordingly merely by mentioning the word <Self> the absence of any trace of these hindrances is established. Consequently what need is there of the words <hindrances or karmas> and the rest?’ In reply to this he says «These.» These [hindrances and karmas and fruitions and latent-impressions] although they reside in the central-organ (manas) are attributed to the Self who is in the round-of-rebirths. Why? «For it is he that is said to be the experiencer of the results of these [in the central-organ].» That is to say, he is the thinker (cetayit). Consequently the Içvara, because he is a Self, comes into relation with these. For this reason, [because these are only attributed to the Self], it is consistent to make a denial of this [relation]. This he does in the word «who.» For the Içvara is a special kind of Self who is untouched by this [kind] of experience, namely, that also found in the thinking-substance and common to the Selves in general.—It is <a special kind> in that it is specialized [and] discriminated from [all] other Selves. Desirous of pointing out what is not to be included in the words <a special kind> he first raises a counter-objection (paricodana) and then rebuts it in the words «Now these ... have obtained Isolation.» 1. There is the bondage to primary-matter in the case of those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary-matter. 2. There is [the bondage] to evolved-matter in the case of the discernate. 3. There is the bondage to

¹ This word is glossed in the Rahasyam by the word janaka. And the word ‘young elephant’ karabha is said to mean an elephant which eats grass and twigs (kaṭakāśṭhāci hastitī).
sacrificial gifts in the case of those who partake in the experience of objects supernal or not supernal. These are those three well-known \*instruments of bondage.\* For, those whose central-organs are [subliminally] refined (ṣaṁśkṛtā) by impressions from primary-matter, attain to resolution into primary-matter only after the body has broken up. For the others [the liberated Selves] the terminus a quo is expressly made known; accordingly the terminus ad quem alone is mentioned [as applying to those whose bodies are resolved into primary-matter, although the terminus a quo also applies to them]. But in this case [of the Īcvara] both the terminus a quo and the latter terminus are denied. Having stated the case in brief he now gives the details in the words \*But He is at all times whatsoever liberated and He is at all times whatsoever the Īcvara.\* He possesses pre-eminence in richness of knowledge and of action and of power. With reference to this he asks \*That universally admitted . . . which.\* Perception and action are impossible in the case of the Energy of Intellect which does not enter into mutations. In case this be admitted and if it be said that therefore a substrate must be supposed to be made up of pure sattva without rajas and tamas, then the Īcvara who is at all times whatsoever liberated cannot be in the relation of proprietor to his property towards an effulgence (utkarsa) of the sattva in a mind-stuff which depends upon undifferentiated-consciousness. In reply to this he says \*from his assuming a sattva of perfect (prakṛtā) quality.\* In the case of the Īcvara there does not exist as in the case of the ordinary man a relation, caused by undifferentiated-consciousness, of proprietor to his property, with the sattva of the mind-stuff. But [the relation is that] expressed by the resolve, \*By the teaching of knowledge and right-living (dharma) I will lift up beings, encompassed by the three anguishs, from the great sea of the state after death (pretya).\* And this [knowledge and right-living] cannot be taught unless there be an abundance of excellence in the adequacy of [His] knowledge ¹ and of [His] activity. And there cannot be this [abundance of excellence] unless a sattva be assumed which has been purified from stains by the removal of rajas and tamas. With this resolve the Exalted One reflects, and assumes a sattva of perfect quality. Although He is untouched by undifferentiated-consciousness, it appears as if He were under the illusion of identifying Himself with undifferentiated-consciousness and as if He were ignorant of the real nature of undifferentiated-consciousness. But He does not deal with undifferentiated-consciousness as if it were undifferentiated-consciousness as such. The actor who takes the rôle of Rāma and represents the different kinds of behaviour [belonging to the character] is not of course confused [as to his real personal identity]. For he knows that this [rôle] is only a deliberately assumed form and not his [form] in reality. An objector might say, \*This may be so. It may be true that the Exalted One must assume sattva in order to uplift [the world]. On the other hand His desire to lift it up is based on His assumption of

¹ Compare Čvetāvat. Up. vi. 8.
this [sattva]; and inasmuch as this [desire] is also derived from primary-matter [the fallacy of] mutual interdependence results.' In reply to this he says "Eternal." This [objection] might be true, if this were the very first creation. But the succession of creations and contractions [of worlds] is from time-without-beginning. And when the period of the desire for contraction has come to a full end, then the Exalted One, while in the act of contemplating within Himself, 'I must assume a sattva of perfect quality,' contracts the world. At that time the sattva of the Icvara's mind-stuff becomes subconsciously-pressed by the contemplation. And although the Icvara's mind-stuff be tending towards a homogeneity with primary-matter, still,—when the period of the great mundane-dissolution has come to a full end, under the pressure of the subconscious-impression of the contemplation,—it enters into a mutation of precisely the same kind as a state of sattva. In precisely the same way Chaitra contemplates 'To-morrow I must get up just at day-break'; and then after having slept gets up at that very time because of the subliminal-impression resulting from his contemplation. Consequently since [the worlds] are from time-without-beginning, and in so far as the Icvara's contemplation and His assumption of the sattva are eternal, there is no [logical fallacy] of interdependence. Nor can it be urged that the sattva of the Icvara's mind-stuff does not pass out [of the phenomenal state] into homogeneity with primary-matter. For that which [by reason of its subconscious-impression] never becomes homogeneous with primary-matter is not secondary-matter (prādhānīka). And again it is not the Energy of Intellect, because it is non-perceptive (ajñā). This being the meaning, one might assume another [kind of] thing which could not be proven by any source-of-valid-ideas. This too would be a quite groundless [assumption].—Because there is no other [kind of] thing distinct from primary-matter and the Self, has this kind of universally admitted and eternal superiority of the Icvara any proof [to authorize it, and] is it based on any source-of-valid-ideas, or is it without proof [and] not based on any source-of-valid-ideas? The answer is in the phrase [sacred-books (gāstra) are its proof.] The sacred books are the Revealed-Word (prutī) and the Tradition (smṛti) and the Epics and Purāṇas.—He brings forward an objection in the words [what proof have the sacred-books?] For sacred books presuppose that there is inference and perception. And no one can perceive or infer the perfection of the Icvara's sattva. Again, there is no ground for saying that the sacred books have their source in a perception by the Icvara. For even if we imagine [Him saying that he perceives the sacred books], He would then be speaking to publish abroad His own pre-eminence. [This is inconceivable since no one could imagine that the Icvara would boast.] Such is the [objector's] meaning. In rebuttal he says [they have their proof in the perfect quality of His sattva.] This is what he intends [to say]. Incantations (mantra) and the Medical Vedas are composed by the Icvara. In these [two] cases their authori-

1 Cp. Comment iii. 13.
tative is tunities of ade quacy in action. [This adequacy] is
undoubted because there is no failure to effect purposes. [The authoritativiveness
is granted. He shows that it is not based upon experimental evidence.] And
in the case of the different herbs and of the particular combinations of one [herb]
with another, and in the case of the incantations in so far as single syllables are
connected or excluded, no one who uses only profane methods of proof, could,
even in a thousand lives, make the connexions and exclusions.—Furthermore
there is no ground for asserting that connexions and exclusions [of the proper
herbs or syllables] are a result of verbal-communication (āgama) and that verbal-
communication is a result of these [connexions and exclusions] on the ground
that the succession of these two [1. verbal-communication, 2. connexions and
exclusions] forms a series from time-without-beginning. The reason for this is
that the succession of these two is severed at the time of a great mundane
dissolution. Neither [is there ground for saying that] there is no method of
proving that there is this [great mundane dissolution]. For he will set forth in
detail [iii. 13] that the world is an evolved-form of primary-substance and is
identical [with it in substance]. There is evidently a heterogeneous mutation
[e.g. curds] of the [original] homogeneous mutation [e.g. milk]. Analogously,
milk or sugar-juice or similar substances assume various forms such as curds
or treacle [and so forth]. And it is evident that the heterogeneous mutation
presupposes the homogeneous mutation. So in the point at issue, the primary-
substance can also have heterogeneous mutations by assuming such forms as the
Great [thinking-substance] and the personality-substance; occasionally also it can
have a homogeneous mutation. And its homogeneous mutation is the state of
equipoise [of the primary-substance]. This, moreover, is the great mundane
dissolution. [There is therefore a great mundane dissolution.] [To revert to the
argument that the authoritativeness of the sacred books is not experimentally
to be found.] Accordingly, the Exalted One is first of all the composer of the
Incantations and of the Medical Vedas. Hence it must be acknowledged that, in
so far as the obscuration due to the stains of rajas and of tamas has been removed,
the substance of [His] thinking-substance illumines everywhere.
To resume the argument (tathā ca). Because He was aiming to give instruction
in [worldly] happiness and in [eternal] bliss [incapable of test by experience here],
the Vedas as a whole were composed by the Tipsra and must also be supposed to
have their source only in the perfect quality of His thinking-substance. And
in the superiori of the substance (sattva) there is no possibility of error or deceit,
which have their origin in rajas and tamas. This [then] is established that
sacred books have their proof in the perfect quality of His sattva.—[A further
objection.] 1 This may be so. But then if the sacred books make known the
perfection in so far as they are the effect of the perfection, there would be an
inference from effect to cause1 (ṛṣaṇat). But that would not give us a verbal

1 See Nyāya Bhāṣya xviii. 4.
communication (āgama).' Replying to this he says «Inasmuch as both.» The sacred books do not make known a relation of cause and effect, but do make known the correspondence¹ from time without beginning between the word-expressing-a-meaning (vācaka) and the thing-expressed (vācya). For the perfection has its existence in the substance of the Icvara's thinking-substance; and the sacred books, in that they give expression to this [thinking-substance], also have their existence in it. In summing up he says «From these.» From these sacred books, which give expression to the perfection of the substance of the Icvara's thinking-substance, this proves to be true, [that is] is known,—since the object (viṣaya) [the sacred books] is the distinguishing-characteristic of that-to-which-the-object-refers (viṣayin) [the Icvara],—that «He is at all times whatsoever liberated and at all times whatsoever the Icvara.»—Having thus distinguished [Him] from any other Self, he distinguishes [Him] from any other Icvara also by saying «Now this His.» He describes its being altogether without anything excelling it, in the words «For to begin with.» Why is this? The reply is «whatever . . . very.» For what reason is this pre-eminence altogether free from everything that might excel it? He replies «Therefore . . . that wherein.» In other words, as applied to those who have not reached the uttermost limit, the term pre-eminence is [only] a figurative expression.—He describes the state of freedom from anything equal to it by saying «Nor again . . . equal to His.» Wish is unhindered volition; by failure in this a man becomes inferior. Or if there be no inferiority, then it would be that both fail in their wishes. For no effect would occur, or if it did occur, the effect [of the two wishes] simultaneously would be perceived to have the logical mark (samālīgīta) of two contradictory qualities. Alluding to this he says «And two.» If however the intentions [of the two] are not contradictory and if the pre-eminent quality (içeṇaratva) is attached to each, then what need of any others? Because then [the intention] could be accomplished by a single pre-eminent (iṣanā) alone. On the other hand, if [all] work together, no one would be the Icvara; but there would be a parliament. Furthermore it is not fitting that those who are fit for uninterrupted pre-eminence [should rule] by turns. And besides this would be a more difficult supposition. Since this is evident, all is cleared up.

Furthermore,

25. In this [Icvara] the germ of the omniscient is at its utmost excellence.

This our process-of-knowing (grahaṇa) the supersensuous, whether in the past or future or present, whether separately or collectively,—[this process.] whether it be small or great, is the germ

¹ This would constitute an āgama.
of the omniscient. He, verily, in whom this germ as it increases progressively reaches its utmost excellence is the omniscient. It is possible for the germ of the omniscient to reach this [uttermost] limit, for it admits of degrees of excellence, as in the case of any ascending scale. He in whom the limit of thinking is reached is the omniscient and He is a special kind of Self. [If you object that this argument would prove the omniscience of Buddha or of Jina, there would be this reply.] An inference exhausts (upakṣaya) its force in bringing a general proposition to a conclusion,¹ but is powerless to prove a particular instance. Therefore the ascertainment of the [Omniscient] one's special name is [not a matter of inference, but is rather] to be sought out in the verbal-communication, [which excludes the supposed cases, since their tradition is false]. Although He is above all feelings of self-gratification, yet [to this Icvara] the gratification of living beings is a sufficient motive. He may be conceived as resolving, 'By instruction in knowledge and in right-living, at the dissolution of the mundane period and at the great dissolution, I will lift up human beings, who are whirled in the vortex of existence.' And likewise it hath been said,² "The First Knower, assuming a created mind-stuff through compassion, the Exalted, the Supreme Sage, unto Āsuri who desired to know, declared this doctrine."

After having mentioned the sacred books as a means of proving [His] power of action and of knowledge, he shows that inference is a means of proving [His] power of knowledge. This is stated in the words «Furthermore.» 25. In this [Icvara] the germ of the omniscient is at its utmost excellence. He discusses [the sutra] in the words «This our.» In proportion to the degree to which the tamas which covers the sattva of the thinking-substance has been removed, this our process-of-knowing supersensuous things, past and future and present, which occur separately as well as collectively,—[this] process may be qualified as being either small or great. This is the germ [or] cause of the omniscient. Some one knows a very little of the past or of the other times, another

¹ Compare sāmānyenopasaṁkhāraḥ, p. 100, line 4, Calcutta ed. of this work.
² By Pāñcaṭikha in the first fragment as collected by Garbe in his article on Pāñcaṭikha und seine Fragmente (in Festgruss an Roth, Stuttgart, 1893), p. 77. This fragment is also discussed by Fitz Edward Hall in his edition of the Sāṅkhya-Pravachana-Bhāṣya, 1856, Preface pp. 10 and 17. See also Gaurūḍa Purāṇa i. 18.
much, another still more. Thus with regard to objects to be known there is a
[relative] smallness or greatness of the knowing-process. He, verily, in whom
this [germ] as it increases progressively has come to a stop because of its excel-
rence,—he is said to be the omniscient. In this wise only the object of proof is
described; now he gives the means of proof in the words «It is possible.» In
the words «It is possible for the germ of the omniscient to reach this [utter-
most] limit» there is a statement of the major term. The limit is the reaching
of the utmost excellence; it is that state higher than which there is no excellence.
Accordingly it should not be urged that this is establishing what is already
established. For [this higher than which there is no excellence, is established]
only so far as it is a terminal-point. [For,] the middle term (hetu), as he gives it,
is «for it admits of degrees of excellence.» Whatever admits of degrees of excel-
rence, all that is [capable of reaching] the utmost excellence. Similarly in the
case of the kava{\textit{l}aya} berry and the amalaka fruit and the {\textit{bi}{\textit{tv}}}a fruit there is a size
that admits of degrees. And in the soul (atman) [there is a magnitude which has
reached its] utmost excellence. Thus he shows that there is a concomitance [of
terms].—And when he says «as in the case of any ascending scale,» it is not
relevant to object that there is a discrepancy in so far as the properties [of a
substance], such as its magnitude, [form an ascending scale but do not reach
utmost excellence]. For in the case of the whole, its magnitude does of course
not excel the magnitude of the parts. But whatever magnitudes there are, each
functioning by itself, from the smallest atom up to the final whole, may be so
arranged that one may assert a progressive increase of magnitudes. But, because
it is not finished as contrasted with the object to be thought, in so far as it
has [successively] one or two or a multitude of objects, thinking may with reason
be said to admit of degrees of excellence. Thus there is no discrepancy. He
brings the discussion to a close in the words «He in whom the limit.—It
might be objected that there are many authors of sacred books (tirthakara),
Buddha and Arhata and Kapila the Sage and many others. Why, by this line
of inference, may they not be counted as omniscient? In reply he says «a
general proposition.» Whence then can we be informed of his particular
qualities? The reply is «the [Omniscient] one's.» The point is that the pseudo-
sacred-words composed by Buddha or by the others are not a Sacred Word
(a{\textit{gama}}). For they give instruction in the way of soullessness and of momentari-
ness, both of which are contradicted by all sources-of-valid-ideas. The reason for
this is that they are deceitful. A Sacred Word has as its distinguishing-charac-
teristic the Revealed-Word (gruti) and the Tradition (smr{\textit{ti}}) and the Epics and
Pur{\textit{pa}}\text{\textsc{s}}. The Sacred Word (a-gama) is that from which the [spiritual] means
for [worldly] happiness and [final] bliss come to (a-gam) or strike upon the
thinking-substance. From this [Sacred Word] comes information as to [the
I{\textit{v}}ara's] particular qualities, such as His name—any particular name, for example
Civa or the I{\textit{v}}ara—which are firmly established in the Revealed Word and in
the other books. Under the word 'such as' (ad{\textit{i}}) are included the sexpartite
nature and the ten eternal principles, as described in the Vāyu Purāṇa [xii. 32],

"Omniscience and Contentment and Limitless Knowledge and Freedom and Ever-unthwarted Energy and Infinite Energy—these, the experts in the sacred ordinances tell us, are the six parts of the all-pervasive Mahēśvara." Likewise "Knowledge and Passionlessness and Pre-eminence and Self-control and Truth and Patience and Perseverance and Creative Energy and Right Knowledge of Self and Competency to Rule [the Universe]—these ten eternal principles abide eternally in Čaṅkara." It is objected, 'This may be so. But inasmuch as the Exalted One, who is eternally free and who has attained to the utmost excellence of passionlessness, cannot cherish craving merely for his own self; and inasmuch as, if he be compassionate, he should create, to the end that every one should be intent upon happiness, for the reason that we cannot explain the production of a world of living beings in which pain predominates; and inasmuch as, if he have no motive, we cannot explain his act [of creation] as being that of a being of understanding,—therefore, even if he be endowed with the power of action, the world cannot be the result of his action.' In reply to this he says «Although He is above all feelings of self-gratification.» The gratification of beings in whom is the breath of life is [for Him a sufficient] motive. Now it is clear that the mind-stuff ceases from the production of its [two kinds of] effects: the outer experience of the various kinds of things and [secondly] the discriminative discernment. Then it is that the Self enters into its Isolation. Accordingly as a means to motivate this [Isolation] the compassionate [Icvara] describes the discriminative discernment. Accordingly, although the Icvara with the help of merit and demerit makes living creatures feel pleasure and pain, for the reason that the mind-stuff has its task yet to fulfil,—still he is not incompassionate.—He tells of the way by which he makes known the discriminative discernment as a [spiritual] means in the words «By instruction in knowledge and in right-living.» Both in knowledge and in right-living; by instruction in both of these. By the combination of knowledge and of right-living as a result of reaching full maturity of discriminative discernment. «At the dissolution of the mundane period,» that is, at the end of a Day of Brahma; at which time the world with the exception of the Heaven of Truth (satya-loka), vanishes. «At the great dissolution,» at which time there is the destruction of Brahma together with the Heaven of Truth. «Whirled in the vortex of existence» that is, those merged in the [primary] cause; and therefore partaking of the pain of that [cause] up to the time of death. The words «dissolution of the mundane period» is an expression of a part for the whole; for at other times also [the Icvara may be conceived as] resolving «I will lift up human beings.» In other words human beings by attaining to Isolation are lifted up. It might be objected that this

1 Amāndāgrama ed., p. 42¹—².
2 See Viśṇu Purāṇa vi. 3.
3 The words “that is . . . resolving” are not in the Bikāner MS. and may be a gloss.
instruction in knowledge and right-living by one whose motive is compassion is also well known to the followers of Kapila. In reply to this he says «And likewise it hath been said.» In this sense it hath been said by Pañcaśikha the Master (acārya). «The First Knower» is Kapila. The statement of Pañcaśikha the Master with regard to the First Knower applies to the First Teacher in the succession (of teacher and disciple) to which he belonged; and (this First Teacher) was the First Liberated. But it does not apply to the Supreme Teacher who is free from time-without-beginning. Of those who were the First Liberated and of those (other) knowers who were at other times liberated, Kapila is for us the First Knower (and the First) Liberated. And it is he that is the teacher, [but not from time without beginning]. For it is revealed that even Kapila attained to knowledge, by the favour of Maheśvara only, just as soon as he was born. He whom we call Kapila is accepted as being the [fifth] incarnation of Vishnu. [It might be objected that] Hiranyagarbha is the Self-existent [and thus he would be the First Knower]. [For] it is revealed in the Veda [that he was the First-born and] that he also acquired Śaṅkhya and Yoga. [The reply would be that] this same Īcvara, the First Knower, the Self-existent Vishnu [is] Kapila. “But [He is] the Īcvara of those descended from the Self-existent.” This is the point.

This same [Īcvara is]—

26. Teacher of the Primal [Sages] also, forasmuch as [with Him] there is no limitation by time.

No-one-doubts-that the Primal Sages are limited by time; [but] He to whom time does not apply, in so far as it might be a limiting object, is the Teacher even of the Primal Sages. As He is perfected (siddha) in that mode-of-existence (gati) which is perfection at the commencement of the present creation, so He is to be recognized [as being in this mode of perfection] at the beginning of past creations also.

He now states the distinction between the Īcvara and such beings as Brahma by saying «This same [Īcvara].» These words «This same [Īcvara]» form the transition to the sutra. 26. Teacher of the Primal [Sages] also, forasmuch as [with Him] there is no limitation by time. He explains the sutra in the words «No-one-doubts-that the Primal.» Time, however, a period of a hundred years or some other period, does not apply, [that is] has no reference [to Him] in this passage the term 'First Knower' applies to Kapila and not to the Self-existent.

1 Čvet. Up. iii. 4, iv. 12, vi. 18.
2 If the reading be na eva, the meaning would be that although the Self-existent is the First Knower, still in
so far as it might be a limiting object, [that is] limiting motive. The mode-of-existence of perfection is the attainment of perfection. This is to be recognized as coming from the Sacred-Word. Such is the inner meaning.

27. The word-expressing Him is the Mystic-syllable (pranava).

The Icvara is the object-expressed by the mystic syllable. Is the expressiveness of this [Syllable] the work of [ordinary] usage (sargv-keta), or is it permanent [and self-manifesting] like [the relation of] the light to the lamp? The relation of this thing-to-be-expressed to the expressive-word is fixed. But the usage [as determined] by the Icvara declares this its fixed meaning. Thus the [actual] relation of father and son is permanent, but the verbal statement that that man is this man’s father is suggested [to the mind] by usage. And the usage with regard to the relation between expressive-words and things-expressed is made by [the Icvara] to serve with a distinct reference to the power of expression which they had in former creations also. The authoritative sages maintain that the relation between a word and an intended-object is eternal is so far as the consensus (sampratipatti) [of successive generations of speakers] is eternal.

In this same series [of sutras] the Exalted Icvara has been made known. Now in order to make known the devotion [paid] to Him he tells of the word-expressive of Him. 27. The word-expressing Him is the Mystic-syllable (pranava). He begins the explanation with the words «... the object-expressed.» On this point he clears up [the topic] by setting forth for consideration the opinion of others. [This he begins] by asking «Is the expressiveness.» «Expressiveness» is ability to give information. For to others ¹ it seems as if the relation between word and intended-meaning is natural. [And] if this object-intended is to be recognized as having an essence of such a kind when it comes by usage from this word, then, whenever that [natural] relation does not exist, that [object-intended] will not be manifested even by hundreds of usages. For when a water-jar, which is capable of being made manifest by a lamp, is not [there], then even with thousands of lamps it cannot be made manifest. On the other hand, the word young-elephant (karabha), made by

¹ He refers to the Vāyikārānas, such as, for example, Patañjali in Mahābhāṣya (Kielhorn’s edition), vol. i, p. 64.
usage to denote an elephant (vāraṇa) evidently gives information with regard to an elephant. As a result of this, one might say that expressiveness is made by usage only. After reflection [as to whether the relation is accidental or eternal] he determines what the author's opinion is by saying «is fixed.» The import would be this. All words are capable of naming intended-objects of all kinds of forms. Thus the natural relation of them [i.e. of words] to intended-objects of all kinds of forms is most surely fixed. The usage, however, [as determined] by the Içvara is both a manifester [of this natural relation] and a limitation. And this [relation] has a word expressing it when the usage [as determined] by the Içvara [is followed]; [but the relation suffers] corruption when the usage [as determined] by the Içvara is not [followed]. This is the distinction. It is this that he states in the phrase «But the usage [as determined] by the Içvara.» He gives an example when he says «Thus.» It is objected, 'A word is a product of the primary-cause; at the time of the great dissolution it tends towards the primary causal state; and its [expressive] power would also be resolved [into primary matter]. Then it would not be possible that the usage [as determined] by the Great Içvara (māheçvara) should revive the expressive power [of such a word] only as had been deprived of its expressive [power] after having been changed successively into [the different evolved forms of primary matter] beginning with the Great [thinking-substance].' In reply to this he says «in former creations.» Although the word together with its expressive power passes into the primary causal state of equipoise, when it appears again it does appear endowed with the [expressive] power of that [word]. Similarly a plant [udbhijja], utterly reduced to an earthly condition after the rains have [ceased] to fall, [becomes as it was before] when sprinkled vigorously with the stream of water let fall from the clouds. Therefore the Exalted One makes the usage conform to the previous relation [of the word to the intended object]. Accordingly, in so far as the consensus [of previous creations, which is the same as] the series of similar modes-of-expression (vyavahāra), is eternal, the authoritative sages (āgamika) maintain¹ that this relation is not absolutely eternal. But their point is that it is impossible without the help of the Sacred Word to assert that the usage was exactly of the same kind in other creations also.

Now, by the yogin who has recognized the power of the word to express the thing,

28. Repetition of it and reflection upon its meaning [should be made].

The repetition of the Mystic Syllable, and reflection upon the Içvara who is signified by the Mystic Syllable. Then in the case

¹ See Patañjali, Mahābhāṣya (Kielhorn), vol. i, p. 64 and 74.
of this yogin who thus repeats the Mystic Syllable and reflects upon its meaning, mind-stuff attains to singleness-of-intent. And so it hath been said,¹

"Through study let him practise yoga;
Through yoga let him meditate on study.
By perfectness in study and in yoga
Supreme Soul shines forth clearly."

Having designated the Mystic Syllable he tells of the contemplation. 28. Repetition of it and reflection upon its meaning [should be made]. He explains [the sūtra] by saying «Of the Mystic Syllable.» Reflection is an absorption in the mind again and again. What follows from this? He replies by saying «the Mystic Syllable.» He attains to singleness-of-intent [and his] mind-stuff comes to rest in the One Exalted. In illustration of this he introduces a stanza from Vyāsa (vāyāsīki gāthā) by saying «And so.» The Icvara then gratifies him by conferring upon him concentration and the fruit of concentration.

What else comes to him?

29. Thereafter comes the right-knowledge of him who thinks in an inverse way, and the removal of obstacles. Whatever obstacles there be, disease and the rest, all these are removed by devotion to the Icvara, and [the yogin] comes to a sight of his own real self. He has the right knowledge which sees that as the Icvara is a Self and is undefiled and undisturbed [by hindrances] and isolated and exempt from accidents, so he also is a Self conscious [by reflection] of its thinking-substance.

What in addition comes to him? 29. Thereafter comes the right-knowledge of him who thinks in an inverse way, and the removal of obstacles. One is inverted who knows in an opposite way [to the ordinary person whose mind-stuff flows out and becomes modified by objects]. One who thinks in that way thinks inversely; [in other words] the [ordinary] man [still] under the conditions of undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyāvant). In such wise [the author] demarks [such a one] from the Icvara who is free from undifferentiated-consciousness (vidyāvant), and who is endowed with eternal superiority of the satta. Right-knowledge comes to the kind of thinking which is under the conditions of undifferentiated-consciousness and which is inverted. A perception of himself as he is in his own self comes to him.—<Obstacles> and <the removal> of them are

to be described [ii. 32]. The words «Whatever...» give the exposition of these [latter words]. The word «own» [refers to his] soul (atman), that is, his self. The word «self» (rāya) excludes all qualities attributed [to him] by undifferentiated-consciousness. One might well say that devotion to the Icvara has the Icvara as its object; how then can it apparently give a direct perception, a thinking in the inverse way [upon one's own real self]? For this would prove too much. In reply to this he says «as the Icvara.» «Undeened:» not subject to origination or dissolution in so far as He is absolutely unchanged. «Undisturbed» means free from hindrances. «Isolated» means beyond the scope of merit and demerit [and] consequently «exempt from accidents.» «Accidents» are birth and length of life and kind of experience [ii. 13].—Since a homogeneity implies a certain degree of difference, he shows the difference between [Selves in general] and the Icvara by saying «conscious [by reflection] of its thinking-substance.» In such wise the word «inverse» has been described.—In the case of two objects which are totally irrelevant to each other, prolonged meditation on either one unfit one for a direct perception of the other. Whereas prolonged meditation upon one object proves to be of service for the direct perception of another similar to it. Similarly the study of one book proves to be of service for the acquisition of knowledge of another book similar to it. As for (tu) immediate-perception (pratyāsati), it is the cause of direct perception with regard to one's own self, but not with regard to another self. [Thus by meditating upon the Icvara, we learn about our own selves.] Thus the argument is cleared up.

But what are these obstacles? Those which distract the mind-stuff. But what are these [that are distractive] and (vā) how many are they? [He replies.]

30. Sickness and languor and doubt and heedlessness and listlessness and worldliness (avirati) and erroneous perception and failure to attain any stage [of concentration] and instability in the state [when attained]—these distractions of the mind-stuff are the obstacles.

There are nine obstacles, the distractions of the mind-stuff. These appear together with the fluctuations of the mind-stuff. And they are not found where the aforesaid fluctuations of mind-stuff are not. Sickness is a disorder in the humours [of the body] or in the secretions or in the organs. Languor is a lack of activity in the mind-stuff. Doubt is a kind of thinking which touches both alternatives [of a dilemma], so that one thinks 'This might be so; might not be so.' Heedlessness is a lack of reflection upon the
means of attaining concentration. Listlessness is a lack of effort due to heaviness of body or of mind-stuff. Worldliness is greed of the mind-stuff; and its essence lies in addiction to objects of sense. Erroneous perception is the thinking of misconceptions. Failure to attain any stage is not attaining any stage of concentration. Instability in the state [when attained] is the failure of the mind-stuff to remain in the stage attained. If the concentrated stage of development had been reached, [the mind-stuff] would, of course, have remained in it.—Thus it is that these distractions are called the nine blemishes of yoga [and] the nine foes of yoga [and] the obstacles of yoga.

He asks a question by saying «what.» He gives the answer in general in the words «Those which.» With regard to their kinds and their number he asks «But what.» He gives the answer by the sūtra beginning with the word 30. Sickness. Obstacles are nine. These are fluctuations of mind-stuff and obstructive to yoga and opposed to yoga. Distractions of the mind-stuff are, of course, so-called because sickness and the other [obstacles] distract [or] divert the mind-stuff from yoga. He gives the reason for their being foes to yoga by saying «These ... together with.» First, in the case of doubt and of erroneous perception, they are foes to the restriction of fluctuations from the mere fact that they are fluctuations. And of those that are not fluctuations, such as sickness and the rest,—these too are foes to it because they associate with fluctuations. He explains the things intended, by the words beginning with «Sickness.» The humours (dharma), wind and bile and phlegm, are so-called because they sustain (aka) the body. A secretion is a special kind of mutation of nourishment eaten or drunk. The organs are the senses (indriya). A disorder in them is a state of defect or excess. A lack of activity is an incapacity for action. Doubt is a kind of thinking which touches both ¹ alternatives [of a dilemma]. Although there is no difference between doubt and error (vaparyaśa) in so far as both do not remain in the proper form of that [in respect to which they are entertained], still,—by emphasizing the subsidiary difference, that is, the touching or not touching of the two alternatives [of the dilemma], the distinction in this case [of doubt] is made clear. A lack of reflection is a lack of action. This is about the same as saying that it is a lack of effort with regard to this thing. Heaviness of the body is the result of phlegm; heaviness of the mind-stuff is the result of tamas. Greed is thirst. The stages of concentration are the Madhumatt and the other [three]. If after reaching a given stage [the yogin] should deem himself sufficiently well off with only so much [progress], there would be a breach in the concentration; and as a result of this there would be a retro-

¹ Compare Nyāya-sūtra i. 1. 23.
progression even from that stage. An effort should therefore be made in such a way that when [the yogin] has reached concentration, [the mind-stuff] should be stable there.

31. Pain and despondency and unsteadiness of the body and inspiration and expiration are the accompaniments of the distractions.

Pain proceeding from self [and] pain proceeding from living creatures and pain proceeding from the gods. Pain is that by which living beings are stricken down and for the destruction of which they struggle. Despondency is agitation of mind due to an impediment [to the fulfilment] of a desire. Unsteadiness of the body is that which makes it unsteady [and] makes it tremble. Inspiration is breathing which sips in the air which is outside. Expiration is that which makes abdominal air flow outwards. These are the accompaniments of the distractions. These occur in one whose mind-stuff is distracted. These do not occur in one whose mind-stuff is concentrated.

Not only the nine obstacles but also pain and the other accompaniments of these [obstacles] occur to this [yogin]. So [Vyasa] recites the sūtra beginning with the word 31. Pain. Pain is that which is to be felt as unpleasant. [Pain] proceeding from self is bodily by virtue of sickness, or mental by virtue of such things as passion. [Pain] proceeding from living creatures is such as is generated by tigers. [Pain] proceeding from the gods is such as is generated by the baleful influence of planets. And this pain, inasmuch as living beings in general would feel it to be unpleasant, is to be rejected. Accordingly he says «by which . . . stricken down.» The breathing which without volitional action sips in the air which is outside [and] drinks it [or] makes it enter,—this inspiration is opposed to emission (recaka), which is accessory to concentration. The breathing also, which without volitional action makes abdominal air flow outwards [and] expels it,—this expiration is opposed to inhalation (pūraka), which is an accessory to concentration.

Furthermore these distractions, the foes of concentration, are to

1 Only one MS. has kogtham. Yet as Bālarāma points out, the rule as given in Pāṇini v. 1.6 (see Siddhānta Kāumudi, third Nirnaya Sāgara edition, 1904, p. 265) would require that the vyddhi should not take place when the termination yat is affixed to a stem signifying a member of the body.

2 See Tarka-saṅgraha, § 67.

3 Recaka and pūraka are volitional (ii. 51).
be restricted by the same practice and passionlessness. Of these [two], in summing up, he describes the object to which the practice [applies].

32. To check them [let there be] practice upon a single entity. To check them let [the yogin] practise his mind-stuff by making it rest upon a single entity. But one whose mind-stuff is nothing more than an idea limited to one object after another, and is momentary (kṣanika),—of this [Buddhist] the mind-stuff as a whole is surely not single-in-intent and it is surely not distracted. But if this [mind-stuff when single-in-intent] is withdrawn from all [objects] and concentrated upon one [entity], then it may be said to be single-in-intent [and] hence not limited to one object after another. If, on the other hand,—[in the opinion] of him who maintains that the mind-stuff becomes single-in-intent as a stream of similar ideas,—singleness-in-intent be a property of the mind-stuff [conceived] as a stream, then the mind-stuff [conceived as] a stream could not be a single thing, because [as he insists] it changes from moment to moment. If however [it be maintained that] singleness-of-intent is a property of an idea only in so far as it forms a part of the stream, then—whether it consist in a stream of similar ideas or in a stream of dissimilar ideas—it is all of it in nowise other than single-in-intent, inasmuch as it is limited to one object after another, and the fact that mind-stuff is distracted is unexplained. Therefore it may be said that mind-stuff is a single thing [and] has many intended objects [and] is stable.

Furthermore if ideas accidentally related and different in nature were produced by a single mind-stuff, then what a situation! One idea would be the remembrancer of a thing seen by another idea; and one idea would be later the experiencer of the latent-impression of karma accumulated by another idea. Even if this could in some way be harmonized (samādhiya), it would surpass [in falsity] the maxim of the Cowdung as a milky preparation.

1 See i. 12.
2 As, for example, by Dharmakīrti.
3 This same word also has the meaning of 'concentrated'.
Moreover if the mind-stuff is to be [one idea after] another, then [the Buddhist who holds this opinion] denies the experience of his own self. How does the idea 'I' in such expressions as 'I am touching what I have seen' and 'I am seeing what I have touched' inhere in one common (abheda) substrate-of-ideas, if all the ideas have nothing in common? How could the idea 'I am this undivided self'—which has a single idea ['I'] as its object and which persists in absolutely different mind-stuffs—become hypostasized (ācrayet) in one generic substrate-of-ideas? The idea 'I am this undivided self' is knowable in one's own experience. Moreover the authority of a perception is not overthrown by [that of] any other source-of-valid-ideas. Whereas any other source-of-valid-ideas comes into use only by virtue of a perception. Consequently the mind-stuff is one [and] has many objects and is stable. He introduces a sutra which summarizes the meaning which he has been stating. This he does by saying «Furthermore these.» Furthermore [that is] after the meaning which he has been stating. The connexion [of the sentences] is that he sums up by reciting this sutra. The reason why [the distractions] must be restricted is told in the words «the foes of concentration.» Although the words beginning 'By devotion to the Icvara' [i. 23] refer to practice only, still in this case passionlessness must be deemed to be a co-operator with this [practice]. Accordingly he says «by the same two.» By the same two already characterized, by practice and by passionlessness, [distractions are] to be restricted. The words «of these» [mean] of these two, namely, practice and passionlessness; the words «the practice», that which is to be described next. 32. To check them [let there be] practice upon a single entity. A single entity, that is, the Icvara. For [He] is the subject-matter [of the discussion].—According to the Destructionists the mind-stuff as a whole is single-in-intent, [that is] is not in any degree whatsoever distracted. Consequently their teachings and their actions subservient to their teachings are meaningless, as he says in the words «But one whose.» [He refers to one] in whose opinion [the mind-stuff] is directed to one object after another whether to one [at a time] or to more than one [at a time]. Limited [in time], that is, present (samutpanna) only so long as the intended-object is vivid (abhāsa), [and] ending just there [and] not going elsewhere. 'Why not first take the foremost intended-object and afterwards take the next object?' In reply he says «and is momentary.» Inasmuch as a moment is indivisible, it cannot have [within itself] the relation of before and after. In our system, however, since mind-stuff is not momentary; and since it can be stable with regard to its object, whether this be one or many; and since at each moment, in so far as one object is taken and another left,—[mind-stuff can be]
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the benefit of the father; in the vājñānāri, the father for the son. For the latter see Tūttiriya Ar. ii. 6. A discussion of the two sacrifices is found in the Bhasya on Jaimini-śūtra iv. 3. 38.

1 In the vṛddha the son sacrifices for the benefit of the father; in the vājñānāri, the father for the son. For the latter see Tūttiriya Ar. ii. 6. A discussion of the two sacrifices is found in the Bhasya on Jaimini-śūtra iv. 3. 38.

2 This seems to refer to Kumārila's refutation of the Buddhists in Člokavārttika,
mango-seeds that have been nourished with sweet juices [we see] that the fruition by an indirect process must become sweet. [Thus the effort of one momentary idea could find its result in another idea single-in-intent and indirectly related to it through a serial-order.] In reply to this he says «Even if this could in some way be harmonized.» The connexion of thought is this. What shall we say is the difference between ideas resident in one serial-order and different 1 ideas resident in another serial-order, so that—when [something] has been experienced or 2 when [some] latent-impression of karma has been heaped up by an idea resident in one serial-order—[another] idea belonging to the same serial-order should be the one to remember or to enjoy it and not an idea belonging to a different serial-order? For this that we call a serial-order is not such a [materially] real thing that it could [as such] distinguish the unit-in-the-serial-order (santānīn) from [ideas] resident in other serial-orders. Furthermore an imaginary distinction cannot consistently exert activity. Surely the Brahman-boy cannot cook with fire that he imagines to be present. Moreover the relation of cause and effect is also nothing that is [materially] real [in this case of the two ideas, one of which appears in a series after the other has disappeared]. Because it is impossible that there should be in the present time a substrate for two things which are not co-existent, just as there cannot be [a substrate] for two things [separate in space] like the left horn and the other horn which do however coexist [in time]. For the past and the future cannot function as the present by being-partially-in-relation-and-partially-out-of-relation 3 (vyāsātyā) [since momentariness is by hypothesis assumed]. Consequently ideas are not under the limiting-conditions either of a serial-order or of a causal relation which is a part of their being; [and], because they are real, they cannot, in so far as there are no reciprocal contacts, be distinguished from other ideas whether resident in the same serial-order or in other serial-orders. This same line-of-reasoning is continued by an allusion to the cow-dung and the milk; cow-dung is milk, because it is a product of the cow, like milk, which both sides admit [to be a product of the cow]. [The Buddhist argument] «surpasses» this [in falsity] because it is superior [in falsity] even to this [line-of-reasoning] in so far as it has the false appearance of being a line-of-reasoning.—And this [system of ours] cannot be charged [with the fault of] destroying 4 what has been accomplished and accepting what has not been accomplished. For [we hold that] it is mind-stuff that is the agent of actions;

1 Reading bhinnapratyayanāṁ with the Bombay Sanskrit Series edition and with the Bīkāner MS.
2 This word is omitted by the two texts just mentioned and co is inserted before karmāṇayaasya.
3 That which is in several simultaneously and is not completely in any one. See Nyāyakoṇa s.v. vyāyaṅga and contrast it with its opposite ekaparyāptatva.
4 See Bhāskarāyana (Nīru, Sūg, ed.), p. 49.

R. C. Majumdar, "Philosophical Studies," pages 269-270.
it is this [mind-stuff] that is connected with the pleasures and the pains generated by these actions. For the mind-stuff when changed [by receiving] the image (chayā) of the intelligence experiences pleasures and pains. Hence the supposition that experience in the Self is because of the assumption (graha) of an identity of the mind-stuff and the Self. Such is the very nature itself of these [mental pleasures and pains], which originate in dependence upon their own causes, that they themselves remember and experience later the consequence, while others do not [remember]. And the very-natures [of these mental pleasures and pains] ought not to be an injunction (niyoga) so that one says 'Let this be so' or 'Let this not be so'; nor should it be a question (paryanuyoga) so that one asks 'Why is this not so?'—To him who will not be satisfied with what has already been said he speaks with the words «Moreover... his own self.» The idea 'I' is bound up with the mind-stuff which is not distinguished [from the idea] and is the substrate of experiences and of memories of experiences that have qualities of originating and of ceasing, however varied they may be. How can [this idea] be attached to ideas that are absolutely distinguished from itself? It might be objected that—inasmuch (a) as there is a distinction between the two causes 1. the process-of-knowing [in direct perception] and 2. memory, and inasmuch (b) as there is a coherence (saṁsarga) of the two contradictory qualities of immediate-perceptibility and of mediate-perceptibility—the so-called recognition [that this was that] (pratyabhijñāna) is not a single idea such that there could be a unity of the mind-stuff which contains these contradictory ideas. For this reason he says «in one's own experience.» The objector might reply that '1. the distinction between the two causes and 2. the coherence between two contradictory causes have been mentioned as inhibiting this [one's own experience].' In reply to this he says «Moreover... of a perception... not.» The totalities-of-causes (saṁagri) do not remain distinct,—on one condition only, that they are reduced-to-terms (anusāra) of perception. And [that the totalities-of-causes do not remain distinct] is not contradicted by the fact that the qualities are immediate-perceptibility and mediate-perceptibility,—this is shown to be consistent in the Nyāyānaśika. And the action of objects-intended by a [mind-stuff] that is not momentary is shown to be consistent in the Nyāyānaśika and in the Brahmatattvasamāktṣā. Thus all is made clear.

Of which [stable mind-stuff] this purification is enjoined by the system. By what means is this?

1 Compare Čāṇkarabhāṣya ii. 2. 21 (Nirṇ. Sāg. ed., 1904, p. 457, last line).
2 It is the agent himself that has the experience of the consequences.
3 Both these books are in Vācaspatimīra’s own list of his works which he gives at the close of the Bhāmati-vrākhyā; the first is a gloss on the Minānṣā book called Vidhiviveka, the second is a gloss on the Vedānta work called Brahma-siddhi. The first has been published in Benares by E. J. Lazarus, first in the Pandit (1907) and later as a separate volume.
4 See pp. 80 and 84 ed. (Calc. ed.).
33. By the cultivation of friendliness towards happiness and compassion towards pain and joy towards merit and indifference towards demerit [the yogin should attain] the undisturbed calm of the mind-stuff.

Of these⁴ four he should cultivate friendliness towards all living beings that have reached the experience of happiness; compassion towards those in pain; joy towards those whose character is meritorious; indifference towards those whose character is demeritorious. When he thus cultivates [friendliness and the rest] the white quality [of karma] comes into being [within him]. And then the mind-stuff becomes calm; and when calm it becomes single-in-intent and reaches the stable state.

Because one whose central-organ is unpurified and full of such [feelings] as jealousy cannot successfully (saṁpatti) effect concentration and the means of concentration, he proceeds to set forth the means of [securing] undisturbed calm of the mind, which are hostile to such [feelings] as jealousy. This he does by saying «Of which [stable mind-stuff] this.» In other words, of which stable mind-stuff this is the purification. The sūtra begins with the words 33 . . . friendliness and compassion and ends with the words undisturbed calm . . . .

When towards those who are happy the mind-stuff⁵ cultivates friendliness, that is, cordiality, [then] the taint of envy ceases. When towards those who are in pain [the mind-stuff] cultivates compassion, that is, a desire to destroy pain in another as if it were his own, [then] the taint of a desire to injure others ceases from the mind.⁶ When towards living-creatures whose disposition is meritorious the mind cultivates joy,⁷ that is, gladness, [then] the taint of jealousy ceases. When towards those whose disposition is demeritorious, the mind cultivates indifference, that is, neutrality, [then] the taint of wrath ceases. And then, after the qualities (dharma) made of rajas and of tamas have ceased, the white quality made of sattva comes into being. One may say that he becomes endowed with a superiority of sattva. When there can properly-be-said-to-be (pakṣa) a restriction of the fluctuations, his mind-stuff, ⁸

---

1 These form the chapter on the Brahma vihāras in the Visuddhi-Magga.
2 Compare the statements in iv. 7 on white and black karma; and in ii. 13 on the rise of white karma.
3 This construction is a good instance of ētvā kouṇā (kālakāśī).
4 This form (saṁhārdham) does not seem to accord with the examples given in Siddhānta kāumudi on vi. 3. 52 (Niṛ. Sāg. ed., 1904, p. 207⁷).
5 Medhātithi on Manu, in a characteristic Schopenhaurian frame of mind, informs us that friendliness is the absence of aversion (dveṣābhāva) and not an attachment to one's friends. For that would be bondage. Similarly joy is the cessation of grief but not positive gladness. Because that would be the result of passion. See Bālarāma's note p. 77 (Calc. ed.). I have not traced the passage to Medhātithi-bhaṭṭa.
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because its true nature is undisturbed calm, becomes undisturbedly calm. And when undisturbedly calm, by means which are to be stated,¹ it becomes single-in-intent and gains the stable state. But if there be no cultivation of friendliness and the other [feelings] these means are not adequate for stability.

34. Or [he gains stability] by expulsion and retention of breath.

Expulsion is the ejection of the abdominal air through the apertures of the nose by a special kind of effort. Retention is restraint of the breath.—〈Or〉 by these two he should attain to a stability of the central-organ.

He now states these means of [obtaining] stability.

34. Or [he gains stability] by expulsion and retention of breath.

The word 〈Or〉 signifies that there is a choice with regard to other means [now] to be stated, but not with regard to cultivation of friendliness and of the [other] feelings; because [the alternatives now mentioned] are in addition to that [cultivation]. He explains the expulsion by saying 〈of the abdominal.〉 By a special kind of effort, described in books of Yoga, by means of which the abdominal wind is gradually emitted through the apertures of the nose. He explains retention by saying 〈Retention is restraint of the breath.〉 It is the restraint of that portion of the abdominal wind that is emitted breath; it is the keeping of it outside; it is, on the other hand, not allowing it to enter suddenly. By these two, the expulsion and retention of wind, his body becomes light and his central organ gains the stable state. In this [sūtra] we have to supply (ākṛṣ) the word 'stability' from the phrase 'comes into a relation of stability' found in the next sūtra; and this is to be connected with the words 'should attain' as is understood from the context (arthā).

35. Or [he gains stability when] a sense-activity (pravṛtti) arises connected with an object [and] bringing the central-organ into a relation of stability.

The consciousness of supernormal (divya) odour in one who attends fixedly to the tip of his nose is sense-activity with odour [as object]; on the tip of the tongue, the consciousness of supernormal taste; on the palate, supernormal colour; on the middle of the tongue, the consciousness of touch; on the root of the tongue, the consciousness of sound. These sense-activities when arisen bring the mind-stuff into a relation of stability [and] dispel doubt and become a way of approach to concentrated insight.² Thus sense-activity

¹ Book ii. 1 ff.

² Compare i. 20.
with regard to the moon or the sun or planets or gems or [the rays of] a lamp or similar objects, when it arises, should be regarded as being connected with an object. For although the true nature of things as they really are becomes accessible by means of the various sciences and by inferences and by the instruction of masters,—since these [means] are adequate to inform us of the things as they are,—still, so long as any part whatsoever has not become consciously knowable by the appropriate organ, the whole seems mediately-perceived. And the thinking-substance is not made to arise firmly with regard to such subtile intended-objects as Release. Therefore [if] only for the sake of reinforcing books and inferences and the instruction of masters, some one particular thing must necessarily be made an object of perception. Then after a portion of the intended-object as taught by these [three means] has been made the object of perception, the whole, even unto such an exceeding subtile object as Release, is thoroughly believed. For precisely this purpose the purification of the mind-stuff is enjoined. If there are fluctuations unrestrained [as contrasted with this portion], then, when the Consciousness of being Master with regard to these has been produced, [the mind-stuff] would be adequate to effect a perception of these various intended-objects. And this done, [the yogin] will without hindrance acquire belief [and] energy [and] mindfulness [and] concentration [i. 20].

He tells of another means for stability. 35. Or [he gains stability when] a sense-activity (pravṛtti) arises connected with an object [and] bringing the central-organ into a relation of stability. He explains by saying «in one who attends fixedly to the tip of his nose.» In one performing fixed-attentions [and] contemplations [and] concentrations there arises, as a result of success in these, that direct-perception which is a supernormal consciousness of odours. Similarly [what is said] is applicable to the other sense-activities also. And this is to be believed on the strength of the authoritative-word and not from probable-reasonings (upapattitas). An objection, 'This may be

---

1 This word yathābhistā is thought by Mrs. Rhys Davids to be 'specifically and uniquely Gotamie'. (C. A. F. Rhys Davids: Seeing Things as they Really are, in Buddhism, vol. i, no. 8, p. 382, March, 1904.) The fact that it occurs here is another proof of the intimate connexion between the Yoga system of philosophy and Buddhism.

2 See also above, p. 70 end, or text, p. 77 (Calc. ed.).

3 Compare Mālāti Up. vi. 20.
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so. But of what use is this kind of fluctuations which are of no service as regards Isolation?" In reply he says «These.» These fluctuations, when once arisen, in a very short time bring the mind-stuff into a relation of stability with the object whether it be the Īcvara or the discriminative discernment. Another objection, 'How could a fluctuation in relation to one object bring [the mind-stuff] into a relation of stability with another object?' In reply to this he says «dispel doubt.» It dispels [that is] it removes. Consequently [it becomes a way of approach] <to concentrated insight.> By the word «Thus» he shows by analogy that other fluctuations also, which are taught in the revealed word, can be made objects. If it be objected, 'Whence can there be a doubt with regard to matters made known by the revealed word and by other [authorities],,' he replies with the words «For although.» For Yoga is based upon belief. And when a portion of the intended-objects taught is made the object of perception, contemplation and the other [states] which are based upon this [belief], follow for him without obstruction.

36. Or an undistressed [and] luminous [sense-activity when arisen brings the central-organ into a relation of stability]. The words 'sense-activity when arisen brings the central-organ into a relation of stability' are supplied from [sūtra 35]. This is that consciousness of the thinking-substance which occurs when [the yogin] fixes his attention upon the Lotus of the Heart. For 1. the sattva of the thinking-substance becomes resplendent and [all-pervasive] like the air (ākāśa). By skill in keeping [his central-organ] stable in this [Lotus], this sense-activity, because resplendent as the sun or the moon or planets or gems, becomes transformed in appearance. Thus 2. his mind-stuff comes to a state of balance with regard to the feeling-of-personality and becomes waveless like the Great Sea [and] peaceful [and] infinite [and] the feeling-of-personality and nought beside. With regard to which it has been said 1 "Pondering upon this self which is a mere atom, one is conscious in the same way as when one is conscious to the extent that one says 'I am'." This undistressed sense-activity is of two kinds: 1. in connexion with an object, and 2. the feeling-of-personality and nought beside; [and] is called luminous. By means of which the mind-stuff of the yogin gains the stable state.

1 Garbe (Festgruss an Roth, p. 78) from this fragment infers a doctrine of the atomic nature of the self. Might it not however refer to a particular state only of the self?
36. Or an undistressed [and] luminous [sense-activity when arisen brings the central-organ into a relation of stability]. Without distress means freed from pain. Luminous means something having lumination. Luminous in the form of [casting] radiance «upon the Lotus of the Heart.» That lotus eight-petalled which is situated with head downwards between the abdomen and the thorax, he should turn, by the force of an emissive restraint of breath, head upwards and fix the mind-stuff attentively upon it. In the middle of this [lotus] is the circle of the sun [and] the letter A \(^1\) [and] the locus of the waking-state. Above it is the circle of the moon [and] the letter U [and] the locus of sleep. Above this is the circle of fire [and] the letter M [and] the locus of deep-sleep. Above which is the highest, whose essence is the air [and] the prolonged nasal (brahma-nāda) [and] the locus of the fourth [turiya] state [and] a half-measure. [All this] the knowers of Brahma relate. In this [Lotus], that is, in the pericarp [of the lotus], is the tube (nādi) of Brahma, with upturned face, and reaching to the circle of the sun and the other[circles]. And upward from this there extends the tube called Sushumna.\(^2\) This passes through the outer circles also beginning with that of the sun. Now this [tube] is the locus of the mind-stuff. And by fixing attention upon this [tube] the yogin acquires in addition the consciousness of mind-stuff. After showing the consistency [of his statement] he indicates what the appearance of the consciousness of the thinking-substance is by saying «For I, the sattva of the thinking-substance.» The words «like the air (ākāśa)» describe its pervasive character. It takes various forms, it is transformed into the appearance [that is] into the form of the splendours of such [bodies] as the sun. And here thinking-substance (ātlevance) is understood to be the central-organ (manas) and not the Great Principle (mahat-tattva). Moreover, placed in the Sushumna and produced from the personality-substance which is itself evolved \(^3\) [from sattva], it has an abundance of sattva; for this reason its luminosity is emphasized. Furthermore, in so far as it is concerned with various objects, its pervasiveness is also established. Having shown the state of balance (samāpatti) with regard to the central-organ, an effect of the feeling-of-personality, he describes what the state-of-balance is in itself with regard to the feeling-of-personality by saying «Thus ... comes to a state of balance.» «Peaceful» [that is] that from which the waves of rajas and tamas have passed away. «Infinite» is all-pervading. «The feeling-of-personality and nought beside» is a form in which the splendours of various kinds do not reoccur. He makes his own opinion accord with another authoritative-work (āgama) by saying «With regard to which.» With regard to which this has been said by Pañcačikha. It is called an atom because it is hard of access [to knowledge]. The self has the personality-substance as its basis. Pondering [that is] reflecting [upon it], one knows in the same way as when one knows 'I am'. An objector says, 'This may be true that the luminous [sense-activity]

\(^1\) See Mānd. Up. 9.  
\(^2\) So MSS., not sugumā.  
\(^3\) See Sūn. Kār. xxv.
assumes various forms of splendour, but how can the luminous [sense-activity] assume the form of the feeling-of-personality and nought beside? In reply to this he says «This . . . is of two kinds.» The point is that the sense-of-personality is itself, when cleansed from the defilement of rajas and tamas, lumination. He states also the consequences of the two-fold luminous [sense-activity] by saying «By means of which.»

37. Or the mind-stuff [reaches the stable state] by having as its object [a mind-stuff] freed from passion. Or influenced by having as the supporting-object a mind-stuff freed from passion,¹ the yogin’s mind-stuff reaches the stable state.

37. Or the mind-stuff [reaches the stable state] by having as its object [a mind-stuff] freed from passion. Those freed from passion are Kṛṣṇadvai-pāyana² and certain others. Mind-stuff is affected by having as the supporting-object the mind-stuff of these.

38. Or [the mind-stuff reaches the stable state] by having as the supporting-object a perception in dream or in sleep. Or, assuming that form which has as its supporting-object either a perception in dream or in sleep, the yogin’s mind-stuff reaches the stable state.

38. Or [the mind-stuff reaches the stable state] by having as the supporting-object a perception in dream or in sleep. For when in his dream he adores the Exalted Maheśvara’s image which abides within a sequestered forest and seems as if it were sculptured out of the moon’s orb; [and] its members and limbs are soft as lotus stems; it is made of precious moonstone-gems and festooned with garlands of exceeding fragrant jasmine and Malāti flowers; it captivates the heart.—When in the very [act of adoration] he awakens with mind in undisturbed calm; then, reflecting upon that same [image] which had become the object supporting the perception in his dream, while his central-organ is identical in form with that [object], his mind-stuff reaches a stable state in that very [condition].—And sleep in this case is to be understood as having the quality of sattva. Of which sleep, when he wakes, he has the connecting-memory ‘I slept well’. For in this sleep his central-organ has become single-in-intent. And to this extent only [that is, in a sleep tainted only in so far as it refers to some sattva aspect of a thing], the knowers of Brahma

tell us that the form of Brahma is in a state of deep sleep. Moreover, since perception severed from the object to be perceived cannot come within the range [of the sense-organs], he brings that object also which is to be perceived within the range [of the sense-organs].

39. Or [the mind-stuff reaches the stable state] by contemplation upon any such an object as is desired. Let [the yogin] contemplate whatever object he desires. Having reached stability there, the mind-stuff reaches the stable state elsewhere also.

39. Or [the mind-stuff reaches the stable state] by contemplation upon any such an object as is desired. Why say more? Whatever [object] is desired, [let him contemplate] just that, whichever particular deity it be.

40. His mastery extends from the smallest atom to the greatest magnitude.

The mind-stuff entering into a subtile thing reaches a stable state which extends to the smallest atom; entering a coarse thing it reaches a stable state which extends to the greatest magnitude. This freedom from obstruction of his, while advancing in this way to both of these kinds of limits, is complete mastery. So the yogin's mind-stuff filled full of mastery needs not again the purification perfected by practice.

But how is the becoming one's self (atmabhava) to be understood as being a stable state? In reply he says, 40. His mastery extends from the smallest atom to the greatest magnitude. He explains by saying «into a subtile thing.» Summarizing the meaning given above he tells the meaning of the word «mastery» by the words «both of these kinds.» He tells of the secondary results of mastery by saying «So... of mastery.»

Now when the mind has reached stability, what is the balanced-state (samāpatti) as such (svaṁpap) and (vā) as directed to an object? This is told [in the sūtra].

41. [The mind-stuff] from which, as from a precious gem, fluctuations have dwindled away, is, with reference either to
the knower or to the process-of-knowing or to the object-to-be-known, in the state of resting upon [one] of these [three] and in the state of being tinged by [one] of these [three], and [thus] is in the balanced-state.
The meaning of the words [from which . . . . fluctuations have dwindled away] refers [to the mind-stuff] of which the presented-ideas have come to rest. He takes as the example the words [as from a precious gem].\(^1\) Just as a crystal is tinged by the various colours of the different things next to which it lies and appears as having the form of the coloured (rupa) thing-next-to-which-it-lies (upacraya), so the mind-stuff is influenced by referring to the object-to-be-known and comes into a state-of-balance with the object-to-be-known and appears as having the form of the object-to-be-known as it is in itself. Influenced by a subtile element it comes into a state-of-balance with the subtile element and seems to be the subtile element itself. Likewise, influenced by referring to a coarse [element] it comes into a state-of-balance with a coarse form and seems to have a coarse form. Similarly, influenced by particular things of the world it comes into a state-of-balance with the particular thing of the world and seems to have the form of the world. An analogous situation would be found to exist also with reference to the processes-of-knowing, [that is] in the organs of sense. Influenced by referring to a process-of-knowing it comes into a state-of-balance with the process-of-knowing and appears as having the form of the process-of-knowing as it is in itself. Similarly, influenced by referring to the Self as knower it comes into a state-of-balance with the Self as knower and appears as having the form of the Self as knower. Similarly, influenced by referring to a liberated Self it comes into a state-of-balance with the liberated Self and appears as having the form of the liberated Self. Thus it is that the mind, which is like a precious gem, in the state of resting upon [one] of these, upon the knower or upon a process-of-knowing or upon the object-to-be-known [that is] upon the Self or a sense-organ or an element, [and which is] in a state of being tinged by [one of] these, [that is] while resting upon [one of] these,

\(^1\) Compare Cākuntala, First prose speech after ii. 7 (Fischel, p. 125\textsuperscript{19}).
changes into their form—this [mind] is said to be in the balanced-state.

Thus the means for stability of the mind-stuff have been stated. The mastery of that mind-stuff which has reached stability has also been shown. Now a question is asked, 'When the mind has reached stability, what object has [concentration] conscious [of an object] and what is [concentration] itself?' This he asks by saying «Now.» Referring to this he introduces the next sutra by saying «This is told.» He recites the sutra 41. [The mind-stuff]... as from a precious gem... the balanced-state. He explains this by the words «dwindled away.» The mind-stuff from which such fluctuations as sources-of-valid-ideas, when they are of rajas or of tamos, have dwindled away as a result of practice and of passionlessness. The explanation of this is «of which the presented-ideas have come to rest.» In this manner it is stated that the sattva of the mind-stuff, which is naturally pure, is not overpowered by the rajas and the tamos. He makes the example clear by saying «Just as.» — «The thing next to which it lies» is the limiting condition, such as the hibiscus flower.—«Influenced by» means changed into its likeness. It appears as if marked by the form of the red or blue or other colour which is peculiar to the thing next to which it lies. He applies [the illustration] to the thing illustrated by saying «so... the object-to-be-known.» It is influenced by, [that is] it penetrates into, the object-to-be-known to which it refers. In this way he distinguishes the object-to-be-known from the knower and from the process-of-knowing. [The mind-stuff] covers over its own peculiar form as inner organ and comes into a state of balance with the object-to-be-known; or it might be said that it seems to change into an objective state of being known. As a result of this it appears as having the form of the object-to-be-known as it is in itself. Influence (uparāga) comes only from an object-to-be-known. [This] he subdivides into subtle and into coarse [forms] by saying «a subtle element.» The particular things of the world are evidently those with an animate nature, for instance, cows; and those with an inanimate nature, for instance, water-jars. In accordance with this it has been shown that there are two concentrations: that accompanied by deliberation [upon coarse objects]; and that accompanied by reflection [upon subtle objects]. When he says «An analogous situation... also with reference to the processes-of-knowing, [that is] in the organs of sense» he means that sense-organs are processes of knowing in that by them intended-objects are known. He makes the same clear by saying «referring to a process of knowing.» Since the process of knowing is itself that to which it refers, it is influenced, [that is] permeated, by this. It covers over its own peculiar form as inner organ and seems to be changed1 into a process of knowing, as if it were an outer organ. Having described in this way [the concentration] accompanied by joy, he tells of that

1 The cosmological analogue is found in iii. 26, p. 240, last line (Calc. ed.).
accompanies by the feeling-of-personality by saying «Similarly... the Self as knower.» Because the Self as Knower is the locus of the feeling of personality: this is the point. Since there is no distinction between Selves, released Selves, like Ćuka¹ and Prahlāda, as objects of concentration, must be included as being described by the words «Similarly... released.» Coming to a close he explains the words «resting upon [one] of these [three] and in the state of being tinged by [one] of these three» by saying «Thus it is that.» The mind-stuff’s sattva freed from the defilement of the rajas and tamas [aspects], by virtue of the purification by contemplation, rests upon [that is] fixedly attends to one of these, either the knower or the process-of-knowing or the object-to-be-known. This state of being tinged by [one] of these [three], [that is] taking the form of [one] of them, is called the balanced-state, in other words, Yoga with the distinguishing-characteristic of being conscious [of an object].—And here the order of words in the sūtra «knower or process-of-knowing or object-to-be-known» need not be heeded since it runs counter² to the order of objects-intended [as given in experience]. Similarly, in the Comment also, the clearing [of the statement with regard to the concentration upon] the subtle elements as being the first [in the order of statements] is not to be respected. Thus all becomes satisfactory.

42. Of these³ [balanced-states] the state-balanced with de-liberation is confused by reason of predicate-relations between words and intended-objects and ideas.

For example, although the word⁴ ´cow´ and the intended-object ´cow´ and the idea ´cow´ are things distinct from each other, one finds that in the process-of-knowing they are undistinguished. When these are distinguished from each other, the properties of words are of one kind, the properties of objects-intended are of another kind, [and] the properties of thoughts are of another kind. Thus the levels-of-existence (panthan) are distinct. If now a yogin has come into a state of balance with one of these [objects in

¹ The Vedānta books place Ćuka in the succession between Vyāsa and Gauḍāpāda.
³ Rajendra Lāla Mitra apparently omits this word from the sūtra in his edition of Bhojarāja’s Rājamārtanda (1883).
⁴ Compare Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya, vol. i, p. 1⁴ (Kielhorn’s edition), and the elaborate discussion in Vācaspatimīrtra’s Tattvabindu in which he contrasts two different theories of the Vaiyākaraṇas (Bhartṛhari in his Vākyapadiya and Vāsyāyana) with three schools of Mīmāṁsakas (1. followers of Upāvāsa, such as Čaṇikara, 2. Prabhākara, 3. Kumārila).
the predicate-relation], and if such an intended-object as 'cow' strikes upon his concentrated insight, and if it comes to him permeated with predicate-relations between words and intended-objects and ideas, then that confused balanced-state is said to be <with deliberation.>

The balanced-state in general has been described. By classification into subdivisions there are four kinds of it: deliberative and super-deliberative, reflective and super-reflective. Of these [four] he describes the state-balanced in deliberation [upon a coarse object] in the sūtra beginning with the words 42. Of these and ending with the words balanced-state... <Of these> [that is] from among these balanced-states it is the state balanced in deliberation that is to be understood. Of what kind is this [balanced-state]? Although in reality diverse, words and intended-objects and ideas have predicate-relations because the words and the other [two] are attributed the one to the other. And the predicate-relation represents the diversity that there is in one thing and the identity that there is in diverse things. Consequently [the balanced-state] is confused or mixed with predicate-relations between words and intended-objects and ideas. When he says «For example... the word 'cow'» it is evident that there is a predicate-relation which identifies the word with the intended-object and the idea, both of which have been appropriated by the [word] 'cow'. When he says «the intended-object 'cow'» it is evident that there is a predicate-relation which identifies the intended-object with the word and the idea, both of which have been appropriated by the [intended-object] 'cow'. When he says «the idea 'cow'» it is evident that there is a predicate-relation which identifies the idea with the word and the intended-object, both of which have been appropriated by the [idea] 'cow'. Thus in ordinary life it is evident that, although word and intended-object and idea are distinct, in the process of knowing they are not distinguished. If in the process of knowing they are not distinguished, why then should there be any distinction? In reply to this he says «When these are distinguished.» When in accordance with methods of agreement and difference they are distinguished by experts, then 1. properties of words are of one kind [that is] a word which is nothing but a mutation of sound has such properties as high [pitch], 2. [properties] of an intended-object are of another kind [that is] such properties as insensibility and [definite] shape, 3. properties of an idea are of another kind [that is] illumination and no [definite] shape. Therefore the level (panthan) of their existences is distinct [that is] the way which leads to the various things themselves. When it is said that a yogin has come into a state of balance with one of these intended-objects, such as a cow, then the lower perception of the yogin has been described. — The rest is easy.
When however the memory is purified from [remembrances of] the conventional-use (sāṅketa) of words and when the concentrated insight is free from predicate-relations [in the form] of ideas either of inferences or of something that has been heard, the intended object remains as it is in itself and nothing more, and is specifically characterized as having just that form which it has in itself and as nothing more. And this is the super-deliberative balanced-state. This is the higher perception. And this is the germ of inference and of anything that has been heard. From it inference and anything heard have their being. Moreover this knowledge (dārśana) is not accompanied by an idea either of an inference or of anything that has been heard. Therefore the yogin’s knowledge derived from super-deliberative concentration is not confused by any other source of a valid idea. He illustrates the distinguishing characteristic of the super-deliberative concentration by the sūtra.

43. When the memory is quite purified, [that balanced-state]—which is, as it were, empty of itself and which brightens [into conscious knowledge] as the intended object and nothing more—is super-deliberative.

That insight which, when the memory is quite purified from predicate-relations [in the form] of ideas either of inferences or of anything that has been heard, and from the conventional usage of words, is influenced by the thing in itself (svārūpa) which is to be known; and which, after as it were in its form of insight throwing off itself, the essence of which is a process of knowing, becomes the thing-intended (padārtha) and nothing more; [and becomes] as it were changed into the thing in itself which is to be known,—this is the super-deliberative balanced-state. And as such it has [just] been explained. For to this [balanced-state] the world [so far as it is visible], whether [it be an animate object] such as a cow or whether [it be an inanimate object] such as a water-jar, is 1. the formation of a single mental-act (buddhi), 2. its essence is an intended-object, 3. [and] its essence is that it is a special kind of conglomeration of atoms. And this particular kind of arrangement ¹ [which constitutes the object] is an apparent-form (dharma)

¹ For this word saṁsthāna see pp. 170¹⁸, 205³⁹, 216¹³, 272⁷ (Calc. ed.).
common to the subtile elements [which compose it] and it is inferred [as being a whole] from its phenomenalized effects; it is self-dependent and presents itself by [changing] into its phenomenal form by the operation of the conditions-which-phenomenalize it (sva); and it disappears when another apparent-form arises in consciousness. This same apparent-form is called a whole (avayavin). And it is this that is one and great or very small and tangible and that in which actions occur and impermanent. By this [kind of] wholes the business-of-life is carried on. But one to whom such a particular conglomeration is not [perceptibly] real—since by an indefinite-first-impression (avikalpa) a subtile cause is imperceptible—for him, since there is no whole, nearly everything, in accordance with the statement that an erroneous idea is not based upon the form [1, 8] of that [in respect of which the idea is entertained], is reduced to erroneous ideas. And then what would be a complete idea, seeing that there are no objects to which it would refer? For whatever is perceived, all that is a bit influenced by its nature of being a whole-having-parts. Therefore a whole exists which becomes changed by receiving what is called sizes and the like. This is the object of the super-deliberative balanced-state.

In order to show the connexion of the sūtra he explains first super-deliberative [concentration] by saying «When however.» — Purification is removal. For certainly inference and verbal-communication begin to function when occasioned by memories of the conventional use of words. And this conventional-usage has its essence in the false attribution to each other of the word and the intended object and the idea 'cow'. And as a result of this the two predicate-relations in the form of an idea either of an inference or of a verbal-communication arise. So when occasioned by one of these, concentrated insight still has deliberation [upon some coarse object]. But when the mind,—in so far as it is absorbed in the intended object and nothing more and is zealous for the intended object and for nothing more,—reaches by practice upon this [intended object] a state of inseparable fusion [with this object], [then] the memory of conventional-usages

1 The atom carries within itself the minature of its effects.
2 The expression sva-vaiṣṭijaka-aṇjana also occurs at pp. 37, 112, 207, and 282 (Calc. ed.).
3 The relation of whole and part is discussed in Nyāya-sūtra ii. 1. 36 and iv. 2. 14 ff., and also in Udayana's Atma-Tattva-Viveka.
4 All the MSS. including the Bikaner and Gaṅgādhara Shāstri's MSS. omit this word.
is thrown off. And when these are thrown off, predicate-relations in the form of an idea either of an inference or of anything heard, which two are rooted in memory, are thrown off. Then in the concentrated insight, freed from these predicate-relations, the intended object remains as it is in itself and nothing more; and becomes accurately characterized as having just that form which it has in itself and as nothing more, and as not having any form of predicated-relation. This is the super-deliberative balanced-state. This is the higher perception of the yogin, since in it there is not even a trace of false attribution. An objection might be raised, 'This may be so. But yogins, having known the that-ness of the intended object, make it consistent [with other knowledge] and teach it. And (vā) how can this intended object be taught by verbal communication or be made consistent by inference which is intended for another, both of which cases not referring to that [object which is intended in the higher perception]? Accordingly verbal-communication and inference [must] refer to that [higher object]. And since these two are predicate-relations, the higher perception is also nothing but a predicate-relation.' In reply to this he says «And this . . . anything heard.» For if this [knowledge], like that with deliberation, were accompanied by inference or by anything that had been heard, that is, if it had been tainted by either of these, then it would be confused. But it is only the germ of these two. For from it inference and anything that has been heard have their being. And it is not the rule that whatever is a cause of an effect has the same object as itself as its effect. For because the idea of smoke is the cause of the idea of fire, it does not therefore have this [fire] for its object. Consequently [the yogins] having known [the thatness of the intended object] by a perception free of predicate-relations, teach it and make it consistent through the medium of predicate-relations. He sums up by saying «Therefore,» and shows the connexion with the sūtra which is to be explained by using the word «super-deliberative.» The sūtra begins with the words 43. When the memory is quite purified. The purification is the removal of the memory which follows (tasmād) upon the predicate-relation which is nothing but the idea of the inference and of anything that has been heard and of the conventional-usage of words. When this occurs (tasāyam). And in this case the purification from the memory of conventional-usages is the cause (hetu), and the purification from the memory of ideas, such as, of anything that has been

1 A favourite verse to illustrate the gradual advance from the first dim impression to an assertion in distinct predicate form is Mañjula's verse in Çiquţalavadha i. 3. First a ball of light; then a body; then a person is seen; finally one says "It is Narada!" as one beholds him falling from the sky.

2 This purification seems to be a relaxation of attention which has been given to a too closely limited field. Our deepest convictions may speak to us in dissociative processes wherein any fixed succession of apperceptive acts has ceased. The purification lies in a distribution of attention so that it regards a whole and disregards the successive parts.
Nature of the subtile object

[—i. 43

heard, is the effect (hetumant).—And the word «inference» is to be understood as expressing the object¹ of the action [as expressing that which is inferred, and not that from which an inference is drawn]; it is a word denoting the thing to be inferred.—The word «as it were» (iva) in the clause «as it were... itself» (svam iva) is out of its right position and should be construed after the words «throwing off.» — He rejects the theory² that there is [in this state] a diversity of objects by saying «to this... a single.» It is 1. the formation of a single mental-act, in the sense that it forms³ or brings forth a single mental-act. Consequently since it is [single], the atoms, in that they are many, are not the objects of the super-deliberative [balanced-state]. What he has wished to say is this: Assuming that they are fit [to be the object of the balanced-state], still, in that they are very subtile, and because they are collected into a manifold [each unit of which has its own subtile idea], they are not fit to be the object of a presented idea which brightens [into a conscious knowledge] of the unity of the single intended-object which has magnitude [mahattva] as contrasted with anu. An objection, 'Granted that the atoms are real⁴ existences, then the [so-called] coarseness would be [only] a subjective (sāṁverta) property of that which shines clearly [in consciousness].' In reply to this⁵ he says <2. its essence is an intended object.> The point is that when once a coarse object [as a whole] has been established in experience, it cannot, unless there be something inhibitory, be denied.—To those [Vāiśeṣika] who think that [animate things] like cows and [inanimate things] like water-jars are produced⁶ by binary and other atoms in gradations, he says <3. conglomeration of atoms.> A conglomeration of atoms is a mutation in gross form and this [form of] mutation differentiates⁷ it from other [coarse] mutations. That of which this [differentiated] mutation is the essence⁸, in other words, the-thing-itself (svarūpa), is that which is called «a conglomeration of atoms». [Animate] things such as cows possess an [animate] seat-of-experience.⁹ And such [inanimate] things as water-jars are [merely inanimate] objects [of this balanced-state]. And both of these same two kinds of objects are also seen (lokyate); and so [each] may be called the world (loka) [so far as it is visible to this balanced-state]. It might be objected that this [conglomeration, which is a gross form of mutation] might

¹ Pān. iii. 3. 113.
³ This would be the theory of the Vāibhāṣika school, which asserts the perception of outer objects. See Sarvadarśanasaṅgraha (Anand. ed.), p. 79.
⁵ This would be the doctrine of the Yogeśa School.
⁶ See on the whole subject Jacobi's illuminating article on the 'Atomic Theory' in Hastings's Dict. of Religion and Ethics, and especially p. 201, line 10.
⁷ Compare Vāiśeṣika-sūtra vii. i. 9 and Čaṅkara on ii. 2. 12.
⁸ As contrasted with a special kind of conglomeration (pracaya-viçeṣa).
⁹ This seat-of-experience is, according to the Pātañjala Rahasyam, the body.
be either different from the subtile elements or not different [from them]. 1. If it be different from them, how can it be the [common] substrate of them and how can it be the form (akāra) [which gives them oneness]? For a water-jar is a different thing from a piece-of-cloth and cannot be the substrate [of the properties of the piece-of-cloth] nor can it be that which gives the form [of oneness] to this piece-of-cloth. 2. If, on the other hand, it [the object, so far as visible, which is a conglomeration of atoms] be not different [from its subtile elements], then it would be, like them, subtile and not common [to the whole group]. The point is this: any such thing as a water-jar is not absolutely different from the atoms, neither is it absolutely identical [with them]. In case it were different, as a horse and a cow are different, the relation [between them] of substance to its properties could not be consistently explained. In case it were identical, [so that the atoms were] like the substance, then this [substrate] could not be consistently explained. Consequently it is in some respects different and in some respects identical. And so it must be, if all is to be consistently explained. By putting the words «subtile elements» in the genitive case, he indicates that there is in some respects a difference; and by the words «it is self-dependent», that there is an identity. [It is inferred] by its phenomenalized effects: phenomenalized in the sense that its [effect] is experienced; and phenomenalized in the sense that it [serves] the business-of-life. [And] it is proven by inference to any one who takes the opposite view. And in so far as it is identical with its cause, we may consistently say that it has the form of its cause. Accordingly he says «by [changing] into its phenomenal form by the operation of the conditions-which-phenomenalize it.»—‘Is this apparent-form (dharma), which is identical with it, permanent?’ He gives a negative answer in the words «when another apparent-form.» Another apparent-form [that is,] as a potsherd [is another apparent-form of a water-jar broken in pieces].—That this whole has a form not-to-be-found (vyārytum) in the atoms he shows by saying «This same.» For it has properties, which give it a specific-character, such as the holding of honey or of water, which actions are other than actions which could be accomplished by atoms.\(^1\) [The whole is known] not only by [perceptual] experience, but also by the business-of-life since the conduct of men depends upon these [wholes]. This he states in the words «and by this.» A [Buddhist] objection, ‘This may be true. If there were nothing to contradict, experience might establish [by the help of inferences] that [the mutation in its gross form] is a whole-having-parts. But (ca) there is a contradiction. [For in the line of reasoning,]—(a) All that exists is without parts, (β) like thought (vijñāna), and (γ) such things as cows and water-jars exist,—we have a natural [and valid] middle-term\(^2\) [that is, existence]. [But the point is made that there

\(^1\) The system insists that not even the subtile (stūksma) is perceptible to the avikalpīta type of thinking.

\(^2\) This is a term of the "Eastern school" of Logicians, equivalent in their usage to an unconditioned middle term, which
is no existence in coarse form.] For existence is subsumed (vyāpta) under absence of contradictory qualities. \(^1\) And connexion with contradictory qualities, which is contradictory with it [that is, existence], being found to exist in a thing-having-parts, excludes existence also, since in such a case something contrary to the subsumer [which is, absence of contradictory qualities] has been found. And so [to revert to the original point] there is in the whole a connexion with contradictory qualities, for example, belonging to that place and not belonging to that place, being covered and not being covered, being red and not red, moving and not moving. \[*Accordingly wholes in gross form do not exist.\]

In reply to this he says «But one to whom.» The intention [of what was first asserted] is this. \[*The whole in gross form is now said to be given in experience and to be an action realizing a purpose.\]

The existence which is given as the middle-term (hetu) must either be given by experience and be such as even a ploughman \(^3\) with dusty feet can understand, or it must be other than what is given by experience. Of these two the latter is not a middle-term since it is not given in experience, [that is, it must itself be established as existing in the middle-term].

But water-jars and such things have an existence given in experience, namely, activity realizing a purpose. \[*This form*] is not other than its gross [form]. This [form given by experience and realizing a purpose] is the middle-term, [that is, existence], and by removing [the existence of] coarseness [as thus defined, this middle-term] destroys itself. In reply to this [the Buddhist] says, ‘Existence is not [a permanent] coarseness, but is the negation of non-existence. And coarseness is negative non-coarseness. Moreover negativations differ according to the variations of the things negated. So even when there is no coarseness, there is no destruction of existence.’ \[*The reply to this would be :*] By reason of variations in the negativations we may admit that there is a variation in the objects of the determination (avasāya). But would you, Sir, be good enough to say what the object is of the source-of-the-valid-idea which is not a first faint impression (vikalpa), and which is the necessary-condition (pūrvaka) for the determinations? For if you say that the atoms of colour which arise continuously, and the minute that-ness of which is unknown, [are the object], the reply is, Very well. These are intermingled \(^4\) with the atoms of odour and taste and touch and are [therefore] not continuous. Therefore if it be unaware of the

\(^{1}\) See Nyāya-bindu-ṭīkā i. 2 (Peterson’s ed.), p. 106.

\(^{2}\) Compare Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya on i. 1. 23 (Kielhorn i. 81).

\(^{3}\) One does not see merely the colour series. For this is intersected by the taste and smell and touch series. On the other hand the continuum of colour is not an illusion as the Vedāntin, Udayana for example, would say (Atma-Tattva-Viveka, Jibānanda’s ed., Calc., 1873, p. 83). The Yoga-system explains these series as the mutations of a substance.
intermediate [atoms], this indefinite-first-impression, based upon the atoms, like
the presented-idea of a forest as single and as dense [although it too is full of
intermediate spaces,] would be false. Accordingly the indefinite-first-impressions
proceeding from this [other first faint impression] are not even mediately in
relation with a [perceptible] object. Thus how could one succeed in establishing
that there are no parts in existences which are determined by these [indefinite-first-
impressions]? Therefore if one desires to hold to the validity of perceptions
which are definite-later-impressions, the existence of that very coarseness which
is being experienced by this [perception] must be admitted, [even] if one does
not assent to that which is to be determined by [perception which is] definite-
and-later-impression. To proceed: if existence inhibits this [kind of percep-
tion], it would inhibit itself. That the atoms are exceedingly subtile and that
they become the objects of experience through the medium of other kinds of
atoms—to acknowledge this is self-destructive. Having this in view he says
<i>One to whom this particular conglomeration which is not [perceptibly] real</i>
[i.ion of a perception which is a definite-and-later-impression], one, that
is, who says that the subtile atoms should therefore be objects of percep-
tions which are definite-and-later-impressions—to him he replies «since by an
indefinite-first-impression a subtile cause is imperceptible.» For the reason that
for him there is no whole, everything,—according to the characterization given
[i. 8] that “an erroneous idea is not based on that form [in respect of which it
is entertained],”—is reduced to erroneous idea, all that which rests upon coarse-
ness and all that which rests upon the existence which is the locus of this
(causelessness).—It might be objected that even so [and finally] knowledge is
not erroneous in regard to one’s self, because this does not appear as a whole
having parts. In reply to this he says «Nearly.» The objector might reply
‘What even if it be so?’ In reply to this he says «And then.» If such
an idea as that of existence be erroneous, then such an idea, caused by existence
or something of the kind as this that there are no wholes having parts, would
also be erroneous. Because its object also, in so far as it is something to be
determined, is certainly nothing coarse¹ [and this latter is] not concerned with
definite-and-later-impressions. And this [object] does not exist. Such is the
meaning of the argument. And if it be asked why there is no object, he
replies with the word «whatever.» And the [apparent] contradiction must
be removed in accordance with the explanation (upagatti) previously given
based on identity in difference and on manifoldness in mutations. Then all
would be satisfactory.

44. By this same [balanced-state] the reflective and the
super-reflective [balanced-states] are explained as having
subtile objects.

¹ One suspects that the reading might be <i>sthūlam</i>.
Of these [two], that is called the reflective (savīcāra) balanced-state which refers to subtle elements the apparent forms of which have been manifested and which are characterized by an experience of place and time and cause. In this case also a subtle element capable of being apperceived by one idea and particularized by uprisen (udita) apparent-forms serves as that upon which the concentrated insight rests. But that balanced-state which in all ways and by all means refers to such [subtle elements] as are free from characterization by apparent-forms whether quiescent (cānta) or uprisen (udita) or indeterminable (avyapadeṣya) and which yet corresponds to all apparent-forms and is the essence of all apparent-forms is called super-reflective (nirvīcāra). Since the subtle element is of this kind, it becomes, in this very form, that on which the concentrated insight rests and it influences the insight itself. When moreover the insight becomes, as it were, emptied of itself and becomes the intended object and nothing more, then it is called super-reflective. Of these [four] the deliberative and the super-deliberative have as object 1 something great; while the reflective and the super-reflective have a subtle object. Thus by this same super-deliberative [balanced-state] the destruction of predicate-relations of both 2 kinds has been explained.

44. By this same [balanced-state] the reflective and the super-reflective [balanced-states] are explained as having subtle objects. Those [whose apparent-forms have been manifested] are those by which the apparent-forms of such things as water-jars have been manifested, in other words, those that have included the apparent-forms of such things as water-jars. <Place> [for instance] above or below or at one side. <Time> [for instance] the present. <Cause> [for instance] the atom of earth is produced by the five fine elements among which the fine element of odour predominates. Likewise the atom of water [is produced] from the four fine elements among which the fine element of taste predominates. Likewise the atom of fire [is produced] from the three fine elements, excluding the fine element of odour and of taste, and among which the fine element of colour predominates. Likewise the atom of wind [is produced] from the [two] fine elements beginning with odour, and of which [two] the

---

1 Vijñāna Bhikṣu glosses mahād-vastu with the words 'coarse' (sthūla) and 'modification only' (kevalavikṛti). This is the use of the word in iii. 44.
2 The two kinds must be the super-deliberative and the super-reflective; and not, as Vijñāna Bhikṣu says, the reflective and the super-reflective. This would be a gross inconsistency. For the reflective kind has predicate relations.

[Note: The numbers in superscript correspond to footnotes in the text.]
fine element of touch predominates. Likewise [the atom] of air from the fine
element sound alone.—This is the cause in the case of the subtile elements.
These [subtile elements] are experienced when they have a place and a time
and a cause. An idea (buddhi) which is capable of being particularized does
not follow unless it be particularized by [such] an experience. An objector
might ask, ‘What similarity is there between [the balanced-state] with delibera-
tion and [that] with reflection?’ In reply to this he says «In this case also.»
For the atom of earth which consists of the conglomeratio of the five fine
elements may be apperceived by a single idea. Similarly the atom of water
and the other atoms [too] which have as their essences four or three or two
or one fine element may be apperceived by a single idea.—«Uprisen» means
a present apparent-form; [the element] would be particularized by that. And
finally with regard to this [uprisen apparent-form], it is pointed out that there
is an interpenetration of the predicate-relations of verbal-communications and
of inferences by the memory of the conventional-use [of words]. For when
something coarse is the object of perception, the atoms do not appear. But
[they do appear objectively] as the result of verbal-communications and of infe-
rences. Thus it is consistent that this [balanced-state] should be confused.—
He describes the super-reflective [balanced-state] in the words «But that
which.» «In all ways» means in all forms [of phenomenalization], such as blue
and yellow. The termination 1 -tas [Pañ. iv. 3. 18] in the word «sarvatās» is used
[as equivalent] to all inflected case-endings. In other words it means «by all
means» [that is] by experiences of place and of time and of cause. By this
statement it is shown that the atoms as such are not particularized by time.
Neither are they [particularized by time] mediate through apparent-forms
which have their origin in these [atoms]. It is this that he describes in the
word «quiescent.» «Quiescent» are past. «Uprisen» are present. «Inde-
terminable» are future apparent-forms. [Atoms] are not characterized by these.
Not being characterized by apparent-forms, is it quite right to say that atoms
are unrelated to them? In reply to this he says «correspond to all apparent-
forms.»—With 2 which kind of a relation do these atoms correspond to
apparent-forms? In reply to this he says «are the essence of all apparent-
forms.» In other words, the apparent-forms are different from the atoms in
some respects and in other respects not different.—But why has this balanced-
state this kind of an object? In reply to this he says «Since . . . of this
character.» In other words, having an apperception of the that-ness of a per-
ceptible object, it does not become active with regard to that which has not this
that-ness.—Having stated the object of this [balanced-state], he tells what it
is itself by saying «Moreover the insight.» Bringing the [four] together, he

1 The termination tasi is the same as tasil
(Pañ. v. 3. 7).
2 Rāgahavānanda Yati in his Pātañjala Raha-
syam thinks that some words have been
lost at this point from the Tattva
Vaiṣṭāradī of Vaiṣṇapati-migra.
The limit of subtile objects

describes the object as being serviceable to distinguish what they are themselves by saying «Of these.» He sums up with the word «Thus.» «Of both kinds» means both its own [super-deliberative] and also super-reflective forms.

45. The subtile object likewise terminates in unresoluble-primary-matter (aliṅga).

In the case of the earthen atom the fine element of odour, [which is the cause of the atom of earth,] is the subtile object of the [reflective and super-reflective] balanced-states; in the case of the watery atom the fine element of taste [is the subtile object]; in case of the fiery atom the fine element of colour; in case of the windy atom the fine element of touch; in case of the aerial atom the fine element of sound. The personality-substance which is the cause of these [elements is also the subtile object of this balanced-state]. Resoluble-primary-matter-as-such (liṅgamātra) [which is the cause] of this [personality-substance] also is the subtile object [of the balanced-state]. Unresoluble-primary-matter [which is the cause] of this [resoluble-primary-matter-as-such] also is the subtile object [of the balanced-state]. And beyond the unresoluble-primary-matter there is nothing subtile. If the objection be raised that the Self is subtile, the reply is that this is true. The subtilty of the Self in relation to the resoluble-primary-matter [thinking-substance] is, however, not that of the unresoluble-primary-matter to the resoluble-primary-matter. For the Self is not the material cause (anvayin) of resoluble-primary-matter, but the instrumental cause (hetu).

Accordingly it is explained that subtilty reaches its utmost degree in the primary-substance.

Does the balanced-state, which has a thing-to-be-known as its object, end in the subtile element only? No. But, 45. The subtile object likewise terminates in unresoluble-primary-matter (aliṅga). That state of the fine element of odour which is in relation to the earthen atom is the subtile object of the balanced-state. Similarly in the later cases also the connexion is to be made. The resoluble-primary-matter-as-such (liṅga-mātra) is the Great Principle [that is, the thinking-substance (buddhi)]. For it goes to dissolution (laya) in the primary-substance. Unresoluble-primary-matter is primary-substance. For it does not dissolve into anything. This is the meaning. He says that subtilty terminates
46. These same [balanced-states] are the seeded concentration.

These four balanced-states have external [perceptible] things as their seed. Therefore the concentration is seeded. Of these four the deliberative and the super-deliberative refer to a coarse intended-object, the reflective and super-reflective to a subtile intended-object. Thus in four kinds, one after another, concentration has been enumerated.

And in the four balanced-states the object of which is a thing-to-be-known he says that [concentration] conscious [of an object may occur]. 46. These same [balanced-states] are the seeded concentration. The word eva is out of place and should be understood after <seeded.> As a result of this, the four balanced-states, the object of which is the thing-to-be-known, are limited in so far as they are seeded. The seeded state, however, is not limited [to the thing-to-be-known], since, even in the case of the balanced-state the object of which is the knower or the process-of-knowing, it persists, not being negated by the distinction into predicate-relations and unpredicated-relations [with reference to the thing-to-be-known]. So with regard to the thing-to-be-known there are four balanced-states and four in respect of the knower and the process-of-knowing: thus there are eight¹ of these [concentrations]. The Comment is explained by a [mere] reading.

¹ The Bikâner MS. and the Bombay San. Ser. text read siddhâ in place of te.
47. When there is the clearness of the super-reflective [balanced-state, the yogin gains] internal undisturbed calm. When freed from obscuration by impurity, the \textit{sattva} of the thinking-substance, the essence of which is light, has a pellucid steady flow not overwhelmed by the \textit{rajas} and \textit{tamas}. This is the clearness. When this clearness arises in the super-reflective balanced-state, then the yogin gains the internal undisturbed calm, [that is to say] the vision by the flash (\textit{sphuṭa}) of insight which does not pass successively through the serial order [of the usual processes of experience] and which has as its intended-object the thing as it really is. And in this sense it has been said,\(^1\) “As the man who has climbed the crag sees those upon the plain below (\textit{bhūmiśṭha}), so the man of insight who has risen to the undisturbed calm of insight, himself escaped from pain, beholds all creatures in their pain.”

Of the four balanced-states which have as their object the thing-to-be-known, excellence belongs to the super-reflective [balanced-state]. [This] he describes in the \textit{sutra} 47. \textit{When there is the clearness of the super-reflective [balanced-state, the yogin gains] internal undisturbed calm.} He describes the meaning of the word \textit{<clearness>} by [the words beginning with] \textit{<impurity.>} Impurity is an accretion of \textit{rajas} and \textit{tamas}. And it is the defilement which has the distinguishing-characteristic of obscuration. [Clearness] is freed from this. \textit{<The essence of which is light>} means naturally light. For this reason the \textit{sattva} of the thinking-substance is not overwhelmed. An objection is made,\(^1\) “This may be true. But if the balanced-state has as its object the thing-to-be-known, how could the undisturbed calm have itself as its object?” To this he replies with the words \textit{<has as its intended-object the thing as it really is.>} In other words, it does not have the self as its object but as its substrate\(^2\) (\textit{ādhāra}). \textit{<Does not pass successively through the serial order>} means that it is simultaneous. On this very point he cites the teaching of the Supreme Sage (\textit{pāramārśin gāthām}) with the words \textit{<And in this sense.>} Seeing that he is above all by virtue of the perfection of his perceptive vision,\(^3\) he knows that the creatures are \textit{<in their pain>}, encompassed by the three kinds of pain.

\(^1\) Compare MBh. xii. 17. 20; 151. 11; Dhammapada 28. Compare also Bacon’s Essay on Truth, “No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon the vantage-ground of truth (a hill not to be commanded and where the air is always clear and serene) and to see the errors and wanderings and mists and tempests, in the world below.”

\(^2\) This is explained in the \textit{Patañjala Rahasyam} thus, “There is a doubt as to there being a relation of cause and effect in things which are in different places (\textit{vyādhikarāṇavāte kāryakāraṇatā nastītī ātyantī}).”

\(^3\) Compare p. 62 and \textit{Sūtra} ii. 15.
48. In this [calm] the insight is truth-bearing.

In one whose mind-stuff is concentrated, the insight \(^1\) which arises in this [calm] receives the technical name of \(<\text{truth-bearing}>\). And this is a [term] whose meaning is intelligible of itself: [this insight] bears truth \(^2\) and nothing else; in it there is not even a trace of misconception. And in this sense it has been said, "By the Sacred Word [and] by inference and by eagerness for practice in contemplation, in three ways he promotes his insight and gains the highest yoga."

With regard to this same point he gives the consensus of yogins by telling of the term current among yogins which itself expresses the intended-object. 48. In this [calm] the insight is truth-bearing. The Comment is easy. By the expression <Sacred Word> is meant the hearing (gr Ava) prescribed by the Vedas; by the expression <inference> is meant consideration (manana). Contemplation is reflection. Practice in this is following it up one time after another. Eagerness for this is close attention [to it]. So in this way absorption (nididhyásana) is described.

But this [insight]—

49. Has an object other than the insight resulting from things heard or from inferences inasmuch as its intended-object is a particular.

<A thing heard> is knowledge derived from verbal-communication. This deals with generic objects. For a particular cannot be connoted by a verbal-communication. Why [not]? Because a word does not have its conventional-usage established by the particular. Similarly inference deals with generic objects only. [For instance, compare i. 7], we say, where there is getting [to a place], there is motion; and where there is no getting [to a place], there is no motion. And by an inference we get a conclusion in generic [terms only]. Therefore no particular can be the object of verbal-communication or of inference. And of this subtile and hidden and remote \(^3\) thing there is no knowledge by ordinary perception. Furthermore we cannot assert that this particular has no validity and does not exist. Therefore this particular as object, whether it belong to a subtile element or to the Self, is apper-
ceptible by the concentrated insight only. Consequently this insight has an object other than [the object of] the insight resulting from a thing heard or from inference, inasmuch as its intended-object is a particular.

The objection is made, 'This may be true. But the super-reflective [balanced-state] which is produced by perfection of impressions whose objects refer to that which is known by verbal-communication or by inference can refer (gocarayet) only to the objects of verbal-communication and of inference. For surely a subliminal impression derived from the experience of one object is not able to produce knowledge with regard to another. For that would be an unwarranted assumption. Therefore if the super-reflective [balanced-state] is truth-bearing, verbal communications and inferences must also be assumed to be this [that is, truth-bearing].' In reply to this he says 49. Has an object other than the insight resulting from things heard or from inferences inasmuch as its intended-object is a particular. For the sattva of the thinking-substance is naturally bright; although it has the power of seeing all intended-objects, it becomes obscured by tamas; only when by rajas it is set-free-to-stream-forth, then only does it know [the object]. But when by practice and passionlessness the defilement of rajas and tamas is cast off and it shines forth spotlessly clear, then passing beyond the limits of all measures (māna) and of all things measurable (maya) and having endless brightness—what then, pray, can there be that is not within its scope? He explains [the sutra] in the words «A thing heard is knowledge derived from verbal-communication. This deals with generic objects.» Why? «For a particular cannot be connotated by a verbal-communication.» For what reason? Because a word does not have its conventional usage established by a particular, since [the word] is an infinite and since it has a too-wide-pervasion (vyabhicāra). For we do not perceive the relation of word and thing expressed in connexion with any particular instance of this [word]. And furthermore the sense of the sentence cannot be such a particular. Even in case of an inference which depends for its origin upon the knowledge of the relation between the syllogistic-mark (liṅga) and the subject-of-the-proposition (liṅgin), the same procedure holds good, as he says «Similarly inference.» In the expression «where there is no getting to a place» the words «where» and «there» should by logical conversion be made to indicate the pervaded and the pervader. Therefore here by an inference we get a conclusion in generic [terms only]. He sums up with the word «Therefore.» It might be admitted that then we have ordinary perception irrespective of a knowledge of the relation [between the word and the thing-expressed] and that this [perception] does not deal with generic objects only. In reply to this he says, «And of this . . . no.» It may not be admitted that ordinary perception depends upon a knowledge of the relation [of word and thing-expressed]; but it must be admitted that it depends upon

1 The sequence is, first an anubhava, next a saṁskāra, and then a smṛti.
the senses. And with this [higher insight] the senses have no pre-established harmony. This is the meaning. It is objected that if the individual is not within the scope of verbal-communications and inferences and perceptions, then it does not exist. For there is no source-of-valid-ideas for [it]. In reply to this he says «Furthermore . . . not.» For a source-of-valid-ideas is not [necessarily] a pervader nor a cause of the object-of-knowledge (prameya) to the extent that, if that [source-of-valid-ideas] should cease, the [object-of-knowledge] would cease to be. For surely, when the moon is a slender crescent (kalāvant), those who accept sources-of-valid-ideas do not doubt the real existence of the deer¹ which is situated in the other part [of the moon's surface not then visible]. «Therefore,» for this reason it «is apperceptible by the concentrated insight only.» And here the atoms and the selves which are subjected to [this] discussion are endowed with a particularity peculiar to themselves, because, being substances, they are distinct from each other. Whatever things, being substances, are distinct from each other, these are endowed with particularity peculiar to themselves, like a cripple or a man with a shaven head. According to this inference, and to the verbal-communication which is devoted to teaching what the truth-bearing insight is, [the peculiar individuality of this insight has been defined]. Although the individual is described, still in the absence of such a description doubt might arise, because it has been obtained by a line-of-reasoning ; yet in so far as it is not far² or remote, this satteva is brought, with some difficulty, within the scope of verbal-communication or of inference. But they do not [make evident the existence of the particular] by as direct an experience as words of connexion, for instance, through their application of gender and number, [bring] the meaning of the word 'and' [within the scope of verbal-communication or of inference]. Therefore it is established that [this insight] has an object other than the insights resulting from things heard or from inferences.

When the yogin has gained concentrated insight, the subliminal-impression made by the insight is reproduced again and again.

50. The subliminal-impression produced by this [super-reflective balanced-state] is hostile to other subliminal-impressions.

The subliminal-impression arising from concentrated insight inhibits the latent-impression from the emergent subliminal-impression. After emergent subliminal-impressions have been repressed,

¹ Compare Subhāṣitamabhāṣādīgāram (Nir. Sūg. fourth ed.), p. 318, no. 162, s.v. aṅkāh ke 'pi. See also Kuvalayānanda Kārikā (Nir. Sūg. ed.), p. 274.
² According to Pāṇiniṣalā Rahasyam the meaning of 'not far' is that from which there results a generic idea (sāmāyato bodhayataḥ) ; and of 'remote', that from which there results no particular idea vipeṣato na bodhayata iti.
the presented-ideas arising from them do not occur. When presented-ideas are restricted, concentration follows after. Then concentrated insight; after that, subliminal-impressions made from insight; thus latent-impressions from subliminal-impressions are reproduced again and again. Thus first comes insight and then [follow] subliminal-impressions. How is it that this excess of subliminal-impressions will not provide the mind-stuff with a task? [The answer is:] these subliminal-impressions made by the insight do not provide the mind-stuff with a task since they cause the dwindling of the hindrances. For they cause the mind-stuff to cease from its work. For the movement of the mind-stuff terminates at [the time of] discernment (khyāti).

1 Let this be granted. Let the [concentration] conscious [of an object] have a reality as its object by the practice of the aforesaid means. But this concentrated insight may be obstructed by beginningless emergent subliminal-impressions in so far as it is closely enveloped [by them], like minute flashes [of light] from a lamp in the eddy of a whirling wind.' To remove this doubt he introduces the next sutra with the words «concentrated insight.» He recites the sutra 50. The subliminal-impression produced by this [super-reflective balanced-state] is hostile to other subliminal-impressions. The word <this> refers to the super-reflective balanced-state. The word <other> describes the emergence. It is the nature of thoughts to incline1 to intended-objects as they really are. This instability continues unsteady only so long as it does not reach the reality [literally, that-ness]. After reaching that and because it has taken a stable position there, [this] idea from the subliminal-impression does most certainly inhibit the series of ideas from subliminal-impressions which refer to what is not reality, even although [this series] is beginningless and rolls on as the wheel2 of the series of [fluctuations and] subliminal-impressions. And in this sense outsiders3 also say, "There is no inhibition of the unviolated essence of a thing-as-it-really-is by contradictions even although these latter be from time without beginning. For it is the nature of the mind to incline to things as they are." The objector would say, 'This may be true. We may admit that, as a result of concentrated insight, there is a restriction of a subliminal-impression produced during the emergent state. Still there exists uninjured (avikāla) an excess of subliminal-impressions which is produced by concentration and which causes the generation of the concentrated insight. So the fact that the mind-stuff has a task still remains.'—With this in mind, he raises an objection, «How is it that

2 Compare i. 5, p. 20² (Calc. ed.).
3 Either Jains or Buddhists. The quota-

[13] tion is found in Vācaspatimīra's Bhā-
matī (Jibān, ed.), p. 60².
this,» which he removes with the words «these . . . do not.» For the work of the mind-stuff is of two kinds, the enjoyment of sounds and other [perceptible] things (gabḍāḍi) and discriminative discernment. With regard to these two [kinds of work], the mind-stuff, when it has latent-impressions of karma from the hindrances, proceeds to the enjoyment of sounds and other [perceptible] things; but for the mind, all of whose latent-impressions of karma from the hindrances have been uprooted by sublimal-impressions arising in insight, and whose state is that its task is nearly ended, the only work that remains is discriminative discernment. Accordingly sublimal-impressions from concentration are not the reasons why the mind-stuff has enjoyment as its task. On the contrary they are hostile to that. They cause the mind-stuff to cease from its work; they make it incapable [of that work] which has the character of enjoyment. This is the meaning. Why? «For the movement of the mind-stuff terminates at [the time of] discernment.» Since in order to enjoy, the mind-stuff moves until it experiences discriminative discernment. But when discriminative discernment has come to pass, hindrances cease and it has no longer the task of enjoyment. Consequently the complete quiescence of the task of enjoyment is the purpose for which sublimal-impressions from insight exist. It is this that has been stated here.

What further does he gain?

51. When this [sublimal-impression] also is restricted, since all is restricted, [the yogin gains] seedless concentration.

This [seedless concentration] is counter not only to concentrated insight but is opposed even to sublimal-impressions made in insight. Why? Because the sublimal-impression produced by restriction inhibits the sublimal-impressions produced by concentration. The existence of sublimal-impressions made by the mind-stuff in restriction may be inferred from the experience of the lapse of time during which there is stability (sthiti) of the restriction. Together with the sublimal-impressions which arise out of the emergent and restricted concentrations and which are conducive to Isolation, the mind-stuff resolves itself into its own permanent primary-matter. Therefore these sublimal-impressions are counter to the mind-stuff's task and are not causes of its stability. Consequently, its task ended, together with the sublimal-impressions which are conducive to Isolation, the mind-stuff ceases [from its task]. When it ceases, the Self abides in himself and is therefore called pure and liberated.
He asks, «What further?» What does he also gain? [Since] the mind-stuff contains subliminal-impressions [produced] in insight, it has, as before, in so far as it is capable of generating a stream of insight, a task [to fulfil]. Thus to remove the task something else is also still required. This is the meaning. He gives the answer in the sutra 51. When this [subliminal-impression] also is restricted, since all is restricted, [the yogin gains] seedless concentration. The higher passionlessness, which has as its distinguishing characteristic the undisturbed calm of perception, by an increase in subliminal-impressions restricts even those subliminal-impressions made by insight and not merely the insight [itself]. This is the meaning of the word «even.» Since the whole stream of subliminal-impressions as it rises [into consciousness] is restricted, [then,] inasmuch as there is no cause, no effect can be produced. This same is seedless concentration. He explains [the sutra] in the words «This [seedless concentration].» «This» is seedless concentration arising out of higher passionlessness, which is counter to concentrated insight, and which with the help of itself as cause becomes not only counter to concentrated insight, but also contradictory to subliminal-impressions made by insight. It might be objected that, 'A distinct-idea (vijñāna) produced by passionlessness would, since a distinct-idea is real, inhibit what is insight and nothing more. But how does it inhibit a subliminal-impression which is different in kind from a distinct-idea? For evidently a man even when awake has a memory of the object seen in [his] dream. [Therefore subliminal-impressions are not inhibited].' With this in mind he asks, «Why?» He gives the answer in the words «produced by restriction.» Restriction is that by which insight is restricted. It is the higher passionlessness. Produced from this it is [called] a subliminal-impression produced by restriction. Only by the subliminal-impression produced by the higher passionlessness when it has been cultivated for a long time and uninterruptedly and with earnest attention, and not by a distinct-idea, are the subliminal-impressions of insight inhibited. This is the meaning.—The objector continues, «This may be so. But what is the source-of-valid-ideas for the existence of subliminal-impressions produced by restriction? It might be either perceived directly, or inferred from memory, its effect. And when all the [mind-stuff's] fluctuations are restricted, the yogin has no perception nor yet memory, forasmuch as, in so far as he has destroyed all fluctuations whatsoever, it is impossible for him to produce a memory.' In reply to this he says, «in restriction.» The stability of the restriction is the restricted state of the mind-stuff.—[The existence of subliminal-impressions is proved] by an experience of the lapse of time in [periods of] eight-and-forty minutes (muhūra) or half-a-watch or a whole watch, or a day and night and so forth. What he means to say is this: according to the degree of the perfection in passionlessness and in practice, perfection of restriction is experienced by the yogin. And the moments of the higher passionlessness, in so far as they are

1 Pātañjala Rahasyam identifies this with dharma-megha.
2 As explained in i. 18.
not related to each other in a fixed sequence, are not capable, in so far as they last for various periods of time, of producing the full excellence of restriction. So the point is that we must admit that there is a permanent accumulation of subliminal-impressions produced by the accumulations of the various moments of passionlessness. The objector says, 'Subliminal impressions from insight may perish, but why should the subliminal-impression from restriction perish with them; or if it does not perish, [then the mind-stuff would still] have its task [to perform].' In reply to this he says, «out of the emergent.» [This is the analysis of the compound :] conscious [concentration] has (tasya) both emergence and the concentration of emergence which restricts this [emergence]. The subliminal-impressions arising out of these two are the subliminal-impressions which are conducive to Isolation. [And these are the same as] those produced by restriction. The subliminal-impressions of emergent insight are resolved into mind-stuff. Thus the mind-stuff contains subliminal-impressions of emergent insight. But the subliminal-impression from restriction lies (aste) just uprisen in the mind-stuff. Although [this] subliminal-impression is [uprisen], the mind-stuff has no task [to fulfil]. For the mind-stuff has its task [to fulfil] when it is bringing to pass the two purposes of the Self, the experience of sounds and other [perceptible things] and the discriminative discernment. Such are the two purposes of the Self. But when nothing is left but subliminal-impressions [of restriction],—now that the Self is not assimilated-by-reflection¹ (pratisamvedin) to the thinking-substance,—this is not one of the purposes of the Self. On the other hand, in the case of the discarnate and of those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary-matter, the mind-stuff,—not only in so far as it is conducive to restriction, but also in so far as it is pervaded (vāsita) with hindrances,—still has its task [to fulfil]. With this in mind he says «Consequently.» The rest is easy.

The announcement (uddēça) and the definition (nirdeça) of Yoga, the characteristic-mark of the fluctuations which exist for the sake of this [Yoga], the means of Yoga and its subdivisions,—[these] have been sketched in this Book.

Of Patañjali's Yoga-treatise entitled Exposition of Sāmkhya (Sāmkhya-pravacana), the First Book, on Concentration.

Of the Explanation of the Comment on Patañjali's-Treatise, which Explanation is entitled Clarification of Entities (Tattva-Vaiçarādi) and was composed by the Venerable Vacaspatimiça, the First Book, on Concentration, is finished.

¹ Compare pp. 22¹; 66¹; 138¹; 152¹; and 305¹ (Calcutta ed.).
BOOK SECOND

MEANS OF ATTAINMENT
BOOK SECOND

MEANS OF ATTAINMENT

It has been stated what the yoga is of one whose mind is concentrated. [This sūtra] gives the start to the problem [which considers] how even one whose mind-stuff is emergent may be concentrated (yuktā) in concentration (yoga).

1. Self-castigation and study and devotion to the Iśvāra are the Yoga of action.

Yoga is not perfected in him who is not self-castigated. Impurity—which is variegated with subconscious-impressions (vāsanā), from time without beginning, coming from the hindrances and from karma,—and into which [the meshes of] the net of objects have [therefore] found entrance, is not reduced (sambhedam āpadyate) except by <self-castigation.> This is the use¹ of self-castigation. And this [kind of self-castigation], not being inhibitory to the undisturbed calm of the mind-stuff, is therefore deemed [by great sages] to be worthy of his (anena, the yogin’s) earnest attention. <Recitation> is the repetition² of purifying formulae such as the Mystic Syllable (pranava) or the study of books on Liberation. <Devotion to the Iśvāra> is the offering³ up of all actions to the Supreme Teacher or the renunciation of the fruit of [all] these [actions].

If it be objected that the First Book described yoga with its means [and] with its subordinate divisions [and] with its results, and that no reason remains why a Second Book should be begun, he replies in the words <has been stated.> For in the First Book practice and passionlessness were described as means to yoga. And since these two, for one whose [mind-stuff] is emergent, do not instantly come into being, he stands in need of the means taught in the Second Book in order to purify the sattva. For by these he quite purifies the sattva and performs the protective ordinances and daily

¹ Similarly i. 41, p. 85 (Calc. ed.).
² See ii, 44 and compare Liṅga Pur. viii. 39.
³ Contrast this with i. 23 and see also Liṅga Pur. viii. 40.
cultivates practice and passionlessness. The state of being concentrated is the state of being undistracted.—How could even a man whose mind-stuff is emergent be, because concentrated (yukta) by the means which are to be taught, a yogin? This is the meaning. From among those observances which are to be described, having made a selection [of some] as being rather more serviceable to the beginner, the author of the sutras first of all teaches [what] the yoga of action [is]. 1. Self-castigation and study and devotion to the Īṣvara are the Yoga of action. Action which is itself yoga is the yoga of action since it is a means-of-effecting yoga. Therefore, in the Viṣṇu Purāṇa, in the dialogue between Khaṇḍikya and Keśidhvaja, starting with the passage,1 ‘At first the yogin who is [just] beginning to apply himself is called a novice (yoga-yuj),’ self-castigation and recitation and the like are set forth. With the words «in him who is not self-castigated» he shows by a negative instance that self-castigation is a means. By the words «from time without beginning» he shows that self-castigation has a subsidiary function which is serviceable as a means 2 [of attaining yoga]. Variegated by reason of the subconscious-impressions, from time without beginning, coming from hindrances and from karma, [and] therefore that in which [the meshes of] the net of objects have found entrance, that is, inserted themselves, impurity, which is the excess of rajas and tamaś, is not thoroughly reduced without self-castigation. Reduction is the thorough thinning out of that which was closely woven.—The objection is raised: ‘Even if we have recourse to self-castigation, still—in so far as it causes disorders of the humours—it is hostile to yoga; how then is it a means [to attain] this [yoga]?’ In reply to this he says, «And this 3 [kind].» Self-castigation should be performed only so long as it does not bring on a disorder 4 of the humours. This is the meaning. «Such as the Mystic Syllable» that is, such as, the Hymn to the Puruṣa [RV. x. 90] or the Rudrānanda 5 or a Brahmaṇa or the like from the Vedas, or the Brahma-parāyaṇa 6 from the Puruṇas.—Īṣvara, that is, the Supreme Teacher, the Exalted,—to him. With regard to Whom this 7 hath been said, “Whatever I do, whether auspicious or inauspicious, whether intentionally or unintentionally, all that is committed unto Thee. Moved by Thee I do [it all].”—Renunciation of the fruit of [all] these [actions] is doing the actions without attachment to the fruit [thereof]. And with regard to this it hath been said, 8 “You are concerned with actions only and never with fruits. Do not be one whose motive is the fruit of actions. Nor let your attachment be to inaction.”

1 VP. vi. 7. 33. See also Nārādiya Pur. xlvii.
2 Literally, is serviceable by being a means, upāya-tā-upayoginam.
3 As opposed, for instance, to VP. ii. 11.
4 Compare i. 30, p. 67 (Calc. ed.).
5 This seems to refer to the Čatarudriya-

homamantras, Tāttirīya-saṁhitā iv. 5, Vājasaneyi-saṁhitā vi, Kāṭhaka xvii.
6 Refers perhaps to Viṣṇu Puruṇa i. 15.
7 Viṣṇa Bhikṣu calls this smṛti.
8 Bhagavad Gītā ii. 47.
Purposes of the yoga of action

Now this yoga of action is—

2. For the cultivation of concentration and for the attenuation of the hindrances.

For when the yoga of action is given earnest attention, it cultivates concentration; attenuates the hindrances to an extreme degree; [and] will make the hindrances, when they are extremely attenuated, disqualified for propagation, like seeds burned by the fire of Elevation (prasaṁkhyaṇa). But the subtle insight, which is the discriminative discernment between the sattva and the Self, untouched by the hindrances because they are so much attenuated, with its task finished, will be ready for inverse-propagation (prasamkhyāna). In order to mention the purpose of this [yoga of action] he introduces the sūtra with the words «For the.»

2. For the cultivation of concentration and for the attenuation of the hindrances. It is objected that if the yoga of action alone is able to attenuate the hindrances, then there is no need of Elevation. To this he replies with the words «the extremely attenuated.» The yoga of action operates only for the extreme attenuation, but not for the sterilization of the hindrances, but Elevation operates for the sterilization of those hindrances. The words «like burned seeds» indicate that the burned seeds of winter rice [and the hindrances] are of the same kind in so far as both are sterile. The objector says, 'This may be true. But if Elevation alone can disqualify the hindrances from propagation, then there is no need for their attenuation.' In reply to this he says, «of these.» For if the hindrances are not attenuated, the discriminative discernment between the sattva and the Self, submerged (grasta) by mighty foes, is incapable even of uprising, still less of sterilizing them. But when the hindrances are quite thinned out and impotent, [the discernment], although in opposition to them, does, with the aid of passionlessness and of practice, finally arise. And when the discernment which is nothing more than the [sense] of the difference between the sattva and the Self is finally arisen, it is un-touched by them,—that is, not overwhelmed by them,—for just so long as it is not touched [by them]. «The subtle insight» is so-called, because its object is subtle inasmuch as its object is beyond the range of the senses. «Will be ready for inverse-propagation,» that is, for resolution. Why? Because its task is finished. [In other words] that is said to be of this kind by which, acting as a cause, the task of giving starts to the effects of the aspects (guna) has been finished.

1 Compare ii. 2, p. 107*; ii. 10, p. 120*; ii. 27, p. 167*; iii. 50, p. 265*; iv. 34, p. 319* (Calc. ed.).  
2 Deussen's excellent rendering of this word is Verinnerlichung.
Now what are these¹ hindrances and (vā) how many are they?  
3. Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) and the feeling-of-personality and passion and aversion and the will-to-live are the five² hindrances.

This means that the so-called hindrances are five misconceptions [i. 8]. These when flowing out make the authority (adhisthāna) of the aspects (guna) more rigid; make a mutation more stable; swell the stream of effects and causes; and, becoming interdependent upon one another for aid, bring forth the fruition of karma.

He raises a question by saying «Now» and replies [to it] by the sutra upon «Undifferentiated-consciousness.»  
3. Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) and the feeling-of-personality and passion and aversion and the will-to-live are the five hindrances. He explains the word «hindrances» by the words «five misconceptions.» Undifferentiated-consciousness, to begin with, is nothing but misconception. The feeling-of-personality and the others also have undifferentiated-consciousness as their material cause, [and] since they cannot exist without it, [they too] are misconceptions. And hence when undifferentiated-consciousness is destroyed, there would follow the destruction of them also. He mentions the reason why they should be destroyed, in that they are the cause of the round-of-rebirths. This he states in the word «These.» When flowing out [that is] moving³ continuously forth, «make the authority of the aspects more rigid,» that is, more powerful; [and] in consequence «make a mutation [more] stable.» For in successive forms as unphenomenalized [primary matter] and as the Great [thinking-substance] and as the personality-substance, they swell, that is, they intensify, the stream of cause and effect. He shows for what purpose they do all this in the words «one another.» The [three] fruitions of karma, distinguished [ii. 18] as being birth and length of life and kind of experience, have their purpose (artha) in the Self. That [purpose] those hindrances bring to pass, that is, accomplish. Do they accomplish this singly? He says, ‘No.’ But upon one another for aid, that is, the hindrances [aided] by the karmas, and the karmas [aided] by the hindrances.

4. Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) is the field for the others whether they be dormant or attenuated or intercepted or sustained.

Of these [five], undifferentiated-consciousness is the field [or] propagative soil. The others are feeling-of-personality and the rest

¹ Many MSS. omit te.
² Many MSS. omit pañca.
³ Compare ii. 4, p. 110a; iii. 13, p. 207a.
Varieties of undifferentiated-consciousness

[107]

[of the five hindrances]. In four kinds of forms, the dormant and the attenuated and the intercepted and the sustained.—1. Of these [four], what is the dormant state? It is the tendency [of the hindrances] which remain merely potential in the mind towards the condition of seed. The awakening of that [dormant hindrance] is the coming face-to-face with the [particular] object [which makes that dormant hindrance manifest]. But for one who has [reached] Elevation (prāsamkhyāna), and whose hindrances have become burned seed, there is not that [awakening of the hindrances] even when he is brought face-to-face with the object [which manifests them]. For out of what can burned seed germinate? For this reason the fortunate (kuṇala) man whose hindrances have dwindled away is said to be in his last 1 body (caramadeha). In him only the burned state of the seeds, the fifth stage of the hindrances [is found], and not in other [persons]. So although the hindrances are existent, the vitality (sāmarthya) of the seed is said to be already burned. Accordingly, even when the object is face-to-face, there is no awakening of these [hindrances]. Thus dormancy and the failure of the burned seed to propagate have been described.—2. Attenuation is now described. The hindrances, when overpowered (upahata) by the cultivation of their opposites, 2 become attenuated.—3. When this is the case, [the other hindrances] intercept [the attenuated hindrances] repeatedly, and move forth actively again in this or that [unattenuated] form (ātmanā). In that case 3 they are called intercepted. How is this? Since [for instance] when one is in love, no anger is felt, inasmuch as, when one is in love, anger does not actively move forth; and love, when felt in one direction, is by no means unfelt towards another object. When Chāitra is known to be in love with one woman, it is not assumed that he is out of love for other women. Rather, his love finds its fluctuation fixed in this direction, in other directions its fluctuation is yet to come. For this [third fluctuation] is for the moment both dormant and attenuated and intercepted.—4. That fluctuation which is fixed upon an object is sustained (udāra). No one of all

1 See VP. v. 10. 7 and Bh. Gītā viii. 26. 2 See ii. 33. 3 When they form a succession of tanu and atanu.
these [four] passes beyond the limits of the hindrances [and therefore all four are to be rejected]. If this is so (tarhi), what is this hindrance that is intercepted [or] dormant [or] attenuated or sustained? The answer-is-now-given (ucyate). It is exactly true [that all hindrances are forms of undifferentiated-consciousness]. But only when these [hindrances] are particularized, do they become intercepted and so on. For just as these stages cease when their opposites are cultivated, so they become manifest (abhivyakta) when [changed] into the phenomenal-form (añjana) by the operation of their phenomenalizing-conditions (vyañjaka). So all those hindrances without exception are varieties of undifferentiated-consciousness. Why is this? Since it is undifferentiated-consciousness and nothing else that pervades all [hindrances]. Whatever [perceptible] object is given a form by the undifferentiated-consciousness, it is that [object] which is permeated by the hindrances. Whenever there is a misconceived idea, they become apperceived; and when undifferentiated-consciousness dwindles, they too dwindle away.

He shows that hindrances are to be rejected in that they have their root in undifferentiated-consciousness. 4. Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) is the field for the others whether they be dormant or attenuated or intercepted or sustained. When he asks «1. Of these [four], what is the dormant state?» his intention is to say that there is no proof for the real existence of hindrances, if they are not performing their peculiar purposeful activity. He tells the answer in the words «In the mind.» The hindrances may not indeed perform their purposeful activity, but in the case of the discarnate and of those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary matter, they assume the form of seed and exist merely potentially, as curds exist in milk. For other than discriminative insight there is nothing to cause the sterility of these [hindrances]. Hence the discarnate and those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary matter, who have not obtained discriminate discernment, have their hindrances dormant, until such time as [these hindrances] reach the time of their limitation. But when they reach that, since the hindrances revert once more, they come face-to-face with the various objects [of sense]. Thus these [hindrances] are those of which the basis is merely potential. In this way their potential rising [into consciousness] is described. By the words «tendency . . . towards the condition

1 Bālarāma says, 'Undifferentiated consciousness is inseparably-connected with hindrances' (kleṣev avidyānvīya).  
2 Bālarāma explains the word anuçerate by saying 'become inherent in' (anuçgatā bhavanti).
of seed» their potentiality of action is indicated. To meet the question why, in the case even of one who has discriminative discernment, hindrances are not dormant, he says, «for one who has [reached] Elevation.» «In his last body,» in other words, in his case no other body will be produced with reference to which [this] body of his could be called prior. «Not in other persons,» in other words, not in the discarnate and similar cases. An objection is raised, ‘Since there is no total destruction of any existing thing, what, we ask, becomes of the force of the magical powers of this kind of yoga? Are not the hindrances awakened when face-to-face with objects?’ In reply to this, he says, «existent.» Although the hindrances are existent, still in their state as seeds they are burned by the fire of Elevation (prasaṅkhyāna). This is the meaning.—2. The opposite of the hindrances is the yoga of action; by the cultivation, by the following up, of this, the hindrances become overpowered, that is, attenuated. Or we may say that thinking-focused-to-a-point (saṁyag-ñāna) is the opposite of undifferentiated-consciousness; that the knowing of distinctions is [the opposite] of the feeling-of-personality; that the detached attitude (mādhyasthya) is [the opposite] of passion and aversion; [and] that the cessation of the thought of continuance is [the opposite] of the will-to-live.—3. He describes the interception with the words «When this is the case.» Either because overcome by any one of the hindrances which moves actively forth, or because resorting excessively to objects, they intercept repeatedly and move actively forth in one form or another, that is, come into appearance (āvirbhavanti), either as the result of using aphrodisiacs and the like or as the result of the weakness of [the other hindrances] which overcome it. By the repetition he signifies the reiteration of the interruption and of the moving actively forth. Thus the difference [of this] from the aforesaid dormant [hindrance] has been described. When love moves actively forth, anger which is different in kind is overpowered; or again love itself set upon one object overpowers, though like in kind, another love which is set upon a different object. This he states by the word «love.»—The fluctuation which is yet to come is to be understood as having a three-fold course according to circumstances. With this in mind he says, «For this.» The pronoun [‘this’] refers only to the hindrance from the fluctuation which is yet to come; it does not refer to Chāṇḍa’s love, just because that [love] is intercepted.—4. He describes the sustained [hindrance] in the words «upon an object.» If some one suggests as an objection that the sustained [hindrance], since it hinders men, might be [properly] called a hindrance, but that the others do not hinder [and so can] by no means be called hindrances, he says in reply «all these [four].» They do not pass beyond the limits of the hindrances, that is, beyond the limits of the thing expressed by the word hindrance, when they become changed into the sustained state. Therefore they too are to be rejected. This is the point.—Presupposing the unity of the hindrances¹ he raises an objection in the words

¹ Literally, Presupposing a unity in so far as the quality of being a hindrance goes.
«If this is so, what.» He rebuts it by showing that although they are of the same kind in so far as they are hindrances, they are particular because of the different previously described states. This he does in the words «The answer is now given. It is true.» The objector says, 1 'This may be true. The hindrances may result from undifferentiated-consciousness; still why should they cease when undifferentiated-consciousness ceases? For surely no one would suppose that a piece of cloth ceases to be, when the weaver ceases to be.' In reply to this he says «All these ... without exception.» The distinctions 2 are only apparently distinctions, that is to say, they do not exist separably from this [undifferentiated-consciousness]. He asks a question in the words «Why is this?» He gives the reply in the words «All [hindrances].» This same point is made clear by the word «whatever.» «Is given a form» [that is] is falsely attributed. The rest is easy.

1 In the case of those who have been resolved into entities, the hindrances are dormant; for yogins, attenuated; and in case of those attached to objects, hindrances are intercepted or sustained.' This is the summarizing-stanza. 3

At this point undifferentiated-consciousness itself is described.

5. The recognition of the permanent, of the pure, of pleasure, and of a self in what is impermanent, impure, pain, and not-self is undifferentiated-consciousness.

1. It is the recognition of the permanent 4 in an impermanent effect, for example, that the earth should be perpetual, that the sky with the moon and stars should be perpetual, that celestial beings are deathless.—2. Likewise in the impure and highly repulsive 5 body there has been the recognition of purity. And it

1 Namely, in reply to the hedgings which in the Comment follow «It is true».
Gâgânâtin gîgànakâràm
sàgarâh sàgaropâmanâh
Rûmarâtanañgor yuddhânam
rûmarâtanañgor iêa.
3 Discussed in Patañjali’s Mahâbhâya (Kielhorn’s ed.), p. 64. The application is only general here.
4 The parallel between this and the discussion in Aryadeva’s Catuḥṣatakā is very striking. The concept of avidyā is fundamental in the Mahâyâna. Aryadeva is said to be the pupil of Nâgârjuna; consequently he wrote a couple of centuries before Patañjali. We are indebted for this important discovery to Mahâmahaṇâpâdhyâya Harâprasâd Shâstrî (Notes on the newly-found Manuscript Chatuḥṣatikā by Aryadeva, Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, vol. vii, no. 7, 1911, p. 431).
5 Compare Mâiṭrî Up. iii. 4.
Four errors of undifferentiated-consciousness

has been said, “Because of its [first] abode [and] because of its origin [and] because of its sustenance [and] because of its exudations [and] because of its decease and because it needs [constant] cleaning, the learned recognize that the body is impure.” Here the recognition of the pure in the impure is evident. If we say, ‘This girl, beautiful as the sickle of the new moon, her limbs formed of honey and nectar, her eyes large as the petals of the blue lotus, seeming to refresh the living world with her coquettish glances, so that we think that she has issued forth from the moon,’—then what could be the connexion of this [body] with that (kena) [to which it is compared]? Just so it is that there is a misconceived idea of the pure in the impure. In this way, [by showing the recognition of the pure in the impure, one sees that there is] the [misconceived] idea of merit where there is only demerit and of the useful where there is only the useless.—3. Similarly [Patañjali] will describe the recognition of pleasure in pain in the words, “By reason of the pains of mutations and of anguish and of subliminal-impressions and by reason of the opposition of fluctuations of the aspects (guna)—to the discriminating all is nothing but pain.” Undifferentiated-consciousness is the recognition that there is pleasure in this [pain].—4. Likewise the recognition of a self in the not-self, either in external aids whether animate or inanimate, or in the body as the seat of outer experience, or in the central-organ which aids the Self,—this is the recognition of a self in the not-self. In this sense it has been said of this, “He who counts any existing thing, whether phenomenalized or unphenomenalized [primary matter], as himself; or who rejoices in the success of these (tasya) [things], deeming it his own success, or who grieves at the ill-success of these [things], deeming it his own ill-success,—these (sa) are all unenlightened.” It is this four-fold undifferentiated-consciousness which becomes the root of that unbroken-series (santāna) of hindrances and of latent-impressions of karma together with its fruition. And this undifferentiated-consciousness (a-vidyā), pre-

1 Compare the tale in Henry Warren’s Buddhism in Translations, p. 297. 2 Bālarāma says ‘Such as sons or cattle or servants or beds or seats, which are not the self’.

8 See ii. 15.
ciseley as in the case of a foe (a-mitra) or of a trackless forest (a-gospada), is to be conceived as a really existing object (vastusatattva). Just as a foe (amitra) is not a negative friend [and] not something amounting to a friend, but the opposite of this [friend], a rival,—so too a trackless forest\(^1\) (a-gospada) is not [a place] not-visited-by-cows (gospada-abhāva), nor again is it merely a [quantity of] land which has a cow’s foot as its measure, but, on the contrary, it is nothing less than a definite place, a different thing, other than these two [and the opposite of a cow’s footprint]. Precisely so, undifferentiated-consciousness is not a source-of-valid-ideas nor the negation of a source-of-valid-ideas, but another kind of thinking the reverse of knowledge.

5. The recognition of the permanent, of the pure, of pleasure, and of a self in what is impermanent, impure, pain, and not-self is undifferentiated-consciousness. 1. The word «effect» is a qualification which serves [to indicate] the impermanence. Some indeed, deeming the elements permanent and longing to attain to the form of these, pay devotion even to these. Thus deeming the moon and sun and stars and heavenly regions permanent, in order to attain these, they pay devotion to the Paths [that is, the Way of the Fathers and the Way of the Gods] which begin with the Smoke. Similarly deeming the celestial beings, that is, the gods, to be deathless, they drink soma in order to reach their condition. For it is written [RV. viii. 48. 3], “We have drunk the soma; we have become deathless.” It is this recognition of the permanent in the impermanent that is undifferentiated-consciousness. 2. «Likewise in the impure and highly repulsive body»—when the sentence is only half-finished he recites a stanza (gāthā) from Vyāsa\(^2\) to show the repulsiveness of the body. The words are «Because of its [first] abode.» The abode is the mother’s womb polluted by such things as urine; the seed is the mother’s blood and the father’s semen. The sustenance is formation into juices of the food eaten and drunk; for by it the body is held together. Exudation is sweat. And death defiles the body of even a scholarly man. Inasmuch as a bath is required after his [dead body] is touched.—An objector might say, ‘If the body is impure, there is no use in cleansing it with earth and with water.’ To this he replies «because it needs [constant] cleaning.» Although the body is naturally impure, purification must be applied [to it], just as women produce fragrance [by applying] ointments

---

\(^1\) This illustration occurs in Siddhānta Kāmudī, § 1060, on Pāṇ. vi. 1. 145.

\(^2\) The word has the two meanings given in the Comment: 1. ‘Not-visited’ (a-seevite); thus gospadāya = aranyāni; 2. ‘Measure’ pramāne; thus gospadāmaitra = kṣetram.\(^3\)

\(^3\) Patañjali discusses the word Vaiyāsikīḥ in the first vārttika on iv. 1. 97.
to the body. He completes the half-finished statement by saying "Here... in the impure." The meaning is that it is impure on the grounds stated before. He describes the recognition of purity [in the impure] by the words "the new." "Coquettish" is that which is playful as the result of an erotic-mood. What could be the connexion of the highly repulsive body, by a highly remote (mandatama) similarity, with such a thing as the sickle of the new moon?—"In this way," by showing the recognition of purity in the impure body of a woman. "Where there is only demerit" as in the case of murder (hinsā), there is [the discovery of] an idea of merit in things which liberate from the round-of-rebirths. Similarly in case of a thing that is useless, such as money, because of the amount of pains [required] for getting it and keeping it, it is explained that there is [a discovery of] the idea of the useful [in the useless]. All these in that they are abhorrent are impure.—3. "Similarly... in pain." Easy.—4. "Likewise... in the not-self." Easy.—It was Pañçācikha1 who spoke of this in this way.—The "phenomenalized" [primary-matter] is the animate, such as sons or wives or cattle; the "unphenomenalized" is the inanimate, such as beds or seats or food.—"These (sa) are all unenlightened" [that is] stupid.—It is called four-fold (catuspadā) because it has four parts (padā), four places [where it becomes phenomenalized]. It might be objected, 'There is also another kind of undifferentiated-consciousness which has as its object such [states] as loss' of the sense of orientation or as [the sight] of the firebrand [whirled about so as to be seen as a] circle. Undifferentiated-consciousness has [therefore] an indefinite number of parts. Why then say that it is four-fold?' In reply to this he says, "the root... of that." There may also be of course other undifferentiated-consciousnesses, but the undifferentiated-consciousness which is the seed of the round-of-rebirths has only four parts.

An objector says, 'Undifferentiated-consciousness (a-vidyā) might be a negative determinative3 compound (nañ-samāsa). In which case, 1. the first member (a-) might be determinative (pradhāna), as for example, without-flies (a-makṣīka); or 2. the final member might be determinative, as for example, not a king's officer (a-rājapuruse); or 3. [the compound] might have a third thing as determinative, as for example, a flyless place (amakṣīka deça). This being the situation, if we suppose 1. that the first member is determinative, then undifferentiated-consciousness (a-vidyā) would be understood as a negation whereunto an affirmative is expected4 (prasajjya-pratigedha). And this [kind of a negation] could not be the cause of such things as the hindrances. Or if we

---

1. This is the fifth fragment according to Garbe: Festgruss an Roth, 1893, p. 78. See also Garbe's Introduction to his translation of the Sāṃkhya-Tattva-Kāumudi, p. 7.
2. Compare i. 6, p. 314 (Calc. ed.).
3. Pāp. ii. 2. 6.

---

* A negative connected with a verbal stem. See Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya (Kielhorn's ed.) i. 215, last line; 22111; 31919; 3411; iii. 35, last line. See also the discussion in Apodeva: Mīmāṁsa-nyāya-prakāśa (1906), p. 109. There is also a chapter on this in Vāyūkaraṇa Bhūṣaṇa.
suppose 2. that the final member is to be the determinative, then it is undifferentiated-consciousness that is to be particularized by the negation of something. And this [kind of] undifferentiated-consciousness would be destructive of such things as the hindrances and not the seed of them [because it would be a consciousness of the absence of something]. For it cannot be that the [member] subordinate (guna) to the determinative (pradhana) [member of the compound] should break down that determinate. Therefore in order to make sure that it does not break down the determinative, something irregular, [that is, the absence of something] must be supposed, on the other hand, to be found in the subordinate [member of the compound]. Accordingly, in order that undifferentiated-consciousness as such should not be broken down, another meaning must be given to the negative or [another] negative must be supplied. Or if we suppose, on the other hand, 3. that another thing be the determinative [to the compound], we should have to say that [undifferentiated-consciousness] is a state-of-mind (buddhi) in which knowledge (vidya) does not exist. And that could not be the seed of such things as the hindrances merely in so far as it is the absence of knowledge. For then a similar-state-of-things would also have to be admitted in the case of that [form of undifferentiated-consciousness] which is attained in the restriction when preceded by discriminative discernment, [since here too there is absence of knowledge]. Accordingly in all [these three] ways [it has been shown] that undifferentiated-consciousness is not the root of such things as the hindrances.' In reply to this he says, <<And this . . . has.>> «A really existing object» is the state of existence of a real object, that is, really existing objectivity. So in this way [it is evident] that undifferentiated-consciousness is neither 1. a negation-whereeto-an-affirmative-is-expected (prasūjya-pratipedha); nor again 2. nothing but [a defective kind of] knowledge; nor even 3. is it a state-of-mind characterized as being the absence of this, [that is, knowledge]; but 4. undifferentiated-consciousness is described as being misconceived thinking, the opposite of knowledge (vidya). For the relation of word and thing is determined by conforming to the [usage of the] world. And because [according to the usage] of the world even a [compound] whose final member is determinative and which is a negative compound and which suppresses (upamardaka) the thing to be described by the last word [of the compound] is now and then found in a sense contrary to this [final member as determinative] and [at the same time] suggested by this [final member],—there is [therefore] in this case also an expressive-meaning (vyrtti) in the sense of being contrary to this [knowledge].

—He analyses the example «Just as a foe (a-mitra) is not.» [A foe] is not «a negative friend» nor again «. . . amounting to a friend.» Supply 1 at this point [in the text] 'Some other thing, but «the approach of this, a rival.»' «So too a trackless forest» is not a negative cow's 2 footprint, nor again is it merely a [quantity of] land which has a cow's foot as its measure; but, on

1 It would appear that Vācaspatimihira did not read the words kīṁ tu . . . sapatnāḥ.  
2 See the discussion s.v. gospadam in Čabda-Kalpa-Druma.
the contrary, nothing less than a spacious place, the opposite [in extent] of a cow's foot and other than the two negative a-gospada [that is, 1. without footprints-of-the-cow, and 2. not-a-cow's footprint would form together the first negative cow's footprint; and 3. land covered by a cow's footprint would form the second negative cow's footprint], in fact, a different thing [altogether, the trackless forest]. He applies this to the matter in hand which he is illustrating, with the words «Precisely so.»

6. When the power of seeing and the power by which one sees have the appearance (iva) of being a single-self, [this is] the feeling-of-personality.

The Self is the power of seeing; the thinking-substance is the power by which one sees. The hindrance called the feeling-of-personality is a change by which these two appear to become a single essence (svārūpa). When there is any kind of failure to distinguish him who has the power of the enjoyer from that which has the power of being enjoyed, which are as distinct as possible and as unconfused as possible, enjoyment is ready at hand. But when each has recovered its own essence, there is Isolation.—How is it that [at that time there could be anything] that could be called enjoyment? In this sense it has been said,¹ "He who should fail to see that the Self is other than the thinking-substance, distinct in nature and in character and in consciousness and in other respects, would make the mistake of putting his own thinking-substance in the place of that [Self]."

Having said that undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) is the cause, he says that the feeling-of-personality is the effect, which [in its turn] is supreme (varisēha) over passion and the other [hindrances]. 6. When the power of seeing and the power by which one sees have the appearance of being a single-self, [this is] the feeling-of-personality. The seeing and that by which one sees are precisely the two powers of the two, the self and the not-self. That undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) which is characterized as being the perception of a self in what is the not-self, and which has the appearance of being a single intended-object, but which, in the strict sense, is not a single self,—this [avidyā] is the feeling-of-personality. Instead of saying 'of seeing and of that by which one sees', he uses the words <power of> in order to indicate the relation between them, that is, the capacity to be an enjoyer and to be objects to be enjoyed.—He elaborates the sutra by saying <The Self.>—It might be asked, 'Why, since

¹ This is the sixth fragment of Paṇḍātipa according to Garbe. Compare Bh. Gītā vi. 41.
they are perceived as identical, should they not be identical and why should [the appearance of] unity hinder the Self?’ In reply he says ‘he who has the power of the enjoyer ... that which has the power of being enjoyed.’ He who has the power of the enjoyer is the Self; that which has the power of being enjoyed is the thinking-substance. These two are as distinct as possible. If it be asked, ‘Whence comes this distinction?’ the reply is, ‘as unconfused as possible.’ Immutability and other [qualities] are the properties of the Self; mutability and other [qualities] are the properties of the thinking-substance. Thus there is no confusion. Thus by these words it is asserted that the identity, although presented-as-an-idea, is not in-the-strict-sense-real.—The words ‘failure to distinguish’ state the fact that hindrances exist. After having given an affirmative [line of reasoning], he states a negative [line of reasoning] in the words ‘its own essence.’ The recovery is the discriminative discernment. That another also holds this same opinion he says in the words ‘In this sense it has been said’ by Paṇḍaka that ‘the thinking-substance.’—‘In nature’ means in its own self, which is, at all times whatsoever, pure [of aspects (guṇa)]; ‘in character’ means in its detachment; ‘in consciousness’ means in its intelligence (cāttanya); whereas the thinking-subject is impure and not detached and inanimate (jāda). Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya) is the mental state with regard to these two [to the effect that they are one] self. ‘The mistake’ is a subliminal-impression generated by a previous undifferentiated-consciousness; or else it is the tāmas [quality], because undifferentiated-consciousness is tāmas.

7. Passion is that which dwells\(^1\) upon pleasure.
That greed [or] thirst [or] desire, on the part of one acquainted with pleasure, ensuing upon a recollection of pleasure, for either the pleasure or for the means of attaining it, is passion.

When one feels the discrimination, such states as passion cease. So the feeling-of-personality brought to pass by undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya) is the root (nīdāna) of such states as passion. Accordingly, directly after the feeling-of-personality he gives the distinguishing-characteristic of passion and of the rest [of the hindrances].

7. Passion is that which dwells upon pleasure. Since memory [of pleasure] is impossible in the case of one unacquainted with pleasure, the text says ‘acquainted with pleasure.’ Passion for a recollected pleasure ensues upon a recollection of pleasure. But while a pleasure is in experience there is no need of recollection. Since, however, the means for attaining pleasure are either remembered or perceived, the passion must ensue upon a recollection of pleasure. And even when the means of attaining pleasure are

---

\(^1\) See the gloss sukham anuṣete viṣayikaroti (Mañjiprabhā). Compare i. 11, p. 38\(^4\) (Calc. ed.). See also Vācaspati’s gloss (anukurvanti), p. 231\(^7\) (Calc. ed.), and the last words of the Bhāṣya on iv. 28 with Bālārāma’s note.
Passion, aversion, will-to-live

Perceived, it is only after remembering that one of this same kind is the source of pleasure that he infers that this one is a source of pleasure in so far as it is of the same kind. After this follows the desire. He explains the words <dwells upon> by the word «That.»

---

8. Aversion is that which dwells upon pain.
That repulsion [or] wrath [or] anger, on the part of one acquainted with pain, ensuing upon a recollection of pain, for either the pain or for the means of attaining it, is aversion.

8. Aversion is that which dwells upon pain. The words «acquainted with pain» are to be explained as [in the] previous [sūtra]. He explains the words <dwells upon> by the word «that.» Repulsion in the sense that it repels. The same he elaborates by synonyms, [for instance,] «wrath.»

---

9. The will-to-live (abhiniveça) sweeping on [by the force of] its own nature exists in this form even in the wise.
In all living beings this craving for one's self ceaselessly rises, 'May I not cease to live! May I live!' This craving for one's self does not arise except in one in whom the experience of death resides. And from [the existence] of this [hope] the experience of other births is made clear. And this is that well-known hindrance [called] the will-to-live. This [fear of death], inconceivable as a result of either perception or inference or verbal-communication, sweeping on [by the force of] its own nature, as a vision of extermination, forces the inference that the pangs of death have already been experienced in previous births. And just as it is evident that this fear is to be found in the unspeakably stupid, so also even in the wise, who have some understanding of the prior limit [of human lives], [that is, the round-of-rebirths] and of their final

---

1 Professor Deussen quotes most appositely Spinoza, Ethica iii. 13, Scholion, Amor nihil aliud est, quam laetitia concomitante idea cause externae; et odium nihil aliud, quam tristitia concomitante idea cause externae.

2 See Ruyyaka: Alauikārasarvasva (Kāvya-mālā 85), p. 55, interprets the word as meaning merely eo ipso or by its own nature. Compare Rāmānanda Yati in Maṇiprabhā (Benares Sanskrit Series), 1903, p. 30, vāsanā-dāsaṅgāh eva svarasāh.
limit [that is, Isolation]. Why is this? Because this subconscious-impression, the result of the fear of death, is alike in both fortunate and unfortunate.

9. The will-to-live sweeping on [by the force of] its own nature exists in this form even in the wise. He discusses the meaning of the term «will-to-live» in the words «all living beings.» «This craving for one’s self» is the longing for one’s self expressed in the words «May I not cease to live,» that is, ‘May I not become non-existent,’ [and also expressed] in the words «May I live (bhāyāsam)» [that is] ‘May I be alive (jīvyāsam).’ The longing for one’s self is not possible unless the living creature have had residing in himself an experience of death. It is he only that has this craving for himself, [that is] the will-to-live, the fear of death. In the course of the discussion (prasāṅgatas) he refers by the words, «And from [the existence] of this» to a heterodox-person (nāstika) who denies that there is another birth. From the fact that the present body is being held together, it follows that there is an experience of a previous birth. In other words, a birth is a conjunction [of the soul] with a body and sense-organs and feelings which are different from those of any previous [conjunction] and are characterized by the [definite location] in the collection. This [birth] is experienced [or] attained. And it is this [experience or attainment] that is made clear. How is this? In reply he says «And this is that well-known will-to-live.» Breaking off the sentence in the middle he tells of its hindering character in the word «hindrance.» This [will-to-live] is called a hindrance because it hinders, [that is] pains, living-creatures with unkindly actions and the like. He finishes what he had begun to say by the words «sweeping on by its own nature.» It has a disposition to sweep on by virtue of its own nature in the form of subconscious-impressions. But this disposition is not accidental. Even in the case of a worm just born [that is] full of pain and low in intelligence [this disposition] is not accidental. He tells the reason for this in the words «as a result of perception.» This fear of death, being inconceivable, that is, not acquired in this present (pratyudita) birth as a result of perception or inference or verbal-communication, it must be inferred that the pangs of death have been experienced in a previous birth. This is the point at issue. For even a child just born trembles at the sight of a murderous thing. And from this peculiar quivering [the child] infers the nearness (pratyasatti) to himself of the experience of death and is found to be afraid of it. Thus we see that fear results from pain or from whatever leads to pain. Moreover in this birth he has not experienced or inferred or heard of death. So we gather that he has known only in a previous [birth] the pains [of death] or that which leads to the pain. And from this a memory of himself as he was in that condition persists. This moreover does not occur unless there be subliminal-impressions. Furthermore this subliminal-impression [cannot occur] without experience and the experience does not belong to this life. Therefore the only

\footnote{See Čaṅkara on Brahma-sūtra ii. 2, 23 with Ānandagiri’s gloss.}
Removal of hindrances by contemplation

remaining alternative is [a subliminal-impression] from a pre-existent birth. Thus there was a connexion with a previous birth.—The word 〈so (tathā)〉 requires a correlative 〈just as.〉 Thus by supplying the word 〈just as〉 from the sense of the sentence, he shows, in the words 〈just as . . . this.〉 how the meaning of the sentence would be.—〈In the unspeakably stupid〉 means in the most sluggish intelligences.—He shows [what the kind of] learning is by saying 〈some understanding of the prior and of the final limits [of human lives].〉 The limit is the end. Now the prior limit of man is the round-of-rebirths; the latter is Isolation. He by whom this has been understood from things heard or from inferences is called [one who has understanding of the prior and of the final limits].—This well-known fear exists [and] has become established in the case of the worm and of the wise man. It might be objected that in the case of the unwise fear-of-death is conceivable, but not in the case of the wise man, since [in him] it has been eradicated by knowledge. Or else if the fear-of-death has not been eradicated, it would be eternally present. With this in view he asks 〈Why is this?〉 The answer is 〈Because . . . it is alike.〉 He does not refer to the wise man who has conscious [concentration], but to him who discriminates upon the basis of things heard and of inference. This is the point.

10. These [hindrances] [when they have become] subtile are to be escaped by the inverse-propagation.¹

These five hindrances when they have become like burned seeds, after the mind which has predominated over the deeds of the yogin is resolved [into primary matter], come with it to rest.

Thus the hindrances have been characterized, and of those which should be escaped, four states, the dormant and the attenuated and the intercepted and the sustained, have been shown. But ‘why is not the fifth state, which is subtile, mentioned by the author of the sūtras, inasmuch as it is in the state of burned seed?’ To this he replies, 10. These [hindrances] [when they have become] subtile are to be escaped by the inverse-propagation. It is that of course which is within the scope of the exertions of man which has been described; but the subtile is not within the scope of a man’s exertions that he might escape (hāna) [it]. It may, however, be escaped 〈by the inverse-propagation〉 [that is] by a reduction of the mind-stuff, which is an effect and which is characterized by the feeling-of-personality, to the state of its own cause, [the thinking-substance]. He explains [the sutra] by the word 〈These.〉 Easy.

¹ Compare ii. 2, p. 107⁶ (Calc. ed.), and the passages given above, at p. 105.
ii. 11—]  Book II. Means of Attainment or Śādhanā  [120

But of permanent hindrances consigned to the condition of seeds—

11. The fluctuations of these should be escaped by means of contemplation.

Those fluctuations of the hindrances which are coarse, after having been attenuated by the yoga of action, should be escaped by the Elevated (pramanikhyāna) contemplation until subtilized [and] made like burned seeds. And just as a spot of coarse matter upon pieces of cloth is first shaken off and afterwards the spot of fine matter is removed with an effort and by [some appropriate] means, so coarse fluctuations are those whose opposition to hindrances is very slight, but the subtile fluctuations are those whose opposition ¹ is very great.

‘Now when the hindrances have been attenuated by the yoga of action, by directing his exertions towards what, does a man accomplish the rejection [of these hindrances]?’ In reply to this he says «But of permanent hindrances consigned to the condition of seeds.» By these words he distinguishes them from those that have been sterilized (vandhyā). He recites the sūtra. 11. The fluctuations of these should be escaped by means of contemplation. He discusses [the sūtra] in the words «of the hindrances.» Now when attenuated by the yoga of action these also may be eradicated—themselves and their effects—by reducing them to the condition of [their own] causes. [This is the] inverse propagation. Thus the coarse fluctuations have been explained. When a man’s exertion is [still] within the scope of the Elevation, [the author] states what the limit is in the words [beginning] «until.» He elaborates the expression «subtilized» by saying «burned.» On this same point he gives a simile in the words «And just as . . . upon pieces of cloth.» With an effort, such as by washing it [and] by some means, such as an alkaline (kṣāra) mixture. The likeness between the simile and the thing to which it is compared lies merely in the fact that there is a coarseness and a subtilty, but not in the [fact that they are both] removable by an effort. For this [removal] is impossible in the case of hindrances which are to be escaped by the process of inverse propagation.—Those whose opposition is very slight, which have been described, are such as have [slight] causes of destruction. Those whose opposition is very great are such as have [great] causes of destruction. And next below ² the inverse propagation as a means of attaining the destruction


² Coarse stains are removed by shaking; minute stains by washing; more minute by alkali. Hindrances which are sustained are attenuated by yoga of action; the attenuated are reduced to burned seed by Elevation; the burned seed is destroyed by inverse propagation.
of the hindrances would be the Elevation (prasaṅkhyāna). In view of this inferiority the Elevation has been called very slight.

12. The latent-deposit of karma has its root in the hindrances and may be felt in a birth seen or in a birth unseen.

In this case we have a latent-deposit of the karma of merit and of demerit propagated from lust [or] from greed [or] from infatuation [or] from anger. And this may be felt either in a birth seen or may be felt in a birth not seen. Of these, that [latent-deposit of karma] which, in so far as there is keen intensity, proceeds from sacrificial formulae [and] from self-castigation [and] from concentration, and which is perfected by worship of the Iṣṭvara [or] of a deity [or] of a sage or magnanimous beings, has instantly its fruition as a latent-deposit of meritorious karma. Thus [for instance] when, in so far as the hindrance is keen, contempt is shown again and again to those who have sought protection in terror and in sickness and in wretchedness, or again to those magnanimous beings who castigate themselves, this [contempt] also has fruition as a latent-impression of evil karma. Just as the youth Nandiṣṭvara passed out of the human form and was transformed into a divinity, so also Nahuṣa, Prince of the Gods, passed out from his proper mutation and was transformed into the condition of a brute. Among these [latent-deposits] there is, in the case of those who dwell in the underworlds, no latent-deposit of karma which might be felt in a birth seen [in this life]; and in the case of those hindrances which have dwindled, there is no latent-deposit of karma which might be felt in a birth unseen [that is, in another life].

'This may be true. Hindrances [are hindrances] because they hinder [and because] they are the causes of birth and of length-of-life and of kind-of-experience; and the latent impressions of karma are of this kind (tathā). But undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) and the other [hindrances do not hinder

1 A better reading is prabhava. and Siddhānta Kāum. (Nir. Śāg. ed.), 1904, p. 155.
2 If mahānubhāva were a title of respect, it would precede the other members of the compound according to Pāṇ. ii. 2.30
3 See Liṅga Puṇ. viii. 43. 7–53.
4 See MBh. v. 17.
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and are not such causes]. How then can undifferentiated-consciousness and the rest be called hindrances? In reply to this he says 12. The latent-deposit of karma has its root in the hindrances and may be felt in a birth seen or in a birth unseen. That for whose production and causal activity a hindrance is the root,—that [is the latent-deposit of karma]. What he means to say is this. The latent-deposit of karma which is the cause of birth and of length-of-life and of kind-of-experience has its root in undifferentiated-consciousness. So undifferentiated-consciousness and the rest are also the causes of them. — He explains the sūtra with the words «In this case.» That in which all Selves in the round-of-rebirths are latent (ācāraye) is a latent-deposit (ācāraya). The latent-deposits of karma are merit and demerit. Merit which is the cause of heaven and similar states occurs when, as a result of some desire, there is an inclination for a work which is desirable. Similarly there is demerit in such cases as when from avarice another is robbed of his money. Likewise there is nothing but demerit in such cases as when from infatuation the idea of merit directs itself to killing or something of the kind which is demerit. But there is no merit which comes from infatuation. Merit does, however, come from anger, as for instance, the case of Dhrūva 2 from anger at the slight [put upon him] by his father [Uttānapāda]. For as a result of the meritorious latent-deposits of karma which were performed in the desire to surpass his father, he obtained a position above the dwellers in regions of the sky. Demerit, however, due to anger and resulting in the murder of Brahmans is well enough known to every one. He describes the double character of this [latent-deposit] by saying «And this may be felt in a birth seen.» He describes this that may be felt in a birth seen by saying «In so far as there is keen intensity.» In their respective order he gives examples in the words «Just as Nandi9vara.» The dwellers in the under-worlds are those who make latent-deposits of karma as a result of which certain underworlds, such as the Cooking Pot, 3 are reached. These have no latent-deposits to be felt in a birth seen [in this life] For no human body nor any kind of mutation of it can endure such torment (vedanā) as is to be endured by them and uninterruptedly for thousands of years. The rest is easy.

13. So long as the root exists, there will be fruition from it [that is] birth [and] length-of-life [and] kind-of-experience. While the hindrances exist, the latent-deposit of karma starts the fruition, but not so the cut root of the hindrances. Just as the

---

1 This sentence is omitted in the Bikāner MS. It might well be a gloss.
2 Manu xii. 76; Bhāg, Pur. v. 25. 13; compare Jātaka, vol. iii, p. 43, no. 314.
3 VP. i. 11. 24 with the context.
grains of rice, when encased within the chaff, as seeds in an unburned condition, are fit for propagation, but neither the winnowed chaff nor seed in the burned condition is so [fit], similarly the latent-deposits of karma, when encased within hindrances, are propagative of fruition, but neither the winnowed hindrances nor seed in the condition of having been burned by the Elevation (prāsaṁkhyāna) [is propagative]. And this fruition is of three kinds, birth and length-of-life and kind-of-experience. In regard to these [three,] this is under discussion, whether 1. one karma is the cause of one birth, or whether 2. one karma gives the impulse to more than one birth. There is a second discussion as to whether 3. more than one karma projects more than one birth, or whether 4. more than one karma projects one birth. Now it is not true 1. that one karma is the cause of one birth. Why so? Because if the karma remaining over, accumulated from time-without-beginning and innumerable, and [the karma] of the present, should not have in their results an order limited [in its time], discouragement would be inflicted upon everybody. And this is prohibited. Neither 2. is one karma the cause of more than one birth. Why is this? Because if, while there were more than one karma, only one karma at a time were to be the cause of more than one birth, a lack of time for fruition would be inflicted upon the remaining karmas. And that too would be prohibited. Neither 3. is more than one karma the cause of more than one birth. Why is this? Since it is impossible that more than this one birth should occur simultaneously, it must be supposed that they occur successively. This, likewise, would involve the same difficulty as in the last [case]. The result is then 4. the diverse accumulation of latent-deposits of karma, whether of merit or of demerit, made between birth and the end of life, remains in a relation of subordinate [parts] and a dominant [part]. This is made manifest at the ending of life after growing compact by one single impulse (ekapraghaṭakena). After accomplishing death, it assumes a rigid form and causes a single birth only. And this birth receives its length from that same karma. And again in that same length-of-life from that same karma it attains to its kind-of-experience. This latent-deposit of karma since it is the
source of the birth and the length-of-life and the kind-of-experience, is said to have a three-fold fruition. Consequently [this] latent-deposit of karma is said to have [its limit in] one existence. On the other hand [a latent-deposit of karma] which is to be felt in [this] seen birth is said, since it is the cause of the kind-of-enjoyment only, to originate a single [kind of] fruition [and not a single existence]. Or, when it is the source of the length-of-the-life and the kind-of-enjoyment, it is said to originate two fruitions, as for instance in the case of Nandiṣvara or of Nahuṣa. But this mind-stuff like a fish-net made in different shapes on all sides and having, from time without beginning, a form-fixed (saṁmūrchita) by subconscious impressions, which are like knots, caused by the experience of the fruition of the karma from the hindrances, is spread abroad. Therefore these subconscious-impressions are said to be preceded by more than one existence. It is this particular latent-deposit of karma, however, which is said to have [its limit] in one existence. Those subliminal-impressions which produce memory¹ are said to be subconscious-impressions (vāsanā) and these are said to subsist from time-without-beginning. But that latent-deposit of karma which has [its limit] in a single existence has both a fruition limited [in time] and a fruition which is without limit [of time]. Of these two [orders], the limitation [in time] (niyama), [in so far as it has its limit in one existence], belongs only to the fruition which is to be felt in a birth of [this] seen [life] and which is limited [in time]; whereas the fruition which is not to be felt in [this] seen [life] and which is without limit [of time] does not [have the limit in time which has its limit in a single existence]. Why so? Because that fruition which is not to be felt in [this] seen [life] and which is without limit [of time] has three kinds of outcome² (gati): Either 1. it is annihilated (nāca) when this [latter] fruition is finished and become unfruitful; or 2. it is cast away (āvāpa-gamana) into the dominant karma; or 3. it may continue for a long time, subjected to the dominant karma which has a fruition limited [in time]. Of these [three], 1. the annihilation of [the karma] which is finished and become unfruitful is like the annihilation in this present

¹ See iii. 18, p. 239² (Calc. ed.). ² Consult Cabda-Kalpa-Druma, p. 846².
Three outcomes of karma

world of the dark karma when once the bright karma has dawned. With regard to which this has been said, "Verily indeed karmas should be known to be by twos and twos. A single mass made of merit destroys [the dark and the dark-bright] evil \(^1\) [mass]. Wish thou then to do well-done deeds. Right here to thee the wise make karma known."—2. Casting away into the dominant karma: with reference to which it has been said \(^2\), "Should there be a very slight admixture of guilt in the sacrifice, it is either to be removed or to be overlooked. [Therefore this admixture is] not enough to remove the good-fortune [won by merit]. Why [not]? Because in my case there is much other good-fortune. Where then this [admixture of guilt] is cast away [into the dominant karma], even in heaven it will make only a slight reduction [of merit]."—3. When he said, 'it may continue for a long time subjected to the dominant karma which has a fruition limited [in time],’ how was this? [The answer is], because, in the case of the karma the fruition of which is not to be felt in [this] seen [life] and which is limited [in time], death is said to be the appropriate cause of the manifestation. Not so, however, in the case [of the karma] the fruition of which is not to be felt in [this] seen [life] and which is without limit [of time]. On the contrary, [in this latter case], karma the fruition of which is not to be felt in [this] seen [life] and which is not limited [in time], either is annihilated or is cast away or is quiescent (upāśīta) in subjection [to the dominant karma] for a long time until the appropriate manifesting-conditions of the cause of the karma bring it close to its fruition. But since of this very fruition [of karma] the place or the time or the cause is none of them determinable, therefore it is that the ways of karma are [known as] mysterious and not easily discernible. Moreover, since the general rule is not broken down, even if there be exceptions,

\(^1\) The genitive is object of apahanti according to the Vārttika, which refers to Pāṇini ii. 3. 56. Vācaspatimīśra makes kṛṣṇa-kṛṣṇaṇākula an accusative object of apahanti. In this case pāpa-kāya would mean belonging to a sinful man (see p. 129\(^2\) below).

\(^2\) See the careful discussion of this fragment of Pañcačikha in Garbe’s translation of the Sūrūkhya Tattva Kāumudi, 1892, p. 538, note 2. Compare also Čaṇḍilya-sūtra xc (1861) and Cowell’s translation (1878), p. 96.
therefore the latent-deposit of karma having [its limit in] a single existence [must] be acknowledged.

[The objector says,] 'Let this be granted. Since the latent-deposit of karma is based upon undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā), there may result, after the production of knowledge (vidyā), a destruction of undifferentiated-consciousness, and so there might not be any subsequent latent-deposit of karma. Still the latent-deposits of karma, done previously and accumulated by the succession from time without beginning of innumerable births, being unsettled in their period of development, it would be impossible by realizing the effects to cause [these latent-deposits] to dwindle in so far as they might be experienced. Because of this it would be impossible to cut off the round-of-rebirths.' To this he replies with the sūtra 13. So long as the root exists, there will be fruition from it [that is] birth [and] length-of-life [and] kind-of-experience. What he means to say is this. The result of the latent-deposit of karma is pleasure and pain, and, in so far as both birth and length-of-life have the same purpose [as the latent-deposit] and are the necessary consequence of it, [these two] are also propagated [by the latent-deposit]. Moreover pleasure and pain are attached to passion and aversion. And the latter are the necessary conditions [for pleasure and pain], since pleasure and pain are not possible in the absence of these [that is, passion and aversion]. Furthermore it is impossible to say that that wherein a man is pleased or disgusted is not to him, as the case may be, either a pleasure or a pain. So this soil of the self sprinkled with the water of the hindrances becomes a field propagating the fruits of karma. Thus it is true that the hindrances co-operate with the latent-deposit of karma for producing also the after-effects of the fruits. So when the hindrances are quite cut off, [the latent-deposits] are deprived of this [aid] also. Therefore, although the latent-deposits are endless and their period of ripening is unsettled, still, when in their condition as seeds, they are burned by Elevation (prasamikhyāna), they cannot be in a position to bear fruit. The sense expressed is made clear by the Comment in the words, «While . . . exist. » With regard to this same point he gives a simile «Just as . . . the chaff. » Although they have their chaff, their condition as seed is burned by heat (sveda) and in other ways. He applies the simile to the point-to-be-illustrated by saying, «similarly. » If it be objected that the hindrances cannot be removed, because no [really] existing things are removed, he replies in the words, «nor seed in the condition of having been burned by the Elevation. » He shows the threefold character of the fruition in the words, «And this. » Fruition is that which is brought to fruition or brought to perfection by karmas. The first point-under-discussion [1. and 2.] deems the unity of karma to be fixed and considers whether births are one or more than one. The second [3. and 4.], however, deems the manifoldness to be fixed and considers whether births are one or more than one. Thus there are four alternatives
Limits of time for fruition

He asks, "Why so?" He gives the answer by saying, "from time-without-beginning." If the karma accumulated by each birth, one after another, in time without beginning, and therefore innumerable, which remains over after the karma which has been made to dwindle in each life, one after another, has been deducted, the world would feel discouragement. And this is prohibited. What he means to say is this. Since the dwindling of karma is broken-by-intervals (vivala), and since [karma] is produced in abundance, the latent-deposits pressing one against the other and springing up incessantly, in breathless haste, towards their own fruition,—[for this reason] even a very clever man could not determine the order of the results. Thus discouragement as regards the following up of meritorious [acts] would be inflicted [upon everybody].—He rejects the second alternative in the words "Neither 2. is one karma the cause of more than one birth." He asks, "Why is this?" He gives the answer by saying, "of more than one birth." If a single karma only belonging to (ahita) more than one birth is the cause of a fruition which characterizes more than one birth, then a lack of time would be inflicted upon the remaining karmas. And that too would be prohibited. Thus in so far as karma would be fruitless, there would be the likelihood that it would not be followed up. And if there would be discouragement on the ground that there is no order of fruition limited [in time] (niyata), in case one karma is to be uprooted in one life, how much more there would be in case one karma must be uprooted during more than one life. For then, since there is no chance, [one would infer] that there would be no time [in the future] for the fruition of the present karma [and thus again discouragement would follow].—He refutes the third alternative with the words, "Neither 3. is more than one karma the cause of more than one birth." He gives the reason for this in the word, "this." Since for those who are not yogins it is impossible that more than this one birth should occur simultaneously, it must be supposed to occur successively. For if a thousand karmas could simultaneously generate a thousand births, there would be—since a thousand karmas would have dwindled away—time for the fruition of the remainder and an order of results limited [in time]. But there is no such simultaneity of births.—Having thus rejected the three propositions, he accepts as the result of the process of elimination 4. the proposition which remains, to the effect that more than one karma is the cause of one birth, as he says in the words, "The result is... birth." The compound "between-birth-and-the-end-of-life" means in the interval [that is] between the two, both birth and the end-of-life.—[This accumulation is] diverse because it gives forth results diversified by pleasures and pains. That is dominant which will give its result with absolute intensity and immediately. Whereas that is subordinate which [gives its result] after a delay. The "ending-of-life" is death. "Made manifest" by it means being brought into the presence of that which tends to produce its effects.—By one single impulse
means simultaneously. Growing compact or rolled\(^1\) together into one lump in relation to the effect to be produced [that is] the next birth, it produces one birth only and not more than one birth. And this birth is the human or some other state. «And this birth receives its length-of-life from that same karma» [would mean that] its life is limited by various periods of time. «And again in that same length-of-life from that same karma it attains to its kind-of-experience» [would mean that] a direct experience of pleasure and of pain is attained. Thus this latent-deposit of karma since it is the source of the birth and of the length-of-life and of the kind-of-experience is said to have a threefold fruition. He sums up the main statement in the words, «Consequently [this] latent-deposit of karma is said to have [its limit in] one existence.»—Having one existence is one existence. [This] compound is in accordance [with Pāṇini's sutra ii. 1. 49] beginning with the words, “A temporal antecedent, eka, &c.” The termination [-ika] is in the sense of possession (matvarthiya).\(^2\) Thus the meaning [of the compound] is ‘one who has one existence’. Elsewhere the reading is (aikabhavika). In this case the dhak termination [-ika] in the sense of ‘existing in’ is added to the word ‘one-existence’. Then the meaning would be that its existing is limited to one birth. Thus having announced his main statement, namely, that [this] karma which [has its limit] in one existence has a three-fold fruition, he now distinguishes the three different kinds of fruition which belong to the karma that is to be felt in [this] seen birth and that is a part of this-present-world (aikika). By the word «seen» he refers, of course, to Nandīśvara whose length-of-life in a human birth was cut off at eight years. [Here] was a particular kind of merit produced by a vehement method of keen intensity. This merit had two fruitions in that it was the source of the length-of-life and of the kind-of-experience. But in the case of Nahuṣa, since the length of his life had been determined by a karma which led him to the attainment of Indra's position, there was a particular kind of demerit, leading only to a kind-of-enjoyment, by reason of the contrary [karma] coming from his striking\(^8\) Agastya with his heel. An objector asks, ‘Have the subconscious-impressions from the hindrances, like a latent-deposit of karma, their [limit] in one existence? And [if] the subconscious-impressions of the experiences of the fruition of the karma are favourable to [the pointing out of] the kind-of-experience, then a human being reduced to the body of a beast would not experience (bhūṣṭita) what is proper to his species.’ In reply to this he says «the karma from the hindrances.» Having a fixed form (saṁmūr̥chita) means rolled together into one lump. He describes the subconscious-impression as such in order to distinguish it from

\(^1\) Vijñāna Bhikṣu glosses the word saṁmūr̥chita by pavaṛdāhavega (p. 106\(^*)\) and by upacitam or puṣṭam (p. 107\(^2\) Benares ed.).

\(^2\) Pāṇini v. 2. 115.

\(^*\) This story is given in its setting by Jacobi in his article on Agastya (Hastings: Cycl. of Rel. and Ethics, I, p. 181\(^*\), line 10).
right-action (dhārma) and from wrong-action by saying «subliminal-impressions which.»—In order to state certain exceptions to the general proposition [that the latent-deposit of karma] has [its limit in] a single existence he prepares the ground by saying «But that... which.» By the word «But» he shows that there is a distinction from the subconscious-impressions. The limitation [in time] of having [a limit in] a single existence is that which belongs only to the fruition which is to be felt in a birth of [this] seen [life] and which has a limit [in time]; whereas the fruition which is not to be felt in [this] seen [life] does not [have the limit in time which has its limit in a single existence].—Of what kind then is fruition which is not limited in time? He asks the reason in the words «Why so?» He tells the reason in the words «Because that.» First he gives one outcome (gati) in the words «is finished» the second, in the words «dominant» the third, in the words «has a limit [in time].» Of these three he analyses 1. the first by saying «Of these [three]... is finished.» Other than the karmas of the mendicant (sānyāsin), which are neither bright nor dark, there are only three karmas, the dark and the bright-dark and the bright. Now in this world a latent-deposit of bright karma, to be obtained by self-castigation and by recitation and by other means, when once uprisen [in the mind,] is the annihilator of dark [karma] which has not yet given its fruit. And because there is no distinction [between the dark and the dark-bright] we must suppose [that it is the annihilator] of the many-coloured [that is, the dark-bright karma] by reason of the conjunction [of this last] with the dark part. With reference to the same the Exalted [Vyāsa] cites the Sacred Word when he says, «With regard to which this.» Verily indeed karmas [should be known to be] <by twos and twos,> that is, the dark and the dark-bright. [These the mass made of merit] destroys. Such is the construction [of the sentence]. By repeating the word «twos» he indicates that there is a very great number. In reply to the question, 'Belonging to whom' he says, «belonging to a sinful.» In other words, belonging to a sinful man. What is it that destroys? To this he replies, «A single mass made of merit.» Because a collection includes the units-of-the-collection (sāmāhin). Thus the bright latent-deposit of karma is described as the third. What he means to say is this. This bright latent-deposit of karma, which is to be obtained by methods which are free from injury to others, is of such a kind, we may say, that although it is single, it destroys dark and dark-bright latent-deposits of karma, which are absolutely opposed, even when they are in great numbers.—The word «then (tat)» means therefore.—The word «Wish thou» is middle because Vedic. The rest is easy. And so we see (atra) that the power in the uprisings of the bright karma is so indescribably great that it alone makes the others cease to be. But one could not say that they cease because of the pain resulting from recitations and other [right actions]. For a wrong-action (adharma) does not have, as its opposite, pain in general, but only that particular kind of pain which is
the effect of itself [that is, the wrong-action]. Now the pain resulting from recitations and other [right actions] is not their effect. [And if this pain resulting from recitations and other right actions] is supposed to be the effect of this [wrong-action]; then it is needless to make [special] prescriptions of recitations and other right actions, because then these [recitations and right actions] could be produced (utpatti) merely by the help of those [wrong-actions]. And if [this wrong-action] should not produce (anutpatti) [the pain which results from recitations and other right actions], then the Cooking Pot [Hell] and other [pains] are [specially] prescribed,—[because the wrong-action must result in something—and] because, if [Hells and other pains] be not [specially] prescribed, these [Hells] would never be produced at all.¹

Thus all is four-square.—He analyses 2. the second outcome in the word «dominant.» In the dominant karma, as for instance in the Jyotiṣṭoma and similar [sacrifices], that which is accessory (āṅga) [karma] to this, namely the killing of the animal, is cast away [into the dominant karma]. For there are two effects of killing and of the other [acts]: 1. since it is prescribed [by the tradition] in so far as it is accessory to the dominant [karma], it assists; 2. since killing is forbidden by the rule “Let no living being be killed”, it is needless. We see then that [killing], because it is performed as accessory to the dominant [karma] and not as being the dominant, ought not immediately [draś] and independently of the dominant [karma] to generate its own fruition, a useless result, but that it remains rendering assistance to the dominant [karma], the fruition of which has already commenced. And while rendering assistance to the dominant karma it remains, with reference to its own effect, as seed only, and is cast away into the dominant karma. «With reference to which it has been said» by Pañcaśikha. The slight admixture of the invisible-influence (apurva), which is the dominant [karma] resulting from the Jyotiṣṭoma and other [sacrifices], with the invisible-influence resulting from the killing of the animal and similar [acts] and producing what is not desired (anartha),—[this admixture] may be removed. For, by doing a certain amount of penance it may be removed. Or should a man heedlessly not have gone through the penance, [the slight admixture of guilt] comes to fruition at the time of the fruition of the dominant karma. In spite of all this, whatever undesired result be generated by this [accessory invisible-influence] may be overlooked. For the fortunate (kuṇala), plunging deep into the great pool of the nectar of pleasure brought near by the gathering together of merit, overlook a slight spark of

¹ Since however Hells are produced without any special prescription (vīdhāna), it follows as a general rule that the consequences of wrong-actions require no special prescription. But in the case of recitations and other right-actions there is the special prescription. Therefore right-actions and the pain resulting from right-actions cannot be the consequences of wrong-actions. Not being such a consequence, the pain from right-action cannot annihilate wrong-action.
the fire of pain brought about by a very little evil. Hence [the slight admixture] is not enough or adequate to remove or to cause to dwindle good-fortune or great merit. He asks «Why [not]?» The answer is «the good-fortune.» For in the case of me, the meritorious, much other good-fortune exists, the fruition of dominant karma, beginning with the initiatory rites and ending with the donations. Where then this admixture is very slight, it will make even in heaven, the result of it, a slight commingling of pain, that is, a slight reduction from the heaven which, [although] its beginning is gained by mixed merit, is [in itself] quite untouched by pain.—He analyses 3. the third outcome in the words, «limited [in time].» The predominance here is conceived as being extremely powerful but not as having accessories. And it is powerful in so far as its fruition is without limit [of time], because there is no opportunity [for its fruition] at any one time. But in the case of [the dominant karma] the fruition of which is without limit [of time] there is a weakness, because there is an opportunity [for its fruition] at some other time. The continuance for a long time is only in the condition of seed, but not as [actively] helping the dominant [karma] because this latter is independent. It is objected, 'It has been stated that the latent-deposit of karma is by the ending-of-life made manifest at one point of time only. Whereas now you say that it continues a long time. How then is the latter [statement] not in opposition to the previous [statement]?' With this in mind he asks, «how was this?» He answers in the words, «not ... in [this] seen [life].» The singular number denotes a class. He determines the outcome of that which is different from this by the words, «On the contrary ... not ... in [this] seen [life].» The rest is easy.

14. These [fruitions] have joy or extreme anguish as results in accordance with the quality of their causes whether merit or demerit.

<These> [that is] birth and length-of-life and kind-of-experience. Those with merit as cause have pleasure as result; those with demerit as cause have pain as result. And just as the nature of this pain is counteractive, so for the yogin, even at the moment of pleasure in an object, there is nothing but counteractive pain. It has been stated that karma is rooted in hindrances and that fruitions are rooted in karma. Now the question is, 'of what are the fruitions the root, since you say that these are to be renounced?' In reply to this he says, 14. These [fruitions] have joy or extreme anguish as results in accordance with the
quality of their causes whether merit or demerit. He explains the sūtra in
the words, "<These> [that is] birth and length-of-life and kind-of-experience." Although
birth and length-of-life, since they precede joy and extreme anguish,
do have the latter as their results,—whereas the kind-of-experience follows the
rise [in consciousness] of joy and extreme anguish and in fact has its essence in
the [direct] experience (anubhava) of them,—still in so far as being [directly]
experienced is the same as a kind-of-experience (bhoga), we may suppose that
[joy and extreme anguish] are results of the kind-of-experience only so far as they
are the objects of the kind-of-experience. It is objected, 'The birth and length-of-
life and kind-of-experience, which are the results of extreme anguish, are
things to be rejected (heya), since they are felt to be counteractive. But why
should those [fruitions] which have merit as cause be renounced? they have
pleasure as their result since they are felt to be co-active (anukūla). Nor can
their co-activity, which may be felt by every one, be gainsaid by even a thousand
verbal communications and inferences. Moreover neither joy nor extreme
anguish can exist without the other. For while joy is being received, extreme
anguish, since it cannot be driven off, may also fall to one's lot, because the two
have separate causes and because they have separate forms.' In reply to this he
says, «And just as... this.» Although ordinary individuals, at the time when
there is pleasure in objects, are not conscious of them as counteractive, still
yogins are conscious of this [counteractiveness].

How can this be accounted for?
15. As being the pains which are mutations and anxieties
and subliminal-impressions, and by reason of the opposition of the fluctuations
of the aspects (guna),—to the discriminating all is nothing but pain.
1. For every one this experience of pleasure is permeated with
passion and is dependent upon animate and inanimate instruments.
In this case we have a latent-deposit of karma arising from passion.
Likewise also [a man] hates the instruments of pain and becomes
infatuated [by the instruments of infatuation]. Thus there is also
a latent-deposit made by aversion and by infatuation. And in
this sense it has been said, "Enjoyment is impossible unless one
has killed some living creature." Therefore there is also the
latent-deposit of karma, effected by killing, belonging to the body.
Thus it has been said, "Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā)

¹ This sūtra seems to have influenced Umasvāti: Tattvārthādhiṣṭhāna-sūtra vii. 6.
Inevitability of pain

is pleasure in an object of sense." That which is the subsidence of the organs because of their satiation with enjoyments is pleasure; after there has been a craving, the failure to subside is pain. And by the application of the organs to enjoyments one cannot make one's self free from thirst [for enjoyment]. Why is this? Since passions increase because-of (anu) application to enjoyments, and the skill of the organs also increases. Therefore application to the enjoyment of pleasure is not a way of approach [to freedom from thirst for objects]. Surely one aiming at pleasure and permeated by objects is sunk in the deep bog of pain, like the man who, while in fear of the scorpion's poison is bitten by the poisonous snake. This is the so-called painfulness of mutation; it is counteractive; even in a condition of pleasure it hinders the yogin himself.—2. Now what is the painfulness of anxiousness? Every one has the experience of anxiousness; it is permeated by aversion and is dependent upon animate and inanimate instruments. Here we have a latent-deposit of karma arising from aversion. And [a man] yearning for the instruments of pleasure, throbs in the body and in [the organs of] speech and in the central-organ (manas). Since it then aids or (ca) thwarts others by aiding them or by injuring them, it amasses right-actions and wrong-actions. This latent-deposit of karma is the result of greed and of infatuation. For this reason it is called the painfulness of anxiousness.—3. But what is the painfulness of subliminal-impressions? There is a latent-deposit of subliminal-impressions of pleasure arising from the experience of pleasure; and there is a latent-deposit of subliminal-impressions of pain arising from the experience of pain. Thus analogously (evam), while the fruition from the karmas is under experience, there is on the other hand an accumulation of a latent-deposit of karma. Thus this stream of pain from time-without-beginning, spreading wider and wider, agitates even the yogin because its essence is counteractive. Why is this? It is because a wise man is like an eyeball. Just

1 Perhaps an allusion to the phrase sukha-khyātīr asidā (ii. 5, Calc. ed. 114).
2 Colonel Jacob (Second Handful of Popular Maxims, 2nd ed., 1909, p. 76) points out that Vācaspati uses this nyāya again in the Tātparyaṭīkā (1898), p. 53."
as a fine thread of wool fallen upon the eyeball by its touch gives pain, but not so when it falls upon other parts of the body, so these pains [from subliminal-impressions] hinder the yogin only, who is like an eyeball, but not any other perceiver. But upon the other, [not a yogin],—who casts off the pain received time after time which has been brought upon him by his own karma,—and who receives the pain cast off time after time,—and who is as it were permeated through and through from all sides with fluctuating mind-stuff complicated from time-without-beginning with its subconscious-impressions,—and who under [the influence of] undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) conforms [himself] to the ‘I-substance’ and to the ‘Of me-substance’ with regard to those very things which are to be rejected,—upon him, born again and again, the triple anguishes from both kinds of causes, both inner and outer, sweep down. This being so, the yogin, having seen himself and the whole multitude of creatures borne away by this stream of pain from time-without-beginning, seeks refuge in the focused-insight (saṁyag-darçana), the cause of the dwindling of all pain.—<And by reason of the opposition of the fluctuations of the aspects (guna),—to the discriminating all is nothing but pain.> The aspects (guna) of the thinking-substance in the form of brightness and of activity and of inertia, having become interdependent by aid given each to the other, give rise to a presented-idea either tranquil or cruel or infatuated, [either one or the other] of just these three aspects. “And because the changes (vṛttas) of the aspects (guna) are unstable, the mind-stuff is in rapid mutation.” Thus we have been told.1 “The [outer] forms [when developed to] a high degree and the [inner] fluctuations [when developed to] a high degree oppose each other; but the generic forms co-operate with [these when developed to] a high degree.” Thus since these aspects (guna) have presented-ideas of pleasure and of pain and of infatuation obtained by reliance of one [aspect] upon another, each (sarve) [of them] has the form of each of [the others]. But the distinction between them is due to their being either in a subordinate (guna) or in a dominant state. Therefore to the discrimi-

1 By Pañcaśikha. Compare iii. 9 and 13, pp. 199 and 204; iv. 15, p. 298 (Calc. ed.).
nating all is nothing but pain. So the seed out of which this huge aggregate of pain grows forth is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā). And the reason for the failure-of-growth (abhāva) in this [avidyā] is the focused-insight.—Just as a system of medicine has four divisions, [on] Disease [and on] Cause of Disease [and on] Health [and on] Remedy, so this system also has four divisions, [on] the Round-of-Rebirth [and on] the Cause of the Round-of-Rebirth [and on] Release [and on] the Way to Release. 'Of these [four], the Round-of-Rebirth with its mass of pains is that which is to be escaped; the conjunction of the primary-cause and of the Self is the cause of this which is to be escaped (heya); the final destruction of the correlation is the escape (hāna); the means of escape is focused-insight. In this [focused-insight] he who escapes—as he is in himself—can neither be accepted nor rejected (heya). For if there be a rejection (hāna), that would involve the doctrine of the extermination of him [who escapes]. And ¹ if there be an acceptance [that would involve] the doctrine [that he has] a cause. And ¹ by denying both [the rejection and the acceptance], we have the doctrine [that the Seer as he is in himself is] eternal. This is the focused-insight.

In order to account for this he introduces the sutra after first asking the question, "How can this be accounted for?" The sutra begins with the word 15 . . . mutation and ends with the word discriminating . . . [The compound in the sutra is analysed,] mutation and anxiety and subliminal-impression—these themselves are the pains—it is by these . . . He describes the painfulness of the pleasure in objects of sense in so far as mutations are painful by saying, "For every one this." Pleasure is surely impossible unless it be permeated by passion. For one cannot possibly say that one finds no happiness in a thing and at the same time take pleasure in it. Moreover, since pleasure leads to action and action causes a latent-deposit of merit and demerit, there is also a latent-deposit of karma produced by passion, because a thing which does not exist cannot be produced. Under these circumstances (tādā), a man experiencing pleasure and feeling attachment to it, feels aversion towards the instruments of pain with an aversion that is in an intercepted state. Furthermore, being unable to prevent these [instruments of pain] he becomes infatuated. Thus there is also a latent-deposit of karma made by aversion and by infatuation. And there is nothing contradictory in making infatuation, whose other name is misconception, the cause of a latent-deposit of the karma of infatuation also. If it be asked,

¹ Omitted in most MSS.
How can a man in love feel aversion or infatuation, since, when he is in love, aversion and infatuation are not evidently existent, he replies, «And in this sense it has been said» by us when explaining [ii. 4] hindrances with intercepted states. In this way merit and demerit have been shown as produced by sense-activities of speech and mind. Because a mental volition produced by passion, so that one wills, ‘this must be done,’ is also not to be distinguished from the verbal form [of the volition] in so far as it is equally desired. As they say, ‘A volition with desire does not go beyond intended-objects which can be expressed by words.’ He also shows a latent-deposit of karma belonging to the body in the words, «Impossible . . . unless one has killed ”». Hence authors of the Law Books say [Manu iii. 68, Viṣṇu lix. 19], “Five kinds-of-slaughter are open to the householder.” The objector says, ‘This may be true. Yet it is not fitting that a yogin should reject pleasure in objects-of-sense which can be felt by anybody. For that would be running counter to experience.’ In reply to this he says, «It has been said, “Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya) is pleasure in an object-of-sense”» by [us when] showing [ii. 5] that undifferentiated-consciousness is characterized by four kinds of misconceived ideas. The ancient sages (yuddha) do not pay heed to anything merely at the first impression. There is of course, merely at the first impression (apatatas), an experience which any one can feel of pleasure which follows even after eating food mixed with sweet poison; but after a lapse of time there is no pleasure. And as such it has been shown by The Exalted [Iṣvara in the Gītā xviii. 38], “After there has been contact of the sense-organs with objects, that pleasure which is at the beginning like nectar and in the course of time like poison is known to be full of rajas.”

He raises a doubt by saying, «which . . . with enjoyments.» The objector says, ‘We do not accede to the statement that pleasure is the joy in objects. On the contrary, when men are not satiated and when their minds are afflicted with yearnings for one object after another, it is the very thirst itself that is the great pain. And this [thirst] does not subside unless enjoyment follow. Furthermore the full subsidence of this [thirst] is not permeated with passion and similar [states of mind]. Thus it cannot be said that this subsidence has the painlessness of mutation.’ This is the point.— «Because of their satiatiation» means: Because the thirst [for enjoyment] has dwindled, there is a subsidence of the organs, in other words, there is no activity [of the organs] with regard to objects-of-sense. He makes this same clear by a negative instance in the words «arising from a craving.» He rebuts an objection with the words «And . . . by the organs . . . not.» The word «because of (anu)» is used in the sense of cause. It is true that the dwindling of thirst [for objects] is the flawless pleasure. But application to enjoyment is not the cause of this [dwindling of thirst]; but it is the cause of the thirst which is just the opposite of this [dwindling of thirst]. Just as they say,” “Lust by the enjoyment of

1 Without the flaw of rāga.
2 See Manu ii. 94; Viṣṇu Purāṇa iv. 10. 9; Purāṇa lxvii. 17.
Pain is past and present and future

lusts never subsides; just as by the butter-oblation the flames flare up yet once again."—The rest is without obscurity.—2. He asks a question with regard to the painfulness of anxiety in the words, «Now what?» The answer is «every one.» As everybody knows what it is, he does not make a detailed statement of it as such. And the detailed statement is analogous to that of the painfulness of mutation.—3. He asks about the painfulness of subliminal-impressions by saying «what?» He gives the answer in the words «the experience of pleasure.» For an experience of pleasure gives rise to a subliminal impression and this to a memory of pleasure; and this to a passion; and this to movements of the central-organ and of the body and of [the organ of] speech; and this [gives rise] to merit and demerit; from these [comes] the experience of fruition; from this a subconscious-impression. Thus there is a beginningless [chain]. Here the connexion should be understood in this way. There is a memory of pleasure and of pain according to the variation in the degree of the subliminal-impressions of pleasure and of pain; and from this comes passion and aversion; from these two come karma; from the karmas, fruition. Streaming on in this way the stream of pain hinders the yogin only, but not the other perceiver, [that is] any ordinary person, as he says in the words «Thus this... from-time-without-beginning.» But the triple anguishes sweep down upon the other. This is the construction [of the sentence].—In so far as the two anguishes, that from the gods and that from the elements, are [each] external, their unity is emphasized.—Since it is a fluctuation in the mind-stuff, undifferentiated-consciousness ( avidya) is said to be «fluctuating mind-stuff.» Under [the influence of] this, «with regard to those very things which are to be rejected» [that is] with regard to the thinking-substance and the organs and the body and so on [as the ‘I’,] and with regard to wife and children [as the ‘of me’], «he conforms [himself] to the ‘I-substance’ and to the ‘Of-me-substance.’» This being the case, there is no other refuge for him than the focused-insight. So he says «This being so.» This being so, he has mentioned the extrinsic ( a菩提hika) painfulness of the pleasure in objects as a result of mutation and of subliminal-impressions and of contact with anxiety. He [now] indicates the intrinsic [painfulness] by saying «And by reason of the opposition of the aspects ( gūra).» He explains [this part of the sutra] by saying «brightness.» Brightness and activity and inertia are the forms, in so far as they are forms of the thinking-substance, which enter into mutation. The aspects ( gūra) are sattva and rajas and tamas [and they] are interdependent upon each other. They give rise to either 1. a tranquil (its essence is pleasure), or 2. a cruel (its essence is pain), or finally (eva) 3. an infatuated (its essence is dejection) presented-idea of [these] three aspects, although its form is an experience of pleasure. And not even this mutation of this [thinking-substance] having such a presented-idea as its form is fixed. Because of this he says «And because the changes of the aspects ( gūra) are unstable, the mind-stuff is in rapid mutation.» It is objected, «[There is] one presented-idea; how can it at one time
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make known tranquillity and cruelty and infatuation, which are opposed to each other? In reply to this he says, ‘The [outer] forms [when developed to] a high degree and the [inner] fluctuations [when developed to] a high degree oppose each other.’”> The <<forms>> are the eight states¹ (bhāva) beginning with right-action. The <<fluctuations>> are pleasure and so on. So in this case wrong-action, since it is in such a condition [of high development], is opposed by right-action when it is in process of fruition. Similarly with knowledge [and] with passionlessness [and] with power [as well as] with pleasure and so on their corresponding contraries are in opposition. But the generic² forms, which are not actively moving forth, since they do not oppose [those which are developed] to a high degree, co-operate with those which are actively moving forth.—The objector says, ‘We know [all] this. Yet how can pleasure in objects have an intrinsic painfulness?’ In reply to this he says, ‘Thus since these.’> Because the material cause [of both] is not different and because their essence is the material cause, there is also no difference in the material effects (upadेयa). ‘So then is this identity absolute? If so, the difference [between the two terms] in the attributive relations of the thinking-substance would not be possible.’ In reply to this he says, ‘In a subordinate or in a dominant.’> In relation to the generic element (atman) there is subordination; in relation to the element [which is developed] to a high degree there is dominance. So both extrinsically and intrinsically (svabhāvatas) [to the discriminating all is nothing but pain.] Consequently by men of insight pain should be escaped (heya). And it cannot be escaped unless its cause (nidāna) be escaped. Moreover it cannot be escaped unless its cause be thoroughly understood. So he shows what its radical cause is in the words, ‘So... of this.’> That seed out of which the aggregate of pain grows forth [or] arises. He shows the reason for the extermination of this growth in the words ‘And... in this.’> Now he shows that this system which has entered upon its activity for the sake of showing favour [i. 1] to all is similar to another system of the same kind by saying, ‘Just as.’> [A system described as being of four divisions] is one of which there are the four divisions, that is, four compactly arranged parts.—It is objected, ‘Why is there not a contradiction when you said that pain is to be escaped and when you [now] describe the round-of-rebirth as something to be escaped?’ In reply to this he says ‘Of these [four],... with its mass of pains.’> That, by doing which undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) makes the round-of-rebirth, [that constitutes] its special form of activity which is the cause of the round-of-rebirths. This he describes in the words, ‘of the primary cause and of the Self.’> He tells what liberation is in the words, ‘of the correlation.’> He tells what the means of liberation are in the words, ‘the means of escape.’> Some⁸ there are who regard the extermination of him-who-escapes (hātṛ)—as he is in himself—to be liberation.

¹ Right-action, knowledge, passionlessness, power, and their opposites. See ¹ The unspecialized forms. See iii. 44.
² The Yogācāra school of Buddhists.
⁴ The Yogācāra school of Buddhists.
In this sense they say, "Like the blowing-out (nirvāna) of a lamp is the deliverance of this anguished (tāpin) [mind]." Others again teach that, as a result of the extermination of the hindrances with their subconscious impressions, purified mental-states (vijñāna) are produced; and that this itself is liberation. In reply to these he says, «In this [focused-insight].» In this case he first finds fault with the escape by saying, «For if there be an escape . . . for him.» Since no rational man ever exerts himself to exterminate himself. It is objected, 'We see some persons, all of whose pleasures are uprooted by intense disease and who drag about their bodies, as it were, laden with pain, striving to exterminate themselves.' True, he says in reply, there are a few such. But not of this kind are men living in [the ordinary] round-of-rebirth. [For] their lot is to enjoy diverse and strange and celestial delights. Even those [others], however, are evidently desirous of liberation. Accordingly we should not concede that liberation is the extermination of him who escapes—as he is in himself—since that would involve what is not one of the aims of man. The objector says, 'Very well then, let us say that he who escapes—as he is in himself—is something that may be accepted.' In reply to this he says, «And if there be an acceptance . . . the doctrine [that he has] a cause.» For if there be an acceptance [of him], then, because he would be impermanent in so far as he is an effect, he might also fall even from [his] state of liberation. For liberation is deathlessness. And [we could] not [say] that an uninterrupted succession of purified mental-states is deathless. Because the uninterrupted series, over and above the members-of-the-series (saṁtānīn), not being anything [perceptibly] real, does not exist; and because the members-in-the-series are not permanent. Therefore we should strive to have such a theory as [would teach that the Self as he is in himself is] eternal. For this being so, liberation (apavarga) might be [one of] the aims of men. So he says, «And by denying both.» Consequently, liberation is nothing but [the Seer] abiding in himself [i. 3]. Precisely this is the right point of view.

This same system is set forth in its four divisions.

16. That which is to be escaped is pain yet to come.

Pain past, that is, transferred beyond experience, cannot properly be called (pakṣe vartate) a thing to be escaped. And present pain in its own moment [of existence] has attained experience; so it cannot at the next moment be so changed that it can be escaped. Consequently only that pain which is yet to come is that which hinders the yogin only, who is like an eye-ball, but [this does] not [hinder] any other perceiver. Only this pain becomes so changed that it may be escaped.

1 The Bikāner MS. reads cetasa iti. Tāpin appears to be correct instead of tāpin.
2 The Mādhyamika school of Buddhists.
3 Compare ii. 15, p. 134 (Calc. ed.).
This same system is set forth in its four divisions. 16. That which is to be escaped is pain yet to come. The words «yet to come» exclude the past and the present. He makes this consistent by saying «pain past.» If it be objected that present pain now in experience is not to be transferred beyond experience, he replies «And present.» Easy.

Therefore the cause of this same thing that is described as something to be escaped is once more specified.

17. The correlation of the Seer and the object-of-sight is the cause of that which is to be escaped.

The Seer is the Self conscious by reflection of the thinking-substance. Objects-of-sight are all external-aspects (dharma) which have struck upon the sattva of the thinking-substance. So this same object-of-sight giving its aid, like a magnet,¹ by the mere fact of being near, becomes, by reason of its being an object-of-sight, the property of the Self, its proprietor, whose nature is seeing. It becomes changed into an object upon which experience operates,—in so far it has the nature of another. Having acquired [this new] being, although self-dependent, [it becomes] by serving one-not-itself,² dependent on one-not-itself. The correlation of these two, the power of seeing and the power by which one sees, is from time-without-beginning and is effected for [two] purposes. [This correlation is] the cause of that which is to be escaped, in other words, the cause of pain. And in this sense it has also been said, "By avoidance of the cause of correlation with this [thinking-substance] the antidote for pain would be absolute." Why [would this be so]? Because we know the antidote to prevent the cause of pain. For example, we know that the liability-to-scratches inheres in the sole of the foot, the power to scratch inheres in the thorn, the prevention [of scratching] is either by not stepping with the foot upon the thorn or by stepping [upon it when the sole of the foot] is covered by a foot-protector. Whoever understands these three [scratch and cause and prevention] has begun the antidote therefor and is not exposed to the pain from scratches.

¹ Compare i. 4, p. 17¹; ii. 18, p. 143³; iv. 17, 309⁷ (Calc. ed.).
² Compare iv. 24.
Why [is this]? Because of his power to apperceive the three-fold character [of the case]. And to resume the argument (atrāpi), the sattva, the castigated, comes under the ownership of rajas, the castigator. Why [so]? Since it stands in a passive relation to the activity of the castigator. The act of castigation affects the sattva as a passive object, but does not affect the immutable and inactive Soul (kṣetrajña). [Why inactive?] Since it has objects shown to it. But if the sattva be under castigation, the Self, it appears, conforming itself to the form of this [sattva] is itself castigated along with [the sattva].

That which is to be escaped has been described. Its cause (nīdāna) is [now] described 17. The correlation of the Seer and the object-of-sight is the cause of that which is to be escaped. He tells of the Seer himself in the words «The Seer . . . conscious by reflection of the thinking-substance.» The intelligence (citi) belonging to the Self (Pums), although it is detached, becomes conscious by reflection of the thinking-substance, and this consists in the thinking-substance being imaged (chāya) [in the intelligence]. It is objected that ‘even if this be so, [the Self] could see the thinking-substance only, but could not see the various things (gaḍāḍādi) which are absolutely shut off [from it]’. To this he replies, «Objects-of-sight . . . the (sattva) of the thinking-substance.» When by the channel of the senses the thinking-substance enters into mutations having the forms of various things and when it is an object-of-sight, the various things, the external-aspects, are also objects-of-sight. It is objected, ‘In so far as the thinking-substance has assumed the form of these [things], it may have the form of the various things. But if, in the case of the Self, his relation to the thinking-substance be assumed, he would be mutable. Yet if there be no relation between them, how can the various things, although present in the (sattva) of the thinking-substance, be objects-of-sight? For surely an object-of-sight not in relation with the Seer cannot be called an object-of-sight.’ To this he replies, «this same object-of-sight.» All this has been given in detail by us in Book First, where we showed [1.7, p.22] that the sattva of the thinking-substance, although not in combination with intelligence (cātanya), in so far as it is absolutely clear, still, in so far as it contains the image (bimba) of the intelligence, seems to come into a balanced state [with the intelligence] and [so] experiences the various things. Hence also the Seer, enjoying within himself the pleasures and other [experiences] offered by the sattva of the thinking-substance which has entered into mutation in the form of the various things, becomes the proprietor. And the sattva of the thinking-substance [having mutations] of such a kind becomes his property. So this same sattva of the thinking-substance, containing the forms of the various things, becomes the object-of-sight; and being like a magnet, it becomes the property of the Self whose nature is seeing and who is the proprietor.
Why [is this]? He says, «the experience.» Because [the sattva of the thinking-substance] is changed into an object upon which experience operates. The «experience» is the enjoyment on the part of the Self; the «operation» is the activity; the «object» is the condition of being enjoyed; because it is changed into» this, it becomes the property [of the Self].—The objection is made, ‘How can the sattva of the thinking-substance, which is luminous in itself, be the object of an experience?’ In reply to this he says, «in so far as it has the nature of another.» For if the sattva of the thinking-substance were really like the intelligence (cātanya), it would be luminous in itself. But it has acquired [this new] being, it is property (sva), it is other than intelligence (cātanya), and inert in nature. Therefore it is the object of the experience on the part of this [intelligence]. It is objected, ‘One thing is dependent upon another thing, when in some way or other it exerts itself for the sake of the other. Whereas the sattva of the thinking-substance does not in any way exert itself for the Self which is detached [from it]. And how can [the thinking-substance] be dependent on this [intelligence]? And this being so, it cannot be an object upon which [the Self] operates.’ In reply to this he says, «although self-dependent.» «By serving the purpose of one-not-itself,» by serving the purpose of the Self, it becomes «dependent on one-not-itself,» dependent upon the Self. The objector says, ‘This relation between the power of seeing and the power by which one sees must be either natural or accidental. If it be natural, since the two terms of the relation are permanent, the relation is one that cannot be exterminated; and this being so, the round-of-rebirth would be permanent. But if it be accidental, then in so far as hindrances and karma and its subconscious-impressions are fluctuations of the inner-organ, the former exist only so long as the inner-organ exists, and if at the same time (ca) the inner-organ is to have these as its cause, there would be the fault of mutual interdependence; and [you could not explain this fault away by bringing in a series without beginning,] because it is impossible that there should be anything from time-without-beginning at the beginning of the creation, for then the round-of-rebirth would not be produced at all. On which point it has been said, “Even in the opinion of those who think that the Self is not an agent, how can the aspects (guṇa) bring about the very first activity? For then karma does not yet exist. Neither is there then an erroneous idea nor passion nor hatred nor similar [hindrances]. For all these are fluctuations of the central-organ and the central-organ has not been produced at that time.”’ This doubt he removes by the words, «The correlation of these two, the power of seeing and the power by which one sees, is from time-without-beginning and is effected for [two] purposes.» It is true that the relation is not natural, but accidental. But it is not to be supposed that it has a beginning. For in so far as it is the result of a cause (nimitta) which is from time-without-beginning, it itself is also from time-without-beginning. Furthermore the uninterrupted succession of hindrances and karma and subconscious-impressions of these is from time-without-beginning.
And although at the time of [each] reversal of creation [this succession] has been reduced to the state of equipoise (sāmya) in the primary cause, still at the beginning of a creation it becomes again as before, just as some kinds of plants (udbhijja), reduced at the end of the rains to a state of earth, when the rains [return], assume again their proper form. More than once this has been made known previously. In so far as it brings it to growth, undifferentiated-consciousness is the cause of the correlation; in so far as it is the reason for [its] stability, the purpose of the Self is the cause. For this [conjunction] is stable by virtue of this [purpose of the Self]. It is this that is stated in the words, «effected for [two] purposes.» «And in this sense it has also been said» by Pañcačikha. «By conjunction with this» means by conjunction with the thinking-substance. This same is the cause of pain. By the avoidance of this [conjunction] this antidote for pain would be absolute. So what is implied is (arthāt) that pain results from a failure to avoid it. In connexion with this same point he states an extremely well-known simile in the words, «For example.» «A foot-protector» is a sandal. An objector says, ‘Let this be granted. But if it be said that correlation with the aspects (guna) is the cause of the castigation, then we must say that the aspects (guna) are castigators. And since the action of castigating does not remain within the agent, as is the case in such an [intransitive] act as being, we must expect some other thing to be castigated. And the Self is not the passive object of this [act] as being something to be castigated, for in so far as he is immutable, it is not fitting that he should be such as to [reap] the consequences which arise from actions. Therefore we come to the result that the act of castigating, which is concomitant with the thing castigated, ceases when [the thing castigated] also ceases, just as there is absence of smoke when fire is lacking.’ So he says, «And to resume the argument . . . the castigator.» It is the aspects (guna) only that are in the relation of castigated and castigator. Of these [three], sattva, because it is soft like the sole of the foot, is the object to be castigated. Whereas rajas, inasmuch as it is keen, is the castigator. This is the point. He asks, «Why [so]?? That is to say, why is sattva alone, and not the Self, the object to be castigated? He gives the answer in the words, «the sattva as a passive object.» ‘Is not then the Self castigated at all? If so, let it be the innominate sattva that receives the castigation. What does it matter to us?’ In reply to this he says, «Since it has objects shown to it. But if the sattva be under castigation, the Self, it appears, conforming itself to the form of this [sattva] is itself castigated along with [the sattva].» The cause of its being castigated along with it is that objects are shown to it and this has been explained previously [i. 4.].

1 The frog’s body (mandukā-deha) is used as the simile in i. 19, p. 5110 (Calc. ed.). 2. kriyā bheda abhibhava āpā 2. kartar kanṭaka rajas tāpaka
3. karma pādatala sattva tapya
4. upāya pādatrāṇa viveka parihāra

143] Return to the state of equipoise [—ii. 17

1 The frog’s body (mandukā-deha) is used as the simile in i. 19, p. 5110 (Calc. ed.).
2 This is the seventh in Garbe’s collection of Pañcačikha’s fragments, Festgruss an Roth, p. 79.
He tells what the object-of-sight itself is.

18. With a disposition to brightness and to activity and to inertia, and with the elements and the organs as its essence, and with its purpose the experience and the liberation [of the Self],—[this is] the object-of-sight.

The sattva has the disposition to brightness; the rajas has the disposition to activity; the tamas has the disposition to inertia. These aspects (guna) with the [three] separate parts influencing each other,—with external-aspects (dharma) in conjunction or in separation,—with limitations\(^1\)-in-extent (mūrti) brought about by basing them upon an interdependence of one upon another,—with separate powers, although in subservience to each other, still unconfused,—with conformations (anupātin) according to various disparate and comparete powers,—with their presence manifested at the time when they become dominant,—with their existence, although subordinate to the dominant [aspects] yet from their functional-activity (vyāpara) inferred as included in the dominant,—with their faculties employed as effective for the purposes of the Self,—with their aid given, like that of a magnet, from the mere fact of being near,—following without any external cause after a fluctuation of any one of themselves—these aspects (guna) are denoted by the word primary-cause. And this is called <the object-of-sight.> This same object-of-sight enters into mutation as elements and as organs,—as elements such as earth and the others in coarse \(^2\) and in subtle [form]. It enters likewise into mutation as organs such as the organ-of-hearing (protra). But it is not without an impelling force. On the contrary, it acts only by accepting an impelling force. For the object-of-sight exists for the sake of the experience and the liberation of the Self. Of these [two], experience is the ascertainment of things with desirable qualities and of things with undesirable qualities so long as this [ascertainment] does not divide [the Self from the thinking-substance]. Liberation is the ascertainment\(^3\) of the

\(^1\) Compare iii. 44, p. 254\(^2\) (Calc. ed.)

\(^2\) This refers forward to the important and peculiar definitions of coarse and subtle in iii. 44. See the illuminating words of Bālarāma in notes 1 and 2 of p. 144\(^1\) (Calc. ed.)

\(^3\) Compare drasṭubh svarūpalabdhiḥ so pavaryah, ii. 28, p. 157\(^4\) (Calc. ed.)
False objectification of the Self

[—ii. 18]

enjoyer himself. Thus there is no other process-of-knowing in addition to these two. And in this sense it has been said,¹

"But he who in the three aspects (guna) which are agents and in the Self which is not an agent,—but which is of the same kind in some respects and of a different kind in other respects,—sees all the produced states presented to the fourth, the witness of their action—he has no suspicion that there is another kind of knowledge [the pure intelligence]."  ‘How is it that these two, experience and liberation, made by the thinking-substance and existing in the thinking-substance only, are attributed to the Self?’ Just as a victory or a defeat on the part of actual fighters ² is ascribed to their commander, for he as we know is the experiencer of the result, so bondage and release, existing in the thinking-substance only, are ascribed to the Self. For he as we know has the experience of the results of these. Bondage is of the thinking-substance only and is the failure to attain the purposes of the Self. Release is the termination of the purpose of the Self. Thus it is that processes-of-knowing and processes-of-retention and comprehensions-of-particulars ³ (ūha) and removals-of-faults (apoha) and real-knowledge and the will-to-live, [all] existing in the thinking-substance, are assumed to exist in the Self. For he as we know has the experience of the results of these.

He explains the object-of-sight by the sūtra beginning with the word 18.... brightness and ending with the words object-of-sight. Brightness is a portion of the sattva; it is influenced by dejection which is a quality of tamaś or by pain which is a quality of rajas. Similarly it must be understood in the case of the quality of rajas and the rest. It is this that is stated in the words «with the [three] separate parts influencing each other.» ²With external-aspects (dhārma) in conjunction or in separation» with [or from] the Self. As it is written [Cvet. Up. iv. 5]. "One male goat [i.e., the unborn soul] has pleasure in leaping upon the one female goat [i.e. primary matter] which is

¹ This is Garbe’s eighth fragment of Pañca-gīkha. It is introduced to support the statement that experience consists in determining the nature of the gunas which have been identified with the Self. Although the three gunas are active agents, the indiscriminating man looks upon all things as the deeds of the Self, who never acts, who is different in nature from the gunas, and who merely witnesses their changes.

² He does not suspect the existence of an intelligence which is an insight discriminated from the gunas.

³ Compare i. 24, p. 55² (Calc. ed.).

⁴ See Nyāya-sūtra i. 1. 40.
red and white and black and which brings forth many offspring like herself; while another male goat deserts her after having enjoyed her."—Limitations-in-extent, such as earth, are those which have been brought about by basing them upon interdependence of one upon another. The objector says, 'This may be true. When a quiescent idea is to be produced by sattva, since rajas and tamas also, in so far as they are accessory to sattva, are the causes of this [idea], there is a power in them. If this be so (iii), and whenever rajas or tamas might be principal, then always a quiescent idea might arise, not a cruel nor an infatuated one, just as in the case when sattva was dominant.' In reply to this he says, 'with separate powers, although in subservience to each other, still unconfused.' Let it be granted, when a quiescent idea is to be produced, that rajas and tamas are in an accessory relation, still their powers are not commingled. For the fact that their powers are not commingled may be inferred from the fact that there is no commingling of effects. Whereas effects of the quiescent and cruel and infatuated forms are seen to move actively forth in so far as their form is uncommingled. Thus it is established that the powers are unconfused. The objector says, 'Suppose this be granted. If the powers are unconfused, then the aspects (guna) cannot be supposed to work harmoniously together. Evidently things whose powers are different never have effects that are produced by a harmonious working together. Threads, for instance, and lumps of earth and dry grasses do not work harmoniously together and produce a jar.' In reply to this he says, 'with conformations according to various disparate and coparate powers.' Although the power of serving as material cause is in [a thing which is] coparate [with its effect], and not elsewhere, and although the power of serving as co-operative [cause may be] in disparate things, still when it is a water-jar that is to be generated, it is not in the power of the dry grasses to serve even as co-operative [causes], and this being so, these [grasses] do not work harmoniously with threads. This is the point. —[He analyses the compound.] Those are referred to whose character it is to conform to certain kinds of powers with regard to possible disparates and comparates.—<At the time when they become dominant.> When a super-normal body is to be generated, the sattva is dominant and the rajas and tamas are accessory. Similarly when a human body is to be generated, the rajas is dominant and the sattva and tamas accessory. Likewise when an animal body is to be generated, the tamas is dominant and the sattva and rajas are accessory. Thus these aspects (guna) have their presence manifested at the time when they become dominant. In other words, they contribute to the effect in proportion as they become reintensified. And the word <dominant> is to be taken as the abstract form of dominance (bhāvapradhāna).

1 He wishes to exclude the other meaning of pradhāna, that is, primary cause. Just as 'one and two' have an abstract and a particular sense, so also this word has the sense of 'dominant' and of 'primary cause'. See Pāṇ. iii. 4. 69.
Just as [in the phrase of Pāṇini's sūtra i. 4. 22,] "The dual and singular are used in case of two and one", [the words two and one are] in this case to be understood as twoness and oneness; in other cases [such as of measurable numbers], they are to be understood as two and as one.—An objector says, 'At that time [of dominance], it is possible to say that the dominant exists in so far as it is in its intense form. But is there any source-of-valid-ideas [to prove] the real existence of its accessories which are not in the intense form?'

In reply to this he says, «although subordinate.» Although not intensified, still, because they have no discrimination [to recognize that they are themselves inanimate], and [yet] because they do work harmoniously together,—from the mere fact of their functional-activity in so far as there is co-operation,—their existence is inferred as being included in the primary cause. The objector says, 'We may grant that the aspects (guna) have faculties and work harmoniously together, but why do they perform this [co-operation]?

For surely just because one says there is a faculty, one generates no [actual] effect on the ground that there may not be any cessation in the production of effects.' In reply to this he says, «employed as effective for the purposes of the Self.» After this [purpose has been effected], when all the purposes of the Self have been ended, the aspects [afterwards] cease and produce no effects. This is what he means to say. If it be asked, 'How can a thing which does not aid the Self, use impelling force as being a purpose of the Self,' he replies «aid given merely by being near.» It is objected that 'the impeller of the aspects is a cause characterized only as being merit and demerit; but can [these aspects be made to produce effects] when impelled by the purpose of the Self?' In reply to this objection he says, «without any external cause.—[He explains the phrase.] «The rest» [of the aspects], even «without any external-cause (pratyaya)» [or] efficient-cause (nimitta) such as merit, «following the fluctuation of any one of them,» either of salāva or of rajās or of tamanas, as dominant and as being active towards the production of its own effect. In which sense he will say later [iv. 3], "The efficient-cause gives no impulse, but [the mutation] follows when the barrier to the evolving-causes is cut, just as in the case of the peasant."—The construction of the sentence is, these aspects (guna) are denoted by the word primary-cause (pradhāna).

According to its derivation [the word pradhāna] is that by which the universe is produced (pradhiyate) or put forth.1 This is said to be the object-of-sight. —Having mentioned the nature of the aspects (guna) he describes the effect of this disposition in the words, «this same.» In order to establish the doctrine of the pre-existent effect (satkāryavāda), he says that a thing enters into mutation as a form of that thing, whichever it may be, that is its essence. He makes clear that its essence is elements and organs by the words beginning, «as an element.» To the words, «with its purpose the experience and

1 Compare ii. 23, p. 1594 (Calc. ed.).
the liberation, which are a part of the sūtra, he gives an introduction by saying "not without an impelling-force." He elaborates the word <experience> by saying "of these [two]." For pleasure and pain belong to the thinking-substance as such in so far as it has three aspects (guna). Because this thinking-substance enters into mutation as being of such a kind [as one that has three aspects]. There is said to be experience in so far as there is an ascertainment [of the things] as belonging to [these] qualities. Accordingly he says, "so long as undivided." And this has been made known by us more than once.—He elaborates the word <liberation> by saying "of the enjoyer." Liberation is that by which one is liberated [literally, wrenched off]. He states that there is no other impelling-force [than these two] by saying <in addition to these two.>—"And in this sense it has been said" by Paṇḍarīnātha in the words "But he who." An objection is raised, 'As matters of [perceptible] reality, experience and liberation are made by the thinking-substance. How are they attributed to the Self who is neither their cause nor their locus?' In reply to this he says, "These two." And that the Self is enjoyer has been explained and will be stated later [iii. 34]. But in the strict sense it is as the text says, "Bondage is of the thinking-substance only and is the failure to attain the purposes of the Self." "Thus" means in the way that experience and liberation are mentioned as being related to the Self. [So] processes-of-knowing and the rest are also to be understood as being related to the Self. Of these, <the process-of-knowing> is the thinking of the intended-object as it is in itself; the process-of-retention is memory with regard to this [object]; <comprehension-of-particulars (aśana)> is the maintaining (ākara) of the particulars belonging to a thing; <removal-of-faults (apoha)> is the removal for storable reasons (yukti) of particulars when falsely attributed; it is by these two only, by comprehension-of-particulars and by removal-of-faults, that the given thing is determined, that is, that there is real knowledge; and will-to-live is rejection or acceptance preceded by this determination of the reality.

This sūtra is begun with the intent of determining the various forms of the aspects (guna), the objects-of-sight.

19. The particularized and the unparticularized [forms] and the resoluble only [into primary matter] and irresoluble—primary-matter—are the divisions of the aspects (guna).

Of these [four], the elements air and wind and fire and water and earth are the particularized [forms] of the unparticularized fine

The Vārttika says īśānīstiṛgunaḥ are sukha-dvikkhetmakāh. This illustrates the closeness of the term guna as the three 'aspects' to the common use of the term as 'quality'.

2 Compare i. 45.
elements (tanmātra) sound and touch and colour and taste and smell. Similarly the organs of the thinking-substance are ear and skin and eye and tongue and nose, and the organs of action, voice and hands and feet and organ-of-excretion and organ-of-generation. And as the eleventh the central-organ which has all kinds of things as its intended object. These are the particularized [forms] of the unparticularized [personality-substance] which is characterized as having the feeling of personality. This is the sixteen-fold mutation of the aspects (guna). The unparticularized [forms] are six, namely, the fine element of sound and the fine element of touch and the fine element of colour and the fine element of taste and the fine element of smell. Thus, as we know, sound and the rest with one or two or three or four or five distinguishing-characteristics are five unparticularized [forms]. And the sixth is that of which we can only say that it is the feeling-of-personality. These are the six unparticularized forms of the Great thinking-substance of whose being we can only say that it exists. That which is prior to the unparticularized [forms] is that of which we can only say that it is resoluble [primary-matter], the Great Substance (mahat-tattva). Remaining in this Great Being (ātman) of which all that we can say is that it exists, these [six] unparticularized [forms] experience the limit of development. And reversing the process of creation they remain in that same Great Being of which all that we can say is that it exists, and revert to that which has neither existence nor non-existence, from which both existence and non-existence have been removed, from which non-existence has been removed, to the unphenomenalized and unresoluble primary-cause. This [Great Being of which all that we can say is that it exists], is the [first] mutation of these aspects. And that [Being] which has neither existence nor non-existence is the mutation [of these aspects] which is unresoluble [primary cause]. So the purpose of the Self is not the reason for the unresoluble state. Since the fact that the Self has a purpose is not known (bhavati) at the beginning as the cause of the state unresoluble [into primary matter], therefore the fact that the Self has a purpose is not a cause ¹ of this [state].

¹ See i. 45, p. 96* (Calc. ed.).
And since that state is not effected by the purpose of the Self, it is called permanent. But at the beginning of the three states that are particularized, the fact that the Self has a purpose is known to be the cause. And this purpose is known to act as purpose and as efficient cause. Hence this state is called impermanent. But the aspects, which conform themselves to all kinds of external-aspects (dharma), neither cease to be nor come into being, but appear as if they had the properties of coming into existence and of passing out of existence by reason of the [individual] phenomeналized forms, past and yet to come, going and coming, inseparably connected with the aspects. As for example we say, 'Devadatta is poor'. Why? 'Because his cows are dying.' Since his poverty is due to the dying of his cows and not to his loss of himself, the parallel (samādhi) [to the going and coming of the phenomenalized forms as affecting the aspects (guna)] applies (sama).—That of which we can only say that it is resoluble [into primary matter] is next [in development] to that which is irresoluble [into primary matter]. Formed therein it becomes distinguished from it [as its effect], since the order [of the development of the mutations] is not transgressed. Likewise the six unparticularized [forms] formed in that of which we can only say that it is resoluble [into primary matter] become distinguished [from it]. Because the order of mutations is fixed. Similarly the elements and organs formed in these unparticularized [forms] become distinguished [from them], as has been already described. There is no other entity (tattva) beyond the particularized [forms]. So there is no mutation into any other entity beyond the particularized [forms]. But their mutation into external-aspect and time-variation and intensity are to be explained [iii. 13] later.

«This sūtra is begun with the intent of determining the various forms of the aspects (guna), the objects-of-sight.» The sūtra begins with the words 19. The particularized and ends with the words divisions ... He mentions the particularized [forms] which are the evolved-matter (vikāra) of the unparticularized [forms] which [latter] are without the serene and cruel and infatuated characteristics—[the evolved forms], but not the [forms] evolving other entities (tattva). He describes the [forms] belonging to these [entities] in the words,

1 See the discussion by Vācaspati in Sāṅkhya Tattva-Kāum. on Kār. iii.
Mutations of primary substance real

The order of explanatory-statement follows exactly the order of production. The organs of intelligence (budhī) are particularized [forms] of the [personality-substance (ahānākāra)] which is characterized as having the feeling-of-personality, and which has sattva as its dominant [aspect]. But the organs of action [are particularized forms of the personality-substance] which has rajas as its dominant [aspect]. Whereas the central-organ (manas), the essence of which is of both kinds, must be supposed to be the [particularized form of the personality-substance] which has both kinds [that is, rajas and sattva] as its dominant [aspects]. And [there is an inference] on this point, that the five fine elements have the thinking-substance as their cause, because they are unparticularized [forms], like the feeling-of-personality. Moreover, being an unparticularized form is [the same as] being the cause of evolved matter; and both in the fine elements and in the feeling-of-personality there is nothing particularized.—After grouping them together he enumerates the particularized [forms] in the words, «This . . . of the aspects.» He numbers the unparticularized [forms] also with the word «six.» He groups them together and sums them up with the word «namely.» Now the prior is particularized by the subsequent. So smell itself [together with the subsequent four] has five¹ characteristics; taste itself [together with the subsequent three] has four characteristics; colour itself [together with the subsequent two] has three characteristics; touch itself [with the subsequent sound] has two characteristics; sound has the characteristic of sound only. ‘But of what are these six unparticularized [forms] the effect?’ In reply to this he says «These . . . of which we can only say that it exists.» The existent (sat) is that which is capable of actions fulfilling a purpose; having existence (sattā) is the abstract form of this. The Great Substance is that which is made of this. In other words, whatever action fulfilling a purpose there be, whether its characteristic be enjoyment [of various things] from sound downwards, or whether its characteristic be the discernment of the difference between the sattva and the Self, it is all of it comprehended in the Great Thinking-substance. By saying «of whose being» he shows what it really is and denies that it is nothing at all (tuccha). This is equivalent to saying that this first mutation of primary matter is a real thing, and not an appearance (vivartta). That which is prior to these, [that is] distant in time as compared with the unparticularized [forms] which are near in time, is that of which we can only say that it is resoluble [primary-matter], the Great Substance (mahat-tattva). Remaining in this Great Being of which all that we can say is that it exists, these six unparticularized [forms],—since it is established that the effect pre-exists [in its cause],—experience [or] reach the limit of development. On the other hand, of these non-particularized which have particularized [forms] there are also the mutations of external-aspect (dharma) and of time-variation and of intensity. It is this that is the limit of development, that is, the limit of mutation of these particu-

¹ See Garbe: Sāmkhya Philosophie, p. 236, note 3.
lарized [forms]. Having thus mentioned the order of growth he describes the order of dissolution in the words, 'Reversing the process of creation.' "Reversing the process of creation" [means] becoming resolved (pratyāmāna) [into primary-matter]. In other words particularized forms are resolved into their own form, that is, become non-particularized. And they remain [or] are dissolved (nīlīya) in that same Great Being of which all that we can say is that it exists. And then even with the Great [Being], these unparticularized [forms] revert to unphenomenalized [primary-matter], called unresolvable because in none (a) else are they resolved (b). This same [unphenomenalized primary matter] is qualified by the words, "which has neither existence nor non-existence." Existence is that which is capable of acts fulfilling a purpose of the Self. Non-existence is worthlessness (tucchatā) as regards the purpose of the Self. That is so-described [as having neither existence nor non-existence] which is beyond-the-range of both existence and non-existence. What he means to say is this. The state when sattva and rajas and tamas are in equipoise is never of use in fulfilling a purpose of the Self. And so it is not existent. Neither does it have a worthless kind of existence like the sky-lotus. Therefore it is also not non-existent. The objector says, 'This may be so. Still in the unphenomenalized state there are the Great [Thinking-substance] and the other [entities] in so far as these are identical with this [unphenomenalized state]. For there is no utter annihilation of the existent, or if utterly annihilated it cannot be made to grow again. For because one cannot make the non-existent grow, the Great [Thinking-substance] and the other [entities] would really exist [in the unphenomenalized state] and therefore might function as acts fulfilling the purpose of the Self [and so the unphenomenalized state might be said to exist]. Then how could you say that it has no existence?' In reply to this he says, "from which both existence and non-existence have been removed." [The non-existent] is a cause which [exists] beyond any existing effect. Although in the causal state the effect does exist as potential being (pākyātmāna), still in so far as it does not fulfil its peculiar purpose it is said to be non-existent. This cause does not however have an effect [worthless for the purpose of the Self] like a hare's horns. Accordingly he says "from which non-existence has been removed." [A cause which exists] beyond an effect that is non-existent or worthless [with regard to the purpose of the Self]. For if that were so, the effect would not be produced from this [cause] any more than the sky-lotus [would be produced from this cause]. This is the point. He brings the [topic of the] reversal of creation which has been described to a close in the words, "This . . . of these." The word "This" points back to that which has been stated just prior to that which immediately precedes. The states beginning with that of which we can only say that it is resoluble [into primary matter], since they are effected by a purpose of the Self, are not permanent. Whereas the state which is unresoluble [into primary matter], since it is not effected by a purpose of the Self, is permanent. He gives the reason
for this in the words, «of the state unresoluble into primary matter.» But why is the purpose of the Self not a reason? In reply to this he says, «not . . . of the state unresoluble.» By using the object (vīṣaya) [the purpose of the Self] in place of that which contains the object (vīṣayin) [the unresoluble state], he partially describes the knowledge [in the Self of this state]. What he means to say is this. For this being so, it should be known that the purpose of the Self acts as a cause in the state unresoluble [into primary matter], provided the state unresoluble [into primary matter] could produce (nirvartayeta) the enjoyment of objects or the discernment of the difference between the satva and the Self, [either of which is] a purpose of the Self. When however these two are produced, there can be no longer a state of equipoise. Therefore this [unresoluble state] is not known as a cause of the fact that the Self has a purpose. Thus the fact that the Self has a purpose is not the reason for this [unresoluble state]. He concludes with the words, «that . . . not.» The word iti is used in the sense of therefore.—He describes the impermanent state in the words «of the three.» In other words, that of which we can only say that it is unresoluble, the unparticularized, and the particularized. Having shown what the divisions are, he tells what the aspects are in the words, «But the aspects.» He gives a simile in the words, «Just as Devadatta.» In case the increase or decrease of the cows, which are absolutely distinct from Devadatta, is the reason for Devadatta's increase or decrease, how much more [in the parallel case] of the growth or decline of the [individual] phenomenalized [forms], which are not different in some respects and different in other respects from the aspects (guna). An objector asks, 'Is then the order of production not fixed?' No. As he says in the words, «that of which we can only say that it is resoluble.» For surely the seeds of the Nyagrodha tree do not in a single day shoot forth the Nyagrodha tree, with its dense mass of green leaves, which has absorbed in its branches and twigs a multitude of the fierce rays of the sun; but gradually, through contact with earth and water and warmth, they produce in succession sprout and leaves and stalks and stems and the rest. So here also an order¹ [of production] must be accepted in that it is established by reasoning and by verbal-communication.—How are the elements and organs formed from unparticularized [forms]? In reply to this he says, «as has been already described» [by us] when explaining the first part of this very sutra. And if it be asked why, in the case of the particularized [forms], there is no mutation into any other entity, he replies «no . . . the particularized [forms].» So is it true then that the particularized [forms] actually enter into no mutations? And if that were so, would not one have to say that they are permanent? In reply to this he says, «But their.»

¹ For example, the Sāṃkhya-sūtra i. 62, and Sāṃkhya-kārikā xxii.

[H.C.S. 17]
The object-of-sight has been explained. Now this sūtra is introduced with the intent of determining what the Seer as such is.

20. The Seer, who is nothing but [the power of] seeing, although undefiled (pudhā), looks upon the presented-idea.  

<Who is nothing but [the power of] seeing> means who is nothing but the power of seeing untouched by any qualifications. This Self becomes conscious-by-reflection (pratisamvedin) of the thinking-substance. He is not homogeneous with the thinking-substance nor utterly heterogeneous. Why [do we say that the Self] is not even heterogeneous [to the thinking-substance]? Because the thinking-substance is something that enters into mutations,¹ inasmuch as an object is known or not known [according as the thinking-substance has or has not changed into the form of that thing]. And the fact that an [external] object, for instance, a cow or a water-jar, is sometimes known and sometimes not known, proves that the thinking-substance is something which enters into mutations. Whereas the fact that, in the case of the Self, its object is always known, proves that the Self does not enter into mutations. Why [do we say this]? Because it surely is not possible for the thinking-substance to be an object to the Self, and at the same time be something now comprehended and something again not comprehended [by the Self]. Hence it is proved that the Self always knows its object. And from this it follows that the Self does not enter into mutations. Moreover the thinking-substance exists for the sake of another, since it acts by combining² causes. Whereas the Self exists for its own sake. Thus [continuing the argument], the thinking-substance is a complex of the three aspects, because it determines³ each thing (sarva-artha) [as consisting of one or another of the three aspects, that is, as pleasurable or as painful or as indifferent]. And since it consists of the three aspects (guna), it is inanimate. The Self, on the other hand, is that which later beholds the aspects [by being reflected in them]. Hence it is not homogeneous with [the

¹ Compare ii. 15, p. 133¹; ii. 18, p. 152¹; iii. 35, p. 244¹; iv. 17, p. 301¹; iv. 22, p. 306¹; iv. 33, p. 316 (Calc. ed.).
² Compare Mṛchakaṭikā, act 10, verse 59 and YS. iv. 24.
³ The concept adhyanasāya is defined in the comments on Śāmkhya-kārikā xxiii.
thinking-substance]. ' [Very well] then, suppose the Self to be heterogeneous [to the thinking-substance].' [Still], it is not utterly heterogeneous. Why [do we say this]? Because though pure in itself, the Self beholds the presented-ideas, that is to say, it beholds that [mutation of matter which the thinking-substance undergoes when it takes the form of an object, and] which is a presented-idea of thinking-substance (bāuddha). Looking [thus] upon this [change in the thinking-substance] the Self seems to be it [the thinking-substance], although it really is not it [the thinking-substance]. And in this sense it has been said, "For the power of the enjoyer enters not into mutation nor unites [with objects]. Seeming to unite with a thing in mutation [the thinking-substance], it conforms itself to the fluctuation [which that thinking-substance undergoes]. And it is commonly termed a fluctuation of the thinking-substance in so far as it resembles (anukāramātratayā) a fluctuation of thinking-substance that has come under the influence (upagraha) of intelligence (cāitanya)."

«The object-of-sight has been explained. Now this sutra is introduced with the intent of determining what the Seer as such is.» 20. The Seer, who is nothing but [the power of] seeing, although undefiled (puddha), looks upon the presented-idea. He explains [the sutra] by the words «nothing but [the power of] seeing.» The qualifications are the properties. «Untouched» by these in this way shows the import of the words «nothing but.» An objector says, 'This may be true. If the power of seeing is without all qualifications, then [the various things] from sound downwards would not be known. For the object-of-sight cannot be something out of contact with the seeing.' In reply to this he says, «This Self.» The union (samkranti) of the reflection of the Self with the mirror of the thinking-substance is itself the Self's consciousness by reflection in the thinking-substance. And so the [various things] from sound downwards become connected with the thinking-substance which has been changed into the likeness (chāyā) of the power of sight. In other words, [they become] objects-of-sight. The objector says, 'This may be true. Still why is not the unity, even in the strict sense, of the thinking-substance and of the Self to be accepted? What is the use of changing it into the likeness of this [Self]?' In reply to this he says, «It is not homogeneous with the thinking-substance.» 'In this case it would be difficult for it to change into the likeness [of the Seer].' In reply to this he says, «nor

1 That is to say, unspecialized.

2 This is Paṇḍarika’s ninth fragment. It is quoted again in iv. 22.
utterly heterogeneous.

Of these [two], he rejects the homogeneity in the words, «not even homogeneous.» The reason [for this] he asks by saying «why?» For the heterogeneity he gives a reason which itself contains a reason, in the words, «known or not known.» Because the thinking-substance enters into mutations, it is heterogeneous. When, as we know, this [thinking-substance] changes into the form of [the various things from] sound downwards, then the object, having the distinguishing characteristics of [the various things from] sound downwards, becomes known to this [thinking-substance]; but when not so changed into the form of these [things], the object does not become known to it. And so only occasionally it assumes the forms of these [things] and enters into mutations. And the argument is [of this kind]: The thinking-substance enters into mutations; since objects are [sometimes] known and [sometimes] not known by it; just as the organ of hearing and other organs [are sometimes active and sometimes not]. And the Self proves to be of different properties to this, because the middle term [that is, always-known] is contrary to this, as he says, «always known.» The objector says, 'This may be so. But if the Self always has its object known, then he could not be isolated.' With this in mind, he asks, «Why [do we say this]?» He gives the answer in the words, «Because surely ... not ... for the thinking-substance.» In the state of restriction the thinking-substance may exist and at the same time there may be no process of apperception [by the Self]. Therefore in order to indicate the contradiction, it is said, «an object to the Self.» So the first «and» (buddhi ca) has an accumulative force and makes the thinking-substance an object; but the two remaining «ands» (vishayac ca and 'grahita ca) are to make the contradiction clear. The argument, however, is this. The Self enters not into mutation; because objects are always known to it in the conscious and emergent states; whatever enters into mutation does not always have its objects known; just as the organ of hearing or other [organs]. This is a negative instance of the middle term [sada-jñātavivayate]. He gives another [instance] of difference in properties in the words, «Moreover ... for the sake of another.» For the thinking-substance, in so far as it fulfils the purpose of the Self by combining with hindrances and karma and subconscious-impressions and with objects and organs, is for the sake of another. The argument, moreover, is this: The thinking-substance is for the sake of another; because it acts by combining causes; like a bed or a seat or an ointment. But the Self is not like that, as he says «the Self exists for its own sake.» Everything serves the purpose of the Self, but the Self serves no other. This is the point. He gives yet another [instance] of difference in properties in the words, «Thus ... each thing.» The thinking-substance determines all things as being serene or cruel or infatuated when it mutates into their forms. And these [three] are mutations of the sativa and rajas and tamos aspects. Thus

1 This excludes the state unconscious of objects.
2 Compare Sāṅkhya-kārikā xvi.
it is established that the thinking-substance is a complex of the three aspects. And again the Self is not like that, as he says, "The Self, on the other hand, later beholds the aspects." It beholds them in that it is reflected in them, but it does not become mutated into their form. He brings the discussion to a close with the word, "Hence." "[Very well] then, suppose . . . heterogeneous." [But] it is not utterly heterogeneous [to the thinking-substance]. Why [do we say this]? Because though pure in itself, it looks upon the presented-ideas. And that this is so, is [also] stated in these [words i. 4], "At other times it takes the same form as the fluctuations [of mind-stuff]." And in this sense it has been said by Pañcaśikha ""For the power of the enjoyer enters not into mutation."" [The power,] in other words, the self (atman). And therefore it does not unite with the thinking-substance. "Seeming to unite" with the thinking-substance which is in mutation, "it conforms itself to the fluctuation" which that thinking-substance [undergoes]. An objector asks, "If it does not unite, how is it that it seems to unite, or how does it conform itself [to the thinking-substance] without [assuming] a fluctuation [of its own]?" To this he replies with the words, "And it." That thing has come under the influence of intelligence whose form has been affected (uparākta) [by intelligence]. What he means to say is this. Although the moon does not unite with the clear water, still it seems to unite [with it] in so far as its reflection unites [with the water]. Similarly in this case also, although the power of intellect (citi) does not unite [with the thinking-substance], still it seems to unite since its reflection has united [with it]. Thus the power of intellect, changed into the essence of the thinking-substance, conforms itself to the fluctuation which the thinking-substance undergoes. In this way the word "beholding" has been explained. It beholds it in the sense that it sees [itself] as resembling it.

21. The being (atman) of the object-of-sight is only for the sake of it [the Self].
Since the object-of-sight is changed in so far as it becomes the object of the action of the Self who is so much (rūpa) seeing (drṣṭi), the being (atman) of the object-of-sight, that is to say, the object-of-sight itself (svarūpa) exists only for the sake of the Self. But inasmuch as it is itself only so long as it has acquired its being as having the form of another, it is no [longer] seen by the Self when once it has accomplished the purpose of the Self, [of giving the Self] experience and liberation. So by escaping from itself it attains cessation; but it does not utterly cease to be.
Having stated what the Seer and the object-of-sight are, he says that the object-of-sight serves the purpose of the Self. [And this purpose is] based upon the relation characterized as being that of proprietor and property. 21. The being (atman) of the object-of-sight is only for the sake of it [the Self]. He explains [the sūtra] in the words, "who is so much (rūpa) seeing (ājñā)." Since the object-of-sight has become the object-of-action (karma-rūpata), [that is] has been changed into the object-of-experience by the experiencer [that is] the Self who is so much seeing,—therefore the being of the object-of-sight must be only for the sake of the Seer, but not for the sake of the object-of-sight. The objector asks, 'How can the being [atma in dṛṣṭātmā] be for the sake of this [atma in tadātmā] [that is, the Self]? In reply to this he says, "is itself." What he means to say is this: The object-of-experience is the object-of-sight as having pleasure or pain. And pleasure and pain being co-agents or counter-agents persist as such (tattvena) only for this purpose [of acting with or against the Self]. For the [various things] from sound downwards as objects-of-sense are co-agents or counter-agents [for the Self] only because they are identical [with pleasure and pain]. And it cannot be said that they exist to be co-active or to be counter-active to themselves. For that would be a contradiction of a fluctuation with itself. Therefore by a process of elimination it is the power of intellect (citi) only for which they are co-active or counter-active. Consequently the object-of-sight is for this [Self] and not for the object-of-sight [itself]. And therefore the object-of-sight is only for the sake of it [the Self], not for the sake of the object-of-sight. Because (yat) it is itself as long as the purpose of the Self continues. And when the purpose of the Self is complete it is also completed. Accordingly he says, "But . . . it . . . itself." But the object-of-sight itself is inert (jaṭa), yet it has acquired its being [that is] it is experienced as having the form of another [that is] the form of the soul (atman) [that is] the intelligence (cāitanya). When experience and liberation have been accomplished it is no [longer] seen by the Self. [This was] the kind-of-experience, the perception (anubhava) of sound and the other [perceptible] things. Liberation is the perception (anubhava) of, the difference between sattva and the Self. Both these two kinds [of things, experience and liberation,] belong to the Self only who, by reason of the fact that the likeness of the Self becomes changed by the inert thinking-substance, [does know them both]. And so when experience and liberation have been accomplished for the Self, [the subservience of] the object-of-sight to the purpose of the Self is finished. Hence it is said, "when once it has accomplished the purpose of the Self." Meanwhile he raises an objection in the words, "by escaping from itself." He rebuts [this] with the words, "but it does not utterly cease to be."

---

1 Vijñāna Bhikṣu expands this definition and emphasizes the fact that experience is a fluctuation of the mind (sukhaduh-khātmakacalpadādīvṛttiḥ).
Why [does it not utterly cease to be]?

22. Though it has ceased [to be seen] in the case of one whose purpose is accomplished, it has not ceased to be, since it is common to others [besides himself].

Although the object-of-sight has ceased in so far as one Self whose purpose has been accomplished is concerned, it has not ceased to be, because it is common to others besides him. Although it has ceased so far as one fortunate man is concerned, [still] it has not ceased in the case of unfortunate men, since their purpose has not been fulfilled. So for these persons it becomes the object-of-the-action of seeing and receives its form of being as having the form of another. And therefore since the power of seeing and the power by which one sees are permanent, the conjunction [of the two] is said to be from time-without-beginning. And in this sense it has been said, "The substances being in correlation from time without beginning, the external-aspects in general are also in correlation from time without beginning."

An objector says, 'If [the object-of-sight] is absolutely inapparent, how is it that it does not cease to be?' With this in mind he asks, «Why [is this]?>

In the sutra he tells the answer beginning with the words 22 . . . whose purpose is accomplished and ending with the words since it is common to others [besides himself]. A Self whose purpose has been accomplished is of such a kind. For him the object-of-sight although it has ceased [to be seen], has not ceased [to be]. Why? Since it is common to all Selves fortunate or unfortunate. He explains [the sutra] in the words, «one whose purpose has been accomplished.» Cessation is the absence of that by which one sees. But the object-of-sight has not ceased to be, since it is common to other Selves. Hence the nature (rupa) of the being (atman) who is higher than the object-of-sight is intelligence (caitanya). So (tena) here we have that [being] which is made known in the Sacred Word and the Sacred Tradition and in the Epics and Puranas, the unphenomenalized, the whole-without-parts, the one, the independent, all-pervasive, permanent, [and] capable of producing-all-effects. Although [the object-for-sight] is not seen by the fortunate man, since for him its effect has been accomplished, it is not, however, something not seen by the unfortunate man. For because colour is not seen by the blind man, it does not become non-existent, since it is seen by the man who has eyes. For the Self is not, like the primary cause, only one. Because its plurality is established in so far as there is the orderly arrangement of births and deaths, pleasures and

1 Compare Sāṅkhya-sūtra i. 149.
pains, later kind-of-experience and release and round-of-existence; and because the passages of the Sacred Word which teach the unity [of the Self] and which contradict the other sources-of-valid-ideas, can somehow be made consistent, as partial statements, by supposing that there is no division in place or in time; and because the fact that primary matter is one and the Selves many is expressly taught by the Sacred Word itself, "One male goat [the unborn Soul] has pleasure in leaping upon the one female goat [primary matter] which is red and white and black and which brings forth many offspring like herself, while another male goat deserts her after having enjoyed her." And the meaning of this same Sacred Word is said over again by this sūtra. Although the object-for-sight has ceased [to be seen], still so far as another Self is concerned it has not ceased to be. Therefore, since the power of seeing and the power by which one seers are permanent, their correlation is said to be from time-without-beginning. He states that those who have the tradition (agamin) concur with this teaching, as he says, "And in this sense it has been said." Since the correlation of substances, in other words, of the aspects (guna), with the souls is from time without beginning, [so] in the case of the mere external aspects (guna), such as the Great [thinking-substance], there is a correlation from time without beginning. The correlation of the Great [Thinking-substance] and of the rest, one by one, although from time without beginning, is not permanent. Still it is permanent when we regard the Great [thinking-substance] and the rest as a whole, since [these external aspects] are common to the other Selves. Accordingly he says "the external-aspects in general." The words "in general" (mātra) point out the comprehensive character [of the compound]. Hence what follows is this: Although the correlation of one Great thinking-substance has become changed so that it is past, still the correlation of one Self with another Great [thinking-substance] is not past. So [the correlation is] said to be permanent.

The intent of this sūtra is to describe what the correlation itself is.

23. The reason for the apperception of what the power of the property and of what the power of the proprietor are is correlation.

The Self as proprietor becomes correlated for the purpose of sight

---

1 The Pātañjala Rahasyam says that the unity of all souls is only figurative. All Selves are permanent and all-pervasive. The unity is that of a collection, like that of a forest or of an army, in so far as no division is made in time or in place.

2 Čvet. Up. iv. 5.

3 The attribution of this quotation to Pañcaśikha rests upon the authority of Vījñāna Bhikṣu.

4 Reading puruṣāntareṇa with the Bikāner MS.
with the object-for-sight as property. That apperception of the object-for-sight which results from this correlation is experience. Whereas the apperception of what the Seer is, is liberation. Since the correlation lasts until sight is effected, sight is said to be the cause of discorrelation. Since sight and non-sight are opposite each other, non-sight is said to be the instrumental cause of correlation. Sight in this [system] is not the cause of release; but the absence of bondage results from the absence of non-sight. This is release. Where there is sight, non-sight, which is the cause of bondage, ceases [to be felt]. Thus the perception which is sight is said to be the cause of isolation. And what is this so-called non-sight?

1. Is it the authority (adhiyāra) of the aspects (guṇa) [over the Self]? 2. Or is it the case that, when in [the equipoised state of] the primary-cause, the mind-stuff, by which the objects are shown to the proprietor in his capacity as Seer, fails to produce [effects], there is non-sight, although the property, the object-for-sight, exists? 3. Or is it that the aspects (guṇa) possess the intended-objects [in potential form]?

4. Or is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya), which, together with its own mind-stuff, has been restricted, the seed for the production of its peculiar mind-stuff? 5. Or is it the manifestation of subliminal-impressions in motion (gati) after the subliminal-impressions in equilibrium (sthiti) have dwindled away? Of which [theory] this has been said. "The primary cause if it existed, on the one hand, in equilibrium (sthiti) only, would be a non-primary cause, because it would not cause any evolved effect. Similarly, if on the other hand it existed in motion (gati) only, it would be a non-primary cause, because the evolved effects would be permanent. And since it does act in both ways [equilibrium and motion] it is ordinarily termed primary substance; not otherwise. Also with regard to other supposed causes the same reasoning [applies]."

6. According to some non-sight is nothing but the power by which one sees, as the Sacred Word says, "The primary cause acts with the intent of displaying itself." The Self capable of illuminating all illuminable

---

1 Compare iv. 34.
2 Uḍāsīna Bālarāma attributes this to Pañcarākṣa.
3 Reading viṭṭi.
things does not, before the primary cause acts, see. [On the other hand], the object-for-sight capable of making all kinds of effects is not then [without the Self] seen. 7. According to others non-sight is a property of both kinds also. From this point of view, this sight, although independent of the object-for-sight, requires a presented-idea [that is, the reflection] of the Self; and so is a property of the object-for-sight. Similarly sight, although not independent of the Self, still requires a presented idea in the object-for-sight; and appears as if it were actually a property of the Self. 8. Certain others assert that non-sight is only the perception [of things only] by sight. These are the alternatives found in the books on this [topic of the nature of non-sight]. These many alternatives deal with a common subject-matter, the correlation of all the Selves with the aspects (guna).

Thus the serving the purpose [of the Self] as the cause of correlation has been stated. And as incidental [to this] the cause of the permanence of the primary cause and the cause of the permanence of the correlation in general have been stated. With the intent to describe what correlation itself is, in other words, its special particular [nature], the sutra has come into being. 23. The reason for the apperception of what the power of the property and of what the power of the proprietor are is correlation. Because the object-for-sight is for his sake, therefore the Self, accepting the aid rendered by this [object], becomes its proprietor. And the object-for-sight becomes his property. And the correlation of these two which has had a merely potential arrangement is the reason for the apperception of what the two are in themselves. This same is made clear in the commentary in the words «The Self.» The Self as proprietor merely by [his] pre-established harmony becomes correlated with the object-for-sight as his property for the sake of sight. The rest is easy. An objector says, 'This may be true. Liberation may be said to be the apperception of what the Seer himself may be, [that is, it may be] that by which he is liberated. And moreover release is not the effect of means. Should this be so, it would cease being what could be rightly called release.' In reply to this he says, «until sight is effected.» Until sight is effected there is a correlation of a particular Self with a particular thinking-substance. Thus sight is said to be the cause of discorrelation. 'But how does correlation last until sight is effected?' In reply to this he says, «non-sight.» Non-sight, undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya), is said to be the instrumental cause of correlation. He makes clear the meaning of what he said before by saying, «in this [system]... not.» The objector says, 'Sight may quite remove non-sight, its opposite. But how can it remove bondage?' In reply to this he says, «is sight.» Release has
been stated [i. 3] to be the self's (ātman) abiding in his own form as discriminated from the thinking-substance and other [substances]. And the means for effecting this is not only sight, but the removal of non-sight. This is the meaning. — In order to obtain a particular kind of non-sight as the special reason for the correlation he puts forth the following alternatives with respect to non-sight in the words, «And what is this.» 1. Assuming that [non-sight] is some positive thing (paryudāsa)¹ [not sight] he asks, «1. Is it the authority of the aspects (gūra) [over the Self]?» Authority is the competency to initiate effects. For it is as the result of this that the correlation, which is the reason for the round-of-existence, is produced.— 2. Assuming that [non-sight] is a negation where there is a possibility of an affirmation (prasājya-pratīṣedha),² he puts forth a second alternative with the word, «2. Or.» [Non-sight] is the failure, by the mind-stuff which shows objects-of-sense [to the Self], to produce either the [various things] from sound downwards or the [discrimination of] the difference between sattva and the Self. It is this that is made clear by the words, «the property.» The object-for-sight is [both] the various things from sound downwards and the difference between sattva and the Self. The primary cause is in motion only so long as it has not completed the two-fold sight. But when both kinds of sight have been accomplished, it desists [from being further in motion].— 3. On the assumption that [non-sight] is some positive thing [not sight], he puts forth the third alternative, «3. Or is it that the aspects (gūra) possess the intended-objects [in potential form]?» For if the doctrine of pre-existent causes (satkārya) is established, experience and liberation are also yet to come in so far as they are [at present] indeterminable. This is the meaning.— 4. Assuming that [non-sight] is some positive thing [not sight], he puts forth the fourth alternative and asks «4. Or is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya) ...?» At the time of the reversal of creation, it is restricted together with its peculiar mind-stuff [that is to say] it is reduced to the state of equipoise in the primary cause, the seed for the production of its peculiar mind-stuff. To this extent (tena) a subconscious-impression of undifferentiated-consciousness is other than sight and is precisely what is called non-sight.— 5. Assuming that [non-sight] is some positive thing [not sight], he puts forth the fifth alternative and asks, «5. Is it ... in equilibrium?» When the subliminal-impressions in equilibrium, [that is] existing in the primary cause, and flowing on in a succession of mutations in the equipoised [state of the primary cause], have dwindled away, there is a start given to evolved-effects (vikāra), such as the Great [thinking-substance] and the rest,—this is motion (gati). The reason for this [start given] is a subliminal-impression of the primary cause, the subliminal-impression in motion. The manifestation of it is its readiness to produce effects. He says that another theory admits the real existence of subliminal-impressions of both

¹ Compare Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya (Kielhorn's ed.) i. 93p; 101p; 167p; 183p; 343p; iii. 35p; and elsewhere. ² Compare p. 24, note 2; and p. 113, note 4.

216; 319p; 334p; 341p; ii. 338p;
kinds in the words, «Of which [theory] this has been said» by those who deny the absoluteness of either one. Primary cause (pra-dhāna) is that by which the totality of evolved effects is put forth (pra-dhiyate) or produced.¹ If this primary cause always remained in equilibrium and never in motion, then because it would not cause any evolved effect, it would not put forth anything, and would not be a primary cause (pra-dhāna). Or if it always remained in motion and never in equilibrium, then he says, «Similarly ... in motion.» Elsewhere the reading is 'for the purpose of equilibrium, for the purpose of motion'; the dative is here purposive and we must supply (draṣṭavyaḥ) 'only' (eva) after it. If it did not act for the purpose of equilibrium, no evolved effect would ever cease to be. And this being so, if a thing (bhāva) exists and does not cease to be, it could not rise [again]. Thus there would be a cessation of evolution of effects altogether. And there would likewise be nothing put forth in this case and [thus] it would be a non-primary cause. Therefore its activity must be of both kinds, in equilibrium and in motion, [and] it is ordinarily termed primary substance; «not otherwise,» as when for instance the absoluteness [of either] might be assumed. This reasoning or argument applies not only to the primary cause, but also to other supposed causes, to the higher Brahma or to its illusion (māyā) or to atoms or to other [causes]. For these also if they existed in equilibrium only, would not be causes, since they do not cause evolved effects; and if existing in motion only, would not be causes, since the evolved effects would be permanent.—6. Assuming that [non-sight] is some positive thing [not sight], he puts forth a sixth alternative in the words, «nothing but the power by which one sees.» Just as in the vow of Prajāpati [Manu iv. 37], "One should not look upon the rising sun," a mental resolution [in positive form] closely related to not looking is understood, so in this case also [of non-sight], when there is a negation of sight, a power closely related to it and based upon it is described. And this [power] in order to give birth to sight characterized by experience and so forth brings about the pre-established harmony of the Seer with the object-for-sight. On the same point he recites a [passage from] the Sacred Word, «The primary cause.» The objector says, 'This may be true. But the Sacred Word says that the primary cause acts with the intent of displaying itself; yet it does not say that it acts as the result of the power by which one sees.' In reply to this he says, «capable of illuminating all illuminable things.» Because before the primary substance acts, mere displaying of itself is not capacity as an impelling force for action. For there is no ground for this [activity] in the absence of capacity to act as impelling force. Therefore in accordance with the Sacred Word it is said that capacity is the impelling force for action.—The sixth alternative is based upon the assumption that the power by which one sees is in the primary cause.—7. The seventh alternative makes this same power reside in both kinds [the primary cause and the Self], as he says, «Non-sight ... of both

¹ Compare ii. 18, p. 144⁶ (Calc. ed.). ² Reading gakth, p. 160⁶ (Calc. ed.).
kinds also.» Some say that non-sight belongs to both kinds, both to the Self and to the object-for-sight and that it is a power [or] a property of sight. An objector says, 'This may be true. We may grant this with regard to the object-for-sight, because it is the repository of all powers; but we could not grant it with regard to the Seer, because the power of perception does not reside (ādhāra) in him, for the reason that perception does not have the relation to him of part to whole (samavāya). Should that be so, he would be subject to mutation.' To this he replies, «From this point of view, this.» That non-sight might be included in the object-for-sight might be conceded, still, since the object-for-sight is unintelligent (jaḍa), seeing, which is an effect of a power residing in this [object-for-sight], would also be unintelligent (jaḍa). So sight cannot be thought as a property of this [object-for-sight], for an unintelligent [thing] has not illumination in itself. Hence sight becomes, [that is] is known as, a property of this [object-for-sight] only as based upon the presented-idea of the Seer, the self (ātman), that is, upon a change into the likeness of the intelligence (cāitanya). Because that which-has-to-do-with-the-object (vīṣayin) [that is, the power of seeing] is partially expressed by the object [that is, the object-for-sight]. The objector says, 'Even so, this perception becomes a property of the object-for-sight, but not a property of the Self.' To this he replies, «Similarly ... of the Self.» It is true that it is not independent of the Self, still it does appear to become a property of the Self as based upon the presented-idea [that is] the likeness of the intelligence (cāitanya) in the sattva of the thinking-substance of the object-for-sight, but it is not actually a property of the Self. What he means to say is this. In so far as there is no difference between intelligence and the thinking-substance, the external-aspects (dharma) of the thinking-substance distinctly appear (cakāsati) as if they were external-aspects of intelligence, in so far as they receive the image of intelligence.—

8. He describes the eighth alternative in the words, «non-sight is only the perception.» Only perception of the [various things] from sound downwards is non-sight; but not the perception of the difference between sattva and the Self. So some say. Just as the eye, although the source-of-a-valid-idea for colour, is not the source-of-a-valid-idea for taste and the other [sensations]. What follows is this: The perceptions of the [various things], of sounds and so on, have the forms of pleasure and other [forms] and imply the correlation of the Seer and the object-for-sight, in so far as it is necessary for the sake of their perfection.—Having thus put forth alternatives, and in order to accept the fourth alternative, he points-out-the-flaws in the other [seven] alternatives mentioned in the Sāṅkhya system, on the ground that they would lead to an absence of diversity in experience, since [non-sight according to the other theories] is common to all the Selves. So he says, «These ... are found in the books.»
But when there is a correlation of an individual consciousness with its own thinking-substance,  

24. The reason for this [correlation] is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā).

In other words, [undifferentiated-consciousness] is a subconscious-impression (vāsanā) from erroneous thinking. The thinking-substance pervaded (vāsitā) by subconscious-impressions from erroneous thinking does not attain to the discernment of the Self, which is the goal of its actions, [and] returns again with its task yet unfulfilled. But that [thinking-substance] which terminates in the discernment of the Self attains the goal of its actions, and, its task done, and its non-sight repressed, does not, since the cause of its bondage no longer exists, return again. Some [heterodox] person ridicules this [teaching of Isolation] with the anecdote 1 of the impotent man, 'He is told by his simple-minded wife, "O impotent, my wedded lord, my sister has a child; for what reason have not I?" He says to her, "When I am dead, I will beget thee a son."' Similarly, [the objector continues,] since this thinking [of the discernment], even while existing, does not make a repression of mind-stuff, what expectation is there that it will in the future make it cease to be? On this point one who is almost a master (ācāryadeśiya) says, "Is release anything but the cessation of the thinking-substance? When there is no cause of non-sight the thinking-substance ceases. And this non-sight which is the cause of bondage ceases when there is sight." Then release is nothing but the cessation of the thinking-substance. Why then is there this confusion of ideas of his 2 that is so much out of place?

In order to fix upon the fourth alternative he introduces the sutra with the words, «But when there is a correlation of an individual consciousness with its own thinking-substance.» Individual (praty-āṇic) in the sense that it turns

---

1 See Jacob, Maxims, II. 28, 24 ed.
2 Two interpretations seem justified. 1. The whole passage to the end of the comment on this sutra would be the statement of the ācāryadeśiya. And asya would refer to the nastika. 2. The last two sentences would be that of the author of the comment and asya would refer to the ācāryadeśiya. The difference between these two would be that the latter teaches that release is only a cessation of mutations, whereas the comment teaches that release is resolution of the thinking-substance (budhier vilaya) into the primary cause.
Ending of undifferentiated-consciousness

(añcati) [or] gets back (prati) [or] in the opposite direction (pratipam). A special correlation of each single Self with each single thinking-substance is the reason for the diversity between [individuals]. He recites the sūtra 24. The reason for this [correlation] is undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā). An objector says, 'Undifferentiated-consciousness is erroneous thinking. And the reason for this is the correlation of the Self with its own thinking-substance, just [as correlation is the reason] for experience and for liberation. For unless correlated with a thinking-substance, undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) does not arise. How then is undifferentiated-consciousness the reason for a particular kind of correlation?' In reply to this he says, «a subconscious-impression from erroneous thinking.» From undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā), even when belonging to another creation and restricted together with its own mind-stuff, a subconscious-impression exists in the primary-cause. And the primary-cause pervaded with the subconscious-impression from this [undifferentiated-consciousness] sends forth the same kind of a thinking-substance for the sake of correlation with one Self or another. Similarly in successive previous creations. And since [the series] is from time without beginning, there is no flaw in the argument. For this very reason the Self at the time of [mundane] dissolution is not released, as he says, «erroneous thinking.» When [the thinking-substance] reaches the goal of its actions [that is] the discernment of the Self, then since there is no subconscious-impression from erroneous thinking, which is the cause of bondage, the thinking-substance does not return again, as he says, «But that.» Some heterodox person makes fun of this teaching with regard to Isolation by [telling] the anecdote of the impotent man. He tells the anecdote of the impotent man by the words, «simple-minded.» The word «reason (artha)» in the expression «for what reason» signifies a ground, because a motive is also a ground. He draws the analogy with the anecdote of the impotent man in the words, «Similarly since this.» 'This existing perception of the discernment of the difference between the aspects (guna) and the Self does not cause a repression of the mind-stuff; what expectation is there that the mind-stuff, when it together with its subliminal-impressions is restricted by virtue of the higher passionlessness, will cease to be? The point is that a thing has an effect when it exists; and not, when it does not exist.' With regard to this he gives a rebuttal by means of an opinion which partially [agrees], «On this point one who is almost a master.» One who is little short 1 of a master. A master, moreover, has his characteristic given in the declaration of the Vāyu, 2 "One who not only collects (ācinotī) the meaning of the books, but also makes the people steadfast in good conduct, and observes (ācaurate) good conduct himself, he is a master (ācārya)." Release is nothing but the repression of the thinking-substance which has entered into mutations in the form of experience and of

---

1 See Pāṇini v. 3. 67.
2 See Vāyu Purāṇa lxix. 2; and Liṅga Purāṇa x. 15–16.
discriminative discernment. But there is no repression of the thinking-substance as such. This [repression], moreover, takes place only after the [thinking-substance] is established in the discriminative discernment which lasts up to the Rain-cloud of [Knowable] Things (dharma-megha). Even though the thinking-substance abides as itself and nothing less, [still it does exist elsewhere]. He makes this clear by the words, «non-sight.» There is a repression of the thinking-substance when there is no non-sight [which is] the cause of bondage. And this non-sight [which is] the cause of bondage ceases as a result of sight. But as for the repression of sight, [that] is to be affected by the higher passionlessness. The point is, although the thinking-substance abides in itself and nothing less, there is release. Having cleared up the opinion which partially [agrees], he states his own opinion in the words, «Then release is nothing but the cessation of the thinking-substance.» An objector asks, 'Have you not already 1 said that, when seeing is repressed, there results soon after a repression of the mind-stuff itself. How then can [this repression] be the result of sight?' In reply to this he says, «Why then is there this confusion of ideas of his that is so much out of place?» The meaning is this. If we were to admit 2 that sight is the direct cause of the repression of the mind-stuff, then we should be subject to this rebuke. But we take our stand upon the view that discriminative sight reaches its limit of perfection when the mind-stuff is repressed and when it is subservient to the abiding of the Self in his own form, according to its degree of perfection in the cultivation of restricted concentration. How then should we be subject to this rebuke?

The pain which is to be escaped and the cause of pain, the so-called correlation, together with their reasons, have been described. Next the higher escape (hāna) is to be described.

25. **Since this [non-sight] does not exist, there is no correlation. This is the escape, the Isolation of the Seer.**

Since this non-sight does not exist, there is no correlation of the thinking-substance and of the Self, in other words, a complete ending of bondage. This is the escape, the Isolation of the Seer, the unmixed state of the Self; in other words, the state in which [the Self] is not again correlated with aspects (guna). Upon the repression of the cause of pain there follows the ending of pain, the escape. Then the Self is said to be grounded 3 in his own self.

Having thus spoken of two divisions, with the intent to describe the third division, he introduces the sūtra with the words, «The pain which is to be

---
1 See p. 1623 (Calc. ed.).
2 Reading "kurvimahi, with the Bikāner."
3 Compare i. 3.
Means of attaining escape

25. Since this [non-sight] does not exist, there is no correlation. This is the escape, the Isolation of the Seer. He explains the sutra in the word, <this.> For even in the great mundane dissolution there is no correlation. For this reason he uses the word «complete.» The words «the ending of pain, the escape» show that this is a fulfilment of the purposes of the Self. The rest has nothing obscure.

Now what is the means of attaining escape?

26. The means of attaining escape is unwavering discriminative discernment.

Discriminative discernment \(^1\) of the presented-idea of the difference between sattva and the Self. But this discernment wavers when erroneous perception is not repressed. When erroneous perception, reduced to the condition of burned seed, fails to reproduce itself (vandhya-prasava), then the flow of the presented-ideas of discrimination—belonging to the sattva, which is cleansed from rajas belonging to the hindrances, and which continues in the higher clearness [and] in the higher consciousness of being master—becomes stainless. This unwavering discriminative discernment is the means (upāya) of escape. After this, erroneous perception tends to become reduced to the condition of burned seed. And its failure to reproduce itself is the Path (mārga) to Release, the way-of-approach (upāya) to escape.

Wishing to denominate the fourth division as having the distinguishing-characteristic of the means of escape, he introduces the sutra with the word «Now.» 26. The means of attaining escape is unwavering discriminative discernment. Even by verbal communication and by inference there is discriminative discernment. This [kind of discriminative discernment] does not, however, repress emergence or the subliminal impressions from emergence, because these two latter follow a man who has both [the verbal-communication and the inference]. Accordingly in order to repress this [emergence] he says, «unwavering.» Wavering is erroneous perception; [unwavering] is free from that. What he means to say is this. He obtains discrimination by perception derived from something heard; and he makes this logically tenable (vyavasthāpya) [by ideas] derived from reasonings. The discriminative discernment, which in concentration has reached the utmost perfection of cultivation for a long time, uninterruptedly, and with earnest

---

\(^1\) Discussed in Śāmkhya Tattva Kāumudi on Kār. 51.
attention, [and which] has direct perception and has uprooted erroneous perceptions together with their subconscious impressions, [and which is thus] unwavering,—this is the means of escape. The rest of the comment is easy.

27. For him [there is] insight seven-fold and advancing in stages to the highest.
The words <for him> refer\(^1\) to him\(^2\) in whom discernment is re-uprisen. The word <seven-fold> means that the insight of the discriminating [yogin], after the removal of the defilements from the covering of impurity, when no other kind of presented-idea is generated in the mind-stuff, has just seven forms, as follows.

1. The thing to be escaped has been thought out; nor need [the yogin] think it out again. 2. The reasons for the thing to be escaped have dwindled away; nor need they dwindle away again.
3. The escape is directly perceived\(^3\) by the concentration of restriction; [nor need anything beyond this be discovered].
4. The means of escape in the form of discriminative discernment has been cultivated; [nor need anything beyond this be cultivated].
5. The authority of the thinking-substance is ended.
6. The aspects (guna), like rocks fallen from the top of the mountain peak, without support, of their own accord, incline towards dissolution and come with this [thinking-substance] to rest. And when these [aspects] are quite dissolved, they do not cause growth again, because there is no impelling-cause.
7. In this stage the Self has passed out of relation with the aspects (guna), and, enlightened by himself and nothing more,

\(^1\) See Nyāya-Koṇa, s.v. pratyāmnāya दः.
\(^2\) The Vārttika insists that <for him> is rather <for it> and that it refers to the means of escape. It denies that the reference is to the Self since there is no mention of the Self in the previous sūtra. Bāla-rāma replies that the Comment expressly wishes to avoid reference to the means of escape in the previous sūtra and that it says that <for him> means <him in whom discernment is re-uprisen.> This explanation is corroborated by the use of the words vivekino bhavati.
\(^3\) See i. 3 and compare iii. 16, p. 218\(^4\); iii. 18–19, pp. 230\(^5\) and 231\(^6\); iii. 28, p. 241\(^7\); iii. 51, p. 266\(^8\); and iii. 52, p. 269\(^9\) (Calc. ed.).
is stainless and isolated.—The Self beholding this seven-fold insight advancing in stages to the highest is denominated fortunate (kuḍāla). Even when there is also the inverted generation of the mind-stuff the Self is said to be released [and] fortunate, because he has passed beyond the aspects (guṇa).

He describes the goal as such which belongs to discriminative discernment in the śūtra 27. For him [there is] insight seven-fold and advancing in stages to the highest. He explains [the śūtra] by saying «for him.» «In whom discernment is re-uprisen», that is to say, the yogin in whom discernment is present. The word «refer» means allude. One whose mind-stuff has reached the goal of discriminative discernment, since the defilement of impurity, which is the covering of mind-stuff, has been taken off, and because no other presented-idea arises, that is to say, no presented-idea belonging to emergence of tamas or of rajas,—in him there is the insight of just the seven forms which belong to the discriminating. There are different discernments according to the different objects.—The compound [advancing in stages to the highest] means those stages [or] states the end of which is perfection. Complete perfection 1 is that higher than which there is nothing. That insight [or] discriminative discernment [is advancing by stages] whose stages are advancing. These seven kinds of stages he takes up beginning with the word «as follows.» Of these [seven], from among the four stages which may be completed by a man’s effort, he takes up the first with the words, «1. The thing to be escaped has been thought out.» Whatever is an effect of the primary-cause, all that is surely nothing but pain by reason of the pains due to mutations, to anxiety, and to subliminal impressions, and by reason of the opposition of the fluctuations,—and is therefore to be escaped. This has been thought out.—He shows what the advancement to the highest is in the words «nor need he think it out again.»—2. He describes the second in the words «dwindled away.» He tells what the advancement to the highest is by saying «nor . . . again.»—3. He describes the third in the words «directly perceived.» Even in the state conscious [of objects] I have discovered by perception the escape which I am to perfect in the concentration of restriction. We need to supply the words, ‘nor need anything beyond this be discovered.’—4. He describes the fourth by saying «cultivated.» The cultivated is the perfected means of escape belonging to discriminative discernment. We need to supply the words, ‘nor need anything beyond this be cultivated.’ This the four-fold final release [or] completion may be effected. And in so far as it may be effected, it is shown to be included within the efforts [of a man]. Elsewhere the reading is kāryavimuktī. This would be the final release of insight with respect to effects.—He describes the final release 2 of the mind-stuff which is not to be

1 This word (samprakarṣa) does not occur elsewhere in the Comment nor elsewhere in Vācaspati’s Explanation.

2 Compare SBE. xxi. p. 31 (Lotus).
accomplished by effort, but which is to be accomplished subsequent to that which is to be attained by effort by saying «But the final release of the mind-stuff is three-fold.»—5. He describes the first [of these last three] in the words «5. The authority¹ of the thinking-substance is ended.» In other words, the two tasks (kārya) of experience and liberation have been done. — 6. He describes the second [of these last three] in the words «The aspects.»—He shows what the advancement to the highest is in the words «And . . . they do not.»—7. He describes the third [of these last three] in the words «In this stage.» In this stage, even while alive, the Self is called fortunate [and] released, since [this] is his last body. Accordingly he says, «this.» He says that [the yogin] is not released in a figurative² sense [as merely being free from his last body] in the words, «inverted generation.» Even when his mind-stuff is resolved into the primary cause, he is said to be released and fortunate,³ because he has passed beyond ⁴ the aspects (gūḍa).

When discriminative discernment is perfected there is the means of escape. And there is no perfection without the means [of attaining it]. So this [topic of the means] is begun.

28. After the aids to yoga have been followed up, when the impurity has dwindled, there is an enlightenment of perception reaching up to the discriminative discernment.

The aids to yoga are the eight which are about to be enumerated. As the result of following them up there is a dwindling or cessation of the five-sectioned [ii. 3] misconception. Upon the dwindling of this follows the manifestation of focused thinking. And in proportion as the means [of attaining discriminative discernment are followed up], so the impurity is reduced to a state of attenuation. And in proportion as it dwindles, the enlightenment of perception also, in accordance with the degree of dwindling, increases. Now this same increase experiences a perfection reaching up to discriminative discernment which are the cause [of bondage]. Because of this he is not bound. (hetuṣu karmasv phalasaṅga-rhāhitātm na baddho bhavatī kuca-latā)—This is the suggestion of the Pāṇḍita Rahasyaṃ. For other instances see i. 24, p. 54¹; ii. 9, p. 119⁴; iv. 30, p. 314⁵ (Calc. ed.).

¹ Compare ii. 10, p. 120¹; ii. 24, p. 162²; iii. 55, p. 274³. The phrase carita-artha occurs iii. 50, p. 265⁴ (Calc. ed.).
² Compare āupacārikām āçaryam i. 24, p. 59⁴ (Calc. ed.); and for definition of āupacārikām iii. 55, p. 274³ (Calc. ed.). See also for use of word iv. 10, p. 286².
³ Fortunate because he is free from attachment to the consequences of his own actions which are the cause [of bondage]. Because of this he is not bound. (hetuṣu karmasv phalasaṅga-rhāhitātm na baddho bhavatī kuca-latā)—This is the suggestion of the Pāṇḍita Rahasyaṃ. For other instances see i. 24, p. 54¹; ii. 9, p. 119⁴; iv. 30, p. 314⁵ (Calc. ed.).
⁴ Compare Bh. Gītā xiv. 20.
native discernment [or] up to the perception [ii. 26] which distinguishes between the aspects (guna) as such and the Self. The following up of the aids to yoga is the cause of disjunction (vīyoga) with impurity, just as an axe [is the cause of the disjunction (vīyoga) of a tree] which is to be cut [from its root]. Now [the eight aids] are the cause of attaining discriminative discernment, just as right-living (dharma) is [the cause of getting] to happiness; in other ways it is not a cause.—Furthermore how many of these causes, according to the system, are there? Just nine, he says, as follows, "Cause is nine-fold, rise [into consciousness] and permanence and manifestation and modification and presentation and attainment and disjunction and transformation and sustentation." Of these [nine], 1. The cause of rise [into consciousness], [is for instance] the central-organ [as the cause] of a mental-process (vijñāna); 2. the cause of permanence: [for instance] the fact that the Self has purposes [is the cause of the permanence] of the central-organ, just as food [is the cause of the permanence] of the body; 3. the cause of manifestation [is for instance] the shining [of the Self upon a fluctuation as the cause of the manifestation] of colour, just as the perception of colour [which is in the fluctuation, is the cause which manifests the shining of the Self]; 4. the cause of modification [is for instance] another object-of-sense [which modifies] the central-organ, just as fire [is a cause which modifies] food to be cooked; 5. the cause of presentation: [for instance] the thought of smoke [is the cause of the presentation] of the thought of fire; 6. the cause of attaining: [for instance] the following up of the aids to yoga [is the cause of attaining] discriminative discernment; 7. the cause of disjunction [is for instance] the same [following up as the cause which disjoins the Self] from impurity; 8. the cause of transformation is for instance the goldsmith [as the cause which transforms] the gold. Similarly if a single presented idea of a woman has the quality of infatuation, undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) [is the transforming cause]; if it has the quality of painfulness, hatred [is the transforming cause]; if it has the quality of pleasurability, passion

1 Apparently this is a sangrahafloka. Vijñāna Bhikṣu says kārikoktānī nava kāranānī.
[is the transforming cause]; if it has the quality of the detached attitude,\(^1\) the recognition of the reality [is the transforming cause];

9. the cause of sustentation [is for instance] the body [as the cause which sustains] the sense-organs, and these [organs as the cause sustaining] this [body], [and again] the great elements [as the sustaining cause] of bodies, and these [elements] reciprocally of all [elements], since human and animal and supernormal bodies depend upon each other.—So much then for the nine causes. And these so far as possible are also to be applied to other things. But as for the following up of the aids to yoga, it comes into play as cause in two ways only, [as the cause of disjunction and as the cause of attainment].

So much for the four divisions which have been described. Since discriminative discernment, the means of escape, which falls within these [four], cannot be perfected before [one follows up the means], as in the process of milking a cow: and since what is not perfected cannot be a means [to something else], he proceeds to describe the means for its perfection in the words, «When . . . perfected.» At this point the way by which the means-of-attainment, which are about to be mentioned, serve as a means for discriminative discernment is shown by the sūtra which begins with the word 28. . . . yoga and ends with the word discernment. For the aids to yoga, according to circumstances, by seen or unseen\(^2\) methods, cause the impurity to dwindle away. That misconception has five sections must be understood as a partial statement, since merit and demerit, in so far as they are causes of birth and of length-of-life and of kind-of-enjoyment, are also impure. The rest is easy. Since we find that causality is multiform, what kind of causality belongs to the following up of the aids to yoga? In reply to this he says, «After the aids to yoga have been followed up. Since it disjoins the satīta of the thinking-substance from impurity it is the cause of disjunction from impurity. He gives a simile in the words, «just as an axe.» An axe disjoins the tree to be cut from its root. The satīta of the thinking-substance, when disjoined from impurity, causes one to attain to discriminative discernment. Just as merit is [the cause of attaining] pleasure, so the following up of the aids to yoga is the cause of attaining discriminative discernment. And [it is a cause] in no other form. So he says, «Now . . . discriminative insight.» Having heard the denial in the words «in other ways . . . not,» he asks, «Furthermore how many of these?» The answer is, «Just nine.» He shows what these are by a memorial verse (kārikā), «as follows, „. . . rise [into consciousness].”» He gives an illustration

\(^1\) Read the tale in H. C. Warren: Buddhism in Translations, p. 298.

\(^2\) A visible means would be čāvca; an invisible means would be svādhyāya.
of this in the words, "Of these [nine], 1. The cause of rise [into consciousness]."

1. The central organ is the cause of the origin of a mental process because it brings out a mental process from an indeterminable stage to the present stage.

2. The cause of permanence [is for instance] the fact that the Self has purposes. The central organ rising [into consciousness] out of the feeling-of-personality lasts only so long as the two-fold purpose of the Self is not fully accomplished. When the two kinds of purposes of the Self are accomplished it passes out of permanence. Therefore the fact that the Self has purposes is the cause of the permanence of the central organ which has risen [into consciousness] out of its own cause. He gives a simile in the words, "just as food is of the body." 3. The efficient cause of perceptive thinking, the preparation (saṃskṛtya) of an object either of itself or by a sense-organ, is manifestation. The cause of this manifestation [is for instance] the shining [of the Self upon a fluctuation as the cause of the manifestation] of colour. 4. The cause of modification [is for instance] another object-of-sense [which modifies] the central organ. For just so Mrkanḍu, whose central organ had become concentrated, heard the fifth note ripening upon the lute, and lifted up his eyes and beheld the heavenly-nymph Umlōca in the perfection of beauty and loveliness, so that he lapsed from concentration, and his central organ became attached to her. He gives an instance bearing upon the same point in the words "just as fire." For just as fire is the cause of the modification of a thing to be cooked, like rice, in such manner that a thing whose arrangement of parts was compressed becomes loosely conjoined in parts. 5. An object which is definitely existing is the cause of presentation [just as] the thought of smoke [is the cause of the presentation] of the idea of fire. What he means to say is this. The thought (jñāna) is that which is thought; and the thought of fire is fire and it is thought [that is, it is a descriptive compound]. 6. The cause of attainment. The natural action of effects belonging to causes which are independent is [what he means by] attainment. Occasionally there is an exception to this [action of the effects, which is the] non-attainment. Just so waters whose nature it is to flow down a slope (nimma) are held back by a dam. Similarly also in this case, the sattva of the thinking-substance, which is disposed to pleasure and brightness, is by its own nature the producer of pleasure and of discriminative discernment. This is attainment. Sometimes this [attainment], because it is held back, by reason of demerit or of tamas, does not follow. When by reason of merit or of following up the aids to yoga this [holding-back] is removed, then as a reason merely of the nature of the fluctuations of the thinking-substance's sattva when not held back by this [demerit or tamas], and in so far as it [this sattva] is the producer of this [pleasure and discernment], [this sattva] attains [them],

1 See Rāghuvaṇa ix. 26 and 47; Karṇaṃaṇḍari i. 16 (HOS. vol. 4, p. 228).

The seventh note of the lute resembles the cooing of the koṭi.

2 Compare MBh. i. 4821 = i. 123. 64.

3 The compound is not a genitive dependent (gaṇghataputruṣa), but rather a descriptive (karmadhāraṇa).
as he will [iv. 3] say, "The efficient cause gives no impulse, but [the mutation] follows when the barrier to the evolving causes is cut, just as in the case of the peasant." Thus there is said to be a cause of attainment only with reference to the effect characterized as discriminative discernment. 7. In respect to anything subsidiary [to discriminative discernment] the same thing would be a cause of disjunction. So he says, <7. the cause of disjunction.> 8. He describes the cause of transformation in the words <the goldsmith . . . the gold.> In so far as the emphasis is upon the difference with respect to the gold, which is both different and not different from the bracelets and ear-rings and anklets, and in so far as the emphasis is upon the absence of difference [in the gold], which is not different from the bracelets and other things, there is a cause which transforms [the gold] from the bracelet [into something else]. And the goldsmith, who made the bracelet, in so far as he transforms the gold, which is [now] identical with the ear-ring, becomes the cause of transformation. Although fire [given as an example of 5. modification] is a cause of transformation with respect to the thing to be cooked, still since the difference between the substance and the property, the rice-grains and the lump of rice, is not emphasized, therefore even though the properties come and go, still the substance persists. It is not possible therefore to say that [the fire] is a cause of transformation. For this reason it was said that the fire is a cause of modification. And accordingly there is no cross-division. Moreover it should not be supposed that the cause of transformation in the case of the substance is merely a difference in the arrangement of parts. For this would be inconsistent with the words <the goldsmith.> Having made clear what the cause of outer transformation is, he illustrates the inner [cause] in the words <Similarly if a single.> <Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā),> that is, such a thought as 'This girl is to be loved'. The very same presented idea of a woman becomes, in the case of Chātra, in consequence of his complete infatuation, infatuated, that is to say, dejected. For he says to himself, 'Alas! that jewel of a woman has come into the hands of that lucky Maitra, not into the hands of me, bereft (hina) of luck.' Similarly the rival wives' hatred of her is the cause of the painfulness of the idea of [this] woman. And again the passion of her husband Maitra for her is [the cause] of the quality of pleasurability in this same idea of the woman. The recognition of the reality, that the body of the woman is a congeries of skin and flesh and fat and bones and marrow, and is impure because of its [first] abode [and] because of its origin and the rest, becomes, in the case of the discriminating, the cause of the detached attitude [that is to say] passionlessness. 9. The cause of sustentation is that which sustains the body and organs. And in the case of the body it is the organs. For the five breaths, beginning with the vital air, are functions

1 Compare ii. 18, p. 144 (Calc. ed.).
2 Compare Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya, vol. I, p. 7 middle (Kielhorn's ed.).
3 Compare ii. 5, p. 111.
of the organs in general. For if they were not, the body would fall. Similarly in the case of the parts of the body, the flesh and the other [parts], there is the reciprocal relation of sustained and sustainer. Likewise the great elements, that is, the earth and the other [elements]; and these [elements] are in the reciprocal relation [of sustained and sustainer] in the case of bodies dwelling in the worlds of human beings or of Varuṇa or of the Sun or of the Wind (gandhavaha) or of the Moon. Thus in the case of earth, which has the qualities (guna) of odour and taste and colour and touch and sound, there are five great elements standing in the reciprocal relation of sustained and sustainer; in the case of water there are four; in the case of fire three; in the case of wind two. Furthermore animal and human and divine [bodies] stand in a relation of sustained and sustainer. Some one asks, 'How can this [reciprocal relation of sustained and sustainer] be so, if the bodies are not in the relation of holder and held?' He replies, 'since human ... depend upon each other.' For the human body is sustained by the use of the bodies of tame animals and of birds and of wild animals and of plants. Similarly bodies like the tigers [are sustained] by the use of the human bodies and those of tame and wild animals and of others. And again in the same way the body of the tame animal and of the bird and of the wild animal [is sustained] by the use of plants and similar things. Likewise the divine body [is sustained] by the use of sacrifices, of goats and deer and the flesh of grouse and ghee and baked-rice-cakes and branches of mango (sahakāra) and handfuls-of-darbha grass (prastara), offered by human beings. In the same way the deity also sustains human beings and the rest by granting boons and showers. Thus the dependence is reciprocal. This is the meaning.—The rest is easy.

In this [sūtra] the aids to yoga are determined.

29. Abstentions and observances and postures and regulations-of-the-breath and withdrawal-of-the-senses and fixed attention and contemplation and concentration are the eight aids.

The following up of these must be performed in succession. And what they are we shall describe.

Now with the intent of excluding either a larger or a smaller number he determines what are the aids to yoga by saying «In this [sūtra] the aids to yoga are determined.» The sūtra begins with the word 29. Abstentions and ends with the word aids. Practice and passionlessness and belief and energy and the rest [i. 20], both by reason of their own selves and in so far as they are indispensable, are also properly to be included among these same.

---

1 Their use is described in Apastamba-Yajña-Paribhūṣā-Sūtra xcix and cxix (SBE., vol. xxx), and their preparation in Čatapatha-Brāhmaṇa i. 2. 2. 1f. And again in Manu vi. 11 and vii. 21.
Of these [eight]—

30. Abstinence\(^1\) from injury and from falsehood and from theft and from incontinence and from acceptance of gifts are the abstentions.

Of these [five] abstinence from injury means the abstinence from malice towards all living creatures in every way and at all times. And the other abstentions and observances are rooted in it. In so far as their aim is the perfection of it, they are taught in order to teach it. And in this sense\(^2\) it has been said, “Surely this same brahman in proportion as he desires to take upon himself many courses-of-action,\(^3\) in this proportion refraining from heedlessly giving injury, fulfils [the abstention of] abstinence from injury in order to give it the full character of its spotlessness.” Abstinence-from-falsehood (satya) means speech and mind such as correspond to the object-intended; and speech and mind corresponding to what is seen or inferred or heard.\(^4\) If speech is spoken in order that one’s own knowledge may pass to some one else, it should not be deceitful or mistaken or barren of information; [then it would be abstinence from falsehood]. It should be used for the service of all; not for the ruin of creatures. And even when used thus, should it be only for the ruin of creatures, it would not be an abstinence from falsehood; it would be nothing less than wrong. In so far as there would be a false kind of merit [and] a resemblance of merit, it would become the worst of evils. Therefore let [the yogin] consider [first] what is good\(^5\) for all creatures and [then] speak with abstinence-from-falsehood.—Theft\(^6\) is the unauthorized (açāstrapūrvaka) appropriation of things-of-value from another. While abstinence-from-theft, when free from coveting, is the refusal to do this.—Continence is control of the hidden organ of generation.—Abstinence-from-acceptance-of-gifts is abstinence-from-appropriating objects, because one sees the disadvantages in acquiring.

\(^1\) This sūtra and the following are quoted in Gāndhapāda’s Bhāṣya on Sāṅkhya-kārikā xxiii.
\(^2\) Similar plans of life in Bhūg. Pur. xi, second half.
\(^3\) JAOS. Proceedings, xi. 229.
\(^4\) Compare Liṅga Purāṇa viii. 13.
\(^5\) The principle would seem to be that a speech which does not harm any one and which does some good, although untrue, must be regarded as true. See Manu iv. 138 and vii. 138.
\(^6\) Compare Liṅga Purāṇa viii. 15.
Five abstentions

Having announced the aids [to yoga] of which the first are the abstentions and the observances, he introduces a sutra which specifies the abstentions by saying «of these [eight].» The sutra begins with the words 30. Abstinence from injury and ends with the word abstentions. He describes the aid to yoga [called] abstinence from injury by saying, «in every way.» He praises such abstinence-from-injury with the words, «And the other.» «Rooted in» would mean that, even if these are performed without observing abstinence from injury, they are as if they had not been performed, since they are quite fruitless. This is the meaning. The following up of them has nothing as its aim but the perfection of this [abstinence-from-killing]. «If abstinence-from-killing has the others rooted in it, how can it be that they aim at the perfection of the abstinence-from-injury?» To this he replies, «in order to teach it.» «Perfection» [in other words] the rise into consciousness of a thought. An objector asks, 'This may be true. But if the others exist for the sake of knowing abstinence from injury, what need of them, since this thought comes from the other source?' In reply he says, «its spotlessness.» If the others were not followed up, abstinence-from-injury would be defiled by falsehood and other [vices]. With reference to this same point he tells of a concurrent opinion of those-who-have-the-tradition (āgamika) in the words, «And in this sense it has been said.» Easy.—He gives the distinguishing characteristic of abstinence-from-falsehood in the words, «speech and mind such as correspond to the object-intended.» The word such (yathā) raises an expectation which is fulfilled by the words «corresponding to what is seen.» He brings this into connexion with the correlated word «corresponding-to (tathā)» in the expression «speech and mind corresponding to.» [This should be,] whenever there is a desire to say [something]. [If spoken] otherwise [than as seen], it is not abstinence-from-falsehood. This is stated with an explanation in the words «to some other person.» In order that knowledge thereof may pass to some one else, speech is spoken [or] uttered to produce knowledge similar to one's own knowledge. If it is not deceitful [or] the cause of deceit, [it is abstinence-from-falsehood]. Just as when Droṇa the Master [MBh. vii. chap. 190] asked Yudhiṣṭhira [the king] with regard to the death of his own son Ācāvatthāman, 'Venerable sir (āyuṣman), thou who art rich in truth, has Ācāvatthāman been slain?' And he having in mind the elephant who had the corresponding name said, 'It is true, Ācāvatthāman is slain.' This is an answer which does not make Yudhiṣṭhira's own knowledge pass to [the other person]. For his own knowledge derived from the sense-organ² had as its object the slaying of the elephant and this [knowledge] was not passed [to Droṇa]. But quite another knowledge, that of the slaying of the latter's son, was formed [in Droṇa's mind].—«Or mistaken» means due to a mistake, either

¹ Reading indriya-janmā with the Bikāner MS. and the Bombay and Poona editions.
at the time when one desires to say something, or at the time of determining what the object-to-be-perceived is.—«Barren of information» is barren as regards information, as for instance an outlandish tongue is barren of information to Aryans; or it might be purposeless, as for instance speech the utterance of which is not meant to be uttered. For in this [latter case], although one's own knowledge does pass to the other person, still it is exactly the opposite of making [knowledge] pass [to another], because it was not purposed. An abstinence-from-falsehood even when it has these distinguishing characteristics, if it results in injury to another, would be a false kind of abstinence-from-falsehood, but would not be abstinence-from-falsehood, as he says in the words, «If it.» For example, one who practises austerities in abstinence-from-falsehood, when asked by robbers which way the rich merchant had gone, told the way the rich merchant had gone. «It should be used,» that is, uttered. The rest is easy.—Since an [explanatory] negative idea depends on that of the positive he explains the distinguishing characteristic of theft by saying, «Theft is the unauthorized.» Here the generic idea is characterized by a qualification. This is the meaning. Since verbal and bodily operations are preceded by mental operations, it is the operation of mind, because it is dominant, that is mentioned in the words, «free from coveting.»—He tells what continence is in the word «hidden.» For even if his organ of generation is held in control, still if he become attached at the sight of a woman or upon [hearing] her talk or upon touching her limbs which are the seats of Kandarpa, he has no continence. So to exclude this case he says, «the hidden organ.» Other organs also that are very ardent for this [woman] are to be watched.—He tells what abstinence-from-acceptance-of-gifts is by saying, «objects.» He mentions the disadvantage due to attachment to these [objects] in the words [ii. 15], «Since passions increase because of application to enjoyments, and the skill of the organs also increases.» The disadvantage which is characteristic of injury is also expressed by the words, «Enjoyment is impossible unless one has harmed some living creatures.» Although obtained without effort, objects if unauthorized have disadvantages when one acquires them, since the acquisition of such things is censured. And even authorized objects, when acquired, are evidently disadvantageous, in that they must be kept and so on. Therefore abstinence-from-acceptance-of-gifts is the refusal to appropriate them.

Now as for these [five abstentions]—

31. When they are unqualified by species or place or time or exigency and when [covering] all [these] classes—[under these circumstances exists] the Great Course-of-conduct.

Of these [five], abstinence-from-injury is qualified in respect of species as follows, a catcher of fish does injury to fishes only and

2 Compare ii. 15, p. 132* (Calc. ed.).
Five observances

to nothing else.—The same is qualified in respect of place, as when one says, 'I will not slay in a holy place.'—The same is qualified in respect of time, as when one says, 'I will not slay on the fourteenth day [of the lunar fortnight] nor on a day of good omen. —The same, in the case of one who refrains from [these] three is qualified in respect of exigency, as when one says, 'For the sake of gods and brhmans and not otherwise I will slay.' Likewise also in the case of the warrior who says, 'In battle only [I will do] injury, and nowhere else.' Abstinence-from-injury and the other [abstinences] unqualified by these species or times or places or exigencies must be kept when [covering] no less than all [these] cases. In all [these] classes means with regard to all [these] objects. Without exceptions in no less than all [these] classes—this is what is meant by speaking of the Great Course-of-conduct when [covering] all [these] stages.

Now as for these.» The sutra begins with the words 31... by species and ends with the words Great Course-of-conduct. «When [covering] all [these] classes» means of those which are found in all [these] stages which are characterized as being species and the other [three stages]. The words «Abstinence-from-injury and the other [abstinences]» mean that the definition [of the Great Course-of-conduct] must be asserted in the case of the other abstentions also. The Comment is easy.

32. Cleanliness and contentment and self-castigation and study and devotion to the Içvara are the observances. Of these [five], cleanliness is produced by earth or by water or the like, and by the consumption and other [requirements] with regard to pure sacrificial food. This is outer. Inner [cleanliness] is the washing away of the blemishes of the mind-stuff.—[To practise] contentment means not to covet more than the means at hand.—Self-castigation is the bearing of extremes, hunger and thirst, cold and heat, standing and sitting, stock-stillness and formal stillness, and, according to usage, courses-of-conduct such as mortifications (kṛcchra) ² and lunar fasts ³ and rigid penances. ⁴—Study is the

1 Compare Manu xii. 1-6. ² Manu xi. 106, &c.
³ Manu vi. 20, &c. ⁴ Manu xi. 213, &c.
recital of books that treat of release or the repetition of the syllable of adoration (prāṇava).—Devotion to the Īcvara\(^1\) is the offering up of all actions to the Supreme Teacher. “He who rests in himself, for whom the network of perverse-considerations (vitarka) has been destroyed, whether resting upon a bed or on a seat, or wandering upon a road, would behold the destruction of the seed of the round-of-rebirths, would be permanently released, would participate in deathless delights.” With regard to which this has been said, [i. 29], “Thereafter comes the right knowledge of him who thinks in an inverse way, and the removal of obstacles.”

He expounds cleanliness and the other observances. The sūtra begins with the word 32. Cleanliness and ends with the word observances. He explains [the sūtra] by saying «cleanliness.» The words «or the like» are meant to include cow-dung and such things. Pure sacrificial food is the barley [mixed with] cow’s urine and the rest [eaten at the Črāvāṇi festival]. There is a consumption and other [requirements] with regard to this [food]. «The other requirements» are meant to cover regulation of the dimensions and of the number of these morsels. Instead of saying ‘produced by the consumption and other requirements with regard to pure sacrificial food’ he says «and by the consumption and other [requirements] with regard to pure sacrificial food.» For in the effect the cause is supposed figuratively to exist.—The «stains of the mind-stuff» such as arrogance and pride and jealousy; the removal of this is cleanliness of the central-organ.—«Contentment» is the desire to take no more than is necessary for the general maintenance of life, because it follows the renunciation\(^2\) of what had been before one’s own property. This is its distinction [from abstinence-from-acceptance-of-gifts].—«Stock-stillness» is the absence of any indication of one’s intention even by signs; «formal stillness» is merely refraining from speech.—In the phrase «for whom the network of perverse-considerations has been destroyed» the words «perverse-considerations» will be [later ii. 38] described. And doubts and misconceptions should be added [as parts of the network]. To this extent his intention is said to be pure.—These abstentions and observances are also described in the Vishṇu Purāṇa [vi. 7. 36-37].\(^3\) “Wishing to reduce the mind to its proper state he should resort to abstinence from incontinence and from injury and from falsehood and from theft and from acceptance-of-gifts. A man whose self is curbed should practise study and cleanliness and contentment and self-castigation. He should also make his mind incline towards the higher Brahman. These abstentions together with

---

\(^1\) Compare ii. 1, p. 106\(^4\) (Calc. ed.).

\(^2\) Illustrated in Chāṇḍ. Up. i. 10. 1–11.

\(^3\) See also Nārādiya Purāṇa xlvii. 12–14.
the observances are declared to be five each. They give a special result when they are approached with a desire [for some special thing], and in the case of persons free from all desires they yield final release."

As for these abstentions and observances,

33. If there be inhibition by perverse-considerations (vitarka), there should be cultivation of the opposites.

Whenever [in the mind] of this brahman [practising the abstentions and observances] injuries and similar [faults] arise as perverse-considerations, such as for instance, 'I will kill him who hurts me; I will also lie; I will also appropriate his money; and I will commit adultery with his wife; and I will also make myself master of his property.' Thus inhibited by the blazing fever of perverse-considerations, let him cultivate the opposites of these. Let him ponder, 'Baked upon the pitiless coals of the round-of-rebirths, I take my refuge in the rules (dharma) for yoga by giving protection 1 to every living creature. I myself after ridding myself of perverse-considerations am betaking myself to them once more, like a dog. As a dog to his vomit, even so I betake myself to that of which I had rid myself.' Other similar [inhibitions of perverse-considerations] should be applied in the other sutras also [upon the aids to yoga].

Since "good things 2 are full of difficulties", he introduces a sutra whose object is to give advice which will prevent the possibility of exceptions to these [abstentions and observances]. So he says, "As for these abstentions and observances." The sutra, 33. If there be inhibition by perverse-considerations, there should be cultivation of the opposites. In the Comment upon perverse-considerations there is nothing at all that seems obscure.

34. Since perverse-considerations such as injuries, whether done or caused to be done or approved, whether ensuing upon greed or anger or infatuation, whether mild or moderate or vehement, find their unending consequences in pain and in lack of thinking, there should be the cultivation of their opposites.

---

1 This phrase occurs in Manu viii. 303.
2 Compare aho vighnavatyaḥ prarthitārtha- siddhayah, Čākuntala, Act iii, near end; and 잡여 yā kalā Republic. 435 c, 497 d.
Of these [considerations], first of all, injury, since it is done or caused to be done or approved, is three-fold. Moreover, each of these is three-fold, in so far as there is greed [such as] desire for the meat or for the skin, or in so far as there is anger as when a man thinks he has been 'hurt by that man', or in so far as there is infatuation as when a man thinks [that what he is doing] 'will be merit for me'. Again, since greed and anger and infatuation are three-fold as being mild and moderate and vehement, there are thus seven-and-twenty varieties of injuries. Yet again, since [these are] gentle and moderate and extreme [these are] three-fold as follows, gently mild and moderately mild and keenly mild; similarly, gently moderate and moderately moderate and keenly moderate; likewise, gently keen and moderately keen and vehemently keen. Thus injury is of one-and-eighty varieties. It is, however, innumerable because of the varieties due to specifications (niyama) and to options (vikalpa) and to aggregations (samuccaya), due to the fact that the varieties¹ of those-who-breathe-the-breath-of-life are innumerable. In the same manner [the classification] is to be applied to falsehood and to the other [crimes]. Now since these perverse considerations have endless consequences in pain and in lack of thinking, one should cultivate their opposites. [In other words], there is a cultivation of those things the endless consequences of which are pain and a lack of thinking.—And to continue, he who commits an injury first of all reduces the strength of the victim, then causes him pain by falling upon him with a knife or something of the kind, [and] afterwards even deprives him of life. When once he has taken away [the victim's] strength, his own animate or inanimate aids ² begin to have their strength dwindle away. As a result of causing pain, he himself experiences pain in hells and in [the bodies of] animals and of departed spirits and in other [forms]. As a result of uprooting [the victim] from life, he himself continues from moment to moment at the very point of departure from life. And even while wishing for death he

¹ Rāghavānanda in the Patañjala-Rahasyam attributes this quotation to Pakṣilāsvāmin. It is found in Vātsyāyana's Bhāṣya (Vizian. ed. p. 17); and quoted, with a change in the order of words, by the Udyotakāra in the Nyāya-Vārttika (Bibl. Ind. p. 916).

² See Vacaspati on ii. 15, p. 114⁴ (Calc. ed.).
pants laboriously since the fruition\(^1\) of pain is to be felt in a fruition which has\(^2\) a limit [in time]. Furthermore, even if [the effects of] injury could be somehow done away\(^3\) by merit, even then, if he obtained happiness, it would be [on condition that] his length-of-life be short.—In the same way, so far as possible, [the classification] is to be applied to lying and to the other [violations of the abstentions]. Thus pondering on that same [painful consequence] of perverse considerations, which is inevitable (anugata) and undesired, the yogin should not devote his central organ to perverse considerations. As a result of the cultivation of the opposites, the perverse considerations become things that may be escaped.

With the intent to describe what the cultivation of the opposites is, he states the different natures and kinds and causes and properties and results of the contrary-considerations, as well as the objects for the meditation on the opposites in the sutra which begins with the words 34. . . . perverse-considerations and ends with the words cultivation of their opposites. He explains [the sutra] with the words, «Of these . . . injury.» Because the varieties of those-who-breathe-the-breath-of-life are innumerable, specifications and options and aggregations are possible with regard to injuries and the other [crimes]. In this situation, because there is a preponderance of tamas, as a result of wrong living, a lack of thinking also arises characterized by the four kinds of misconception [ii. 5]. So it is that these perverse-considerations also result in lack of thinking [as well as arise out of undifferentiated-consciousness]. For the cultivation of their opposites is precisely [the thought of] the endless consequences in pain and in lack of thinking. By virtue of this there is a revulsion from these. This same cultivation of the opposites he makes clear by the words, «of the victim.» The victim is some tame animal. «Strength» is the energy which is the cause of the functional activity of the body. [This] he first reduces by tying him to a sacrificial post. For in this way the animal loses his spirit. The rest is very clear.

When [the perverse considerations] become for this [yogin] unsuitable for generation, then the power caused by this fact becomes indicative of the yogin's perfection. For example,

\(^1\) The word vipāka is omitted in the Bikaner and the two Kashmiri and several other good MSS.
\(^2\) Compare the discussion in ii. 13, especially p. 127 (Calc. ed.).
\(^3\) The better reading is anāpagata. In this case, the injury would not be independent fruit since it would be cast away as a portion of the sacrifice.
35. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from injury, his presence begets a suspension of enmity. 
[This] occurs on the part of all living creatures.¹

The abstentions and observances have been described, and the escape from the exceptions to these, the perverse considerations, as a result of the cultivation of the opposites has been described. Now he makes clear the signs indicative of thorough knowledge of perfection in these various abstentions and observances which results from practice in these [latter]. By a thorough knowledge of which signs [the yogin] accomplishes what is to be done in each particular case and acts with reference to what is yet to be done, as he says, «When . . . for this [yogin].»

35. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from injury, his presence begets a suspension of enmity. Even [enemies] whose hostility is everlasting² like horse and buffalo, mouse and cat, snake and mongoose, in the presence of the Exalted [yogin] who is grounded in abstinence from injury, conform themselves to his mind-stuff and renounce altogether their hostility.

36. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from falsehood, actions and consequences depend upon him.

If [the yogin] says to a man (iti), 'Be ³ thou right-living,' the man becomes right-living. If he expresses the wish (iti) 'Attain thou heaven,' the man attains heaven. What he says (vāk) comes true.

35. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from falsehood, actions and consequences have their residence [in him]. Actions mean right-living and wrong-living; and consequences of these are such things as heaven and hell. Dependence upon the sense that these same depend upon him. Having dependence upon him is the abstract state of this [dependence]. Since such a thing happens in the case of the Exalted One's speech, [the Comment] says that actions depend upon him by saying «right-living.» He says that consequences depend upon him by saying «heaven.» «Comes true» signifies that it is not prevented.

37. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from theft, all jewels approach him.

From all directions jewels approach to be his.

37. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from theft, all jewels approach him. Easily understood.

¹ Compare Raghuvācā i. 55, xiii. 50, xiv. 79 and Kirāta iii. 2.
² See Pāñini ii. 4. 9 with the illustrations from the Kāśikāvṛtti and the Siddhānta-kāumudi. Compare also Bāṣa's Kādambarī p. 93 (Parab's ed.) and Cākuntala (Nir. Sīg. ed.) p. 23, two lines up.
³ Whitney: Grammar 924.
38. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from incontinence, he acquires energy.
By the acquisition of which the yogin increases [his] unhindered qualities. And when he is perfected he is able to transfer [his] thinking to [his] pupils.

38. As soon as he is grounded in abstinence from incontinence, he acquires energy. Energy [that is] power. By the acquisition of which he increases [or] accumulates qualities, such as minuteness, which are unhindered [that is] which have not been hindered. And when perfected he is endowed with the eight perfections of which the first is [called] tāra and also by other names such as Reasoning (uiha). He is able to transfer his thinking which relates to the aids to yoga to his pupils [or] disciples.

39. As soon as he is established in abstinence-from-acceptance-of-gifts, a thorough illumination upon the conditions of birth—

—Becomes his. 'Who was I? How was I? Or what [can] this birth be? Or how [can] this [birth] be? Or what shall we become? Or how shall we become?' Such a desire to know his own condition in former and later and intermediate times becomes of itself fulfilled for him. These when he is established in the abstentions are the perfections.

39. As soon as he is established in abstinence-from-acceptance-of-gifts, a thorough illumination upon the conditions of birth. Birth is [coming into] relation with a body and with sense-organs and the rest which are particularized as belonging to some class [of beings]. There is a thorough illumination, a direct perception of the conditions [of birth] [or] of what kinds [of birth]. That is to say, a thorough knowledge of a quiescent or uprisen or indeterminable birth together with its form [of experience]. He desires to know the past in the words, 'Who was I? I', He desires to know the different details as to origin and persistence of this same [birth] in the words, 'How was I?' He desires to know what the present birth itself is in the words, 'Or what? Or what? Is the body made directly of elements, or is it nothing but an aggregation of elements, or is it other than these? Here also the words 'Or how' might be supplied. Elsewhere this is the actual reading. He desires to know the future in the words, 'Or what shall we become?' Here again the words 'Or how' are [to be] supplied. 'Such . . . for him.' The former [time] is past time;

1 See Manu xii. 28. 2 Saṁkhya-kārikā li. 3 The Vārt. says viṣīṣṭā bhavati. 4 In the text of Vācaspati kathān vā apparently was lacking.
We will speak with regard to observances.

40. As a result of cleanliness there is disgust at one's own body and no intercourse with others.

As soon as there is disgust with his own body, he has begun cleanliness. Seeing the offensiveness of the body, he is no longer attached to the body and becomes an ascetic (yati). Moreover there is no intercourse with others. Perceiving the true nature of the body, desirous of escaping even his own body, even after he has washed it with earth and water and other [substances], not seeing any purity in the body, how could he have intercourse with the bodies of others absolutely unhallowed as they are?

40. As a result of cleanliness, there is disgust at one's own body and no intercourse with others. By this [sutra] it is told what is indicative of perfection in outer cleanliness.

Furthermore [as other results],

41. Purity of sattva and gentleness and singleness-of-intent and subjugation of the senses and fitness for the sight of the self—

The word 'arise' completes the sentence. As a result of cleanliness there is purity of sattva; therefrom [it acquires] gentleness; from this [it acquires] singleness-of-intent; therefrom [it acquires] subjugation of the senses; and from this fitness for the sight of the self is acquired by the sattva of the thinking-substance. So to this [last] there is access, as a result of his being established in cleanliness.

He tells what is indicative of inner perfection by saying <<Furthermore.>> 41. Purity of sattva and gentleness and singleness-of-intent and subjugation of the senses and fitness for the sight of the self. When the defilements of

---

1 Compare ii. 5, p. 113 (Calc. ed.).
2 See Līṅga Pur. viii. 32-33.
mind-stuff are washed away, the mind-stuff comes-forth-to-sight undefiled. And as a result of freedom from defilement there is gentleness [or] transparency of sattva. In the transparent [sattva] there is singleness-of-intent. Therefrom, by the subdual of the central-organ, there results the subdual of the sense-organs which are dependent on the central-organ. After that the sattva of the thinking-substance becomes fit for the sight of the self.

42. As a result of contentment there is an acquisition of superlative pleasure.
And in this sense it has been said,¹ “What constitutes the pleasure of love in this world and what the supreme pleasure of heaven are both not to be compared with the sixteenth part of the pleasure of dwindled craving (triṣṇā).”

42. As a result of contentment there is an acquisition of superlative pleasure. Superlative is that beyond which nothing more excellent exists. As was said by Yayāti ² when he conferred youth upon his [father] Puru, “The wise man, casting entirely away that craving which is hard for the strong-willed to cast off and which even in the aged ages not, is filled quite full with pleasure and nothing else.” This same he shows by the words beginning «What constitutes the pleasure of love.»

43. Perfection in the body and in the organs after impurity has dwindled as a result of self-castigation.
Self-castigation in the very act of completing itself destroys the defilement from the covering of impurity. As a result of the removal of the defilement of the covering of this [impurity] there is perfection of the body, such as atomization [iii. 45]; likewise perfection of the organs, such as hearing and seeing at a distance [that is, telepathy].
He tells what is indicative of perfection of self-castigation. 43. Perfection in the body and in the organs after impurity has dwindled as a result of self-castigation. Whatever covering has the characteristics of impurity, has the qualities and so on which are effects of the tamas. «Such as atomization» would be greatness or lightness or getting [to any place]. Easy.

¹ MBh. Çantiparvan 174. 46 and Vāyu Pur. xciii. 101 and Liṅga Pur. lxvii. 23. Compare Bhartrhari Vāir. Çat. 49 and Dhvanyāloka, p. 176 (Kāvyamāḷa ed.).
² Viṣṇu Pur. iv. 10. 12 and Vāyu Pur. xciii. 99 and Liṅga Pur. lxvii. 20. Compare also MBh. i. 89-91 = 3577 ff.
44. As a result of study there is communion with the chosen deity.
Gods and sages and perfected men come within the range of vision of [the yogin] who has the disposition to study; and are helpful to his work.
He tells what is indicative of perfection in study. 44. As a result of study there is communion with the chosen deity.  

45. Perfection of concentration as a result of devotion to the Icvara.
One whose whole nature is surrendered to the Icvara has perfection of concentration. By which [concentration] he knows as the thing really is (avitatham) all that he desires to know, in other places and in other bodies and in other times. Thereafter his insight sees into things as they are (yathābhūtām).

45. Perfection of concentration ... of devotion to the Icvara. And it should not be urged that if, only as a result of devotion to the Icvara, concentration conscious [of objects] has its perfection, there is no need of the seven [other] aids. Because these [seven] by subsidiary activity, both seen and unseen, are of service to the perfection of devotion to the Icvara, and at the same time to perfection of concentration conscious [of objects]. Just as by a separation of correlations curds fulfil the purposes of the sacrifice and also fulfil the purposes of men. Thus if this is so, [one should not say] that fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration are not the immediate aids [to yoga]. Because it is clear that these [three] (asya) are immediate aids, in so far as for the perfection of [concentration] conscious [of an object] these [three] have the same object as [concentration] conscious [of an object], whereas the other aids [which have the Icvara as object] have an object which is not this. For the devotion to the Icvara has also the Icvara as its object, and has not as its object that which is to be consciously known. Accordingly this is a mediate aid. Thus all is cleared up.—The words «sees into» are intended to show the etymology of the word «insight.»

1 See ii. 1.
2 See Jaimini Mimāṁsā-sūtra iv. 3. 5. 2.
3 Bālarāma defines antaraṇga by the words «whatever happens immediately next to a thing is the antaraṇga of it». Thus devotion to the Icvara is the last cause of the effect (antarānagasaādhana) of concentration conscious of an object.
The abstentions and observances together with their perfections have been described. We have the following to say of the postures¹ and the other [aids to yoga]. In this [sūtra, it is said]—

46. Stable-and-easy posture.

For example, the lotus-posture and the hero-posture and the decent-posture and the mystic-diagram and the staff-posture and [the posture] with the rest and the bedstead, the seated curlew and the seated elephant and the seated camel, the even arrangement, the stable-and-easy—also called, as-is-easiest—and others of the same kind.

He introduces the next sūtra with the words «The abstentions and observances have been described. We have the following to say of the postures and the other [aids to yoga].» In this [sūtra, it is said] 46. Stable-and-easy posture. Stable means motionless. That posture which is easy, which brings ease is the one intended by the sūtra. The word āsana means either that whereon a man sits [that is, a seat] or the manner in which he sits [that is, a posture]. The lotus-posture is well known.²—A man settled down (sthitasya) rests one foot on the ground and the other is placed over the partially contracted knee,—this is hero-posture.—Bringing the soles of his feet near to each other close to the scrotum, he should make a hollow of his hands and place them over it in the shape of a tortoise,—this is the decent-posture.—Inserting the contracted left foot into the space between the right shin and thigh and inserting the contracted right foot into the space between the left shin and thigh,—that is the mystic diagram.—Sitting down with the great-toes placed together and with ankles placed together and stretching out upon the ground shins and thighs and feet placed together, let him practise the staff-posture.—Because there is a use of the yogic table³ (yoga-pattaka), this is [the posture] with the rest.—Lying down with the arms stretched around the knees is the bedstead.—The curlew and the other seats may be understood by actually seeing a curlew and the other animals seated. — The two feet are contracted and pressed against each other at the heels and at the tips of

¹ Liṅga Pur. viii. 87-90.
² An illustration of this by a native hand is given in Richard Schmidt's Fakire und Fakirthum, to face p. 12; hero-posture faces p. 28; decent-posture faces p. 16, but diverges from this description in its details; mystic-diagram faces p. 24. The order of the illustrations does not correspond to the order of this book, and there is a vast number of fantastic and repellent additions.
³ Bālarāma says that this yogic table is a special kind of support for the arms of a yogin who is about to practise concentration. It is made of wood and is well known among udāsin by the name of ‘changan’. 
the feet,—this is the even arrangement. — That arrangement in which one finds entire (sidhyati) stability and ease,—this is the posture that is stable-and-easy. This is the one from among these [postures] which is approved by the Exalted Author of the sūtras. An elaboration of this is given in the words, «as-is-easiest.»

47. By relaxation of effort or by a [mental] state-of-balance with reference to Ananta—

—[A posture] results. With these words the sentence is completed. When efforts cease the posture is completed, so that there is no agitation of the body. Or the mind-stuff comes into a balanced-state with reference to Ananta\(^1\) and produces the posture.

Having stated what the postures are, he tells what are the means of attaining them. 47. By relaxation of effort or by a [mental] state-of-balance with reference to Ananta. A natural effort sustaining the body is not the cause of this kind of posture which is to be taught as an aid to yoga. For if its cause were such, the preaching of it would be purposeless in that it could be naturally perfected. Therefore this natural effort does not accomplish this kind of posture which is to be taught and is contrary [to it]. For in so far as this [natural posture] is the cause of an arbitrarily chosen posture it is the destroyer of the specific kind of posture. Consequently a man, practising the specific posture as taught, should resort to an effort which consists in the relaxation of the natural effort. Otherwise the posture taught cannot be accomplished.—«Or . . . with Ananta,» the Chief of Serpents, who upholds the globe of the earth upon his thousand very steadfast hoods,—[with him] the mind-stuff comes into a balanced state and produces the posture.

48. Thereafter he is unassailed by extremes.

As a result of mastering the postures he is not overcome by the extremes, by cold and heat and by the other [extremes].

He tells what is indicative of complete mastery of postures by saying 48. Thereafter he is unassailed by extremes. The Comment explains itself by a mere reading. Posture is also described in the Vishṇu Purāṇa [vi. 7. 39], “Having assumed a posture so as to possess the excellences of the decent-posture and the other [postures].”

\(^1\) Compare Bh. Gītā x. 28. Ananta is Vāsuki, the Lord of Serpents. See also MBh. i. 35. 5 ff.
49. When there is this [stability of posture], the restraint of breath cutting off the flow of inspiration and expiration [follows].

After the mastery\(^1\) of posture [follows the restraint of the breath]. Inspiration is the sipping in of the outer wind; expiration is the expulsion of the abdominal wind. Restriction of the breath is the cutting off of the flow of these two, the absence of both kinds.

After describing [postures], he shows that these precede restraint of the breath and tells the distinguishing characteristic of this [restraint of the breath].

49. When there is this [stability of posture], the restraint of breath cutting off the flow of inspiration and expiration [follows]. In the case of emission (recaka) and inhalation (pitraka) and suspension (kumbhaka), the words «the cutting off of the flow of inspiration and expiration» give the general characteristic of restraint of the breath. To explain: when in inhalation the outer wind sipped in is held inside, there is a break in the flow of inspiration and expiration; again when in emission the abdominal wind forced out is held outside, there is also a break in the flow of inspiration and expiration. Similarly in the case of suspension also. This same is said by the Comment in the words «After the subjugation of posture.»

But this [restraint of breath] is,

50. External or internal or suppressed in fluctuation and is regulated\(^2\) in place and time and number and is protracted and subtile.

It is external in case there is no flow [of breath] after expiration; it is internal in case there is no flow [of breath] after inspiration; it is the third [or] suppressed in fluctuation in case there is no [flow] of either kind [neither of expiration nor inspiration], as the result of a single effort [to suppress both], just as water dropped upon a very-hot stone shrivels up wherever it falls, so both at once cease to be. And each of these three is regulated in space; [each] deals with a certain amount of space. [Each] is regulated in time; in other words, defined by a limitation to a certain number of moments. [Each] is regulated in number; the first rising up [of the vital current from the navel to the palate is measured] by so

\(^1\) Many MSS. omit this word jaye and read saty åthane.

\(^2\) The Vārttika says paridrsto nirñito niyamito.
many inspirations and expirations. In the same manner, the second rising up of the checked [vital current] is measured by so many inspirations and expirations. Likewise the third. Similarly it is gentle [in method]; similarly it is moderate; similarly it is keen. Thus it is regulated by number. So then, practised in these ways, [it becomes] protracted and subtle.

He introduces the sūtra which gives the characteristics of the three particular restraints of the breath by saying, «But this.» The sūtra begins with the word 50. External and ends with the word subtile. The words «in fluctuation» are connected with each [of the three]. He refers to emission (recaika) when he says «In case . . . expiration.» He refers to inhalation (puraka) when he says «In case . . . inspiration.» He refers to suspension (kumbhaka) when he says «the third.» This same he makes clear when he says «in case . . . of either kind.» When by only one effort of retention there results an absence of both inspiration and expiration, and when there is not, as before, an effort to prolong a long stream of efforts of emission; but, on the other hand, just as water thrown upon a very-hot stone dries altogether and shrivels up wherever it falls, so this wind, whose nature it is to flow, when its action is restricted by a mighty effort of retention, becomes subtilized and remains in the body. [Suspension] does not inhale and so is not inhalation; does not emit and so is not emission. The words «deals with a certain amount of space» means as measured by a span, [the space between the outstretched tips of the thumb and the forefinger], by a vitasti [from the extended thumb to the tip of the little finger], or by a hand. And it is inferred as being external [in so far as it causes] motion in a blade of grass or a piece of cotton in a windless spot. Similarly if internal, it begins at the sole of the foot and extends to the head. And it is inferred by [an internal] touch light as that of an ant [moving on the body]. A moment is one quarter of the time required for the act of winking. [The wind] is defined by the limitation of a certain number of these [moments]. An instant (matrā) is the time limited by snapping thumb and forefinger after having three times rubbed one's own knee-pan with the hand. The first rising up (udghāta) measured by thirty-six such instants is called slow. The same [udghāta] when doubled is moderate. The same tripled, called the third, is keen. This same restraint of the breath he describes as being regulated by number in the words «by number.» The time for snapping thumb and forefinger as described is equal to the time defined by the action of inhalation and exhalation of a man in good health.1 The rising up2 which has been made the object of the action of the first rising-up is conquered [and] mastered [and] checked. It is intended [by these measures of

1 The meaning of the word svāstha might also be ‘at ease’ or ‘motionless’.
2 See Kurma Pur. ii. 11. This process is elaborated at length in most of the later books of decadent yoga. Compare also Vāyu Pur. v. 79–81.
instant to indicate] the time of a certain number of moments. [And this time is equal to] a certain number of inspirations and expirations. Thus there is a slight difference [between the two kinds of measures, between the *matrā* and the inspirations and expirations]. This same [restraint of breath] when practised day by day, [increasing gradually] by a day [at a time] or by a fortnight or by a month becomes, in so far as it is made to cover an increasing number of places or of times, protracted. And in so far as it is reached by a concentration of the most extreme delicacy it is said to be subtile, but not in so far as it is weak.

51. The fourth [restraint of the breath] transcends the external and the internal object.

The external object regulated in place and time and number is transcended; the internal object regulated in the same way is transcended; in both kinds of cases [restraint] is protracted and subtile. Following after these there is no flow of either kind. This is the fourth restraint of breath. Now the third restraint of breath is without regard to objects, has no flow [of breath], is begun once only, is regulated in place and time and number, and is protracted and subtile. But the fourth, because, in consequence of its mastery of the stages in order, it has made out the objects of both expiration and inspiration, after transcending both [external and internal objects], is without flow and is the <fourth> restraint of breath. This is the distinction.

Thus the three particular restraints of breath have been characterized. The fourth he characterizes with the words 51. The fourth [restraint of the breath] transcends the external and the internal object. [The Comment] explains [the sutra] in the words «place and time and number.» Transcended means cast down because its form has been mastered by practice. It is also protracted and subtile. Similarly, «Following after these» means the restraint of breath which has external and internal objects and which follows after knowledge of place and time and number. The fourth does not, like the third, arise by a single effort and instantly. But while in practice and after having reached the various stages according as it succeeds in one stage after another it proceeds as he says «in consequence of its mastery of the stages.» It is objected, 'In the repressed fluctuation also there is no flow of either. What then is [its] distinction from this [fourth]?' In reply he says, «the third.» The third does not follow after any regard paid to [objects] and is completed by a single effort.

1 See Liṅga Pur. viii. 111.
But the fourth is preceded by the regard paid to objects and has to be completed by many efforts. This is the distinction. The object of these two, the inhalation and the emission, is not considered; but this [object] is regarded in respect of place and time and number. This is the meaning.

52. As a result of this the covering of the light dwindles away.

In the case of the yogin who is practising restraints of breath, the karma capable of covering discriminative thinking dwindles away. What this is they tell in the words, “Having covered the sattva which is disposed to light with delusion (indrajāla) made of infatuation, [undifferentiated-consciousness] assigns the same [obscured form] to deeds which are not to be done.” Therefore by practising restraint of breath his karma which covers the light, together with its bondage to the round-of-rebirth, becomes powerless. And from moment to moment it dwindles away. And in this sense it has been said, “There is no self-castigation higher than restraint of breath; from it comes purity from defilement and the clear shining of thought.”

He describes the subsidiary purpose [served by] restraint of breath. 52. As a result of this the covering of the light dwindles away. The covering is that by which the sattva of the thinking-substance is covered, in other words, hindrances and evil. He explains [the sūtra] in the words «restraints of breath.» Thinking (ijñāna) is that by which anything is thought. It is the light of the sattva of the thinking-substance. Discriminative thinking is the thinking of discrimination. For this [hindrance], since it covers discriminative thinking, is called the coverer (āvaraṇiya) according [to the sūtra of Panini i. 4. 68 which says that] bhavya and geya and pravacaniya and similar forms have been shown to be used as exceptional forms in the sense of agent, just as for instance the words kopaniya and rañjaniya. So here also the affix of the future passive participle is used to denote the agent. The word «karma» connotes the merit which results from it and the hindrance which is the cause of it. On this same point he states that there is a concurrence of opinion with those who have the tradition (āgamin) in the words «What this is they tell.» Extreme infatuation is passion. Undifferentiated-consciousness (avidya) too, which is inseparable from it, is also to be understood by this word. A deed «not to be done» is wrong-living. An objector asks, ‘If restraint of the breath causes evil to dwindle, what need is there of self-castigation?’ In reply to this he says «becomes powerless.» It does not dwindle away entirely. Therefore to make it dwindle away altogether self-castigation is needed. On this point also he states that there is a concurrence of opinion with those who have the tradition (āgamin) by saying «And in this
sense it has been said.> Manu also [vi. 72] says, "By restraints of breath one should burn up defects." And that restraint of breath is also an aid to yoga is also stated¹ by the Vishṇu Purāṇa [vi. 7. 40-1], "But restraint of breath which masters by practice the wind called breath is to be recognized as being seeded and as seedless. When the two winds, breath (prāṇa) and out-breath (apāṇa) have overcome each other, that is two-fold. The third is the result of a subdual of these two."

Furthermore,

53. For fixed attentions also the central organ becomes fit.
Merely in consequence of practice in restraint of breath [the central organ becomes fit for fixed attentions] in accordance with the statement [i. 34], "Or [he gains stability] by expulsion and retention of breath."

Furthermore, 53. For fixed attentions also the central organ becomes fit. For restraint of breath steadies the central organ and makes it fit for fixed attentions.

Now what is the withdrawal of the senses?

54. The withdrawal of the senses is as it were the imitation of the mind-stuff itself on the part of the organs by disjoining themselves from their objects.

When there is no conjunction with their own objects, the organs in imitation of the mind-stuff, as it is in itself, become, as it were, restricted. When the mind-stuff is restricted, like the mind-stuff they become restricted; and do not, like the subjugation of the senses, require any further aid. Just as when the king-bee ² flies up, the bees fly up after him; and when he settles down, they settle down after him. So when the mind-stuff is restricted, the organs are restricted. This then is the withdrawal of the senses.

The [yogin] being refined in this way by means of abstentions and other [aids], begins, for the sake [of attaining] constraint, the withdrawal of the senses. In order to introduce the sutra giving its distinguishing characteristic he asks the question, «Now?» The sutra begins with the word 54. . . . themselves and ends with the words withdrawal of the senses. The mind-stuff also is not in contact with the [various kinds of things], sounds and so forth,

¹ Compare Nārādiya Pur. xlvii. 16-17.
² Compare Praṇa Up. ii. 4. Repeated below iii. 38. This is what we call queen-bee.
which bring about infatuation and attachment and anger. And because it is not
in contact with them, the eye and the other organs are not in contact. This is
what is called the imitation of the mind-stuff by the senses. Because, as the
mind-stuff settles down upon an entity, the organs of this [mind-stuff] cannot be
said to imitate the mind, since their object is always external,—therefore he
says «in imitation . . . as it were.» [In the compound beginning] with the
word «their own (sva)» he shows by the locative case [in the word abhāve] that
the reason why the mind-stuff is imitated is because of the property common [to
the mind-stuff and to the organs], namely, the disjunction from their own objects
of sense. He elaborates [the meaning of] the imitation by saying «when the
mind-stuff is restricted.» The similarity is that the effort which causes the
restriction of both is similar. Here he gives a simile 1 by saying «Just as when
the king-bee.» He applies [the simile] to the thing illustrated by saying «So.»
On this point also [he quotes] a sentence from the Vishnu Purāṇa 2 [vi. 7. 43],
"A man skilled in yoga, having restrained the organs attached to [the various
things], sound and so forth, should make them imitate the mind-stuff, in that
he is intent upon the withdrawal of the senses." And the motive for this is
shown in the same place [vi. 7. 44], "In the case of men who have become
motionless, the result of that [withdrawal] is perfect mastery of the organs.
A yogin with unmastered [organs] cannot accomplish yoga."

55. As a result of this [withdrawal] there is complete mastery
of the organs.
There are some who think 1. that the mastery of the organs is
a lack of desire for the various things sounds and so forth.
Longing (vyasana) is attachment in the sense that it puts him
a long way from (vy-asyati) a good. 2. [Others think that] unfor-
bidden experience is legitimate. 3. Others, that there may be
conjunction [of the organs] with the [various things] sounds and
so forth as one desires. 4. Others think that there is a subjugation
of the senses when there is no passion or aversion after the
thinking of the various things is without pleasure or pain. 5. Jági-
śavya thinks that it is refusal to perceive [the various things
beginning with sound] as a result of the mind-stuff's singleness-of-intent.
And as a result of this, when [the yogin's] mind-stuff is
restricted, the organs are restricted, [and] there is not as in the
case of the subjugation of the other organs, any further need of

1 Compare iii. 38.  2 See also Nārādiya Pur. lxvii. 19-20.
means performed with effort. But this mastery which is this singleness-of-intent is the complete [mastery].

The sūtra is explanatory of this [mastery]. 55. As a result of this [withdrawal] there is complete mastery of the organs. An objector asks, 'Are there other and incomplete masteries in comparison with which this may be called complete?' Undoubtedly, [he says in reply]. He shows what these are in the words «the various things beginning with sound.» He elaborates the same by saying «desire.» Desire is passion, attachment. According to what derivation? It is that which rejects him [or] throws him away from a good. When there is none of this, there is absence of desire, in other words, mastery. 2. He describes yet another [incomplete] mastery in the words «unforbidden.» That devotion to things which is not forbidden by the Sacred Word and other [authorities], and the absence of sense activity with regard to those things which are forbidden by these. Such is legitimate because it does not depart from the law. 3. He describes yet another [incomplete] mastery in the words «contact [of the senses] with the [various things] beginning with sound.» Contact of the organs with the [various things], sounds and so forth, as one desires. The meaning is that with regard to matters of enjoyment he is independent and not dependent on enjoyment. 4. He describes yet another [incomplete] mastery in the words, «no passion and no hatred.» Some say that it is a thinking without pleasure or pain, of the [various things], sounds and so forth, by a detached observer. 5. He describes that mastery which is approved by the author of the sūtras and is also approved by the Supreme Sage, as he says, «as a result of the mind-stuff's singleness-of-intent.» Jaigīśavāya says that when the mind-stuff together with the organs is single-in-intent, there is no sense-activity with regard to [various things] beginning with sound. The [commentator] says that this is the complete mastery in the words, «But ... the complete.» The word «but» distinguishes it from other masteries. For the other masteries, in so far as they are in contact with the poisonous snake¹ (āgīśa) of objects-of-sense (āgīśa), do not escape the possibility of contact with the poison of the hindrances. For even a man who knows the lore of poisons and who is a perfect master of serpents does not take a serpent on his lap and quietly go to sleep. This mastery, on the other hand, from which all intermixture with objects has been removed, since [in it] there is no distrust, is called complete, as he says, «not as in the case of the subjugation of the other organs.» Although, in the case of consciousness of endeavour [ii. 15], when one organ is subdued there is still need of another effort to conquer the other organs, yet, when the mind-stuff is restricted, there is no such need of further exertion in order to restrict the other senses. This is the meaning.

¹ 'One in which poison is lying' according to the Gaṇa on Pāṇini vi. 3, 109.
Here in this Book he has taught the yoga of action and the hindrances to karma and the fruitions of karma; the painfulness of these [karmas] and also the [four] divisions: a group of five subjects appertaining to yoga.


Of the Explanation of the Comment on Patañjali's [Yoga-treatise], whose Explanation is entitled Clarification of the Entities (Tattva-Vaiçarana), and which was composed by the Venerable Vacaspatimipra, the Second Book, called Specification of the Means of Attainment, is finished.
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The five indirect aids [to yoga] have been described. Fixed attention ¹ is [now] to be described.

1. Binding the mind-stuff to a place is fixed-attention.

Binding of the mind-stuff, only in so far as it is a fluctuation, to the navel or to the heart-lotus or to the light within the head or to the tip of the nose or to the tip of the tongue or to other ² places of the same kind or to an external object,—this is fixed-attention.

The First and Second Books described Concentration and the means thereto. In the Third Book the supernormal powers are to be described which are reasons for propagation of belief and which are favourable to this [concentration and its means]. These supernormal powers are to be accomplished by constraints (sāmyāma). And constraint is the combination of fixed-attention and of contemplation and of concentration. So inasmuch as these [three] are the means of accomplishing the supernormal powers, we have here a mention of these three, in order to make known the particular quality of each as being direct aids to yoga and as contrasted with the five which are indirect aids. And with regard to these [three], fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration are in the relation of cause to effect, and the serial order ³ [of causes and effects] is specified. Therefore this order is followed in the order of the statements. Accordingly, fixed-attention is the first to be characterized. So he says:

1. Binding the mind-stuff to a place is fixed-attention. He describes a place belonging to one’s self by the words «to the navel.» By the words «other places of the same kind» we must understand the palate and so forth. The binding is a relation. He describes an external place by the words «or to an external.» And with an external object the mind-stuff as such cannot have a relation. So it is said, «only in so far as it is a fluctuation,» in other words, only so far as it is a perception. On this point also there is a Purāṇa, ⁴ "Having mastered his breath by restraint of breath and his organs by with-

² Compare Mātrī Upan. vi. 20 and Garuḍa Pur. ccxxvi. 21.
³ Compare Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya I. 225³;
⁴ Vishnu Pur. vi. 7. 45 and Nāradiya Pur. lxvii. 21.

¹ See also ii. 29 and 53. I. 356 (Kielhorn’s ed.) and frequently.
² Compare Mātrī Upan. vi. 20 and Garuḍa Pur. ccxxvi. 21.
drawal of the senses, he should make a localization of the mind-stuff upon some auspicious support." Auspicious supports are external, Hiranyagarbha and Vāsava and Prajapati and so forth. And this has also been said,¹ "The incarnate form of the Exalted One leaves one without desire for any [other] support. This should be understood to be fixed-attention, when the mind-stuff is fixed upon this form. And what this incarnate form of Hari, on which one should ponder, let that be heard by thee, O Ruler of Men. Fixed-attention is not possible without something on which to fix it. His face is calm, his eye like the lovely lotus petal, his cheek is beautiful, the expanse of his broad forehead is resplendent [with the light of thought], the charming ornament of the ear-ring is placed under the lobes of his ears which are equal in size, his neck is [marked with three lines] like a shell of the sea, his great broad chest is marked with the Çrīvatsa, his belly has a deep navel and broken folds, he has eight long arms or, as Vishnu, four arms, his thighs and legs are evenly placed, his excellent lotus feet [are arranged] as a mystic diagram. He is like Brahma with a stainless yellow garment, and is adorned with a diadem and with charming armlets and bracelets; he has Çarīga [Vishnu's bow] and the discus and the mace and the sword and the conch and the rosary—upon him, Vishnu, let the yogin ponder; and, lost in him, concentrate his own mind until, O King, the fixed-attention becomes firmly fixed upon him only. While performing this or while doing, as he wills, some other action wherein his mind does not wander, he should then deem this [fixed-attention] to be perfected."

2. Focusedness of the presented idea upon that place is contemplation.

The focusedness of the presented idea upon the object to be contemplated³ in that place, in other words, the stream [of presented ideas] of like quality unaffected by any other presented idea.

He characterizes the contemplation which is to be effected by fixed-attention.

2. Focusedness of the presented idea upon that place is contemplation. Focusedness is singleness-of-intent. The Comment is easy. On this point also there is a Purāṇa,⁴ "An uninterrupted succession of presented-ideas single-in-intent upon His form without desire for anything else, that, O King, is contemplation. It is brought about by the first six aids [to yoga]."

3. This same [contemplation], shining forth [in consciousness] as the intended object and nothing more, and, as it were, emptied of itself, is concentration.

When the contemplation only shines forth [in consciousness] in the

¹ Vishnu Pur. vi. 7. 77-85 and Nrādiya ² See Garuḍa Pur. cxxixv. 28. 29. ³ Pur. lxvii. 54-62. ⁴ Vishnu Pur. vi. 7. 89. ² Reading vara, not kara.
form of the object-to-be-contemplated and [so] is, as it were, empty of itself, in so far as it becomes identical with the presented-idea as such, then, by fusing [itself] with the nature of the object-to-be-contemplated, it is said to be concentration.

He gives the characteristic of concentration which is to be attained by concentration [in the sūtra]. This same concentration is the contemplation. He explains [the sūtra] in the words, «the contemplation only.» The words signify that it shines forth in the form of the object-to-be-contemplated and not in the form of the contemplation. That is why he says, «empty.» An objector asks, 'If it be empty, how could the object-to-be-contemplated appear?' In reply he says, «as it were.» He gives the reason for the same in the words, «by fusing [itself] with the nature of the object-to-be-contemplated.» On this point also there is a Purāṇa,1 “The knowing of this same [Vishṇu] as he is when free from two-termed-relations (kalpanā) is a completion of the contemplation by the central-organ,—this is termed concentration.” A two-termed-relation (kalpanā) is a distinction between the contemplation and the object-to-be-contemplated. Concentration is free from this. This is the meaning. Keśidhvaja after having described to Khandikya the eight aids to yoga, sums them up by saying,2 “The soul (kṣetrajña) has the means. Thinking is the means. It is inanimate. When [thinking] has completed its task of release, it has done what it had to do and ceases.”

These same three, fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration, in one are constraint.

4. The three in one are constraint.

When having a single object the three means are called constraint. So the technical term [now laid down] in this system for these three is constraint.

These three, fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration, are used in many places [as one]. It would be laboured to enunciate [each time] their respective technical terms. So for brevity's sake he introduces a sūtra which [lays down] a technical term (paribhāṣa-sūtra) by saying «These same.»

4. The three in one are constraint. He explains [the sūtra] by saying «When having a single object.» He removes a doubt as to whether [these three] are the [naturally] expressed meaning [of the word constraint] by saying «for these three.» The system (tantra) is that authoritative-book (gastra) by which yoga is systematized or expounded. «In this system» means in

1 Vishṇu Pur. vi. 7. 90 and Nāradīya Pur. lxvii. 67.
2 Vishṇu Pur. vi. 7. 92 and Nāradīya Pur. lxvii. 69.
5. As a result of mastering this constraint, there follows the shining forth of insight.

As a result of mastering this constraint there follows the shining forth of concentrated insight. Just in proportion as constraint enters the stable state, in that proportion the concentrated insight becomes clear.

He mentions the result of success in constraint, for which the means-of-attainment is practice, by saying, 5. As a result of mastering this constraint, there follows the shining forth of insight. The shining forth of insight is due to the fact that it remains in the clear stream of [the yogin who is] not overcome by other ideas. The Comment is easy.

6. Its application is by stages.

The application of it, that is, the constraint is to that stage which is next the stage already mastered. For by overleaping the next stage without having first mastered the lower stage, [the yogin] does not gain constraint in the highest stages. If he did not [gain that constraint], how could he gain the shining forth of insight? Again, the constraint of one who by the grace of the Iṣvara has gained a higher stage does not apply to such things as the mind-stuff’s thinking in other persons who are on the lower stages. Why is this? Since the purpose of this has been obtained from elsewhere. Yoga is itself the only spiritual guide [which can show] that this stage is next to that stage. How is this? Because it has been said to be thus,

By yoga, yoga must be known,
Yoga increaseth yoga’s store.
He who for yoga care hath shown
In yoga rests for evermore.

1 See also i. 35, p. 80; i. 42, p. 88⁵; i. 44, p. 94⁵; i. 49-51, pp. 100⁷, 101⁸, 102⁸, 108⁵; iv. 23, p. 308⁵. In this system prajñā is psychological rather than ethical.

2 A good illustration is found in Bhāg. Pur. ii. 2, in which Viṣṇu is adored from his feet up to his smile.

3 Compare ii. 27.

4 See iii. 19.
But when applied, in what cases can this constraint have these results? In reply he says, 6. Its application is by stages. The author of the Comment particularizes [the meaning of the word] stage by saying, «of it.» Its application is to that state as yet unmastered which is next to the stage [already] mastered. When the reflective concentration, whose object is coarse, is mastered by constraint, the [next] application of constraint is to super-reflective concentration which has not yet been mastered. When this too is mastered, the application [of the restraint] is to deliberative [concentration]. Similarly, [when this is mastered], the application is to super-deliberative [concentration]. Hence in the Purâna,¹ when the balanced-state the object of which is coarse is perfected, then there is later introduced that concentration the object of which is subtle, in that the various weapons and ornaments are removed: “Then the wise man should ponder upon the serene form of the Exalted One, without its conch-shell and mace and discus and Čarīga, but having its string of beads. When the fixed-attention has become stable upon this form, then he should keep in mind the form without the ornaments, especially the diadem and the armlets. The wise man should make the god to have only one limb and [should think] ‘I am he’. Then after that he should devote himself to thought of ‘I’.” But why after having mastered a lower stage does he master a higher stage? [And] why is there not a reverse process? In reply to this he says, «without having first subjugated the lower stage, [the yogin] does not.» For a man proceeding to the Ganges from Čilahrada does not reach the Ganges unless he first get to the Meghavana. «Again of one who by the grace of the Içvara has gained a higher stage»—why does he say this? Because the purpose of this, the success in the higher stage which comes next, has been obtained from elsewhere, that is, from the devotion to the Içvara. For when an act has its action finished, then a means-of-attaining, which does not produce anything in particular, falls outside the function of [what can be called] a means. The objector says, ‘This may be true. It is known in a general way (agamataḥ) what the different subordinated stages are. But how is there a knowledge of which comes after the other?’ In reply to this he says, «this stage.» Yoga which has been previously mastered is the reason for proceeding to the thinking of the yoga which comes after. This passage is to be understood by supposing that a state is equivalent to [a yoga which] contains a state.

7. The three are direct aids in comparison with the previous [five].
The same three, fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration, are direct aids to conscious concentration in comparison with the previous means, the five² beginning with the abstentions.

² Reading yamādiḥbyah pañcabhyah.
But why is constraint applied in various places, and not the other five aids to yoga, although all without distinction are aids to yoga? In reply he says, 7. The three are direct aids in comparison with the previous [five]. These three means-of-attainment, inasmuch as their object is the same as [the object of the yoga] to be accomplished, are direct aids. But abstentions and the other [four] are not so. They are therefore indirect aids. These three means-of-attainment are direct aids only with reference to [yoga] conscious [of objects], but not to [yoga] not conscious [of an object]. For since [yoga] not conscious [of an object] is seedless [and has no object], it does not have the same object as these [three]. And since after these have been restricted for a long time, [unconscious yoga] arises subsequent to the higher passionlessness consisting in the undisturbed calm of perception, another name of which is the higher limit of conscious [yoga]. So he says, «The same three.»

8. Even these [three] are indirect aids to seedless [concentration].

Even these, the three direct means-of-attainment, are indirect aids to seedless yoga. Why is this? Since this latter occurs even when these are absent.

8. Even these [three] are indirect aids to seedless [concentration]. Hence that which determines the relation of direct aid to this is sameness of objects and not a mere sequence. For this [sequence] in so far as it might exist in the case of devotion to the Iṣvāra, which is an indirect aid, would make the application [of direct aid] too wide (vyabhicāra). If this is established, even this over-wideness of the characterization which would include mere sequence could not apply to this [constraint]. Therefore it is still less probable that [this] constraint would be a direct aid to [concentration] not conscious [of an object]. To show that this is so it is said, «Since this latter occurs even when these are absent.»

Now since during the restricted moments of the mind-stuff the changes of the aspects (guna) are unstable,¹ of what sort at those times is the mutation of the mind-stuff?

9. When there is a becoming invisible of the subliminal-impression of emergence² and a becoming visible of the

¹ This again is apparently a portion of the fragment of Pañcaśikha quoted in ii. 15 (p. 135') of the Calcutta text, to be placed before fragment 11 of Garbe. The phrase is also found at ii. 15, p. 185'; iii. 13, p. 204'; iv. 15, p. 298'. Compare for use of word vrtta in the sense of 'behaviour' ii. 33, p. 177' (Calc. ed.).

² Reading abhikavaprādurbhācī.
subliminal-impression of restriction, the mutation of restriction is inseparably connected with mind-stuff in its period of restriction.

The subliminal-impressions of emergence are external-aspects (dharma) of mind-stuff; since they do not consist of presented-ideas they are not restricted when presented-ideas are restricted. The subliminal-impressions of restriction are also external-aspects of mind-stuff. <When these two [states of mind-stuff] become visible or become invisible,> [that is when] the subliminal-impressions of emergence are withdrawing and the subliminal-impressions of restriction are being brought into place. The period of restriction is inseparably connected with the mind-stuff. Accordingly the mutation of restriction is this periodical alteration of subliminal-impressions of a single mind-stuff, because then the mind-stuff has nothing but subliminal-impressions, as has been explained [i. 18] with reference to the concentration of restriction.

With the intent to give information here about the three mutations which are to be made use of in the sutra [iii. 16], "As a result of constraint upon the three mutations," he asks, incidentally to the topic of seedless [concentration], «Now?» In the case of emergence and of yoga conscious [of objects], since there is an experience of an accumulation of various very clear mutations, there has been no introduction of the question. But in the case of restriction the mutation is not experienced. Furthermore it cannot be said that because it is not experienced it does not exist. For inasmuch as mind-stuff is made up of three aspects (guna), and since also the changes of the aspects are unstable, an absence of mutation even for a moment is impossible. The answer to the question is the sutra 9. ... emergence ... mutation of restriction ... . In comparison with concentration unconscious [of any object] conscious concentration is emergence. Restriction is that which restricts. It is the undisturbed calm 1 of perception [and it is also] the higher passionlessness. There is a becoming visible and a becoming invisible of these two subliminal impressions of emergence and the subliminal impression of restriction, that is to say, the becoming invisible of the subliminal-impression of emergence and the becoming visible of the subliminal-impression of restriction. The mind-stuff which is the substance in the period of restriction, that is, on the occasion of restriction, is inseparably connected with

---

1 This does not refer to samādhi in general, but only to the concentrated insight (prajñā) described in i. 47-48, which is without influence from objects and is an undisturbed succession of clarified saṁskāra. See also i. 18, p. 476; ii. 27, p. 1666 (Calc. ed.); also i. 51 and the sūtras iii. 9-15.
both of these states. For the mind-stuff as substance, whether in the conscious or unconscious state, does not differ in itself in so far as subliminal impressions become visible or become invisible [within it]. An objector says, 'Just as later hindrances based upon undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) cease when undifferentiated-consciousness ceases, and consequently there is no need of further special effort to repress them, so the subliminal-impressions based upon ideas of emergence may cease at the very moment of the cessation of the emergence. And therefore for the repression of them there should be no need of the subliminal-impressions of restriction.' With this in view he says, «The subliminal-impressions of emergence.» The cessation of a cause in general is not a reason for the cessation of the effect. So that even if the weaver cease to be, there need be no cessation of the cloth. But with the cessation of that cause which is constitutive of the nature of the effect, there is a cessation of the effect. Now the other hindrances have been said to consist of undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā). So with the cessation of that undifferentiated-consciousness it is right that these [hindrances] should cease. But the subliminal-impressions whose essence is presented-ideas are not such. For even if the idea be restricted for a long time, we observe a connecting recollection at the present time. Therefore even if the presented-ideas are repressed (niyṛtti), still an accumulation of subliminal-impressions of restriction must be resorted to in order to repress these [subliminal-impressions from presented-ideas]. This is the meaning. The rest is easy.

10. This subliminal-impression flows peacefully by reason of the subliminal-impression.

By reason of the subliminal-impression of restriction, the peaceful flow of the mind-stuff requires dexterity in the application of the subliminal-impressions of restriction. When these subliminal-impressions become weak, the subliminal-impression which has external aspects of restriction is overwhelmed by the subliminal-impression which has external aspects of emergence.

But if there be an overwhelming (abhībhava) of the emergent subliminal-impressions in all respects, of what sort is the mutation with a powerful subliminal-impression of restriction? In reply to this he says, 10. This subliminal-impression flows peacefully by reason of the subliminal-impression. Calm flowing is a flowing of a succession of restrictions only undefiled by the subliminal-impressions of emergence. Why is dexterity of subliminal impressions needed, but not ordinary subliminal-impressions? In answer to this he says, «When these

...
Substantial and temporal singleness-of-intent

The word «these (tad)» refers back to restriction. But those who have the reading 'are not overwhelmed' would refer by the word «these (tad-ā)» to emergence.

11. The mutation of concentration is the dwindling of dispersiveness and the uprisal of singleness-of-intent belonging to the mind-stuff. Dispersiveness is an external-aspect of the mind-stuff. Singleness-of-intent is an external-aspect of the mind-stuff. The dwindling of dispersiveness means that it disappears; the uprisal of singleness-of-intent means that it becomes apparent. The mind-stuff is inseparably connected with both of these as the substance [in which they inhere]. This same mind-stuff being inseparably connected with these two external-aspects which belong to itself,—the passing away [of the distributiveness] and the coming forth [of the singleness-of-intent],—becomes concentrated. This is the mutation of concentration.

He shows what the state of the mind-stuff is in the mutation of concentration conscious [of objects]. 11. . . dispersiveness . . . mutation of concentration. Dispersiveness is distractedness. Being existent it does not (sā na) cease to be. Dwindling is disappearing. Because a non-existent does not arise [in consciousness], an uprisal is a becoming apparent. The mind-stuff which is inseparably connected with the passing away of dispersiveness and the coming forth of singleness-of-intent, which are its external-aspects—the dispersiveness having the passing away and the singleness-of-intent having the coming forth—this mind-stuff is concentrating itself, that is, is becoming qualified as having a concentration which is to be attained in successive steps.

12. Then again when the quiescent and the uprisen presented ideas are similar [in respect of having a single object], the mind-stuff has a mutation single-in-intent.

The quiescent is a previous presented idea of one whose mind-stuff is concentrated; the uprisen is a later presented-idea of the same

---

1 The sūtra is an instance of lakaṇa-parināma, as explained in iii. 13.
2 See iv. 23.
3 If the reading be sā na, the translation would be simpler, 'It does not cease to be.'
4 According to the scheme of iii. 13 this would appear to be an instance of āvasthā-parināma.
5 The Maniprabhā explains the word 'alike' (utya) by adding ekaviserayatra.
kind as this [previous presented-idea]. But the mind-stuff of concentration is likewise inseparably connected with both. This is so until the breaking down of the concentration. This same mutation of singleness-in-intent belongs to the mind-stuff in which it resides (dharminah).

12. Then ... a mutation ... Then again, that is, when the serial order of the states of concentration is completed, the quiescent and the uprisen [that is] the past and the present are similar-presented-ideas, that is, similar and presented-ideas. But the similarity is a result of the singleness-in-intent. The words «of one whose mind-stuff is concentrated» indicate that the concentration is completed. The words «This is so» mean that it is single-in-intent. He tells what the limit of this is by saying «until the breaking down of the concentration» [that is] until there is a falling [of the concentration].

13. Thus, with regard to elements and to organs, mutations of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity have been enumerated.

<Thus,> by the already (iii. 9) described mutations of mind-stuff in external-aspect and in time-variation and in intensity. The mutation of external-aspect in elements and organs, the mutation of time-variation and the mutation of intensity are to be understood as having been described. Of these [three] the mutation of external-aspect takes place in the substance and is the becoming invisible of the external aspect of emergence and the becoming visible of the external aspect of restriction. And the mutation of time-variation is the restriction having the three time-variations, [that is,] connected with the three time-forms (adhvans). This [restriction], one may say, puts aside the first time-form whose time-variation is yet to come, and passes into the present time-variation, without however passing out of its state as external-aspect. But in this [condition] it becomes manifest as being what it is. This is its second time-form. And it is not completely severed from past or from future time-variations.—Likewise emergence has the three time-variations; it is connected with the three time-forms. Having put aside the present time-variation it passes over into the past time-variation, without however passing out of its state as external-aspect. This is its third time-form.
And it is not completely severed from the future and the present time-variations. In the same manner, emergence, completing itself again [as a phenomenalized form], having put aside the future time-variation, and not having passed out of its state as external-aspect, passes into the present time-variation. In which [time], since this [emergence] manifests itself as it is, it obtains its functional activity. This is the second time-form of this [emergence]. And it is not completely released from past and future time-variations.

—in the same manner, emergence, completing itself again [as a phenomenalized form], having put aside the future time-variation, and not having passed out of its state as external-aspect, passes into the present time-variation. In which [time], since this [emergence] manifests itself as it is, it obtains its functional activity. This is the second time-form of this [emergence]. And it is not completely released from past and future time-variations.

Similarly the mutation of intensity [is described]. In it, during the moments of restriction, the subliminal-impressions of restriction become powerful and the subliminal-impressions of emergence become weak. This then is the external-aspects' mutation of intensity. In these cases the substance has a mutation in its external-aspects; the external-aspects have mutation in time-variations; and the time-variations also have mutation in intensities. Consequently the changes of the aspects (guna) do not remain, even for a moment, devoid of mutations of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity. For (ca) the changes of the aspects (guna) are unstable. And we say [hereafter in this sutra] that it is of the very nature of the aspects to cause activity. Thus we have to understand the three-fold mutation [of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity] in the case of elements and organs, because there is the distinction between the substance and the external-aspects. But in the strict sense there is but a single mutation. For the external-aspect is nothing more than the substance itself. Since it is merely an evolved form of the substance amplified in the form of an external-aspect. In such cases there is within the substance an alteration of the condition of the present external-aspect with regard to past and future and present time-forms. There is no alteration of the matter. Just as by dividing a plate of gold there is an alteration of its condition, in so far as it is altered; [but] there is no alteration of the gold. An opponent objects as follows, 'A substance is nothing over and above the

1 Once more this appears to be quoted from fragment 11 of Pañcaśikha in its completer form. Compare above, p. 134, note, and p. 208, note.
external-aspects [which as properties depend upon it]. For [a substance] cannot pass beyond its [own] previous existence. If, again, [substance] were a something present in all its external-aspects, but different from them, then it would come to be known¹ (viparivarteta) as a something itself absolutely unchanged, although connected² with a series of changes [in the external-aspects].³ But this, [he replies, involves] no weakness [in our position]. [And] why [not]? Because we do not maintain an absolute⁴ unity. [The fact is that all] this world passes out of the state of a phenomenalized [individual] form.⁵ And this we say because [we are bound to] deny that [the world] is permanent [in the sense of not entering into mutations]. Again [the world of things] continues to exist even after it has passed out [of phenomenalized individual existence]. For [we are obliged] to deny its annihilation. On being refunded [into its primary cause by the dissolution of the coarse elements,] it [the world takes on] a subtile form. And by reason of this subtile form it becomes unappercieved. An external-aspect⁶ in the mutation of time-variation exists really in [all three] time-forms. [It is said to be] past [that is] having the past time-variation, though not completely severed from future and present time-variations. [So too it is said to be] future [that is] having the future time-variation, though not completely severed from present and past time-variations. [So also it is said to be] present [that is] having a present time-variation, though not completely severed from past and future time-variations. Take the case of a man enamoured of one particular woman—he has not thereby lost his sexual feeling for the rest of women-folk. Here the difficulty is

¹ Compare abhidhāna-akti-parivṛtta iii. 17, p. 223¹ (Calc. ed.).
² The word viparivarteta implies a series of changes in some subordinate and additional thing, or some added property in the unchanged thing. Compare paricartanam in Sarva-dargana-sahagraha (Anandārama Sanskrit Series), page 8, line 8 from below.
³ This word is discussed in Patañjali:

Mahābhāṣya I. 180², 207¹, 266¹³ (Kielhorn).
⁴ This vyakti is the condition of the thing when so changed as to be manifest to our consciousness, that is, when we can observe the effects it brings about.
⁵ In the Yoga system the dharma is real; in the Vedānta it is unreal (etearta). The dharma is constantly changing into another thing; but involves the concept of permanence.
brought forward by others 'that since all three time-variations are
[thus said to be] connected with everything that is in the mutation
of time-variation, it must follow (prāpnoti) that the time-forms are
confounded.' We meet this objection thus (tasya parihāra). What
is termed the common nature of things as external-aspects cannot
be brought into existence [at our pleasure]. The common nature
[as external aspect] exists [independently] and therefore in regard
to it the distinctions of time-variations must be maintained. Thus
it must not be said that the common nature of this or that thing
exists only in the present time. Because if this were so, the mind-
stuff could never become subject to passion [for a certain object].
For anger [against some other object being by supposition now
present in the mind-stuff], desire would not move actively forth.
Moreover it is not possible for the three time-variations to belong
simultaneously to one and the same [individual] phenomenalized
form. But what is possible is the presentation (bhāva) in successive
times of its phenomenal 1 [form] by the operation of the conditions-
which-phenomenalize (vyāñjaka) it. Thus it has been said,2 "The
[outer] forms [when developed to] a high degree and the [inner]
fluctuations [when developed to] a high degree oppose each other;
but the generic forms co-operate with [these when developed to]
a high degree." Hence [time-variations] are not confounded. To
take an example. When we say absolutely (eva) that passion for
a certain thing has shown itself, [we do not mean] that at that
time [passion] for another object is non-existent; [but we mean
that passion for another object] continues to be present [in the
mind-stuff] though in a generic [unphenomenalized] form. Hence it
[the passion] for that [other object] exists at that time (tadā tatra
tasya bhāva). A similar [explanation can be given] in the case of
time-variation [also]. The three time-forms do not belong to the
substance but to the external-aspects. These [external-aspects]
have a time-variation or do not have a time-variation. And as
entering into various intensities are known by different names
[which imply] an alteration of intensity but not of matter. Thus

1 Compare i.11, p. 372 (Calc. ed.).
2 Compare ii.15, p. 1361 (Calc. ed.) and the parallels given there.
The same stroke is termed one in the unit-place and ten in the ten's place and a hundred in the hundred's place. So too the same woman is called a mother and a daughter and a sister. Some persons have objected that in the case of a thing which mutates in intensity [the substance of the thing] must logically be held to be (prasaṅga) absolutely permanent. How is this? On the ground that it is functional activity of the thing which determines the [special] time-form of the thing. Thus a thing is said to be a future thing when it is not exerting its own activity, and a present thing when it is thus active, and a past thing when it has ceased from activity. Hence, say these persons, it follows that substance and external-aspect and time-variation and intensity are all absolutely permanent. But that [alleged] weakness, [we say], does not exist [in our position]; for we hold that although a substrate (guna) is permanent, its aspects (guna) suffer a variety of antagonisms. Just as any arrangement of parts, (saṁsthāna) [which are coarse elements] is only an external-aspect of the imperishable subtile elements, sound and the rest, and has a beginning and an end, so the resoluble [into primary matter] is only an external-aspect of the imperishable aspects (guna), the satva and the others, and has a beginning and an end, and to it [and to the rest] the term evolved-form (vikāra) is applied. The following serves as an illustration. 1. The substance clay passes from its external-aspect in the form of a round lump of clay into another external-aspect. And thus as an external-aspect enters into mutation in the form of a water-jar. 2. The water-jar-form putting aside its future time-variation assumes its present time-variation; here is the mutation as time-variation. 3. The water-jar is every moment undergoing oldness and newness [in its parts] and thus passes through mutations of intensity. Thus the substance also has another external-aspect, which is, the intensity; and the external-

1 Contrary to Mr. G. R. Kaye's opinion the following passages show that the place-system of decimals was known as early as the sixth century A.D. See Āryabhaṭa (born 476 A.D.) in his Āryabhaṭīya (ed. Kern, 1874), p. x and 34; Varāha Mihira (born 505 near Ujjain) in his Pañcasiddhāntikā (ed. Thibaut, 1889), p. xxx.

2 The point is that the thing is neither produced nor destroyed, but is its activity.
aspect has also another time-variation, which is, the intensity. There is therefore only one [kind of a] mutation of matter, though variously described [by us]. The same explanation is applicable to other things\(^1\) also. The mutations of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity [as here described] do not transcend the substance\(^2\) as such. Hence there is only one kind of a mutation which includes all those varieties we have described.\(^3\) What then is a mutation? It is the rise of another external-aspect in a permanent matter after an earlier external-aspect has been repressed.

As being relevant to the discussion and as being useful to further discussion he gives the divisions of the mutations of elements and of organs in the sutra 13. Thus... enumerated. He explains [the sutra] by saying «Thus.» An objector asks, ‘It is only the mind-stuff that has been described as being in mutation, not its various kinds, the mutation of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity. So how can this [that has been said] be extended by analogy to these latter?’ In reply to this he says, «of emergence and of restriction.» Although the words external-aspect and time-variation and intensity have not been previously mentioned, it is not however true that the mutations of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity have not been described. This is the point in brief.—To continue. The mutation of external-aspect has been described in the words of this sutra [iii. 9], “subliminal-impression of emergence... subliminal-impression of restriction.” And in showing this mutation of external-aspect, he has at the same time indicated the mutation of time-variation, which has its locus in the external-aspect, as he says in the words, «the mutation of time-variation.» A time-variation (laksana) is that by which a kind of time is characterized. For, characterized by this, a thing is distinguished from other things with other times connected with them. The expression, «the restriction having three time-variations» has its explanation in the words «connected with the three time-forms.» The word «time-form» is an expression for time. «This [restriction], one may say, puts aside the first time-form whose time-variation is yet to come.» Does it then go beyond its state as an external-aspect possessing a time-form? No, he says. «Without however passing out of its state as external-aspect.» That very mutation which was yet to come is now present; but the restriction [which was yet to come]

---

1 This would apply to the whole kāryas.

2 The mutations do not differ from the substance, but are the conditions for the self-identity of the substance.

3 For the reason that all change depends upon the dharmas which remains unchanged amid change.

4 The words atidēga, anudēga, and ādega are discussed in Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya on i. 1. 56, vārt. 1, p. 133 foot (Kielhorn’s ed.).
does not [now] cease to be a restriction. This is the meaning.—Now comes his explanation of the present in the words «in which condition it becomes manifest as being what it is» in other words, in its nature\(^1\) as producing certain effects peculiar to it. «A manifestation» is a moving actively forth. This is its second time-form as compared to its first time-form which was yet to come. An objector says, 'This may be so. But if one has reached the present after having put aside the future time-form, and after having put aside this [present] he is to reach the past, then Sir, there would be a creation and destruction of [these] time-forms. And this is not a desired result. For nothing is made to grow out of a non-existent, nor is an existent ever destroyed.' In reply to this he says «And it is not.» The meaning is that he is not disconnected from the future and the past time-forms, inasmuch as they persist in their generic form. Having shown that the present restriction has a present time-variation, he shows that the present emergence has a past, its third form, by saying, «In the same way, emergence.» So then is the restriction alone future, and is the emergence not [future]? No. As he says, «In the same manner, now emergence.» So there is a re-existence as regards the generic form of emergence, but not as regards the [individual] phenomenalized form. For the past does not exist again.—Manifestation of itself, as it is, is the same as the fact that which is able to produce effects becomes visible. This mutation of time-variation, as described, recurs again and again in things of this kind, as he says, «In the same way .. now.»—He describes the mutation of intensity, which has only been pointed out by the mutation of external-aspect, by saying, «Similarly, . . . intensity.» In the case of external-aspects, the time-form of which is present, the intensity is equivalent to the presence or absence of power. And the mutation is the gradation of this [intensity] form moment to moment. He concludes this discussion by the words «In these cases.» He specifies the various mutations as having a variety of relations\(^2\) in accordance\(^3\) with the teaching of the system, as he says «In these cases the substance.» Then is this mutation of the aspects (guna) occasional? The reply is, No. As he says «Consequently.» But why is this mutation perpetual? In reply he says «For (ca) . . . unstable.» The word «For (ca)» is in the sense of cause. The «changes» are the behaviour (pracāra). Why is it just so? In reply he says «that which constitutes the aspects (guna).» «Is said to be» later in this same [sutra].—So this three-fold mutation of mind-stuff also is expounded by the author of the sutras with regard to elements and organs as he says «Thus.». This three-fold mutation is the result of the distinction between substance and external-aspects; it is based upon the distinction between the substance and the external-aspects. So we have (tatra) a mutation.

\(^1\) The thing is what it is (rūde vi) because the mutation is fulfilling a purpose. This is the essence of any individual form.

\(^2\) A samānādha is a relation; a samānādhan is a thing in relation.

\(^3\) Referring to the Pañcaśikha’s catān ca gunavarjatam, which is not, however, here expressly attributed to him. Compare p. 213, note 1.
Substances and external-aspects contrasted [—iii. 13]

such as a cow or a water-jar as an external-aspect of the substances earth and other elements. And the external-aspects have mutations of time-variation such as past and future and present. Again the cow or other [animal] changed into its present time-variation has mutations of intensity, such as childhood and boyhood and youth and old age. And the water-jar or other [thing] has its mutation of intensity, such as newness or oldness.—Similarly organs, which are substances, have external aspects, which are the seeing of blue or of other colours. The external aspect has the present and the other time-variations. The time-variation which has the seeing of a jewel or some other [thing] has a mutation of intensity, such as the clearness or lack of clearness [of the seeing]. This mutation, thus described, of elements and of organs, is to be understood as being based upon the distinction between the substance and its external-aspects and time-variations and intensities. But as referring to the lack of distinction between them, it is mentioned when he says «But in the strict sense.» The word «but» differentiates this from the view that they are distinct. The absolute reality of this [mutation] is asserted, but [the absolute reality] of the other [three-fold] mutation is not denied. Why? «For the external-aspect is nothing more than the substance itself.» An objector says, 'If the external-aspect is merely an evolved form of the substance, how then should the idea prevail in the world that there is no confusion in the case of these [three] mutations?' In reply to this he says, «in the form of an external-aspect.» The word «external-aspect» is here equivalent to external-aspect and to time-variation and to intensity. It is the substance that enters into evolved-forms through the medium of these. So the [evolved-form] is one and is also not confused with [another]. Because [the external-aspects] the medium of this [substance], although not distinct from the substance, are not confused with each other. An objector says, 'If the external-aspects are not distinct from the substance, and if the time-forms of the substance are distinct, then since the external-aspects are not different from the substance, the external-aspects would be like a substance.' To which he replies, «In such cases . . . of the . . . external-aspect.» The «state» means a particular arrangement-of-parts.¹ Just as a plate of gold² or of some other substance may receive a particular name and [be called] a necklace or a svastika, [so] there is an alteration only as [concerns the form of the ornaments], but the matter gold does not become something not gold, because there is no absolute distinction [between the substance and the external-aspect]. This is the intention of what he is about to say. He brings forward a Buddhist, who holds the doctrine of the absolute unity [of substance and of external-aspect], by saying, «An opponent objects as follows.» 'For the necklace and other things thus coming into existence are external-aspects only and are real in the strict sense. But there is no such thing called “gold”, some one thing present in many external-aspects [and yet different from them]. But if it be assumed that the matter persists even in

¹ Compare i. 43, p. 90⁴ (Calc. ed.) and the parallels given there.
² See ii. 28, p. 170⁵ (Calc. ed.).
the external-aspects which are ceasing to be, then [the matter], like the Power of Intellect (citi), would not enter into mutations, but would continue existing absolutely unchanged. The continued existence in another form means the throwing away of its own form as consisting of mutations and the exchange of this for another, the absolutely changeless. Just as the Power of Intellect (citi), although the aspects divide themselves into one alteration after another, does not relapse from its own self and remains absolutely unchanged, so likewise gold, &c., would remain absolutely unchanged,—a proposition which you do not admit. So matter is something not different from its external-aspects.' This objection he refutes by saying «this, [he replies, involves] no weakness.» «Why?» «Because we do not maintain an absolute unity.» Had we to admit the absolute permanence of matter, as of the Power of Intellect 1 (citi), then we should have lain open to this taunt. We, however, do not take our stand upon the doctrine of absolute permanence. On the contrary, we say that all these three worlds, and not merely matter, pass out of their phenomenalized individual forms, as producing effects fulfilling a purpose. Why? «For [we are bound to] deny that [the world] is permanent,» on the ground of a source-of-valid-ideas. For if the water-jar were not to pass out of its [individual] phenomenalized form, then even though reduced to the condition of potsherds or of broken bits, it would be as before clearly apperceived as a water-jar and it would have to fulfil the purposes [of a water-jar]. [But this cannot be.] Consequently the three worlds are not permanent. 'Very well then, suppose that [the jar] does not exist permanently in so far as it is not apperceived and does not fulfil the purposes of a water-jar, because like the sky-lotus it is illusory (tuccha).' In reply to this he says, «even after it has passed out.» It is not absolutely illusory existence, so that it would be absolutely impermanent. Why? Because [we are obliged] to deny its annihilation, on the ground of a source-of-valid-ideas. To explain. Whatever is illusory existence, cannot be apperceived or produce effects, quite as in the case of the sky-lotus. Whereas these three worlds are from time to time apperceived and do produce effects, [and so are not absolutely illusory existences]. Similarly we should cite as illustrations proving existence (sattvahetus) (a) capacity for rising into consciousness, (b) materiality, (c) fitness for external-aspects and time-variations and intensities and others, [which proofs] are wanting in the case of the sky-lotus or the man's horns, which are absolutely illusory existences. Similarly [the jar] is not absolutely permanent so that it would be absolutely permanent like the Power of Intellect (citi), but on the contrary it is [only] in some respects permanent. And thus it is established that it enters into mutations. So we must understand that, in the states of the lump of clay and of the following states, the effects such as the water-jar, which are yet to come, have an existence. The objector says, 'This may be true. But if an effect even after it has passed out [of individual phenomenalized existence] exists, why is it not apperceived? The reply is, «On being refunded.» «Refunded» [that is] resolved into its own

1 Reading citiṣakṛt.
cause. «A subtle form» [that is] one not capable of being seen. And hence there is no apperception of it.—Having thus substantiated the mutation of external-aspect, he substantiates the mutation of time-variation also, in so far as they are inseparably connected with each other, by saying, «in the mutation of time-variation.» The meaning is that each time-variation is inseparably connected with the two others. The objector says, 'When one time-variation is in connexion, other time-variations are not perceived. How then [are these] connected with the former?' In reply he says, «Take the case of a man.» For an absence of experience does not do away with that which is established by the source-of-a-valid-idea. For the very fact that this [time-variation] has been made to rise [in consciousness], is the source-of-the-valid-idea for the real existence of these [other time-variations], because a non-existent thing, such as a man's horns, cannot be made to rise in consciousness. He sets up the objection uttered by another when he says, «Here . . . in the mutation of time-variation.» 'If when an external-aspect is present, it is at the same time past and future, then all the three time-forms would be confounded. And if the time-forms are to be in successive times, then it would follow that the production of the non-existent [becomes possible].' He meets the objection with the words, «We meet this objection thus.» For the existence of external-aspects in the present only is established by experience. From this it follows that [external-aspects are] in relation to earlier and to later time. [Why does it follow?] Because of course a non-existent does not come into being, nor is an existent annihilated, as he says, «Because if this were so, the mind-stuff could never.» For the mind-stuff at a time following after anger, is experienced as having the external-aspect of passion. And if passion did not exist at the time of anger, in so far as [passion] was [at that time] future, how then could [passion] rise into consciousness? And if it should not rise in consciousness, how could it be experienced? [The objector continues,] 'Even if this be granted, why would there not still be confusion of time-forms?' The question is [contained in the phrase,] «Moreover it is not possible.» 'What (kim) cause is there for not confounding [the time-forms]?' And (ca) is used in the sense of 'but'. The answer is given in the words, «the three.» The three time-variations cannot possibly exist simultaneously. In what? In one fluctuation of mind-stuff. But in successive times it is possible for each one of the time-variations to exist in its phenomenal [form] by the operation of the conditions which phenomenalize it [the time-variation]. Since the discussion of the time-variations depends upon the things-which-have-time-variations, therefore the time-variations, in so far as they have the form of the things-which-have-time-variations, belong to [or have the same nature as (tad-vattā)] these, that is, the things-which-have-time-variations. On this same point he states his concurrence of opinion with Pañcakīkha the Master by saying «it has been said.» This has been explained¹ before. He brings the discussion to a close by the word «Hence.» The time-forms are

¹ ii. 15, p. 135¹ (Calc. ed.).
not confounded in so far as external-aspects which are opposed to each other, for instance, those that have become visible and those that have become invisible, are refunded into [their own causes]. He gives an illustration in the words «To take an example.» Previously it was shown that anger must be thought to be in relation with passion. Now a passion referring to one object is shown to be in relation to a passion referring to another object. He takes up the subject referred to in the illustration by saying, «A similar [explanation] in the case of time-variation.» An objector says, 'Even when it is assumed that [the mutations] are not absolutely distinct, the distinction may yet exist. So when the external-aspect or the time-variation or the intensity alters, the substance, in that it is not distinct from them, should also alter. And it is just this that we do not accept, because it is contrary to the experience that the [permanent] substance is inseparably connected [with its own states which are impermanent].' In reply to this he says, «The three time-forms do not belong to the substance.» Because it is the external-aspects, which are distinct from it, that have the three time-forms. That it is the external-aspects which are connected with the three time-forms is made clear by the words, «These [external-aspects].» «Have a time-variation» means manifested [that is] present. «Do not have a time-variation» means unmanifested [that is] future or past. Of these [two], those-that-have-a-time-variation, when they attain to the various intensities, either to powerfulness or to weakness, are referred to as being different ¹ from other intensities, but not from other matter. The word «intensity» is here used in the sense of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity. What he means to say is this: Now it is experience alone which determines the difference or the absence of difference between the substance and the external-aspects and the other [mutations]. Since the external-aspects and the rest are not absolutely identical with the substance, to the extent that the common nature of the external-aspect and of the other [mutations] should have the form of the substance. Nor is there absolute difference, to the extent that the common nature of external-aspects should be [as different as] horses and cows. Experience moreover although not establishing the fact that there is absolute [identity or difference], does show the substance as one ² and as persisting in the external-aspects and other [mutations] which have the quality of coming into and of passing out of experience, and it does exclude the external-aspects from each other. [All] this is experienced by every one. So we conform ourselves to this experience. We are not at liberty to throw it away, and to dispose of the experiences of the external-aspects as we like. On this same point he gives an example from ordinary life in the words, «Thus the same stroke.» Just as the stroke, which in itself is precisely the same, in relation to the various positions is called a hundred and other names, so the substance, which in itself is precisely the same, is repeatedly given a name in accordance with the alteration of its external-aspect and its

¹ Reading anyatena.
² Thus the bauddha theory p. 205j (Calc. ed.) is partially conceded.
time-variation and its intensity. This is the meaning. To illustrate the matter he gives another simile in the words, «So too the same woman.» At this point he raises an objection, made by an opponent, by saying, «Intensity.» When there is a mutation of intensity, [that is] a mutation of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity, one would be involved in a fault with regard to the absolute [permanence] of the substance and of the external-aspect and of the time-variation and of the intensity. He asks, «How?» [The objector] gives the answer in the words, «On the ground that the functional-activity ... the time-form.» For we can see that the functional-activity of that which is future in its time-form as belonging to curds is present as belonging to milk, because [the functional activity of the future] is shut off by this [functional-activity of the present]. For this reason when the external-aspect which has the time-variation (laksana) of the curds, although existent in the milk, does not exert its own functional-activity, then the undertaking of the business [of the effects to be accomplished] by curdling and the other [changes], is called future. And it is called present when it is thus active; and past when it has done the business of curdling and the other [changes] and stopped. To this extent then it must follow that the substance and the external-aspects and the time-variations and the intensities, although persisting in all three times, are absolutely [permanent]. For permanence is existence at all times. And in [these] four cases, whether they exist at all times or do not exist [at all times], there is no production.1 This much only is the time-variation (laksana) of the absolutely permanent. And in the case of the Power of Intellect (citi-çakti) also, which is absolutely permanent, there is no other special feature. This is the point. He meets the objection in the words «But that [alleged] weakness does not exist.» There is no weakness there. Why? Because although the substrate (gunin) is permanent, the aspects (guna) suffer antagonisms,2 the one of [the aspects] being capable of being overcome and the others of overcoming. This is their variety. What he means to say is this: Although there is existence at all times in the case of all four, still, in so far as there is a variety in the antagonisms of the aspects (guna), in that the various evolved-forms of which this [variety] consists become visible or invisible, and in so far as they enter into mutations, there is no absolute [permanence]. Whereas in the case of the Power of Intellect (citi-çakti) there is no becoming visible or becoming invisible of evolved-forms which belong to itself. Thus [this] is absolutely permanent. As they say,3 «The learned call that permanent the nature of which does not perish.» That this variety of antagonisms is the cause of the variety of the evolved forms in the case of both the evolving-substance and the evolved-substance is shown by the words, «Just as.» Just

---

1 If it is to exist at all times, then, like the citigakti, it could not be produced. Or if it is not to exist at any time, then, like the horns of a man, it could not be produced. This is Bālarāma's gloss.

2 This word vimarda occurs once only in the Bhāṣya. But Vācaspati uses it four times besides this, i. 2, p. 11; iii. 13, pp. 209, 210, 210, 210 (Calc. ed.).

3 Compare MBh. xii. 318. 102 (= 11826).
as the arrangement of parts, as distinguished (laksana) by being a mutation of earth and of other [coarse elements], is itself merely an external aspect and has a beginning and an end, in that it becomes invisible,—[so] «sound and the rest,» the subtle elements sound and touch and colour and taste and smell, are not perishable as compared with their own products, and do not, like them, become invisible. He shows how this is in the case of the evolving-matter by the words, «so the resoluble.» «To it the term evolved-form (vikara) is applied.» But the Power of Thought (citti-çakti) is not subject to this kind of evolution of form. This is the point.—Having thus taken up by way of illustration both the evolved-matter and the evolving-cause, which are well enough known to thinking persons, he takes up in the case of the evolved-matter only, which is well known enough to the popular [mind], the variety of the antagonisms of the aspects (guna) which leads to variety in the mutations of external-aspect and of time-variation and of intensity, by saying, «The following serves as an illustration.» There is no necessity that the mutation of intensity should belong to time-variations only. For all [three], external-aspect and time-variation and intensity, are expressed by the word 'intensity'. Therefore the one [kind of] mutation is intensity which is common to all. Accordingly he says, «Thus the substance only.» He gives the distinguishing-characteristic of the mutation which includes [all] by saying, «in a permanent.» The word 'external-aspect' is an expression for external-aspect and for time-variation and for intensity, in so far as it is that in which they inhere.

Among these [mutations],

14. A substance conforms itself to quiescent and uprisen and indeterminable external-aspects.

An external aspect is [to speak precisely] only a power of the substance as limited by its pre-established harmony [with regard to effects]. And it is known as an actual existence, of which the existence is inferred by the kind of effect which it generates, as

---

1 Vācaspati uses saṁsthāna as the equivalent to saṁnīveṣa iii. 26, p. 288' and iv. 13, p. 291'. It is applied only to collections of mahābhūta; and is sometimes not different from external form (miśri), iii. 53, p. 272', and iii. 13, p. 210'; or again, the parts of grains, iii. 13, p. 205', iii. 15, p. 216'; or the parts of words, iii. 17, p. 222'; or of the limbs of birds, ii. 46, p. 185'. See also ii. 23, p. 170'; and iii. 26, p. 289' (Calc. ed.).

2 The same entity, regarded from the side of permanence, is a mutation (parināma); from the side of change is an external aspect.

3 The word yogarat is used in the sutra ii. 53. The word yogatea is in the sutra ii. 41 and in the Bhāṣya, p. 182' (Calc. ed.). Vācaspati uses it five times: ii. 6, p. 116'; ii. 23, p. 157'; ii. 32, p. 176'; iii. 14, p. 211'.

---
The three states of substance

One or another [form] of the single [substance]. Of these [forms] that is called present, if it be that the external-aspect is passing through [the state] of its peculiar functional-activity. This is different from the other external-aspects both the quiescent and the indeterminable [states]. But when it has rejoined its general [or latent] form, then how could that external-aspect be distinguished from any other, since it is then of the very nature of the substance itself? There are, as every one knows, three of these external-aspects within the substance, the quiescent and the uprisen and the indeterminable. Of these the quiescent are those that have come to rest by finishing their functional-activity. The uprisen are those in active function; and these [uprisen] are immediately-contiguous (sam-anantara) to the future time-variation. While the past come after the present. Why do not the present come after the past? Because there is no relation of antecedent and consequent [between them]. The relation of antecedent and consequent in the case of the future and the present ¹ is not the same as [this relation] in the case of the past ² [and of the present]. Therefore there is [no later external-aspect] immediately contiguous to the past. Consequently the future only is immediately contiguous [as being antecedent] to the present.—Now the indeterminable [external-aspects], what are they? Everything containing the essence of everything. Upon which it has been said, "That which in the various forms ³ of taste and other [subtile elements] contains the mutations of [the coarse elements of] water and of earth is found in plants; likewise [that which is mutable] in plants is found in animals, and of animals in plants." In this sense, in so far as the common nature is not destroyed, we use the term 'everything contains the essence of everything.' Still, because of connexion with place and time and form ⁴ and cause, the external-aspects do not of course manifest themselves at the same time.⁵ That which passes through a
discrimination is made. The contrast between the two is similar to the Cartesian use of 'clear' and 'distinct.'

¹ The Vārttika says that this is prāgabhāva.
² In this case there is prāgadheṣa.
³ Compare Vācaspati's quotation iv. 13, p. 291 from the Vāyu Pur.; and also Yogavāsiṣṭha, Utpattiprakaraṇa 78.
⁴ The word rūpa is used for colour and form; the word abhāra for form when a dis-

[H.O.S. 17]
succession of these external-aspects, whether manifested or unmanifested, and which has as its essence the generic form and the particular,¹ and which is present-in-all-but-different-from-them² (anvayin),—that is a substance. But the [Yogācāra] who holds that this world is nothing but external-aspects without [a substance] present-in-all-but-different-from-them,—for him there would be no experience. Why would this be so? [The reply is,] how could one consciousness of a subject-of-experience (bhokṛtvena) be held responsible for a deed done by another consciousness? And there would also be no memory of this [consciousness]. For there is no such thing as recollection by one consciousness of something seen by another [consciousness]. And it is the substance permanently present-in-all-but-different-from-them which, upon the recognition of a thing is recognized as participating in the alteration of the external-aspect. Consequently it is not true that [this world] is nothing more than external-aspects without [a substance] present-in-all-but-different-from-them.

He gives the distinguishing-characteristic of this substance to which the three-fold mutation belongs by the sūtra. 14. Among these [mutations] a substance conforms itself to quiescent and uprisen and indeterminable external-aspects. A substance (dharmin) is a thing that has external-aspects (dharma). And because, unless one knows the external-aspects, one cannot know the substance, he makes known what the external-aspect is in the word «pre-established-harmony.» «The substance» means a material object such as clay. «Only a power» [that is] the power of producing the dust and the lump of clay and the water-jar. This is the external-aspect,³ in so far as these are contained in this [substance] in an unphenomenalized state. This is the point. An objector says, ¹ In so far as these exist therein in an unphenomenalized state they may become visible from within it, but how can the capacity to fetch water [in the jar] and similar [purposeful acts], which could not have been got out of their cause [the clay], be obtained by them [that is, the finished products]?’ In reply to this he says, «as limited by its pre-established-harmony.» The power to produce the water-jar is defined as being pre-established-harmony for things which fetch water. Hence the power to fetch water and the other [purposeful] acts are also obtained by the water-jars and other things from their own cause only. Thus [the capacity to fetch water] is not accidental [with

¹ Compare i. 7, p. 21⁴, and iii. 44, p. 257⁵ (Calc. ed.).
² See also i. 45, p. 96⁶; iii. 13, p. 205⁸; iii. 44, p. 257⁶ (Calc. ed.).
³ Reading dharmah.
regard to the substance]. This is the point.—There is another interpretation. One might be asked, 'What are substances?' The reply is, <<of the substance as limited by its pre-established-harmony.>> One might be asked, 'What is an external-aspect?' The reply is, <<An external-aspect is only a power.>> The meaning is that an external-aspect is only a pre-established-harmony belonging to these [substances]. Hence it is proven that the thing which has this [external-aspect] is the substance. Thus it becomes clear.—He describes the source-of-the-valid-idea [which proves] the real existence of these [external aspects] in the words, <<And it . . . is inferred by the kind of effect which it generates.>> Of the single substance in one or another form as dust or as a lump of clay or as a water-jar. This is the meaning. And it differs because there are evidently different effects. This is another way of putting it (iti yāvat). It is observed [or] apperceived. With regard to these [external-aspects] he describes the difference between the lump of clay, which strikes upon [the thinking substance of] experience and is present, and the quiescent state of the clay as dust, and the indeterminable state of the clay as water-jar by saying <<Of these [forms] that is called present.>> If there be no difference, then the dust and the water-jar would have their functional-activity co-extensive with that of the lump of clay. This is the point. But in the case of the unphenomenalized lump of clay, the establishment of the difference, as stated above, is impossible. [This] he says in the words, <<But when.>> What [then] is this [difference]? By establishment of what difference will there be a differentiation? Having thus mentioned that there is [this] establishment of a difference between the external-aspects, he analyses this difference in the words, <<There are, as every one knows.>> The word <<uprisen>> means present. He now deduces the priority and the sequence of the time-forms in the words, <<And these.>> A question is raised in the words, <<Why does not?>> 'For what reason does not the present come after the past?' This is the meaning. The reason is, <<There is no relation of antecedent and consequent [between them].>> By speaking of the object [that is, absence of antecedence and consequence] he indicates that which contains as its object [the absence of antecedence and consequence], that is to say, the non-apperception [of this object]. He shows what this same non-apperception is, in so far as its properties are opposite to those of apperception, in the words, <<in the case of the future and the present.>> He brings the discussion to a close with the word, <<Consequently.>> Consequently (tat) means for this reason. The future only is immediately contiguous as being antecedent to the present; but the past is not. The present is immediately contiguous to the past as being antecedent to it; but the indeterminable is not. Therefore it is established that the youngest of the time-forms is the past. An objector says, "This may be true. The uprisen and the past may be surmised

1 Compare the passage at the end of the Explanation of iii. 15, "Power also is a subtile state of effects that are intensified. It is an external-aspect of the mind and it is inferred only by the experience of its coarse effects."
to be those external-aspects which are in experience and those which have been experienced. But external-states which are indeterminable cannot, in so far as they are indeterminable, be surmised." With this in mind he asks, "Now...? What are the indeterminables? In what things do we look¹ for them? To this the answer is in the words "Everything containing the essence of everything. Upon which it has been said." This is made consistent in the words, "... of water and of earth." For, in the case of water which contains [the subtle elements of] taste and colour and touch and sound, and in the case of earth which contains odour and taste and colour and touch and sound, various forms containing the mutations are observed as perceived in the taste and other [subtle elements] which are found in the root and fruit and blossoms and foliage and in the other parts of trees and creepers and shrubs. This cannot be a mutation of earth which is not of a similar essence, or of water which is not of a like kind. For, as it has already ² been consistently stated, there can be no production of that which does not already exist. Similarly in the case of animals, human beings and beasts tame or wild, various tastes, &c., are observed coming from mutations of plants. For these [human beings and other animals] in eating the fruits [and leaves] and so on acquire a rich variety of forms, &c. In the same way, plants are observed to have a variety of forms coming from the mutations of animals. For it is known that pomegranates become as large as coco-nuts when sprinkled with blood. He brings the discussion to a close with the words, "In this sense." Thus everything, earth and water and all, contains all tastes and other [subtle elements]. He gives the reason for this in the words, "In so far as the common nature is not destroyed." Because, in so far it is recognized everywhere, that-which-is-asserted (jāti) of the common nature of earth and of water is not destroyed. An objector says, 'If everything contains the essence of everything, then, Sir, since everything everywhere is always in every part close at hand, there would be a manifestation of all existences whatsoever at one and the same time. For an effect whose cause, lacking nothing, is close at hand, ought not long to delay.' With this in mind he says, "With place and time." Although everything containing the essence of everything is a cause [of everything], still there has to be [a manifestation] 1. of that [particular] place which belongs to a [particular] effect [of this cause]. For instance, Kashmir is the place of the saffron-plant. Because although these [causes] exist in Pañcāla and other countries, there is no coming actively forth ³ [of the plant]. Accordingly there is no manifestation of the saffron-plant in a place such as Pañcāla. 2. Likewise during the hot season, since no rain moves actively forth, there is no manifestation of rice-plants. 3. Similarly a doe

¹ Reading samīkṣāmahe.
² Compare ii. 19, p. 149⁴; iii. 11, p. 201⁴; iii. 13, pp. 206⁵, 207²; and asato 'napajannat, ii. 15, p. 132³.
³ The word samudācāra occurs once only in the Bhāya iii. 13, p. 207². In Vāca-

spatī it is the equivalent of abhīeyakti and occurs ii. 4, p. 111¹; iii. 13, p. 203¹; iii. 14, p. 214⁴. Bālarāma glosses the word vidyāmānātā āvīrbhāva iti, p. 214, note 3 (Calc. ed.).
Reason for the order of mutations

Reason for the order of mutations [—iii. 15]

does not give birth to a human being, because in her the human form does not develop. 4. In the same way, a non-meritorious person does not experience anything like pleasure, because in him no meritorious cause moves actively forth. Therefore because of connexion [or] separation by place or time or form or cause, things [that is] forms of being do not manifest themselves 1 at the same time.—Having thus given a classification to the external-aspects, he shows that the substance is present-in-all-but-different-from-them by saying, «... which ... of these ...» The generic-form is the substance as such; the particular is the external-aspect. The meaning is that its essence is of both these kinds.—Having thus shown that the substance which is established by experience is present-in-all-but-different-from-them, he reminds the Annihilationist (vainācīka), who does not assent to this and who assents to the theory of a momentary mind-stuff made of consciousness only, of the undesired contingency previously [i. 32] mentioned, and he does so in the words, «But the [Yogācāra].» [Also in the words] «And ... upon the recognition of a thing.» For a thing observed by Devadatta is not recognized by Yaśuṣadatta. Accordingly it is he who experiences that also recognizes.

15. The order of the sequence (krama) is the reason for the order of the mutations.

If it be possible 2 that a single substance has only a single mutation, then the order of the sequence is the cause of the order of the mutation. One finds, for example, clay in the form of dust, clay in the form of a lump, clay in the form of a water-jar, clay in the form of potsherds [and] clay in the form of small bits. It is in this sense that there is a sequence. 1. Whenever one external-aspect is immediately-contiguous to another external-aspect, it is [then in] sequence with it. The lump of [clay] falls away and the water-jar comes into existence. It is in such cases that a sequence in the mutation of external-aspects occurs. 2. There is a sequence in the mutation of time-variations. By reason of there being a future [time-variation] of the water-jar, there is a sequence [to it in the] present [time-variation]. Likewise by reason of there being a present [time-variation] of the lump [of clay], there is a sequence [to it in the]

---

1 Reading with Bikāner MS. ātmanānān.
2 Reading prasakte, which represents this system. But if the reading be prasakte (Kashmir MS. and Gaṇgādhara Shāstrī's MS.), then the word would be used as indicating that this is not possible. The form would be used as equivalent to a verbal form in -ya according to Pañj. i. 4. 31 with Siddh. Kāum. (Nir. Sāg., ed. 1904), p. 144, last line.
past [time-variation]. There is no sequence for the past. Why is this? When there is a relation of antecedent and sequent there is an immediate contiguity. But this relation does not occur in the case of the past. Consequently there is a sequence for two time-variations only. 3. There is none the less a sequence in the mutations of intensity, as when the oldness of a brand-new water-jar becomes evident first on its rim 1 (prānte), and then manifesting itself in a sequence which conforms to the succession of moments, [finally] reaches a complete [individual] phenomenal [form]. This then is the third mutation and it is other than the external-aspect and the time-variation. These same sequences become what they are, so long as the distinction between the substance and the external-aspect holds. For the external-aspect as such also can become the substance in so far as another external-aspect is concerned. But since, strictly speaking, this same substance can be named external-aspect by virtue of attributing to it an identity with the substance, therefore this sequence shines forth in consciousness as a unit only. The external-aspects of the mind-stuff are of two kinds, those that are perceived and those that are unperceived. Of these two, the perceived have as their essence presented-ideas; those that are unperceived have as their essence real-things (vastu) only. These latter are moreover just seven; by inference the existence of [these external-aspects] as real things only is brought within reach. "Restriction 2 and right-living and subliminal- Impressions and mutations and vitality and movement and power are external-aspects of mind-stuff excluded from sight."

15. The order of the sequence (krama) is the reason for the order of the mutations. [A question is stated for discussion.] 'Does one substance have only one mutation characterized (lakṣaṇa) by external-aspect and time-variation (lakṣaṇa) and intensity? Or does it have many mutations characterized by external-aspect and time-variation and intensity? Of these two which seems plausible? [The answer of the objector is] because the substance is one, the mutation is only one. For from a cause, which as such is one, there ought not to be a diversity of effects, because that diversity would have to be the result of chance.' If this be taken so, the reply is given. As a result of the order of the sequence

1 In making a jar the rim is moulded first.
2 This seems to be a mnemonic verse by the author of the Comment. Compare iiii. 18, p. 230\(^2\) (Calc. ed.).
there is an order of the mutations. Both ordinary men and men of trained minds search out with their own eyes, in clay which is one, a sequential succession of mutating form of dust and lump and water-jar and potsherds and small bits. And the immediate succession between the dust and the lump is one thing; and that between the lump and the water-jar is another; and that between the water-jar and the potsherds is another; and that between the potsherds and the small bits is another. Whatever is sequent with respect to the one is antecedent with respect to the other. This same difference of sequences, since it does not correspond to a single mutation, leads one to conclude that there are different mutations. Moreover the clay, although a single substance, undergoes a succession of mutations in sequences following the sequence of contact (samavādāhāna) with various co-operating causes which fall one after another into the sequence, and does not leave it [the succession of mutations] to chance. And as in the case of the order of the mutation of the external-aspects, so the reason for the order of the mutation of time-variations and for the order of the mutation of intensities is of the same kind as the order of the sequence. All this is made luminous in the words of the Comment, «a single substance.» On the assumption that there is an identity between the sequence and that which is in the sequence, it is said that this is its sequence, in the words, «There is none the less a sequence in the mutations of intensity.» For it is thus when rice-grains, carefully guarded in a granary by a miser, after very many years become reduced to atoms, in that the arrangement of the parts [of the grain] is likely to crumble even at a touch of the hand. Such a [condition] would not result so suddenly (akasmāt) in the case of brand-new rice-grains. Therefore in the sequence of successive moments this fact [that they are reduced to atoms] is seen to characterize those [grains] which have gotten into the sequence of very large and less large and large and minute and more minute and very minute. This same order in the sequence does depend upon the distinction between the substance and the external-aspects, as he says, «These same sequences.» Extended from the evolved-effect and up to resoluble [primary matter] there is this contingent relation of substance and external-aspects. Even [coarse elements] such as earth are external-aspects as compared with subtle elements, as he says, «the external-aspect also.» Because unresoluble [primary matter] is, strictly speaking, the only substance, it is usual to attribute identity to it. «By virtue of (tadvāreṇa)» [that is] by virtue of having a common locus the substance would itself be an external-aspect. For this very reason there would be only one mutation, that of the substance, since external-aspects and time-variations and intensities have entered into the substance itself. If this is so, it is almost equivalent to saying that the substance is far-removed from being absolutely permanent.—While discussing the mutations of the external-aspects he also states the diversity in the kinds of external-aspects of the mind-stuff by saying «of the mind-stuff.» «Perceived» means direct perceptions; «unperceived» means indirect perceptions. Of these two,
those whose essence is presented-ideas are sources-of-valid-ideas and passions and the like. By the words «real things only» he refers to the non-illuminating character [of things]. An objector says, 'This may be so. But if unperceived, they surely do not exist.' In reply to this he says «by inference.» These [external aspects] are so described whose existence as real things only is brought within reach by inference. The word inference (anu-māna) means the proof (māna) which comes after (anu), and, as having the same nature, verbal-communication is also [included in the term]. He brings together in a memorial-verse the seven unperceived external-aspects by saying, «Restriction.» 1. The restriction of fluctuations is the unconscious stage [i. 51] of the mind-stuff. We come to a knowledge of it by verbal-communication and by inference as being a state in which subliminal-impressions alone remain. 2. The word «right-living» is meant to include merit and demerit. Elsewhere the reading is ‘karma’. In this case also merit and demerit produced by this [right-living] would have to be understood. And these are known either by verbal-communication or by inference based upon a knowledge from an experience of pleasure or of pain. 3. But «subliminal-impression» is inferred from memory. 4. Likewise, since the aspects (guna) are three, the changes of the aspects of the mind-stuff are unstable, and so «mutation» from moment to moment is inferred. 5. Similarly «vitality» which is a kind of effort to sustain the breath. And since it is not known [to the mind], this external-aspect is inferred from expiration and inspiration. 6. Likewise «movement» of the mind (cetas) is activity, in accordance with its activity in connexion with the various senses and portions of the body, and this [activity] also is inferred from the connexion with it [that is, the mind]. 7. Similarly «power»¹ also is a subtile state of effects that are intensified. It is an external-aspect of the mind and it is inferred only by experience of its coarse effects.

From here on the field-of-operation for the constraint [reached] by the yogin who has acquired all the means for the attainment of the desired object is discussed.

16. As a result of constraint upon the three mutations [there follows] the knowledge of the past and the future. Yogins acquire knowledge of the past and of the future as a result of constraint upon the mutations of external-aspects and of time-variations and of intensities. Fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration, three in one, has been called [iii. 4] constraint. By this [constraint] the three mutations directly experienced

¹ Compare ii. 14, p. 211² (Calc. ed.).
produce knowledge of the past and of the future in these [three mutations].

From this point up to the end of the [third] Book the field-of-operation for the constraint and the supernormal powers indicative of the mastery over objects will be described. Here we have first discussed as the field-of-operation for constraint, for that yogin who has appropriated to himself all the aids to yoga, just those three mutations which have been described in detail. This is in the words, 16. As a result of constraint upon the three mutations there follows the knowledge of the past and of the future. An objector asks, 'Direct-experience occurs only where there is constraint. How then can constraint upon the three mutations directly-experience the past and the future?' In reply to this he says, «By this [constraint].» When the three mutations are brought under direct-experience by this [constraint], those [time-variations] of the past and the future, inseparably-connected-with-the-mutations-yet-different-from-them, become the objects of [intuitive] knowledge. And the direct-experience of the three mutations itself has as its essence the direct-experience of the past and the future which are included in [the three mutations]. Thus there is no difference of objects in the two cases of the constraint and of the direct-experience.

17. Word and intended-object and presented-idea are confused because they are erroneously identified with each other. By constraint upon the distinctions between them [there arises the intuitive knowledge (jñāna) of the cries of all living beings.

With regard to these [three] voice has its function [in uttering] only the [sounds of] syllables. And the organ-of-hearing has as its object only that [emission of air] which has been mutated into a sound [by a contact with the eight places of articulation belonging to the vocal organ]. But it is a mental-process (buddhi) that grasps the word [as significant sound] by seizing¹ the letter-sounds each in turn and binding them together [into one word]. Sounds-of-syllables (varṇa) do not naturally² aid each other, for they

¹ This same point is much more elaborately discussed by Viśvaspati in his Tattvabindu (Benares, 1892), on page 10 at the top, and also p. 3°.
² The question is whether the sounds one by one or collectively make the prototype (sphoka) manifest. The reply seems to be that just as the full knowledge of the real jewel does not shine out clear at the first sight, but shines out in its fullness in the final idea, the resultant of several impressions,—so the sounds singly do make the prototype manifest, but do not immediately make the prototype in its perfection manifest.
cannot coexist at the same time. Not having attained-to-the-unity-of a word and not having [conveyed a definite meaning], they become audible (āvīṣ) and they become inaudible (tīras). Hence it is said that individually [letter-sounds] lack the nature of a word. On the other hand the [sounds of the] syllables one by one may be said to have the essence of a word ¹ as being filled (pracita) with the power to furnish expressions for everything through their association with other [sounds of] syllables which also co-operate [in this result]. And so they seem to pass into a multiplicity ² of [word]-forms. A preceding [sound of a syllable] is mentally determined by the following and the following by the preceding to become-a-distinct-and-separate word. Thus a group of [sounds of] syllables follows in a sequence [of utterance] and is assigned by conventional usage to a [single] intended-object (artha). Hence though competent to indicate a great-number-of-things (sarva), a certain number of these [sounds of syllables], whatever that number may be, makes [but the one] object clear [to consciousness]. For example, g-o-h indicate [only that] thing [known as ‘cow’] with its dewlap and other specific features. Hence [also] the unity, which the mental-process makes known out of these [many sounds of syllables], determined as these are by conventional-usage by a single intended-object and seized and bound together into a fixed sequence of sounds, is the word. This unity [termed] a word is in every case the object of a single ³ mental-process and requires a single [distinct] effort [of the organs of articulation]. It is a thing not having parts, and not having a sequence ⁴ [of parts]. It does not consist of [sounds of] syllables. It is a thing of the mind, and is brought into its function by means of the presented-idea [which we retain] of the final syllable-sound [in a group of these sounds]. If a man wish to convey information to another, he must express himself by these same syllable-sounds to which the others must listen. This use of speech to which no beginning [can be

¹ Compare Tattva Bindu, p. 6⁷ (Ben. ed.).
² A universe of meanings attached to one word. The concept viśparāpyam is approached by Vācaspatimīśra in Śāṅk. Tatt. Kāum. on Kārikā xv.
³ That is, a separate and distinct mental process.
⁴ Compare Patañjali Mahābh. (Kielhorn), i. 6⁴; i. 7¹; i. 76⁸; i. 112²⁸; ii. 123⁹, and elsewhere.
assigned] permeates the thinking-substance of the ordinary man with subconscious-impressions [which come from the syllable-sounds]. Thus as a result of common understanding (sampratipatti) [the word] is thought to be something real in itself. It is owing to our knowing what this [word] means in accordance with conventional-usage that we attempt to divide it [into sounds of syllables]. Thus we say that the seizing-in-turn-and-binding-together of this or that number of [sounds of] syllables in some such kind [of fixed sequence] is a word expressive of a single intended-object. But conventional-usage is essentially [what has been handed down] by the memory [of man]. It is a kind of erroneous identification of the word and the thing signified. So that there is a confusion of the word with the intended-object, and of the intended-object with the word. Here we see how conventional usage is a kind of erroneous identification of each with the other based upon memory. Thus it is that these [three], the word 'cow' and the intended-object 'cow' and the presented-idea 'cow', get confused, because erroneously identified with one another. But he who recognizes these three as quite distinct is the knower of all. Furthermore, every word has the power ¹ to express a [complete] sentence. Thus when we utter the word 'tree', we imply that it exists. For no intended-object of a word can lack existence. Similarly no action expressed [by a verb] is possible without the means-of-attaining [the action]. And so when we utter the word 'cook-s', certain relations which are later expressly mentioned² are supplied to specify the meaning [by excluding other relations]. Thus we mention the man Chāitra as the agent,³ rice as the object,⁴ and fire as the means ⁵ of the action [expressed by the verb 'cook']. We observe also that words are so constructed as to give the meaning of the sentence; thus a 'Reader' ⁶ is 'one who recites Vedas'; thus if we say 'lives', we mean [that he] 'keeps the breath of life.' [And conversely] in this sentence there is a manifestation

¹ The rākyācakti is discussed in the Tattva Bindu, p. 16 (Benares ed.). ² In accordance with Patañjali Mahābhāṣya on i. 2. 45, vārt. 4; Kielhorn, i. 218. ³ Pāñ. i. 4. 54 kartr. ⁴ Pāñ. i. 4. 49 karma. ⁵ Pāñ. i. 4. 42 karaṇa. ⁶ Pāñ. v. 2. 84.
of the meaning of words. But to determine whether a particular word denotes an action [described by a verb] or some relation [therewith, we must withdraw it from the sentence] and analyse its formation by making distinctions. Without such an [analysis] many a word such as bhavati or açvah or ajāpayah¹ would remain ambiguous, because as regards its outer form it might be analysed either as a noun or as a verb (ākhyāta). There is a distinction between these words and intended-objects and presented-ideas. To illustrate this [distinction]. ‘The palace whitens’; here the action [of a verb] is meant. ‘The white palace’; here a relation is meant, [that of the quality white with the action or process which produced it]. The word is in essence both an action [denoted by a verb] and a relation, and the termination [at the end of the word] conveys these meanings of [action and of relation]. But why is this so? Because this [process of whitening] is identified with that, [its result, the quality white]; so that in conventional-usage the presented-idea [of these objects seems to be] one and the same. But the white intended-object is that which becomes the thing upon which the word and the presented-idea depend. For this [intended-object] by reason of its own intensities passes-through-evolved-forms and does not correspond to the word nor to the mental-process [which are unchanging in themselves]. Similarly the word and similarly the presented-idea do not correspond the one with the other. The word [changes] in one way; the intended-object in another way; and the presented-idea in another way. Thus there is a distinction. And so it happens that by constraint upon this distinction a yogin attains [intuitive] knowledge of the cries of all creatures.

Here is another field-of-operation for constraint stated in sutra 17. Word . . . knowledge . . . In this [sutra] while his intention is to explain a word as an expression of meaning, he describes first of all the object of the functional-activity of the vocal-organ by saying «In this [sutra].» The «voice» is the organ of voice; it is that which phenomenalizes [the sounds of the] syllables and it has eight places of articulation. As is said [in the Čikṣa 13], "There are eight places of articulation of the [sounds of the] syllables, the chest and the throat and the head and the root of the tongue and the teeth and the nose and

¹ Whitney: Grammar, 2nd ed., 1042, l.
the lips and the palate." This vocal organ has its function only in [uttering the sounds of the] syllables as they are known to ordinary sense-perception, and not as expressive of meanings. He explains the object of the functional-activity of the organ of hearing in the words «the organ-of-hearing.» The organ-of-hearing, however, has that only as its object which is mutated in the form of a particular [sound of a] syllable, which has as its essence a particular mutation of an emission-of-air (udāna) subjected-to-contact (abhīghātin) with [the various places-of-articulation] belonging to the vocal organ. But its object is not a word-expressing-a-meaning. This is what he wishes-to-say (ity artha). He distinguishes the word-expressing-a-meaning from the [sounds of the] syllables as known to ordinary sense-perception, by saying «the word [as significant sound].» But it is the mental-process that grasps the word as expressing-meaning by seizing the letter-sounds each in turn (anu) and binding them together [into one word]. Having grasped the letter-sounds (nāda) as [the sounds of] syllables (varga) one by one as they are known in sense-perception, it binds them in turn [that is] afterwards so that they are made to change into a unity and we can say g-o-h [that is to say] one word. By this [mental-process] the word is grasped. Although each of the preceding mental-processes [by stages] brings each word, [so long as it] has the form of the [sounds of] syllables, into consciousness, still the word [expressing meaning] does not clearly lie [before us]. But at the last mental-act (vijnāna) it becomes clear. Thus it is said «a mental-process (budhī) grasps the word [as significant sound] by seizing the letter-sounds each in turn and binding them together [into one word].» To [the Mīmāṃsaka] who maintains that the [sounds of the] syllables in themselves express a meaning, in that a word cannot be discerned as one because the [sounds] are heterogeneous, he replies «the [sounds of the] syllables.» Now these [sounds of the] syllables must either 1. each singly (pratyeka) arouse the idea (dhi) having a word expressing meaning as its content, like a row of pegs¹ upon which a bag-of-netted-cords is hung; or 2. in combination (sahāka) like the stones which when together hold the pot. Not, in any case, 1. the first alternative, because from the single [sound of a syllable] the sense-perception of the thing does not rise in consciousness; or because if it did proceed from a single one, the second and the third need not have been uttered. For when an action is completed, a means-of-attaining [that action] which adds nothing new cannot be counted as (nyāyatipata) a means-of-attaining. Therefore 2. the second [alternative] remains. For the stones in combination can hold up the pot, because they are there at the same time. But the [sounds of the] syllables cannot be simultaneous. Accordingly, since it cannot be that aid is reciprocally given and received, they cannot by being together arouse the idea of the meaning. These [sounds of syllables] not attaining by themselves to a single special word and therefore not conveying [the meaning], become now audible (āvis) and now inaudible (tiras). Like the iron rods [of a

¹ This phrase in almost the same words occurs in Vācaspati's Tattva Bindu, p. 5³. 
tripod which co-operate to hold a vessel] they are not, as being each by itself, termed a word. If, however, the [sounds of the] syllables were to attain to a word as a unit by being [each by itself] identical with the word, then the defect mentioned before would not apply, as he says «On the other hand the [sounds of the] syllables one by one may be said to have the essence of a word.»—«Being filled with the power to furnish expressions for everything» [means] having an accumulation of a great number of powers to indicate [things]. For the letter ‘g’ occurs in words like gau and gana and gaura and naga expressing various meanings such as, for instance, the common-nature-of-cows. Thus [this letter] has the power to express this or that [meaning]. Likewise the letter ‘o’ occurs in words like somak and ċōcih in words denoting the Iṣvara as the object-intended. This is to be said mutatis mutandis with regard to all [the letters]. Furthermore the [sound of a] syllable such as ‘g’ which co-operates1 [in one set of cases], is the very same which is associated [and] connected with [the sound of] another syllable such as ‘o’. These [sounds of the] syllables which have been so described are a general condition (bhāva) or state. Therefore they seem to pass into a multiplicity of forms [or] a plurality. But it does not actually pass into a plurality just because of [its own peculiar] state.—The [preceding] [sound of a] syllable, the letter ‘g’ by association with the following letter ‘o’ is thus distinguished from words like gana; and the following letter ‘o’ by association with the letter ‘g’ is distinguished from words like ċōcih and thus becomes determined in the mental-process which seizes each in turn and binds them together to become a distinct-and-separate word-expressive-of-the-meaning (vācaka) of the common-nature-of-the-cow, [to become] the word-prototype of the word ‘cow’. The connexion of ideas is this. [This happens in this way] because the presented-idea of the thing cannot be effected by successive [sounds of] syllables which do not occur [in a word] in a fixed sequence. Nor, when heaven or the highest sacrifical-merit (apurva) is to be brought to pass, is it proper to say that just as sacrifices such as the Āgneya2 co-operate (sāhitya) by means of purifications (saṁskāra), so the [sounds of the] syllables [by means of subliminal-impressions (saṁskāra)] co-operate in the production of the mental-process of the thing. [It is not proper to say this,] because the argument breaks down when we apply the method of alternatives (vikalpa). Surely this subliminal-impression (saṁskāra) produced by the experience of [the sounds of the] syllables is either the one which generates memory, or it is the other, which is called sacrifical-merit3 (apurva) and is likened to the purification (saṁskāra) by the Āgneya and similar [sacrifices]. Now first of all the second

1 Discussed at length on p. 614 of the Tattva Bindu (Benares ed.).
2 Six sacrifices are performed in two groups, three without a break in the groups. Three on the first day after the full moon, the Āgneya, the Upāṇa, the Agniṣṭoma; three yīga on the first day after the new moon. All six have the name of dārpapūrnāmaṇiṣayīga.
3 Compare the discussion of the sphota as analogous to the sacrifice in Čātra Dīpikā i. 1. 5, p. 68; i. 2. 10, p. 127. See also Tattva Bindu, p. 610. On the intermixture of apūraya see Čāst. Dīp. ii. 1. 5, p. 200.
[of these alternatives] cannot [be admitted], because of the difficulties in the assumption. It must be assumed that this [purification] is the very same as that which follows (pārva) sacrificial-merit. Whereas this [word-type] which is one cannot be produced by experiences of [sounds of] syllables in sequences. Since we should have to assume [the existence] of many subsidiary purifications (saṁskāra) each of the same kind [as the others]. It is this that is the difficulty. Furthermore so long as we do not know that this purification serves as a cause to make the intended-object known, it cannot be accepted as serving to produce this [meaning]. For a relation which is not known to serve the purpose of presenting the intended-object, cannot be accepted as serving [that purpose]. And, as for the subliminal-impression which is inferred from the memory which is its result, it is restricted [i. 11] to that object, namely, the experience which was its cause. And it is therefore not in a position to arouse a subliminal-impression which has something else, [namely, the presentation of the intended-object of that experience] as its object. For if this were so, any one having experienced any one object, would be able to know any [other] object. And it is not right to say that [sounds of] syllables which arise in the mirror of such a memory as takes its origin in the sum-total (vīra) of subliminal-impressions—produced by the experience of each syllable singly—can express meaning [because the sounds of the syllables] are recognized as belonging together. For that would involve-the-conclusion that the idea of the intended object could be produced indiscriminately (aviceśena), whether the [sounds of the syllables] be experienced in a sequence or out of a sequence or in reversed sequence. And it cannot be that this knowledge from memory can bring before itself (gocarayitum) that succession of sounds of syllables which was active in the previous experience. Hence in so far as it is not possible from the [sounds of the] syllables to have the presentation of the intended-object, it must be supposed that there is an experience\(^1\) of the word as being single which could give rise to [the presentation of the intended-object\(^2\)]. The same objection, moreover, does not apply with reference to the word. For the word is phenomenalized by [sounds of] syllables only when single and differing according to the difference\(^3\) in the effort [of articulation]. And inasmuch as the words are alike in so far as they are produced through the action of the like places [of articulation] by sounds which are the conditions-which-phenomenalize the various words each unlike the other, [the sounds] do make a word similar [to other words]. This word [go] is similar to other words which have the 'g' sound, but in other respects it is dissimilar, since their dissimilarities are different in so far as the various other [syllables] are associated [with this syllable]. Because of [this] peculiarity of this [word], although it is one, and

---

1 So his position is this. The sphota is a subliminal-impression in the buddhi. The buddhi forms the intended-object under the influence of the sphota.

2 The word sva evidently refers to the bracketed phrase.

3 See Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya on i. 1. 9, vārt. 2, vol. i, p. 61; also on viii. 4, 48, vol. iii, p. 466 (Kielhorn).
altogether a unit (anavayava), still the sounds-of-the-syllables make it appear as a collection (savyayava) and not as a unit. Just as a face, although it is one, with a definite colour and dimension and look, is made to appear, by [reflection in] a gem 1 or a sword-blade or a mirror, to be more than one and as having more than one colour and dimension and look. But this is not so in the strict sense. Whereas the [sounds of the] syllables are parts of the partless word and are formed of the similarities and peculiarities. Therefore the mental-process (buddhi) of this [word], in the case of a particular word, supports itself upon the word-prototype (sphota) which is undivided and partless, although it seems to be divided and seems to have parts. Therefore a part, the letter 'g', of one particular word-prototype, the word 'go' cannot cause that [namely, the partless prototype] of which it [the 'g'] is part to come forth, because of the similarity of this word-prototype with that of words like gaura. Therefore when made special-and-distinct by the letter 'o', it is able to cause that of which it is a part, [namely the word-prototype 'go',] to come forth. Similarly the part which is the letter 'o' is also not able, because of its similarity with words like vocih, to cause that of which it is a part, namely the word-prototype 'go', to come forth. So when made special-and-distinct by the letter 'g', it is able to cause [its own prototype] to come forth. And although [these two 'g' and 'o'] do not naturally belong together, still through [their] subliminal-impressions they do belong together. And thus it is consistent to have the relation of qualified and qualifier between them. Nor can it be said that the two subliminal-impressions have each a different object, since the experiences whose objects were the two parts, and also the two subliminal-impressions which result from the experiences, have one word as their object. The word moreover is not distinctly (avyakta) experienced when only part of it is experienced. Whereas it is perceived distinctly by the idea which seizes the [sounds of the] syllables in turn and binds them together,—[the idea] which is produced by the subliminal-impressions which arise from the experience of the parts. This is the difference. And we find that the first indistinct experience does produce a distinct experience by arousing subliminal-impressions in a sequence [of degrees of distinctness], just as the presented-idea that the tree when seen from a distance is green 2 (harita), although indistinct, leads to the distinct presented-idea of the tree. But this kind [of an idea] is impossible in an experience wherein the [sounds of the] syllables should represent intended-objects. For surely one cannot say that the [sounds of the] syllables do each singly give rise to an indistinct presented-idea of the intended-object, and ultimately to a distinct idea. For distinctness and indistinctness are restricted to cases of perceptive thinking. But [in this case] the presentation of the intended-object is to be aroused by the

1 The illustration and discussion are given more fully in the Tattva Bindu, p. 6.
2 This reading given in the analogous passage in the Tattva Bindu [p. 5] by the same author seems preferable to the reading of 'elephant' (hasti).
syllables, and is not a perception. So if this [unperceived presentation of the intended-object] is produced by the [sounds of the] syllables, it would be produced quite clear (sphuṭa) or it would not be produced at all. But it could not be unclear. Whereas for the word-prototype you have to assume a clear or an unclear form in that there is a perception of it made distinct by sounds. So the case is not analogous [in that the word cannot be perceived unless the sounds be distinct, whereas the sounds can be distinctly perceived]. Thus the [sounds of the] syllables combined in the mental-process which seizes them in turn and binds them together, and which has its origin in the organ-of-hearing, —in this, together with the subliminal-impressions generated by experience of the [sounds of the] syllables, one by one, become the word-prototype of a single word. If there should be an alteration of the sequence, [then], in so far as there might not be any special-and-distinct effort [of the organ-of-voice], giving heed to the fixed order,1 which would set in operation the special-and-distinct effort that alone can make this [word-prototype] manifest, it would follow that there would be no manifestation of it at all. In so far as the [sounds of the] syllables conform to [this] sequence and are determined by being the conventional-usage for an intended-object they display as their object a word as-it-is-usually-understood or as having parts and as having its determination by conventional-usage only.—«Whatever that number might be» means two or three, three or four, five or six. Though competent to indicate a great number of things, a certain number of these [sounds of] syllables makes but the one intended-object clear [to consciousness, for example] g-o-h [makes clear to consciousness only the one object known as 'cow'] having its dewlap [and other specific features]. It might then be said that the [sounds of the] syllables only, in so far as they accord with conventional-usage, have expressive power, and accordingly there is no so-called word which is a unit. In reply to this he says, «Hence . . . of these.»—«Into a fixed sequence of sounds» means a sequence caused by sounds.—«Seized and bound together» are those in whose case the sequence of sounds is of that kind.—«Which the mental-process makes known» in the sense that it is made known or becomes clear by reason of the mental-process. It has been said, in harmony with the view of persons of not very fine insight, that the ‘g’ and ‘o’ and ‘h’ are determined by conventional-usage [as denoting the thing termed ‘cow’]. And this is so because, in so far as the ‘g’ and the other [sounds of syllables] are parts of this [word], they are identical with it and so express its meaning. But we are of opinion, that, as any one can see, it is a unity that is called a word which expresses a meaning. This he makes clear by saying «This unity.» The connexion [of ideas] is that this unity [termed] a word is by an ordinary mental-process believed [to be made of sounds of syllables]. Why should it be a unit? In reply to this he says «object of a single mental-process.» It is

1 Precisely as there is a fixed sequence without break of the several sacrifices.
a unit since it is the object of that mental-process which is a unit in form so that one says ‘g-o-h’ [that is] one word. He shows what it is that makes this distinct by saying ‘requires a single [distinct] effort.’ The effort [of articulation] which makes the word r-a-s-a distinct is different in character from that which makes the word s-a-r-a distinct (vyāñjaka). This [effort] moreover is determined by the result in the form of the manifestation of the word s-a-r-a in that it begins [differently]; it has a definite succession [of sounds]; and this is the single [and distinct effort]. This it was which was required. ‘It is a thing without parts’ because in reality it has no parts. These we only assume because of certain similarities and dissimilarities. Hence also it is ‘without a sequence of parts’ because there it has no definite succession. An objector says, ‘The [sounds of the] syllables have a definite succession, and they are parts of this [word]. How then can the word be without parts, and without a sequence of parts?’ In reply to this he says ‘It does not consist of [sounds of] syllables.’ For it does not have the [sounds of the] syllables as its parts. On the contrary the word itself, because of certain similarities and dissimilarities, is generally assumed to have the form of this or that [sound] and [so] appears in what is not its real form. For the faces as reflected in a jewel or a sword-blade or a mirror are not parts of the real face. ‘It is a thing of the mind’ made known by the mental-process which seizes in turn and binds together [the sounds of the syllables]. ‘It is brought before [us] [or] made an object by the operation (vyāpāra) of the presented.idea of the final [sound of the] syllable,—[by the operation, that is, of] the subliminal-impression [of the final syllable] together with the subliminal-impressions generated by the experience of [sounds of] the previous syllables. For it has already (ādhasī) been explained that the experience of the syllables and of the subliminal-impressions arising from them are the object of the word. The objector says, ‘This may be so. But if the word-as-such (pada-tattva) has no parts or sequence or [sounds of] syllables, why is it not generally assumed to be of such a kind? For a bead of crystal, when overlaid with a coating of red-dye, does not, when that coating is removed, cease to be perceived as transparent and white. Therefore the [sounds of the] syllables are real [parts of the word].’ In reply to this he says ‘to another.’ If a man wish to convey information he must express himself by, he must utter, the very [sounds of the] syllables to which the hearers must listen. This use of speech, to which no beginning [can be assigned], depends upon words consisting of distinct syllables. And the subconscious-impression produced by it has also no beginning. The mental-process of the ordinary man (loka) is permeated [and] pervaded (vāsita) by this [subconscious-impression] and has to do with a word constructed of separate [sounds of] syllables. Thus as a result of usage, by the consensus of the elders, this word is thought of as something real in itself, as having reality in the strict sense. What he means to say is this: There is a certain thing, the limiting-condition, which is in correlation with the thing-

1 Does upakramatas mean ‘which is under consideration’?
to-be-exposed-to-limiting-conditions (upadheya) and which is sometimes in correlation and sometimes out of correlation with it. Such a thing is red-dye. Now when this is out of correlation, the crystal shines forth in its natural transparent and white form. And it is quite proper [that the crystal should then shine forth]. But the presented-idea of the word,—because it is not brought into [consciousness] (anutpada) by anything other than the particular sound brought about by the particular effort [of articulation], and in so far as this [presented-idea] is always turbid with flaws of dissimilarity,—can generate the presented-idea [of the word] only as being in essence [sounds of] syllables. So how can there be the ordinary knowledge of a word when divested of its limiting conditions? As they¹ say, “Sounds because in themselves alike bring about false notions; that which makes these [sounds] apperceived is the cause of this false notion. And for those whose knowledge of words is made known by the means [which produce it, that is, the sounds of the syllables] there is an inevitable false notion. This results in an overthrow (vaśāhā) of [all] knowledge and would cause an unfailling confusion of [all dealings] in the world.” Because the essence of a word shines out turbid with separate [sounds of] syllables, for this reason persons of not very fine insight, deeming the syllables themselves to be the word, use conventionally these very [sounds of] syllables, which have taken certain forms, with certain intended-objects, as he says «of this.» This word, although by nature (ājānatā) a unity, is separated on the basis of the knowledge of the conventional-usage [of this word] to suit the purposes of persons whose insight is not very fine, as if its essence were separate [sounds of] syllables. He describes this separation of the word into [sounds of] syllables by saying «this or that number.» Of this or that number [that is] neither more nor less. «In some such kind» means a particular continuous sequence. «The seizing in turn and binding together» means under the influence of a single mental-process. [This is] a word expressive of a single intended-object, such as a cow. The objector says, ‘If conventional-usage is such a word expressive of a single intended-object only, then, Sir, there would be an erroneous identification of word and intended-object.’ In reply to this he says «But conventional-usage.» «Essentially... memory» is that which in itself is memory. For conventional-usage, merely because you can say that it prevails (kṛta), is not sufficient to define the intended-object; but it must also be remembered. What he means to say is this. In a conventional-usage which makes no difference a difference is somehow imagined. [And therefore] the genitive case is used [to denote the distinction between the word and the thing].—When one who knows the

¹ Professor Gaṅgānāth Jhā has found a reference to these same verses in the Nyāyaratnakara, a commentary on the Člokavārttika (Chaukhambha Sans. Series, p. 880). Herein we find them referred to as vāyikarāṇāir uktam.

Consequently they are not from any Mimāṃsā work. Possibly they may be found in the unpublished portions of the Vākyapadiya. I have not found them in the printed fascicles.
distinction between these [three] performs constraint upon this [distinction] he becomes the knower of all,—has an [intuitive] knowledge of the cries of all living beings.—Thus having analysed that unit, the word, which is without parts, although the parts are assumed to be in the [sounds of the] syllables, he says, with the intent to analyse the sentence, which has an imaginary division into parts, but which is a unit and has no parts «Furthermore, every word has the power to express a [complete] sentence.» The connexion [of ideas] is this. A word is used to convey information to another. And the other should have precisely that information conveyed to him which the words are intended to convey. And these [words] are also capable of giving that same information which deals with acceptance or [rejection (hāna) or indifference (upekṣā)]. And they do not deal (tadgocara) with the meaning (artha) of the word only, but with the meaning of the sentence. So all words must subserve the meaning of the sentence. And accordingly the meaning of the sentence is that of these [words] also. And it is for this reason that whenever a word is used alone, it is always associated with another word, and the sense follows from that word, but not from the [first] word used alone. Why? Because by itself (tanmātrasya) it has no capacity. Thus it is the sentence that in all cases expresses the words; but the words do not. However, as forming parts of this [that is, the sentence], the words also have expressive power with respect to the sense of the sentence, just as with respect to the word the [sounds of the] syllables as constituting it have also expressive power. Thus then just as each single [sound of a] syllable embraces the power to express all intended-objects of words, so also each single word embraces the power to express the meaning of all sentences. This is what is expressed by the words «Furthermore, every word has the power to express a [complete] sentence. Thus when we utter the word ‘tree’, we imply that it exists.» The meaning is that the word ‘tree’ in conjunction with the implied word ‘is’ leads to the meaning of the sentence. Therefore as forming part of the sentence, the word ‘tree’ produces that meaning (tatra vartate). But if it be asked why the word ‘is’ is implied, the reply is «No intended-object can lack existence.» For the means for defining the meanings of words is popular-usage¹ (loka). And this popular-usage combines the meaning of the word as it is alone with the meaning ‘is’ and in all such cases makes the meaning of a sentence. This same [popular-usage] is the meaning of a word which cannot lack existence. Hence those² who know the functions of words have [this] agreement-of-usage (vyavahāra), “Wherever there is no other verb, ‘is’ in the sense of being should be used.” Having stated that a nominal-base³ never lacks its action [expressed by a verb], he shows that any particular verb is never without a relation by saying «And so

¹ Compare Patañjali Mahābhāṣya i. 2. 1, vārt. 2 (Kielhorn’s ed., vol. i, p. 217).
² Discussed in Patañjali Mahābhāṣya on 1. 2. 45.
³ See also for comparison Patañjali Mahābhāṣya on v. 2. 94.
When we utter.» For when we utter the word 'cook-s', all relations which are suitable for association with it are implied. For this reason there is an express statement of the special relations of this [verb], and the purpose [of this statement] is to exclude other [relations]. Thus the meaning of the sentence consists in nothing but the specializing [of the relations]. Similarly although out of all relations, a word is found to stand for the meaning of the sentence; and the sentence is still more potential in the words. So he says «We observe.» But this does not mean that words like Reader, which are complete in themselves, can present a meaning so long as they are not combined with words like 'is'. So even in the case of this word [Reader, as complete in itself], the meaning is to be assumed only in so far as it forms part of a sentence. This is the point. [An objector] says, 'This may be true. But if the words by themselves have the expressive power of the sentence, then there is no further need of the sentence, since its meaning can be ascertained from them.' In reply to this he says «[And conversely] in this sentence.» It has been said already that if there be a desire on the part of the speaker to convey information, the meaning of [his] words is not understood from the words alone, so long as these words are not brought into combination with other words. So then supposing the words to be separated from the sentence, a part of it, the relation or the verb, is to be explained by analysing [and] enumerating these [words], by allotting the shares to this word, the bases (pratyaya) and so on. 'But why is so much trouble taken to go through this account [of the analysis of words]?' In reply to this he says «Without such [an analysis].» Because of the similarity of noun and verb in such cases¹ as, 'A water-jar is (bhavati) there' and 'O Lady (bhavati), give an alms' and 'While Your Honour (bhavati) is standing','2; or similarly in such cases as 'Thou didst go (acvas) and 'The horse (acvas) walks'; or similarly in such cases as 'Goat's milk (aja-payas) drink thou' and 'Thou didst conquer (ajapaayas) the foes,'—because there is a likeness [in the form] of the verb and of the noun, it is ambiguous whether the words might be analysed as nouns or as verbs. And when there is no such accounting [for the form of the word, and because] when withdrawn [from the sentence] it cannot be known [whether it is a noun or a verb], how can it be analysed as a noun or as a verb?³ Therefore the words should be withdrawn from the sentence and analysed. But by a mere accounting [for the form of the word] there is not strictly speaking a distinction of the words [from the intended-objects and the presented-ideas]. Having thus treated the [different] kinds of words etymologically, he has the intention of telling that [in reality] there is no confusion between words and intended-objects and

¹ It would appear that Vācaspatimītra is referring to Člokavārttika iv. 191.
² Or possibly, 'Something is standing upon Your Honour (bhavati).'
³ Or 'swell', from root cwi or cū.
⁴ This whole subject is discussed with much greater elaboration in another work by Vācaspatimītra called Tattvabindu (Benares, reprinted from the Pandit, 1893). This particular passage occurs on p. 15 of that text.
presented-ideas which had got into confusion as a result of conventional-usage [which erroneously identifies one with the other], and proceeds to say «There is a distinction between these words and intended-objects and presented-ideas.» «To illustrate this [distinction]. 'The palace whitens'; here [the word'] means the action [of a verb].» For here it is quite clear that this action 'grows white', which is of a kind yet to be completed and which takes place by a succession [of acts], is different from the action 'white', which is of the completed kind. And even in those cases where both the word and the intended-object are of a completed kind, there also the word is different from the intended-object, as he says «'The white palace'; here a relation is meant.» Here there is no case-ending expressing relation because this is expressed [by the nominative case according to Panini ii. 3. 1].—He makes the distinction between the intended-object [and the word] by saying, «in essence both an action [denoted by a verb] and a relation . . . the intended-object of which.» The meaning is that the intended-object of both these words is in essence an action [denoted by a verb] and it is in essence a relation.—He makes the distinction between the presented-idea [and the word] by saying «and the presented-idea.» The word <and> shows that the words <the intended-object of which is this [the action and relation]> are to be supplied. The word <this> is to be understood (saṁbadhyate) as in subordination to another word [in a possessive compound]. It is so-described as being that of which the intended-object is in essence an action [denoted by a verb] and a relation because they are understood as alike. An objector asks 'Since words and intended-objects and presented-ideas are confused, how can there be any distinction between them?' With this in mind he asks «But why is this so?» He gives the answer by saying «Because this [process] is identified with that, [its result, the quality white].» The presented-idea which identifies them is limited by conventional-usage [which erroneously identifies them with each other]. But this presented-idea has no basis in fact. The word conventional-usage is in the locative case. This shows that conventional-usage is the cause [of the presented-idea which fails to distinguish the act of whitening and the quality white]. He states what the real fact is in the words «But the white intended-object is that which.» Intensity such as newness or oldness. <Correspond> [that is] be confused. Thus by the yogin's constraint upon the distinctions [he knows] the cries of all living beings, tame and wild animals, creeping things, birds and the rest, even the unphenomenalized speech among them and the intended-objects [denoted by these cries] and the presented-ideas of them. So in this case constraint performed upon the presented-ideas of the things-expressed by the utterances of human beings is performed upon these [objects and words] also, since they are comparate. Thus

1 Vācaspatimīrga seems to have read gabdaḥ in his text of the Comment. And this reading is also in the excellent MS. belonging to Gaṅgādhara Shāstrī.
2 Compare the phrase ṣvetorṣo in Tattva Bindu, p. 1612.
it is established that the yogin has [intuitive] knowledge of these cries and of the objects intended by them and of the presented-idea of them.

18. As a result of direct-perception of subliminal impressions there is [intuitive] knowledge of previous births. Those subliminal-impressions are of course of two kinds. 1. The causes of memory and of the hindrances in the form of subconscious impressions; 2. the causes of fruition in the form of right-living and wrong-living. These subliminal-impressions formed in previous births are, like mutation and movement and restriction and power and vitality and right-living, unperceived external-aspects of mind-stuff [iii. 15]. Constraint upon these is sufficient for direct-perception of subliminal-impressions. Moreover there is no direct experience of these, unless there be experience of place and time and cause. It is thus, therefore, as a result of [intuitive] knowledge of subliminal-impressions that the knowledge of previous births arises [in the mind] of the yogin. Precisely as in other cases there is also, as a result of the direct-perception of subliminal-impressions, a consciousness (samvedana) of the births of others. On this point this tale is handed down. "To the Exalted Jáigśavýa, who as a result of direct-perception of subliminal-impressions beheld the sequence of his birth-mutations in ten great creative-periods, the knowledge born of discrimination became visible. Then to him spake the Exalted Ávatya who had assumed a [coarse] body [for the purposes of this speech]. 'In ten great creative-periods, forasmuch as the sattva of [thy] thinking-substance is unsuppressed [by rajas and tamas] in consequence of spotlessness, thou beholdest the pain caused by birth in hells and in the bodies of brutes; coming into existence over and over again among gods and human beings, which hast thou apperceived to be more, pleasure or pain?' Jáigśavýa¹ spake to the Exalted Ávatya. 'In ten great creative-periods, forasmuch as the sattva of [my] thinking-substance is unsuppressed [by rajas and tamas] in consequence of spotlessness, I behold the

¹ See also ii. 55, p. 192, and Aṇyāghosā's Buddhacarita xii. Compare Garbe: Mondschein d. Sankhya-Wahrheit, p. 33; and Garbe: Aniruddha, p. vii.
pain caused by birth in hells and in the bodies of brutes; coming into existence over and over again among gods and human beings this I trow. Whatever [pleasure] I have passed through, all\textsuperscript{1} this is nothing but pain.' The Exalted Ávatya spake thus. 'Are Your Worship's mastery\textsuperscript{2} over the primary-cause and the pleasure of bliss ineffable,—are these also to be counted as pain?' The Exalted Jágisavya spake: 'This can be called the pleasure of bliss ineffable only in comparison\textsuperscript{3} with pleasure from objects of sense; but it is nothing but pain in comparison with Isolation. Because this [bliss ineffable] is an external-aspect of the sattva of the thinking-substance and [so] has the three aspects (guna), and because a presented-idea of anything having the three aspects is counted as something to be thrown aside, the thread of desire [in the bliss ineffable] is of the nature of pain. But by the removal of the anguish of the pain of desire, this pleasure [of bliss ineffable] is undisturbed-calm,\textsuperscript{4} uninhibited, favourable in the eyes of all.'

18. As a result of direct-perception of subliminal-impressions there is [intuitive] knowledge of previous births.

For the subliminal-impressions which are produced by knowledge are the causes of memory, whereas the subliminal-impressions produced by undifferentiated-consciousness are the causes of the hindrances which begin with undifferentiated-consciousness. As to the causes of fruition. Fruition is [ii. 13] birth and length-of-life and kind-of-enjoyment. The causes of it are the kinds of right-living and wrong-living. The subliminal-impressions put together in previous births are completed by their own peculiar causes. Just as a curry (vyañjana) is put together (sañskṛta) [by combining many undistinguished things] so it follows that it has been made. Mutation and movement and restriction and power and vitality are external-aspects of the mind-stuff. Likewise, the unperceived [subliminal-impressions] are external-aspects of the mind-stuff. Constraint upon these together with their attachments [of place and time and cause], whether they are something heard or inferred, is adequate to bring to pass direct perception of both kinds of subliminal impressions. And if it be asked how there can be direct perception of previous births, even if it be possible to have direct perception of these [subliminal-impressions in place, time and cause] through constraint, he replies «Moreover there is no . . . of place.» «Cause» is the previous body, the organs and the rest. Direct-perception of subliminal-impressions, with their adjuncts,\textsuperscript{5}

\textsuperscript{1} Compare ii. 15.
\textsuperscript{2} See Aniruddha on Sāṅkhya-sūtra v. 82.
\textsuperscript{3} Compare Aniruddha on Sāṅkhya-sūtra p. 3\textsuperscript{o}.
\textsuperscript{4} See iv. 29, p. 313\textsuperscript{e} (Calc. ed.).
\textsuperscript{5} Bālārāma mentions as instances of attachments, mother and father or birth or country or city or time.
necessarily involves the direct-perception of such things as births. This is the meaning. The constraint with respect to one's own subliminal-impressions he extends by analogy to those of others also in the words «Precisely as in other cases also.» With this in view he introduces as an aid to faith the dialogue between Jāigrasvāya and Āvatya, who had passed through the experience, by saying «On this point this tale is handed down.» A great creative-period is a great mundane cycle. By the words «who had assumed a [coarse] body» the perfection of a created body¹ is described. Spotless is brilliant; that from which the stains of rajas and tamas have been removed. Mastery over the primary cause means power. By having this [power] and by creating movements in the primary-cause he gives to any one that kind of perfection of body or of organs which he wishes to confer upon him; and further having created his own bodies and organs by thousands he roves through air and sky and earth at will. Bliss (santosa) is the dwindling of desire and the external-aspect of undisturbed calm belonging to the sattva of the thinking-substance.

19. [As a result of constraint] upon a presented-idea [there arises intuitive] knowledge of the mind-stuff of another.
As a result of constraint upon a presented-idea, in consequence of the direct-perception of the presented-idea, there arises the [intuitive] knowledge of the mind-stuff of another.

19. [As a result of constraint] upon a presented-idea [there arises intuitive] knowledge of the mind-stuff of another.
«As a result of» direct-perception of the presented-idea, [that is] of mind-stuff in general of another.

20.² But [the intuitive knowledge of the presented-idea of another] does not have that [idea] together with that upon which it depends [as its object], since that upon which it depends is not-in-the-field [of consciousness].
The yogin knows that the presented-idea is affected. But he does not know that it is affected in dependence upon [this or] that [object]. When the presented-idea of another [person] is in dependence upon something, this [object] does not become something upon which the mind-stuff of the yogin depends. But it is the other's presented-idea only upon which the yogin's mind-stuff comes to depend.

¹ For the word nīrmāṇa see Garbe: Festgruss an Roth, p. 78⁴.
² This sūtra is omitted by Vījūna Bhikṣu 32 [H.os. 17] and consequently the numbering of the remaining sūtras of the third part of Yoga-vārttika is at fault.
Just as the direct-perception of subliminal-impressions implies the direct-perception of previous births and of the adjuncts to these, so the direct-perception of another's mind-stuff might imply the direct-perception of that upon which that mind-stuff] depends. To this conclusion (präpta) he says 20. But [the intuitive knowledge of the presented-idea of another] does not have that [idea] together with that upon which it depends [as its object], since that upon which it depends is not-in-the-field [of consciousness]. That constraint [ii. 19] has for its object the subliminal-impressions with their adjuncts 1; but this has as its object the other's mind-stuff and nothing more. This is what he means to say.

21. As a result of constraint upon the [outer] form of the body, when its power to be known is stopped, then as a consequence of the disjunction of the light and of the eye there follows indiscernibility [of the yogin's body].

As a result of constraint upon the form of the body, [the yogin] inhibits that [imperceptible] power by which [the coarse and external] is known. When its power to be known is stopped, as a consequence of the disjunction of the light [that is, of the other person, the observer] and of the eye [that is, the organ], indiscernibility of the yogin is produced. In this way it must be understood that indiscernibility to sound and to other objects of sense has also been described.

21. . . . body . . . indiscernibility.

A body has its essence in the five [coarse elements]. And as having form it comes under the eye. For as having form the body and the colour of the body pass through the experience of being the object-of-the-action of the process-of-knowing by the eye. Thus when the yogin performs a special kind of constraint upon the [external] form, then the power of being known, which belongs to the colour and which is the source of the direct-perception of a body having form, is stopped. Therefore when the power to be known is stopped, the yogin becomes indiscernible. In other words, the body of the yogin does not become the object of the thinking [coming from] the eye. The meaning is that when this is done, indiscernibility is the cause.—«In this way.» When as a result of constraint upon sound or touch or taste or smell with reference to the body the power of these [four objects of sense] to be known is stopped, and when there is no connexion between the light [that is, of the other person, the observer] and the [other's] organ-of-hearing or of touch or of taste or of smell,—then [the yogin] becomes indiscernible to these [organs]. Such, mutatis mutandis, is the meaning of the sutra.

1 These Bālarāma has defined in his note (5) on p. 230 8 (Calc. ed.).
22. Advancing and not-advancing is karma; as a result of constraint upon this [two-fold karma] or from the signs of death [there arises an intuitive] knowledge of the latter end. Karma having its fruition in length-of-life is of two kinds, the advancing\(^1\) and the not-advancing. Of the two, 1. just as a wet cloth spread-out dries in a shorter time, so is advancing karma; 2. and just as the same [cloth] rolled into a ball becomes dry a long time after, so is not-advancing [karma]. 1. Advancing karma is also like fire set in dry\(^2\) grass, which spreads on all sides with the breeze, and burns in the briefest time. 2. And just as the same fire, put bit by bit into a pile of grass, burns a long time after, so is not-advancing [karma]. This is the karma having [its limit in] a single existence and causing the length-of-life, of two kinds, the advancing and the not-advancing. As a result of constraint upon this there is [intuitive] knowledge of the latter end, of the decease.—<Or from the signs of death [there arises an intuitive] knowledge of the latter end.> A sign-of-death\(^3\) is of three kinds, that pertaining to self and that pertaining to [other] creatures and that pertaining to divine beings. Of these [three], a sign-of-death 1. pertaining to one's self [would occur when] one with stopped\(^2\) ears does not hear the sound [of the vital spirits] within one's own body; or when one with closed eyes does not see the inner light. Likewise 2. a sign pertaining to other creatures [would occur when] one sees the Men of Yama, [or] when one sees unexpectedly the Fathers, the Departed. Similarly 3. [a sign] pertaining to divine beings [would occur when] one sees heaven or the Siddhas unexpectedly, or when everything is reversed. By this [sign] also he perceives that the latter end is near at hand.

22. Advancing . . . or . . . And karma having its fruition in length-of-life is of two kinds, the advancing and the not-advancing. Now that karma which has [its limit] in a single existence and which is the source of birth and of length-of-life and of kind-of-enjoyment has a fruition in length-of-life. 1. And this is ready to afford the kind-of-enjoyment without the delay of even a very

\(^1\) This word occurs here only in the Bhāṣya and in Vācaspāti.

\(^2\) Umāsvāti's Tattvādhigama-sūtra ii. 52.

short time. It has afforded much of the kind-of-enjoyment and only a little of its fruit remains. Its functional-activity continues only because it is impossible for it to have its fruition suddenly in one body; therefore it delays. This is advancing [karma]. The advance is the functional-activity; the [karma] is connected with this [functional-activity]. 2. The same karma, when it affords little fruit and requires time for this, and when, engaged in affording fruit, its functional-activity is intermittent and slow, is not-advancing. This same is made clear in two similes with the words «Of these 1. just as.» On the same point for greater clearness he gives another simile in the words «2. Or just as fire.»—The final end is the great mundane-dissolution. As compared with this, death is the latter end. As a result of constraint upon the right-living and wrong-living in that karma, [there follows intuitive] knowledge of the latter end. And as a result of this the yogin, knowing his own karma which is advancing, and having created many bodies for himself, experiences suddenly the fruit [of karma] and dies when he wills. Incidentally [the author] says «Or [the intuitive knowledge of the latter end] is the result of the signs-of-death.» Signs-of-death (ariṣṭa) are things which terrify such as the enemy (āri). The indications of death are of three kinds.—«Or when everything is reversed» [that is] even when there is no jugglery, villages and cities he deems to be heaven, and the world of only human beings to be a world of divine beings.

23. [As a result of constraint] upon friendliness and other [sentiments there arise] powers [of friendliness].
Friendliness\(^1\) and compassion and joy are the three sentiments. As to these [three], by feeling friendliness for living beings who are in happiness he discovers the power of friendliness; by feeling compassion for those in pain he discovers the power of compassion; by feeling joy for those who are disposed to merit he discovers the power of joy. As a result of the sentiments there arises the constraint which is concentration, and from it there arise powers of unfailing energy. Indifference, however, for those disposed to evil is not one [of these practised] sentiments. And therefore there is no concentration upon it. For this reason, since it is impossible to perform constraint upon it, there is no power resulting from indifference.

23. [As a result of constraint] upon friendliness and other [sentiments there arise] powers [of friendliness].
By constraint upon friendliness and other [sentiments there arise] he gains powers of friendliness and other powers. Of these three as a result of the sentiment

\(^1\) See i. 33.
of friendliness there arises [in him] that kind of power by which he makes everybody happy. As a result of this he is kindly to all. Similarly through the power resulting from compassion he delivers living beings from pain and from the causes of pain. Likewise through the power of joy he imparts the detached-attitude to everybody. He states what will be of assistance in what will be said, namely, that sentiments cause concentration, as he says «As a result of the sentiments there arises the constraint which is concentration.» Although constraint is the three, fixed-attention and contemplation and concentration and not concentration alone, still since constraint follows as an effect after concentration, and since concentration is the dominant of the three, concentration is figuratively used for constraint.—Some manuscripts read ‘The sentiments are concentration.’ In this case we must suppose that the sentiments and concentration, as being parts of the whole which is constraint, serve as causes of the constraint. «Energy» is exertion. By its means a man who has the powers of friendliness, &c., towards persons in happiness, &c., becomes unfailing in his exertion when things are to be done for others. Indifference is the detached attitude. In this case there is no sentiment. Nor is there anything that might arise [out of it] as in the case of those who are in happiness.

24. [As a result of constraint] upon powers [there arise] powers like those of an elephant.

As a result of constraint upon the power of an elephant one has the power of an elephant. As a result of constraint upon the power of Vāinateya [the Garuḍa bird] one has the power of Vāinateya. As a result of constraint upon the power of the wind one has the power of the wind. And so forth in the same way.

25. As a result of casting the light of a sense-activity [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the subtile and the concealed and the obscure.

The yogin by casting the light of that sense-activity of the central organ which is called luminous [i. 36] upon an object whether subtile¹ or concealed or obscure has access to that object.

25. . . . Sense-activity . . . intuitive knowledge. Casting [his mind] with constraint upon a subtile or concealed or obscure intended-object he has access to that intended-object.

¹ Compare Sāṁkhya-kārikā vii.
26. As a result of constraint upon the sun [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the cosmic-spaces (bhūvana).

The enumeration of these [cosmic-spaces]: there are seven worlds. Among them, 1. starting from the Avīci [nadir] and extending up to the summit of Meru is the Earth-world (bhū-loka) ; 2. beginning from the summit of Meru and going as far as the Pole-star (dhruva), the world of Intermediate Space diversified by planets and asterisms and stars. Beyond that is the five-fold Heaven-world (svar-loka) : 3. the world of Mahendra, the third world ; 4. the Mahar world of Prajāpati, the fourth world ; the three-fold world of Brahma, that is, 5. the Jana-world and 6. the Tapas-world and 7. the Satya-world.¹

"The world-of-Brahma in its three stages,
Below it the world-of-Prajāpati, the Great [world],
And [below it] Mahendra's [world]: [these five] are called Heaven (svar).
In the sky [of Intermediate-Space] are the stars; on earth, the creatures."

Thus saith the Summary-Stanza.² Rising in a series above Avīci there are six regions (bhūmi) of the Great-Hell (mahā-naraka), supported [respectively] by solid-matter, by water, by fire, by wind, by air, and by darkness, namely, the Mahākāla, the Ambariṣa, the Rāurava, the Mahārāurava, the Kālasūtra, and the Andhatāmisra, wherein living creatures, having been allotted a long and grievous length-of-life, feeling the misery incurred as the result of their own karma, are born. Next, the seven lower-worlds (pātāla), with the names Mahātala, Rasātala, Atala, Sutala, Vitala, Talātala, and Pātāla, and as the eighth this earth³ with its seven lands (dvīpa), and in the midst of it, the golden King of Mountains, Sumeru. Its peaks on the four sides are made of gems of silver, of lapis

¹ Svar

1. Bhū
2. Antarikṣa
3. Mahendra
4. Mahar Prajāpatya
5. Jana
6. Tapas
7. Satya

² Compare VP. ii. 4. 97.
³ For a very valuable collection of parallel material in the Epic see Hopkins: Mythological Aspects, JAOS, 1910.
lazuli, of crystal, and of gold. By reason [of the reflection] of the brilliant colour of the lapis lazuli, the southern quarter of the sky is the deep blue of the petal of the blue-lotus; the eastern is white; the western is translucent; the northern is like the golden amaranth. And on its southern slope is the Rose-Apple tree, from which this land is called the Land of the Rose-Apple. As the sun moves forward, day and night,¹ as it were fast bound to him, ² revolves [about Sumeru]. North of this [Sumeru] are three mountains, blue-and-white-peaked, two thousand yojanas in extent. Between these, three zones (varṣa), nine thousand yojanas each, called 1. Ramañaka, 2. Hirañmaya, and 3. the Northern ³ Kurus. On the south, the [mountains] of Niśadhā, of the Goldhorn, and of the Snow-cranes, two thousand yojanas in extent. Between these, three zones of nine thousand [yojanas] each, called 4. the Harivarsha, 5. Kimpuruṣa, 6. Bhārata. On the East of Sumeru, [the countries of] 7. Bhadrāṇya, bounded by the Mālyavat [mountains]; on the West, [the countries of] 8. Ketumāla, bounded by the Gandhamādana [mountains]. In the middle, the zone of 9. Ilavrta.—This same [Land of the Rose-Apple], a hundred thousand yojanas in extent, stretches in each direction from Sumeru for half this distance. Now the Land of the Rose-Apple, a hundred thousand yojanas in extent, is encompassed by a girdle-shaped sea of salt the double thereof. And then [there are] the lands of Čāka, Kuṣa, Krauṇca, Čālmala, Magadha, and Puskara, each double the preceding, fringed with marvellous hills, and the Seven Seas,[flat] like a pile of mustard seeds, with their waters of Sugar-cane-juice, of Spirits, of Butter, of Curds, of Cream, of Milk, and of Treacle. [These lands] encompassed by the Seven Seas and girdle-shaped and encircled by the Lokāloka Mountains [are] estimated at five hundred millions of yojanas [in extent]. This whole well-founded configuration stretches out in the midmost part of the [World] Egg. And the Egg is a minute fragment of the primary-cause, like a firefly in the sky. 1. Here, in the lower world, in

¹ Siddhānta Kāumudi on v. 4. 77 (Nir. Sāg. ed., 1904, p. 203). ² Just so Raghūvaṇa vii. 24. ³ Described in Rām. iv. 43 and Mahā Bh. vii. 7. 1 ff. and discussed by Jacobi in the article on the Abode of the Blest (Hastings: Cyclopaedia of Rel. and Ethics, II. 698).
the sea, in these mountains, groups of gods have their abode, Asuras, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Kimpuruṣas, Yakṣas, Rākṣasas, Bhūtas, Pretas, Piśācas, Apasmārakas, Apsaras, Brahmarākṣasas, Kūṃśādas, Vināyakas. In all the lands meritorious gods and human beings [have their abode]. Sumeru is the pleasure-ground of the thirty-[three] [gods]. In it are the pleasure-grounds, Miśravana, Nandana, Caitraratha, and Sumānasa. Sudharma is the gods' assembly-hall. Vaijayaanta is their castle. Vaijayaanta is their palace.

2. The planets and asterisms and stars, fastened to the pole-star, have their courses ¹ regulated by the steady impulsion of the wind, and arranged at different points above ² Sumeru move round about it. 3. They who dwell in [the world of] Mahendra are six groups of gods, the Thirty-three, the Agniśvattas, the Yāmyas, the Tūṣitas, the Aparinirmita-vaṭa-vartins, and the Parinirmita-vaṭa-vartins. All [these] fulfil their desires and are endowed with atomization and the other powers. They live for a mundane period; they are goodly to behold and they delight in love. Their bodies are not caused [by parents]. Their retinue is made of incomparable and not prudish Apsaras. 4. In the Great world of Prajāpati there is a five-fold group of gods, the Kumudas, the Rbhus, the Pratardanas, the Ājanābhās, and the Pracitābhās. These have the mastery over the great elements; their food is contemplation; their lives are for a thousand mundane periods. 5. In the first of the worlds-of-Brahma, in the Jana ³ world, there is a four-fold group of gods, the Brahmapurohitas, the Brahmakāyikas, the Brahmanahākāyikas, and the Amaras. These have the mastery over the elements and the organs. 6. In the second [of the worlds-of-Brahma], in the Tapas-world, there is a three-fold group of gods, the Ābhāśvaras, ⁴ the Mahābhāśvaras, and the Satyama-ḥābhāśvaras. These have the mastery over the elements and the organs.

¹ They are driven by the wind, as cows are driven by the ploughman in a circle around the threshing-post. Fastened by wind-ropes to the pole-star, according to Mātrī Up. i. 4. For the astronomy see Sūrya Siddhānta ii. 1; for the simile, see Čakuntalā vii. 6, and G. A. Grierson: Behar Peasant Life, § 889, with the illustration.


³ Vṛjāma Bhikṣu reads Janar.

⁴ Reading ābhās. The name indicates that they are self-luminous. An instructive article upon them by Professor Jacobi is found in Hastings: Cyclo. of Rel. and Ethics, i. 202.*
Seven worlds of Brahma

organs and evolving-matter. Each lives twice as long as the previous [group]; their food is contemplation; their lives are chaste (ārdhvaretas). Upwards there is no impediment to their thinking and in regions below there is no object obscure to their thought. 7. In the third [world] of Brahma, in the Satya-world, there are four groups of gods, the Acyutas, the Çuddhanivāsas, the Satyābhas, and the Samjñāsāṃjñīns. By them no laying down foundations for a dwelling is made; they are grounded in themselves and placed one above the other; they have the mastery over the primary cause and live as long as there are creations. Of these [four] the Acyutas delight in deliberative contemplation; the Çuddhanivāsas delight in reflective contemplation; the Satyābhas delight in contemplation where there is nothing but joy; and the Samjñāsāṃjñīns delight in contemplation where there is the feeling of personality and nothing more. These also remain in the three worlds. These seven worlds are all without exceptions worlds of the Brahman. But the discarnate and those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary matter exist in the state of release and are not placed in the worlds. By performing constraint upon the door of the sun the yogin should directly perceive [all] this. Then also upon other [objects than upon the sun]. Thus to this extent he should practise, until all this is seen.

26. As a result of constraint upon the sun [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the cosmic-spaces (bhuvana).

Up to the pole-star from the summit of Meru in this world. Thus in this way from here up to the end of the Summary-Stanza (saṁgraha-cloka) the seven worlds are briefly described. He describes them in detail in the words «Among them... above Avīci.» The word «solid-matter» means earth. [The word] «region» means a place [but not a hell]. These great hells must be understood to be accompanied by several lesser hells. These same are brought together under other names in the words, «Mahākāla.» As the sun moves forward, day and night, revolve [about Sumeru], as it were fast bound to him. The meaning is that night is in that part of it which the sun leaves; and day is in that part which the sun shines upon. He gives the extent of the whole Land of the Rose-Apple

1 In the World-Egg. They are not released. 2 This seems to be the entrance to the world of Brahma. Compare Mātrī Up. vi. 30 (sūram devaram) and Mundaka Up. i. 2. 11 and Čīndog. Up. v. 10. 2. 33 [n.o.s. 17] 3 On this whole subject see Jacobi's article on the Abode of the Blest in Hastings: Cyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol. II, p. 698a.
in the words «This same [Land of the Rose-Apple], a hundred thousand yojanas.» What kind of a hundred thousand yojanas? In reply he says «It stretches out in each direction from Sumeru for half this distance.» «For half» would be fifty thousand yojanas. «It stretches out» [amounts to] is comprehended, inasmuch as Sumeru occupies the middle of it. The Seven Seas, each like piles of mustard seeds, are each double [the preceding]. This is the connexion [of the sentence]. Just as a pile of mustard-seed is not heaped like a pile of rice-grains, nor quite [flat] like the earth, so are those seas. This is the meaning. Islands are fringed with marvellous hills, so that one could say that they seem to have fringes of marvellous hills. All this circuit of the earth, encompassed by garlands of lands and forests and mountains and cities and oceans, and encircled by the Lokaloka Mountains, extends, is comprehended, in the midst of the Egg of Brahma. «This well-founded configuration» means that it is that whose arrangement [is well-founded]. He now tells who they are that dwell there in the words «Here, in the lower-world.» He describes the arrangement of Sumeru in the words, «Sumeru is»—Thus having described the Earth-world specifically, he describes specifically the world of Intermediate Space with the words «The planets.» The «impulsion» is the functional activity.—He shows the Heaven-world in the words «They who dwell [in the world of] Mahendra.» 3. «Groups of gods» are kinds of gods. He also describes the perfection of the form of the six groups of gods by saying «All [these] fulfil their desires.» All objects yield to them even at nothing more than a desire. «Goodly to behold» [that is] to be worshipped. They delight in love [that is] are fond of sexual pleasure. Their bodies are not caused by parents, [but] quite without cause, without union of parents, they obtain a supernal body from atoms thoroughly purified by peculiar merit. 4. He describes the Mahar-world in the words, «In the Great.» These have the mastery over the great elements. Whatever they like the great elements confer upon them. And the great elements remain in this or that arrangement as they desire. «Their food is contemplation» means that they are satiated with contemplation merely and are nourished [thereby]. 5. He describes the Jana-world with the words «In the first.» In accordance with the order of the worlds as described «they have the mastery over the elements and the organs.» Earth and the other elements, and the organ-of-hearing and the other organs are employed just as they choose to employ them. 6. He describes, in accordance with the order already described, the second [world] of Brahma in the words «In the second.» «These have the mastery over the elements and the organs and evolving-matter.» Evolving-matter (prakriti) is the five fine elements. Over these they have the mastery. For at their wish the subtile

---

1 This is an allusion to the story of Dadhibi, whose body was the very essence of knowledge and of courses of austerities (Bhāg. Pur. vi. 9. 51–54). While absorbed in yoga he was unaware that Indra took his body and made it into a thunderbolt (vi. 10. 12). The thunderbolt becomes energized with the sage’s austerities (Dadhīces tapasā tejitaḥ vi. 11. 20).
elements actually enter into mutations in the form of bodies. So say those who have the tradition. «Twice as long as the previous.» The Mahābhāṣavas have double as long a life as the Ābhāṣavas; and the Satyamahābhāṣavas have double as long a life as these latter. «Upwards.» Upwards in the Satya-world there is no impediment to their thinking. But from Avici right up to the Tapas-world they discern all subtile and concealed or other things. This is the meaning. 7. He describes the third world of Brahma in the words «In the third.» They are so described by whom the laying down of a dwelling or house has not been made. Just because they have nothing to hold them, they are grounded in themselves. They are such as are grounded in their own bodies. They have the mastery over the primary cause; at their wish the sattva and rajas and tamas come into activity. «They live as long as the creation.» as it is handed down in the Sacred Word,¹ “All these having perfected their souls, together² with Brahma enter, when the reversal-of-creation (pratisāṅcāra) is reached at the end of the highest [world], into the highest state.” Having thus stated the common qualities of these four groups of gods, he describes their special qualities by taking them up in detail with the words, «Of these [four].» The gods called Acyuta take delight in contemplation upon coarse objects. With this they are satisfied. The gods called Čuddhamiṣa take delight in contemplation upon subtile objects. With this they are satisfied. The gods called Satyabhās take delight in contemplation upon the organs³ as objects. With this they are satisfied. The gods called Saṁjñāsaṁjñins take delight in contemplation upon the feeling of personality and nothing more. With this they are satisfied. All these have recourse to concentration conscious [of objects]. And if it be asked why there is no mention here, among [these] worlds, of those who have given themselves to concentration not conscious [of an object], those namely who are discarnate and those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary matter, the reply is «But the discarnate and those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary matter.» For those whose thinking-substance is in fluctuation, and to whom objects are shown, carry on worldly affairs and remain in the world. But the discarnate⁴ and those [whose bodies] are resolved into primary matter, although they have a task to perform, do not so remain. This is the meaning.—All this, with the exception of the Satya-world and as far [down] as to Avici, is directly perceptible to the yogin. «Upon the door of the sun» means upon the tube called Suṣumnā. And inasmuch as, even with such an extent [of constraint], direct perception of [all] this does not occur, he says «Then.» Then also upon other [objects], that is, also upon objects other than the Suṣumnā taught by the professor of yoga, until all this world is seen. For the sattva of the thinking-substance is by its own nature capable of illumining the whole [world]. But when covered by the defilement

¹ Contrast with Vāyu Puruṣa ci. 85. anenaṁnaṁdaṁgatam i. 41 of Vācaspati's comment, p. 86° (Calc. ed.).
² Compare Bh. Gītā viii. 16.
³ Compare bahikkaraṇam ivoppannam iti, tad See i. 19. 4
of *tamas* it illuminates only that portion which is laid bare by *rajas*. It illuminates the cosmic space laid bare by the constraint upon the door of the sun. But this does not apply similarly in other cases also. Since constraint upon this [cosmic space] has power to lay only so much bare. Thus all is cleared up.

27. [As a result of constraint] upon the moon [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the arrangement of the stars. By performing constraint upon the moon he would discern the arrangement of the stars.

28. [As a result of constraint] upon the pole-star [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of their movements. Then by performing constraint upon the pole-star he would know the movements of the stars. By constraint upon heavenly cars, [for example, the chariot of the sun], he would discern them.

29. [As a result of constraint] upon the wheel of the navel [there arises the intuitive] knowledge of the arrangement of the body. By performing constraint upon the wheel\(^1\) of the navel he would discern the arrangement of the body. The humours are three, wind and bile and phlegm. The [corporeal] elements\(^2\) (*dhātu*) are seven, skin and blood and flesh and sinew and bone and marrow and semen. Here (*esa*) the mention is such that the preceding element is in each case exterior to that next preceding.

30. [As a result of constraint] upon the well of the throat [there follows] the cessation of hunger and of thirst. Below the tongue there is a cord; below that is the throat; below that the well. As a result of concentration upon that, hunger and thirst do not torment.

\(1\) Compare H. Walter: Haṭhayogapradīpiḵā, pp. xiii-xiv.  
\(2\) Compare i. 30, p. 67 (Calc. ed.). By adding *prāna* and *ātman* the list is increased to nine.
31. [As a result of constraint] upon the tortoise-tube [there follows] motionlessness [of the mind-stuff].

Below the well there is, within the chest, a tube in shape like a tortoise. By performing constraint upon this, the yogin gains a motionless state like that of a serpent or of a guana.¹

Whenever the yogin desires to know one thing or another, he should perform constraint upon that. Thus constraint which leads to the cessation of hunger and of thirst, and which leads to motionlessness, is taught by the words of the Sutra and is explained by the Comment with an explanation which is a [mere matter of] reading. So it is not explained [here].

32. [As a result of constraint] upon the radiance in the head [there follows] the sight of the Siddhas.

Within an aperture in the skull there is a resplendent radiance.²

As a result of constraint upon this [radiance there follows] the sight of the Siddhas roving in the spaces between the sky³ and the earth.

32. [As a result of constraint] upon the radiance in the head [there follows] the sight of the Siddhas.

The words in the head imply the tube (nāḍī) called Suṣumnā,—constraint upon> that, he means.

33. Or as a result of vividness (prātibha) [the yogin discerns] all.

The so-called vividness is the deliverer⁴ (tāraka). This is the preliminary form of the [intuitive] knowledge derived from discrimination. Just as the light at dawn [precedes] the sun. In this other way (tena vā) the yogin knows all ⁶ at the rise of the vivid [intuitive] knowledge.

33. Or as a result of vividness (prātibha) [the yogin discerns] all.

Vivid-light [that is] self-cogitation (aḥa). This develops into vividness. For in the case of one who practises a constraint which leads to the Elevation (prasām-

¹ These two animals exemplify the rigidity, and not as Vijñāna Bhikṣu says, the convoluted state of the mind-stuff.
² Compare Mahānārāyaṇa Up. xi. 10-12.
³ See iii. 54.
33. As a result of constraint upon the heart [there arises] a consciousness of the mind-stuff.

In this citadel of Brahma¹ is the house [of the mind-stuff], a tiny lotus [of the heart]—[there arises] a discernment of that. As a result of constraint upon this [there arises] a consciousness of the mind-stuff.

34. Experience is a presented-idea which fails to distinguish the sattva and the Self, which are absolutely uncommingled [in the presented-idea]. Since the sattva exists as object for another, the [intuitive] knowledge of the Self arises as the result of constraint upon that which exists for its own sake. The sattva of the thinking-substance, with its disposition to brightness, by mastering the rajas and tamas which are equally dependent upon the sattva, enters into a mutation as a result of the presented-idea of the difference between the sattva and the Self. Therefore the Self, of which we can only say that it is Intellect (citi), which is other [than the aspects (guna)], and which is undefiled (cuddha) [by objects], is absolutely contrary in quality even to the sattva which is mutable. Experience is a presented-idea which fails to distinguish these two which are absolutely

¹ Chând. Up. viii. 1. 1.
uncommingled. Because the Self has objects shown to it. This [same] presented-idea of experience is an object for sight, since the *sattva* exists for the sake of another. But as a result of constraint upon that presented-idea, which is distinguished from this [*sattva*], which is Intellect and nothing more, and which is other [than the aspects (*guna*),] and which belongs to the Self,—[as a result of this,] that insight whose object is the Self arises. The Self is not seen by that presented-idea of the Self whose essence is the *sattva* of the thinking-substance. It is the Self which sees the presented-idea which depends upon its own self. For in this sense it has\(^1\) been said, "Wherewith, pray, could one discern the Discerner?"

35. . . *Sattva* . . . [intuitive] knowledge. When, by reason of its being altogether overwhelmed by *rajas* and *tamas*, even the thinking-substance, bright in form and exceedingly clear though it is, can in its mutation as a discriminative discernment, be absolutely distinguished from intelligence, how much more so then the *rajas* and *tamas*, which are inert (*jala*) by nature! With this in mind the author of the Sutras uses the words, *the sattva* and the Self.> Taking up this same point the author of the Comment also says <<The sattva of the thinking-substance, with its disposition to brightness.>> Not merely one whose disposition is to brightness, but one which has entered into a mutation in the form of discriminative discernment. Inasmuch as it is altogether undefiled [by objects] and bright, it is absolutely similar to intelligence (*caitanya*). So there is a commingling, as he implies in the words «equal.>> «Dependent upon sattva» means a relation without which it cannot exist. The *rajas* and *tamas* which are equally dependent upon the *sattva* are so-called [in the Comment]. Mastered means overwhelmed. He states that there is no commingling in the words «Therefore . . . even.>> The word "ca" is here in the sense of 'even'. [Contrary in quality] not merely to the *rajas* and *tamas* [but even to the sattva]. This is the meaning. The word «mutable» indicates the quality contrary to the Self who is immutable. A presented idea which falls to distinguish, because the thinking-substance, which is serene and cruel and infatuated, takes the image of the intelligence (*caitanya*). And so the serene and other forms are falsely attributed to the intelligence, just as the trembling of the clear water which reflects the moon is falsely attributed to the moon. He gives the reason for the experience in the words «Because the Self has objects shown to it.» This has been explained more than once.\(^2\) If it be objected that the *sattva* of the thinking-substance might be different from

\(^1\) Bhād-Araṇ. Up. ii. 4. 14 and iv. 5. 15.

\(^2\) For example, i. 4, p. 16; ii. 17, p. 141; and also iv. 22, p. 306 (Calc. ed.).
the Self, but that experience could not be different from the Self, he replies «This [same].» This [same] presented-idea of experience is a presented-idea of a kind of experience belonging to the sattva. Hence as something for the sake of another experience is an object-for-sight. For the sattva is for the sake of another in that it is a combination of parts. And because experience is an external-aspect of this [sattva], it would also be for the sake of another. Furthermore, that other for whose sake it is, would be the experiencer. His is the experience.—Or [another explanation]. For experience (bhoga) is passing-through (anubhava) pleasure or pain which are felt to be coactive or counteractive. And this [experience] cannot be coactive or counteractive to itself. Because a fluctuation cannot be opposed to itself. Therefore experience must be for the sake of something that is to be made coactive or counteractive. This experiencer is the self. Experience is an object-for-sight to him. «But... that presented-idea, which is distinguished from this» which is for the sake of another. These words [from the Comment] are explained by supplying the other words in the ablative case ‘for the sake of another’. An objector says, ‘This may be true. But if the insight has the Self for its object, then whew! Sir! the Self becomes the object-for-insight by the insight! There would surely be other insights, one after the other, and we should fall into an infinite regress!’ In reply to this he says «The Self is not... by that presented-idea of the Self.» The connexion-of-ideas is this. The Intellect (citi) illumines that which is inert (jāda), and that which is inert does not [illumine] the intellect. The idea presented to the Self has as its essence that which is not intelligent. How can this [presented-idea] illumine a being whose essence is intelligence? On the other hand, how can [the Self], whose essence is intelligence and whose brightness does not depend upon another, be properly said to illumine that which is inert? When he says «whose essence is the sattva of the thinking-substance» he describes the inertness in so far as there is identity with the non-intelligent form. [We say that the sattva of the thinking-substance] depends upon the Self to the extent that it depends on the image of the Self as entered into the sattva of the thinking-substance, in the same sense that a person depends upon [his] face reflected in a mirror [if he wish to see himself]. [And the sattva is said to depend upon the Self.] But not [as the objector said], because the sattva of the thinking-substance illumines the Self. It is the sattva of the thinking-substance which reflects the Self united with this presented-idea, and which depends upon the Intelligence (cāitanya) which has been mirrored (chāyāpanna) in it [as the intelligence] of the Self. Thus it exists for the sake of the Self. On this same point he quotes the Sacred Word by saying «For in this sense it has been said» by the Īśvara «“the Discerner.”» The meaning is that [He is discerned] by no one.
36. As a result of this [constraint upon that which exists for its own sake], there arise vividness and the organ-of-supernal-hearing\(^1\) and the organ-of-supernal-feeling and the organ-of-supernal-sight and the organ-of-supernal-taste and the organ-of-supernal-smell.

As a result of vividness, there arises an [intuitive] knowledge of the subtile or concealed or remote, whether past or future. As a result of the organ-of-supernal-hearing, one hears supernal sounds; as a result of the organ-of-supernal-feeling, one has access to supernal touch; as a result of the organ-of-supernal-sight, one has the consciousness\(^2\) of supernal colour; as a result of the organ-of-supernal-taste, one has a consciousness of supernal flavour; as a result of the organ-of-supernal-smell,\(^3\) one has an [intuitive] knowledge\(^4\) of supernal fragrance. These unceasingly arise.

This restraint, moreover, upon that which exists for its own sake continues until the primary cause has fulfilled its peculiar task (kārya), the [intuitive] knowledge of the Self. He describes all the supernal powers which [the yogin] receives before that [intuitive knowledge comes]. 36. As a result of this ... there arise ... So then it has been asserted that the central-organ and the organ of hearing and of feeling and of sight and of taste and of smell, which have been helped by the external-aspects which arise from yoga, are in each single case in direct causal relation with the supernal sounds and so forth and with the [intuitive] knowledge of vividness (prātiḥṣa). The five organs, of hearing and so on, which apperceive supernal sounds and so forth have technical names such as the organ-of-supernal-hearing and the rest. The Comment is easy.

37. In concentration these [supernal activities] are obstacles; in the emergent state they are perfections (siddhī).

These, the vividness and so forth, arising in the yogin whose mind-stuff is concentrated, are obstacles, in that they go counter to the sight which belongs to this [concentrated mind-stuff].

---

\(^1\) This word grāṇa is from the causative stem. The Maniprabhā (p. 64\(^2\), Ben. ed.) explains it as being 'the organs of knowing supernal sounds and so on' (divyānāṁ cabda ... adāṁnāṁ grāhakāṁ).  
\(^2\) A sansvarā is a perception with little direct relation to the object.  
\(^3\) Compare Hopkins, Yoga-technique, JAOS. (1901), vol. 22, p. 344\(^2\).  
\(^4\) The word vijñāna is loosely used. It seems to indicate whatever comes to consciousness.
But] arising [in the yogin] whose mind-stuff is emergent, they are perfections.

Occasionally a man, after beginning constraint upon the self as object, acquires those perfections which are subsidiary to this, and thinks because of the power (prabhava) of these [perfections] that he has effected his purpose, and so might cease the constraint. So [the author] says, 37. In concentration these [supernal activities] are obstacles; in the emergent state they are perfections (siddhi). For a man whose mind-stuff is emergent thinks highly of these perfections, just as a man born in misery considers even a small bit of wealth a pile of wealth. But a yogin whose mind-stuff is concentrated must avoid these [perfections] even when brought near to him. One who longs for the final goal of life, the absolute assuagement of the three-fold anguish, how could he have any affection for those perfections which go counter to [the attainment] of that [goal]? This is the meaning both of the Sūtra and of the Comment.

38. As a result of slackening the causes of bondage and as a result of the consciousness of the procedure [of the mind-stuff], the mind-stuff penetrates into the body of another.

By virtue of the latent-deposit of karma in the body, the central-organ which is changeable and unstable becomes established. This is bondage. By virtue of concentration there is a slackening of this karma which is the cause of bondage. And the consciousness of the procedure [of the mind-stuff] comes only from concentration. As a result of the dwindling of the bondage of karma, and as a result of the consciousness of the procedure of his mind-stuff, the yogin by withdrawing mind-stuff from his own body deposits it in other bodies. The organs also fly after [ii. 54] the mind-stuff thus deposited. Just 1 as, for instance, when the king-bee flies up, the bees fly up after him, so the organs follow after the mind-stuff in its penetration into the body of another.

After thus stating that power, in the form of [intuitive] knowledge extending as far as to the sight of the Self, is the result of constraint, he gives, as another result of constraint, power in the form of action. 38. . . . The causes of bondage . . . penetration. When he says «By virtue of concentration» this means under I. the power of the constraint whose object is the causes of bondage. The word «concentration» is used [instead of 'constraint,'] because it is predominant [in constraint].—A procedure is that by which something proceeds into

1 Compare Pracña Up. ii. 4.
another thing. It means the tubes (nādi) [that is] the paths for the coming and going of mind-stuff. As a result 2. of constraint upon this passage there is a consciousness of it. And as a result of this [as well as of 1. the constraint upon the causes of bondage], since the causes of bondage are slackened, it [the mind-stuff] is not held back by this [yogin]. Although the mind-stuff is not held back as it soars into the upward path, it cannot without impediment pass forth from his body nor enter into the other's body. Therefore the passage for this must also be known.—The organs moreover follow the mind-stuff and settle down in their respective places in the other's body.

39. As a result of subjugating the Udāna, there is no adhesion to water or mud or thorns or similar objects, and [at death] the upward flight.

The fluctuation of the whole complex of organs which is distinguished by having the different vital-forces (prāṇa) is vitality.1 Its activity is five-fold. Prāṇa has its course through the mouth and nose and its fluctuation extends as far as the heart. And Samāna, since it distributes equally, has its fluctuation from the navel. Apāna, since it leads down, has its fluctuation as far as the sole of the foot. Udāna, since it leads up, has its fluctuation as far as the head. Vyāna is pervading. Among these Prāṇa is predominant. As a result of subjugating the Udāna there is no adhesion to water or mud or thorns or similar objects; and at the time of decease there is the upward flight. This [upward flight] he attains by mastery [of the Udāna].

39. Udāna . . . and . . . the upward flight. The fluctuation of the whole complex of organs is life. The words «distinguished by having the different vital-forces (prāṇa)» refer to that [fluctuation] of which the different vital-forces are the distinction. The organs have two kinds [of fluctuations], an inner and an outer. The outer is distinguished by the external-sense (ālocana) of colour and similar sensations. The inner is life. For this is a special kind of effort and it leads to the different activities of the winds (mārūta) which the body comprehends. This effort is common to all the organs. As they say2 "The fluctuations common to the [inner] organs are the five winds (vāyu), vital-airs and so on." Because they are the distinguishing-characteristic of this [life].

1 Defined as a struggle for life by Vācaspati jīvanam prāṇa-dhāraṇa-prayatna-bheda 'samvidilāc cittasya dharmaḥ iii. 15, p. 217* It is mentioned in the list iiii. 18, p. 230* (Calc. ed.).

2 Sāmkhya-kārikā 29.
The action [or] function of this effort is of five kinds. 1. Prāṇa extends from the tip of the nose to the heart. 2. Samāna is one which evenly distributes as required in different places the various juices which are mutations of food eaten and drunk. And its locality extends from the heart and to the navel. 3. Apāna is that which leads to the carrying off of urine, faeces, foetus, &c. And its activity (vr̥tti) is from the navel and to the sole of the foot. 4. Udāna is so-called because it leads up [that is] leads upwards such things as secretions. And its activity is from the tip of the nose and to the head. 5. Vyāna is one that pervades [the whole body].—Of these thus described Prāṇa is predominant, since the Sacred Word 1 declares that when that goes forth all goes forth, "Following the Prāṇa when it goes forth, all the vital-forces (prāṇa) go forth."—Having thus explained the differences between the vital-forces (prāṇa) with respect to activity and locality, he leads up to the meaning of the sūtra with the words «As a result of subjugating the Uḍāna.» When constraint has been performed upon the Udāna, [then] as a result of its subjugation, [the yogin] is not held back by water or similar objects. And at the time of decease his upward flight is by the path 2 which commences with the flame. As a result of this [constraint] he attains by mastery to this upward flight. These supernormal powers that result from constraint upon the vital-forces beginning with Prāṇa, if there be success in it, should be understood according to the differences in the subjugations of activities and of localities [in the body].

40. As a result of subjugating the Samāna [there arises] a radiance.
The yogin who has subjugated the Samāna by causing a pulsation of the flames, becomes radiant. 3

40. . . . the Samāna . . . a radiance. There is «a pulsation,» a flaming forth of the flame in the body.

41. As a result of constraint upon the relation between the organ-of-hearing, and the air (ākāṣa), [there arises] the supernal organ-of-hearing. 4

For all organs-of-hearing the air is the [physical] basis, and for all sounds. In which sense it has been said "All 5 those whose

1 Compare Brhad Ar. Up. iv. 4. 3.
2 This is the devayāna. See Brhad Ar. Up. vi. 1. 3 and 18 and Chāṇḍ. Up. iv. 15. 5-6; Chāṇḍ. Up. v. 10. 1.
3 Compare prabhā bhūskarasya (iii. 13, p. 2438, Calc. ed.).
4 iii. 51. p. 267 (Calc. ed.).
5 Reading ekagrutitevāh with six MSS. including the gāṇadā MS. instead of ekadeśa-grutitevāh. One is tempted to surmise that there might be another reading tulya-deṣya or tulya-deṣya instead of tulyadeṣa, with a meaning similar to Vācaspati's gloss jātiya. This is Paścaçikha's twelfth fragment according to Garbe.
processes-of-hearing (pravāna) are in the same place have the same kind-of-hearing (eka-grutītvam).'' And this [fact that the air is the locus of sounds] is declared to be the [first] characteristic mark of air. And the second is that it is not covered [by anything more extensive]. Thus because a thing which is not-limited-in-extent (amūrta) is evidently not covered [by anything], it is also recognized that air is [all] pervasive. From the perception of sounds it is inferred that the organ-of-hearing exists. For in the case of a deaf man and of a man not deaf, the one perceives sound and the other not. Hence it is the organ-of-hearing only which is the field of operation for sound.—For the yogin who has performed constraint upon the relation between the organ-of-hearing and the air, the supernal ear begins.

It has already been stated [iii. 36, p. 246 Calc. ed.] that as a result of constraint upon that which exists for its own sake [this would be the mulhya], there remains a subsidiary [perfection], the organ-of-[supernal]-hearing and other [organs]. Now the organ-of-[supernal]-hearing and other [organs] result from the constraint which has the organ-of-[supernal]-hearing and other [organs] as its sole purpose. 41. . . . Organ-of-hearing . . . organ-of-hearing. He says that the object of the constraint is the relation between organ-of-hearing and the air in the relation of the contained to the container, in the words «For all.» All organs-of-hearing, although made of the personality-substance, have the air which is [contained in] the hollow-space of the auditory canal as its [physical] basis. The organ-of-hearing has its seat (ayatana) there. For if we assist or injure this [auditory canal], we find that the organ-of-hearing has been assisted or injured. [Air is] also [the physical basis] for sounds which are causes co-operating with the organ-of-hearing. When a sound is to be heard as coming from an earthen or other substance, the organ-of-hearing, which is in the hollow of the auditory canal, presupposes that there is a special sound residing in the air is (nākhas) which is its own [that is, the organ's] substance. [That this is so is] clear (ārṣtam) [from analogy]. Thus when, for instance, one wishes to have an external sense (ālocana) of smell, which is contained in this case in earth, by means of the organ-of-smell which is a co-operating [non-material] cause for those things which have smell and [taste] as their [specific] qualities, we find similarly that the sense of smell.

1 The Yogavārttika, p. 237, also suggests this reading.
2 The word anāvaranam in the sense of nāvigate anena. In the Vārttika it is said to be 'free space' (avākṣa).
3 Bālarāma says that the supernality consists in a kind of hyperaesthetic perception of minute sounds, &c., which are like subtile elements (divyatam tanmātrādirūpasūkṣmaçabādādigrāhakat-vam).
4 That is to say the ākāpa.
requires such a special kind of smell in so far as it is contained in the earthen thing which contains it]. And it has already been said that the organs of smell and of taste and of touch and of sight and of hearing, although made of the personality-substance, do have the elements as their locus. For if we assist or injure the elements, we find that we have assisted or injured the organ-of-smell or some other of the organs. This same organ-of-hearing, which is made of the personality-substance, moreover resembles a piece of iron in that it is attracted by a magnet-like sound, in the mouth, produced by the mouth of the speaker, and, by a succession of its own functions (śṛṇī), has the external sense of the word which has come to the mouth of the speaker. Hence there are sense-presentations of sounds functioning at different points of space. [And this sense-presentation], common to all living-beings, cannot in the absence of inhibition, be counted as an invalid-source-of-ideas. And in this sense there is an utterance by Pañcaśākha, “All those whose-processes-of-hearing (gravaṇa) are in the same place have the same kind-of-hearing.” Those persons whose processes-of-hearing are in the same place are those persons, like Chāitra, whose organs-of-hearing are of that kind. The meaning is that the processes-of-hearing of all are in the air (ākāśa). The air, moreover, the locus of the organs-of-hearing, because it is produced from the fine-element (tanmātra), whose [specific] quality is sound, has sound as its specific quality.1 By which sound as a co-operating [non-material] cause it grasps the sounds from earthen and other substances. Therefore there is for all one species of hearing (cruti) with regard to sound. This is the meaning. Thus then it has been shown that air is the locus of the organ-of-hearing and that it has sounds as its [specific] quality.—And this fact that there is one kind of hearing (ekacrutīvaiś) is the [first] characteristic mark of air. For this one kind of hearing is that condition which phenomenalizes sound. This very thing which is its substrate (dṛṣṭaya) is the thing expressed by the word air. For in the absence of such a hearing there is no [individual] phenomenal sound [belonging to earthen and other substances]. Moreover such a hearing cannot be a quality (guṇa) of the various [coarse substances] such as earth, because, if it be such, these cannot be both the thing-to-be-phenomenalized and the conditions-which-phenomenalize. —And the [second] characteristic mark of air is that it is not covered [by anything more extensive]. If there were no air, the things not-limited-in-extent would be pressed together and could not be separated even by needles. And so as a result everything would be covered by everything. And it cannot be said that the not being covered [by anything] is merely because things-not-limited-in-extent are not present. For this negation implies a positive entity [for example, a thing-limited-in-extent]. And if this positive entity do not exist, there can be no negation of it. Nor can it be said that the

1 Compare Vaiśeṣika-sūtra vii. 1. 22 together with the words of Črīdhara, p. 61, ll. 19–21 (Vizian. ed.). See also Tarka-samgraha, § 14.
Energy of Intellect (citri/akti) could be the substrate for this [free space not covered by anything]. For being immutable it cannot have [spatial] properties that precisely determine. And again it cannot be said that space (dig) and time are substances (dravya) over and above earth and the other [coarse elements]. Consequently that particular mutation [which is not covered by anything more extensive] belongs to air only. Thus all is cleared up.—When it is proved that the fact that nothing covers it is a characteristic mark of air,—so that wherever there is anything that has nothing covering it, there always air is,—then [all-] pervasiveness is also proved, as he says <<Thus because a thing which is not-limited-in-extent.>>—He gives the source-of-the-valid-idea to prove the real existence of the organ-of-hearing by saying <<From the perception of sounds.>> For [every] action is to be effected by an instrument, just as the action of chopping or the like is to be effected by the axe or something similar. So in this case also the act of perceiving sound must be accomplished by an instrument. And that which is the instrument is the organ-of-hearing. Now if it be asked why may not the eye or some other organ be the instrument of this [act], he replies <<in the case of a deaf man and of a man not deaf.>> This is determined by positive and negative arguments. And this is only an elliptical statement. For mutatis mutandis we must say that as a result of constraint upon the relation between the organ-of-touch and wind (vātā), between organ-of-sight and radiance, between the organ-of-taste and water, and between the organ-of-smell and earth, supernatural touch and other [supernal sensations] would also arise.

42. Either as the result of constraint upon the relation between the body and the air (ākāśa), or (ca) as the result of the balanced-state of lightness, such as that of the cotton-fibre, there follows the passing through air.

Wherever there is a body there is air, because it [air] gives space to the body. The relation [of the body] with this [air] is that of obtaining [pervasion]. By performing constraint upon this relation the yogin subjugates the relation with this [air]. And gaining the balanced-state of lightness such as that of the cotton-fibre, even to [that of] atoms [of cotton-fibre], he becomes light himself. And by reason of this lightness he walks with both feet upon water. Next after this, however, he walks upon nothing more than a spider's thread, and then upon sunbeams. Thereafter he courses through the air at will.

1 Reading (with Poona text) tad-āgrayā.
42. . . . body . . . . passing through. By performing constraint upon the relation between the body and the air, or upon something light such as a cotton-fibre, [that is] by gaining the balanced-state [that is] the state of the mind which rests in the [thing] and in which it is tinged [i. 41] by it. He describes the sequence of the perfections by the words, «upon water.»

43. An outwardly un-adjusted fluctuation is the Great Discarnate; as a result of this the dwindling of the covering to the brightness.

The fluctuation assumed by the central-organ outside the body is the fixed-attention (dhāraṇā) called Discarnate. If it is only an outer fluctuation of the central-organ which abides in the body, it is called adjusted (kalpita). But if it is an outer fluctuation of the central-organ, which is itself externalized, in that it [the fluctuation] disregards the body, it is of course called unadjusted. [The yogins] by means of the adjusted one among these two accomplish the unadjusted Great Discarnate, by means of which yogins enter the bodies of others. And as a result of this fixed-attention, the covering of the sattva of the thinking-substance, whose essence is brightness, which has the three-fold fruition from the hindrances and the karma, and whose root is rajas and tamas, dwindles away.

He describes yet another constraint which leads to the penetration of another's body and which leads to the dwindling of the hindrances and karma and fruitions. 43. An outwardly . . . dwindling. The discarnate he describes in the words «The fluctuation assumed.» In order to show the means to the Great Discarnate state which is unadjusted he first describes the discarnate in the words «If it is.» The words «only a fluctuation» mean thinking only in an imaginary way. He describes the Great Discarnate in the words «But if it is.» He shows that the adjusted and the unadjusted have the relation of means to end by saying «among these two.» Is it that one merely enters another's body as a result of this? Not so, he says in the words «And as a result of this.» «As a result of this fixed attention» means when the Great Discarnate activity of the central-organ has been perfected. It has its three-fold fruition, from the hindrances and from karma, in birth and length-of-life and kind-of-

1 The outer adjustment would be in part a voluntary act. Compare the explanation in the Maniprabhā me mano bahir asta ita kalpanayā. But in the outwardly unadjusted state there is a renunciation of the self and of the sense of individuality as limited by a body dehe 'hāṁbhāvatya'gaḥ.
experience [ii. 13]. And it is this that has its root in rajas and tamas. Since from mere sattva when freed from rajas and tamas there arises discriminative discernment only. Thus the three-fold fruition in so far as it is rooted in rajas and tamas, and because its essence is in them, obscures the sattva of the thinking-substance. And as soon as these have dwindled away, the mind-stuff of the yogin freed from its covering [by them] roves and discerns at will.

44. As a result of constraint upon the coarse (sthūla) and the essential-attribute (svarūpa) and the subtile (sūkṣma) and the inherence (anvaya) and the purposiveness (arthavattva), there is a subjugation of the elements.

In this [system] i. the [five elements] beginning with earth [which in essence are a generic form and a particular] have [as particulars] sounds and other perceptible things; [these] particulars, together with their properties (dharma), shape and the rest [which are to be described], are technically called <coarse.> This is the first form of the elements.—ii. The second form is its generic-form. For example, limitation-in-extent (mūrti) is the [generic-form] of earth; liquidity, of water; heat, of fire; wind [is] mobile, for air goes everywhere. This second form is technically called <essential-attribute.> This generic-form has sounds and other [concrete perceptible things] as its particulars. And in this sense it has been ¹ said, “All these [perceptible things] that are inseparably connected with one genus praedicabile are distinguished only by their properties.” In this system a substance (dravya) is an aggregate ² (samudāya) of the generic-form and of the particular. For a collection (samūha) is of two kinds, 1. that in which [the names of] its different component parts have disappeared, as for instance, a body, a tree, a herd, a forest ³; and 2. that collection in which the different component parts are specified [each] by a term, as for instance ‘of both kinds, gods-and-human-beings.’ ⁴ One part of the collection is gods and the second part is human beings. Only by means of these two is it termed a collection. Furthermore, either

¹ Vijñāna Bhikṣu says pārāvāsya-sainvādam āha.
² Compare Patanjali Mahābhāṣya I. 217¹⁰; I. 283¹²; I. 377¹¹; III. 3¹³ (Kielhorn).
³ Compare Tattva Bindu (Ben. ed.), p. 11¹².
⁴ Compare Catapathaibrāhmaṇa ii. 2. 2.
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the distinction or the identity may be emphasized. We may say 'a grove of mango-trees' [or] 'gathering of Brahmans' or we may say 'a mango-grove' [or] 'a Brahman-gathering.' Again the [collection] is two-fold, 1. that of which the parts exist separately; and 2. that of which the parts do not exist separately.¹ A grove [or] a gathering is a collection from which the parts are separable. A body or a tree or an atom is a whole (sanghata) of which the parts are not separable. Patanjali says that a substance is a collection the different component parts of which do not exist separately. Thus it has been explained what the essential-attribute is.—iii. Now what is the subtle form, [of these elements]? [The answer is] it is subtle-substance, the cause of the elements. Of [any] one of these [elements] an atom is one part. Its essence is the generic-form and the particular and it is an aggregate consisting of different parts which cannot exist separately. Similarly with all the tanmātras. This is the third [form].—iv. Now the fourth form of the elements. The aspects with dispositions to discernment and to activity and to inertia and conforming to the nature of [their] effects are described by the word inherence.—v. Now the fifth form of these [elements] is purposiveness. The having of experience and of release as their purpose is inherent in the aspects (guna). And the aspects are [inseparably connected] with the elements and the products of the elements. Thus all has a purpose. By constraint upon these five elements of the present time in their five forms, the sight of the essential-attribute of this or that form and the subjugation of it come about. [The yogin] by mastering the five essential-attributes of the elements, masters the elements, [and] as a result of their subjugation, the evolving-causes of the [coarse] elements follow the commands of his will just as the cows follow their own calves.

44. ... coarse ... subjugation ... [The compound is to be analysed as] the coarse and the essential-attribute and the subtle and the inherence and the purposiveness. As a result of constraint upon these, the coarse and the essential-attribute and the subtle and the inherence and the purposiveness, there

¹ Compare Nyāya-sūtra ii. 1. 32.
² Compare Patanjali Mahābhāṣya I. 30a; I. 31a; I. 32a; I. 169ab; III. 324ab (Kielhorn).
is a subjugation of them. i. He describes the coarse\(^1\) by saying "In this [system]." The sounds and touches and colours and tastes and smells, belonging [respectively] to the earthen and watery and fiery and windy and airy [classes or elements], have correspondingly the particulars, such as the first (gadja) or the third notes, or heat or cold, or blue or yellow, or astringent or sweet, or fragrant or other [particular instances]. For because these are different from each other in name and form and use they are the particulars. Of these particulars there are five in earth, four (counting out smell) are in water, three (counting out smell and taste) are in fire, two (counting out smell and taste and colour) are in wind (nabhasvant), sound alone is in the air. Particulars such as these, together with their properties (dharma), form and the rest, are technically called <coarse> in [this] system. 1. And in this [system], to begin with, the properties belonging to the earthen [element] are "Shape, weight, roughness, resistance, and stability; sustenance (vytti), divisibility, endurance, meagreness, hardness, and usefulness to all." 2. The properties of water, "Liquidity, subtility, brilliance, whiteness, sinuosity (mārḍava), weight, coolness, protectiveness, purification, cohesion are the qualities of water." 3. The fiery properties, "Tending-upwards, purifier, burner, cooker, without weight, resplendent, destructive, yielding strength,—this is fire having characteristics different from the two previous [elements]." 4. The windy properties, "Horizontal movement, purification, felling, impulsion, power, changeability, casting no shadow, aridity,—these are the various properties of wind." 5. The airy properties, "Pervasiveness, interpenetration, unobstructiveness are enumerated as three properties of air distinct in character from the previous properties." These are those properties, the shape and the following; [the particulars were said to be] together with these. And shape is a particular instance of generic nature, such as cow-ness. ii. He describes the second form [of the elements] by saying "The second form is its generic-form." Limitation-in-extent means natural\(^2\) density. Liquidity is [the generic-form of] water and it is the effective cause of cleanliness (mṛja) and plumpness and vigour. Heat is [the generic-form of] fire (vahni), since everywhere [heat], whether it be abdominal or solar or earthly, is inherent in fire (tejas). All this moreover is intended to show the identity of property and substance. Wind is motor. So he says "By the movement of grass and because it makes the body wander, motivity is inferred to be the generic-form of wind which goes everywhere. Going-everywhere is air, since it is clear that we apperceive sounds in all directions. For it has been previously [iii. 41] explained that one apperceives earthen and other sounds by means of the sound which is a [specific] quality of air the substance-in-which the organ-of-hearing inheres. This is what is

\(^1\) Compare Bhāgavata Pur. xi. 24. 16.  
\(^2\) Whatever is natural (gānisidāhika) is distinct from the thing itself (svabhāva) and yet is not generated by a cause outside the substance. For example, liquidity is a natural property of water; but the solidity of snow is not natural, in that it is due to cause. On the other hand solidity is a natural property of ghee; whereas liquidity is not, in that it is an effect of something outside the substance.
described by the word essential-attribute. One such generic-form such as limitation-in-extent has the particular sounds and other perceptible things, such as the first note, such as heat, such as whiteness, such as astringency, such as fragrance, these constituting the particular instances of the generic-forms such as limitation-in-extent. That is to say, the generic-forms,¹ such as the limitations-in-extent, such as [the shapes of] lemons or bread-fruit or myrobolans, are also distinguished from each other by differences in taste and so on. So that these tastes and other qualities are particulars of these [generic-forms]. «And in this sense it has been said, “All that are inseparably connected with one genus praedicabile” would refer to each of [the elements] such as earth. [Each of these] is inseparably connected with some one genus praedicabile, limitation-in-extent, for example, or liquidity. [These that are thus inseparably connected] are distinguished only by their properties,² such for example as the first note. Thus the generic-form such as limitation-in-extent has been described, and the particulars such as the sounds have been described.—And to those³ who assert that substance (dravya) is a substrate (dravya) for the generic-form and for the particular—[to them] he says, «Of the generic-form.» In this system substance is an aggregate (samudaya) of the generic-form and of the particular. Those who take the point of view that substance is a substrate of these [two]—even they cannot deny that both are experienced as an aggregate. For if this experience be denied, the two cannot have a container-(adhara)-which-underlies them. Therefore let us suppose that this [aggregate] is itself the substance. But we do not apperceive any substance underlying them different from both and from the aggregate of the two [which might be supposed to contain-them-by-underlying them], just as the mountain-peak is a distinct thing and other than the stones or the aggregate of stones, and underlies them. Thus we say that substance is a collection [and not anything underlying]. From this point of view, to prevent the [error that substance is any kind of a collection and] to reach the position that substance is a special kind of collection, he describes various kinds of collections in the words, «For . . . of two kinds.» Since this is so, substance is not any kind of a collection. «Of two kinds» is a thing which exists in two ways. a. One of these kinds is given in the words «has disappeared.» These are so-called in whose case the difference between the parts has disappeared. One which has parts in whose case the differences have disappeared is of this kind. What he means to say is this. The idea of the collection raised by words like body, tree, herd, or forest does not bring into consciousness the difference between the several parts, since the words are not used to express this [difference]. So the collective [sense] only is brought to mind. There are four cases given as illustrations: 1. the case in which the parts can exist separately, 2. the case in which they cannot exist separately, 3. an animate thing, 4. an inanimate thing. That parts can exist separately or

¹ Reading samānyā api. ² This would be equivalent to the particular (viśeṣa). ³ The Vaiśeṣikas.
cannot exist separately will be stated later.—b. The second of the two kinds is described in the words, 2 that collection in which the different component parts are specified [each] by a term, as for instance 'of both kinds, gods-and-human-beings.' Now by the expression «of both kinds» the two parts of the collection which are expressed by the words «of both kinds» have been specified as being separate. An objection is raised, 'the expression «of both kinds» does not bring the difference between the parts of that [collection] into consciousness. How then can we say that the [collection] in which the different component parts have been described has received [names]?' The reply is in the words «of these two.» And it is because of these very parts that the term collection can be imposed. By the words «of both kinds» which describe a thing as having two parts, the idea of the collection is expressed, since a sentence cannot but express the object-intended by the sentence. This is the point. Once more he describes a difference in qualities by saying «Furthermore.» Both the identity and the distinction are emphasized. He describes the emphasis laid upon the difference in the words, «a grove of mango-trees' [or] 'a gathering of Brahmans.» Because the genitive case is prescribed 1 to express a distinction, as for instance, 'a cow belonging to the Gargas.' He describes the emphasis laid upon the identity in the words 2 «a mango-grove' [or] 'a Brahman-gathering.' [The compound is to be analysed thus,] the mango-trees which themselves make up the grove. Inasmuch as he wishes to emphasize the identity between the collection and its parts, [the words] refer to the same subject. This is the meaning. He states another kind of collection by saying «Again [the collection] is two-fold.» A collection of which the parts exist separately, is one the parts of which have an independent existence, apart, with intervals between; for when the word 'herd' or 'grove' is spoken, the trees and the cows which are the parts of these [collections are thought to] have intervals between them. A tree, a cow, or an atom is a collection of which the parts do not exist separately, since neither the generic-form and the particular, which are the parts of these, have intervals between them, nor do the dwlap and the other [characteristic parts] of the cow have intervals between them. From among these same collections he selects that collection which constitutes a substance (dravya), saying «cannot be separated.» Having thus incidentally explained what a substance is, he sums up the topic in hand in the words «Thus it has been explained what the essential-attribute is.»—iii. With the intent to state the third form he asks «Now?» He gives the answer in the words «from which these [coarse elements] are made.» «Of [any one of] these [coarse elements]» one part, a single mutation, is an atom. The generic-form is the limitation-in-extent or the like. The sounds and other [perceptible things] are the particulars. [The atom] has its essence in these [two parts]. A collection corresponds to such instances [of things] as are in part a generic-form, and in

1 Pāṇini ii. 3. 50.  
2 According to Pāṇ. viii. 4. 5 the n should be changed to n.
part a particular, wherein these parts cannot separately exist and yet have no intervals between them. And just as the atom is a subtile (śūkṣma) form, so all the fine elements (tanmātra) are a subtile form. He brings this to a close in the words «This is.»—«iv. Now the fourth form of the elements. The aspects with dispositions to discernment and to activity and to inertia and conforming to the nature of [their] effects means those whose disposition it is to be inseparably connected with (anu-gantum), that is, to conform to (anu-pat) the nature of [their] effects. Hence they are described by the term inherence (anu-aya).—«v. Now the fifth form of these [elements] is purposiveness.» He elaborates the word purposiveness by saying «experience.» An objector asks ‘Even if it be granted that the aspects have a purpose, how can you still say that their effects are purposive?’ In reply to this he says «the aspects.» Products of the elements are such things as cows or water-jars.—Having thus described the object of the constraint, he describes the constraint itself and its results in the words «upon these.» «The evolving-causes of the [coarse] elements» are the elements themselves.

45. As a result of this, atomization (anīman) and the other [perfections] come about; [there is] perfection of body; and there is no obstruction by the properties of these [elements]. As to these 1 [eight perfections], 1. atomization occurs in case [the yogin] becomes atomic; 2. levitation occurs in case [the yogin] becomes light; 3. magnification (mahīman) occurs in case [the yogin] becomes magnified; 4. extension (prūpti) occurs in case [the yogin] touches the moon with a mere finger’s tip; 5. efficacy, the non-obstruction of desire, occurs in case [the yogin] dives into the earth underground [and] emerges again, as if in water; 6. mastery (vācitva) occurs in case [the yogin] masters elements and products of elements and is not mastered by others; 7. sovereignty occurs in case [the yogin] is sovereign over the production, absorption, and arrangement of these [elements and products]; 8. the capacity of determining things according to desire (yatramāmāvāsāyītva) is the capacity to will actual facts so that the elements which are the evolving-causes remain as he wills. And although having power, he does not cause reversal of things. Why not? Because at the will of another [the Icvara], who determines things according to desire, and who from the beginning is perfected, the elements have been so willed. These are the eight powers.—

1 See Vācaspati in Sāṅkh. Tat. Kāum. on Kār. xxiii.
Perfection of body is described later. And its external-aspects are not obstructed. Earth with its limitation-in-extent [its essential-attribute] does not restrict the action of the body and [organs] of the yogin. For he penetrates even the rock. The water, liquid as it is, wets him not. The fire, hot as it is, burns him not. The wind, motor as it is,udgets him not. And even in the air, whose essence is that nothing is covered [by it], his body is covered. Nay more, not even the Siddhas may behold him.

When the elements follow the commands of his will, what perfection is attained by the yogin? In reply he says 45. As a result of this ... and ... no obstruction. From the mastery resulting from constraint upon the a. coarse elements, four perfections follow, as he says «As to these.» 1. Atomization [that is] although great he becomes small. 2. Levitation [that is] although great, he becomes light and stays in the air like the tuft of a reed. 3. Magnification [that is] although small he becomes in dimension an elephant or a mountain or a town. 4. Extension [that is] all things become close at hand for the yogin. For instance, even while standing on the earth he touches the moon with the tip of his finger.—He describes the perfection resulting from the subjugation by constraint of b. the essential-attribute in the words «5. efficacy, the non-obstruction of desire.» His own form is not obstructed by the limitations-in-extent and other essential-attributes of the elements. He dives underground and emerges again as if in water. c. He now gives the perfection resulting from the subjugation by constraint of a subtle object by saying «6. mastery.» The elements are earth and the other [coarse elements]. The products-of-the-elements are such things as cows and water-jars. He becomes master of them, independent with regard to them, and not mastered by them. Since there is a mastery of the atoms of earth and of the other [coarse elements], and of the subtle elements which are the causes of these [elements and products] there follows a mastery of the effects of these. Therefore those particular elements or products of elements when put into a certain state remain in that state. d. He now gives the perfection which results from subjugation by constraint upon inherence (anvaya) as its object by saying «7. sovereignty.» Having subjugated the radical cause of these elements and products-of-elements, he becomes sovereign both over their growth [or] production, and over their decay [or] destruction, and over their arrangement or proper arrangement. e. He now describes the perfection which is the result of constraint upon purposiveness by saying «8. Fulfilment of whatever is desired is the volition which becomes effective.» Whenever a yogin who has been successful with regard to the purposiveness of the aspects wishes anything to serve a particular purpose, that thing serves him for that purpose. Making others eat poison, ¹

¹ Cf. Raghuvanţa viii. 46, srag iyai yadi, &c.; the stanza is missing in some ed.'s.
he wills that it have the effect of nectar and makes them live. An objector says 'This may be so. But why does he not make an interchange of things also, just as he makes a reversal of powers, so that he might make the moon into the sun, or make Kuhti into Sinvalt?' The reply is 'And although having the power, he does not.' For assuredly these whose desires are fulfilled do not venture to transgress the order of the Exalted Highest Ívara. But the powers (çakti) of things are not limited in their nature, in so far as they differ in species and place and time and intensity. So it is proper that these [powers] should follow the commands of this [yogin]. These are the eight powers (áçvarya).—With regard to the words and there is no obstruction by the properties of these [elements]. By the very mentioning that atomization and the other [perfections] come about, it is clear that there is no obstruction by the properties of these [elements]. But this is mentioned again to make known the fruitions resulting from the constraints upon all the objects mentioned in this sutra. And the same holds good with reference to perfections of body. The rest is easy.

46. Beauty and grace and power and the compactedness of the thunderbolt,—[this is] perfection of body.
The perfect body is handsome and alluring and unexcelled in power and compact as the thunderbolt.
He describes the perfection of the body. 46. Beauty . . . perfection . . .
A compactness as of the thunderbolt. Of such a kind that the arrangement of the parts is firm and solid.

47. As a result of constraint upon the process-of-knowing and the essential-attribute and the feeling-of-personality and the inherence and the purposiveness, [there follows] the subjugation of the organs.
The object-to-be-known is the sounds and other [perceptible objects] whose essence is both the generic-form and the particular. 1. The process-of-knowing is a fluctuation of the organs with reference to these [objects]. And this [process] has not the character (ákāra) of being a process-of-knowing their generic-form only. How, if the object as a particular were not seen by the organ, could it be determined by the central-organ? 2. But the essential-attribute

1 The self-luminous nature of cognition is set forth with most subtle discrimination by Mr. A. Venis in his note on the Siddhânta Muktâvalî (1898), pp. 131-134.
is a collection, inherent in the different parts which cannot exist separately, [a collection] of the generic form [for example, the audibility] and of the particular [for example, the sounds and so forth], [a collection] which belongs to the sattva of the thinking-substance whose essence is brightness. The organ is [itself such] a substance. 3. The third form of these [organs] is the personality-substance with the feeling-of-personality (asmītā) as its distinguishing-characteristic. Organs are particulars of this generic-form. 4. The fourth form is the aspects (guna) whose essence is determination \(^1\) (vyavasāya) and whose disposition is to brightness and to activity and to inertia. Of which [aspects] the organs together with the personality-substance are a mutation. 5. The fifth form inseparably connected with the aspects is the purposiveness \(^2\) of the Self.—Constraint is performed upon one after another of these five forms of the organs. As a result of the subjugation of the five forms of accomplishing the subjugation in each several one of them, there comes about for the yogin the subjugation of the organs.

After the yogin has subjugated the elements his means for subjugating the organs is described. 47. Process-of-knowing... subjugation. As a result of constraint upon these, the process-of-knowing and the essential attribute and the feeling-of-personality and the inherence and the purposiveness. The process-of-knowing is an act-of-perception (grhoṇi). And this [process], for its description, requires the object-to-be-known. So he describes the object-to-be-known by saying «whose essence is both the generic-form and the particular.» Having described the object-to-be-known, he describes the process-of-knowing in the words «with reference to these.» The fluctuation is about the same as an external-sense-process (ālocana), an act-of-mutating into the form of an object. In reply to those who say that the fluctuation of an organ has as its object only the generic-form he says «And this has not.» It is a process-of-knowing because [something] is known. And the process-of-knowing has not\(^3\) for its object the generic-form only. For the central-organ, which depends upon the external organs, acts upon the external [and not upon the generic-form]. Otherwise we should have to admit that there are, for example, no blind or dumb persons. So then if the organ were not to have a particular as its object, then

---

1 In accordance with Sāṃkhya-kārikā xxiii it is clear that this term denotes the gunas in so far as they function as thinking-substance (buddhi).
2 Compare ii. 23, p. 158 (Calc. ed.); also Sāṃkhya-kārikā xv and Sāṃkhya-sūtra i. 129.
3 Reading na sāmānyamātrāgocāram.
that particular would not be externally-sensed by that [organ]. How then could particulars be determined by the central-organ? Therefore the perception of the organs has for its object both the generic-form and the particular. This then is the process-of-knowing which is the first form of the organs. 2. He describes the second form in the words «But the essential-attribute.» For the personality-substance out of a portion of its own sattva generated the organs. Hence that generic-form of the organs which belongs to all of them, and those particular features which are limited to some such object as colour,—both of these two kinds also have brightness as their essence. 3. By saying «The third form of these [organs]» he refers to the personality-substance as the cause of the organs. So wherever there are organs, there this [personality-substance] must be. Thus since it is common to all the organs, it is the generic-form of the organs. This is the meaning. 4. He speaks of «The fourth form» because the aspects (guna) have a double form, one whose essence is a determination, and another whose essence is to be the object of the determination. Of these [two forms], with reference to the fact that its essence is an object of determination [and] that it is an object of knowledge, the five fine elements and the elements and the products of the elements form themselves; but with reference to the fact that its essence is a determination and that it has the form of a process-of-knowing, the organs together with the personality-substance [form themselves]. This is the meaning. The rest is easy.

48. As a result of this [there follows] speed [great as that] of the central-organ, action of the instruments of [knowledge] disjunct [from the body], and the subjugation of the primary-cause.

Speed of the mind means that the body acquires motion comparable [to that] of the mind. Action of the instruments of knowledge disjunct [from the body] is the acquisition by the discarnate organs of the fluctuation required for the place and time and object desired. Subjugation of the primary cause is the mastery over all evolving causes and evolved effects. These three perfections are called Honey-Faced (madhupratika). And they are acquired as the result of the subjugation in five forms of instruments [of perception].

He describes the perfections which result from the subjugation, in five kinds, of the organs. 48. As a result of this . . . and the subjugation. The fact that the organs are instruments [of perception] even for the discarnate is described as being the action of the instruments [of perception] disjunct [from the body].

1 Compare Čaṇkara on Brahma-sūtra ii. 1. 31.
The place is Kashmir or some other [place]. The time is the past or some other [time]. The object is subtle or other. As a result of the subjugation of the organ and of the inherence, [there follows] mastery of all evolving-causes and evolved-effects, a subjugation of the primary cause. These perfections are called Honey-Faced by those persons who are expert in the yoga system. An objector says 'This may be true. By subjugation of the organs, the organs together with their objects may be mastered. But what is gained [by subjugation] of the primary cause and the other causes of these [organs]?' In reply to this he says «And they.» The instruments [of perception] are the organs. The five forms are [the five] processes-of-knowing [iii. 47]. [The result follows] from the subjugation of these. What he means to say is this: These perfections are not a result of a subjugation of organs in general but of the five forms [of the processes-of-knowing]. And included in these [five] is the primary-cause and the rest.

49. He who has only the full discernment into the difference between the \textit{sattva} and the Self is one who has authority over all states-of-existence and is one who knows all. He who is grounded in only the full discernment into the difference between the \textit{sattva} and the Self, and who is in the higher consciousness\textsuperscript{1} of being master in the higher clearness, and who has the \textit{sattva} of his thinking-substance cleansed from the defilement of \textit{rajas} and \textit{tamas} is one who has authority over all states-of-existence. The aspects (\textit{guna}) which are the essence of all things, which have both the determinations and the objects-of-determinations as their essence, present themselves as being the essence of the object-for-sight in its totality to their Owner, the Soul (\textit{ksetrajnā}). This is the meaning.—Being one who knows all\textsuperscript{1} refers to the [intuitive] knowledge, produced by discrimination and rising instantaneously [into consciousness], of the aspects (\textit{guna}) which are the essence of all, whether they be [iii. 14] quiescent or uprisen or indeterminable. This is the meaning. It is this perfection that is termed [i. 36] the 'undistressed,' by attaining to which the yogin who knows all, whose hindrances and bondages have dwindled, takes his recreation as having mastery.

These same constraints, which whether mediately or immediately lead to powers in the form of knowledge and of activity, are for the sake of the discernment into the difference between the \textit{sattva} and the Self by way of the confidence

\textsuperscript{1} See also i. 15, pp. 41\textsuperscript{e} and 42\textsuperscript{a}; i. 35, p. 81\textsuperscript{e}; i. 40, p. 34\textsuperscript{d}; ii. 26, p. 164\textsuperscript{e} (Calc. ed.).
produced by grasping the perfections in turn and binding them together. The supernormal powers subsidiary to this [discernment] are shown [in the sūtra]. 49. Sattva . . . and. There is clearness in so far as the defilement by rajas and tamas has been washed away. As a result of this there is the higher consciousness of being master. It was inevitable that the sattva of the mind-stuff should be overwhelmed by the rajas and tamas. But when the latter subside, it is this [sattva] that is to be mastered by the yogin its master. When it is mastered, the yogin who is grounded in only the full discernment of the difference between the sattva and the Self, is one who has authority over all states-of-existence. This same he explains by the words «essence of all things.» «Both the determination and the object-of-determination mean both the inert (jāda) and bright kind. In this way the power of action has been described. He describes the power of knowledge in the words «one who knows all.» With the intent to create passionlessness with regard even to this two-fold perfection he gives the technical name current among yogins in the words «that is termed the ‘undistressed.’ » One whose karmas, both hindrances [ii. 3] and bonds [i. 24], have dwindled away. He is of that kind.

50. As a result of passionlessness even with regard to these [perfections] there follows, after the dwindling of the seeds of the defects, Isolation.

When, after the dwindling of hindrances and of karma, [intuitive knowledge] comes to him thus, ‘This presented-idea of discrimination is an external-aspect of the sattva. And sattva is to be reckoned with those things that are to be escaped. The Self moreover is immutable, undefiled (puddha) [by the aspects], and other than the sattva,’—when he is thus unaffected [by the aspects], those seeds of the hindrances which, like burned 1 seeds of rice, are incapable of generation, go together with the central-organ to their rest,—and when, these being resolved into the primary cause, the Self does not again have the experience of the three pains (tāpo),—then these aspects, in that they are manifested in the central-organ as being karma and hindrances and fruitions, have fulfilled 2 their purpose, and invert-the-process-of-generation. Then there is the absolute absence of correlation of the Self with

1 Compare sükhmikṛta dagdha-bija-kalpa ii. 2, 10, 11, pp. 107* and 120*; dagdha-bijānām apraroha ii. 4, p. 110*; dagdha-biṣṭabhāva ii. 4, 26, pp. 110*, 165*, and iii. 50, p. 264* and iv. 28, p. 312*; dagdha-kleṣa-bija ii. 4, 13, pp. 109* and 124* and iii. 55, p. 273* (Calc. ed.).

2 Compare carita-adhikāra ii. 10, p. 120*; ii. 24, p. 162*; ii. 27, p. 166*; iii. 55, 274*. 
the aspects, [which is] Isolation. Then the Self is nought else than the Energy of Intellect (citi) grounded in itself.

With the intent to show that constraint upon the discriminative discernment is the purpose of the Self, whereas other constraints result in what is a pseudo-purpose of the Self, he describes the result of discriminative discernment by means of the gain in the higher passionlessness. **50. As a result of passionlessness even with regard to these . . . Isolation.** When after the dwindling of hindrances and karmas the yogin has [intuitive] knowledge thus,—of what sort is this [knowledge]? In reply he says «This presented-idea of discrimination is an external-aspect of the sattva.» The rest has been explained in various places and is accordingly easy.

---

51. In case of invitations from those-in-high-places, these should arouse no attachment or pride, for undesired consequences recur.

Now there are four kinds of yogins,¹ 1. Prathama-kalpika, 2. Madhubhāmika, 3. Projñāyottis, 4. Atikrántabhāvontya. Of these [four], 1. The first is the observant-of-practice (abhyāsin) for whom light is just beginning. 2. The second has the truth-bearing insight [i. 48]. 3. The third is he who has subjugated the elements and the organs, and who has provided means for keeping all that has been cultivated [such as super-reflective states] and is yet to be cultivated [such as the undistressed perfection: see i. 36], and who has the means-of-attainment and so forth for what has been done and is yet to be done. 4. But the fourth, who has passed beyond that which may be cultivated, has as his sole aim the resolving (pratisarga) of the mind-stuff [into its primary cause]. His is the seven-fold [ii. 27] insight advancing in stages to the highest [concentration].—The purity of the sattva in that Brahman among these [four] who has directly experienced the [second] Honeyed (madhumati) Stage is observed by those-in-high-places, the gods. With their high-places they invite² him. 'Sir, will you sit here? Will you rest here? This pleasure might prove attractive. This maiden might prove attractive. This elixir checks old age and death. This chariot passes through air. Yonder are the Wishing Trees; the Stream-of-heaven (mandākini) confers blessedness; the sages are perfected; the nymphs are

¹ Compare SBE. xxi, Kern, Saddharmapuṇḍarika, p. 387. ² Invite, seek to attract.
incomparable and not prudish. Eyes and ears [will become] supernal; the body like diamond. In consequence of your peculiar virtues, Venerable Sir, all these things have been won by you. Have entrance to this high-place which is unfading and ageless and deathless and dear to the gods.' Thus addressed let him ponder upon the defects of pleasure. 'Baked upon the horrible coals of the round-of-rebirths, and writhing in the darkness of birth and of death, I have hardly found the lamp of yoga which makes an end to the obscurations of the hindrances. And of this [lamp] the lust-born gusts of sensual things are enemies. How then could it be that I who have seen its light could be led astray by these things of sense, a mere mirage, and make of myself fuel for that same fire of the round-of-rebirths as it flares up again? Fare ye well! Sensual things [deceitful] as dreams and to be craved by vile folk!' His purpose thus determined, let him cultivate concentration. Giving up attachment [for things of sense] let him not even take pride in thinking it is he that is thus urgently desired even by gods. Such a one, if in his pride he deem himself secure, will not feel as if he were one whom Death had gripped by the hair. And so Heedlessness, on the lookout for his weak points and failures, and always carefully to be watched, will have found an opening and will arouse the hindrances. As a result of this undesired consequences recur. So then he who in this way does not become attached or take pride will attain permanently the purpose which he has cultivated within, and will find himself face to face with the purpose which he has yet to cultivate.

Now obstructions to the yogin who has started to acquire Isolation are possible. So he gives instruction as to the cause which leads to their dispersion [in the sutra].

51. Those-in-high-places . . . undesired consequences recur. Those-in-high-places are those who, like the Great Indra, have high-places [in the Heaven-world]. The invitation is from them. No attachment to it or pride in it should be allowed to enter the mind, because undesired consequences recur. In order to select [from among the four classes] that yogin only whom the gods invite with offers of high-places, he mentions all possible kinds of yogins by saying «four kinds of yogins.» From among these [four] he describes the essential-attribute of the Prathama-kalpika by saying

1 Writhing, or wandering.
2 Compare the stanza ajarāmaravat prājñāḥ, &c., Hitopadeśa, Introd., verse 3.
§52. As a result of constraint upon moments and their sequence [there arises the intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination.

Just as the atom is the minimal limit of matter,\(^1\) so the moment is an endless succession of these moments.\(^2\)

\(^1\) Similarly the moment (samaya) in the Jain system, equivalent to the kṣṇa of the yoga, is a drṣṭya. And time is

the minimal limit of time. Or, the time taken by an atom in motion in order to leave one point and reach the next point is a moment. But the continuous flow of these [moments] is a sequence. Moments and the sequences of these [moments] cannot be combined into a [perceptually] real (vastu). Hours-of-eight-and-forty-minutes, days-of-thirty-such-hours and so on are combinations by a mental-process (buddhi). Thus time, being of this nature, does not correspond to anything [perceptually] real, but is a structure by a mental-process and follows as a result of perceptions or of words. [Thus] to the ordinary thinking of the emergent mind it might appear as if it were [perceptually] real. But the moment does come within the [real] objects and rests upon the sequence. Furthermore the sequence has its essence in an uninterrupted succession of moments. This [sequence] is called time by experts in time. So the yogins use the term. For two moments cannot occur simultaneously. Because it is impossible that there be a sequence between two things that occur simultaneously. When a later moment succeeds an earlier without interruption, there is a sequence. Thus in the present there is a single moment and there are no earlier or later moments. Therefore there is no combination of them. But those moments which are past and future are to be explained as inherent in the mutations. Accordingly the whole world passes through a mutation in any single moment. So all those external-aspects of the world are relative to this present moment. By constraint upon moments and their sequence both are directly perceived. And as a result of this, the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination comes about.

It has been stated in one place and another that as a result of constraint upon certain objects, knowledge of all follows. This [knowledge of all] is not a knowledge of everything whatsoever without remainder. But it only emphasizes what

---

1 A moment belongs to the real objects; but there is no time outside the sequence of moments. Thus the theory of time is midway between that of the Buddhists and the Vaičesika school; and resembles the Jain doctrine (Umaśvāti v. 39).

2 Vācaspatimciṇḍra says the opposite.—The form avalambi is wrong and popular. See W. Kirfel, Beiträge zur Gesch. d. Nominalkomposition, Bonn, 1908, pp. 78-79.
kind of knowledge it is, just as in the expression 'Eaten with all the condi-
m ents.' For in this [expression] the sense is that [the meal] was eaten with as many kinds of condiments as were [served], but not all condiments whatsoever without remainder. For all that, the word 'all' has in some cases the sense of 'without remainder,' in the sentence for instance, 'The glutton has eaten all the food that was brought to him.' For here it is understood as meaning 'without remainder.' So now here he describes the constraint which leads to [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination and characterized as being a knowledge of everything without remainder. 52. Moments . . . [intuitive] knowledge. He describes the meaning of the word «moment» by means of an analogy and in the words «Just as.» When a clod of earth is being broken up, that bit of it wherein the gradations of smallness reach their minimal limit of smallness is the atom. So similarly the moment is the minimal limit of time. In other words it is a particle of time which has no prior and subsequent [within itself]. This same moment is illustrated in another way by the words «Or, the time taken.» The meaning is that [the atom] would traverse the distance measured by an atom.—He now describes the meaning of the word «sequence» by saying «the flow of these [moments].» The word «these» refers to the moments. And the sequence which is of this kind is not [perceptually] real; but it is abstractly [real]. Because, when so combined, it cannot possibly be thought of as perceptually real in the case of things which do not occur simultaneously. This has been said in the words «Moments and the sequences of these.» Since a sequence consists of moments which do not arise simultaneously, and since a combination of moments is not [perceptually] real, therefore also a combina-
tion of moments and of their sequences is not [perceptually] real. Ordinary persons who have neither [natural] excellence of the thinking-substance nor that resulting from disputation,¹ whose emergent way of thinking is every moment new, and who deem such time a [perceptual] reality, are in error. So then, is the moment [as contrasted with time perceptually] unreal? Not so, as he says in the words «But the moment.» «Does come within the [perceptually] real» means that it is [perceptually] real. It is the basis (avalambara) for the sequence. It is the basis for it. It is supported by the sequence only in terms of predicate relations. This is the meaning. He gives the reason why the sequence should be the basis for the moment by saying «Furthermore the sequence.» He gives the reason for the [perceptual] unreality of the sequence in the words «For . . . not.» The word «for (ca)» expresses the idea of reason. To him who might suppose that they occur simultaneously since they belong to different classes he says «impossible between two things.» Why is this impossible? To this he replies «an earlier.» He brings the discussion to a close in the word «Thus.» So then,

¹ Where one contends without reasons for contending. See Nyāya-sūtra i. 2. 3 (= 44).
are the earlier and later moments merely hare's horns? Not so, as he says in the words «But... which.» The words «inherent in» mean inseparably connected with the generic form. He sums up the discussion by saying «Accordingly.» Since it is the present only which has the capacity to fulfil the purposes proper to itself.

The particular that is the object of this [intuitive knowledge proceeding from discrimination] is brought forward.

53. As a result of this there arises the deeper-knowledge of two equivalent things which cannot be distinctly qualified in species or characteristic-mark or point-of-space.
If two equivalent things resemble each other in point-of-space and in characteristic-mark, it is the difference in species which makes [us] distinguish between them, for instance, 'This is a cow; that is a mare.' If the place and the species be equivalent, it is the characteristic-mark that makes [us] distinguish between them, for instance, 'This cow has black eyes; that cow is lucky.' Since two myrobolan-fruits resemble each other in species and in characteristic-mark, it is the difference as to point-of-space that makes [us] distinguish between them, for instance, 'This one is in front; this [other] is behind.' But when the myrobolan which was in front is put, while the attention of him who has the intuitive [knowledge] is elsewhere occupied, in the place of the one behind, then, if the places are equivalent so that one would think 'That is the one in front; that is the one behind,' a right classification (pravibhāga) is impossible. Since the right view of things (tattva-jñāna) must be free from doubt, it was said <As a result of this there arises the deeper-knowledge,> as a result [that is] of the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination. How is this? The point-of-space coincident with the myrobolan in front is distinct from the point-of-space coincident with the myrobolan behind. And the two myrobolans are distinct in that they pass through the incidents peculiar to their own points-of-space. But it is this passing through the incident belonging to another point-of-space

1 See Čāṇkara on ii. 1. 37.
2 The Rahaśyam says that cows with white eyes are lucky.
that is the cause of the distinction between the two. This example illustrates how the supreme yogin has the presented-idea (pratīyaya) of the difference between two atoms as a result of his direct experience of the point-of-space coincident with the atom in front, which atom is equivalent [to the other] in species and characteristic-mark and point-of-space. The reason for this is that the [only] distinction is between the coincidents [with the points-of-space]; inasmuch as it is impossible that an atom which is behind can have the point-of-space of the one [in front], the passing of the atom behind through its own point-of-space is different [from the front atom’s passing through its point-of-space]. Others [Vaiśeṣikas], however, describe [the same matter thus]: “These particulars (vīceṣa), which are ultimates, produce the idea of the difference.” Even in this [opinion of theirs] the difference as to the point-of-space and as to the characteristic-mark and the difference as to limitation-in-extent and as to the intervening-space and as to species [might be a sufficient] cause of distinction. But it is the difference as to the incident that is accessible to the thinking-substance of the yogin only. Therefore it has been said,¹ “Since there is no difference as to limitation-in-extent or by reason of intervening-space or of species there is no distinction in the [primary] root [of things].” So says Vārshagāṇya.²

Although the knowledge proceeding from discrimination is to be described later as having for its objects all things without remainder, still, since this knowledge is exceedingly subtle, the particular that is the object of it is first of all brought forward [in the words of the sutra]. 53. Species... deeper-knowledge. To ordinary persons a distinction in the species [intelligibilis] is the means-of-knowing the difference between things. [But when] the species [intelligibilis], the common-nature-of-the-cow, is equivalent, [and when] the place, in front or elsewhere, is equivalent, the differentia (param) is the distinction in the characteristic-marks of the black-eyed and of the lucky [cows].

¹ Vijñānabhikṣu interprets the passage as referring to the teaching of the Vaiśeṣikas. He asserts that there is something such as limitation-in-extent which distinguishes permanent substances; but that there is no such entity as a vīceṣa the property of the substances.
² For there is no differentiating attribute over and above the differences in limitation or similar differences. The context alone can determine which interpretation is right.
³ See Sāṅkhya Tattva Kāśumūḍī xlvii for another quotation from Vārshagāṇya.
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In the case of two myrobolans, the common-nature-of-the-myrobolan, the species [intelligibilis] is equivalent; the characteristic-mark, such as roundness, is equivalent. But the difference in point-of-space is the differentia. When, however, one wishes to test the yogin's knowledge, and, while the yogin who has the [intuitive] knowledge has his attention occupied elsewhere, puts the myrobolan which was in front behind, and removes or hides the one that was behind, then—inasmuch as the places are equivalent so that one would think, 'That [myrobolan] is the one in front, and that is the one behind'—a right classification is impossible for an ordinary person, [however] wise, who is conversant with the three sources-of-valid-ideas [only]. Whereas the right-view-of-things must be free from doubt. And in the case of the yogin who has [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination there cannot be the possibility of doubt. So the author of the sūtra says <As a result of this there arises the deeper-knowledge.> [The Comment] explains the words <As a result of this> by the words <as a result [that is] of the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination.> A question is asked 'How can [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from constraint upon moments and upon their sequences discriminate one myrobolan from another having an equivalent species and characteristic-mark and point-of-space?' This he asks by the words <How is this?> The reply is given in the words <The point-of-space coincident with the myrobolan in front.> The point-of-space which characterizes the myrobolan in front is limited to one moment of the myrobolan in front. Or we may say that there is an incessant mutation [of the point-of-space as compared] with it [the moment]. And this is distinct from the incessant mutation of the myrobolan which is behind, distinct, that is, <from the point-of-space coincident with the myrobolan behind.> Very well then, let there be a distinction as to points-of-space. How does this bear upon the distinction between the myrobolans themselves? The answer is in the words <And the myrobolans are distinct in that they pass through the incidents peculiar to their own points-of-space.> The coincidence with its own point-of-space is that digit of time belonging to the myrobolan which, with respect to its own point-of-space, is characterized by a kind of mutation in terms of nearness or furtherness. That is its incident peculiar to its point-of-space. Its <passing through> is either its getting [to a point-of-space] or it is knowledge. The two myrobolans are different in so far as there is this [passing through]. When the two myrobolans had a moment of the mutation in terms of nearness and furtherness, in so far as the two points-of-space are in front or behind, then [the yogin] performing-constraint (sahyamin) experiences the particularity of the incident of the mutation belonging to the two, in terms of nearness and furtherness with reference to another point-of-space. And he admits that they are quite different. Although at present [one of the myrobolans has such] a mutation that it is in the point-of-space of this [myrobolan], [still] up to the present it had the mutation with reference to a different point-of-space. So it is the moment
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of the mutation of this point-of-space which distinguishes it [from the other point-of-space]. And this moment it is which is directly perceived by constraint. So it was this that was said «But it is this passing through the moments belonging to another point-of-space that is the cause of the distinction between the two.» With the help of this example and by dialogues1 between laymen and experts one comes to believe that the distinction between even such kinds of atoms is accessible to the thinking-substance of the yogin, as he says «This.» «Others [Vaiśeṣikas], however, describe» [that is] set forth [this] description by saying «which.» For the Vaiśeṣikas say that there are ultimate particulars functioning in permanent substances. So they say. To explain. Yogins, [when they consider] liberated beings who are equivalent in respect of species and of point-of-space and of time and who are also free from [particular] specifications, have a [deeper] knowledge of each person as he really is as different from other persons. Therefore, they say, there is some ultimate particular. And if so, this same [distinction] is one that serves to distinguish permanent substances such as atoms. This he controverts in the words «Even in this opinion of theirs.» Species and point-of-space and characteristic-mark have been illustrated. Limitation-in-extent is an arrangement-of-parts (saṁśāra). In which case [of limitation-of-extent], after a thing whose arrangement of parts is flawless has been removed and after another thing whose combination of parts is defective has been put in its place, while the observer meanwhile is elsewhere occupied, then there is a presented idea of the difference in so far as there is a difference in the arrangement of parts of this [thing]. Or limitation-in-extent might be body. There is a distinction, between the persons-in-the-rounds-of-rebirths, whose souls (atman) are bound to this or that [body], and between those whose souls are liberated [from the round-of-rebirth], based on the different relations with the elements of one kind or another. So in all cases the presented-idea of the difference is established on other grounds [than the existence of ultimate particulars]. [Consequently] there is no [need of an] assumption2 of ultimate particulars.—Intervening-space3 (vyavādhi) makes a difference between things, as in the case of the Lands4 of Kuça and of Puṣkara, which are as such two points-of-space. Because differences in species and in point-of-space and in other respects are accessible by the ordinary thinking-substance, therefore it was said «But the difference as to the incident is accessible to the yogin only.» The word «eva» limits the words «difference as to the incident,» but not the words «accessible to the thinking-substance of the yogin.» It follows then that the distinction between liberated souls with respect to their relations with their

1 See Čloka-Vārttika, p. 412 (Chaukambha S. Ser.), for saṁśādpravṛtti.

2 The Vaiśeṣika doctrine is also rejected in i. 43 in the phrases atha-pracaya-viṣeṣa-ātmānd sa ca saṁśāṇa viṣeṣaḥ pp. 89 and 90 (Calc. ed.).

3 See also Viṣṇespi, p. 2717.

4 See iii. 26, p. 238 (Calc. ed.).
bodies that have been\(^1\) is also accessible to the yogin. But in the case of one who has not got the above-mentioned grounds for distinction, there is no division in the primary-cause. So the Master has thought. For this reason it was said [ii. 22] "Though it has ceased [to be seen] in the case of one whose purpose is fulfilled, it has not ceased to be, since it is common to others beside him." This is expressed in the words <limitation-in-extent and intervening-space.> This statement is to be understood as partial and is to be extended to the different causes of difference already described [species, place, time, and so on]. The meaning is that in the primary-cause which is the root of the world there is no distinction, [that is] no difference.

54. The [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination is a deliverer, has all things as its object, and has all times for its object and is [an inclusive whole] without sequence.

The word <deliverer\(^2\) (tāraka)> means that it arises out of its own vivid light without further suggestion. For it has all things for its object. This means that there is nothing that is not its object. It has all times for its object. This means that it has intuitive knowledge at all times of one whole (sarvam), past and future and present, with [the sum of] its states.\(^3\) <An inclusive whole without sequence> means that it grasps one whole, striking upon [the thinking-substance] at one moment, with all its times. Such in its complete form is the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination. Of this same the lamp of yoga is a part, beginning with the Honeyed\(^4\) Stage until it reaches final perfection.

Having thus shown a part of the object of [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination, he gives the distinguishing-characteristic of the [intuitive] knowledge itself which proceeds from discrimination. 54. Deliverer ... [intuitive] knowledge. He points out [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination as the object of the statement; the rest is the characteristic-mark. It is called <the deliverer> because it delivers from the ocean of the round-of-rebirths. He distinguishes this from the Vividness which was previously [iii. 33] mentioned by saying <has all times for its object.> <With [the sum of] its states> means in all its subordinate particulars. Hence the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination is complete. For there is nothing, in any place or in any way or in any time, which is not in its

---

\(^1\) The force of the suffix careṇa is explained in Pañ. v. 3. 53.

\(^2\) See iii. 33, p. 243\(^a\).

\(^3\) Defined by Umāśāvīti v. 43 as a group of pariñāma.

\(^4\) iii. 51, p. 266\(^*\) (Calc. ed.).
sphere. Why speak of (āstām) of other kinds of knowledge? For even [concentration] conscious [of objects] is a part of this [completed intuitive knowledge]. So then there is nothing more complete than this as he says «Of this same the lamp of yoga is a part.» The lamp of yoga is [concentration] conscious [of an object]. How does that begin and how end? The reply is «the Honeyed.» The truth-bearing insight [i. 48] is itself the honey, because it gives a flavour, as has¹ been said [Comment on i. 47], “Having risen to the undisturbed calm of insight.” Beginning with that which has this, with the Honeyed Stage, until it is finally perfected, [until] insight seven-fold in advancing stages [ii. 29] has reached the highest. Hence [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination becomes the Deliverer, since even a part of it, the lamp of yoga, is a deliverer.

In either case, whether one has attained to [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination or has not attained to [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination,

55. When the purity of the sattva and of the Self are equal [there is] Isolation.

When the sattva of the thinking-substance is freed from the defilement of the rajas and tamas, and when it has no task other than with the presented-idea of the difference of [the sattva] from the Self, and when the seeds of the hindrances within itself have been burned, then the sattva enters into a state of purity equal to that of the Self. When-this-is-so (tadā), purity is the cessation of the experience which is falsely attributed to the Self. In this state [of purity] Isolation follows for one-who-has-supremacy (aīcvarā) or for one-who-has-not-supremacy, for one who partakes of the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination or for another. For if there be [intuitive] knowledge in the case of one whose hindrances have become burned seed, there is no further need of any [supernormal power]. As being the means of purifying the sattva, both the supremacy (aīcvarā) proceeding from concentration and the [intuitive] knowledge have been introduced-into-the-discussion. But strictly speaking the [intuitive] knowledge represses not-sight (adarçana). When this is repressed there are no more hindrances. Because there are no more hindrances there is no fruition of karma. In this state the aspects,

¹ See above, p. 98 (Calc. ed.).
their task done, do not again submit themselves as objects-for-
sight to the Self. That is the Self's Isolation. Then the Self
having its light within itself becomes undefiled and isolated.
Of the Exposition of the Comment on the Pātañjali [Treatise],
the Book on Supernormal Powers, the Third.

Having thus described the [various] constraints together with their supernormal
powers, all of which indirectly prepare the way for Isolation, with the intent to
show that the [intuitive] knowledge of the difference between the sattva and the
Self leads directly to Isolation, he here introduces the sūtra by the words
«whether one has attained.» Whether [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from
discrimination has been attained or not, nevertheless the insight into the differ-
ence between the sattva and the Self always brings Isolation to pass. This is the
meaning: 55. When the purity of the sattva and of the Self are equal [there
is] Isolation. [The last word] iti is meant to indicate the end of the sūtras
[of this Book].—1. The words «one-who-has-supremacy» refer to one who has
the powers of action and of [intuitive] knowledge by reason of the constraints
previously described. 2. The words «or for one-who-has-not-supremacy» refer to
one who partakes of the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination
by reason of the constraint described [ii. 52] immediately before. 3. The words
«or for another» refer to one in whom this [intuitive] knowledge has not risen
[into consciousness]. In these cases there is no need at all for supernormal
powers. Therefore he says «For ... no.» And if it should be objected that
there is no need of supernormal powers in connexion with Isolation, and that
therefore instruction in them is useless, the reply is «As being the means of
purifying the sattva.» The instrumental case is used to indicate such a kind
of a mark [Pan. ii. 3. 21].—For the attainment of Isolation the supernormal
powers are not absolutely useless, but they are not directly causes. This is the
meaning. But it is the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination
that is the topic-under-discussion. And that which is a cause indirectly [the
powers] is only figuratively a cause, not a principal cause. Strictly speaking,
however, insight alone is the principal cause; [and not the discrimination].
This is the meaning. By the words «[intuitive] knowledge» he means the
Elevation.

In this [Book] the indirect aids and the aids and the mutations have been
treated at length, and the attainment of supernormal powers, and among these
[powers] the [intuitive] knowledge proceeding from discrimination.
Such is the stanza which summarizes the contents of [this] Book.
Of the Explanation of the Comment on Pātañjali's [Treatise, which Explanation
is entitled] the Clarification of the Entities, composed by the Venerable Vācas-
spatimīcra, the Third Book, on Supernormal Powers, is finished.
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1. Perfections proceed from birth or from drugs or from spells or from self-castigation or from concentration.

1. The power of having another body is the perfection by birth.
2. [Perfection] by drugs is by an elixir-of-life [got] in the mansions of the demons, and by the like.
3. By spells, such as the acquisition of [the power of] passing through space and atomization [iii. 45].
4. [Perfection] by self-castigation is the perfection of the will, the faculty of taking on any form at will (kāmarūpin) [or] of going anywhere at will, and so on.
5. Perfections proceeding from concentration have been explained.

Thus, in the First and Second and Third Books, concentration and the means of this [concentration] and the supernormal powers [produced] by it have been especially discussed. And other [matter] incidental or suggested-by-the-course-of-the-discussion has been discussed. Now Isolation as resulting from this [concentration] is to be expounded. And this Isolation cannot be expounded unless one have analysed the mind-stuff which is conducive to Isolation; and the world beyond; and the self which is to be in the world beyond and which is over and above the sum of mental-states (vijñāna) and which is the enjoyer, by means of the mind-stuff which is its instrument, of the sounds and other [things] whose essence is pleasure, [pain,] and so on; and the higher limit of Elevation (prasāmkhyāna). So all these things are to be expounded in this Book, as also other matter incidental or suggested-by-the-course-of-the-discussion. Of these, with the intent first to determine-the-nature-of mind-stuff which is conducive to Isolation, in the case of persons whose mind-stuff is perfected, he states the five-fold perfections by the words [of the sutra].

1. Perfections proceed from birth or from drugs or from spells or from self-castigation or from concentration.

He explains [the sutra] by saying «1. The power of having another body.» When karma, conducive to the enjoyment of heaven and performed by one of

---

1 Treated at length in the Rasāyana-tantra, the seventh of the eight subdivisions of the Ayur-veda.
2 Equivalent to kāmāvasāyitra, the eighth sidāhi, iii. 45, p. 259 (Calc. ed.).
3 Such as the agglomeration of atoms or the doctrine of momentariness. The distinctions between the fluctuations would be “suggested by the course of the discussion.”
the human species, obtains its fruition from some cause or other, then a man, from the mere fact of being born into a certain group of gods, passes into another body, to the perfection which has atomization and other [supernormal powers].

2. He describes the perfection which proceeds from drugs. A human being when for some cause or other he reaches the mansions of the demons (asura), and when he makes use of elixirs-of-life brought to him by the lovely damsels of the demons, attains to agelessness and to deathlessness and to other perfections. Or [this perfection may be had] by the use of an elixir-of-life in this very world. As for instance the sage Māṇḍāvya,¹ who dwelt on the Vindhyas and who made use of potions. 3. He describes the perfections by spells in the words «by spells.» 4. He describes the perfection due to self-castigation in the words «from self-castigation.» He describes the perfection of the will in the words «taking on any form at will.» Whatever he desires, atomization for instance, precisely that he attains on the spot. In case he wishes to hear or think of anything, that very thing he hears and thinks. The words «and so on» include sight and the other senses. The perfections proceeding from concentration have been described [iii. 16-19, 21-36, 39-42, 51] in the previous (adhastana) Book.

As to these [perfections], with regard to those bodies and organs which enter into the mutation of another birth,—

2. The mutation into another birth is the result of the filling-in of the evolving-cause.

When the previous mutation has passed away, the rise of the subsequent mutation follows, since [this body and] these [organs] interpenetrate the new [arrangement] of parts. And the evolving-causes of the body and organs give aid to their own peculiar evolved-effects by filling-in in dependence upon such instrumental-causes² as merit.

Now in the case of those four perfections the means for which are the drugs and the other [three] means, the same body and organs must enter into the mutation of another birth. But this mutation does not follow from material-causes in general. For the same quantity of material-causes cannot belong to him when he attains to a supernal or to a not-supernal state-of-existence which is

¹ See Mārkaṇḍeya Pur. xvi. 27 and Bhāgavata Pur. iii. 5. 20. Compare Mahābh. i. 107-8. He keeps himself alive after robbers, who have entered his hermitage by mistake, have impaled him. He was famous for curses, which were so mighty as to blight even Yama. One man was cursed to die before sunrise.

² Compare Vācaspati on iii. 18, p. 230*. The wife of this person, however, refused to let the sun rise. Accordingly even Māṇḍāvya Muni was obliged to beat a retreat.

² See also i. 44, p. 94¹ and iv. 10, p. 283² (Calc. ed.).
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either more or less [than the present state]. For certainly a material cause which is to bring forth something not different is not sufficient to produce an effect of a different kind altogether. And so with a view to exclude the possibility of any accidental [difference between cause and effect] he supplies the following words, «As to these [perfections], with regard to those bodies and organs which enter into the mutation of another birth.» And then recites the sūtra 2. The mutation into another birth is the result of the filling-in of the evolving-cause.

When the body and organs, which have entered into the mutation of a human birth, enter into a birth as god or animal, the mutation is the result of the filling-in of the evolving-cause. Now the evolving-cause of the body is earth and other [coarse] elements, and the evolving-cause of the organs is the personality-substance. The interpenetration into the parts of these is the filling-in. From this filling-in there results [this mutation],—as he says in the words «When the previous mutation.» An objection might be made to the effect that if this aid is to follow from mere filling-in, why is it not eternally so? To which the reply would be «such . . . as merit.» So we have explained 1 how the same body can attain to the different stages of childhood and boyhood and young manhood and age and so on, or how a nyagrodha seed can become a nyagrodha tree, or how a particle of fire when placed on a pile of grass can envelop the region of the sky by the flaring forth of thousands of flames.

3. The efficient cause gives no impulse to the evolving-causes; but [the mutation] follows when the barrier [to the evolving-causes] is cut, as happens with the peasant.

For an efficient cause such as merit gives no impulse to the evolving-causes (prakṛti), since a cause is not set into activity by an effect. In that case, how is this? [The answer is,] but in that case there is a cutting of the barrier, as happens with the peasant. Just as a peasant wishing to overflow 2 one meadow-plot, whether it be on the level or below or still lower, by filling-in with water from another meadow-plot, does not remove the waters with his hand, but cuts [the rim-of-turf which is] the barrier (āvaraṇa) of them. And after this is cut, the water itself overflows the other meadow-plot. So similarly merit cuts demerit, the barrier (āvaraṇa) of the evolving-causes; and after this is cut, the evolving-

---

1 By stating that a mutation, from the mahat down, follows whenever particles of the evolving-cause enter or are removed, we have the explanation.

causes themselves overflow each its own appropriate evolved-effect (*vikāra*). Or again, just as the same peasant, after the same [rim-of-turf] is cut, cannot force the watery or earthen essences to interpenetrate the roots of the different kinds of grain. In that case, what [can he do]? He removes from among them the pulse or maize or red rice or what not. And when they are thus removed, the essences interpenetrate of themselves the roots of the grain. Similarly merit is an efficient cause in the sense that it follows upon nothing more than the mere cessation of demerit, by reason of the absolute opposition between purity and impurity. But merit is not the cause which sets the evolving-causes into activity. Of this Nandīcvara and others may be cited as examples. And conversely demerit inhibits merit; and as a result of this there is a mutation of impurity. And of this Naḥuṣa [the king who was changed into] a serpent, and others may be cited as examples.

The statement was that this filling-in is by the evolving-causes. With regard to this a doubt arises. 'Is the filling-in by the evolving-causes natural or is it due to merit? Which seems plausible [to the objector]? It seems plausible that even when the evolving-causes are there, the filling-in is accidental; and since we are traditionally taught that merit [and demerit] are causes, [the filling-in] is due to these causes.' To this he replies [in the sūtra]. 3. The efficient cause gives no impulse to the evolving-causes; but [the mutation] follows when the barrier [to the evolving-causes] is cut, as happens with the peasant. True—merit [and demerit] are efficient causes. But they are not impelling causes, since even these causes are the effects of the evolving-causes. And an effect does not impel a cause, forasmuch as this [effect], (in so far as its coming into existence is dependent upon this [cause]) is dependent on a cause, and [forasmuch as] the function of impelling belongs to what is independent. For surely when the potter is not there, the clay and the rod and wheel and the water and so on are not impelled by the jar which is to be produced or which has been produced. But they are impelled by a potter who is independent of them. Nor again can it ever be supposed that it is the purpose of the Self that sets all in motion. But the Īvara [sets all in motion] as being the final-end of this [purpose of the Self]. For the purpose of the Self is described as setting all in motion only as being the final end (uddeśa). While this purpose of the Self is

1 By virtue of knowledge and asceticism and the power of yoga, Naḥuṣa was equal to the task of ruling the Three Heavens. But he became blinded by pride and was degraded to the state of a serpent (Bhāg. Pur. vi. 13. 16; ix. 17. 1; and ix. 18. 1). Compare in this book, ii. 12, p. 129 (Calc. ed.).

2 In the sense of being the object of desire. See Nyāya-Koṇa under Uḍdeśatvam, 31.
yet to be, it is right that the unphenomenalized matter should be the cause of the stability [of matter]. But it does not follow from this that merit [and demerit] are not efficient causes at all. Since it is quite consistent that they, like the peasant, should only remove obstructions. And in the case of the Ivara we must understand that his functional activity is limited to the removal of obstructions with a view to securing a basis for merit. All this, stated by the Comment, is clear upon a mere reading.

But [if it be asked], while the yogin creates many bodies for himself, do these [bodies] then have a single central-organ, or have they several central-organs? The answer is, 4. Created mind-stuffs may result from the sense-of-personality¹ and from this alone.

Assuming nothing more than the sense-of-personality as the cause of mind-stuff, [the yogin] makes created mind-stuffs. As a result of this, [the bodies] have [separate] mind-stuffs.

Having disposed-of-the-subject of perfections as taking place by the filling-in of evolving-causes, he now raises the question as to the oneness or the manyness of the mind-stuff resident in the various bodies produced by the perfections, by saying «But [if it be asked], while.» 'If this is so, there would be many central-organs. And because the intention varies according to each mind-stuff of the [various] bodies, there would be no conformity to one intention and also there would be no readjustment [of memory], quite as in the case of distinct persons. Therefore [there is] only one mind-stuff, [which,] inasmuch as, like a lamp, it has a diffusive nature, pervades even many created bodies.' To this view he replies,—4. Created mind-stuffs may result from the sense-of-personality and from this alone. Each body so long as it lives is evidently inseparably connected with an individual mind-stuff, such a body, for instance, as that of Chaitra or of Maitra. And the same holds good in the case of bodies [created by the yogin]. So it is established that each of these [bodies] has a separate central-organ of its own. With this in mind he says <from the sense-of-personality and from this alone.>

5. While there is a variety of actions, the mind-stuff which impels the many is one.

How can many mind-stuffs have their action provided with a purpose by a single mind-stuff? [The answer is], the yogin makes a single mind-stuff which impels all the mind-stuffs. From this [mind-stuff] the variety of actions is obtained.

¹ Compare Sāṁkhya-sūtra vi. 64.
As to the contention that, if there be many mind-stuffs, there cannot be conformity to one intention [of this yogin who has many bodies], nor can there be a readjustment of memory, the reply is in the next sutra. 5. While there is a variety of actions, the mind-stuff which impels the many is one. This would be a weakness in the argument, if one mind-stuff which is to guide the central-organ resident in the various bodies were not to be created. But when such a [mind-stuff] is created, there is no weakness in the argument. And it should not be said that [the yogin] having one [mind-stuff] needs no separate central-organ proper to each body; or that there is no need of the creation of a guide, because the yogin’s own mind-stuff is the guide. Since what is established by proofs is not rightly-subject to command¹ or to question. On this point there is a Purāṇa passage² “By virtue of his authoritative power the Icvara, though one, becomes many. Then being many he becomes one. And from him also proceed all these variations of the central-organ. The Yogīvara makes the bodies one-fold or two-fold or three-fold or manifold and again unmakes them. With some he may partake of objects, with others he may practise fierce austerities. All these again he may draw in, as the sun draws in the multitude of rays.” With this same intention he says, «many mind-stuffs.»

6. Of these [five perfections] that which proceeds from contemplation leaves no latent-deposit.

The created³ mind-stuff is of five kinds. For the perfections proceed from birth and from drugs and from spells and from self-castigation and from concentration. Of these five kinds only that mind-stuff which proceeds from contemplation leaves no latent-deposit. It alone has no latent-deposit which comes into action as a result of passion or similar [states]. It has accordingly no connexion with merit or evil, since the yogin’s hindrances have dwindled away. For the others, however, there is a latent-deposit of karma.

Now of these five [iv. 1] perfected mind-stuffs which have arisen thus he selects that mind-stuff which is conducive to release. 6. Of these [five perfections] that which proceeds from contemplation leaves no latent-deposit. Latent-
deposits are things that lie latent, subconscious-impressions of karma and subconscious-impressions of hindrances. That mind-stuff in which these [subconscious-impressions] are not, is said to have no latent-deposit. In other words it is conducive to the liberation. Since it does not act with reference to passion or similar [states], it is therefore not connected with merit or evil. But why is there no activity generated by passion or similar [states]? The reply is in the words «since the yogin’s hindrances have dwindled away.» With the intent to show that the central organ, which is produced in contemplation, and in which there is no latent-deposit, is distinct from the others, he says that the others have latent-deposits, in the words «For the others, however.»

For——

7. The yogin’s karma is neither-white-nor-black; [the karma] of others is of three kinds.

Karma as a class is, as every one knows, quadripartite (catuspāt), black and white-and-black and white and neither-white-nor-black. Of these [four], 1. the black is found in villains. 2. The white-and-black is attainable by outer means-of-attainment. The accumulation of the latent-deposit of karma in this [division] is by means of injury or of benefit to others. 3. The white belongs to those who castigate themselves and recite the sacred texts and practise contemplation. Because this kind of karma is confined to the central organ alone, it does not depend upon outer means and it does not grow as a result of injury to others. 4. The neither-white-nor-black¹ is found in the mendicant-saints (sannyāsīn), whose hindrances have dwindled away, and whose [actual] bodies are their last. Of these four, the yogin alone has the not-white karma, since he has renounced (sannyāsāt) the fruition [even of good], and has not-black, since he will have nought of it. But the three kinds just mentioned are found in other living beings.

On this same point also he introduces by the word «For» a sūtra which gives the reason. 7. The yogin’s karma is neither-white-nor-black; [the karma] of others is of three kinds. A division (pada) is a topic. [The karma as a class which is] contained in four divisions is in-four-divisions (catuspadā).—

2. Whatever karma is attainable by outer means-of-attainment always contains some injury to others. For even in an action in which rice-grains² or some-

² Compare Čātra Dipikā (Ben. ed., 1885), p. 3, first lines.
thing similar are the means-of-attainment, one cannot say that there is no injury to others. Because one might possibly kill an ant while pounding [the grains]. And after all, by killing the seeds, one prevents the growth of stalks and so forth. On the other hand there is benefit in this action, in that the Brahmans and others receive their gifts. 3. The white belongs to those who castigate themselves and recite sacred texts and practise contemplation,1 to those who are not mendicant-saints. He gives the reason for the whiteness in the words «Because this.» 4. The neither-white-nor-black is found in the mendicant-saints. He refers to the mendicant-saints when he says «have dwindled away.» Because persons who have renounced all karma, do not come into activity with reference to any karma which can be attained by outer means-of-attainment. And accordingly they have no latent-deposit of black karma. And because they have altogether offered up to the Iyāra the fruition of the latent-deposit of karma, which is attainable by the following up of yoga, they have no latent-deposit of white karma. For that the fruit of which is indestructible, [that is, Isolation] is called white [karma]. The meaning is, one who has no fruit at all,2—how can he have that, the fruit of which is indestructible? Having thus described the four-fold kinds of karma, he determines which belongs to which by saying «Of these four . . . the not-white.»

8. As a result of this there follows the manifestation of those subconscious-impressions only which correspond to the fruition of their [karma].

<As a result of this> means of the three kinds of karma. The words <of those only which correspond to the fruition of their [karma]> means that those subconscious-impressions which correspond to the fruition of that karma which is comparable with them, dwell upon the fruition of karma. The manifestation of these only follows. For when karma of the gods is in fruition it is not the efficient cause for the manifestation of hellish or of brutish or of human subconscious-impressions. It does, however, make manifest those subconscious-impressions only which correspond to it. And the reasoning is the same with regard to hellish or brutish or human [subconscious-impressions].

Having discussed in detail the latent-deposit of karma, he tells what the outcome of the latent-deposit of the hindrances will be. 8. As a result of this there follows the manifestation of those subconscious-impressions only which correspond to the fruition of their [karma]. [The subconscious-impressions]

1 Compare ii. 1 and notice that dhyāna takes the place of śvapraṇidhāna.

2 If they have no white karma, how can they have the fruit of white karma?
correspond to a particular fruition of karma, whether supernal or hellish birth or length-of-life or kind-of-experience, which belongs to a particular class, whether it be the class of merit or the class of demerit. These same [subconscious-impressions] are described in the words «subconscious-impressions which . . . dwell upon the fruition of karma.» They dwell upon [or] imitate. For the subconscious-impressions which correspond to the fruition of supernal karma are generated by supernal enjoyments. Therefore subconscious-impressions correspond to their own fruition and are to be manifested by their own karma. This is the meaning of the Comment.

9. There is an uninterrupted [causal] relation [of subconscious-impressions], although remote in species and point-of-space and moment-of-time, by reason of the correspondence between memory and subliminal-impressions.

Although a hundred species or a distance in points-of-space or a hundred mundane periods intervene, if there is a manifestation of the phenomenal [form] by the operation of the conditions-which-phenomenalize (vyanjaka) a given thing (sva), namely, that from which the fruition [which results in a birth] as cat rises [into consciousness].—and if again just that phenomenal [form] by the operation of the conditions-which-phenomenalize that given thing should arise [into consciousness].—it would in an instant be phenomenalyzed, in association with the subconscious-impressions, subliminally existent, of the fruition, [which results in the birth as] cat, and which had been experienced in former time. Why is this? Because, although those [subconscious-impressions] are remote, the karma [which produces] the same [result] becomes their manifester, [that is] efficient-cause; and so there is an uninterrupted [causal] relation. And wherefore is this? The answer is <by reason of the correspondence between memory and subliminal-impressions.> Because subliminal-impressions are like experiences, and the latter correspond with the subconscious-impressions of karma, and because memory is like subconscious-impressions, [therefore] memory arises from subliminal-impressions, [although] species and points-of-space and moments-of-time intervene, and again, subliminal-impressions arise from memory. Thus it is that memory

1 Compare ii. 7.
and subliminal-impressions are phenomenalized by virtue of the fact that the latent-deposit of karma assumes a fluctuation [of mind-stuff]. And consequently the uninterrupted-succession [of subconscious-impressions], although there be interventions, is proved from the fact that the relation of the determination to the determined is not cut through.

An objector says, 'This may be true. But in the case of a man who immediately after his death passed into an existence as a cat, one would expect a manifestation of human subconscious-impressions, in that these came immediately before, for it cannot be that one should not remember what was experienced on the day immediately preceding, but should remember what was experienced in the days before the intervention.' In reply to this he says, 9. There is an uninterrupted-[causal] relation [of subconscious-impressions], although remote in species and point-of-space and moment-of-time, by reason of the correspondence between memory and subliminal-impressions. Although the subconscious impression of the cat pass through intervening births and so on, still there is an uninterrupted-succession of this subconscious-impression with respect to its fruit. For in consequence of the karma the fruition of which was [birth as] a cat, that particular subconscious-impression which corresponds to its fruition would become manifest, and the memory of that subconscious-impression would be produced, as he says «the rise [into consciousness] of the fruition [which results in a birth] as cat.» The rise [into consciousness] means that from which something rises into consciousness, [that is] the latent-deposit of karma. The words, «and if again just that phenomenal [form] by the operation of the conditions-which-phenomenalize that given thing should rise [into consciousness]» would mean that it would be manifested [that is] it would be brought near to the beginning of its fruition. This is the meaning. «Subliminally existent» means activities [of certain impressions]. «In association with»: it would be phenomenalized after having seized. The meaning is that if it is to be phenomenalized, it would be phenomenalized only after having seized the subliminal-impressions which correspond to its own fruition. Having explained that the result is in immediate succession with respect to the cause, he now explains the same with respect to the effect [memory] in the words «And wherefore is this?... memory.» There is similarity since both [memory and impression] correspond. This same thing he says by the word «like.» It is objected 'If the subliminal-impressions are of the nature of experience, then in that case, since experiences are transitory, so also should the subliminal-impressions be transitory. How can they be capable of producing an experience capable of lasting a long time?' In reply to this he says «And the latter correspond with the subconscious-impressions of karma.» Just as the invisible-influence (apūrva) [of the sacrifice] is stable, although caused by momentary sacrifice (karma), so a subliminal-
impression is stable, although caused by momentary experience. Similarity is based upon some kind of difference. Otherwise if there were an identity in essence, similarity would be impossible. The rest is easy.

10. Furthermore the [subconscious-impressions] have no beginning [that we can set in time], since desire is permanent.

These subconscious-impressions, because of the permanence of desire, have no beginning. This well-known desire [ii. 9] for one's self, 'May I not cease to be! May I be!' which is found in every one, is not self-caused. Why [not]? [The answer is,] how could the fear of death, determined by the recollection of hatred and of pain, arise in an animal (jantu) just brought into life, in a condition wherein death has never been experienced? Furthermore a self-caused thing does not need an efficient cause. It is for these reasons that this mind-stuff, commingled with subconscious-impressions which have no beginning, by the efficient-cause lays hold of certain subconscious-impressions, and presents itself for the experience of the Self. Others have come to the conclusion that, like [the light of] a lamp which is contracted [if in] a jar and diffused [if in] a palace, the mind-stuff has such a form [as corresponds to] the dimension of the body. And thus [they say] there is an intermediate state and there is ground for the round-of-rebirths.—It is only this all-pervasive [mind-stuff's] fluctuation which contracts and expands. So the Master says. This [mind-stuff] furthermore requires such efficient-causes as right-living. And this efficient-cause is of two kinds, that which is external and that which has to do with self. The external requires the body and other means, such as praises and almsgiving and salutations. That which like belief, for instance, has to do with self is subject to the mind-stuff only. And in this sense it has been said "As for friendliness and such [exalted states-of-mind], they are the diversions of contemplative [yogins]; they are in their essence unaided by outer means; they bring right-living to perfection." Of these two, [the inner and the outer means], that of the central-organ is the stronger.

1 Compare Sāṅkhya Pravacana Bhaṣya (Garbe), i. 68 (HOS. 34[9]), v. 69 (132[4]), v. 91 (133[7]).
How is this? [The answer is, that intuitive] knowledge and passionlessness are unsurpassed by any other [force]. Who by bodily action and without the force of mind-stuff could empty\(^1\) the Daṇḍaka Forest [of people], or like Agastya,\(^2\) drink up the sea?

An objector says, 'This may be true. But subconscious-impressions subliminally-impressed in the previous or in a preceding birth might become phenomenalized, provided there be any source-of-valid-ideas [to prove] the existence of a previous or a preceding birth. But this is just what there is not. And it should not be said that the mere experience of joy or of grief in an animal just born is the source-of-the-valid-idea [to prove the existence of the previous birth]. For this may be explained by saying that it is self-caused like the contraction and expansion of the lotus.' In reply to this he says 10. Furthermore these [subconscious-impressions] have no beginning [that we can set in time], since desire is permanent. The beginninglessness of these subconscious-impressions furthermore, not their mere uninterrupted [causal] relation is meant by the word «Furthermore.» This is because desire is permanent, since desire for one's self never loses its permanent character, for the reason that subconscious-impressions have no [assignable] beginning. And if it be objected that the permanent character of desire is unproven, inasmuch as it could be explained as being self-caused, the reply is «This well-known desire.» A heterodox person asks «Why [not]?» The answer is «an animal just brought into life» and therefore in a condition wherein death has not been experienced in this birth. In other words, he is one who has not experienced the condition which is death. How can there be in the child, fallen forward from its mother's lap and trembling in consequence, a fear of death due to the memory of pain associated with aversion, as is inferred from the peculiar quivering of the child as it clasps very tightly in its hand the thread\(^4\) marked with the disk and other auspicious objects, which hang around its mother's neck? And if again it is urged that this is self-caused, the reply is «Furthermore not.» Furthermore a self-caused thing does not need [that is] take an efficient cause in order that it itself should come into existence. What he means to say is this. The tremor that is seen in the little child is grounded in fear. Because it is a tremor of a particular kind just like our own. And the fear of the child is based on the memory of pain and aversion because it is a fear like any one of our own fears. And so the fear which is characterized by an expectancy of something disagreeable to come does not arise from the mere memory of pain. But having inferred that the thing of which he is afraid is the cause of something disagreeable,

---

\(^1\) Ucānas by his curse burned the land to ashes and covered it with a shower of dust (Rāmāyaṇa vii. 81. 8-10).

\(^2\) See Mahābh. iii. 105 (Bomb.) and Jacobi's article on Agastya (Hastings: Cyc. of Rel. and Ethics, vol. i, p. 180b).

\(^4\) Compare Bāṣa: Kādambari, p. 152\(^4\) (ed. M. R. Kale) and p. 93\(^6\) (ed. Peterson, BSS).
[the child] now also is afraid of something disagreeable. So as a result of the memory of that kind of pain accompanied by aversion for that kind of cause of fear which has been previously experienced,—when that kind of cause of fear is now experienced,—he [the child] inferring that it would cause pain is afraid of it. And the child has not come to the conclusion at any other time in this birth that falling is the cause of pain. And he has not experienced that kind of pain. So that the only alternative that remains is an experience relating to previous births. All this can be logically formulated thus. The memory belonging to a child just born is based on a previous experience. Because it is a memory. Just like our own. Nor can it be said that the expansion and contraction of the lotus is self-caused. For what is self-caused cannot stand in need of another cause. Because if this were so, even the heat of fire would require another cause. Therefore what leads to the expansion of the lotus is merely an accidental cause, such as, for instance, contact with the rays of the early sun. And the cause of its closing is the subliminal-impression¹ which leads it to recover its original position. Similarly from laughter and other [physical acts] we must infer joy [and grief] in some previous life to be the causes [of the acts of the child]. So now let the topic rest. He brings the discussion to a close by saying «It is for these reasons.»—By the words «efficient cause» he means that karma has reached the time for its fruition. «Laying hold of» means manifestation. Incidentally, with the intent to do away with the diversity of opinions concerning the dimensions of the mind-stuff, he first of all describes the diversity in the words, «a water-jar . . . a palace.» [The Sāṃkhya view.] 'Since we see works performed only when [the mind-stuff] functions within the limits of the body,² there is no means-of-proving that mind-stuff exists outside the body. Nor is it of the dimension³ of an atom. For then it would follow that at the time of eating and [handling] a long corn-cake,⁴ the five-fold sensation by the organs simultaneously could not be produced. And there is no means-of-proof for the assumption of a sequence⁵ [of sensations when] not actually in experience. Furthermore one atomic central-organ cannot simultaneously⁶ come in contact with organs located in several regions [of the body]. The only remaining alternative [for the Sāṃkhya] is that the mind-stuff is of the dimension of the body. And in the body of an ant or of an elephant [as the case may be] it is liable to expansion or contraction, like a lamp placed in a [small] water-jar or in

¹ The word saṃskāra is defined in Tarkasaṅgraha, § 75.
² The Sāṃkhya school holds the theory of madhyama-parimāṇa (Sut. v. 69).
³ This is directed against the argument in Nyāya-sūtra iii. 2. 62.
⁴ This is a cake eaten at the Hindu New Year and on birthdays and on the feast of Dewali. In the west it is made of corn and ghee or oil with spices and salt and is called in Marathi kōḍabōle. On the plains it is made of sugar and wheat with almonds, sugar, and bits of coco-nut in the middle and is boiled in ghee. In Hindi it is called karanji.
⁵ Compare Nyāya-sūtra iii. 2. 61.
⁶ See Nyāya-sūtra iii. 2. 59.
a [large] palace.' [So it is that] others have come to the conclusion that the form [of the mind-stuff] is the dimension of the body itself; it is that of which the dimension [is the body]. The [Śaṁkhya] objector continues. 'If this [atomic theory] were true (evam), how can this [mind-stuff] come into relation with the womb (ksetra) or the seed? For surely without something-in-which-it-resides (ācayā), this [mind-stuff] cannot from the dead body enter the blood and seed resident in the body of the mother and the father. Since [this mind-stuff] is dependent. For certainly when posts and such things do not move, their shadows do not move; nor when the canvas is not moving does the picture which rests upon (ācayā) it move. And further according to this theory the round-of-rebirth would be impossible.' Therefore he says «And thus [they say] there is an intermediate state and there is ground for the round-of-rebirths.» The words «And thus» mean when [the mind-stuff] is of the dimension of the body, there is, in order to get into another body, both the leaving of the first body and the getting into the other body, by means of a correlation, while on the way (antarā) with a migratory body. For of course by this [correlation] he would pass into another body as the Purāṇa passage also says, "Yama by force drew forth a man the size of a thumb." This is what is meant by saying that there is an intermediate state and that consequently there would be ground for the round-of-rebirths. Not tolerating this opinion, he gives his own by saying «the fluctuation.» It is only the all-pervasive mind-stuff's fluctuation which contracts and expands. So the Master, the Self-born, set forth. His point [in rejecting the other theory] is this. If the mind-stuff without something-in-which-it-resides cannot get into a body, how does it [in the first place] find this something-in-which-it-resides in the migratory body? And if we imagine another body in this case, that would involve an infinite regress. Further, it is not possible that this migratory body be drawn forth from the body, since it is only when drawn forth that the mind-stuff can come into correlation with [the migratory body]. Therefore let there be a subtle body from the moment of creation and up to the time of the great [mundane] dissolution. It would be limited in its function to the six-sheathed body, which would be the locus of the mind-stuffs. For so the mind-stuff could pass about in one body after another up to the Truth-world and down to Avici. And one could explain the drawing forth of this subtle body from the six-sheathed body. For in this case there is [no difficulty as to an] intermediate state of this [subtle body], because this [subtle body] is always necessarily there. Moreover there is no means-of-proof for the existence of this [subtle body] also, indeed it is not within the range of

1 Adverbially, according to Pāṇini ii. 3. 4.
2 Compare Caṅkara on Vedānta-sūtra iii. 1. 1–6 and on iv. 2. 6–11.
3 See Śaṁkhya-sūtra v. 103.
4 Compare MBh. iii. 16763.
5 The Vārttika says that the Śravambha is Patañjali.
6 This is of course the sūkṣma-čārīra. Compare Śaṁkhya-sūtra v. 103.
7 So Caṅkara on iii. 1. 1.
ocular [demonstration]. Nor can the round of rebirths be the means-of-inference for this [subtle body]. For [this round-of-rebirths] can be explained quite as well by the theory of the Master. While (tā) as for the Tradition (āgama), it speaks of drawing out a man (puruṣa). And a man is neither mind-stuff nor subtle body, but the Energy of Intellect which unites not with objects. And since a drawing out of this [Energy of Intellect] is impossible, we must understand [the quotation] as being merely metaphorical. And so [the explanation of the metaphor is] that the meaning of the drawing out is only the non-existence of a fluctuation, belonging to both the Intellect and to the mind-stuff, with reference to this [object] or that. As to what has been said in the Smṛti or in the Itihāsa or in Purāṇas with regard to [the mind-stuff] just after death getting into the body of a Preta and that through the agency of commemorative-feasts (sapindeśkarāga)¹ and so on [the mind-stuff] is liberated from this body—all this we accede to. But what we cannot tolerate is that mind-stuff should be migratory. And there is no Tradition to support your theory. For the messengers of Yama carry him bound with fetters only as having a body [in general]. But it is not said that there is a migratory body. Hence since mind is an effect of the personality-substance; and since the personality-substance like the sphere of the atmosphere pervades the three worlds, the central-organ is also all-pervasive.² An objector says, 'If this be so, the fluctuation of this [mind-stuff] would also be [all-]pervasive, and there would be a universal omniscience.' The reply to this is «only this . . . fluctuation.» The objector replies, 'This may be true. But how has this fluctuation, which depends on mind-stuff only, its contraction and expansion from time to time?' In reply to this he says «This [mind-stuff] furthermore.» And this mind-stuff for its fluctuation requires some such [efficient-cause] as right-living. He classifies [this efficient-cause] by saying «And this efficient-cause.» By the words «such . . . as» we are to understand energy and wealth and the like. By the words «like belief, for instance» we are to understand energy and mindfulness and such qualities [i. 20]. As to their being internal [means] he adduces the consensus of the Teachers by saying «And in this sense it has been said.» «Diversion» is functional activity. «Perfection» means whiteness. «Of these two» means among the inner and the outer. «[Intuitive] knowledge and passionlessness» mean the qualities engendered by them. By what quality of outer means-of-attainment are these [outer means] surpassed [or] overwhelmed? It is the qualities resulting from [intuitive] knowledge and passionlessness which overcome it, in that they remove it from the condition

¹ See Vishnu Pur. iii. 13. 29.
² The Mīmāṃsā holds the ātman is permanent and omnipresent (Cholapārāṣṭhikā v. 18). The Śaṅkhya-sūtras (v. 69-71) deny that the central-organ is all-pervasive; and assert that it is of a middle dimension (madhyama-parimāṇa). The Vaiśeṣika (viii. 1. 2) and the Nyāya conceive the ātman to be atomic. The Yoga teaches that mind-stuff is all-persuasive; its fluctuations, however, expand and contract.
of seed. This is the meaning. On this point he gives a well-known illustration in the words «the Daṇḍaka Forest.»

11. Since [subconscious-impressions] are associated with cause and motive and mental-substrate (ācraṇya) and stimulus, if these cease to be, then those [subconscious-impressions] cease to be.

1. As to cause. From right-living results pleasure; from wrong-living, pain; from pleasure, passion; from pain, aversion; and from this, struggle. Quivering in central-organ or in vocal-organ or in body with this [struggle], he either helps or injures another. From this again result right-living and wrong-living, pleasure and pain, passion and aversion. Thus revolves the six-spoked wheel of the round-of-rebirths. And as it ceaselessly revolves, undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā), the root of all the hindrances, is its motive-power. Such is cause. 2. But motive is that [human purpose] with reference to which any condition (yasya) such as right-living becomes operative [in the present]. For it is not the rise of anything new. 3. The central-organ, however, while its task is yet unfulfilled, is the mental-substrate of subconscious-impressions. For when the task of the central-organ is fulfilled, the subconscious-impressions, now without mental-substrate, are not able to persist. 4. When a thing confronted [with some object] phenomenalizes any subconscious-impression [in itself], then [that object] is the stimulus of that [subconscious-impression]. Thus all subconscious-impressions are associated with these causes and motives and mental-substrates and stimuli. If they cease to be, the subconscious-impressions cohering with them also cease to be.

The question is raised, if these fluctuations of mind-stuff and the subconscious-impressions are without beginning, how can they be destroyed? For surely the Energy of Intellect (citi) which is without beginning cannot be destroyed. In reply to this he says, 11. Since [subconscious-impressions] are associated with cause and motive and mental-substrate (ācraṇya) and stimulus,

1 Compare i. 5, p. 209 (Calc. ed.).
2 A six-spoked wheel occurs in the Rigveda i. 16412, and in the Divyavadāna p. 18012 and 28112 we find pañcayagāṇa-

kāṇi saṁsārasthākram. Professor Jacobi calls my attention to the passage in Samaraicca Kahā p. 33918.
if these cease to be, then those [subconscious-impressions] cease to be. Even a beginningless thing evidently perishes, for instance, the fact that a thing is yet to be (anāgatavā). [This is prāg-abhāva.] So it is not [a proper] middle-term (sādhana) because it is too wide. As to the Energy of Intellect, on the other hand, since there is no cause which could make it perish, it does not perish. But the reason for this is not that it has no beginning. And it has been stated in the sūtra that there is a cause which brings about the destruction of subconscious-impressions, although they are from time without beginning. Helping and injuring are partial expressions for the efficient-cause of right-living and wrong-living and so on. Under this expression the drinking of spirits and similar acts are also included. The motive-power (netri) is that which keeps [the wheel] moving (nāyikā). He gives the reason for this in the words «the root.» Becoming operative is presentness; but it does not mean that right-living as such is made to grow. Of this very point the reason is given in the words «For it is not.» That thing to which one is confronted would be such as contact with a maiden. So the meaning of the sūtra is that where the more extensive is not, there the less extensive also is not.

Since there is no production of that which is non-existent nor destruction of that which is existent, how will subconscious-impressions, by reason of their existence as things, cease to exist? 12. Past and future as such exist; [therefore subconscious-impressions do not cease to be]. For the different time-forms belong to the external-aspects.

The future is that the phenomenalization of which is yet to come. The past is that the [individual] phenomenalized [form] of which has been experienced. The present is that which has entered into its functional activity. And this three-fold thing is the object for the [intuitive] knowledge [of the yogin]. And if they did not exist as such, this [intuitive] knowledge, not having any object, would not emerge 1 [in the mind-stuff]. Therefore past and future as such exist. Moreover if the result of the karma, either that which is conducive to experience or that which is conducive to liberation, when it is yet to emerge, were without-any-describable-existence, then the actions of the wise, directed towards this [or] for the purpose of this, would have no ground. And a cause is capable of making an already existent result present, but not of producing 2

1 With udapatsya (rare: Whitney, §941), compare nirmāṇaya, above 279.  
2 For the word upajyana compare iii, 11, p. 201. For the word upajana see ii. 19, p. 150; iv. 2 and 11, pp. 276 and 288. For the verb see i. 33, p. 78 (Calc. ed.).
something [altogether] new. The efficient cause when fully established gives aid to the particularized [form] of the effect, but it does not cause anything [quite] new to come into existence. A substance, moreover, consists of a number of external-aspects. And by variation of this [substance's] time-forms the external-aspects are in successive states. The past or the future does not, like the present, exist as a material thing, in that it has been changed into a particularized phenomenal form. How then is it? The future has its peculiar existence as a thing yet to be phenomenalized. The past has its peculiar existence as having an [individual] phenomenalized [form] already experienced. The [individual] phenomenalized [form] of the thing itself belongs to the present time-form only. This cannot be for the past and the future time-forms. And while one time-form is present, the two [other] time-forms are of course inherent in the substance. Hence the three time-forms do not come into a state-of-existence after having-been-in-a-state-of-non-existence.

With the intent to introduce the next sutra he raises a doubt by saying «there is no.» The words «of that which is non-existent» have been introduced either incidentally or by way of illustration. 12. Past and future as such exist; [therefore subconscious-impressions do not cease to be]. For the different time-forms belong to the external-aspects. There is no production of things non-existent, nor destruction of things existent. But emergence and remergergence (udaya-vyayau) are nothing but a mutation of the different time-forms of external-aspects which are existent. This is the meaning of the sutra. «Experienced» is that by which one gets to the [individual] phenomenal [form]. The meaning is that at present its [individual] phenomenal [form] is not. And so the external-aspect [is] existent in all three times, as he says «And if.» For what is non-existent does not become an object of knowledge, because it is without-any-describable existence. For a mental act is nothing but a shining-forth of the object. And it cannot occur where there is no object. Whereas the mental-act of yogins has the three worlds for its object. The mental-act of such as we are also would not arise if there were no object. And this is [quite] consistent. Therefore the past and the future exist as connected-inseparably with their generic-forms. So the [intuitive] knowledge of one who has experience of this kind is called the cause of the existence of the object. Because the future exists as something stateable, it also exists as an object, as he says in the words «Moreover . . . conducive to experience.» «The wise» is the clever man. And as to any acts to be performed, when
one thing is the cause of another, it can bring its particular function into play
only when the effect is [already] existing, for instance, the chapters of the
Veda referring to the [cutting of] sacrificial-reeds (kāndalāva). For certainly
these cuttings of reeds do not bring into existence what is not existing. But
they cause modifications¹ or they bring near a thing which is existing.
Similarly the potter and the [efficient causes] lead to the present existence
of a water-jar which already exists as he says «an already existent.» But if the
past and future are to be supposed as being non-existent simply because they
are not in the present, then, whew! Sir! the present also would be non-
existent, because it is not in the past and future. But as to existence irrespective
of its relation to time-form or to substance, it equally holds for all three, as he
says «A substance, moreover.» The words «are in successive states» mean
belonging to each state one by one. The expression «as a material thing»
means in a substance which is a material thing. The termination -tas is used
for all case-endings. If the past and the future are, only so far as they are past
and future, then at the present they are not, because at this time they are not
past or future, as he says «And while one.» He brings the discussion to
a close in the words «state-of-existence after having-been-in-a-state-of-non-
existence.»

13. These [external-aspects with the three time-forms] are
phenomenalized [individuals] or subtile [generic forms and]
their essence is the aspects (guna).

<These> are of course those external-aspects with the three time-
forms: those which are [phenomenalized] are the present; those
which are subtile are the past and the future, the six² non-particulars.
Since this whole world is nothing more than a particular colloca-
tion of aspects (guna), it has in the strict sense the aspects as its
essence. And in this sense the Exposition³ of the System has said,

"The aspects from their utmost height
Come not within the range of sight.
But all within the range of sight
A phantom seems and empty quite."

¹ For the compound prāptivikārāu see
Pāñ. ii. 2. 32.
² ii. 19, p. 147⁷ (Calo. ed.).
³ The quotation is attributed to Vārṣagāṇya
by Vācaspātimiśra in his Bhāmati on
Vedānta-sūtra ii. 1. 2. 3 in the follow-
ing words atca eva yogaśāstraṁ vyutpā-
dayitā-aḥa soma Bhagavān Vārṣagāṇyaḥ
"gunaṁ (Nirnayasāgara, first edition,
p. 352). Compare Vījñāna Bhikṣu in
his Vījñānānāṃtra (Benares ed. 1901),
An objector says, ‘This may be true. But this manifold amplification (prapañca) of the varied forms of the universe (viśva), having as its essence the kinds of mutation which are the states of the substance and its external-aspects, cannot properly come out of one primary substance. For from a cause which has no diversity, diversities of effect cannot come to pass.’ In reply to this he says 13. These [external-aspects with the three time-forms] are phenomenalized [individuals] or subtle [generic forms and] their essence is the aspects (guna). These external-aspects with the three time-forms, both the phenomenalized and the subtle, have the aspects as their essence. For they have no other cause than the three-fold aspects. But as to their diversity, it follows from the diversity attending upon the beginningless subconscious-impressions from hindrances produced by these [aspects (guna)]. In which sense it has been said in the Vāyu1 Purāṇa, “Because the primary cause has manifold forms, there is a marvellous mutation.” Of the earth and the other phenomenalized [individuals], and of the eleven organs, which are present forms, there are past and future [forms], which are the six non-particularized [forms; and these] arise according to their capacity.—Making now a distinction between the permanent and the impermanent forms of the universe, he gives first its permanent form in the words «this whole world.» «This» [that is] the visible [world]. «A collocation» means a mutation with a particular arrangement of parts. On this point there is a specific mention of the Śaṅcitānta2 text. It is like a phantom (māyā), but not quite a phantom. «Empty quite» means perishable. For just as a phantom in no time assumes different shapes, so those evolved-effects whose external-aspects become visible and invisible, change from moment to moment. Whereas primary-matter is permanent, and thus not homogeneous with a phantom, and is accordingly an ultimate reality.

But if all things are aspects (guna), how is it that there is a single sound and a single organ [of sense]?

14. The that-ness of a thing is due to a singleness of mutation.

When the aspects disposed to vividness and to activity and to inertia have as their essence processes-of-knowing, in so far as they are instruments [of perception], there is a single mutation, for instance, the organ-of-hearing. When their essence is objects-for-

1 xliv. 182, Anandaśrama ed., p. 153, and liii. 20, Anandaśrama ed., p. 175. See also Śāṅkhyā Tatvā Tāthāgata xlii [Garbe’s translation, p. 86].

2 See Garbe: Mondshein der Śāṅkhyā Wahrheit, p. 111, note 5; and Garbe’s Translation of the Śāṅkhyā Pravacana Bhāṣya, vi. 3, p. 147.
knowledge, in so far as they are sounds, there is a single mutation, a sound, an object of sense. The sounds and other [perceptible objects], belonging to the general class of limitation-in-extent, have a single mutation, an atom of earth, a part of a fine-substance (tanmātra). And these [atoms] have a single mutation, the earth, a cow, a tree, a mountain, for examples. By adding [to each of] the other [coarse] elements [successively] liquidity and heat and motivity and the making of a space, a generic-form, the beginning of a single evolved-effect, would be formed.—They who from the following point of view deny the existence of a thing as such by saying, 'There is no intended-object dissociated from a mental act, but percepts are dissociated from intended-objects and imagined as in dreams and similar states,' and they who say 'a thing is only a readjustment of percepts, like the objects of a dream, and not a thing in the full sense of the word,'—these, when the thing is presented by its own authority as it is (tathā) [according as it is seen] to be there (idam), since they throw overboard the thing as such by an abstract (vikalpa) thinking without force of proof,—how in the very act of prattling it away can their own words be worthy of belief?

It may be granted that the three-fold aspects (guna) have such a diversity of mutation. But whence comes a single mutation, so that one says 'This is earth' or 'This is water'? By raising this objection, since there is a contradiction between the three essences and the singleness, he introduces the sutra. 14. The that-ness of a thing is due to a singleness of mutation. We see a single mutation belonging to many, for instance, when a cow or a horse or a buffalo or an elephant is huddled together in a brackish [land], each has a single mutation characterized by the common nature of salt. And [similarly] a wick and oil and fire form a lamp. In the same way the aspects (guna), though many, have a single mutation. As a result of this, each of the fine elements (tanmātra) and of the elements and of the products-of-the-elements has a that-ness, that is a singleness. [When their] essence is objects-for-knowledge, in so far as sattva is predominant, their essence is vividness. And

1 Compare iii. 44, p. 254 (Calc. ed.).
2 The Maniprabhā says rumāsthale. And the Pātañjala Rahasyam says, 'If cows and other animals are huddled together in that brackish spot (rumālaśayapra- bhūmi), then all of them together will have the brackish flavour attaching to their bodies.' Colonel Jacob adduces evidence to show that rumā is the name of a particular salt-lake or mine (Second Handful of Popular Maxims, 2nd edition, 1908, p. 69).
being subsidiary-products of the personality-substance they have a single mutation in the form of instruments [of perception], [for instance], the organ-of-hearing. In so far as the tamas of these same [aspects] is predominant, inasmuch as they are insensate (jaśa) and thus have objects-for-knowledge as their essence, there is a single mutation as being the fine element sound, an object of sense. By the words «a sound» he indicates the fine element sound; by the words «object of sense» he indicates that it is insensate. But the fine element cannot possibly be the object of the organ-of-hearing. The rest is easy.—He now raises up a Destructionist (vainacyka), who holds the Theory of Ideas (vijñānavadin), by saying «There is no intended-object dissociated from a mental-act.» 'For if there be elements and products of elements distinct from mental-acts, then we might suppose a productive cause of them such as the primary cause. But in the strict sense they are not anything different from ideas. How is it then that a primary cause is presupposed? And how is it that processes-of-knowing, the organs-of-sense, which are evolved-effects of the personality-substance, are presupposed? To explain. Since an insensate intended-object cannot be vivid of itself, there is no intended-object dissociated from some mental-act. [Association is] coexistence [that is] a relation. The absence of this is dissociation. The meaning is that there is nothing unrelated to some idea; [in other words] something which might properly be described as non-existing. On the other hand mental-acts do exist dissociated from intended-objects. For in so far as this mental-act is vivid in itself, it does not require an insensate intended-object in order to make a statement as to its own existence.' So then the holder of the Theory of Ideas (vijñānavadin) has indicated two requisites, 1. the fact1 that it is perceived (vedyateva), and 2. the fact that it is apperceived along with something else (sahopalambara). 'These two points can further be brought out in a syllogism thus. Whatever is perceived by whatever process-of-perception, that [intended-object] is not distinct from that [process-of-perception]. Just as the soul in the case of knowledge. And the elements and the products-of-the-elements are perceived. So this apperception [of elements] is pervaded by the contrary proposition, [that is], it refutes the absence of distinction between the process and the object. So the fact-that-it-is-perceived, which is less extensive as compared with what-is-the-opposite of the distinction which-we-wish-to-deny, [as soon as this fact] is known, posits the absence-of-distinction, which is more extensive with regard to itself [the perception]. And when we see this, [the fact that they are seen as different], which is just the contrary of this, is denied. Accordingly, when any thing is invariably seen with another thing, then the one is not different from the other, just as the second moon which is always perceived with the [actual] moon. And it is the case that the object is always invariably perceived with

1 Similar discussion by Cañhaka on ii. 2. 28. See also Sarva-darśana-saṅgraha (Anand, ed.), pp. 9–10 and 13.
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the thought. Thus this perception contradicts the more extensive [term]; the invariable relation contradicts the variable relation which is more extensive than the distinction, which we must deny. Removing thus the variable relation, it rejects the distinction, which is less extensive than this [relation].¹ Let this be assumed. And if the intended-object is not different from the thought, then how is it that they seem to be different? In reply to this [the Vijñānavādin] says 'imagined.' As the Destructionists² say "Because there is invariably an apperception of [the object] blue and of the percept of this [blue] at the same time, there is no difference [between them]. And the difference that may be seen between them results from illusions of mental-acts just as a pair of moons may be seen when there is one only without a second." [The Vijñānavādin] makes clear the imaginary [difference] in the words «only a readjustment of percepts.» [The author of the Comment] refutes this by saying «these.» The construction of the sentence is, how can their own words be worthy of credence?—«Presented» means brought before them at the time of each perception. How [is it presented]? He replies «as it is.» In the different ways that [a thing] shines forth as being [the thing] that is pointed to as this and this, in that very way co ipso (svayam) it is presented; but not as being reduced to an object of a mental-act [or] as being a figment of the imagination. The words «by its own authority» point out that the intended-object acts as cause with reference to the mental-act, because the intended-object has given rise to the mental-act by virtue of its own power as an object-for-knowledge. It is on account of this that the mental-act is the perceiver of the intended-object. Now how could a thing, which is of such a kind, [be thrown away] by reason of an [empty] abstract thinking having no force of proving? For since an [empty] conception is no means-of-proof, therefore what is based upon it and what is in essence that [empty abstraction] is no means-of-proof. In this way throwing overboard the thing as such, [that is] setting it afloat.—An occasional reading is 'holding it under.' In this case too the meaning is the same. Pratting away this object in this way, [how] can their own words be worthy of belief? This is what is intended. The two middle terms given, the invariable apperception at one time and the fact of being perceived, are non-conclusive. Because the negative statement is open to doubt. To explain. The coarseness and externality appear [in consciousness] in the case of elements and products of elements which [as you say] have the form of thought [only], but these two [qualities] are not possible in the case of thought [only]. To explain. Coarseness means pervading several points-of-space. Externality means related to separated points-of-space. And it is impossible that a single mental-act should pervade several points-of-space and also

¹ If there is bheda, there is a-niyatasahopānambha; but there is none of this latter; therefore there is no bheda.

² Quoted Sarva Dārç. Saṅg. p. 16 (Anandāc. ed.) and de la Vallée Poussin's note in Le Bouddhisme (Muséon, 1902), p. 34.
[occupy] separated points-of-space. For it is impossible to have in a single thing the confusion of contrary qualities such as occupying this point-of-space and not occupying this point-of-space. Else if this were possible, one would have to admit that all three worlds are a single thing. If it be said that for this very reason we should admit that there is a difference in the mental-acts [as to coarseness and externality, in that there are as many thoughts as there are forms of the thing], then the reply would be, Then! Sir! in the case of the ideas which can grasp even the extremely subtle objects [finer than coarseness and externality], and which take no notice of each other's behaviour, and which are awake only to that [one atomic object] which comes within their range—how could there be the appearance of coarseness? And you cannot talk [of what is perceived by the later-distinct-impression (vikalpa) in language] which refers to the later-distinct-impression. Because there is no confusion of [the content of this impression with anything else], and [on the other hand] there is a clear appearance [of coarseness]. Nor can it be said that coarseness is externally sensed (ālocitam) [by the first-distinct-impression], and so the clearness of the knowledge (savikalpa) which follows this, and which is conditioned by this [āvikalpa] could be explained. Further this later-distinct-impression is not, like the first-distinct-impression, limited to its form (ākāra) and to nothing else. For since this [later-distinct-impression] is not itself a coarse [thing], it cannot make the coarse [manifest] as its object. Therefore if an idea is to be outer, since, as we have shown it, it cannot be coarse or outer, then these coarse and outer [impressions] may be counted, if you will, as altogether false. And you cannot say that such a false impression is just the same as a mental-act. For then you would have to admit that the mental-act is as empty as this [false impression].—So to resume the argument (tathā ca). In so far as the fact of being perceived is not less extensive than the absence of difference between [the idea and the object], how can the fact of its being perceived refute the fact of the difference?—And as to being invariably together. Just as in the case of the mental-act and of the coarseness, the one existent and the other non-existent, so likewise in the case of two existing things [the being perceived invariably together] may be explained on the ground of the nature of things or on the ground of some kind of an obstruction [in the thinking apparatus]. Accordingly those two fallacious middle terms [put forth by the opponent], because they are non-conclusive, only give rise to an [empty] abstraction (vikalpa), if there be no external [thing]. And the authority of a perception is not to be gainsaid by a mere [empty] abstraction. So the point was well taken when he said «by an abstract (vikalpa) thinking without force of proof.» By this [discussion we must understand that also the view which attempts to prove that objects] are ideas, urged as a ground that ideas have no external-basis, as illustrated by the ideas of a dream, is also overthrown. And the alternatives (vikalpa) regarding the object-of-the-illation have been offered-in-rebuttal by stating that the relation is that between whole
and [part]. For details the Nyāya Kanikā¹ is to be consulted. So there is no need of details here.

Why is this incorrect?

15. Because, while the [physical] thing remains the same, the mind-stuffs are different, [therefore the two are upon] distinct levels-of-existence.

A single [physical] thing is the common [physical] basis for many mind-stuffs. It is not, of course, figured forth by a single mind-stuff; nor yet is it figured forth by many mind-stuffs. It is rather grounded in itself. Why is this? Because, while the [physical] thing remains the same, the mind-stuffs are different. When the mind-stuff is in relation with right-conduct, the mind-stuff has thoughts of pleasure, the [physical] thing remaining the same. When in relation with wrong-living, from the same [physical thing] it has thoughts of pain. When in relation with undifferentiated-consciousness, from the same [physical thing] it has thoughts of infatuation. When in relation with complete insight, from the same thing it has thoughts of detachment.² If this is so, by whose mind-stuff would this thing be formed? Nor would it be sound to say that one person's mind-stuff is affected when brought into relation with an object formed by the mind-stuff of another person. Consequently the [physical] thing and the thought distinct because of dissimilarity, in that the thing is the object-for-knowledge and the thought is the process-of-knowing; [are upon] distinct levels-of-existence. There is not even a trace ³ of a blending of the two. But from the point-of-view of the Sāṁkhya, since a thing has three aspects (guṇa) and since the changes of the aspects ⁴ are unstable, it comes into relation with the mind-stuffs [of men], dependent [for its existence in this case or the other] upon such determinants as right-living [or wrong living or undifferentiated consciousness or complete insight], it becomes the cause, in one form

¹ Reference is made to this work by Vācaspatimiśra at i. 32, p. 75¹ (Calc. ed.), ² Compare ii. 28.

and also in the Tattva Bindu (Benares, 1892), p. 23¹. The Nirālambaraṅgāda is discussed in the Čāstra-dīpikā, p. 32; in the Nyāya kanikā, p. 261; and in the Bhāmati on Vedaṅga-sūtra ii. 2. ² Compare ii. 15.

³ Compare Pan. i. 2. 15.

¹ Reference is made to this work by Vācaspatimiśra at i. 32, p. 75¹ (Calc. ed.), and also in the Tattva Bindu (Benares, 1892), p. 23¹. The Nirālambaraṅgāda is discussed in the Čāstra-dīpikā, p. 32; in the Nyāya kanikā, p. 261; and in the Bhāmati on Vedaṅga-sūtra ii. 2. ³ Compare ii. 15, p. 135¹; iii. 9 and 13, pp. 199² and 204² (Calc. ed.).
or another, of presented-ideas, as they rise [into consciousness], corresponding [in quality] to the [determining] efficient-cause. 

So having in this manner, independently of the sutra, given the reason for setting up [the physical thing] as something over and above the mental-act, the author of the Comment introduces the reason as given in the sutra itself by the words «Why is this?» 15. Because, while the [physical] thing remains the same, the mind-stuffs are different, [therefore the two are upon] distinct levels-of-existence. Whatever units are in the manifold these differ absolutely from the manifold. For instance, a single thought in Čaitra or in Mātra is distinct from the presented-ideas in Devadatta and in Vishnumitra, which are dissimilar. And since the intended-object is not different, even when the thoughts about it are manifold, it is other than the mental-acts. And further the identity of the intended-object, although the thoughts of those who know it validly are different, is determined by the connexion of one [thought] with another [in memory]. For in the case of a single woman who is presented-to-the-minds of several persons, enamoured or ill-disposed or infatuated or detached, we see a reciprocal connexion so that one thinks 'She who is seen by you is seen by me also.' Consequently while the [physical] thing remains the same, because the mind-stuffs are different, because there is a difference of thoughts, [therefore] the two, the intended-object and the thought, [are upon] distinct levels-of-existence [that is] [distinct] means of distinguishing the essential attributes. In the lover, a thought of pleasure with reference to the woman loved; in rival mistresses, a thought of pain; but in Čaitra who has not obtained her, a thought of infatuation, a depression. 'This may be so,' the objector says, 'but that intended-object with the distinguishing characteristic of being loved is figured forth by a mind-stuff of one person. And this same [intended-object] affects the mind-stuff of the others also. So [this mind-stuff] might be supposed to be common.' In reply to this he says «nor would it be . . . another.» For if that were so, when one person has the thought of blue, all would have the thought of blue. A further objection would be this 'Even according to the view which maintains the distinct existence of objects (arthavāda), how can one and the same object be the cause of mental-acts differing according to the difference in pleasure and the other [experiences]? For from a cause which is not different in its distinguishing characteristics there should be no difference in effects.' In reply to this he says «from the point-of-view of the Sāmkhya.» It is quite consistent to say that the same external thing which is a mutation of the three aspects (guna) has three forms. The objector says 'Even if it be so, then all without distinction would have a mental-act of pleasure and of pain and of infatuation.' In reply to this he says «dependent [for its existence] upon such determinants as right-living.» The suttra accompanied by the rajas and determined by right-living produces the sensation of happiness. But this same suttra when determined by knowledge (vidyā), after the rajas has been removed, gives rise to a sensation of detachment. And right-living and the other [experiences]
are not all in all persons. Some of it is in some persons. So this arrangement [of pleasures and of pains] is quite consistent.

There are some who say that a thing is coextensive with its thought, in so far as like pleasure and the other [experiences] it is experienced. In this way when they thus reject the quality of being common [to several mind-stuffs], they deny the existence of the thing in both its earlier and its later moments.

16. And a thing is not dependent upon a single mind-stuff, [for then in certain cases] it could not be proved [by that mind-stuff], [and] then what would it be?

If a thing were dependent upon a single mind-stuff, then if the mind-stuff be distracted or restricted, it itself would be untouched by that mind-stuff. And not coming within the range of that [mind-stuff], and not being proved [by that mind-stuff], and unperceived in its nature by any one, would it then be at all? And how could it be produced again in relation to the mind-stuff? It would not possess those parts of it which are not apparent. So that if one says the back does not exist, neither could the belly be known. Consequently an intended-object is independent [of mind-stuff] and common to all the Selves. And again independent mind-stuffs function differently for each Self. As a result of a relation between these two [the intended-object and the mind-stuff] there follows an apperception, an experience of the Self.

On this point there are some disputatious persons who say that the object is coexistent with the idea. Because it is the object of experience, like pleasure. What he means to say is this. The intended-object might be admitted to be distinct from knowledge, still since it is insensate (jāda), it cannot be perceived in the absence of knowledge, but must be illumined by the knowledge. Accordingly [the object] is only at the time of the idea, and not at other times. Since there is no evidence that it exists at other times. This the author of the Comment confutes independently of the sūtra in the words «In this way when they.» For a [physical] thing (vastu) is experienced by ordinary observers as common to all mind-stuffs and as persisting in the succession of various moments and as consisting of a mutation. Now if the thing is coexistent with the mental-act, then it would be of this sort [that its appearance and

1 As the Vijñānavāda maintains.
2 Compare de la Vallée Pousin: La Néga-
tion de l’Âme (Journal Asiatique, 9e
serie, tome xx, 1902, pp. 248 and 254).
3 This would be the point of view of the Sarvāstivādin.
4 Compare Nyāya-sūtra i. 1. 40.
disappearance would be coexistent with the appearance and disappearance of
the idea]. If so, how can one act up to (amuradha) this objective-factor (idamañca)
so that one shall not at the same time deny it? This is the meaning. Or we
may suppose that there is not a denial of this objective-factor. Let the intended-
object be coexistent with the knowledge. To this also the reply is in the
sūtra. 16. And a thing is not dependent upon a single mind-stuff, [for
then in certain cases] it could not be proved [by that mind-stuff], [and] then
what would it be? For the same mind-stuff which perceives a water-jar, when
distracted by another substance such as a piece of cloth, does not remain upon
the water-jar; or when the mind-stuff which has discrimination as its object,
attains at that very time to restriction;—at these times, since there is no know-
ledge of the water-jar or of the discrimination, the water-jar and the discrimina-
tion, being dependent for their existence upon one particular knowledge only,
would surely cease when this [knowledge] ceases. This he says in the words
(dependent upon a single mind-stuff.) The words «how could it be» mean that
it could not be. How does it happen that the mind-stuff is in relation to this
thing whether it be a water-jar or discrimination? For the effects invariably
are where the cause is, and invariably are not where the cause is not. Without
regard to their own peculiar cause they cannot be produced by another cause.
And if they are supposed to be causeless, then one would have to deny [such] an
inconsistency as the accidental existence of them [the effects]. And there is no
ground for saying that whatever causes the knowledge of the thing also causes
the thing. For then it would follow that the taste and the sensific power and
the digestion and so on would be the same whether one makes use of an actual
sweetmeat or of a sweetmeat¹ of hope. Therefore the point is well taken when
he says «And how could it be produced again in relation to the mind-stuff?»
Furthermore the front part of anything is implied by the middle and hind part.
But if the existence [of the thing] were to depend upon the knowledge, then
the upper and middle parts would not exist, since this [idea of them] is not in
experience. And accordingly since the pervader [the upper and middle parts]
are not, the lower part, which is pervaded, would also not be. And thus if the
whole object be absent, how could it be urged that the intended-object is coexis-
tential with the knowledge, as he says «It would not possess these parts.» The
words «are not apparent» mean are not perceived. He brings the discussion
to a close by saying «Consequently.» The rest is easy.

¹ This is an allusion to the stanza in Črīhar-
ṣa's Khaṇḍanakhaṇḍakhādyā
“Ācāmodakāryā tāca ye, ye coṣāyitamo-
dakāḥ
Rasavīryavīpakādi tulyanī teṣām pra-
sajyate.”
(Lazarus and Co's edition, Medical Hall
Press, Benares, p. 37; Chaukhamba
Sanskrit Series, fascicle I, p. 66.) This
stanza is given as a quotation in Črīhar-
ṣa's work also. There is another book
of the same title on astronomy. See
also de la Vallée Poussin, Le Boudd-
hisme (Muséon, 1902), p. 35, and
Hoernle's translation of the Suṣruta,
p. 12.
17. A thing is known or not known by virtue of its affecting [or not affecting] the mind-stuff.

Objects-of-sense like magnets, bind to themselves the mind-stuff, as if it had qualities of iron, and affect it. The object whereby the mind-stuff is affected is known. But [the Self], who is other than this, is not known. The mind-stuff enters into mutations because the nature of the thing is now known \(^1\) and now not known.

This might \(^2\) be conceded. ‘But,’ as the objector says, ‘if the object is to be independent, in that it is insensate, it can never throw out light, or if it does throw out light, then its insensate character would vanish. And so (iti) it would cease also to be. For surely a thing cannot exist after casting off its own nature. Moreover it cannot be urged that throwing out light is a property of the intended-object which is really insensate by nature, and that this [property] is put into it by the organs. For if throwing out light were to be a property of the intended-object, it would be, like blueness, common to all persons. Thus if a single person knows the meaning of the [philosophical] systems, then all would be scholars and there would be no incompetent persons. Nor is it correct to say that a present external-aspect should exist in the past or in the future. Therefore that an intended-object exists independently as an object of apperception is nothing but a wish.’ In reply to this he recites the sūtra 17. A thing is known or not known by virtue of its affecting [or not affecting] the mind-stuff.

Although the intended-object is by nature insensate, still by the channel of the organs it affects the mind-stuff. The Energy of Intellect (citi-çakti), whose reflection enters into the mirror of the mind-stuff which is in such a state [of being affected] as has been just described, enlivening (cetayamāna) the mind-stuff which is affected by the intended-object, experiences the intended-object. But it does not impart to the object anything like visibility. Neither [is the Energy of Intellect] out of relation with the mind-stuff. For we have said that its reflection unites with the mind. And although both the mind-stuff, because it is omnipresent, and the organ which is made of the personality-substance, are not in relation \(^3\) with the object-of-sense, still that mind-stuff which has its fluctuation in any particular body is in relation with objects-of-sense. Thus it is that objects are said to be like a magnet. Since the mind-stuff is like the iron in its properties, the objects, having by the channel of the organs brought it into relation, affect it. And hence mind-stuff is capable of mutations, as he says «Of the thing.»

---

\(^1\) ii. 20, p. 152\(^a\) (Calc.).

\(^2\) Reading viṣaye nāsti.

\(^3\) The purpose of this sūtra is to demolish idealism.
But as for [the Self] for whom this same mind-stuff is an object-of-sense—


If, like the mind-stuff, the Master also, that is, the Self, should undergo mutation, then fluctuations of mind-stuff which are its objects would be, like objects-of-sense, the sounds and other [perceptible things], sometimes known and sometimes not known. The fact, however, that the central organ is unintermittently known by its Master, the Self, leads us to infer that [the Self] is an entity that undergoes-no-mutations.

Thus then he has established the existence of the intended-object as distinct from mind-stuffs. Now with the intent of showing that the Self is distinct from these [mind-stuffs] whose nature is to enter into mutation, he asserts its [the Self's] immutability, the quality which differentiates it from these [mind-stuffs]. This he does by supplying some words and by reciting the sutra. "But as for [the Self] for whom this same mind-stuff is an object-of-sense."

19. Unintermittently the Master of that [mind-stuff] knows the fluctuations of mind-stuff [and thus] the Self undergoes-no-mutations. The mind-stuff, whether it be restless or infatuated or distracted or in a state of focusedness, is always up to the time of restriction, experienced by the Self as in mutation. Why is this so? Because the Self does not undergo mutation. If he entered into mutations, then the Self also, like the mind-stuffs, would sometimes know objects-of-sense and sometimes not. Whereas objects-of-sense are only known [and never unknown] to him. Therefore he does not undergo mutation. And as a result he is something distinct from things that are in mutation. The same he says in the words "If like the mind-stuff." It is the central-organ, when in fluctuation, that he unintermittently knows. Of this he is the Master [and] Owner, in other words, the Experiencer. Of this Master, the Self, [the above fact] leads us to infer the immutability. To explain: The point is that this Self which does not enter into mutation is distinct from the mind-stuff which enters into mutation.

Should the doubt arise whether the mind-stuff like fire illumes itself and at the same time illumes objects—

19. It does not illumine itself, since it is an object-for-sight.

Just as the organs-of-sense and the sounds and other perceptible [things] do not illumine themselves, since they are objects for sight,
so the central-organ is also to be represented. And accordingly, fire as an example could not apply to it. For fire does not throw light upon its own self which [before was something] without light. And here light is thrown [only] when there is a relation of the light-giver with something [which is yet] to be lighted. Furthermore such a relation [of a thing] does not occur with the thing itself. Besides, the meaning of the words «the mind-stuff illumines itself» is that it is not an object-for-knowledge for any one. Just as the words ‘Air is grounded in itself’ mean that it is not grounded in something else. For the reason that creatures are conscious-by-reflection of the processes of their own thinking-substances, when they say ‘I am angry, I am afraid, I feel a passion for that person, I am angry with that person,’ there is purposive action. This is impossible unless there be a knowledge of one’s own thinking-substance.

With the words «Should the doubt arise» he sets up a Destructionist (vainācīka) as an opponent, who argues as follows: ‘All this may be so, provided mind-stuff be the object of the Self. But this it is not. On the contrary, this [mind-stuff] throws light upon itself [and] illumines the objects [and] originates in-dependence-upon previous mind-stuff. How then can the Self always have the objects perceived? And still more how can it be distinct from the mind-stuff which enters-into-mutation?’ 19. It does not illumine itself, since it is an object-for-sight. It might be so [self-illumining], providing mind-stuff had consciousness of itself. This, however, it does not have. It is, like the colour blue, [an object] capable of being included in experience in so far as it undergoes mutation. And whatever is capable of being included in experience cannot throw light upon itself. For it cannot be a fluctuation with regard to itself [and not to mind-stuff]. Since the same thing cannot be the act, the object of the act, and [one of] the relations ¹ of the act. For the act of cooking is not cooked; nor is the act of chopping chopped. On the other hand, the Self does not undergo mutation and is not an object of experience. Therefore with reference to him self-enlightenment is not inexplicable. For his self-enlightenment is nothing but an enlightenment ² which is not dependent on any other; and it is not his being an object of experience. Therefore because it is an object-for-sight, the mind-stuff which is the object of the seeing does not illumine in itself. The objects of the fluctuations of that mind-stuff only which has the reflections of the light of the self (atman) throw light. This is the point. An objector says, 'But don't you see that fire is an object-for-sight and yet has

¹ These relations are those expressed by the cases other than the nominative and possessive.

² Reading prakāṣatāḥ hy asya . . . nānulahavakarmatāḥ.
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enlightenment in itself. It is not with a fire as it is with water-jars and so on, which may be made manifest by [the light of a] fire; for a fire is not [made manifest] by another fire." In reply to this he says "And so, fire as an example." Why? "For fire does not require any other fire to throw light upon it, but has light thrown upon it by a mental-act. So it does not throw light upon itself. Thus [fire] is not an exception-to-general-principle [stated in the sutra]. This is the meaning. The word "here" in the expression "And here light is thrown" distinguishes [fire] from the light which is the nature of the Self, in other words, the light which is of an active kind. What he means to say is this: Wherever there is an action, it is in all cases seen to exist as related to an agent and to an instrument-of-action and to an object. Just as we see the act of cooking as related to Chāṭṭra and to the fire and to the rice. Similarly throwing-light is an action. And this [action] too must be in the same [threefold] relation. Now a relation must be based upon a difference. It is impossible where there is no difference. This is the meaning. When it is said "Besides, the meaning of the words [the mind-stuff illumines itself] is that it is not an object-for-knowledge for any one," the objector grants, 'This may be so. But let it not be said that the mind-stuff is an object-for-knowledge. For when the process-of-knowing, which is neither the cause nor the pervader [of the mind-stuff] is repressed, it does not follow that the mind-stuff must be repressed.' To this he replies, "of their own thinking-substance." The "thinking substance" means the mind-stuff.1 "Movements" mean functional-activities. "Beings" mean living beings. The different fluctuations of mind-stuff, anger or greed for instance, are, together with their basis the mind-stuff and with their objects, experienced by each individual; and refute that statement that the mind-stuff is not an object-for-knowledge. He makes clear this same perception of the movements of one's own thinking-substance by the words "I am angry."

20. And there cannot be a cognition of both [thinking-substance and thing] at the same time.

And it is impossible in a single moment to cognize one's own form and another's as well. It is a supposition 2 of the Momentarists that whatever exists is both action and the means-related-to-an-action.

20. And there cannot be a cognition of both [thinking-substance and thing] at the same time. He who says that mind-stuff illumines itself and illumines objects-of-sense cannot at least say that mind-stuff cognizes itself by the same functional-activity as that by which it cognizes objects. For a

1 That the buddhi is equivalent to citta; that in 1. 2, p. 63, it is equivalent to antahkaranam; and that at the end of iv. 19 Vacaspati uses it as equivalent to manus;—these are indications of a wide divergence from the Sāṅkhya.

2 Compare Čaṅkara on ii. 2. 20.
functionality which has not a different distinguishing-characteristic is not adequate to producing a difference in effect. Therefore a difference in functionality has to be presupposed. In the opinion of the Destructionists there is no functionality over and above the various originations. And from the same act of origination which is without different distinguishing-characteristics, there cannot possibly come effects which have distinguishing-characteristics. For then this difference would be quite accidental. Neither [as in the last alternative] can it be urged that one and the same thing can have two originations. Therefore at one moment of time (samaya) the mind-stuff cannot determine the objects and also its own kind of thought; [it cannot illumine itself]. The Comment states this in the words «And it is impossible in a single moment.» And in this sense it has been said ¹ by the Destructionists, “Whatever is the being of a thing that is itself the action and the means-related-to-action.” Therefore this fact that mind-stuff is an object-for-sight, which is eternal, takes from it its character of illuminating itself and points to a seer, and to the fact that the seer does-not-enter-into-mutations.

If there be the opinion that a mind-stuff naturally ² restricted is [yet] known by another mind-stuff immediately contiguous to it, [the answer is,]

21. If [one mind-stuff] were the object-for-sight for another, there would be an infinite regress from one thinking-substance to another thinking-substance, as well as confusion of memory.

If one mind-stuff were perceived by another mind-stuff, by whom would the thinking-substance of the thinking-substance be perceived? Because this would be perceived by still another, and that by yet one more, there would be an infinite regress. And there would be a «confusion of memory.» As many memories would obtain as there would be, on the part of the thinking-substances, experiences. And as a result of the confusion of these [memories] there would be no limit to the memory of one [thinking-substance]. Thus everything is put into disorder by the Destructionists’ prattling away of the Self who is conscious by reflecting the thinking-substance. But those who assume that the experiencer as such [experiences] anywhere soever do not conform to the rules [of logic]. There are some who assume an existence as such, and that it is this existence which casts off those five divisions-of-existence (skandha) of theirs and puts others together again. But

¹ Compare Vācaspatimiśra’s Bhāmaṭī on ii. 2. 4. 20. (Nir. Sāg. ed., p. 456, last line.)
² Compare ii. 9.
these are afraid of this very [existence]. Thus in the very act of saying, 'That I may feel the passionlessness of the Great Disgust for the divisions-of-existence and that they may arise no more and altogether cease, I will lead the student's life\(^1\) in the presence of my spiritual guide,' they deny after all the existence of the existence. But the systems with the Sāṁkhya and Yoga at their head denote\(^2\) by the word 'self' the Self, the Owner, the expericer of the mind-stuff.

Again he sets up a Destructionist as opponent with the words «If there be the opinion.» 'It may be granted that because [mind-stuff is] an object-for-sight it is not conscious of itself. But this does not necessitate the existence of a self (ātman). For any later moment of mind-stuff belonging to the same continuous-series (santāna) can perceive the moment of the mind-stuff which gave it birth and which became naturally restricted.' This is the meaning. [This latter moment of mind-stuff is called] immediately contiguous (samanantara) because it is alike (sama) in point of knowledge, and immediate (anantarā) in point of not being separated. 21. If [one mind-stuff] were the object-for-sight for another, there would be an infinite regress from one thinking-substance to another thinking-substance, as well as confusion of memory. The word «thinking-substance» means mind-stuff. When the succeeding thinking-substance is not itself known, it is not able to know the previous thinking-substance. And a previous thinking-substance as long as it is unrelated with the thinking-substance cannot be supposed to be perceived. For certainly a man who does not know what a staff is cannot know what it means to speak of a man with a staff. Therefore there would be an infinite regress. The [divisions of existence are the five] groups\(^3\) (skāndha), consciousness and sensations and perceptions and forms and predispositions. When he says «But the systems with the Sāṁkhya and Yoga at their head» he means to say that the Sāṁkhya and Yoga are at the head of such systems as the Vaiśeṣika. The rest is easy.

How [is this]?

22. The Intellect (citi) which unites not [with objects] is conscious of its own thinking-substance when [the mind-stuff] takes the form of that [thinking-substance by reflecting it].

"For, the Energy of the experiencer,\(^4\) which is immutable and

---

\(^1\) Similar discussion in Caraka-Saṁhitā, fifth adhyāya.

\(^2\) The word eva as applied to the mind-stuff implies a contrast to the owner (svar-mim). The reference is to the beginning of the Comment on iv. 19.

\(^3\) The order varies from the Buddhist order.

See H. C. Warren's Buddhism in Translations, Appendix, p. 487.

\(^4\) This is Pāṇḍarāja's ninth fragment (according to Garbe), quoted a second time (see ii. 20), and misprinted both times (pratisaṁkrātera).
The Self does not unite with objects

which unites not with objects, seeming to unite with something mutable [the thinking-substance], takes the form of the fluctuations which that [thinking-substance] undergoes. And [this Energy] being identified with a fluctuation of the thinking-substance in so far as it is nothing but an imitation of a fluctuation of the thinking-substance that has come under the influence of the intelligence (cātāntya), it is termed a fluctuation of the thinking-substance.” And in this sense it has been said “That hiding-place in which the everlasting Brahman lies concealed is not an under-world nor mountain-chasm nor the darkness nor caverns of the sea, but is the working of the mind when not distinguished [from Himself]. So the sages tell.”

The objector says, ‘This might be conceded. But if mind-stuff does not illumine itself and is not knowable by another mind-stuff, how then will even the self (ātmāna) experience the mind-stuff? For surely the Self, even if it have light in itself, cannot have any activity, and in the absence of any activity he cannot be an agent. And while the self is unrelated with the mind-stuff, the object-of-the-action, it cannot be the experiencer of this [mind-stuff]. For this would prove too much.’ With this in view he asks «How [is this]?» The reply is given in the śūtra. 22. The Intellect (citṛ) which unites not [with objects] is conscious of its own thinking-substance when [the mind-stuff] takes the form [by reflecting it]. What was said before [i. 4] of that [thinking-substance] “At other times it takes the same form as the fluctuations [of mind-stuff]” is based on this. The Intellect's consciousness of its own thinking-substance takes place when the thinking-substance, in so far as it is a receptacle for the reflection of the Intellect, passes into the form of that [Intellect], [that is], passes into a resemblance (rupāta) of the Intellect (citṛ). For just as even without activity of the moon the clear water, into which the reflection of the moon has passed over, makes the moon seem to be quivering, although the moon itself is not quivering, so similarly, even in the absence of any operation of the Intellect, the mind-stuff with which the reflection of the Intellect has become united, makes by its own activity the Energy of Intellect seem to have activity, makes it seem to have attachment even when it is without attachment. The transforming of itself into an object of experience makes this [Energy of Intellect] an experiencer. This is the meaning of the śūtra. This is also the meaning of the Comment. And since it has been explained more than once in various places, it is not explained here.—To show that the fluctuation of thought (jñāna) is not distinguished from the fluctuation of the thinking-substance, he quotes the Sacred Word (āgama), saying «And in this sense it has been said “… not an under-world.”» Just the mental activity of the eternal Čiva, [that is] Brahman, whose nature is undefiled,
which changes into an image of Intellect, [and which,] inasmuch as it changes into an image of Intellect, is not distinguished from Intellect even, [the sages] explain as a "hiding-place" (guhām). In that same hiding-place is that hidden Brahman; but when that hiding-place is done away with (apanaye), [then] Brahman, self-illumined, unobscured, unobstructed, flashes forth for the Exalted [yogin] who has reached his last bodily existence.

And for this reason we reach this result:

23. Mind-stuff affected by the Seer and by the object-for-sight [leads to the perception of] all intended-objects.

For the central-organ is affected by the object-for-meditation, and is itself on account of its objectivity connected by one of its own fluctuations with the subject, with the Self also. Thus the same mind-stuff is affected by the Seer and by the object-for-sight and is seemingly both object and subject. Assuming a form both intelligent and unintelligent, appearing (although really an object) as that which is not object, while unintelligent it appears to be intelligent, [and] like a crystal, is described as [perceiving] all intended-objects. Accordingly there are some, deceived by this resemblance to mind-stuff, who say that [mind-stuff] itself is intelligent. There are others who say that this whole universe is nothing more than mind-stuff, and that this world of things, cows and water-jars and other things, together with their causes, does not exist. They are to be pitied. Why so? Because their mind-stuff, shining forth [in consciousness] in all kinds of forms is the source of error.—Consequently in concentrated insight the object-for-the-insight when once reflected is other than [the mind-stuff] because this [Self] is that upon which [the insight] rests. If this object were the mind-stuff and nothing more than that, how could the insight by itself ascertain its form as being insight? Accordingly when in the insight an object is reflected it is the Self who determines [the object]. Thus, by dividing mind-stuff as such into knower and process-of-knowing and object-for-knowledge, they classify it according to its kinds [i. 41] as a triad also. These are men of complete insight. By them the Self has been reached.

So then since mind-stuff is an object-for-sight and enters-into-mutation, the Self who has the property of immutability has been proved to be over and above the
mind-stuff. Now he makes even ordinary perception a means of validating this [transcendence of the Self] in the words «And for this reason we reach this result.» He means to say [we] necessarily [reach] this [result]. 23. Mind-stuff affected by the Seer and by the object-for-sight [leads to the perception of] all intended-objects. For just as when affected by blue or other [colour], the mind-stuff makes a blue or other object stand before us by direct perception, so the mind-stuff affected by the Seer, in that it has changed into an image of the Seer, makes the Seer also stand before us, by direct perception. For knowledge has two¹ kinds of forms ‘I am aware of—the blue.’ So although the knower also, like the object known, can be established by direct perception, still special pains were not taken to give a distinct proof of it. Just as the statement ‘the image of the moon is in the water’ does not mean that the image cannot be directly perceived. And further if you say that this [image] which has entered the water does-not-validate (apramāna) this [moon], you have no right to say that the [actual] form also of the moon is-not-validated. Consequently the fluctuation of the mind-stuff, in so far as the mind-stuff reflects the [Intelligence], has Intelligence as an object. Still we are able to say that [the fluctuation of the mind-stuff] does not contain Intelligence as an object. This is what is meant by saying that mind-stuff [leads to the perception] of all objects. This same is expressed by the words «For the central-organ.» The central-organ is affected not only by the [external] object-for-meditation, by assuming the form of the intended-object, but as he says «itself . . . also.» The word «also» comes in the wrong place and should be after «the Self.» The fluctuation of the Self is [this] change so that it is reflected in this [mind-stuff]. And this identity of the mind-stuff with the reflection of the Intelligence must have been assumed by the Destructionists (vaśnācīka). How otherwise could these have attributed Intelligence to mind-stuff—as he says «Accordingly»? The word «some» refers to those Destructionists who hold the theory that there are external things. The word «others» refers to those who hold the theory that there are mental-acts (vijñāna) and nothing more. An objector says 'If the mind-stuff only is experienced as having the form of the Seer and the form of the object-for-sight, then surely the Seer and the object-for-sight must be not different from the mind-stuff, as they say, “For although the soul (atman) is not different from the thinking-substance, [still] by wrong-headed persons it is characterized as if it were possessing-a-difference [brought about by] the recognition (saṁvitti) of the object-for-knowledge and the knower (grāhaka).” So then how is it that these Destructionists deserve our pity?’ In reply to this he says «in concentrated insight.» Because in accordance with the arguments already stated they should be led to assume that the Self is something different from the mind-stuff. And by instruction in yoga with

¹ The Bikāner MS. and other texts read tryākāya. This would refer to grahīta, grahaṇa, and grahya. Possibly the reference would be to iii. 18, p. 231¹ (Calc. ed.). The double form would apparently be the viṣaya and viṣayin. The cītām is the common medium.
its eight aids which would introduce them to concentrated insight the object
of which is the self they should be awakened. To explain: In the concentrated
insight the object-for-the-insight, the self, is other [than the mind-stuff] when
[the self] is reflected. Why so? Because the self becomes that upon which that
[mind-stuff] rests. And if, although instructed by this argument, the opponent
perversely should say, 'Why should not that upon which it rests be the mind-
stuff itself,' he replies «If this object.» If this object, which is the self (ātman),
be merely the mind-stuff and not something over and above this [mind-stuff],
then how could the insight by itself ascertain its form as being insight? For
there cannot be a fluctuation of a thing with reference to itself. He brings the
discussion to a close by saying «Accordingly.» One shows them pity by giving
them the proper instruction, as he says «Thus.» «According to its kinds»
means according to its nature.

And for what reason is this?

24. This [mind-stuff], although diversified by countless sub-
conscious-impressions, exists for the sake of another, because
its nature is to produce [things as] combinations.

Although diversified by absolutely countless subconscious-impres-
sions, this same mind-stuff exists for the sake of another, for the
sake of the experience and the release of another; not for its own
sake. Because like a house¹ its nature is to work as a combination.
The mind-stuff must act as a combiner [for the Self] and not for its
own sake. Pleasurable mind-stuff is not for the pleasure [of the
mind-stuff]. The mind-stuff of thought is not for the thought [of
the mind-stuff]. But both of these two kinds exist for the sake
of another. And that very Self which has its purpose in the two
purposes of experience and liberation is this other, not any other
in general. Any indefinite other as such which the Destructionists
set forth in general terms, would all still exist for the sake of some
other, since [after all] they [too] act [only] to produce things to
be combined. But that particular other which is the Self does
not act as a combination.

He introduces another reason for the existence of the self (ātman) over and above
the mind-stuff by asking, «And for what reason is this?» 24. This [mind-stuff],
although diversified by countless subconscious-impressions, exists for the
sake of another, because its nature is to produce [things as] combinations.

¹ See Sāṅkhya-kār. xvii.
Although countless subconscious-impressions of karma and subconscious-impressions of hindrances remain attached to (adhiperate) the mind-stuff only, but not to the Self,—and although, accordingly, the fruitions which depend upon subconscious-impressions, in so far as they are contained in the mind-stuff, would lead one to suppose that mind-stuff is the experiencer,—and although, because all objects-of-experience are for the experiencer, everything would be supposed to be for the mind-stuff,—still the mind-stuff diversified as it is by countless subconscious-impressions must be supposed to exist for the sake of another. Why? Because it acts as a combination. This is the meaning of the sutra. He explains [the sutra] by saying «this same.» An objector asks, 'This may be true. But what contradiction is there in supposing that the mind-stuff acts in combination and yet still for its own sake?» If some one were to urge this, he replies «since it acts in combination.» The words «Pleasurable mind-stuff» are a partial expression for experience [in general]. Painful mind-stuff also is to be understood as expressed by these [words]. And when he says «thought» he means release. What he means to say is this. Pleasure and pain may be in essence both counteractive and coactive with reference to the mind-stuff, but cannot be so with reference to themselves. For there cannot be a fluctuation with reference to itself. Neither is there any other thing acting as a combination and itself giving rise, directly or indirectly, to pain and pleasure, for which the pain and the pleasure can be counteractive or coactive. Therefore he who is in no wise concerned either directly or indirectly with pleasure or pain, can be brought into a state of counteraction to them or of coactivity with them; and that one is the permanently detached Self. Similarly that thought (jāna) which leads to liberation, in so far as it also depends upon objects-of-knowledge, and because a fluctuation cannot exist with reference to itself, is not for thought itself. And it cannot be that release would arise when this thought has reference to another. For this would make release impossible in the case of the discarnate and of those whose [bodies] are resolved into primary matter. Therefore [intuitive] thought also is for the sake of the Self only; and it is not for its own sake; neither for any other whatsoever. And if it were for the sake of any other who acted as a combination, the result would be an infinite regress. So it is settled that thought is for another who does not act as a combination.

25. For him who sees the distinction, the pondering upon his own states-of-being ceases.

Because a blade of grass sprouts during the rains we infer the existence of seed. Just so in the case of him who betrays thrills of joy and falling tears in hearing of the way of release, we may likewise infer that there is in him [good] karma rooted in the knowledge of the difference [between the sattva and the Self], conducive to liberation, and brought to completion [in the past]. In him, the pondering
upon his own states-of-being which is natural\(^1\) to him comes into activity.—When there is none of this (yasya) [good karma], this has been said "For [those] who, after having renounced their own nature [of pondering upon themselves], there is by reason of lack [of good karma], a liking (ruce) for the opposing view and no liking for the ascertainment of truth,— [for them there is no sight of the distinction and no cessation of the pondering]."—Now-as-to-this-point (tatra), the pondering upon his own states-of-being [ii. 39] is in this fashion, 'Who was I? How was I? What is this [birth]? How is this [birth]? What shall we become? or how shall we become?' But this pondering ceases for one who sees the distinction [between the sattva and the Self]. For what reason is this? Since it is this mind-stuff\(^2\) which undergoes this diversified mutation. But when there is no longer undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā), the Self is purified and untouched by the conditions of the mind-stuff. For this reason this skilful person ceases pondering upon his own states-of-being.

Having thus enunciated the doctrine about the Self, as based upon reasonings, which is the primary source of Isolation, he discriminates the man who is competent for this teaching from the other man who is not competent. 25. For him who sees the distinction, the pondering upon his own states-of-being ceases. For one who ponders upon the existence of the Self,—for him, after his instruction in the eight aids to yoga, if he follow [the instruction] up [and] practise yoga, as a result of that [following and practice and] after he sees the difference between the Self and the sattva of the mind-stuff, there comes a cessation of pondering upon the being of the self. For one who does not ponder at all upon the existence of the self, the heretic,—for him, incompetent [to receive] the instruction, and failing to make out the existence of the self in this or the other world, [there is] no instruction, no seeing of the distinction, no cessation of pondering upon the existence of the self. Such is the meaning of the sutra. An objector asks 'How may we conclude that there is in the mind-stuff a pondering upon the states of the self?' In reply to this he says «in the rains ... just so.» It is inferred that there has been performed in a previous existence a karma which was the following up of the eight aids to yoga, or of a part of them, which is the seed of the sight of the thing-as-it-is (tattva) and which is conducive to release. In such a person, unavoidably, the pondering upon the states of the self naturally goes on, even when there is no practice\(^3\) [in concentration] upon the thing. He shows who these persons are who, according to the statements of

\(^{1}\) Compare the expressions at iv. 10, p. 283\(^{5}\).
\(^{2}\) Reading cittasyāvéśa.
\(^{3}\) Compare the Bhāṣya on iii. 51, p. 265\(^{4}\) (Calc. ed.).
The traditionalists, are not competent, by saying «When there is none of this (yasya) [good karma], this.» The opposing view is that there is no fruition of karma because there is no one in any other world, since no other world exists. There are those who have a liking for this [doctrine] and no liking for the demonstrated truth of the five-and-twenty entities. The pondering upon one's own states-of-being has already [ii. 39] been explained. He refers to the man who sees the distinction by saying «since it is this mind-stuff.» For him who is skilful in the sight of the distinction, pondering upon his own states-of-being ceases.

26. Then the mind-stuff is borne down to discrimination, onward towards Isolation.

That mind-stuff of his which formerly was borne onward towards objects-of-sense, down to non-thinking, becomes changed for him. It is borne onward towards Isolation, down to the thinking which comes from discrimination.¹

Now to the question 'What kind of mind-stuff has the man who sees the distinction?' he replies: 26. Then the mind-stuff is borne down to discrimination, onward towards Isolation. [This is] explained by merely reading.

27. In the intervals of this [mind-stuff] there are other presented-ideas [coming] from subliminal-impressions.

The mind-stuff which is [borne] down towards discrimination of the presented-idea and the flow of which is towards nothing but discernment of the difference between the sattva and the Self, has in its intervals other presented-ideas, either 'It is I' or 'It is mine' or 'I think' or 'I do not think.' From what source? From the dwindling seeds, from previous subliminal-impressions.

An objector says 'This may be so. But if the sight of the distinction has as its final goal (nimśīḥa) the discrimination, then the mind-stuff would at no time be emergent. Whereas we see that [the mind-stuff] of one who goes the rounds for alms is emergent.' To which the reply is this. 27. In the intervals of this [mind-stuff] there are other presented-ideas [coming] from subliminal-impressions. A presented-idea is that by which a thing is presented [to the Self]. It is the sattva of the mind-stuff. From this [sattva] the Intelligence is discriminated. By this it is [borne] down to [discrimination]. By the words 'I think' liberation is plainly indicated as distinct [from infatuation]. By the words 'I do not think' infatuation is [plainly shown]. By the words 'It is I' or the words 'It is mine,' the sense-of-personality (ahaṃkāra) and the sense-of-property (mamakāra), which are the sources of infatuation, are indicated.—

¹ Compare i. 12.
The compound (kṣiyāmanābija) is to be analysed [as meaning] seeds which are dwindling. The words «from previous subliminal-impressions» means from subliminal-impressions of emergence.

28. The escape from these [subliminal-impressions] is described as being like [the escape from] the hindrances.¹

The hindrances when in the condition of burned seed are unfit² for generation. Just so a previous subliminal-impression, when in the condition of seed burned by the fire of [intuitive] thinking, does not generate presented-ideas. But because the subliminal-impressions of [intuitive] knowledge are dormant³ until the task of the mind-stuff is completed, they are not considered here.

'This might be granted,' the objector says; 'but even if there be discriminative thinking, supposing the subliminal-impressions of emergence generate other presented-ideas,—what means is there then for escaping them to the end that they in turn shall not generate other presented-ideas?' In reply to this he says 28. The escape from these [subliminal-impressions] is described as being like [the escape from] the hindrances. In the case of one whose discriminative thinking is not thoroughly mature, the subliminal-impressions of emergence not having dwindled away generate other presented-ideas. Whereas in the case of one in whom discriminative thinking is mature, the subliminal-impressions have dwindled and are not capable of generating other presented-ideas, just as the hindrances, although arising in the intervals of the discrimination, do not generate other subliminal-impressions. Why is this so? Because in that case these hindrances are in the condition of seeds burned by the fire of discriminative thinking. Similarly also the subliminal-impressions of emergence.

—Now these subliminal-impressions of emergence must be restricted by the subliminal-impressions of discriminative thinking, and the subliminal-impressions of discrimination by the subliminal-impressions of restriction. But as for the subliminal-impressions of restriction, we have shown that they are outwardly objectless. The means of restriction must in all cases be considered, [but not the subliminal-impressions⁴ of intuitive knowledge], as he says «of intuitive knowledge.» He refers to the subliminal-impressions of the higher passionlessness.

29. For one who is not usurious even in respect of Elevation, there follows in every case, as a result of discriminative discernment, the concentration [called] Rain-cloud of [knowable] things.

This Brahman even in respect of Elevation, is not usurious, [that

¹ See ii. 10–12.
² Compare ii. 4 and 13.
³ See ii. 7.
⁴ Because these cease of themselves.
is to say] is not looking for anything [as a reward] even from that (tato 'pē); [and] if, even in respect of that, he be passionless, in every case nothing-less-than-the discriminative discernment becomes his. In this way, when, because the seeds of the subliminal-impressions have perished, there do not spring up for him any more presented-ideas,—then the concentration called Rain-cloud1 of [knowable] things becomes his.

So the author of the sutras, after describing the Elevation (prasaṅkhyaṇa) as the means for the restriction of emergence, gives the means for the restriction of the Elevation itself. 29. For one who is not usurious even in respect of Elevation, there follows in every case, as a result of discriminative discernment, the concentration [called] Rain-cloud of [knowable] things. [This Brahman] looks for nothing, for example, dominion over all things. <Even from that> means even from Elevation. [When] on the contrary, he is hindered even in respect of that, and is disaffected towards it, because he sees the defects of mutability, in every case nothing less than discriminative discernment becomes his. This same he explains in the words <even in respect of that.> Whenever presented-ideas of emergence may arise, then this Brahman has not attained to discriminative discernment at all times. After he has no other presented-ideas, he has at all times attained to discriminative discernment. Then the concentration called the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things becomes his. What he means to say is this: When he becomes disaffected towards Elevation and longs for its restriction, he should devote himself to the concentration [called] the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things. And by thus devoting himself to the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things he attains to discriminative discernment at all times. And thus he is capable of making it restricted.

30. Then follows the cessation of the hindrances and of karma. After the attainment of this [Rain-cloud of knowable things], undifferentiated-consciousness (avidyā) and the other hindrances are extirpated root and [branch]. And the latent-deposits of karma, good and bad, are destroyed with their roots. Upon the cessation of the hindrances and of karma, the wise man, even while yet alive, is released. Why is this? Because misconception is the cause of the world (bhavasya). For surely no one has ever seen the birth of any one whose misconceptions have dwindled away.

And he tells what the purpose of this is. 30. Then follows the cessation of the hindrances and of karma. But why does he become liberated even while living? The answer is in the word <Because.> For verily the latent-deposit

1 See i. 2, p. 114, and iv. 32, p. 315 (Calc. ed.).
of karma kindled by subconscious-impressions of hindrances and of karma is the source of birth and of other [fruitions]. And when there is no source, there can be nothing following from the source, as on this point the Exalted Aksapada¹ says "Because we see that persons free from passion have no birth."

31. Then, because of the endlessness of knowledge from which all obscuring defilements have passed away, what is yet to be known amounts to little.

The knowledge which is freed from all obscurations by hindrances and by karma becomes endless. The sattva of the obscured knowledge overwhelmed by the tamas which obscures it, and kept in motion here and there only by the rajas, is set free [from the tamas] and becomes fit for the process-of-knowing. In this case when it has become rid of defilement by any of the defilements of the covering, it becomes endless. In consequence of the endlessness of knowledge what is yet to be known amounts to little, to no more than a firefly in the sky. On which point this has been said ² "A blind man pierced a jewel; one without fingers strung it on a cord; one without a neck put it on; a dumb man paid honour to it."

Now what kind of mind-stuff is there, when thus there is the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things? The reply is this. 31. Then, because of the endlessness of knowledge from which all obscuring defilements have passed away, what is yet to be known amounts to little. The obscurations are those things by which the sattva of the mind-stuff is obscured. The defilements are the hindrances and the karma. The compound is to be analysed into <all> and <obscuring-defilements>. All these obscuring defilements have passed away from the sattva of the mind-stuff. Knowledge is that by which we know—this is the derivation. Because of the endlessness, by reason of its immeasurability, what is yet to be known amounts to very little. For just as in the autumn when the rays of the moon are freed from a dense veil [of cloud], and when they are brilliant in all directions, the light is so endless that water-jars and other things which are to be lightened up [amount to very] little,—similarly owing to the endlessness of light from the sattva of the mind-stuff from which all rajas and tamas have passed away, the things to be lightened up [amount to] little. This same he says in the words <from all.> He makes this clear from the negative side by the words, <overwhelmed by the tamas which obscures it.> Kept in motion by the rajas, whose disposition is to activity, and hence set free, [because] the tamas is removed from the spot. This is the meaning. Hence because by its

¹ Nyāya-sūtras iii. 1. 25. ² Tātt. Āraṇyaka i. 11².
light it rains [that is] pours down all kinds of knowable things, it is called the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things. The objector says 'We may admit the existence of this Rain-cloud of [knowable] things, the concentration, which is the cause of the subsidence of the hindrances with their subconscious-impressions and of the latent-deposit of karma. But even when this [concentration] exists, why should a creature not be a reborn?' In reply to this he says «On which point this has been said.» If an effect is to take place even when the cause is totally uprooted, then whew! Sir! piercing of jewels by blind men and similar performances would take place before our eyes. And so this proverb popular with reference to any inexplicable thing would be explicable. A blind man pierced a jewel. He strung it, that is, put it on a thread. He put it on, that is, fastened it on. He paid honour to it, that is, spoke in praise of it.

32. When as a result of this the aspects (guna) have fulfilled their purpose, they attain to the limit of the sequence of mutations.

As a result of the rise [into consciousness] of the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things, when the aspects have fulfilled their purpose, they end the sequence of their mutations. For [the aspects] having completed their experience and their liberation, and having attained the limit of their sequence, are incapable of lingering even for a moment.

The objector says 'The last limit of the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things, the undisturbed calm of thought, the higher passionlessness, may remove to their very roots the subliminal-impressions of emergent concentration, the latent-deposits of hindrances and of karma. Still since the aspects of themselves are disposed to form evolved-effects, why do they not, even in case of such a Self, produce a body and organs and the rest?' The reply is this. 32. When as a result of this the aspects (guna) have fulfilled their purpose, they attain to the limit of the sequence of mutations. The disposition of the aspects is such that when they have fulfilled their purpose with reference to any [Self] they do not continue active with reference to that [Self]. This is the point.

What now is this so-called sequence?

33. The positive correlate to the moment, recognized as such at the final limit of the mutation, is a sequence.

A sequence has as its essence a continuous series of moments and is cognized as such at the final limit [or] termination of the mutation. For when a new garment has come to the end [of its newness], there is no oldness, unless [the oldness] has passed through
the moments of the sequence. In permanent things also it is evident that there is a sequence. There are moreover two kinds of permanences, the absolutely unchanging permanence and the permanence in mutation. Of these two the Self's permanence is the absolutely unchanging, and the aspects' permanence is in mutation. A thing is permanent when its essence is not destroyed while it is passing through mutations. Both of these two kinds have a [certain] permanence, because the essential nature of them is not destroyed. Of these two: with regard to the external-aspects of the aspects (guna), the thinking-substance and the others for example, the sequence, having reached its end, is recognizable at the final limit of the mutation; with regard to permanent substances [that is] the aspects (guna), the end has not been reached; with regard to the absolutely unchanging permanent, the liberated Selves grounded in themselves and in nothing else, the being in themselves is experienced, to be sure, as a sequence, yet it has not reached its end [and is not recognizable at the final limit]. [The sequence is] abstracted from the act of existence and is based upon words [only].—Now has this round-of-rebirths as it exists in the aspects (guna), either in [actual] motion or in [potential] equilibrium, a final consummation of the sequence or not? This is incapable of answer. How then? A question capable of answer is this, 'Will every one who is born die?' 'Yes, sir.' There is [however] a question capable of alternative answers, 'Will every one after he has died be born again?' The skilful man upon whom discernment has dawned¹ and whose craving has dwindled will not be born again; but any other will be born again. Likewise in case this question should be raised 'Will the human race be more fortunate or not?' A partial answer to this question is this 'It will be more fortunate in comparison with animals; it will not be more fortunate in comparison with gods and sages.' On the other hand a question incapable of answer is this 'Will this round-of-rebirths have an end or will it be endless?' [But] in case there be a limitation [of the question] in either one of two ways, so that there be a consummation of the series of the

¹ Compare i. 16, p. 45; ii. 27, p. 165 (Calc. ed.).
Final condition of the serial order

round-of-rebirth for the good man, but not for any other, then there is no defect [in the question]. Consequently the only [way] is that this question be analysed.

Meanwhile he asks what a sequence of mutations is by saying «What now is this?» 33. The positive correlate to the moment, recognized as such at the final limit of the mutation, is a sequence. The sequence of the mutation is that which has the moment as its positive correlate; it is that to which the moments are related. It is that in which the accumulation of moments inheres. This is the meaning. And a sequence can never be explained unless there be that which the sequence contains. Neither can there be a sequence of only a single moment. Therefore the remaining alternative is that in which the accumulation of moments inheres. As he says in the words, «a continuous series of moments.» He gives the source-of-the-valid-idea for the sequence of the mutation by saying «of the mutation.» The final limit or termination of the mutation is the observed fact that even a new garment, although kept with care, after a time looks old. So then there is a sequence of the mutation. And before this point is reached the successive stages of oldness, the slightest, very slight, slight, noticeable, more noticeable, most noticeable, are inferred [already to exist]. This same he sets forth by a negative argument in the words «For when.» The words «unless . . . has passed through» refers to [an oldness] in which a [particular] moment in the sequence has not been reached. The objector says «Such a sequence is impossible in the case of primary matter since that is permanent.» In reply to this he says «In permanent things also.» By the use of the plural he asserts that the sequence is to be found among all permanent things. As to this he shows first what the different kinds of permanent things are, and then explains how the sequence is found among permanent things in the words «two kinds.» The objector says «The absolutely unchanging, because it does not swerve from its own nature, may be conceded to be permanent. But how can that which is in mutation, which unceasingly swerves from its own nature, be permanent?» In reply to this he says «When.» External-aspects and time-variations and intensities, of these it is the nature to rise and fall. But for a substance there is no dislodging it from its essential nature. And to the question whether all the sequences are cognizable at the final limit of mutation, he says No. «Of these two: with regard to the external-aspects of the aspects (guna), the thinking-substance and the others for example.» Since it has reached the end because of the destruction of the properties, [therefore the sequence is cognizable at the end of the mutation]. In the case of the primary cause, however, the sequence of mutations does not reach an end.—The objector says «Since the original substance undergoes mutation in the form of external aspects, it may have a sequence of mutation. But how can the Self who does not enter into mutation have a sequence of mutation?» In reply he says «with regard to
persons who are in bondage, because they assume that they are not over and above mind-stuff, have the mutations of this [mind-stuff] attributed to them. And in the case of the liberated a mutation based upon the [mere] act of existence and having no material existence is wrongly predicated. Since it is a word only, [if we say that the liberated exist,] which comes first, the predicate-relation which follows is based on the act of existence [only and on nothing more], when he says «from the act of existence.» As to the aspects (guṇa) it has been said that their sequence of mutation reaches no end.—Not enduring this some one asks «Now?» The words «in equilibrium» mean in the condition of a great mundane dissolution; «in motion» means at the time of creation. What he means to say is this: ‘If owing to endlessness, there is no end of the mutations of the round-of-existence, why, then! Sir! how at the time of a great mundane dissolution could it suddenly, for all selves, cease? And how at the time of the beginning of a creation, could the round-of-existence suddenly be produced? Accordingly in a sequence of liberations of the selves, one by one, because all of them would be set free, in a sequence of rounds-of-rebirths all [of these rounds-of-rebirths] would be destroyed, [that is] would reach a final consummation of the mutations of the primary cause. And if this be so, the primary cause itself would prove to be impermanent. Inasmuch also as you are not willing [to admit] that quite a new principle should come forth, you cannot say that [the mutations] are endless. For if that be so, beginninglessness would be contradicted and one would be involved in a breaking of all the statements of the books (śāstra).’ This is the point. He gives the reply in the words «This is incapable of answer.» This contention does not deserve a reply. In order to show that it is absolutely incapable of answer, he shows that there is a question absolutely capable of answer by saying «A question . . . is.» The question is «Will every one who is born die?» He gives the answer by saying «Yes, sir.» In other words, ‘Assuredly, sir.’ Having asked a question which admits of only one answer, he asks a question which admits of alternative answers in the words «Will every one?» He shows how it is that this admits of several answers in the words «alternative answers.» He gives another question which also admits of alternative answers and which makes the meaning clear in the words «Likewise . . . the human race.» But this is incapable of an absolute answer. For it is not possible to say absolutely and in general whether the round-of-rebirth of fortunate and unfortunate persons has an end or not. Just as we cannot ascertain absolutely the blissfulness or the lack of blissfulness in the case of all living beings. [This cannot be asserted] with the same absolute certainty as the certainty that all who are born will die. But the question is capable of answer in alternative ways as he says «for the fortunate being.» What he intends is this. The inference is that when there is a series of liberations, all would be liberated and the round-of-rebirths would be cut short. Now this [inference] is based on the liberation established by the Sacred
Self-sufficiency of Isolation

Tradition (agama). So how can the fact of the validity of the Sacred Tradition that establishes the liberation which we assume, invalidate the same Sacred Tradition with reference to the permanence of the evolved-effects of the primary cause? Therefore this inference, the object of which runs counter to the Sacred Tradition is not the source-of-a-valid-idea. For it is taught in the Sacred Word and the Tradition and the Legends and the Purāṇas that the succession of creations and resolutions (pratisarga) is without beginning and without end. And so first of all in the case of all the selves (atman) a simultaneous destruction of the round-of-rebirths is not possible. For even learned men are not grounded in discriminative discernment, although it is to be acquired by the toils of study in a succession of many births. How much less, then, all living creatures in general, both animate and inanimate and so on, suddenly at one time! For if causes are not simultaneous, effects should not be simultaneous. But discriminative discernment occurs in a sequence, and when numberless beings are liberated in a sequence, there is no destruction of the round-of-rebirth. For living beings are endless [in number], because they are countless. Thus all is cleared up.

Isolation is said to follow after the sequence of the task of the aspects (guna) has been completed. The nature of this is defined. 34. Isolation is the inverse generation of the aspects, no longer provided with a purpose by the Self, or it is the Energy of Intellect grounded in itself.

When the aspects (guna), whose essence is causes and effects, are inversely generated,—now that experience and liberation have been accomplished [for the Self] and now that a purpose is no longer provided by the Self,—this is Isolation. The Self's Energy of Thought becomes isolated, since it is grounded in itself and is not again related to the sattva of the thinking-substance. Its continuance thus for evermore is Isolation.

In the Pātañjalana authoritative book on yoga, the Exposition of the Sāmkhya, the Book on Isolation, the Fourth.

The subordinate connexions of the sātra, whose purpose is to determine the nature of Isolation, [with other topics] he gives in the words «task of the aspects.» 34. Isolation is the inverse generation of the aspects, no longer provided with a purpose by the Self, or it is the Energy of Intellect grounded in itself. In so far as their work is done, the aspects, no longer provided with a purpose by the Self, are inversely generated. They are resolved into their cause which is the primary-cause (pradhana). Of the aspects, whose
essence is causes and effects, the subliminal impressions of the restriction of emergent concentration are resolved into the central-organ; and the central-organ into the personality-substance; and the personality-substance into resoluble [primary matter]; and resoluble [primary matter] into unresoluble [primary matter]. This resolution (pratisarga) of the aspects (gīśa), whose essence is causes and effects, is Isolation, the release of some Self from the primary cause.—Or release is the Self grounded in itself, as he says «grounded in itself.» For the Energy of Thought even in a great mundane dissolution is grounded in itself. But that is not release. So he says «again.» The word iti in the sutra signifies the completion of the [authoritative] work.

In this Book he has described first the mind-stuff fit for release, then the perfections of the other world, and of the external objects and of the knower (jña), the Cloud of [knowable] things, concentration and the two kinds of release, and incidentally other things. There has also been a description of the source of anguishes, and anguishes [themselves] have been recounted. Here also the two kinds of yoga with the eight aids to yoga have been set forth. The path of release, the distinction between the aspects and the Self, has also been made more clear. Isolation has been discriminated and the Intellect (citi) has been made free from the anguishes.

In the Explanation of the Comment on Patañjali’s [Yoga-treatise], [which Explanation is entitled] Clarification of the Entities (Tattva-vaidyāra), and which was composed by the Venerable Vacaspatimiḍra, the Book on Isolation, the Fourth, is finished.
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# APPENDIX 2

## INDEX OF QUOTATIONS IN THE COMMENT

Following the order in which they are cited in the text of the Bhāṣya or Comment, and with indication of their sources.

Synopsis of the sources, with indication of Abbreviations used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anadhikārīṇa Āgamināḥ.</th>
<th>Va P. = Vatsyāyana Bhāṣya.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Āgama.</td>
<td>Vāyu Purāṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āmnāya.</td>
<td>Vārṣagānyā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pañcačikha.</td>
<td>Čravaṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBh. = Mahābhārata.</td>
<td>Saṅgraha Karikā.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers on the left refer to the page and line of the Calcutta edition of 1890 reprinted in 1908 in Benares without change of pagination, but with slight differences in the lines. Quotations which are not verbally accurate are marked with an asterisk. An interrogation-point, placed after the sign of equality, means that the source of the quotation concerned has not been discovered.

| 16 | Pañcačikha 2. |
| 62 | Pañcačikha 1. |
| 65 | VP. vii. 7. 33 f; vi. 7. 36–37; Brham Naraditya P. xli. 12–14. |
| 83 | Pañcačikha 4. |
| 98 | MBh. xii. 17. 20; 151. 11; compare Dhammapada 28. |
| 99 | Čravaṇa. |
| 113 | Vaiyāsikī Gāthā. |
| 114 | Pañcačikha 5. |
| 116 | Pañcačikha 6. |
| 123 | Āmnāya. |
| 129 | Pañcačikha 3. |
| 132 | Saṅgrahaçloka ? |
| 133 | ? |
| 136 | Pañcačikha 11. |
| 140 | Pañcačikha 7. |
| 145 | Pañcačikha 8. |
| 153 | Pañcačikha 9. |
| 156 | Āgama. |
| 159 | ? Pañcačikha ? |
| 159 | Ĉrutī. |
| 168 | Saṅgrahaçrikā ? |
| 172 | ? |
| 176 | ? |
| 179 | Vatsyāyana Bhāṣya. |
| 183 | Va P. xcviii. 101; VP. iv. 10–12; LP. lxvii. 23. |
| 190 | Āgama. |
| 198 | ? |
| 204 | Pañcačikha ? |
Appendix 2

207\* = Pañcaçikha 11.
213\* = ?
217\* = Sañgrahakārika.
236\* = Sañgrahaçloka.
245\* = Bh. ii. 4. 14; iv. 5. 15.
249\* = Pañcaçikha 12.
255\* = Purvâcarya.

272\* = Varsagânya.
287\* = Purvâcarya.
291\* = Varsagânya.
306\* = Pañcaçikha 9.
306\* = Āgama.
311\* = Anadhikariṇa Āgaminaḥ.
315\* = Taîttiriya Āranyaka, i. 11\*.
APPENDIX 3

INDEX OF QUOTATIONS IN THE COMMENT, GROUPED ACCORDING TO THEIR SOURCES

The explanations prefixed to Appendix 2 apply to this Appendix also.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anadhikārīṇa Āgamināḥ.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>= 311\textsuperscript{1}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āgama.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 156\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 190\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 306\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āmnāya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 128\textsuperscript{3}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taittirīya Āraṇyaka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. 11. 5 = 315\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chāndogya Upanisad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii. 1. 1 = 243\textsuperscript{3}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pūrvacārāya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 289\textsuperscript{4}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brhadāraṇyaka Upanisad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. 4. 14 and = 245\textsuperscript{4}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. 5. 15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahābhārata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii. 530 = 98\textsuperscript{4}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vātsyāyana Bhāṣya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 179\textsuperscript{4}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāyu Purāṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xcix. 101 = 183\textsuperscript{1}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vārṣagāṇya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 272\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 291\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viṣṇu Purāṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. 7. 30 f. and = 65\textsuperscript{1}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. 7. 36–37.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaiyāsikī Gāthā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 113\textsuperscript{1}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āravaṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 99\textsuperscript{1}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ĉrutī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 159\textsuperscript{5}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saṅgrahaka-kārika.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 132\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 168\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 217\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 236\textsuperscript{2}.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

46 [n. o. s. 17]
INDEX OF QUOTATIONS IN THE TATTVA-VĀIČARADĪ

Following the order in which they are cited in the text of Vacaspatimīcra's Vyakhya, entitled Tattva-Vaiçaradī, and with indication of their sources.

Synopsis of the sources, with indication of the Abbreviations used.

| Nyaya-Kaṇikā. | VP. = Viṣṇu Purāṇa. |
| NS. = Nyaya-Sutra. | Vaiṅācika. |
| Paṇ. = Paṇini. | Čikṣā. |
| Purāṇa. | Čṛhar. = Čṛharṣa Khaṇḍana- khaṇḍakhādya. |
| Brahma Tattva Samīkṣā. | Saṃgraha Čloka. |
| Manu. | Smṛti. |
| Maṇḍ. = Maṇḍukya Upaniṣad. |
| Mokṣa Dharma. |

The numbers on the left refer to the page and to the line of Vacaspati's text in the Calcutta edition. The pages in the Benares reprint agree with those of the Calcutta edition; the lines vary a little. Quotations which are not verbally accurate are marked with an asterisk. An interrogation-point placed after the sign of equality, means that the source of the quotation concerned has not been discovered.

3\(^1\) = Taṇḍ. xix. 2. 1. 33\(^1\) = Maṇḍ. 5 and 11.
3\(^2\) = Brh. iv. 4. 23. 44\(^1\) = Saṃkh. Kār. xlv.
4\(^1\) = Yogiyāj. 50\(^8\) = VaP. ?
20\(^b\) = Paṇ. v. 2. 42. 51\(^1\) = VaP. ?
20\(^\prime\) = Paṇ. ii. 2. 29. 75\(^2\) = Nyāyakāṇikā?
27\(^7\) = *Paṇ. MBhāṣ. i. 2. 45. 75\(^2\) = Brahma-Tattva-Samīkṣā?
27\(^8\) = ? 102\(^2\) = ?
27\(^\prime\) = Manu ii. 7. 104\(^1\) = Saṃgraha Čloka.
31\(^2\) = Saṃkh. Kār. xlviii. 106\(^1\) = VP. vi. 7. 33.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index of Quotations in the Tattva-Vaiçāradi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106\textsuperscript{ii} = Smṛti ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106\textsuperscript{iii} = Bhag. ii. 47.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112\textsuperscript{iv} = Samgraha Čloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126\textsuperscript{v} = Pāṇ. ii. 1. 49.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129\textsuperscript{vi} = ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132\textsuperscript{vii} = ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132\textsuperscript{viii} = Manu iii. 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133\textsuperscript{ix} = Bhag. xviii. 38.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134\textsuperscript{x} = VP. iv. 10. 9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137\textsuperscript{xi} = ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142\textsuperscript{xii} = Čvet. iv. 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143\textsuperscript{xiii} = Pāṇ. i. 4. 22.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156\textsuperscript{xiv} = Čvet. iv. 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159\textsuperscript{xv} = Manu iv. 37.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162\textsuperscript{xvi} = VaP. lxix. 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176\textsuperscript{xvii} = VP. vi. 7. 36-37.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180\textsuperscript{xviii} = Pāṇ. ii. 4. 9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183\textsuperscript{xix} = VP. iv. 10. 12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186\textsuperscript{xx} = VP. vi. 7. 39.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190\textsuperscript{xxi} = Pāṇ. iii. 4. 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190\textsuperscript{xxii} = Manu vi. 72.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190\textsuperscript{xxiii} = VP. vi. 7. 40-41.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191\textsuperscript{xxiv} = VP. vi. 7. 43.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192\textsuperscript{xxv} = VP. vi. 7. 44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194\textsuperscript{xxvi} = VP. vi. 7. 45.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195\textsuperscript{xxvii} = VP. vi. 7. 89.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196\textsuperscript{xxviii} = VP. vi. 7. 90.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196\textsuperscript{xxix} = VP. vi. 7. 92.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197\textsuperscript{xxx} = VP. vi. 7. 86-88.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210\textsuperscript{xxxi} = MBh. xii. 318. 102.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218\textsuperscript{xxxii} = Čikṣā 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225\textsuperscript{xxxiii} = Vaiyākaraṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227\textsuperscript{xxxiv} = Katyāyana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240\textsuperscript{xxxv} = VaP. ci. 85.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248\textsuperscript{xxxvi} = Saṁkh. Kar. xxix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248\textsuperscript{xxxvii} = Brh. iv. 4. 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254\textsuperscript{xxxviii} = ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279\textsuperscript{xxxix} = VaP. lxvi. 143.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285\textsuperscript{xl} = Purāṇa ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294\textsuperscript{xli} = ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299\textsuperscript{xlii} = Čṛhar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304\textsuperscript{xliii} = Vāinācika ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306\textsuperscript{xliv} = ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314\textsuperscript{xlv} = NS. iii. 1. 25.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 5

INDEX OF QUOTATIONS IN THE TATTVA-VĀIÇARADI
GROUPED ACCORDING TO THEIR SOURCES

The explanations prefixed to Appendix 4 apply to this Appendix also

Kātyāyana.
  = 227.  
Tāṇḍya Mahābrāhmaṇa.
  xiv. 2. 1 = 3'.
Nyāyakanikā.
  = 75'.
Nyāya-Sūtra.
  iii. 1. 25 = 314'.
Paṇini.
  i. 4. 22 = 143'.
  ii. 1. 49 = 126'.
  ii. 2. 29 = 207'.
  *ii. 4. 9 = 180'.
  iii. 4. 63 = 190'.
  v. 2. 42 = 206'.
Patañjali Mahābhāṣya.
  *1. 2. 45 = 27'.
Purāṇa.
  = 285'.
Bṛhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad.
  iv. 4. 3 = 24810.
  iv. 4. 23 = 3'.
Brahma Tattva Samīkṣa.
  = 75'.
Bhagavad Gītā.
  ii. 47 = 10613.
  xviii. 38 = 133'.
Manu.
  ii. 7 = 27'.
  iii. 68 = 13213.
  iv. 37 = 15912.
  vi. 72 = 19011.
Mahābhārata.
  xii. 318. 102 = 2107.
Maṇḍūkya Upaniṣad.
  5 and 11 = 3311.
Yogi Yājñavalkya Smṛti.
  = 41.
Vayu Purāṇa.
  = 501.
  = 511.
  lxix. 2 = 16211.
  lxvi. 143 = 27911.
  ci. 85 = 24011.
Viṣṇu Purāṇa.
  iv. 10. 9 = 1341.
  iv. 10. 12 = 1837.
  vi. 7. 33 = 1061.
  vi. 7. 36–37 = 1761.
  vi. 7. 39 = 18610.
  vi. 7. 40–41 = 19012.
  vi. 7. 43 = 19114.
  vi. 7. 45 = 19410.
  vi. 7. 77–85 = 19413.
  vi. 7. 89 = 19511.
  vi. 7. 90 = 1961.
  vi. 7. 92 = 1966.
  vi. 7. 86–88 = 1971.
Vainācika.
  = 2941.
  = 3044.
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Vaiyakarana.
\(? = 225^1\).

Cikṣa.
\(13 = 218^4\).

Çrīharṣa Khañḍanakhañḍakhādyā.
\(= 299^4\).

Çvetāyāvatara Upaniṣad.
iv. 5 = 142^2.
iv. 5 = 156^4.

Sāṅgṛaha Čloka.
104^11.
112^4.

Sāṅkhya Karika.
xxix = 248^4.
xlv = 44^10.
xlvii = 31^6.

Smṛti.
\(? = 106^11\).

APPENDIX 6

QUOTATIONS IN THE TATTVA-VĀIÇĀRADĪ NOT YET TRACED TO THEIR SOURCES

Cañīyam vandet svargakāmaḥ = 27^3.
Nirupadravabhitārthasvabhāvasya = 102^2.
Kāmato kāmato vapi yat karomi = 106^11.
Na hīnsyāt sarvā bhūtāni [Vedic] = 129^3.
Sābhilāṇaḥ ca saṅkalpyaḥ = 132^13.
Pradipasyeva nirvāṇaṁ vimokṣaḥ = 137^9.
Ākāro gāuravaṁ raukyaṁ = 254^1.
Sahopalambhanyamād abhedāḥ = 294^2.
Bhūdir yeṣāṁ kriyāṁ sāiva kārakaṁ = 304^1.
Abhinno 'pi hi buddhyātmā = 308^9.
INDEX OF WORDS IN THE SŪTRAS

An alphabetic index of the Sutras themselves is given in the edition of the Bombay Sanskrit Series, and in that of the Anandācrama Series of Poona.—This index is designed to include all the words of the text of the Sutras, and no others. The text is that of the Calcutta edition of Saṅvat 1947 (Baptist Mission Press, A.D. 1891); and accordingly pañca, for example, is included. The numbers refer to pada and sutra.

The Sutras contain almost no finite verb-forms (asti, syāt, kañyate, jāyante), and I have therefore put the participles, not under the verbal roots, but in their proper alphabetic place: so atita, apeta, udita, vīta under a-, u-, v-, not under root i; similarly abhijāta, asanna, utpanna, ukta (not under vac), a-labdhā (under al-); and so the other negatives beginning with an- or a-. On the other hand, the pronominal forms are assembled in the usual way: tat, tasya, tāh, sa, under tād; asya, esām, under idam; etena under etad.

akaraṇa, saṅga-smaya_akaraṇam iii. 51.
akalpita, bahir-ākalpita iii. 43.
akusīda, prasaṃkhyaṇe 'pi akusīdasya iv. 29.
ākrṣṇa, açukla_ākrṣṇam iv. 7.
ākrmaṇa, akraṇam ceti iii. 54.
ākliṣṭa, kliṣṭa_ākliṣṭāḥ i. 5.
āṅga, yoga_āṅga ii. 28; āṣṭāṅgāni i. 29; aṅgamejayatva i. 31; sva_āṅ-ga ii. 40.
ājñāta, vastu jñāta_ājñātam iv. 17.
ājñāna, duḥkha_ājñāna ii. 34.
ājjanatā, tad-ājjanatā i. 41.
āṇīmaṇ, aṇīma_ādī iii. 45.
atadrūpa, atadrūpa-pratiṣṭham i. 8.
atīta, atīta_anāgata-jñānam iii. 16; atīta_anāgatanāṁ svarūpato 'sty adhvaḥbhedat iv. 12.
atyanta, atyanta_āsāṃkṛtpayoḥ iii. 35.
atha, atha yoga_ānucaṣananam i. 1.
adṛṣṭa, drṣṭa_adṛṣṭa ii. 12.
adhigama, pratyak-cetanā_adhigamaḥ i. 29.
adhimātra, mṛdu-madhyā_ahimātra ii. 34.
adhimātratva, mṛdu-madhyā_adhimā-tratvāt i. 22.
adhiṣṭhātrtvam, sarva-bhāva_adhiṣṭhātrtvam iii. 49.
adhyātman, adhyātma-prasādāḥ ii. 47.
adhyāsa, itara_ahyasaḥ iii. 17.
adhyāvan, adhyāv-bhedat iv. 12.
Ananta, Ananta-samāpattibhyām ii. 47.
ananta, ananta-phala ii. 34.
anabhīṣata, dvandva_anabhīṣataḥ ii. 48; tad-dharma_anabhīṣataḥ ca iii. 45.
anavacchinna, samaya_anavacchin-
nāḥ ii. 31.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Sutras</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anavaccheda</td>
<td>iii. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anyātā—anavacchedāt</td>
<td>i. 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kālena—anavacchedāt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anavadhāraṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubhaya—anavadhārapam</td>
<td>iv. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anavasthitatva</td>
<td>i. 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anāṣṭam</td>
<td>ii. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naṣṭam apy anāṣṭam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anāgata</td>
<td>i. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duhkham anāgatam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anāgataṃ jñānam</td>
<td>i. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anāgataṃ svarūpataḥ</td>
<td>iv. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anātman</td>
<td>ii. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duhkhaḥ anātmanasu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anādītva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tāsām anādītvam ca</td>
<td>iv. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anācayya</td>
<td>ii. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhīyāna-jam anācayam</td>
<td>iv. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anītya</td>
<td>ii. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anītya-açuci-duhkha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anīṣṭa</td>
<td>i. 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anīṣṭa-prasāṅgat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anukāra</td>
<td>ii. 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svarūpa—anukāra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anugama</td>
<td>i. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rūpa-anugamāt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anuguṇa</td>
<td>iv. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vipāka-anugunāpanam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anuttama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>santoṣad anuttama-sukhālābhāḥ</td>
<td>ii. 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anupācyayay</td>
<td>ii. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pratyaya—anupācyayah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anupātīn</td>
<td>i. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cābda-jñāna—anupātī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dharma-anupātī</td>
<td>i. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anubbūta</td>
<td>i. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anubhūta-vaśaya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anumāna</td>
<td>i. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pratyakṣa-anumāna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vrutu-anumāna</td>
<td>i. 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anumodita</td>
<td>ii. 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṛta-kārīta-anumodita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anucaśayin</td>
<td>ii. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukha—anucaśayī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duḥkha—anucaśayī</td>
<td>ii. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anucaśasana</td>
<td>i. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoga—anucaśasana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anuṣṭhāna</td>
<td>ii. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoga—anuṣṭhāna-nāt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aneka</td>
<td>i. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cittam ekam anekaśam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anta, paramamahattva-antaḥ</td>
<td>i. 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antara, jāty-antara</td>
<td>iv. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>citta-antara</td>
<td>iv. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pratyaya-antarāpi</td>
<td>i. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antaraṅgā, trayam antaraṅgām</td>
<td>iii. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antaraśya</td>
<td>i. 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>te antaraśyaḥ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antarāyabhāvaḥ ca</td>
<td>i. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antardhānām</td>
<td>i. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anyā, samāskāra-čeṣo'nyah</td>
<td>i. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anya-visāya</td>
<td>i. 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anya-samāskāra</td>
<td>i. 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tad-anya-sadhānapatvat</td>
<td>ii. 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
abhibhava, abhibhavaprādurbhavā
iii. 9.
abhimata, yathābhimatam i. 38.
abhivyakti, abhivyaktir vāsanānām
iv. 8.
abhyantra, ii. 50, 51.
abhyāsa, tatra sthitāṃ yatno 'bhya-
sah i. 13; abhyāsā-vārāgyābhāyām
i. 12; ekatattva_abhyāsa, i. 32;
virāma-pratyaṇa_abhyāsa i. 18.
ariṣṭa, ariṣṭabhyo vā iii. 22.
artha, ṣabdā_artha-jñāna i. 42;
ṣabdā_artha-pratyaṇa iii. 17; cittāṃ
sarva_arthān i. 23; sva_artha iii.
35; cittāṃ api para_artham iv. 24;
puruṣa_artha iv. 34; tad-artha eva
dṛṣyaṣya_atmā ii. 21; artha-mātra
i. 43 and iii. 3; kṛta_artha ii. 22
and iv. 32; tad-artha-bhāvanam i. 28;
bhāvana_artha, ii. 2; tanukaraṇa_
artha ii. 2; apavarga_artham ii. 18;
tat-pratipitṛtha_artham i. 32.
arthatā, sarva_arthata iii. 11.
arathatva, viçeṣṭa_arthatva i. 49;
para_arthatva, iii. 35.
arthavattva, anvaya_arthavattva iii.
44; arthavattva-saṁyamāt iii. 47.
alabdha, alabdha-bhūmikatva i. 30.
aliṅga, liṅgamātra_aḷiṅgāni ii. 19;
aliṅga-paryavasānam i. 45.
alpa, ṝineyam alpam iv. 31.
avadhāraṇa, an-avadhāraṇam, iv. 20.
avasthā, dharma-lakṣaṇa_avasthā iii.
13.
avasthāna, draśṭuḥ svarūpe 'vasthā-
nam i. 3.
avidyā, avidyā_asmita_i. 3; anittyā_
acuci-duhkha_anātmasa nitya-çuci-
sukha, atma-khyātir avidyā ii. 5;
avidyā kṣetram uttareṣam ii. 4;
tasya hetur avidyā ii. 24.
aviplava, viveka-khyātir aviplavā ii.
26.
avirati, alasya_avirati, i. 30.
aviçeṣṭa, 1. unparticularized, viçeṣṭa_
aviçeṣṭa ii. 19. 2. failing to distin-
guish, pratyaṇa_aviçeṣṭo bhogaḥ iii.
35.
aviṣayabhūtata, ii. 20.
avyapadeçya,  thảo_udita_avyapa-
decya iii. 14.
āçukla, ואכעאיהו_akoropa iv. 7.
āçuci, anittyā-acuci ii. 5.
āçuddhi, açuddhi-kṣayat ii. 43.
āśṭā, āśṭāv āngāṇi ii. 29.
asaṁkīrṇa, atyanta_asaṁkīrṇayoh
iii. 35.
asaṁkhyeya, asaṁkhyeya-vasānabhīḥ
iv. 24.
asāṅga, kaṃṭakaₜādiṣu asāṅga i. 39.
asampramoṣa, anubhūta-visāya_asa-
sampramoṣaḥ i. 11.
asampryoga, caksuḥ prakaṣṇa-a_
sampryoge iii. 2; visāya_asampra-
yoge ii. 54.
asāṁsarga, parār asaṁsargaḥ ii. 40.
asti, svarūpato 'sty adhivabhedat iv.
12; tāda kiṁ syat iv. 16.
asteya, satya_asteya ii. 30; asteya-
pratīṣṭhāyām i. 37.
asmitā, avidyā_asmita- ii. 3; dṛg-
darāṇa-çaktyor ekatattva_iva_as-
mita ii. 6; vitarka-vicāra_ananda_
asmitā i. 17; asmitā_anvaya_artha-
vattva iii. 47; nirmāṇa-citṛty anya
asmitāmatratvā iv. 4.
asya, asya vaçṭkāraḥ i. 40.
āhiṁsā, ahiṁsā-satya- ii. 30; ahiṁsā-
pratīṣṭhāyām ii. 35.
ākāça, çrotarā_{akoropa-sambandha
iii. 41; kāya_{akoropa-sambandha
... akāça-gamanam iii. 42.
ākṣepin, visāya_{akoropa ii. 51.
āgama, anumāna_agnamāḥ i. 7.
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ātmaka, indriya-ātmaka ii. 18.
ātmatā, eka-ātmatā-eva ii. 6.
ātman, 1. the soul, ātma-dārṣṣaṇa, ii. 41; ātma-khyāti ii. 5; ātma-bhāva-bhāvanā iv. 25; 2. the essence, dryyasya ātma ii. 21; guṇa-ātma naḥ iv. 13.
ādarṣa, vedāna-ādarṣa- iii. 36.
ādi, ṣaṁkṣa-ādi iii. 45; bala-ādmi iii. 24; māitrī-ādiṣu ii. 23; kaṇṭaka-ādiṣu iii. 39.
ānantarya, vyavahitānām apy ānantaryaṃ iv. 9.
ānantya, jñānasya ānantyaḥ iv. 31.
ānanda, vācaka-vidyā ānanda i. 17.
ānuṣāraṇa, dṛṣṭa-ānuṣāraṇa i. 15.
āpatti, tad-ākāra-āpatti iv. 22.
āprāra, prakṛti-āprāraḥ iv. 2.
ābhaṣa, sva-ābhāṣam iv. 19.
āyus, jāty-āyur-bhogaḥ ii. 13.
ālambana, jñāna-ālambana i. 38; abhāva-pratīṣṭha-ālambana i. 10; hetu-phala-ācraṇya-ālambanīḥ ii. 11.
ālasya, āmādā-ālasya- i. 30.
āloka, prajñā-āloka iii. 5; pravṛtti-āloka-nyāṣat iii. 25.
āvaraṇa, āvaraṇa-mala iv. 31; prakāra-āvaraṇa i. 52; prakāra-āvaraṇa-kṣaṇa iii. 43.
āveṣa, para-cāra-āveṣaḥ iii. 38.
ācāya, vipāka-ācāyaḥ i. 24; karma-ācāyaḥ ii. 12.
ācit, ācio niyatyāt v i. 10.
ācraṇya, hetu-phala-ācraṇya iv. 11.
ācraṇyatva, kriyā-phala-ācraṇyatavam ii. 36.
āsana, āsana-prāṇāyāma ii. 29; sthira-sukham āsanaam ii. 46.
āsana, tvraṃṣu-vēgānām āsanaḥ i.21.
āsevita, satkāra-āsevitaḥ i. 14.
āsvāda, ādāra-āsvāda-vārtta ii. 36.

itara, itaretara-adhyāṣat iii. 17; trividham itareṣaṃ iv. 7; prajñā-परvaka itareṣāṃ i. 20.
itaratra, vṛttī-sārtyam itaratra i. 4.
itī, ii. 34, iii. 54, 55, iv. 34.
īdāma, asya vaṭtikāraḥ i. 40; hānām eṣām iv. 28; eṣām abhāve iv. 11.
indriya, kāya-indriya ii. 43; bhūta- indriya ii. 18, iii. 13; indriya-jaya ii. 41; iii. 47; vaṭyata-indriyaṇām ii. 55; indriyaṇāṁ pratyāhāra ii. 54.
īva, svarūpaṇyām īva i. 43, iii. 3; anukāra īva i. 54; abhiyātaśya īva i. 41.
iṣṭa, iṣṭa-devata ii. 44.

-īcvara, klega-karma-vipāka-ācayaḥ aparāmrṣṭaḥ puruṣa-vīcēṣa iṣṭavāḥ i. 24; īcvara-prāṇidhāna i. 23, ii. 1, ii. 32, ii. 45.

ukta, kłęsavat uktam iv. 28.
-utkṛṇti, asaṅga utkṛṇtiḥ ca iii. 39.
uttara, avidyā kṣetram uttareṣām ii. 4.
utpanna, viṣayavat v pravṛttir utpannā i. 35.

udaya, kṣaya-uḍayau i. 11.
udāna, udāna-jayat iii. 39.
udāra, prasupta-tanu-viṣeṣina uḍārānām ii. 4.
udita, śānta-uditaḥ iii. 12 and 14.
upanimantraṇa, śānty-upanimantraṇe iii. 51.
uparakta, uparaktam cittam iv. 23.
uparāga, tad-uparāga-apekṣītvat iv. 17.
upalabdhi, svarūpa- upalabdhi ii. 23.
upasarga, saṃdāhav upasargaḥ iii. 37.
upasthāna, sarva-ratna-upasthānam ii. 37.
upekṣā, māitrī-kaṇṭha-mudita- upesṣanām i. 33.
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ubhaya, ubhaya-anavadhāraṇam iv. 20.

- rtaṁbhara, rtaṁbhāra tatra praįnā 
i. 48.

eka, prayojaκam cittam ekam iv. 5; eka-cītta-tantram iv. 16; eka-ātmata 
i. 6; eka-rūpaṇavāt i. 9; eka-lauka- abhyāsāḥ i. 32; eka-samaye iv. 20.

- ekaṭānātā, prataya-ekatānata i. 2.

- ekaṭra, trayam ekatra saṇyamaḥ iii. 4.


- ekāgraṭā, cittasya-ekāgraṭā i. 12; sarvārtha-ekāgraṭā i. 11.

- eka-gra, sāumanyasya-ekagra ṣaṁ-
yā-jaya i. 41.

- etad, etasyāva savicara i. 44; etena 
hūntendriyasya iii. 18.

- eva, i. 44, i. 46, ii. 6, ii. 15, ii. 21, 
iii. 3, iv. 8.

- oṣadhi, janma-oṣadhi-mantra iv. 1.

- ka, tada kiśm syat iv. 16.

- kaṇṭṭaka, jala-pañka-kaṇṭṭaka iii. 39.

- kaṇṭṭha, kaṇṭṭha-kupe iii. 30.

- kathaṁta, janma-kathaṁta-sambodha 
ii. 39.

- karaṇa, saksat-karaṇat iii. 18.

- karaṇa, mātṛt-karaṇa-mudita-upeksa 
i. 33.

- karman, kleca-karma-vipaka i. 24;
kleca-karma-nivṛttiḥ iv. 30; karma- 
ācaya i. 12; nirupakramana ca 
karma iii. 22; karma-ācukla- 
ākrṣanam iv. 7.

- kalpitā, bahir-akalpitā i. 48.

- kāya, kāya-indriya-siddhiḥ ii. 48;
kāya-rūpa-saṇyamat ī. ii. 21; kāya- 
vyūha-jīvānam iii. 29; kāya-sāṃpat 
i. 45, 46; kāya-akācayoḥ saṁ-
bandha iii. 42.

- kāraṇa, bandha-karaṇa-çāithilyat iii. 
38.

- kārita, kṛta-karita-anumodita ii. 34.

- kārta, iv. 24.

- kāla, deṣa-kala ii. 31, ii. 50, iv. 9; 
drgha-kala-nairantar yā i. 14; kā-
lena-anvacchedat i. 26.

- kīm, tada kiṃ syat iv. 16.

- kūpa, kaṇṭṭha-kupe iii. 30.

- kūrma, kūrma-nādyāṃ iii. 31.

- kṛta, kṛta-artha ii. 22, iv. 32.

- kāivalya, saṇyogāḥāvo hānāṁ tadd-
ṛṣeḥ kāivalyam ii. 25; sattva- 
purusayoh çuddhi-sāmye kāivalyam 
iii. 55; doṣa-bija-ksaye kāivalyam 
iii. 50; guṇānāṁ pratīprasavah kā-
ivalyam iv. 34; kāivalya-pragbhārām 
cittam iv. 26.

- krama, kṣaṇa-pratiyogt pariṇama-apā-
rānta-nirgrāhyah krameḥ iv. 33;
pariṇāma-krama iv. 32; kṣaṇa-tat-
kramayoḥ iii. 52; krama-anyatvam 
iii. 15.

- kriya, kriya-yogah i. 1; kriya-pha la 
i. 36; prakāṣa-kriya i. 18.

- krodha, lobha-krodha-moha ii. 34.

- kriṣṭa, vyttayaḥ paṇcatayyaḥ klīṣ-
ta-akliṣṭaḥ i. 5.

- kleca, paśca klecaḥ ii. 3; kleca-mula-
karmācaya iii. 12; kleca-karma- 
vipaka i. 24; kleca-karma-nivṛttiḥ 
iv. 30; kleca-tanukarana ii. 2; 
hānām ēṣām kleca-vad uktam iv. 28.

- kṣaṇa, kṣaṇa-pratiyogt ... kramaḥ 
iv. 33; kṣaṇa-tat-kramayoḥ saṇyā-
māt ī. iii. 52; nirodha-kṣaṇa iii. 9.

- kṣaya, kṣaya-udayaḥ i. 11; prakāṣa-
ca-avana-kṣaya i. 43; doṣa-bija- 
ksaya iii. 50; açuddhi-kṣaya ii. 28, 
48.

- kṣi, tatāḥ kṣiyate prakāṣa-avana 
ii. 52; kṣaṇa-vṛteḥ i. 41.

- kṣudh, kṣut-pipāsā i. 30.
kṣetra, avidya kṣetram ii. 4.
kṣetrika, varaṇa-bhedas tu tataḥ kṣetrika-vat iv. 3.

- khyāti, puruṣa-khyāter guṇa-vātisṛṇ-yam i. 16; ātma-khyāti i. 15; viveka-khyāti ii. 26, ii. 28, iv. 29; anyata-khyāti iii. 49.
gati, gati-vichchedaḥ ii. 49; dhruve tad-gati-jñānam iii. 28.
gamana, ākāśa-gamanaṁ iii. 42.

- guṇa, guṇa-vṛtti ii. 15; guṇa-vātisṛṇ-yam i. 16; guṇa-parvāni ii. 19; te vyakta-sūkṣma guṇa-ātmanāḥ iv. 13; guṇānāṁ prati-prasavāḥ iv. 34; samātir guṇānāṁ iv. 32.
guru, pūrveṣam api guruḥ i. 26.
grāhaṇa, grahaṇa-grāhyeṣu tatsthā-tad-aṇāṇatā samāpattiḥ i. 41; grahaṇa-svarūpa-asmita- iii. 47.
grāhītra, grahītra-grāhaṇa-grāhyeṣu i. 41.
grāhya, grahītra-grāhaṇa-grāhyeṣu i. 41; tad-grāhya-akti-stambhe iii. 21.

cā, abhāvaḥ ca i. 29; nirvīcāra ca i. 44; visayatvaṁ ca i. 45; arthaḥ ca ii. 2; virodhāca ca ii. 15; yogyatvāni ca ii. 41; dharāṇaś ca ii. 53; na ca tad sālambanaṁ ii. 20; nirupakramāṁ ca ii. 22; saṅvedanāc ca iii. 38; ut-krāntī ca iii. 39; samāpatteś ca iii. 42; anabhiḥṭāca ca iii. 45; pradhāna-jayaḥ ca ii. 48; sarva-jñātrtvāṁ ca iii. 49; akramaṁ ca iti iii. 54; anādītvām ca iv. 10; na ca ekacitta-tantram iv. 16; ekasamaye ca iv. 20; saṅkaraḥ ca iv. 21.
cakra, nābhi-cakra iii. 29.
cakṣus, cakṣuḥ-prakāṣa iii. 21.
caturtha, viśaya-akṣepī caturthāḥ ii. 51.
candra, candre tārā-vyuḥa-jñānam iii. 27.

ciṭṭa, citer apratisāmpramāyaḥ iv. 22; svarūpa-pratīṣṭhāvāḥ cīṭṭa-jaṭākhiḥ iv. 34.
ciṭṭa, yogac caṭṭā-vṛtti-nirodhāḥ i. 2; caṭṭa-vṛttayaḥ iv. 18; cīṭṭam api paraṁtham iv. 23; deca-bandhaḥ cīṭṭasya i. 1; uparaktaṁ cīṭtam iv. 23; upārāga-apekṣītvāc cīṭṭasya iv. 17; viśayaṁavi cīṭtam i. 37; ekaciṭṭa-tantram iv. 16; vastu-sāmye cīṭṭa-bhedat iv. 15; asaṁprayaoga cīṭṭasya ii. 54; cīṭta-vikṣepa i. 30; cīṭṭa-prasādam i. 33; cīṭṭasya-ekagrata i. 12; nirodha-kṣaṇa-cīṭṭa-anvayo nirodharpārināmah iii. 9; pravṛttibhede prayojakaṁ cīṭtam ekam anekeśāṁ iv. 5; cīṭṭa-antaradrīye iv. 21; para-cīṭṭa-jñānam iii. 19; cīṭṭa-saṁvīt iii. 34; cīṭṭasya para-迦ra-āveoḥ iii. 38; nirmanā-cīṭṭiṁ iv. 4; kṣaya-udayač cīṭṭasya iii. 11.
cetanā, pratyaṭ-cetanā i. 29.

ciḍra, taceciḍreṣu pratyaya-antarāni iv. 27.

ja, taj-jaḥ saṁśkarah i. 50; viveka-jaṁ jñānam iii. 52, iii. 54; saṁadhi-jaḥ śiddhayaḥ iv. 1; dhyāna-jam anācayam iv. 6.

jan, vārttā jayante iii. 36.

janma, janma-kathanā-sambodha ii. 39; adṛṣṭa-janma ii. 12; janma-oṣa- dhi-mantra iv. 1.

-japa, taj-japas tad-artha-bhāvanam i. 28.

-jaya, taj-jayat praṇā-ālokaḥ iii. 5; udāna-jayat iii. 39; saṁāna-jayat iii. 40; indriya-jayaḥ ii. 41, iii. 47; bhūta- jayaḥ iii. 44; pradhāna-jaya iii. 48.

jala, jala-pañka-kaṇṭaka iii. 39.
jāvita, mano-jāvītvam iii. 48.

-jāti, pūra-jāti iii. 18; jāty-antaraparīṇāma iv. 2; jāti-deca-kāla-samaya
jñāna, mithyājñānam i. 8; cābda-jñāna-anupāti i. 9; svapna-nidrājñāna-alambanaṁ va i. 38; cābda-artha-jñāna i. 17; sarvā-hūta-rutā-:jñānam ii. 16; pūrva-jati-:jñānam iii. 18; para-citta-jñānam iii. 19; aparānta-:jñānam iii. 48; vīprakṛṣṭa-:jñānam iii. 48; bhuvana-:jñānam iii. 28; tārāvyuha-:jñānam iii. 27; tāt-gati-:jñānam iii. 28; kāya-vyūha-:jñānam iii. 35; vīveka-jain jñānam iii. 52, iii. 54; mala-:apetasya jñānasaya iv. 31; jñāna-diptīr a vīveka-:khyāteḥ ii. 28. jñeyam, jñeyam alpam iv. 31. jyotiṣmanta, viṣḍkā vā jyotiṣmati i. 36. jyotis, mūrdha-jyotisī ii. 32. jvalana, samāna-jayāj jvalanam iii. 40. tad, i. tan-nirūdaḥ i. 12; tat param i. 16; tad-artha i. 28; taj-japa i. 28; tat-pratisedha-artham ii. 32; tat-stha i. 41; tad-añjana i. 14; taj-jāḥ i. 50; tad-vṛttayaḥ ii. 11; tad-vipaka i. 13; tad-artha ii. 21; tad-aṅkāḥ-sādharāṇa ii. 28; tad-dṛṣṭeḥ i. 28; tad-abhāvīt ii. 25; tad-saṃvidhau ii. 35; tad eva i. 3; taj-jayāt ii. 3; tad api iii. 8; tat-pravībhāga i. 17; tat salambanam iii. 28; tad-grāhaya i. 21; tad-saṃyamat ii. 22; tad-gati i. 28; tad-dharmā i. 42; tad-āvārāya i. 45; tad-kramayoh ii. 52; tad-vipaka iv. 8; tad-abhāvāh i. 11; tad āpramāpakanam iv. 16; tad-uparāga iv. 17; tat-prataḥvivahā i. 18; na tat svābhāsaṁ i. 19; tad-akāra-:apattau i. 22; tad asam-khyeya- iv. 21; tac-chidreṣu i. 27. 2. tasya hetuḥ i. 24; tasya vācakaḥ i. 27; tasya-āvaiṣayat i. 30; tasya bhūmiṣu i. 6; tasya praçaṇta- i. 10; tasya saptadhā i. 27; tasya-āpi nirodhie i. 51. 3. tasmin sati i. 49. 4. tayor vibhaktāḥ pānthāḥ i. 15. 5. te antarāryaḥ i. 30; te pratiprasava-ḥohāḥ i. 10; te hādāparitapaphalāḥ ii. 14; te samādhy upasargaḥ ii. 37; te vyakta-sūkṣmaḥ i. 13. 6. tā eva sabjāḥ samādiḥ i. 46. 7. tāsām anādītvaṁ i. 10. 8. From the stem sa, sa tu dirgha-kāla i. 14. tādā, tādā draṣṭuḥ i. 3; tādā vivekanimnam iv. 26; tādā sarva-āvaraṇa iv. 31; tādā kim syat i. 16. tanu, prasupta-tanu-viçchinna-udārāṇām ii. 4. tantra, eka-citta-tantram iv. 16. -tapas, mantra-tapah-samādhi i. 1; tapah-svādhī-ya-ṭyavarapṛidhanāni i. 1; saṁtoṣa-tapah-svādhī-ya ii. 32; açuddhi-kṣayāḥ tapasaḥ i. 43. -tāpī, paripaśma-ṭāpa i. 15. -tāraka, tārakām sarva-viṣayam i. 54. -tārā, tārā-vyūha i. 27. -tīvra, tīvra-saṁvegaṇām i. 21. tatās, tato ṁpi i. 22; tato pratyak-cetana i. 29; tato dvandva-ānabhi-ghataḥ i. 48; tato kṣyate i. 52; tato paramā vaçyata i. 55; tato punah çanditītāu ii. 12; tato prātibha i. 36; tato prakāra i. 48; tato ṇimādi i. 45; tato manoja-vitmam i. 48; tato pratipattiḥ i. 53; tato kṣetrīkaṭāvaḥ i. 3. tattva, pariṇāmañkātvaḥ vāstu-tattvaḥ iv. 14; eka-tattva-:abhyāsāḥ i. 32.
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tatra, tatra sthitau i. 13; tatra niratia-
čayam i. 25; tatra tabda_artha-
jiñāna-vikalpaḥ i. 42; rtambhara tatra prajñā i.48; tatra-pratyaya_ekā-
tānata i. 2; tatra dhyāna-jam anā-
čayam iv. 6.
tathā, tathā ruḍho i. 9.
tu, sa tu dirghakāla i. 14; varaṇa-
bhedas tu iv. 3.
tulya, tulyayos tataḥ pratipattiḥ iii. 53; tulya-pratyayau i. 12.
tūla, laghu-tūla i. 42.
tyāga, vāra-tyāgaḥ ii. 35.
traya, trayam ekatra iii. 4; pariṇāma-
traya i. 16; trayam antarāṅgam iii.
7.
trividha, trividham itaresam iv. 7.

darçana, ātma-darçana ii. 41; dṛg-
darçana ii. 6; siddha-darçana iii. 32;
vṛçeśa-darçana iv. 25; bhṛanti-dar-
çana i. 30.
dīvya, divyaṁ ċrotram iii. 41.
dīpti, jñāna-dīpti ii. 28.
dirgha, dirgha-sūkṣma ii. 50; dirgha-
kāla i. 14.
duḥkha, heyam duḥkhām i. 16; duḥ-
kham eva sarvam ii. 15; duḥkha-a-
unjāna-ananta-phaḷāḥ ii. 34; aṣeṣi-
duḥkha-anātmasu i. 5; sukha-duḥ-
khapuṇya-apuṇya-viṣayāṇām i. 33;
duḥkha-anuçayi duveṣaḥ ii. 8; duḥk-
ha-daurmanasya i. 31; saṃskāra-
duḥkhahī i. 15.
dṛk, dṛg-darçana i. 6.
dṛḍha, dṛḍha-bhūmiḥ i. 14.
dṛṣṭi, tad dṛṣṭē kāvaḷyam i. 25; dṛṣ-
mātra ii. 20.
dṛṣṭya, dṛṣṭīr-dṛṣṭya ii. 17, iv. 23;
tad-artha eva dṛṣṭyāya_ātma ii. 21;
apavarga-arthaṁ dṛṣṭyam ii. 18;
citta_antara-dṛṣye iv. 21.
dṛṣṭyatva, ābhāsāṁ dṛṣṭyatvāt iv. 19.

-dṛṣṭa, dṛṣṭa_adṛṣṭa ii. 12; dṛṣṭa_anu-
čravika i. 15.
devatā, īṣṭa-devatā ii. 44.
deça, deça-bandhač cīttaśya iii. 1; deça-
kāla-saṃkhyaśabhiḥ ii. 50; jāti-lakṣaṇa-
deçaḥ iii. 53; jāti-deça-kāla-vyavahi-
tanām iv. 9; jāti-deça-kāla-samaya ii.
31.
dōṣa, deṣa-bija-kṣaye iii. 50.
dāurmanasya, i. 31.
drāṣṭṛ, draṣṭṛ-ḍṛṣṭyayoh ii. 17, iv. 23;
 draṣṭā dṛṣimātraḥ ii. 20; tada dra-
ṣṭuḥ svarūpe' vasthānam i. 3.
dvandva, dvandva_anabhighātaḥ ii.
48.
dvēṣa, rāga-dvēṣa_abhiniveṣa ii. 3;
duḥkha_anuçayi dvēṣaḥ ii. 8.

dharma, 1. external aspect, dhar-
ma_anupāṭi dharmi iii. 14; dharm-
akaṇa_avyastāḥ i.3; kāya-saṁpat
tad-dharma_anabhighātaḥ ca iii. 45;
adharma-bhedād dharmām i. 12.
- 2. [knowable] thing, dharma-megha-
ḥ samādiḥ iv. 29.
dharmīn, dharma_anupāṭi dharmi iii.
14.
dhāraṇā, deça-bandhač cīttaśya dhār-
aṇā iii. 1; dhāraṇā-dhyāna-samādi
dii. 29; dhāraṇāsu ca yogyāta maṇa-
śah ii. 53.
dhyāṇa, tatra pratyaya_ekatānata
dhyānam i. 2; -dhyāna-saṃadhaya
ii. 29; dhyāna-hēyas tad-vṛttayaḥ
ii. 11; yāthā_abhimata-dhyānād va
i. 38; dhyānājām anācayam iv. 6.
dhruva, dhruve tad-gati iii. 28.

na, na ca tat saṁlabamani iii. 20; na
cā_eka-cīttā-tantraṁ ii. 16; na tat
svabhāsam iv. 19.
naṣṭa, naṣṭam apy anāṣṭam ii. 22.
nādi, kūrma-nādyam iii. 31.
nābhi, nābhi-cakre iii. 29.
A page of a document in Sanskrit text, which includes terms like "nitya," "nityatvā," "atma-bhava," "parinama-tapa," "samskaram," and "para-arūparūpamā." The page also contains a list of Sanskrit terms and their meanings, such as "nirmanakrama," "sopakrama," and "nirupakrama," among others. The text is formatted in a way that suggests it is a scholarly work, possibly a commentary or a treatise on philosophical or religious concepts.
sattva-puruṣayoh āuddhi-sāmye kā-
valyam iii. 55; puruṣa-विचाṣaṣya i.24.
pūrva, abhyāsa-pūrvaḥ i.18; antaraṇ-
gaṁ pūrvabhyaḥ iii. 7; pūrva-jāti
iii. 18; pūrvesām api gṛhuḥ i. 26.
pūrvaka, prajñā-pūrvaka i. 20; moha-
pūrvakāḥ ii. 34.
- prakāṣa, prakāṣa-kriyā-sthiti ii. 18;
cakṣuḥ-prakāṣa iii. 21; prakāṣa-avara-
na-कṣayā ii. 52, iii. 48.
- prakṛtī, prakṛty-apurṇaḥ i. 18;
pracṛti, pracṛty-apurṇat iv. 2;
prakṛtī-नाम varana-bhedas iv. 3.
- Prakṛtīlaya, bhavapratiyayo Videha-
Prakṛtīlayanām i. 19.
- pracāra, pracāra-saṁvedanaḥ ca iii. 38.
pracchardana, i. 34.
- prajñā, samādhī-prajñā i. 20;
prānta-kāṣṭhi prajñā ii. 27;
prajñā-ālokap iii. 5;
prajñā-नाम varana-bhedas iv. 3.
- Prakṛtīlaya, bhavapratiyayo Videha-
Prakṛtīlayanām i. 19.
- pracāra, pracāra-saṁvedanaḥ ca iii. 38.
pracchardana, i. 34.
- prajñā, samādhī-prajñā i. 20;
prānta-kāṣṭhi prajñā ii. 27;
prajñā-ālokap iii. 5;
prajñā-नाम varana-bhedas iv. 3.
- Prakṛtīlaya, bhavapratiyayo Videha-
Prakṛtīlayanām i. 19.
- pracāra, pracāra-saṁvedanaḥ ca iii. 38.
pracchardana, i. 34.
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prāṇāyāma, prāṇāyama-pratyāhāra-ii. 29.
prātibha, prāṭibhād vā sarvam iii. 33; prātibha-çrāvasta- iii. 36.
prādus, prādur-bhāvah iii. 3, 45.
prānta, prānta-bhūmih prajañā ii. 27.
phala, duḥkha-ajñāna-ananta-phalāh ii. 34; hlāda-paritapa-phalāh ii. 14; kriya-phalā-ācaryatvam i. 36; hetu-phala-ācaya-alambanīḥ iv. 11.
bandha, deṣa-bandhaç cittasya i. 1; bandha-kāraṇa-cāṭhīlayat iii. 33.
bala, rūpa-lavanyā-bala-vajrasaṅghanatvāni iii. 46; mātrita-śāsū balāni iii. 23; balesu hasti-bala-adimi iii. 24.
bahir-akalpita, bahirakalpita vṛttih i. 43.
bahiranga,bahirangam nirbijasya iii. 8.
bheda, adha-bhedat iv. 12; pravṛttibhide iv. 5; citta-bhedat iv. 15; prakṛtīnam varāṇa-bhedāḥ iv. 3.
buddhi, buddhibuddher atiprasahgah iv. 21; sva-buddhi-saṁvedanam iv. 22.
brahmacarya, asteya-brahmacarya- ii. 30; brahmacyāra-pratiṣṭhāyām vin-ya-labhāḥ i. 38.
manas, mano-javītanm i. 48; manasaḥ sthiti i. 35; yogyata manasaḥ ii. 53.
bhāuma, sārva-bhāumā mahāvratam ii. 31.
bhrānti, bhṛanti-darçana i. 30.
man, abhijātasya _iva maneḥ i. 41.
madhyā, mṛdu-madhyā-adhimātra i. 22, ii. 34.
manasa, mano-javītanm i. 48; manasaḥ sthiti i. 35; yogyata manasaḥ ii. 53.
mantra, oṣadhi-mantra-tapah iv. 1.
mala, śvaraṇa-mala iv. 31.
mahant, maha-vidēhā i. 43; mahāvratam i. 31.
mātra, artha-mātra i. 43, iii. 3; drṣṭī-mātra ii. 20; anyata-khyāti-mātra iii. 49; asmi-ta-mātra iv. 4; linga-mātra ii. 19.
mithya, mithyā-jñānam i. 8.
mudita, maitri-karuṇā-mudita_upēkṣañām i. 33.
mūrdhan, mūrdha-jyotiṣi iii. 32.
mūla, kleçamūlaḥ karmāçaya ii. 12; sati mule tad-vipakāḥ ii. 13.
mrdū, mṛdu-madhyā-adhimātra i. 22, ii. 34.
megha, dharma-meghaḥ samādhiḥ iv. 29.
māitrī, māitr-karuṇā-mudita_upek-
şānām i. 33; māitrī_ādiṣu balāni
ii. 23.

mohā, lobha-krodha-mohāh ii. 34.

yatna, tatra shhitau yatno 'bhyaśaḥ
i. 13.

yathā, yathā_abhimata-dhyānād vā i.
39.

yama, yama-niyama- ii. 29; ahīṁśa-
satya_aste_ya - brahma-radāya_aperi-
grahā yamāḥ ii. 30.

yoga, yoga_anuṣaṇam i. 1; yogaç
citta-vṛtti-nirodhaḥ i. 2; kriyā-
—yogāḥ ii. 1; yogaḥ_ānugha_-
nāt ii. 28.

yogin, akuṇākhaṅṇāḥ yoginas iv. 7.

yogatā, yogatā manasaḥ ii. 41.

ratna, sarva-ratna_upaṣṭhamām ii. 37.

rāga, sukha_anuṣayā rāgaḥ ii. 7; rāga-
dveṣa_ahfiniyeṣaḥ paśca klecāḥ ii.
3; vīta-rāga-visyaṇam i. 37.

rūpa, kāya-rūpa-sānyamāt iii. 21;

rūpā-lāvanā-bala i. 46; sva-rū-

pratiṣṭāḥh iv. 34; sva-rūpa-śunyam
iva iii. 3; sva-rūpa_anukāra īva i. 54;

sva-rūpa_upalabdhi-sānyogāḥ
ii. 23; a-tadrūpa-pratiṣṭham i. 8;

vitarka-vicāra_ānanda-asmitā-rūpa
i. 17.

rūpaṭva, eka-rūpaṭvat iv. 9.

lakṣaṇa, dharma-lakṣaṇa_savasthā
iii. 13; jāti-lakṣaṇa-deṣaṇiḥ iii. 53.

laghu, laghu-tula iii. 42.

lābha, vṛya-lābha ii. 38; sukha-lābha
ii. 42.

lāvanya, rūpa-lāvanya-bala iii. 46.
- vitarka, 1. deliberation [upon coarse objects], vitarka-vicāra-ananda i. 17.

2. perverse consideration, vitarka hīnātādaya kṛta-kārita-anumoditaḥ ii. 34; vitarka-bādhane pratipakṣa-bhāvanam ii. 33.

vītṛṣṇa, vīṣaya-vītṛṣṇasya i. 15. 

 Videha, Videha-Prakṛtyālayam i. 19; bahir-akalpita vṛttir mahāvideha iii. 43.

vidvāṇa, viduṣo 'pi ii. 9. 

 vidhāraṇa, pracchedana-vidhāraṇabhyaṁ i. 34. 

 viniyoga, bhūmisu viniyogah iii. 6. 

 viniyṛtti, bhāvanā-viniyṛttih iv. 25. 

 viparyaya, pramāṇa-viparyaya-vikalpa i. 6; viparyaya mitthayājñānam atadṛṣṭapratiṣṭham i. 8. 

 vipāka, kleca-karma-vipāka-aparāṁśṭaḥ i. 24; satī mule tad-vipako jāty-ayur-bhogāḥ ii. 18; vipāka anuguṇanām...vāsanānām iv. 8. 

 viprakṛṣṭa, viprakṛṣṭa-jñānam iii. 25. 

 vibhākta, vibhāktaḥ panthāḥ iv. 15. 

 virāma, virāma-pratyaya-abhyāsa-pūrvaḥ i. 18. 

 virodhā, guṇa-vṛtti-virodhā ca ii. 15. 

 viveka, viveka-nimnaḥ kaivalya-prāg-bhāraṁ cittam iv. 26; viveka-khyāti ii. 26, ii. 28, iv. 29; viveka-jāmā jñānam iii. 54; viveka-jām dhyānam iii. 52. 

 vivekin, duḥkham eva sarvaṁ vivekānāḥ ii. 15. 

 viĉēsa, 1. the particular, puruṣa-viĉēsa i. 24; viĉēsa-arthaḥvāt i. 49; viĉēsa-arviĉēsa ii. 19. 

 2. the distinction, tato 'pi viĉēsah i. 22; viĉēsa-darçinah iv. 25. 

 viĉoka, viĉokā vā jyotismati i. 36. 

 viṣaya, anubhūta-viṣaya i. 11; viṣaya-viṭṛṣṇasya i. 15; sva-viṣaya-asam- 

 prayoge cittasya ii. 54; tārakaṁ sarva- viṣayaṁ sarvathā-viṣayaṁ akramaṁ ceti vivekaṁ jñānam iii. 54; prajñābhyaṁ anya-viṣaya i. 49; savicāra nirvicāra ca sukṣma-viṣaya i. 44; apuṇya-viṣayaṁ ni. 33; bāhya-abhyantaravāsya ii. 51; vtārāga-viṣayam i. 37. 

 viṣayatva, sukṣma-viṣayatvam ca...aliṅga-paryavasānām i. 45. 

 viṣayavant, viṣayavatī vā pravṛttih i. 35. 

 vītā, vtārāga-viṣayam i. 37. 

 vīrya, graḍhā-vīrya-smṛti-samādhi-prajñā i. 20; brahmacarya-pratiṣṭhāyam vīrya-labhāḥ ii. 38. 

 vṛtti, yogc citta-vṛtti-nirdohāḥ i. 2; vṛttiḥ paścata-yā kliṣṭa...a-kliṣṭaḥ i. 5 [the list forms the next sūtra]; vṛtti nirṛtā i. 10; sāda jñātaṅ citta-vṛttaṁ tat-prabhoḥ puruṣasya-aparinātvaḥ iv. 18; vṛtti-sārupyaṁ i. 4; guṇa-vṛtti-virodhā ca ii. 15; bāhya-abhyantarastamba-vṛttiḥ ii. 50; dhyāna-heyaṁ tad-vṛttaḥ ii. 11; kṣṇa-vṛtthē i. 41; bahir-akalpita vṛttih iii. 43. 

 vedana, vedana-adarśa-āsvāda-iii. 36. 

 vedanīya, janma-vedanīyāḥ ii. 12. 

 vāitṛṣṇya, guṇa-vāitṛṣṇyām i. 16. 

 vāīra, vai-ra-tyagaḥ ii. 35. 

 vāīragya, ṛṣṭa-anuṛcavika-viṣaya-viṭṛṣṇasya vaṛṭkāraṣaṁjñā vāīragyam i. 15; abhyāsa-vāīragyābhyaṁ i. 12; tad-vāīragyād api doṣa-bṛja-kṣaye kaivalyam iii. 50. 

 vāīcāradya, nirvicāra-vāīcāradyo i. 47. 

 vyakta, vyakta-sūkṣmāḥ iv. 13. 

 vyapadeyya, a-vyapadeyya iii. 14. 

 vyavahita, ka-la-vyavahita iv. 9; sukṣma-vaśavita iii. 25. 

 vyākhyāta, pariṇāma vyākhyātāḥ iii. 13; sukṣma-viṣaya vyākhyātā i. 44.
vyādhi, vyādhi-styāna i. 30.
vyyuthāna, vyuṭṭhāna-nirodha iii. 9; vyuṭṭhāne Siddha-yāt iii. 37.
vyaṇa, tāra-vyāṇa iii. 27; kāya-vyaṇa iii. 29.
-vrata, maha-vrataam ii. 31.
-çakti, svartī-pratisṭhāta va citiçaktiḥ iv. 34; svapramya-çaktyoḥ ii. 23; tad-grāhaya-çakti iii. 21; dṛg-darbana-çakti ii. 6.
-çabda, çabda-artha-jñāna i. 42; çabda-artha-pratyayamanām iii. 17; çabda-jñāna-anupatī i. 9.
-çarira, para-çarira-āveçāḥ iii. 38.
-cānta, cānta-udita iii. 12 and 14.
-çila, prakāsa-çrīya-sthitī-çtām ii. 18.
-çuci, nitya-çuci-sukha-ātma-khyāti iii. 5.
-cuddha, draṣṭā dṛṣṭimātraḥ çuddho ’pi ii. 20.
-cuddhi, çuddhi-kṣaye ii. 28; sattva-cuddhi ii. 41; çuddhi-sāmye kāivalyam iii. 35.
-cūnya, svarūpa-cūnya-iva i. 43, iii. 3; vastu-cūnya i. 9; puruṣa-artha-cūnya iv. 34.
-çeṣa, saṁskāra-çeṣa i. 18.
-çāthilya, bandha-kāraṇa-çāthilyāt iii. 38; prayatana-çāthilya ii. 47.
-çauca, çauca-sāṁśoṣa- ii. 32; çaucaç svapaṅga-jugupsa ii. 40.
-çraddha, çraddha-vṛtya-smṛti-samādhi-prajñā i. 20.
-çravana, prātibha-cṛavana-vedana- iii. 36.
-çruta, çruta-anumāna i. 49.
-çrotra, çrotra-ākāçayoh iii. 41; divyām çrotram iii. 41.
-çvāsa, çvāsa-pravāsa i. 31, ii. 49.
-sa, sa tu dirghakāla- i. 14.
-sāṃyama, traya-m ekatra sāṃyamaḥ iii. 4; pariṇāma-traya-sāṃyamāt iii. 16; tat-pravibhāga-sāṃyamāt iii. 17; kāya-rūpa-sāṃyamāt iii. 21; karma-tat-sāṃyamāt iii. 22; sūrya-sāṃyamāt iii. 26; svAyArtha-sāṃyamāt iii. 35; sāṁbandha-sāṃyamāt iii. 41; iii. 42; arthavanvita-sāṃyamāt iii. 44, iii. 47; kṣaṇa-tat-kramayoḥ sāṃyamāt iii. 52.
-sāṃyoga, sāṃyoga hoyā-hetuḥ ii. 17; upalabdhi-hetu-sāṃyogaḥ ii. 23; sāṃyoga-abhāva ii. 25; īṣṭa-devata-sāṃprayoga ii. 44.
-saṁvid, cittā-saṁvit iii. 34.
-saṁvega, tīrva-saṁvegaṇām i. 21.
-saṁvedana, praçāra-saṁvedana-ca ca iii. 38; sva-buddha-saṁvedanam iv. 22.
-saṁçaya, styāna-saṁçaya-prayāmaḥ i. 30.
-saṁskāra, pariṇāma-tapa-saṁskāra-ducchhaḥ ii. 15; praṭyayā-antarāṇi saṁskārebyaḥ iv. 27; taj-jaḥ saṁskāro 'nyasaṁskāra-pratibandh i. 50; smṛti-saṁskārayor ekarūpataḥ iv. 9; nirodha-saṁskārayor abhībhava-prādurbhāvau ii. 9; praçānta-vāhita saṁskārat iii. 10; saṁskāra-çeṣa i. 18; saṁskāra-sākṣat iii. 18.
-saṁhātyakārītva, parārthaṁ saṁhaṭ-yakārītvaḥ iv. 24.
-saṁhānaṇautva, vajjā-saṁhānaṇautvāni iii. 46.
-saṁkara, adhyāṣāt saṁkaraḥ iii. 17; sūrti-saṁkara ca iv. 21.
-saṁkīrṇa, vīkālaḥ saṁkīrṇa i. 42; atyanta-a-saṁkīrṇa iii. 35.
-saṁkhya, deca-kāla-saṁkhya-bhīhiḥ ii. 50.
-saṅga, saṅga-smaya-akaranaḥ iii. 51; a-saṅga iii. 39.
-saṅghṛhitavat, hetu-phala-āçraya-ālambanaiḥ saṅghṛhitavat iv. 11.
-saṁjñā, vaṭākāra-saṁjñā vāirāgyam i. 16.
sati, tasmin sati ii. 49; sati muṇe ii. 18.
satkāra, nāirantaryā-satkāra-āsevita i. 14.

- satṛva, sattva-çuddhi ii. 41; sattva-puruṣaçayaḥ çuddhi-sāmye kāvalyaṁ iii. 55; sattva-puruṣa-anyata-khyāti-mātra iii. 49; sattva-puruṣayor atyanta-samkrñayoh iii. 35.

- satya, ahiṁsa-satya ii. 30; satya-prati-śhayam iii. 36.

sāḍā, sāḍā jñātāc citta-vṛttayaḥ iv. 18.
sant, sati: see sati.

sāmītya, çautsa-sāmītya-tapah-ii. 32; sāmītosād anuttamaḥ sukhalabhaḥ ii. 42.

sāmiñdhī, tt-sāmiñdhau ii. 35.

saptadha, tasyasaptadha prantabhum i. 27.

sāmājō, jati-deça-kāla-samaya iii. 31; ekasamaye ca ubhaya-anavadh-ānām iv. 20.

samādhi, tad eva_arthamātrar-ḥāsainyavasra-çayaṁ iva samādhiḥ iii. 3; sabṭāḥ samādhiḥ i. 46; nirbjāḥ samādhiḥ i. 51; dhāraṇā-dhyāna-samādhiyah ii. 29; çradhā-vṛtya-smṛti-samādhi-prajñā i. 20; samādhi-siddhi ii. 45,iv.1; samādhi-parināma iii. 11; samādhi-bhāva-na_arthaḥ ii. 2; te samādhāv upa-sargaḥ iii. 37; dharmameghah samādhiḥ iv. 29.

samāna, samāna-jayat i. 40.

samāpatti, tatsthā-tadāñjanata samāpattiḥ i. 41; laghu-tūla-samāpattēḥ iii. 42; savitarka samāpattih, i. 42; Ananta-samāpattibhyam ii. 47.

samāpti, parināma-krama-samāptih iv. 32.

sampad, kāya-sampat iii. 45,46.

samprajñāta, vitarka... samprajñā-taḥ i. 17.

samān, samān-jañayaḥ i. 40.

samāpatti, tatsthā-tadāñjanata samāpattiḥ i. 41; laghu-tūla-samāpattēḥ iii. 42; savitarka samāpattih, i. 42; Ananta-samāpattibhyam ii. 47.

samāpāt, kāya-sampāt iii. 45,46.

samprajñāta, vitarka... samprajñā-taḥ i. 17.

saṁbandha, saṁbandha-saṁyamāt iii. 41,42.

saṁbodha, janma-kathaṁta-saṁbodha ii. 39.

sarva, sarva-jñā i. 25; sarva-jñātṛtvam iii. 49; sarva-visayam iii. 54; cittam sarva-arthaṁ iv. 13; sarva-arthaṭa eva eva. 11; sarva-bhāva iii. 49; duḥkhaṁ sarva eva. 15; sarva-āvaranama mala iv. 31; sarva-nirōdhāt i. 51; prātibhad vā sarvam iii. 33; sarva-ṛatna_upasthānam ii. 37; sarvabhuṭa-ruta iii. 17.

sarvātha, sarva-visayam sarvātha visayam akramam iii. 54; sarvātha viveka-khyāteḥ iv. 29.

savīcāra, savīcāra... suksamāvīṣya i. 44.

savitarka, savitarka samapattih i. 42.

saḥabhu, vakṣsea-saḥabhuvah ii. 31.

sāksāt, saṁskāra-saṅga i. 18.

sādāraṇātvā, tad-anya-sadō ii. 22.

sāmīya, çuddhi-sāmye kāvalyaṁ iii. 55; vastu-sāmye iv. 15.

sārūpya, vṛtti-sārūpyam i. 4.

sārvabhāuma, sārvabhāuma mahāvratam ii. 31.

sālambana, tat sālambanam iii. 20.

siddhī, siddha-dārṣyam iii. 32.

siddhī, kāya_indrīya-siddhiḥ ii. 48; vyutthāne siddhiḥ iii. 37; samādhi-siddhiḥ ii. 45; samādhi-jāh siddhayaḥ iv. 1.

sukha, sukha_anucayī ṛgaḥ ii. 7; nītya-çuci-sukha-ātma-khyātiḥ ii. 5; sthira-sukham āsanam ii. 46; sukha-duḥkha-puñya-apuñya-visayāpām i. 33; anuttamaḥ sukha-labhaḥ ii. 42.

sukṣma, vyakta-sukṣma guṇātmānaḥ iv. 13; sukṣma-vyavahita- iii. 25; dirgha-sukṣmaḥ ii. 50; pratiprasava-heyaḥ sukṣmaḥ ii. 10; sukṣma-viṣaya...
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i. 44; sūkṣma-visāyataṁ ca i. 45; svarūpa-sūkṣma-anvaya- iii. 44.
sūrya, sūrye saṁyamāt iii. 26.
sopakrama, sopakramāṁ nirupakramaṁ ca karma iii. 22.
sāumanasya, ṣuddhi-saṅc-ekārya ii. 41.
stambha, ṣakti-stambhe iii. 21; abhy-antara-st-vṛttih i. 50.
styāna, vyādhi-st-saṁcaya- i. 30.
sthā, tat-stha-tadānjanātā i. 41.
sthānīn, sthō-upanimaṇtrane iii. 51.
-sthiti, prakāśa-kriyā-sthiti ii. 18; tatra shtītāṁ yatno 'bhyaśaḥ i. 13; maṇ-asah sthiti-nibandhanā i. 35.
sthira, sthō-sukham āsanam ii. 46.
-sthūla, sthō-svarūpa-sūkṣma- iii. 44.
sthārya, aparigraha-sthārye ii. 39;
kūrma-nādyāṁ sthāryam iii. 31.
smaya, saṅga-sm-akaraṇam iii. 51.
-smṛti, anubhūta-visāya-asaṁpramoṁ-
smṛtiḥ i. 11; -vikalpa-nidrā-smṛtayaḥ i. 6; ācārdhā-vṛtya-smṛti-
samādhī-prajñā i. 20; smṛti-saṁskā-
raye ekarupatvaḥ iv. 9; smṛti-pari-
cūddhāu i. 43; smṛti-saṁkaraṇ ca iv. 21.
syat, tadā kim syāt iv. 16.
sva, sva-svāmi-caktyaḥ ii. 23; sva-an-
ga ii. 40; tapah-svādhīyaya_tvara-
pranidhānanā i. 32; svādhīyad iṣṭa-
devata ii. 44; sva-artha-saṁyamat iii. 35; sva-buddhi-saṅvedanam iv. 22; na tat sva_abhāsaṁ dṛṣyate
tvaḥ i. 19; sva-rasa-vahī ii. 9; sva-rūpa, see by itself; sva-visāya-asanipra-
yoge ii. 54.
-svapna, svō-nidrā-jñāna ālambanam
i. 38.
svarūpa, sthūla-svarūpa-sūkṣma-
iii. 44; svarūpa_upalabdhi-hetuḥ saṁ-
yogah ii. 23; svarūpa-pratiśṭhā vā iv.
34; citta-svarūpa_anukāra iva ii. 54; svarūpa-çṛṇyā_iva i. 43; svarūpa-
çṛṇyam iva iii. 3; tādā svarūpa_sva-
sthānam i. 3; svarūpaṭo 'sty adhva-
bhedat iv. 12; grahāṇa-svarūpa_as-
mitā iii. 47.
svāmin, sva-svāmi-çaktyoḥ ii. 23.

-hāna, saṁyoga-abhāvo hānam ii. 25;
viveka-khyātir avipлавā hāna_upā-
yāḥ ii. 26; hānam eşāṁ kleśavat iv.
28.
-hīṃsā, vitarka hiṃsā_adyayaḥ ii. 34.
hṛdaya, hṛdaye citta-samvit iii. 34.
hetu, hetu-phala_āṣraya iv. 11; kram-
maanyakā pariṁkāma anyate hetuḥ iii. 15; upalabdhi-hetu-saṁ-
yogah ii. 23; tasya hetu avidyā
tvaḥ ii. 24; saṁyoga heyā-heituḥ ii. 17.
hetutva, apuṣya-hetutvāt ii. 14.
-heya, saṁyoga heyā-heituḥ ii. 17; pra-
tiprasava-heyāḥ ii. 10; dhīyāna-heyā
tvaḥ ii. 11; heyāṁ duḥkham ii. 16.
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